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Preface 
 

How to Use This Manual 
SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide is explains SigmaSystemCenter's features and 
functionalities and the operational methods intending for administrators of SigmaSystemCenter. This 
manual is a supplement to SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. 
 

Manual Organization 
Part I SigmaSystemCenter Features Reference 
 
1 "Features of SigmaSystemCenter": Explains the features and functionalities of 
SigmaSystemCenter 
2 "Policy Control and Monitoring Features": Explains the features and functionalities to control 
policies and to monitor events. 
3 "About Virtual Environment Management": Explains the features and functionalities to 
manage virtual environments. 
4 "About Network Management": Explains the features and functionalities of 
SigmaSystemCenter to manage networks. 
5 "About Storage Management": Explains the features and functionalities of 
SigmaSystemCenter to manage storage. 
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Configuration Guide 
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Reference Guide 
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Reference: All the latest SigmaSystemCenter manuals are available in the following URL. 
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The information regarding product summary, installation, configuration, operation and maintenance 
of SigmaSystemCenter are included in the following four manuals. The purposes of the manuals are 
as follows. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter First Step Guide 
This manual is intended for users who use SigmaSystemCenter for the first time and explains the 
product summary, system design methods and operating environment. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide 
This manual is intended for system administrators who install, upgrade, or uninstall 
SigmaSystemCenter and explains how to. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide 
This manual is intended for system administrators who configure the whole system after installation 
and who operate and maintain the system after the configuration. Actual operational flow is used to 
explain the process from the configuration after installation to the operating procedures. This manual 
also explains the maintenance process. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter Reference Guide 
This manual is intended for administrators of SigmaSystemCenter and is a supplement to 
SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide and SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. 
SigmaSystemCenter Reference Guide consists of the following three documents: 

 

SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide 
This document describes the maintenance information in SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

SigmaSystemCenter Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide 
This document describes cautions and the information about trouble shooting in 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

SigmaSystemCenter Overview Reference Guide 
This document describes features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter. 
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Document Conventions 
 
In this manual, information that needs attention and references are described as follows: 
 

Note: indicates caution notes, and supplementary explanation for functionalities, 
operations, and settings. 

 

Reference: indicates why and where you should refer to. 
 
In addition, this manual uses the following document conventions. 
 

Convention Used Item Example 

Bold font Items that a user selects on a 
screen, short text input, screen 
names, short command-line 
commands, and command-line 
options 

Type Exit and click Enter. 
User License Confirmation screen 
Use the –prt command. 
Use the /a option. 

Italic font Book or manual titles, and variable 
names 

Configuration Guide 
add GroupName 

Quotation marks Chapter titles and default values See Chapter 9, "Add a Computer." 

Monospace font 
(courier new) 

Long text inputs, messages and 
command-line commands 

Type the following text: 
Confidential-Class B 
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This part describes the features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter. 
 
This part contains the following chapter: 
 
 
• 1 Features of SigmaSystemCenter 
• 2 Policy Control and Monitoring Features 
• 3 About Virtual Environment Management 
• 4 About Network Management 
• 5 About Storage Management 
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1. Features of SigmaSystemCenter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains the features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter from the overview to 
detailed information, such as internal processes. 
 
This chapter contains the following subsections: 
 
 
• 1.1 User and Role ..............................................................................................................4 
• 1.2 Registering Managed Machines ............................................................................... 35 
• 1.3 Software Distribution ................................................................................................. 62 
• 1.4 About Image Deployment ......................................................................................... 86 
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• 1.6 Changes in Machine Configuration ........................................................................ 134 
• 1.7 About Power Control ............................................................................................... 194 
• 1.8 Dependency Setting and Control of Start/Shutdown Sequence ............................. 215 
• 1.9 About Smart Group ................................................................................................. 220 
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1.1. User and Role 
 

1.1.1. Overview 

A user account is for identifying the user of SigmaSystemCenter. 

A SigmaSystemCenter user can operate SigmaSystemCenter after specifying its user 
name and password, which constitute a user account, and logging into 
SigmaSystemCenter. 

SigmaSystemCenter displays a user account as a "user." Hereafter, a user account is 
explained as a "user." 
 

A user consists of the following information: 
 
 User name 

User name. 
 Password 

User's password. 

 Role 
Defines the functionality of SigmaSystemCenter and the available range of the 
management resources. Details for this will be provided later. 

 Certification Type 
Type of the user authentication. It has two types: One is "Local" which is the 
unique authentication method in SigmaSystemCenter, and the other is "System 
LDAP" which authenticates on an external authentication server that supports the 
LDAP protocol. 

 E-mail Address (To – Recipient) 
Not available in this version. 

 User Status 
Sets the user is enabled or not. You cannot use the user which is set to "Disable". 

 Last Login 
The last login date time of the user. 

 

Role is the feature to define the range of available SigmaSystemCenter features and 
resources to be managed for users. A user can use the features set to available for the 
role that is assigned to the user itself, but cannot use the features defined unavailable 
for the role that is assigned to the user itself. 
There are two types of user authorities settable for a role: the authority for the system 
and the authority for resources. You cannot create a role which contains the both 
authorities. However, a built-in role which has the both role is available. 
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 Authority for the system (role (system)) 

Defines the operable range for display of each view, role management, authority 
setting, and policy management. An authority for the system must be assigned to a 
user. When a user is being created, a role of authority for the system is assigned to 
the user. 
 

 Authority for resources (role (resource)) 
Defines the operable range for setting operations on the Operations view and 
operations to physical machines, virtual machines, and virtual machine servers. A 
role of authority for resources is combined with users, and then assigned to the 
resources of operation groups, resource groups, datacenters, and virtual machine 
servers. A resource is available only for a user combined with a role assigned to 
the resource. A resource that is unavailable for (not assigned to) a user is not 
displayed for the user. 

 

Roles you created can be deleted, copied and edited. 
 
Use built-in roles if you want to set a role simply or if the role requires the special 
authorities. 
Built-in roles such as "Administrator", "Operator", or "Observer" do not require 
assigning a combination of a role (resource) and a user to a resource because both 
authority for the system and authority for all resources are already assigned to those 
roles so that users can use them easily. 
You can use built-in roles such as "Read only" and "Inaccessible" to allow a user only 
to browse the information of the arbitrary resource, or to prohibit a user from accessing 
the resource. 
 

 Administrator 
 Operator 
 Observer 

 Operations resources administrator 
 Read only 
 Inaccessible 

 Operations administrator 
 
When multiple users require the common roles and resources to be set, you can use 
the user group to make the tasks to do it simpler. Once you set roles and resources for 
a user group, these settings can be applied to multiple users those belong to the user 
group at once. 
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Because the user and role setting is significantly different from that of 
SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 and 2.1, some of the previous setting cannot be succeeded 
after upgrading from SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1. So, they need to be set again 
after the upgrading. 
For the procedure, see Subsection 1.1.15, "About Setting After Upgrading From 
SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1." 

 

 
 

  

・View display（each view display） 

・User management（creating user） 

・Role management（creating role） 

・Policy management 

（creating policy） 

Device settings 
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built-in roles. 
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1.1.2. Role (System) ‐ Descriptions 

The role of authority for the system defines the scope of system functionalities of 
SigmaSystemCenter that a user can use. It targets the functionalities that do not 
require settings per resource basis such as managing users and policies. Hereafter, a 
role for a system is explained as a "Role (System)."SigmaSystemCenter 

 
You assign a role (system) to users or user groups to use. The user who has a Role 
(System) role or the user who belongs to a user group which has a Role (System) role 
can use functionalities that were set by the assigned role from next login. The Role 
(System) users or users with authorities for a user group can configure the Role 
(System). 

 
When you create a new user, you must assign a Role (System) or the built-in roles 
(Administrator, Operator, or Observer) that have a Role (System) authority to the user 
as an initial role. User groups do not require a Role (System) assigned when it is 
created. 
The Role (System) user can remove the assigned roles from the created users or user 
groups, add an unassigned role, or change the role assignment to other Role (System) 
by executing Edit Privilege. You cannot change the authorities for a user group. 
 

The settings of the Role (System) assigned to the user group to which the user belongs 
are also applied to the user. When more than one Role (System) roles are assigned to 
a user including the user settings of the group in which the user is a member, the user 
has rights of all of the Role (System) roles for the user. 
 
If you want to assign the "Administrator", "Operator", or "Observer" built-in roles to a 
user, you must specify these roles when you create the user. You cannot change any 
role assignment for a user who has other roles than Administrator, Operator, or 
Observer roles to any of the Administrator, Operator, or Observer role with Edit 
Privilege. Also you cannot change any role assignment for a user who has any of the 
Administrator, Operator, or Observer role later once you assigned any of those roles to 
the user as an initial role. 

 
Users with the Role (System) role can set the following privileges for users: 
 

 View display 
Sets whether the user can display each of the following views: the Portal view, 
Operations view, Resource view, Virtual view, Monitor view, or Management view. 
If this privilege is not granted to a user, the user cannot display some of those 
views on the Web console. 
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 User management 

Sets privileges for the user management feature such as creating or deleting a 
user. The user who has no rights to manage users cannot view the parts of the 
user management of User on the Management view or perform operations on 
them. 
 

 Role management 
Sets privileges for the user management feature such as creating or deleting a role. 
The user who has no rights to manage roles cannot view the parts of the role 
management of User on the Management view or perform operations on them. 
 

 Grant privileges against resources 

Sets privileges against resources. The user who has no rights to edit privileges 
cannot edit any of the privileges for resources on operation groups, resource 
groups, datacenters or virtual machine servers. You cannot grant the Edit Privilege 
right by resource. 
 

 User group management 

Sets privileges for the user group management feature such as creating or 
deleting a user group. The user who has no rights to manage user groups cannot 
view the parts of the user group management of User on the Management view or 
perform operations on them. 
 

 Policy management 

Sets privileges for the policy management feature such as adding or removing a 
user. The user who has no rights to manage policies cannot view the parts of the 
policy management of Policy on the Management view or perform operations on 
them. 
 

 Operating the Monitor view 

Sets privileges to execute Cancel for a running job. 
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・View 

Sets whether the user can use or display the six views. 

・User 

Sets whether the user can perform the user management 

settings such as creating or deleting a user. 

・Role 

"Role setting" sets whether the user can perform the role 

management setting such as creating or deleting a role. 

"Set Privilege" sets whether the user can set privileges for 

each resource. 

・User group 

Sets whether the user can perform the user group 

management setting such as creating or deleting a user 

group. 

・Policy 

Sets whether the user can perform the policy management 

setting such as creating or removing a policy. 

・Monitoring 

Sets whether the user can perform the job cancel action. 
 

 

Operations 

view 

Resource view Virtual view Monitor view Management 

view 

User List 

Management 

User 

Policy 

Role List 

User 

Group 

Operations 

Group 

System Resource 

Machine 

Machine 

Storage 

Network 

Software 

VM 

 

Virtual 

VM 

Datacenter 

Host 

License 

Subsystem 
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Portal 

view 
Monitor 

Dashboard 

User 

Group 

User Group List 

Category/Tenant 
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1.1.3. Role (System) ‐ Details of Setting Items 

The following table describes the setting items for the roles of authority for the system. 

Category Authority Description 

View Portal View Sets whether the user can display the Portal 
view. 

Operations View Sets whether the user can display the Operations 
view. 

Resource View Sets whether the user can display the Resource 
view. 

Virtual View Sets whether the user can display the Virtual 
view. 

Monitor View Sets whether the user can display the Monitor 
view. 

Management View Sets whether the user can display the 
Management view. 

User User List Sets whether the user can display the user list. 

Display User List Sets whether the user can display the user 
details. 

Create User Sets whether the user can create a new user. 

Delete User Sets whether the user can delete a user. 

Edit User Sets whether the user can edit a user. 

Role Display Role List Sets whether the user can display the role list. 

Create Role for 
Resources 

Sets whether the user can create a role for 
resources. 

Delete Role for 
Resources 

Sets whether the user can delete a role for 
resources. 

Edit Role for 
Resources 

Sets whether the user can edit a role for 
resources. 

Copy Role Sets whether the user can copy a user. 

Assign Role Sets whether the user can assign a role to 
resources. 

Release Role Sets whether the user can release a role from 
resources. 

Reassign Role Sets whether the user can edit the role assigned 
to resources. 

User group Display User Group 
List 

Sets whether the user can display the user group 
list. 

Create User Group Sets whether the user can create a new user 
group. 

Delete User Group Sets whether the user can delete a user group. 

Edit User Group Sets whether the user can edit a user group. 

Policy Create Policy Sets whether the user can create a new policy. 

Delete Policy Sets whether the user can delete a policy. 
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Category Authority Description 

Copy Policy Sets whether the user can copy a policy. 

Property Setting Sets whether the user can edit the setting 
information of the policy property. 

Monitor Job Cancel Sets whether the user can cancel the running job. 

 

1.1.4. Role (Resource) ‐ Descriptions 

The Role (Resource) is for granting privileges individually to each target of 
management and control by SigmaSystemCenter, such as groups or hosts on the 
Operations view, physical machines, virtual machines, and virtual machine servers. 
Hereafter, a role for a resource is explained as a "Role 
(Resource)."SigmaSystemCenter 

The Role (Resource) is combined with users or user groups and then assigned to the 
resources of operation groups or resource groups. The user can perform operations 
that are assigned to the pair of the Role (Resource) and the user to only resources 
assigned to the user. The user who does not have the Role (Resource) role for a 
resource cannot browse the resources and cannot perform any setting or operation for 
the resource. 

The settings of the Role (Resource) assigned to the user group to which the user 
belongs are also applied to the user. When more than one Role (Resource) roles for a 
same resource are assigned to a user including the settings of the user group in which 
the user is a member, the user has rights of all of the Role (Resource) roles for the 
resource. 
 

The followings are target resources of the "Role (Resource)" assignment. The 
privileges of Role (Resource) you specified are effective on the resources to which you 
assigned Role (Resource) roles, their child resources and same resources on other 
views. If you want to set privileges only for the assigned resources, you must uncheck 
the "The setting is succeeded to children" check box. 
 

 All resources (targets all of the following resources) 
 Category/tenant and group on the Operations view 
 Groups, racks and smart groups on the Resource view 

 Datacenter and virtual machine server on the Virtual view 
 
If you want to assign the combination of Role (Resource) and a user or user group to 
resources, you perform Set Privilege for the target resource. If you want to assign Role 
(Resource) to all resources, you perform it from Assigned Roles of Edit User. 
You can view which Role (Resource) and user /user group is assigned to the target 
resource on the Privilege List of the resource. You can also view the list of pairs of the 
assigned role and target resource per user basis on the Role List in Edit User. 
 

Users with the Role (Resource) role can set the following privileges for users: 
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 Group Operations 

Sets the privileges against settings of categories, tenants, groups, models and 
hosts on the Operations view. 

 
 Machine Operations in Common 

Sets the privileges against operations on machines those you can set commonly 
regardless of types of machines. 
 

 Machine Operations in VM 

Sets privileges against operations on virtual machines. 
 

 Machine Operations in VM Server 

Sets privileges against operations on virtual machine servers. 
 

 Machine Operations in Physical Machine 

Sets privileges against operations on physical machines. 
 

Setting privilege of Role (Resource) is not intended for the storage, network or software 
resources. You can limit operations for these resources on the Resource view by 
disabling the display of the Resource view privilege in the role of authority for the 
system. However, disabling the display of the Resource view prohibits you from 
performing operations on machine resources on the Resource view. And this does not 
suppress displaying these resources on the other views than the Resource view. 
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1.1.5. Role (Resource) ‐ Effective Range of Settings 

The Role (Resource) is effective on the following resources. Role settings for other 
resources than the resource to which Role (Resource) role is assigned directly are also 
effective. 

・Operations Group 
Sets whether the user can perform operations on configurations on the 

Operations view such as creating a group or host. 

・Machine Operations in Common 
Sets whether the user can perform operations on machines those are 

common in different machines. 

・Machine Operations in VM 
Sets whether the user can perform operations on VMs such as starting a 

VM. 

・Machine Operations in VM Server 
Sets whether the user can perform operations on VM servers such as 

starting a VM server. 

・Machine Operations in Physical Machine 
Sets whether the user can perform operations on physical machines such 

as starting a machine. 

 

Operations view 

Roles of authority for the resource 

Operations 

Resource view 

Group 

System Resource 

Machine 

Virtual view 

Virtual 

Datacenter 

Group 

Portal view 

Portal 

Storage 

Network 

Software 

The authority for the resource 

cannot limit the user's usage of 

the storage or network resources. 

To do so, you must disable the 

whole Resource view with the 

authority for the system. 

VM Server 

Machine VM Machine 

Category/Tenant 

Group 

Host 

User 

Group 
User 

Category/Tenant 
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 Resources which have roles 
 Child resources of the resources which have roles 

If the "The setting is succeeded to children" check box is checked, the Role 
(Resource) settings are effective on both resources with the Role (Resource) roles 
and their child resources. The "The Setting is succeeded to children" setting is 
enabled by default. The settings of the roles assigned to categories, tenants 
or groups on the Operations view are not effective on machine resources on 
the Operations view. If you want to set privileges against operations on a pool, 
assign roles to a machine resource on the Resource or Virtual view. 

 Same resource on other views of the machine resource in which roles are enabled 
If other views have the same resources with the machine resource in which the 
Role (Resource) role is enabled, the Role (Resource) settings are also effective on 
those resources. For example, when you assign the Role (Resource) to the group 
on the Resource view and if the group has virtual machines as machine resources, 
the Role (Resource) settings that are assigned to the group on the Resource view 
are also effective on resources of those virtual machines on the Virtual view. 
 

The behavior above allows you to set privileges against operations on the Resource or 
Virtual view with one role by assigning the Role (Resource) to categories, tenants or 
groups on the Operations view as the following figure shows. 
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1.1.6. Role (Resource) ‐ Relations of Settings Between Multiple 

Layers 

As the following figure shows, if one more Role (Resource) roles are assigned to same 
user /user group for resources in multiple layers, roles assigned to the lower resources 
get higher priority. The highest priority role is used for the resource. 
When you want to apply a role widely, you assign the role to resources in the higher 
layer, and when you want to apply it individually, you assign it to resources in the lower 
layer. 
 
In the following figure, the Operator role is assigned to User A for all resources, and the 
Inaccessible role is assigned to Group 1. This restricts the display of the resources of 
Group 1, but User A can use other resources without the display restriction. 

User 

Role (Resource) 

Category/Tenant 

Portal view 

Portal 

Operations view 

Operations 

Resource view 

System Resource 

Machine 

Virtual view 

Virtual 

Datacenter 

The Role (Resource) specification 

on the Operations view is not 

effective on machines on a pool. 

You must assign roles on the 

Resource or Virtual view. 

Group 

Machine 

Group VM Server 

Machine VM 

Group 

Category/Tenant 

Host 

If a machine is 

assigned to a host, 

the role privileges are 

applied to the 

resources on the 

Resource view. 

If the active machine 

is a VM server or VM, 

the role privileges are 

applied to the 

resources on the 

Virtual view. 

The specified privileges of the 

specified user are applied to the 

host under the category to which 

the combination of Role 

(Resource) and user is applied. 

Set Privilege 
"The Setting is succeeded to 

children" is specified. 
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1.1.7. Role (Resource) ‐ Relations of Settings Between Multiple 

Views 

Typically, you assign a Role (Resource) to categories, tenants, or groups on the 
Operations view to use. If you want to set the operation privileges for machines not 
activated, assign a Role (Resource) for resources on the Resource view or Virtual view 
because role settings on the Operations view do not take effect. 
As the following figure shows, the role priority order between views is the Operations 
view, the Virtual view, the Resource view, and then All Resources. When the same 
machine resource has the different roles assigned to the same user or user group 
between multiple views, the role assigned to the higher priority view will take effect. 

 

Operator 

Operations 

Operations view 

Inaccessible 

Priority: First 

Read only 
 

Priority: Second Priority: Third 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

Role 

User A 

 
User A 

 
User A 

 
User A 
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multiple roles for one 

resource to one user. 

Effective range 

of Read Only 

 Effective range of 

Inaccessible 

 

Group 1 

Category 1 You do not allow User A to 

browse the information of 

the layers under Group 1. 

Group 2 

Category 2 

Effective range of Operator 

 

For other groups than 

Group 1, User A can 

browse but not operate 

the layers under Category. 

You grant the Operator 

privilege to User A for all 

categories except 

Category 1. 

Category 3 

Category 4 

Group 3 

All resources 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 
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1.1.8. Role (Resource) ‐ Details of Setting Items 

The following table describes the setting items for the roles of authority for resources. 

Category Authority Description 

Group 

Operations 

Create Group Sets whether the user can create a category, tenant, 
group, or model. 

Delete Group Sets whether the user can remove a category, tenant,  
group, or model. 

Edit Group Sets whether the user can edit a category, tenant, or 
group. 

Move Group Sets whether the user can move a category, tenant, or 
group. 

Dependency 
Operation 

Sets whether the user can set dependencies. 

Create Host Sets whether the user can perform the host setting. 

Delete Host Sets whether the user can remove a host. 

Property 
Setting/General 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the Global settings in 
property of the group, model or host. 

Property 
Setting/Software 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the software settings 
for the group, model or host. 

Category/Tenant 

Group 

Operations view 

Operations 

Resource view 

System Resource 

Machine 

Machine 

Virtual view 

VM Server 

Virtual 

VM Host 

Role B Role D 

Priority: Second 

Role C 

Priority: Third Priority: First 

User A 

 
User A 

 
User A 

 

Datacenter 

Group 

Role A 

All 

resources 

Priority: Fourth 

User A 

 

Effective range of Role B 

 

Effective range 

of Role D 

 

Effective range 

of Role C 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 

 

"The Setting is 

succeeded to 

children" is specified. 
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Category Authority Description 

Property 
Setting/Network 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the network settings 
of hosts. 

Property 
Setting/VLAN 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the network settings 
of groups and models. 

Property 
Setting/Storage 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the storage settings 
for the group or host. 

Property Setting/LB 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the load balancer 
settings of groups. 

Property 
Setting/Host Profile 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the Host Profile 
settings for the group or host. 

Property 
Setting/Machine 
Profile Setting 

Sets whether the user can set the machine profile of the 
group, model or host. 

Property Setting/VM 
Optimized 
Placememt Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the VM Optimized 
Placement settings of the model. 

Property 
Setting/Datastore 
Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the Datastore settings 
of the group or host. 

Property 
Setting/Alive 
Monitor Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the Alive Monitor 
settings of the group, model or host. 

Property 
Setting/Performance 
Monitor Setting 

Sets whether the user can configure the Performance 
Monitor settings of the group or model. 

Machine 
Operations 
in Common 

Refresh Machine Sets whether the user can execute the Refresh Machine 
action. 

Allocate Machine Sets whether the user can execute the Allocate Machine 
action. 

Register Master 
Machine 

Sets whether the user can execute the Register Master 
Machine action. 

Backup Sets whether the user can execute the Backup action. 

Restore Sets whether the user can execute the Restore action. 

Release Resource Sets whether the user can execute the Release Resource 
action. 

Replace Machine Sets whether the user can execute the Replace Machine 
action. 

Change 
Configuration 

Sets whether the user can execute the Change 
Configuration action. 

Change Machine 
Usage 

Sets whether the user can execute the Change Machine 
Usage action. 

Scale In Sets whether the user can execute the Scale In action. 

Scale Out Sets whether the user can execute the Scale Out action. 

Add Machine to 
Pool 

Sets whether the user can execute the Add Machine to 
Pool action. 
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Category Authority Description 

Remove Machine 
from Pool 

Sets whether the user can execute the Remove Machine 
from Pool action. 

Distribute Software Sets whether the user can execute the Distribute Software 
action. 

Redistribute 
Software 

Sets whether the user can execute the Redistribute 
Software action. 

Redistribute 
Software (to all 
machines in the 
group) 

Sets whether the user can execute the Redistribute 
Software (to all machines in the group) action. 

Reset Job Result Sets whether the user can execute the Reset Job Result 
action. 

Clear Failure Status Sets whether the user can execute the Clear Failure 
Status action. 

Maintenance On/Off Sets whether the user can execute the Maintenance 
On/Off action. 

Console Sets whether the user can perform the console actions. 

Virtual 
machine 

Start Sets whether the user can execute the Start action. 

Shutdown Sets whether the user can execute the Shutdown action. 

Restart Sets whether the user can execute the Restart action. 

Suspend Sets whether the user can execute the Suspend action. 

Reset Sets whether the user can execute the Reset action. 

Create VM (on the 
Operation / Portal 
view) 

Sets whether the user can execute the Allocate Machine 
action and the Register Master Machine action (with the 
Import VM option selected) on the Operations view and 
the Create VM action on the Portal view. This also takes 
effect on the setting whether the user can execute the 
Import VM action on the Virtual view, except for other 
actions on the Virtual view to create a virtual machine such 
as the Create VM action and the VM Clone action. 

Edit Virtual Machine Sets whether the user can execute the Edit Virtual 
Machine action. 

Reconfigure Sets whether the user can execute the Reconfigure action. 

Move Virtual 
Machine 

Sets whether the user can execute the Move Virtual 
Machine action. 

Delete Virtual 
Machine 

Sets whether the user can execute the Delete Virtual 
Machine action. 

Screenshot Sets whether the user can execute the Console 
Screenshot action. 

VM Export Sets whether the user can execute the Export VM action. 

Snapshot/ Take 
Snapshot 

Sets whether the user can execute the Take Snapshot 
action. 

Snapshot/ Edit 
Snapshot 

Sets whether the user can execute the Edit Snapshot 
action. 

Snapshot/ Revert Sets whether the user can execute the action to revert a 
snapshot. 

Snapshot/ Delete Sets whether the user can execute the action to remove a 
snapshot. 
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Category Authority Description 

Virtual 
machine 

Server 

Start Sets whether the user can execute the Start action. 

Shutdown Sets whether the user can execute the Shutdown action. 

Restart Sets whether the user can execute the Restart action. 

Physical 
machine 

Start Sets whether the user can execute the Start action. 

Shutdown Sets whether the user can execute the Shutdown action. 

Restart Sets whether the user can execute the Restart action. 

 

1.1.9. Built-in Roles 

The following seven types of built-in roles are prepared. The built-in roles are available 
by default and can be used right after the installation of SigmaSystemCenter. Because 
a built-in role is a special role, the same role cannot be created in the role setting (, but 
the same role as Operation administrator can be created exceptionally.) 
 

 Administrator 
 Operator 
 Observer 

 Operations resources administrator 
 Read only 
 Inaccessible 

 Operations administrator 
 

Built-in role Target of 
assignment 

Explanation 

Administrator All resources / 
system 

Administrator can handle all features and operation of 
SigmaSystemCenter and has all the authority that 
cannot be set in the role setting. 
Administrator can be set as the initial role only when 
creating a user. Role of Administrator cannot be deleted, 
edited or copied. Other roles cannot be changed to 
Administrator in the authority setting but can be 
assigned to underlying layer of resources of a user to 
which Administrator is assigned. 
When SigmaSystemCenter is upgraded from 2.0 or 2.1, 
a user with Administrator authority in the previous 
version is changed to a user with Administrator role. 
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Built-in role Target of 
assignment 

Explanation 

Operator All resources / 
system 

Operator can handle managed machines, for example 
machine start and stop, and cannot handle operation of 
setting changes such as creating a group. 
Operator can be set as the initial role only when creating 
a user. Role of Operator cannot be deleted, edited or 
copied. Other roles cannot be changed to Operator in 
the authority setting but can be assigned to underlying 
layer of resources of a user to which Operator is 
assigned. 
When SigmaSystemCenter is upgraded from 2.0 or 2.1, 
a user with Operator authority in the previous version is 
changed to a user with Operator role. 

Observer All resources / 
system 

Observer can see and check screens and cannot handle 
operation of setting changes such as handling managed 
machines, for example, machine start and stop, or 
creating a group. 
Observer can be set as the initial role only when 
creating a user. Role of Observer cannot be deleted, 
edited or copied. Other roles cannot be changed to 
Observer in the authority setting but can be assigned to 
underlying layer of resources of a user to which 
Observer is assigned. 
When SigmaSystemCenter is upgraded from 2.0 or 2.1, 
a user with Observer authority in the previous version is 
changed to a user with Observer role. 

Operations 
resource 
administrator 

Resources Operations resource administrator has all the authority 
for resources. 
If you want to allow a specific user to set and handle a 
specific resource, use the Operations resource 
administrator role. 
Role of Operations resource administrator cannot be 
deleted, edited or copied. 

Read only Resources Read only can see information of resources to which 
Read only role is assigned but cannot configure and 
handle the information. 
If you want to restrict a specific user to set and handle a 
specific resource, use the Read only role. 
Role of Read only cannot be deleted, edited or copied. 

Inaccessible Resources When Inaccessible role is assigned to a resource, the 
resource does not appear. 
If you want to limit display of a specific resource for a 
specific user, use the Inaccessible role. 
Role of Inaccessible cannot be deleted, edited or 
copied. 

Operations 
administrator 

System Operations administrator can see only the Operations 
view. 
This role is prepared as a sample of role setting and can 
be deleted, edited or copied. 
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1.1.10. User Group 

The user group is a setting for easy configuration of roles and resources for multiple 
users. 
Using a user group enables you to configure the common role and recourse settings for 
multiple users at one time. 

 
The role for the user group can be configured in the same way as that for the user. 
Configure two types of roles: Role (System) and Role (Resource). The user is assigned 
to resources in a system in combination with Role (Resource). Unlike the user, the user 
group does not require both of those two roles configured. 
 

Roles set for a user group are applied to multiple users added to the user group. You 
can set the role for each user in the user group individually. If the role is set for both 
user group and user, the settings for both will be valid. 

As the following figure shows, you can set the common settings among multiple users 
for a user group; if privileges require to be set on a per-user basis, you can individually 
set each privilege for each user. 

 

 

 

Role 1 
 

Operations 

Operations view 

Role 3 Role 2 

User Group A 

 
User C 

 
User B 

 

Group 1 

Category 1 

Group 2 

Category 2 

Roles and resources 
set to a user become 
user-basis settings. 

Users added to a 
user group inherit 
settings of the roles 
and resources those 
have been assigned 
to the user group. Category 3 

Group 3 

Add 

 Add 
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If the "Read only" role, the built-in "Inaccessible" role and ordinary Roles (Resource) for 
the same resource are simultaneously set for both user group and user, the role that 
allows more powerful privileges will be applied in the precedence of the following order. 

 

1. Ordinary Roles. Settings between ordinary roles are merged. 
2. Read only 

3. Inaccessible 
 

1.1.11. Privileges on Functions and Actions for Which Role has 

No Settings 

Privileges on functions and actions which cannot be set by each role of the authorities 
for the system and the resource are treated as follows: 
 

 Administrator has all privileges and is allowed to perform all actions of which the 
role has no setting item. 

 Operator has only privileges to operate the management target and cannot 
perform the setting actions. 

 Observer has only privileges to browse. 
 Roles arbitrarily created by a user are basically treated similar to Observer. 

 
For details whether the user can perform the action or function with the privilege, see 
(3) Privileges for which the role has no settings in Subsection 1.1.12, "Privileges for 
Each Role". 
 

1.1.12. Privileges for Each Role 

This subsection describes the role-based privileges about each SigmaSystemCenter 
function. 

 

(1) Authority for the system 

Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created by 
a user 

Administrator Operator Observer Operations 
administrator 

View Portal View X X X N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Operations View X X X X and settable Settable 

Resource View X X X N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Virtual View X X X N/A but 
settable 

Settable 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created by 
a user 

Administrator Operator Observer Operations 
administrator 

Monitor View X X X N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Management View X X X N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

User User List X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Display User List X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Create User X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Delete User X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Edit User X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Role Display Role List X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Create Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Delete Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Edit Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Copy Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Assign Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Release Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Reassign Role X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

User group Display User Group List X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Create User Group X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Delete User Group X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Edit User Group X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Policy Create Policy X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Delete Policy X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Copy Policy X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created by 
a user 

Administrator Operator Observer Operations 
administrator 

Property Setting X N/A N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

Monitor Job Cancel X X N/A N/A but 
settable 

Settable 

X: Operable 
N/A: Inoperable 

 

(2) Authority for resources 

Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created 
by a user 

Administ- 

rator 
Opera- 

tor 

Obser- 

ver 

Operations 
resources 
administ- 

rator 

Read 
only 

Inacce- 

ssible 

Opera- 

tions 
Group 

Create Group X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Delete Group X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Edit Group X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Move Group X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Dependency 
Operation 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Create Host X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Delete Host X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/General 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Softwar
e Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Networ
k Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/VLAN 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Storage 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/LB 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Host 
Profile Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created 
by a user 

Administ- 

rator 
Opera- 

tor 

Obser- 

ver 

Operations 
resources 
administ- 

rator 

Read 
only 

Inacce- 

ssible 

Property 
Setting/Machin
e Profile Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/VM 
Optimized 
Placement 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Datasto
re Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Alive 
Monitor Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Property 
Setting/Perform
ance Monitor 
Setting 

X N/A N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Machine 
Opera- 

tions in 
Common 

Refresh 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Allocate 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Register 
Master 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Backup X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Restore X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Release 
Resource 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Replace 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Change 
Configuration 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Change 
Machine Usage 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Scale In X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Scale Out X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Add Machine to 
Pool 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Remove 
Machine from 
Pool 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Distribute 
Software 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created 
by a user 

Administ- 

rator 
Opera- 

tor 

Obser- 

ver 

Operations 
resources 
administ- 

rator 

Read 
only 

Inacce- 

ssible 

Redistribute 
Software 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Redistribute 
Software (to all 
machines in the 
group) 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Reset Job 
Result 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Clear Failure 
Status 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Maintenance 
On/Off 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Console X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Virtual 
machine 

Start X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Shutdown X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Restart X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Suspend X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Reset X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Create VM (on 
the Operation / 
Portal view) 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Edit Virtual 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Reconfigure X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Move Virtual 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Delete Virtual 
Machine 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Screenshot X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

VM Export X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Snapshot/ Take 
Snapshot 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Snapshot/ Edit 
Snapshot 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Snapshot/ 
Revert 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Snapshot/ 
Delete 

X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

VM 
Server 

Start X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Shutdown X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Restart X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
created 
by a user 

Administ- 

rator 
Opera- 

tor 

Obser- 

ver 

Operations 
resources 
administ- 

rator 

Read 
only 

Inacce- 

ssible 

Physical 
machine 

Start X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Shutdown X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 

Restart X X N/A X N/A N/A Settable 
X: Operable 
N/A: Inoperable 

 

(3) Privileges for which the role has no settings 

Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
create
d by a 
user 

Administrat
or 

Operat
or 

Observ
er 

Operations 
administrat
or 

Operations 
view 

Refresh X X X X X *2 

Show Performance/Show All 
Performance 

X X X X X *2 

Show Performance/Performance 
Summary 

X X X X X *2 

Setting List X X X X X *2 

Maintenance actions X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Resource pool-related actions X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Resource 
view 

Collect X X N/A N/A N/A 

Refresh X X X X *1 X *2 

Add/ Edit/ Move/Remove Group/ 
Rack/ Smart Group 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Register Machine X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Move 
Machine/Unmanaged/Property/Co
nsole/ IPMI Information 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Operations Log/Job X X X X *1 X *2 

Maintenance actions X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Network-related actions except 
Collect 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Storage-related actions except 
Collect 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Software-related actions except 
Collect 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Settings of profiles X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Virtual Collect X X N/A N/A N/A 

Refresh X X X X *1 X *2 
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Category Authority Built-in role Roles 
create
d by a 
user 

Administrat
or 

Operat
or 

Observ
er 

Operations 
administrat
or 

view Manage ESXi / Hyper-V / KVM X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Add/Edit/Delete datacenter X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Add/ Edit/ Delete VM Server X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Create VM X X N/A N/A N/A 

Performance Indicator X X X X *1 X *2 

Reconnect/Move VMS X X N/A N/A N/A 

Create/Delete template X X N/A N/A N/A 

Edit template X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Create/Delete image X X N/A N/A N/A 

Power ON VM/ Power OFF VM X X N/A N/A N/A 

VM Clone X X N/A N/A N/A 

Edit datastore X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Edit LUN X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Add/Edit/Delete VLAN X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Unmanaged X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Monitor 
view 

Operating the Monitor view X X X X *1 X *2 

Dashboard X X X X *1 X *2 

Operations Log X X X X *1 X *2 

Job X X X X *1 X *2 

Event List X X X N/A N/A 

Disabled Events List X X X X *1 X *2 

Change the state of event 
monitoring 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

List VM Servers X X X N/A N/A 

Add/Remove/Edit VM servers X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Manageme
nt view 

Collect X X N/A N/A N/A 

License-related settings X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Subsystem-related settings X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Environment Setting-related 
settings 

X N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Others Change Login User Password X X X X X 

Browse Jobs/ Logs at the bottom of 
the Web console 

X X X X X 

X: Operable 
N/A: Inoperable 
*1: By default you cannot operate. To make this operable, you must grant the role privilege to display 
the view to the user. 
*2: To make this operable, you must grant the role privilege to display the view to the user. 
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1.1.13. Initial User 

The following account is used at initial login to SigmaSystemCenter after its installation: 

 
 User Name: admin 
 Password: admin 

 
The initial user "admin" has Administrator's built-in roles assigned. 
Create other Administrator user after login. 

Once a user is registered, the initial user (admin) becomes unavailable. 
 

1.1.14. Using LDAP Server 

The LDAP server is a server that is used to integrate multiple user-authentication 
systems on your network and it is configured by the directory services products that 
support the LDAP protocol. SigmaSystemCenter can use the LDAP server as the 
engine to authenticate a user. To use the LDAP server in SigmaSystemCenter, you 
must register the user account for the LDAP server to SigmaSystemCenter and 
configure the LDAP server information in LdapConfig.xml. 
In, SigmaSystemCenter, the following two directory services products that support 
LDAP are available: 

 
 Windows Active Directory 
 OpenLDAP 

 
Of SigmaSystemCenter components, the user account for an LDAP server is also 
available in DeploymentManager. For details of DeploymentManager, see 
DeploymentManager Reference Guide. 
 

(1) Configuring user accounts 
To use an LDAP server from SigmaSystemCenter, you must make the user 
account to be managed on the LDAP server available as the SigmaSystemCenter 
user. Add the user account which has the same user name with that registered to 
the LDAP server to SigmaSystemCenter as the following picture shows. Specify 
"System LDAP" as Certification Type for the user to be added. The "System 
LDAP"-typed user can unlimitedly use the features related to users and roles, such 
as setting roles and adding a user to a user group, as well as the user with "Local" 
specified as its certification type. 
 

In DeploymentManager, it is not required to add the user which has the same 
name on DeploymentManager. 
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If the "System LDAP"-typed user logs in to SigmaSystemCenter, the LDAP server 
authenticates the user. Once the log-in attempt succeeded, SigmaSystemCenter 
authenticates the user in the subsequent log-in attempts without accessing the 
LDAP server. SigmaSystemCenter uses the first log-in information on the cache to 
authenticate the user. 
After 24 hours from the last authentication on the LDAP server, the LDAP server 
authenticates the user again at the next log-in. You can change the elapsed time 
setting since the last authentication on the LDAP server by editing the value 
CacheExpiration (REG_DWORD) in the registry key 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\base\LDAP. 
Without any key or value, the default "24" is set to it. If you set "0" to it, the user 
authentication by the LDAP server is performed every log-in attempt. The PVM 
services do not require a restart after changing the registry. 

 
Note that the password on the SigmaSystemCenter cache might not be updated 
immediately if you changed the user account password on the LDAP server 
because of the behavior above. The password information on SigmaSystemCenter 
is updated when authenticating on the LDAP server. As the condition above, the 
authentication on the LDAP server is not performed before the elapsed time from 
the last authentication exceeds the value of the CacheExpiration. So, if immediate 
update is required, change the CacheExpiration setting. 
In DeploymentManager, the LDAP server authenticates the user every log-in 
attempts if the user is not registered to DeploymentManager because it does not 
have a cache. 
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(2) Configuring LDAP server 
To use the LDAP server from SigmaSystemCenter, you must place the LDAP 
server configuration file LdapConfig.xml on <SystemProvisioning installation 
directory>\conf. 

You can create LdapConfig.xml referring the sample files those are installed in: 
<SystemProvisioning installation directory>\opt\ldap. 
To use the LDAP server from DeploymentManager, you must edit LdapConfig.xml 
located in： 
<DeploymentManager installation directory>\WebServer\App_Data\Config. 
The following table shows the setting items. 

 

Item Description 

Enable Enable or disable the settings of LdapConfig.xml. 
Enabled = true, Disabled = false 

Role 1 Role 2 

User group 

 

User A 

 
User B 

 

SigmaSystemCenter management server 
 

LDAP server 
 

Administrator 
 

User A 
 

User B 
 

User A 

 

Add user 

 

Local 
 

System LDAP 
 Log in 

 
Log in 

User 

authentication 

 

At first log-in, the " System LDAP " 

user is authenticated by the LDAP 

server. 

You can set the role or add a user to the 

user group as well as the "Local" user. 

The "System LDAP" user must be 

registered to both the LDAP server 

and SigmaSystemCenter. 

Set the password on the LDAP 

server. 

Perform other 

settings than 

password on 

SigmaSystemCenter. 

User 

authentication 

 

 

User 

authentication 

 

LdapConfig.xml 

 

Settings of the 

LDAP server 

Within 24 hours from the last 

authentication on the LDAP server, 

the user is authenticated without 

accessing the LDAP server. 
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Item Description 

AccountAuthentication Not used in SigmaSystemCenter. This is the setting only for 
DeploymentManager. 
Specify the user account authority for the LDAP server. 
1 = Observer, 3 = Operator, 7 = Administrator  

LDAPType Specify the type of the LDAP server products. 
0 = Windows Active Directory 
1 = OpenLDAP 

Host Provide the host name or IP address of the LDAP server. 

Port Provide the port number to connect the LDAP server. 
389 or 636 (SSL/TLS) 
These are the default port numbers. If you changed the port 
number which is used on the LDAP server side, provide the 
changed port number. 

UserDnPattern Provide the text string used to authenticate a user on an LDAP 
server. Other information than the user name, such as the domain 
name, is required. In Active Directory, do not omit to specify the 
domain name. 
Configure as the example below. 
The part of {0} will be replaced to the user name which will log in 
and sent to the LDAP server. 
Active Directory: "Domain name\{0}" 
OpenLDAP: "uid = {0}, ou = organizational unit, dc = domain 
component" 

 

1.1.15. About Setting After Upgrading From SigmaSystemCenter 

2.0 or 2.1 

User and role setting is significantly different from that of SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 and 
2.1. Because some of the previous setting cannot be succeeded after upgrading from 
SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1, they need to be set again after the upgrading. 
 

 Previous user settings are succeeded with current built-in roles being assigned. 
After upgrading, any of Administrator, Operator, or Observer is assigned to a user 
based on the setting of authority configured to the user in SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 
or 2.1. 

 Roles assigned to the categories existing on the Operations view in 
SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1 are not succeeded. Because the target resource 
range of built-in roles which will be assigned to a user after upgrading is all 
resources, the resources on which a limit was set become available to the user. 

 

In consideration of the above points, configure the following settings after upgrading. 
Then, SigmaSystemCenter can be used like the previous version. 
 

 If you restricted a user to use a category in SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1, assign 
Inaccessible built-in role in combination with the user to the category. By doing this, 
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the user cannot use the resources under the category like SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 
or 2.1. 

 If you set a limit on a resource in the Operations view in SigmaSystemCenter 3.0, 
the resource cannot be handled in the Resource view or the Virtual view. 
A resource on which a limit was set in the Operations view could be used in the 
Resource view and the Virtual view in SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1. 

 

 
 
  

Operations 

Operations view 

User A：Operator 
 

 

Category2 

User A operable range 

 

Category3 

Operator 

User A 
 

User and Role Setting in SigmaSystemCenter 2.0 or 2.1 
 
 

RoleA:Operator Category1 

User and Role Setting After Upgrading 
 

User A inoperable range 

 

Assign 

Assign 

 

Operations 

Operations view 

Category2 

User A operable range 

 

Category3 

Category1 

All resources 

Succeeded 

Not succeeded 

 

Restoring Setting Using Inaccessible Built-in Role 
 

Assign 

 

Operator 

Inaccessible 

User A 
 

Operations view 

User A operable range 

 

All resources 

Assign 

 
Operations 

Category2 

Category3 

Category1 

Assign 

 
User A inoperable range 
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1.2. Registering Managed Machines 
You must register a managed machine to both the Operations view and the Resource 
view to manage the managed machine using features provided by 
SigmaSystemCenter. The purpose and method to register a machine to each view 
differs from each other. Plus, you may need to register the managed machine to the 
Virtual view or related products besides those two views. 
 

1. Resource view 
Register the managed machine to the Resource view to use the machine as a 
machine resource on SigmaSystemCenter. You must register not only machines 
used in your daily operations, but also standby machines. On the Resource view, 
you register and manage resources (such as machines, storage, network devices 
and software) used in SigmaSystemCenter. 
Use related products, such as DeploymentManager and vCenter Server, or 
registration scripts such as RegisterMachinevIO.bat to register the managed 
machine to the Resource view. The method to register depends on how you 
operate your system or on your environment. 

 

2. Operations view 
You must register the managed machine to the Operations view to use the main 
features of SigmaSystemCenter such as N+1 recovery or VM Optimized 
Placement. The Operations view is a core view in using SigmaSystemCenter. 
The Operations view requires the definition of groups, models (optional) and hosts, 
and pools to be configured. These definitions become settings to specify the 
method to operate and configure the managed machine. 
To register the managed machine to the Operations view, execute the operations 
such as Assign Machine, Register Master Machine or Create and Assign Machine 
for the definition of the created hosts. Those operations assign the managed 
machine on the Resource view which has been registered as a machine resource 
to the created host definition. They are also called the activating operations. 
When performing the activating operations, various provisioning processes such 
as power control, software distribution and storage/network control are 
automatically executed to prepare the managed machine to be used in your 
operation. 
 

Beside these, in the Virtual view, you can operate the managed machine that is 
managed by the virtual infrastructure products such as VMware and Hyper-V. 
The Virtual view functions in browsing the information of the virtual infrastructure 
products collaborating with SigmaSystemCenter or in operating those products. You 
can use one of the following two methods to display the managed machine on the 
Virtual view. 
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 If the type of the virtual manager is any of VMware vCenter Server, Citrix 

XenServer Pool Master, or Hyper-V Cluster, the manager of the virtual 
infrastructure product is registered as a subsystem. Once the subsystem has been 
registered, the information of the managed machine that is managed by the 
manager of the virtual infrastructure product can be obtained by executing Collect. 
The collected information of the managed machine can be displayed and operated 
on the Virtual view. 

 If the type of the virtual manager is any of KVM Management, VMware ESXi, or 
Hyper-V Management, SigmaSystemCenter works as a virtual manager. You must 
execute Add VM Server on the Virtual view to register the virtual machine server. 

 
The following figure illustrates the description above. 
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Registering the managed machine to the related 
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one requires to be registered automatically by SSC. 
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from this.) 

The managed machine must be 

activated on the Operations view. 
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resource 
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1.2.1. Registering Managed Machine to the Resource and 

Virtual View 

The method to register the managed machine to the Resource view depends on the 
type of the managed machine, hardware and related products you intend to use and 
how you intend to use it on your environment. 
 
The type of the managed machine contains the following three types: physical machine, 
virtual machine server, and virtual machine. 
 

 Physical machine 
If you install Windows or Linux on a bare metal machine and operate it as a 
managed machine, the machine is called a "physical machine." 
On the Resource view, it is displayed as the "Unitary" type and not used on the 
Virtual view. 
With the boot config (vIO), SigmaSystemCenter manages one actual managed 
machine as the two different types of machines: physical machine and logical 
machine. The types with the boot config (vIO) are as follows: 
 
• Physical machine :Unitary 

• Logical machine : LogicalMachine 
 

 Virtual machine server 
If you install virtualization software such as VMware ESX on a bare metal machine 
and operate it as a managed machine, the machine is called a "virtual machine 
server." It is also called "hypervisor" generally. Virtual machines can work on the 
virtual machine server. 
On the Resource view, it is displayed as the "VM Server" type. 
With the boot config (vIO), SigmaSystemCenter manages one actual managed 
machine as the two different types of machines: physical machine and logical 
machine as well as the above physical machine. The types with the boot config 
(vIO) are as follows: 

 
• Physical machine :Unitary, VM Server 
• Logical machine : LogicalMachine, VM Server 

 

 Virtual machine 
The virtual machine is a virtual computer that works by software that emulates 
computer behaviors and it works on the above virtual machine server. 
On the Resource view, it is displayed as the Virtual Machine type. 
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The following table shows the differences of the methods to register the managed 
machine to the Resource view depending on its type or whether boot config is used or 
not in your operation. With boot config (vIO) in the table means the operating method 
that uses the vIO control feature of SIGMABLADE to virtualize and use the MAC 
address, WWN and UUID of the machine. 
 

Type of the managed 
machine 

Operating method Key points in registering the managed machine 

Physical machine Without boot config 
(vIO) 

Populate SigmaSystemCenter with information by executing 
Collect and register the machine after the physical machine 
has been registered to DeploymentManager. 

With boot config (vIO) Register the machine using the machine registration script 
(RegisterMachinevIO.bat) for the SIGMABLADE blade. 

Virtual machine server Without boot config 
(vIO) 

Register the virtual machine server using any of the following 
methods after it has been registered on the Virtual view: 
▪ If the type of the virtual manager is any of VMware vCenter 
Server/Citrix XenServer Pool Master/Hyper-V Cluster, first 
register the virtual machine server on the manager of your 
virtual infrastructure product, and then populate 
SigmaSystemCenter with information by executing Collect. 
▪ If the type of the virtual manager is any of KVM 
Management/VMware ESXi/Hyper-V Management, register 
the virtual machine server to the Virtual view directly. 

With boot config (vIO) For the SIGMABLADE blade, use the machine registration 
script (RegisterMachinevIO.bat) to register the VM server. 
Then, it also must be registered to the Virtual view using any 
of the following methods: 
▪ If the type of the virtual manager is any of VMware vCenter 
Server/Citrix XenServer Pool Master/Hyper-V Cluster, first 
register the virtual machine server on the manager of your 
virtual infrastructure product, and then populate 
SigmaSystemCenter with information by executing Collect. 
▪ If the type of the virtual manager is any of KVM 
Management/VMware ESXi/Hyper-V Management, register 
the virtual machine server to the Virtual view directly. 

Virtual machine When creating a 
virtual machine by 
executing Allocate 
Machine 

If the virtual machine is created by the Create and Assign 
Machine function, it does not require to be registered to the 
Resource view and Virtual view because it is registered 
automatically to those views. 

When registering a 
created virtual 
machine 

Create the virtual machine through the console of the virtual 
infrastructure, and then populate SigmaSystemCenter with 
information from the virtual infrastructure product by executing 
Collect and register the machine. 

 

(1) Physical machine - without boot config (vIO) 
If your managed machine is a physical machine and it is not set up using boot 
config, register the machine using DeploymentManager as the following figure 
shows. Which registration methods you should adopt to use in 
DeploymentManager or what information is required to register depends on 
whether the managed machine has been configured or not. 
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In this use case, DeploymentManager must be registered to Subsystem of the 
Management view to use it. 
The managed machine to be registered must be prepared as follows before 
registering. The required tasks to do it depend on how the managed machine is 
configured. 
 

• Unconfigured machine 
It has no operating system installed and any IP address which is used by the 
DeploymentManager management server to access the managed machine is 
not assigned to it. 
To use as the spare machine to be switched in the N+1 recovery or the 
machine to be configured, the following preparation is required before 
registration. 
 
- It physically connects to the management server through the 

management LAN so that it can perform the power control to start. 
- Hardware is properly configured (such as the machine or HBA's BIOS 

setting). 

 

• Configured machine 
It is configured to the state available in your operations. 

Adding to the condition of the unconfigured machine above, the followings are 
required to meet: 
 

- The operating system has been installed and it is available. 
- DPM Client has been installed. 
- The IP address that the management server can access through the 

management LAN is set to the operating system. 
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You can use the following three methods to register a managed machine to 
DeploymentManager: auto registration by PXE booting, manual registration, and 
auto registration by DPM Client. 

 

• Auto registration by PXE booting 
If an unregistered managed machine PXE boots, DeploymentManager 
automatically registers the machine to New Machine. Then, move the 
machine from New Machine to an arbitrary group by executing Add Machine 
to complete the managed machine registration. 

PXE booting is one of the booting methods to perform network boots using the 
Preboot eXecution Environment feature of NICs. The MAC address of the NIC 
that PXE booted is registered as the MAC address to use for the startup 
process (WOL). 

To PXE boot, you must build a DHCP server and enable the Use A DHCP 
Server option on the DHCP Server tab which is in Detail Setting on the 
Management view. 
 

• Manual registration 
The managed machine is registered to an arbitrary group by executing Add 
Machine. You must specify both the MAC address and the UUID because 
they are required for SigmaSystemCenter to manage a managed machine. 

 

• Auto registration by DPM Client 
When DPM Client starts, it communicates with the management server and 
the information of the managed machine is automatically registered to New 
Machine in DeploymentManager. Then, move the machine from New Machine 
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to an arbitrary group by executing Add Machine to complete the managed 
machine registration. 
This method is not available for unconfigured machines. 

 

 

 

Registering a managed machine requires its machine name, UUID and MAC 
address to be set regardless of whether the machine has been configured. 
 

• Machine Name 
The name of the managed machine. 
Although you can provide any name you like when executing Add Machine, 
the computer name on your operating system is reflected to it when the 
operating system on the managed machine starts. If you want to use the 
name that is not affected by the computer name on your operating system, 
use the identification name described later. 
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• UUID 
The UUID is used to uniquely identify the managed machine. 
If you intend to register a managed machine manually, you must review the 
UUID information before registering. 
If the managed machine will be automatically registered, you do not have to 
review it before registering because it is automatically obtained from the 
managed machine. 
 

• MAC Address 
The MAC address you set when adding machine is used for the startup 
process (WOL). So, you must review the MAC address of the NIC on which 
WOL can be executed through DeploymentManager. 

However, if the automatic registration by DPM Client has been executed, 
other NICs than the NIC that supports WOL are possibly set. In this case, 
delete the managed machine from New Machine and execute the automatic 
registration by PXE booting or manually register the machine. 
The MAC address for the startup process (WOL) is registered as the primary 
NIC's MAC address. The primary NIC is registered as the NIC that is the NIC 
number "1" on the Resource view of SigmaSystemCenter 
In DeploymentManager, the primary MAC address displays "*" on the side of it, 
which helps you to distinguish the MAC address from others. 

If you do not intend to use the DeploymentManager's startup process (WOL), 
you can use any MAC address of the managed machine's NICs. 
You can register the multiple MAC address information of the NIC on the 
managed machine to the Resource view of SigmaSystemCenter or to 
DeploymentManager. 
 

Plus, you need to consider the identification name and IP address settings. 
 

• Identification Name 
We recommend that you specify the identification name when executing Add 
Machine. The identification name makes it easier to identify resources in 
operation using functions of N+1 recovery. If you specify the machine name 
only, it will be difficult to identify the managed machine because the machine 
name is changed automatically when switching a machine by N+1 recovery. 
However, if you specified the identification name, it is not changed 
automatically. 
On the Resource view of SigmaSystemCenter, the identification name is set 
to Machine Name if it was specified on DeploymentManager. If the 
identification name was not specified, the machine name itself is set instead. 
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• IP Address 
If the managed machine to be registered has been already configured, 
explicitly provide the IP address when registering it manually, or perform the 
automatic registration for the machine. 
In DeploymentManager, the IP address is used to check the communication 
with the operating system on the managed machine using ping. If the 
communication with the managed machine has been confirmed, its Power 
state turns to "ON". 
Without IP address setting, some DeploymentManager's features such as 
shutting down the managed machine or executing scenarios are not available. 
If the managed machine to be registered has not been configured yet, the IP 
address setting is not required when registering the managed machine. 

The IP address setting on DeploymentManager is not reflected to that on 
SigmaSystemCenter because the Resource view of SigmaSystemCenter 
does not have the IP address setting. 

 

 
 

(2) Physical machine - With boot config (vIO) 
If the managed machine is a physical machine with boot config, use the machine 
registration script RegisterMachinevIO.bat to register it. Executing 
RegisterMachinevIO.bat registers the managed machine to the Resource view as 
the two types of machine resources, a physical machine and a logical machine. It 
also registers the managed machine to DeploymentManager. 

 
RegisterMachinevIO.bat is installed in: 
 <SystemProvisioning installation folder>\opt\vio 

 
The managed machine with boot config is separated into the two types of 
machines, physical machine and logical machine, and managed on the Resource 
view. The physical and logical machine is a concept to manage the state of the 

You are recommended to specify the identification 

name. In SSC, the identification name is registered 

as a machine name if the machine has it. 

 

Machine 2(Configured) 
Machine Name： orgMachine1 

Identification Name： Machine1 

UUID: DA4 - 255CC65C07 

MAC Address: 00: - :5C:08 

IP Address: 192.168.50.1 

Machine 1(Unconfigured) 
Machine Name： orgMachine2 

Identification Name：Machine2 

UUID: DA4 - 55CC65C08 

MAC Address: 00: - :5C:09 
IP Address: None 

Machine 1 
Machine Name： Machine2 

UUID: DA4 - 55CC65C08 

MAC Address: 00: - :5C:09 

Machine 2 
Machine Name： Machine1 

UUID: DA4 - 55CC65C07 

MAC Address: 00: - :5C:08 

Details of the registered information 

on SigmaSystemCenter 

Details of the registered information 

on DeploymentManager 
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managed machine before and after boot config has been applied in the operation 
with boot config (vIO). 
 

• Physical machine 
The physical machine is a concept to manage the state of the machine before 
boot config has been applied and it is managed as the machine with the 
non-virtualized physical information before applying boot config. 
 

• Logical machine 

The logical machine is a concept to manage the state of the machine after 
boot config has been applied and it is managed as the machine with the 
virtualized information after applying boot config. 

 

 

 
This usage limits to the case the blade on SIGMABLADE is a managed machine. 
Before registering, the connection between the management server of 
SigmaSystemCenter and the EM card on SIGMABLADE must be established 
through the network so that the target SIGMABLADE can be controlled. 

And DeploymentManager must be registered to Subsystem on the Management 
view of SigmaSystemCenter because it requires to be used. 
 

If you specify the SIGMABLADE chassis that contains the blade to be registered 
and execute RegisterMachinevIO.bat, all the blades in the specified 
SIGMABLADE chassis are registered as the physical and logical machine to the 
Resource view of SigmaSystemCenter and to DeploymentManager according to 
the state of applying boot config. Specify the target SIGMABLADE chassis with the 
floating IP address of the EM card on SIGMABLADE. 

The managed machine is registered as the physical and logical machine if boot 
config has been applied to it; it is registered as the physical machine only if boot 
config has not been applied to it. The managed machine information registered 
automatically contains the machine name, UUID, and MAC address. 

Physical machine 
SIGMABLADE 

Logical machine 

Boot config 

UUID: 30381C00-D797-11DD-0100-001697A70400 

MAC address: 00:16:97:A7:04:00 

WWN: 2003:0030:130F:4020 

UUID: DA4C0700-D2A4-11E0-8001-00255CC65C07 

MAC address: 00:25:5C:C6:5C:08 

WWN: 1000:0000:C9BB:22CC 

ID information of the physical machine 

ID information of the logical machine 

By applying boot config, you 

can use both machines as 

machines with the virtualized 

ID information. 
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In DeploymentManager, if the configured machine is automatically registered as a 
managed machine, you need to set the IP address to the registered logical 
machine separately. See, "(1) Physical machine - without boot config (vIO)". If 
DeploymentManager has the managed machine with the same UUID registered, 
the new managed machine is not added. 
 

If you execute Allocate Resource to assign the physical machine to the host 
definition on the Operations view, boot config is applied to the physical machine. At 
this time, the logical machine is automatically registered to the Resource view and 
DeploymentManager. 
 
Use RepairMachinevIO.bat instead of RegisterMachinevIO.bat if the management 
information of the logical machine does not match its real information and if you 
want to eliminate the inconsistency between them easily. 
This inconsistency might occur when you directly change the boot-config setting 
instead of doing it from SigmaSystemCenter, or when you replaced a machine 
after a failure occurred. 
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(3) Virtual machine server ‐ Without boot config (vIO) 

If the managed machine is a virtual machine server without boot config, use the 
virtual manager to register it. 
 
The virtual manager is a key product or component to manage the virtual 
environment. It is divided into two types according to which its management relies 
on the external or internal. Each type has a different method to register the 
managed machine. 

 

• Manager of a virtual infrastructure product 
SigmaSystemCenter cooperates with the manager of a virtual infrastructure 
product to manage the virtual environment. To use this method, you must 
register the manager of a virtual infrastructure product as a subsystem. 
To register the managed machine, register it on the manager of a virtual 
infrastructure product first. Then obtain the information to 
SigmaSystemCenter by executing Collect, and register it to the Resource view 
by executing Add Machine. If the product is not Hyper-V Cluster, you can 
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register it to the Resource view by executing Add Machine after you executed 
Add VM Server on the Virtual view. 
When the virtual machine server is added to the Virtual view, it is also 
registered to the Resource view along with its virtual machines if the "Set to be 
managed" check box of Edit Datacenter is selected (it is not selected by 
default in this method). 

This method has the following virtual managers: 
 

- VMware vCenter Server 
Typically use vCenter Server to manage the VMware virtual environment 
instead of VMware ESXi which is described later. To use VMware 
vCenter Server, it must be registered as a subsystem. 

vCenter Server can register multiple managers. 
 

- Citrix XenServer Pool Master 
Use XenServer Pool Master to manage the XenServer virtual 
environment. 
XenServer Pool Master can register multiple managers. 

 

- Hyper-V Cluster 
Typically use Hyper-V Cluster to manage the clustered Hyper-V virtual 
environment instead of Hyper-V Management which is described later. To 
use Hyper-V Cluster, it must be registered as a subsystem. 
You can register multiple managers to Hyper-V Cluster. 

 

• SigmaSystemCenter 
Use SigmaSystemCenter as a manager in the environment where the 
manager of the virtual infrastructure product is not available. 
To use SigmaSystemCenter in this method, the management for each virtual 
manager must be enabled on the Virtual view. 

To register the managed machine, execute Add VM Server on the Virtual 
view. 
When the virtual machine server is added to the Virtual view, it is also 
registered to the Resource view along with its virtual machines if the "Set to be 
managed" check box of Edit Datacenter is selected (it is selected by default in 
this method). 

This method has the following virtual managers: 
 

- KVM Management 
Use to manage the KVM virtual environment. To enable this management, 
execute Set KVM to Be Managed on the Virtual view. 
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- VMware ESXi 
Use to manage VMware ESXi as a single host in the environment where 
vCenter Server is not available. This environment is called the 
Standalone ESXi environment. VMware ESXi cannot use features those 
uses vCenter Server. To enable this management, execute Set ESXi to 
Be Managed on the Virtual view. 

 

- Hyper-V Management 
Use to manage a Hyper-V host as a single host in the environment where 
Hyper-V Cluster is not available. Hyper-V Management cannot use 
features those uses Hyper-V Cluster. To enable this management, 
execute Set Hyper-V to Be Managed on the Virtual view. 

 
The virtual machine server to be registered must have an operating system 
installed on each virtual infrastructure product before registering it, and must be 
configured. Also, the virtual machine server must be started and enabled to 
communicate with the virtual manager when it is registered. 
When registering the virtual machine server to the virtual manager, the information 
to connect the operating system on the target virtual machine server such as the 
IP address or FQDN name is required. Other information such as the machine 
name, UUID and MAC address of the virtual machine server is automatically 
obtained from the operating system on the virtual machine server and 
automatically registered. 
 

An unconfigured managed machine which is the target of virtual machine server 
provisioning requires to be registered using the same method with a physical 
machine because it cannot be registered to the virtual manager. See, "(1) 
Physical machine - without boot config (vIO)". 
 
The destination of automatic registration with the "Set to be managed" setting of 
Edit Datacenter enabled is under machines on the Resource view. If the managed 
machine needs to be registered under groups on the Resource view, move the 
machine to an arbitrary group after it has been registered automatically. 

 
If it needs to be registered to DeploymentManager, you must PXE boot to register 
it automatically, or manually register it separately. 

 
The following figure is the image of registering a virtual machine server without 
boot config (vIO). 
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(4) Virtual machine server ‐ With boot config (vIO) 
If the managed machine is a virtual machine server with boot config, use the 
machine registration script RegisterMachinevIO.bat and virtual manager to register 
it. 
 
This usage limits to the case that the blade on SIGMABLADE is a managed 
machine. 
 
The procedure of registering the managed machine is as follows: 
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When the virtual manager is any of VMware vCenter Server/XenServer Pool 

Master/Hyper-V Cluster, execute Collect and Register Machine to register the VM 
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If the product is not Hyper-V Cluster, you can register it to the Resource view by 
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1. Use RegisterMachinevIO.bat to register the managed machine to the 
Resource view. See "(2) Physical machine - With boot config (vIO)". The 
managed machine is also registered to DeploymentManager. 

2. Use the virtual manager to register the managed machine that is a logical 
machine to the Virtual view. See "(3) Virtual machine server ‐ Without 
boot config (vIO)". 
The information of the non-virtualized physical machine is not registered to the 
Virtual view because only the information that the operating system on each 
virtual infrastructure product that runs on the virtual machine server can obtain 
is registered to the Virtual view. 

 
The virtual machine server to be registered must have an operating system 
installed on the logical machine to which boot config has been applied before 
registering it, and must be configured. Also, the virtual machine server must be 
started and enabled to communicate with the virtual manager when it is registered. 

You cannot perform the task in the step 2 for the unconfigured machine because it 
cannot be registered to the virtual manager. 
 

See the following figure about the image of registering a virtual machine server. 
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(5) Virtual machine - When creating a virtual machine by executing Allocate 
Machine 
When being executed Create and Allocate Machine on the Operations view, 
SigmaSystemCenter creates a new virtual machine and registers it to the 
Operations, Resource, and Virtual view automatically. The same is done when you 
execute Register Master Machine with the Import the virtual machine option 
selected. 

 
The virtual machine is also registered to DeploymentManager when the 
DeploymentManager management server is specified for the DPM Server setting 
of Edit Tenant/Edit Category/ Group Property Setting/ Model Property Setting. 
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For how to create a virtual machine in SigmaSystemCenter, see Section 3.2, 
"Creation of Virtual Machine". 
 

 

 

(6) Virtual machine - When registering a created virtual machine 
To register the virtual machine created on the virtual infrastructure product to 
SigmaSystemCenter, execute Collect to register the machine to the Virtual view 
after creating the virtual machine. 
 
Then, execute Register machines to register the machine to the Resource view. 

When the virtual machine is added to the Virtual view, it is also registered 
automatically to the Resource view if "Set to be managed" of Edit Datacenter is 
selected. When the virtual manager is any of KVM Management/VMware 
ESXi/Hyper-V Management, "Set to be managed" is selected by default. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter creates a virtual machine and automatically registers it to 
both Resource view and Virtual view when you executed Create VM, Import Virtual 
Machine, or Clone VM on the Virtual view. But the virtual machine is not registered 
to the Operations view, so you need to execute Register Master Machine to 
register it. For the information about how SigmaSystemCenter creates a virtual 
machine, see Section 3.2, "Creation of Virtual Machine." 
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If the virtual machine needs to be registered to DeploymentManager, register it 
with one of the following methods: 
 

• Manual registration 
You must specify the UUID and MAC address. 
 

• Auto registration by the installation of DPM Client 
DPM Client communicates with the management server at its startup and 
automatically registers the managed machine information to 
DeploymentManager when it is installed on a virtual machine. 
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1.2.2. Registering Managed Machine to the Operations View 

To register a managed machine to the Operations view, execute operations to allocate 
managed machines on the Resource view those are registered as machine resources 
for the host definition on the Operations view. 
 

Registering the managed machine on the Operations view enables you to use the main 
features of SigmaSystemCenter such as N+1 Recovery, VM automatic Failover during 
failures, and VM Optimized Placement. 

 
You must register resources and set up the host and pool definition before registering 
the managed machine to the Operations view. 

 

 Registering resources 
Register each type of resources which constitutes the managed machine, 
including machine resources to be allocated to the host definition. The registered 
resources are used for operation management in the host definition and the 
settings related to building, or they become the target of Allocate Machine. 

 

• Machine 
The machine is a resource to manage the entity of the managed machine and 
it is required as the target that is allocated to the host definition to register the 
managed machine on the Operations view. After the managed machine has 
been registered to the Resource view, it is managed as a machine resource. 
The machine requires to be registered to the Resource view before it is 
allocated in one case, but in another case, it does not require to be registered 
beforehand because a new machine entity is created. It depends on your 
operating method or environment whether you should register the machine 
before allocating it. For how to register the managed machine to the Resource 
view, see Subsection 1.2.1, "Registering Managed Machine to the Resource 
and Virtual View". 
 

• Virtual resource 
The virtual resource is managed as a virtual resource to be allocated to a 
virtual machine on the Resource pool which is described later. This resource 
requires to be managed in operations that SigmaSystemCenter creates a 
virtual machine. The virtual resource is registered by creating a resource pool 
in an operation group of the virtual machine server. 
 

• Storage 
To use a remote storage device such as FC SAN to configure disk volume of a 
managed machine, the storage resource must be registered to the Resource 
view. 
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• Network 
To add or remove a managed machine from the network, or to add or remove 
a managed machine as the destination to which a load balancer spreads 
traffics, the network resource must be registered to the Resource view. For 
details of using the network, see Chapter 4, "About Network Management". 
 

• Software 
If you need to install an operating system on a managed machine, to execute 
a script, or to deliver files for the machine, the software resource must be 
registered. For details of using software, see Section 1.3, "Software 
Distribution". 
 

 Defining a host 
Set up each layer of Tenant, Category, Group, Model, and Host on the Operations 
view to define the host to which a managed machine is allocated. These become 
the settings related to the operation management and machine building for the 
managed machine. Each layer in the Operations view consists of Tenant, 
Category, Group, Model, and Host from the top down, and settings in the higher 
layer are used as common settings in its lower layer. 
 

• Tenant/Category 
You can use a category to separate groups when the category has a large 
number of groups. Creating a category is not required. 
A tenant needs to be created for multi-tenant management in the virtual 
environment. When creating it, you need to set its resource management ID 
that is needed for the tenant operation. Do not create it if you do not intend to 
perform the tenant operation. 

You can set up a resource pool (category only), DPM Server, and VM 
Optimized Startup in Tenant or Category. 
Only in Category, you can create multiple layers unlike other layers. You can 
create a tenant only in the top level layer and create a category under this 
tenant. 
 

• Group 
Group is a basic layer to group multiple machines. Common settings among 
multiple hosts are basically set up per group. You need to specify Machine 
Type and OS Type when you crete a group. 
Select one Machine Type of "Physical", "VM", or "VM Server." You can 
change it after creating the group if no running machine or model setting is 
included in the group. If the machine type of the managed machine is different 
from that of the group, you cannot add the managed machine to the group. 
Select one OS Type of Windows Server, Linux, or Windows Client. You can 
change it in the host profile setting after creating the group and set the 
different OS Type from that of the group to the model in the group or the host 
profile of the host. 
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Group has the following items you can set up: General, Storage, Software, 
Network, LB Setting, Machine Profile, Host Profile, Datastore, VM Optimized 
Placement, VM Placement Rule, Datastore, Alive Monitor and Performance 
Monitor. Which items you can set up depends on the type of the managed 
machine. 
 

• Model 
Model is a layer mainly used when a group needs to be further grouped. You 
can omit to specify a model. 

Model has the following items you can set up: General, Storage, Software, VM 
Optimized Placement, VM Placement Rule, Datastore, Network, Machine 
Profile, Host Profile, Alive Monitor and Performance Monitor. Which items you 
can set up depends on the machine type of the managed machine. 
 

• Host 
Host is a layer to which the managed machine will be assigned. Basically, set 
up the items in Host if you need to differently set up those items for different 
managed machines. 

Host has the following items you can set up: General, Network Storage, 
Software, Machine Profile, Host Profile, Datastore, and Alive Monitor. Which 
items you can set up depends on the type of the managed machine. 

 

 Defining a pool 
Pools are used to limit the usage of resources assigned to the host definition on 
the Operations view and to manage that usage. 
Pool has the following two types: group/shared pool and resource pool. The 
group/shared pool is used to manage the resource allocation mainly. The resource 
pool manages virtual resources allocated to virtual machines. Which type of pool 
you can use depends on the machine type of the managed machine. 
 

• Shared pool 
Machine resources that have no limitation in their allocation range are located 
on the shared pool and used. You do not need to explicitly define a shared 
pool because the managed machine registered on the Resource view is 
treated as a machine in a shared pool. Machines added to a group pool are 
also managed as machines in a shared pool because the shared group is 
used for the purpose of the machine resource management, too. 
 

• Group pool 
If you need to limit the usage range of a machine resource to an arbitrary 
group, add the machine to a group pool of the group. The machine added to 
the group pool cannot be used from other groups as an allocation target. You 
can add a managed machine to a group pool by executing Add Machine to 
Pool to add the machine on a shared pool to the target operation group. 
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• Resource pool 
After creating a resource pool from the operation group on a virtual machine 
server, you can manage virtual resources to be allocated to virtual machines. 
The resource pool is used by assigning it to the category and group to which 
the virtual machine that uses virtual resources belongs. 
 

After completed the above preparation, execute the assigning operation for the host 
definition and register the managed machine to the Operations view. The assigning 
operation is also called "Activating operation". 

Required operations to assign the managed machine for the host definition depend on 
the purpose and environment of the usage of the machine. 
 

 Allocate Machine/Register Master Machine 
These are operations to assign a managed machine that is a machine resource on 
the Resource view to the host definition on the Operations view. 

These execute various provision processes such as power control, storage and 
network control and software distribution so that the managed machine can be 
used in your business. The main difference between Allocate Machine and 
Register Master Machine is whether software is distributed or not. Register Master 
Machine does not execute the installation of operating system and reflecting 
machine-specific information because it is assumed to register a configured 
machine when executing Register Master Machine. 
If you select the Import virtual machine check box in Register Master Machine, a 
new virtual machine is created as well as Create and Assign Machine below. 

 

 Create and Assign Machine 
Create and Assign Machine is an operation dedicated to virtual machines. Unlike 
the operation above, this does not require the managed machine to be registered 
on the Resource view in advance. The managed machine (virtual machine) 
assigned to the host definition is newly created and registered to the Resource 
view when executing the Crete and Assign Machine operation. 
 

The followings are other operations with the machine assigning operation to the host 
definition. 
 

 Scale Out 
Scale Out is an operation to increase the number of active machines in a group. 
Basically, it executes the same processes with those of Allocate Machine. The 
host definition of a destination machine is also selected automatically as well as 
the machine to be assigned itself. 
 

 Replace Machine 
Replace Machine is an operation to replace the assigned machine to the target 
host definition with an unused machine on a pool. 
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 Change Machine Usage 
Change Machine Usage is an operation to move the assigned machine to the 
target host definition to be processed to the host definition in other group. 

 

 
 

(1) About pools 
Pools are used to limit the usage range of resources to be assigned to the host 
definition on the Operations view and to manage the resource usage. 
 

Pools contain the following two types: a group/shared pool and a resource pool. 
The group/shared pools are used to mainly manage the machine resource 
allocation and the resource pool is used to manage virtual resources to be 
allocated to virtual machines. 
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The machine types of managed machines which can belong to pools are different 
depending on the pool type as follows: 
 

• Shared pool: Physical machines, virtual machine servers and virtual machines 
• Group pool: Physical machines and virtual machine servers 
• Resource pool: Virtual machines 

 

• Group pools and shared pools 
Group pools and shared pools define the range of the managed machines to 
which the host definition on the operations group can be assigned. 
You can define group pools per operation group. 
 

 
 
When executing operations to assign the managed machine to the host 
definition, the machine that can be assigned to the host definition is decided 
based on how it is configured or what operations are specified to do so as the 
following table shows. 
 

In the operation that the failed machine is replaced to a spare machine and 
remedied when failure occurs such as the N+1 recovery, specify the "Use a 
machine in the group pool" option in Machine Pool Setting and add the spare 
machine to the group pool so that the destination machine can be explicitly 
determined. 
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Setting of Machine Pool Setting 
in Group Property Setting 

How to select the target when executing the operation to assign a 
managed machine 

▪  When "Select a machine 
automatically" is selected on the 
Web console to execute 

▪ When the target machine is not 
specified in ssc command 

▪  When a policy action that 
includes the process to assign a 
machine is executed 

▪  When "Select a machine 
manually" is selected on the Web 
console to execute 

▪  When the target machine is 
specified in ssc command  

▪  When "Register Master 
Machine" is executed (it requires 
the target machine to be 
specified) 

Use a machine in the group pool An unused machine on a group 
pool is automatically selected. A 
machine on a shared pool is not 
selected. 

You can select unused machines 
from both a group pool and a 
shared pool. 
 

When the group pool doesn't 
have an available machine, use a 
machine in the shared pool 

An unused machine on a group 
pool is automatically selected. A 
machine on a shared pool is not 
selected. If the group pool has no 
available machine, an unused 
machine on a shared pool is 
automatically selected. 

 

 
 

• Resource pool 
Resource pool is a pool to manage virtual resources to be allocated to virtual 
machines. In the resource pool, you can view the usage of virtual resources 
and limit the capacity of virtual resources. To use the resource pool, assign it 
to the category and group to which the target virtual machine belongs. 
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For how to create a virtual machine or to use virtual resources, see Section 
3.2,"Creation of Virtual Machine". For how to use a resource pool, see Section 
3.11, "Resource Pool". 
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1.3. Software Distribution 
 

1.3.1. What is Software Distribution? 

It is called Software Distribution that SystemProvisioning installs OS and applications 
into a managed machine while executing a series of provisioning to the managed 
machine. 
SigmaSystemCenter distributes the following four types of software according to how to 
define software to distribute. 
 
 Scenario 

The setting about backup / restore and installation of OS and applications of 
DeploymentManager is called scenario. A scenario is composed of an image file 
path and the setting information such as options while executing the processing. 
DeploymentManager handles backup images, patches to install, and applications 
which are the targets of management as image files. 
 

 Template 
Template is what is used to create a virtual machine, which consists of the 
information of hardware settings and OS images of the virtual machine. There are 
four types of templates available in SigmaSystemCenter, which are listed below. 
The Full Clone template will be registered on the virtual infrastructure, other types 
of templates on the SystemProvisioning database. 

 
• Full Clone template 
• HW Profile Clone template 

• Differential Clone template 
• Disk Clone template 
 

 Local Script 
A local script is a .bat format executable file to be executed on a 
SystemProvisioning management server. A local script uses commands of 
Windows OS and products other than SigmaSystemCenter in order to execute 
processes which are not provided by SigmaSystemCenter. 

 

 File 
File is a file to be delivered to a managed machine. The file on the 
SystemProvisioning management server can be delivered to the specified folder 
on a managed machine. 

 
When an OS is installed into a managed machine by software distribution, the setting of 
Host Profile is used as machine-specific information such as a host name or IP address 
of the managed machine. 
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1.3.2. Overview of Software Distribution 

SigmaSystemCenter offers the following functions using software distribution: 
 Image deployment 
 Restoring image 

 Distribution of applications / patches 
 Executing Local Script 
 File delivery 

 

1. Image deployment 
Deploys an image of a specific machine to other multiple machines, especially for 
when configuring physical machines and creating virtual machines. 
Because multiple machines can be configured from one image, machine 
configuration becomes efficient by using this feature. SigmaSystemCenter 
configures machines by combining the image deployment feature and the 
provisioning feature such as setting networks and storage. When configuring a 
physical machine, SigmaSystemCenter uses OS installation by disk duplication of 
DeploymentManager. 
Obtain an image of the source master machine and save it in the management 
server. Besides the image of the master machine, prepare machine-specific 
information of the destination machines, such as host names and IP addresses in 
the management server. Deploy the image to destination machines using the 
prepared image of the master machine and the machine-specific information. 
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2. Restoring image 
Restores an image of a target machine to its state when the image was obtained, 
especially for when restoring an image damaged by a disk failure and for when 
recovering system operations by deploying a saved image to another machine. 

SigmaSystemCenter uses backup / restore of DeploymentManager, and N+1 
recovery (backup and restoration) of SigmaSystemCenter is enabled by combining 
the restoring image feature and the provisioning feature such as setting networks 
and storage. 
Obtain an image of a target machine and save it in the management server. If a 
failure occurs on the target machine, restore the obtained image to a healthy 
machine to recover the state when the image was obtained. 
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3. Distribution of applications / patches 
Installs applications and patches into a managed machine. This feature uses 
application installation feature of DeploymentManager. 

Locate a package composed of installers of applications and patches on the 
management server. Then, install the applications and the patches into a managed 
machine using the located package. 

 

 

 

4. Executing Local Script 
Adds a process which is not provided by SigmaSystemCenter to the provisioning 
process of a managed machine. 

Locate Local Script on the management server and register it to 
SigmaSystemCenter. When the provisioning process of SigmaSystemCenter runs, 
the registered Local Script also runs. Using Local Script, OS commands and 
commands of products other than the SigmaSystemCenter can be executed. 
 

 

 

5. File delivery 
This feature delivers arbitrary files to a managed machine using the file delivery 
feature of DeploymentManager. 
 
First, prepare the file to be delivered on a management server and register it to 
SigmaSystemCenter. Then, use the file to deliver files to the specified folder on a 
managed machine. 
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1.3.3. Setting Regarding Software Distribution 

SigmaSystemCenter collects information of software from DeploymentManager and 
virtual infrastructure products registered as subsystems. Software usable from 
SystemProvisioning can be checked from the following views. 
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Software can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, and Group Property Setting. In operations like restoring a Full Backup Disk 
Image (a complete backup image of each individual machine), you create multiple 
models in a group and register only one machine to each model. By registering 
software to a model, software to be distributed to each machine can be specified. By 
registering software to Machine Property Setting, settings can be configured with taking 
differences of drivers depending on machine types in consideration. 
Machine-specific information such as a host name and IP address can be set in a host 
profile, and the host profile can be registered to Host Setting, Group Property Setting, 
and Host Profile. 
 

 

 

1.3.4. Software Distribution During Provisioning 

Software (except template) registered to the machine property setting, host setting, 
model property setting and group property setting is distributed during software 
distribution, which is one of a provisioning process, to managed machines. 
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If the type of software is "template", it is not distributed at software distribution. It is 
used in other processes than software distribution such as creating a virtual machine or 
reflecting machine-specific information for the virtual machine. 

The following shows operations by which software registered to the group property 
setting is distributed. In Register Master Machine, software distribution is not performed. 
The operation itself of software distribution is described in the later subsection. 
Software distribution is executed during the following provisioning processes: 
 
 Allocating Machine / Scale Out 

 Release Resource / Scale In 
 Changing Machine Usage 
 Replacing a machine 

 Create and Assign Machine 
 Delete Virtual Machine 
 Reconfigure (Reconstruct / Revert) 

 Backup 
 Restore 
 Create Template / Create Image 

 
Specifying distribution timing of software provides various software distribution, for 
example, software can be distributed only in some operations of the above, or can be 
distributed at any timing you want. The following table shows the distribution timing of 
software you can select. For the relation of distribution timing of each software, see 
Subsection 1.3.7 "Distribution Order of Registered Software." 

 

Distribution timing Descriptions 

Active Software will be distributed when any of the following activating operations is performed 
for the managed machine, but it is not distributed during performing Register Master 
Machine, which is one of the activating operations, is performed: 
 
  ▪ Allocate Machine 
  ▪ Scale Out 
  ▪ Change Machine Usage (destination machine) 
  ▪ Replace Machine (new machine) 
  ▪ Create and Assign Machine 
  ▪ Reconstruct / Revert 
 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, or Group Property Setting. 
In Machine Property Setting and Host Setting, you can specify the software distribution 
timing from the following lists to specify the execution order of the software registered to 
Group Property Setting: 
 
  ▪ Distributed before the software set to the group 
    ▪ Active / before group distribution 
  ▪ Distributed after the software set to the group 
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Distribution timing Descriptions 

    ▪ Active (Host Setting only) 
    ▪ Active / after group distribution 

Standby Software will be distributed when any of the following releasing operations is performed for 
the managed machine: 
 
  ▪ Release Resource 
    When executed through the Web console, whether software is distributed at standby 
or not depends on which option you selected. 
    - If you select both the "Release machine with taking apart it" option and the "Delete 
logical machine" check box: 
      Software is distributed. 
    - If you select the "Release machine with taking apart it" option but not select the 
"Delete logical machine" check box: 
      Software is distributed 
    - If you select the "Release machine without taking apart it" option 
      Software is not distributed. 
  ▪ Scale In 
    But if the "When Scale-in, shut down running machines instead of release with taking 
apart it." option enabled on the General tab of the Group Property Setting, software is not 
distributed because hosts are not released. 
  ▪ Change Machine Usage (source machine) 
  ▪ Replace Machine (old machine) 
  ▪ Delete Virtual Machine 
 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, or Group Property Setting. 
In Machine Property Setting and Host Setting, you can specify the software distribution 
timing from the following lists to specify the execution order of the software registered to 
Group Property Setting: 
 
  ▪ Distributed before the software set to the group 
    ▪ Standby / before group distribution 
  ▪ Distributed after the software set to the group 
    ▪ Standby (Host Setting only) 
    ▪ Standby / after group distribution 
 
If the SetDHCP scenario is required to distribute software, it must be registered to the 
registry below: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\ActionSequence\ 
Scenario\SetDHCP 

Standby 
(after shutdown) 

Software will be distributed when any of the following releasing operations from hosts is 
performed for the managed machine: 
 
  ▪ Release Resource 
    When executed through the Web console, whether software is distributed at standby 
or not depends on which option you selected. 
    - If you select both the "Release machine with taking apart it" option and the "Delete 
logical machine" check box: 
      Software is distributed. 
    - If you select the "Release machine with taking apart it" option but not select the 
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"Delete logical machine" check box: 
      Software is distributed 
    - If you select the "Release machine without taking apart it" option 
      Software is not distributed. 
  ▪ Scale In 
    But if the "When Scale-in, shut down running machines instead of release with taking 
apart it." option enabled on the General tab of the Group Property Setting, software is not 
distributed because hosts are not released. 
  ▪ Change Machine Usage (source machine) 
  ▪ Replace Machine (old machine) 
  ▪ Delete Virtual Machine 
 
In Standby After Shutdown, software is distributed after the shutdown process of the 
managed machine has completed while, in Standby, it is distributed before the managed 
machine is shut down. 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, or Group Property Setting. 

Create Replica Software will be distributed at when templates and images are created. 
This setting is used for Differential Clone or Disk Clone reflected the machine-specific 
information by DeploymentManager to execute Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp. 
Software is not distributed when the machine is activated in groups or when the machine is 
turned to the standby state from the group. 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting. 
 
If this setting is omitted, the best scenario is selected and executed from the three master 
machine setup scenarios those are registered to as built-in scenarios. In Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP, the master machine setup scenario is not available 
and you must create and register an arbitrary scenario. 

Backup Software will be distributed at when Backup is performed. 
Software is not distributed when the machine is activated in groups or when the machine is 
turned to the standby state from the group. 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, or Group Property Setting. 
 
If this setting is omitted, the DeploymentManager's scenario that is set to a registry (the 
default scenario is System_Backup.) 

Restore Software will be distributed at when Restore is performed. 
Software is not distributed when the machine is activated in groups or when the machine is 
turned to the standby state from the group. 
This setting can be registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting, or Group Property Setting. 
 
If this setting is omitted, the DeploymentManager's scenario that is set to a registry (the 
default scenario is System_ Restore_Unicast.) 

Apply configuration Software will be distributed when any of the following operations to apply configuration to 
the activated logical machine is performed. 
 
  ▪ Allocate Machine 
  ▪ Scale Out 
  ▪ Change Machine Usage (destination machine) 
  ▪ Replace Machine (new machine) 
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Distribution timing Descriptions 
 
If software is also registered to the Active timing, the applying distribution software is 
distributed before the operating distribution software. 
This setting is registered to Host Setting, Model Property Setting, or Group Property 
Setting. 

Release 
configuration 

Software will be distributed when any of the following operations to remove the active 
logical machine from the group and to release it is performed: 
 
  ▪ Release Resource 
    When executed through the Web console, whether software is distributed at standby 
or not depends on which option you selected. 
    - If you select both the "Release machine with taking apart it" option and the "Delete 
logical machine" check box: 
      Software is distributed. 
    - If you select the "Release machine with taking apart it" option without selecting the 
"Delete logical machine" check box: 
      Software is not distributed 
    - If you select the "Release machine without taking apart it" option 
      Software is not distributed. 
  ▪ Scale In 
    But if the "When Scale-in, shut down running machines instead of release with taking 
apart it." option enabled on the General tab of the Group Property Setting, software is not 
distributed because hosts are not released. 
  ▪ Change Machine Usage (source machine) 
  ▪ Replace Machine (old machine) 
 
If software is also registered to the Standby timing, the releasing distribution software is 
distributed after the standby distribution software. 
This setting is registered to Host Setting, Model Property Setting, or Group Property 
Setting. 

Replace Software is distributed to a destination machine during machine replacement. 
This timing can be registered to Host Setting, Model Property Setting, and Group Property 
Setting. 

Allocate Software is distributed when resources are allocated to machines. 
This timing can be registered to Host Setting, Model Property Setting, and Group Property 
Setting. 
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1.3.5. Distribute Software 

Specify software to be distributed just when distributing the software. You do not need 
to register the software to a group or a host in advance. 
 
Distribute Software executes power control for a managed machine so that the power 
status at startup can be remained after software distribution has completed. If the 
machine is powered on at startup, it is turned on after software distribution has 
completed. If the machine is powered off at startup, it is turned off after software 
distribution has completed. 
 
You can perform bulk software distribution to multiple hosts by individually distributing 
software with selecting active hosts from Host List of the operation group. 
 
If you perform bulk software distribution as described above, software is distributed in 
ascending order of the name of the machine assigned as the host and the subsequent 
software is distributed before the distribution of the last software has completed. 
 

1.3.6. Redistribute Software 

Software redistribution is the feature that distributes software in the operating timing 
registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property Setting, and 
Group Property Setting. 
You can choose the software distribution type: "Install all software" or "Install only the 
difference." 
 
 Install all software 

All software whose distribution timing is set to "Active" is distributed. 
The software types except "Template" are target for this timing. 
 

 Install only the difference 
Software without distribution record whose distribution timing is set to "Active" is 
distributed after distribution of the OS image and templates. See the figures and 
the description of conditions in the next page. 
The software types except "Template" and "Script" are target for this timing. 
 

To select the target managed machine of software distribution, the following two 
methods are available: 
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 Select the host(s) individually 

Select the active host from Host List of the operation group, and distribute software 
to the host individually. This method is used to distribute software to the special 
host only. 
If there are several target hosts, software is distributed in ascending order of the 
machine name assigned as the host and the subsequent software is distributed 
before the distribution of the last software has completed. 

 
 Select all hosts in the group 

Select the operation group, and perform All Machine Action then Redistribute 
Software. This method is used to redistribute software to all hosts in the operation 
group. 

You can select whether the simultaneous distribution or the sequential distribution. 
 
• In the simultaneous distribution, software is distributed in the following order 

and the subsequent software is distributed before the distribution of the last 
software has completed. 

• In the sequential distribution, software is distributed one by one to the hosts in 
the "On" state in Power Status and in the "Normal" state in Summary Status in 
the order in the description of "1" below. Otherwise, all software is distributed 
simultaneously. 

 
If there are several target hosts in these operations, software redistribution is 
performed in the following order: 

 

1. For the hosts in the "On" state in Power Status and in the "Normal" state in 
Summary Status, software is distributed in ascending order of the name of the 
machine assigned as the host. 

2. For other hosts than those above, software is distributed in ascending order of the 
name of the machine assigned as the host. Software is simultaneously distributed 
to these hosts after software distribution to the hosts which meet the condition 1 in 
the above has completed. 
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In this figure, software that meets all the following conditions is the target of difference 
distribution. 
 
 The software scheduled for difference distribution is not included in the latest 

software distribution history. (AP1, Update and AP3 of Active machine #2 in the 
above figure fall under this.) 
Although the software scheduled for difference distribution is included in the latest 
software distribution history, the software scheduled for difference distribution is 
newer than the images included in the latest software distribution history. (OS (The 
date of image is old) of the Active machine #3 in the above figure falls under this.) 

 Although the software scheduled for difference distribution is included in the latest 
software distribution history, an OS difference distribution must be executed before 
the software distribution. 

 The type of the software scheduled for difference distribution is not script. 
 
If even one of the conditions above is missing, difference distribution is not executed. 
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1.3.7. Distribution Order of Registered Software 

The software distribution timing registered to Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, 
Model Property Setting and Group Property Setting allows you to specify whether 
software is distributed by operations or when software is distributed. 
 

The target operations to which distribution timing should be specified are roughly 
separated into the active process and standby process. 
 

The active process is the process to assign machine to the host definition to make the 
managed machines available. 
The distribution timing at operating includes "Apply configuration", "Active", "Allocate", 
and "Replace". 
The followings are the active processes with software distribution. Although Register 
Master Machine is also one of the Active processes, software is not distributed in 
Register Master Machine. 
 
 Allocate Machine 

 Scale Out 
 Change Machine Usage (destination machine) 
 Replace Machine (new machine) 

 Create and Assign Machine 
 Reconfigure (Reconstruct / Revert) 
 

Standby is the opposition of Active and means the process to release machines from 
the host definition. 
The distribution timing for Standby includes: "Release configuration", "Standby", and 
"Standby (after shutdown)." 
The followings are the standby processes with software distribution: 
 

 Release Resource 
 Scale In 
 Change Machine Usage (source machine) 

 Replace Machine (old machine) 
 Delete Virtual Machine 
 

In addition, the following settings determine whether software is distributed or not and 
when software is distributed. 
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 Location the software is registered to 

You can register this on Machine Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property 
Setting and Group Property Setting. Priorities of software distribution depend on 
where the software is registered. 

 
 Type of software 

Type of software contains the OS image, template, Backup task, application, 
update, script, and file. 
For the OS image, you can specify the relation between the connection timing to 
the disk volume and the execution order on Disk Volume Setting. 
The template based on which virtual machines are created is referred from the 
other processes such as Creating VM. So, the software is not distributed at the 
specified timing. 

 
 Specifying the "Connect after distribution" on Disk Volume Setting 

This is the setting for connection timing of the disk volume. 
The order of software distribution and disk volume connection depends on the 
combination of the OS image and its settings. 

Configure this on Disk Volume Setting on the Storage tab of Host Setting, Model 
Property Setting, or Group Property Setting. 

 

 Selected option when Release Resource is executed 
When you perform Release Resource through the Web console, whether software 
is distributed at "Release configuration", "Standby", and "Standby (after 
shutdown)" or not depends on which option you selected. 
• If you select both the Release machine with taking apart it option and the 

Delete logical machine check box 

Software is distributed at "Release configuration", "Standby", and "Standby 
(after shutdown)". 

• If you select the "Release machine with taking apart it" option but do not select 
the Delete logical machine check box: 
Software is distributed at "Standby", and "Standby (after shutdown)". 

• If you select the "Release machine without taking apart it" option 

Software in any distribution timing is not distributed. 
 
Next, the details about working in the operating and standby process are described. 
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(1) Software distribution order at the activating operations 
In the activating processes, the software distribution and other provisioning 
process are performed as the following table shows: 

 

Distribution 
Order 

Disk Volume 
Connection/
Type of 
Software 

Distribution 
Timing 

Descriptions 

Other provisioning processes The preparation tasks for processes such as 
checking of the settings and the condition of the 
target environment are performed. 

1 - Apply 
configuration 

Software to configure logical machines is 
distributed in the following order: 
 
1. Host Setting 
2. Model Property Setting 
3. Group Property Setting 

Other provisioning processes 
 
If virtual machines, the setting of the software 
whose type is "Template" will be used in this 
process. 

For the physical machine or virtual machine server, 
the provisioning process to allow the OS 
installation in the next order. 
For the virtual machine, the process to create a 
virtual machine and to set up the operating system 
is completed in this step. 
 
▪ Virtual machine 
  The processes to register the virtual machine to 
DeploymentManager or to reflect the 
machine-specific information are performed. At this 
time, the setting of the software whose type is 
"Template" is used. 
▪ Physical machine / Virtual machine server 
  The processes to connect the disk volume 
(deselected the "Connect after distribution" option) 
or to assign VLANs are performed. 
  Disk volume connection is processed in the 
following order: 
1. Host Setting (deselected the "Connect after 
distribution" option) 
2. Model Property Setting (deselected the 
"Connect after distribution" option) 
3. Group Property Setting (deselected the 
"Connect after distribution" option) 

2 When the 
Connect after 
distribution 
option is 
selected / OS 
image 
 
When the 
Connect after 
distribution 
option is not 

Active, 
Allocate, 
Replace 

Only software whose type is "OS image" is 
distributed. 
However, software is not distributed if the 
"Connect after distribution" option is not selected. 
 
If the OS image is registered to the multiple 
destinations, the registration is valid in the 
following order and subsequent destination will be 
ignored. 
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Distribution 
Order 

Disk Volume 
Connection/
Type of 
Software 

Distribution 
Timing 

Descriptions 

selected / Not 
applicable 

1. Machine Property: Active (before group 
distribution) 
2. Host Setting: Allocate / Replace 
3. Host Setting: Active (before group distribution) 
4. Model Property: Allocate / Replace 
5. Model Property: Active 
6. Group Property: Allocate / Replace 
7. Group Property: Active 
8. Host Setting: Active 
9. Host Setting: Active (after group distribution) 
10. Machine Property: Active (after group 
distribution) 

Other provisioning processes In the next distribution order, application, update, 
and script should be distributed. So, other disk 
volume controls than those above are performed in 
this step. 
 
▪ Virtual machine 
  Nothing 
▪ Physical machine / Virtual machine server 
  When the "Connect after distribution" option is 
selected, disk volume connection and starting 
virtual machines are performed. Disk volume 
connection is performed in the following order: 
1. Group Property Setting (selected the "Connect 
after distribution" option) 
2. Model Property Setting (selected the "Connect 
after distribution" option) 
3. Host Setting (selected the "Connect after 
distribution" option) 

3 When the 
Connect after 
distribution 
option is 
selected / 
Other than 
OS image or 
Template 
 
When the 
Connect after 
distribution 
option is not 
selected / 
Other than 
Template 

Active, 
Allocate, 
Replace 

The software distribution of application, update, 
Backup task, script, and file is performed. If the 
Connect after distribution option is not selected on 
Disk Volume Setting, OS image also distributed. 
 
The software is distributed in the following order 
according to where or when it is registered. At the 
distribution timing of Allocate, software is 
distributed only when Allocate Machine is 
executed. At the distribution timing of Replace, 
software is distributed only when Replace Machine 
is executed. 
If the OS image is registered to the multiple 
destinations, the registration is valid in the 
following order and subsequent destination will be 
ignored. 
 
1. Machine Property Setting: Active (before group 
distribution) 
2. Host Setting: Allocate / Replace 
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Distribution 
Order 

Disk Volume 
Connection/
Type of 
Software 

Distribution 
Timing 

Descriptions 

3. Host Setting: Active (before group distribution) 
4. Model Property Setting: Allocate / Replace 
5. Model Property Setting: Active 
6. Group Property Setting: Allocate / Replace 
7. Group Property Setting: Active 
8. Host Setting: Active 
9. Host Setting: Active (after group distribution) 
10. Machine Property Setting: Active (after group 
distribution) 

Other provisioning processes Because managed machine have become almost 
available, tasks after software distribution such as 
registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager, adding 
traffic-spreading destination to the load balancer, 
and starting machine are performed. 

 

(2) Software distribution order at the standby operations 
In the standby processes, the software distribution and other provisioning process 
are performed as the following table shows: 

 

Distribution 
Order 

Type of 
Software 

Distribution 
Timing 

Descriptions 

Other provisioning processes Tasks such as removing traffic-spreading 
destination from the load balancer and removing 
registration from NEC ESMPRO Manager are 
performed. 
Managed machines are still available in this step. 

1 - Standby Configure the distribution timing of software which 
should be distributed while managed machines are 
available so that it can be distributed at this timing. 
 
During the releasing operation, if you select the 
"Release resource without taking apart them" 
option, software is not distributed. 
 
The software is distributed in the following order 
according to where or when it is registered: 
 
1. Machine Property Setting: Standby (before 
group distribution) 
2. Host Setting: Standby (before group distribution) 
3. Model Property Setting: Standby 
4. Group Property Setting: Standby 
5. Host Setting: Standby 
6. Host Setting: Standby - after group distribution 
7. SetDHCP scenario registered to the registry and 
DPM 
8. Machine Property Setting: Standby (after group 
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Distribution 
Order 

Type of 
Software 

Distribution 
Timing 

Descriptions 

distribution) 

Other provisioning processes 
 

If the physical machine or virtual machine server, 
they become unavailable by performing the 
following processes. 
 
▪ Virtual machine 
  Nothing 
▪ Physical machine / Virtual machine server 
  The processes such as machine shutdown, 
releasing VLANs, and disconnecting of disk 
volume are performed. 

2 - Standby 
(after 
shutdown) 

After the managed machines have become 
unavailable, or if the software requires to be 
distributed after shutdown, configure the software 
distribution at this timing. 
 
If you selected the "Connect after distribution" 
option, the software is not distributed. 
 
The software is distributed in the following order 
according to where or when it is registered: 
 
1. Machine Property Setting: Standby (after 
shutdown) 
2. Host Setting: Standby (after shutdown) 
3. Model Property Setting: Standby (after 
shutdown) 
4. Group Property Setting: Standby (after 
shutdown) 

3 - Release 
configuration 

The software to release logical machines is 
distributed at this timing, only when the "Delete 
logical machine" option is selected in the Release 
Resource dialog box. 
 
The software is distributed in the following order 
according to where or when it is registered: 
 
1. Host Setting: Release configuration 
2. Model Property Setting: Release configuration 
3. Group Property Setting: Release configuration 

Other provisioning processes ▪ Virtual machine 
  Registration to DeploymentManager and virtual 
machines are removed. 
▪ Physical machine / Virtual machine server 
  The processes such as deleting logical 
machines are performed. 
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1.3.8. Backup and Restoration 

By registering software in advance, the registered software is distributed when Backup 
or restoration of the Action menu in the Operations view is selected. 
 

Note: Backup or restoration of a virtual machine server is not supported. 

 
 Backup 

Executes software whose distribution timing is set to "Backup". 

 
Backup can be set from the following settings. (Priority of software distribution is 
subject to this order.) 

• Machine Property Setting 
• Host Setting 
• Model Property Setting 

• Group Property Setting 
 
The priority of the software distribution is the order of Machine Property Setting, 
Host Setting, Model Property Setting, and Group Property Setting. If software 
registered to any of the above settings is distributed, the software registered to the 
other settings is not distributed. 

If software is distributed without registering to the above settings, backup is 
executed by the scenario set to the following registry. The default is a built-in 
scenario registered to DeploymentManager. 

 
Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProv
ider 
Value (Type): DefaultBackupScenarioName 
Value (Default Value): System_Backup 

 
When creating a backup scenario, configure the Backup / Restore tab of the DPM 
Web Console so that the value of the Image File box will automatically be a name 
to specify a machine. For details of the setting, see Subsection 1.1.11, "Notes on a 
Restore Scenario Used in Image Deployment" in SigmaSystemCenter Caution 
Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide. 

 
 Restoration 

Executes software whose distribution timing is set to "Restore". 

 
Restoration can be set from the following settings. (Priority of software distribution 
is subject to this order.) 
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• Machine Property Setting 
• Host Setting 
• Model Property Setting 

• Group Property Setting 
 
The priority of the software distribution is the order of Machine Property Setting, 
Host Setting, Model Property Setting, and Group Property Setting. If software 
registered to any of the above settings is distributed, the software registered to the 
other settings is not distributed. 

 
If software is distributed without registering to the above settings, restoration is 
executed by the scenario set to the following registry. The default is a built-in 
scenario registered to DeploymentManager. 
 

Key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProv
ider 
Value: DefaultRestoreScenarioName 

Value (Default Value): System_Restore_Unicast 
 
When creating a restore scenario, configure the Backup / Restore tab of the DPM 
Web Console so that the value of the Image File box will automatically be a name 
to specify the same machine as backup. For details of the setting, see Subsection 
1.1.11, "Notes on a Restore Scenario Used in Image Deployment" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Caution Notes and Trouble Shooting Reference Guide. 
 

1.3.9. File Delivery 

File delivery in SigmaSystemCenter can deliver files in the folder on a management 
server to a folder on a managed machine. 

File delivery is executed when software is distributed during execution of each 
provisioning action and when the Distribute Software action or the Redistribute 
Software action is executed. For information about when the software distribution 
during provisioning is executed or how to set it, see Subsection 1.3.4, "Software 
Distribution During Provisioning." 
 

This feature is provided by using the file delivery feature of DeploymentManager. 
 

(1) Folder to store the delivered file 
You need to store the file to be delivered in a folder and then add the file in File of 
Software on the Resource view with the Collect Script action or the Collect All 
action. 
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The file is stored in the following folder: 
<SystemProvisioning installation directory>\deployfiles 
 

You can change the location of this folder by editing the value DeployFile in the 
following registry key:  
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProvider. 

 
If you create subfolders per operating system of the destination machine and per 
type and store the file to be delivered in each subfolder, you can deliver the files in 
those folders. However, the subfolder is ignored if it is more than one level deep in 
the folder hierarchy. 
 

If the DeploymentManager management server for file delivery is configured on a 
different server from SigmaSystemCenter, the filed need to be stored on the 
DeploymentManager management server as well as SigmaSystemCenter. The 
folder on the DeploymentManager management server where the file is delivered 
must have the same path with that of the SigmaSystemCenter management 
server. 

 

(2) Managed machine on destination 
SigmaSystemCenter provides two locations to set the destination folder for file 
delivery on a managed machine as follows: If the setting is included in both 
locations, the setting in Distribute Software is preferred. In Distribute the Specified 
Software, it can be set only in the setting of the target file for file delivery. 

 

• Setting of the file to be delivered 
Store the file to be delivered in a folder first, and then execute the Collect 
action to add the file to File in Software of the Resource view before you set 
this setting. 

• Setting of software distribution 
Add the file to be delivered to the settings on the Software tab in Machine 
Property Setting, Host Setting, Model Property Setting and Group Property 
Setting. 

 
Without both setting above, the destination of file delivery becomes as follows: 
 

• If the destination machine is running a Windows operating system: the file 
cannot be delivered to the machine. 

• If the destination machine is running a Linux operating system: the file is 
delivered to the root directory. 
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File delivery requires the destination managed machine with double the amount of 
available space as the amount of the size of the file to be delivered. If the machine 
does not have the sufficient available space, file delivery fails. 

 
File attributes and permissions in the source machine are not applied to the 
delivered file. They become as follows: 

 
• If the file is delivered to Windows machines, the access privileges of the folder 

to which the file is delivered are applied to it. 

If no destination folder exists and you created a new folder, access privileges 
of its parent folder is applied to the new destination folder and the file to be 
delivered. 

The attributes of the delivered file is set to the archive attribute. 
• If the file is delivered to Linux machines, owner is set to "root", and permission 

is set to "644." 

If no destination folder exists, the permission of the destination folder which 
will be newly created is set to "777." 

 

The path of the destination folder has a limitation in its size. The full path of the file 
on destination ("Path to the target folder for file delivery/File name") must be less 
than 260 bytes. 

 
Files cannot be delivered to the machine which is running Windows XP or 
Windows 2000. 
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1.4. About Image Deployment 
 

1.4.1. Overview of Image Deployment 

SigmaSystemCenter configures machines using image deployment, one of the 
features of software distribution, for applying images and machine-specific information 
to target machines. Image deployment obtains an image of a master machine and uses 
the obtained image and the setting of machine-specific information to deploy the 
image. 
Image deployment deploys the same image with a piece of machine-specific 
information to multiple machines. An advantage is that makes configuring large amount 
of machines and such operations more efficient. Disadvantages are that the total 
processing time becomes longer and extra tasks such as preparation for Sysprep will 
be required due to including the process of applying machine-specific information. 

Because applying machine-specific information is usually unnecessary for N+1 
recovery process in a physical environment, restoring image with handling only backup 
/ restore is used and image deployment is not used. 

Operation of image deployment has two phases: first phase is preparing for the 
deployment and obtaining an image of a master machine, second phase is deploying 
the obtained image to target machines. 

 

1. Preparing for image deployment and obtaining image of master machine 
Prepare the tool for applying machine-specific information and obtain an image of 
a master machine. 
 

1. Preparing and executing tools for applying machine-specific information 
Use either DeploymentManager or vCenter Server to apply machine-specific 
information. 
For a physical environment, use DeploymentManager. 

For a virtual environment, whether to use DeploymentManager or vCenter 
Server is determined according to types of virtual infrastructure products and 
templates in use. 

For information about templates, see Subsection 3.2.5, "Templates." 
Types of the tool for applying machine-specific information and the tool to be 
prepared are different according to target environments and how to use the 
tool as follows: 
 
- Preparation to apply machine-specific information using 

DeploymentManager is different depending on the following conditions. In 
both conditions, DPM Client must be installed on the master machine. 
▪ If the target operating system is any of Windows Server 2008, Windows 
Vista and later version of Windows, or Linux, prepare using the built-in 
master machine setup scenario. Using the master machine setup 
scenario makes it simple to prepare for Sysprep and LinuxRepSetup. 
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▪ If the target operating system is any of Windows 2000, Windows Server 
2003, or Windows XP, perform Sysprep-related preparations on the 
master machine. 

- To apply machine-specific information using vCenter Server in a virtual 
environment, locate the tool for applying machine-specific information on 
the management server. This preparation is necessary only for Windows 
(Sysprep). 

 

2. Obtaining image of master machine 
How to obtain an image of a master machine is different according to target 
environments and how to use the image as follows: 
 

- If the target environment is a physical environment or if HW Profile Clone 
will be used in a virtual environment, back up the master machine using 
DeploymentManager to obtain a deployment disk image. 

- For a virtual environment, obtain an image by creating a template and 
creating an image. However, an image is not obtained by creating a HW 
Profile Clone template. In this case, you need to obtain an image using 
backup of DeploymentManager. 

 

2. Deploying image to target machine 
Deploys the image to a target machine. Image deployment applies the image 
obtained in the procedure 1 and machine-specific information such as a host name 
and IP address to the target machine. 

 

1. Configuring image deployment setting 
Configure the image deployment setting from the setting of software 
distribution in order to make the image deployment executed as one of 
provisioning processes for managed machines such as Create and Assign 
Machine or Allocate Machine. Types of the software to be used are different 
according to target environments and how to use the software as follows: 
 
- If the target environment is a physical environment or if HW Profile Clone 

will be used in a virtual environment, use restore scenario. Use the 
deployment disk image created in the procedure 1-2 as for the image of 
the restore scenario. 

- For a virtual environment, use the template or image created in the 
procedure 1-2. 

 

Software can be distributed at the following timings: 
- When activated 
- When replaced (only for a physical environment) 

- When Allocate Machine executed 
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2. Setting machine-specific information to be applied to managed machine 
Specify the machine-specific information of a managed machine to be applied 
in the image deployment at the following settings of SigmaSystemCenter: 

 
- Host name and IP address 

Specify a host name and IP address at Host Setting 

 
- Host profile 

Specify a host profile at a group and Host Setting. Set machine-specific 
information other than the host name and IP address in a host profile. 
 

- IP address pool 

Specify an IP address. When an IP address is not specified but IP 
address pool setting is specified in Host Setting, the IP address pool 
generates an IP address for the Host Setting. For details about IP 
address pool, see Subsection 4.5.4, "IP Address Pool." 
 

- Sysprep answer file 

Sysprep answer file is a file to customize the specific information and it is 
introduced on the Windows operating systems by standard. Sysprep 
answer file is used to configure the specific information which cannot be 
configured via SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

- (Parameter file of master machine (disk duplication data file)) 

Parameter file is a file in which the machine-specific information to be 
used in reflecting machine-specific information using 
DeploymentManager is described. Depending on the host profile settings, 
this parameter file should be created before image deployment. 
Use Image Builder to create a parameter file. 

 

3. Executing operation of image deployment 
Execute an operation that executes image deployment using the settings 
configured in the procedure 2-1 and 2-2. The operation to be executed is 
different according to target environments as follows: 
 
- For a physical environment 

▪  Allocate Machine 
▪  Scale Out 
▪  Replace Machine 

▪  Change Machine Usage 
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- For (a virtual machine in) a virtual environment  
▪  Create and Assign Machine 
▪  Reconfigure (Reconstruct / Revert) 

▪  Allocate Machine 
  (In the case of Allocate Machine for a virtual machine, only the process 
of applying machine-specific information works. The image is not used 
and machine-specific information is applied to the image which is already 
allocated to the managed machine.) 
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 Requirements for image deployment 
The following table shows requirements for executing image deployment 
according to target environments: 

Target environment, type of 
template, type of target virtual 
environment 

Requirements for executing 
image deployment 

Role of item defined at the left 
column 

▪ Physical environment 
▪ Virtual environment, HW Profile 
Clone 

DeploymentManager is available. ▪ Restores the image and reflects 
machine-specific information. 

An available DHCP server exists in 
the same network as 
DeploymentManager. 

▪ Generates an IP address to be 
used on Deploy-OS while restoring. 
▪ Generates an IP address to be 
used during network boot. 
▪ Generates an IP address for a 
target machine whose 
machine-specific information is 
deleted while reflecting 
machine-specific information. 

PXE boot is available at the target 
machine to which the image is to be 
deployed. The NIC for PXE boot 
starts before other NICs and hard 
disks start. 

▪ Used in network boot. 

Virtual environment, a template 
other than HW Profile Clone, 
VMware (vCenter Server 
management) 

vCenter Server is available. ▪ Copies the image and reflects 
machine-specific information. 

Virtual environment, a template 
other than HW Profile Clone, an 
environment other than VMware 
(vCenter Server management) 

DeploymentManager is available. ▪ Deletes machine-specific 
information when creating a replica 
VM. 
▪ Reflects machine-specific 
information. 

An available DHCP server exists in 
the same network as 
DeploymentManager. 

▪ Generates an IP address for a 
target machine whose 
machine-specific information is 
deleted while reflecting 
machine-specific information. 
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1.4.2. Applicable Machine-Specific Information in Image 

Deployment 

The following table shows machine-specific information applicable to managed 
machines using image deployment of SigmaSystemCenter: 

 

(1) Items configured in settings other than a host profile 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows/ 
Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Host name Set a host name (a computer 
name) to be registered to OS 
of the managed machine 
when adding the host at the 
group property setting. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC  

IP address 
(NIC setting) 

Set information related to NIC 
to be registered to OS of the 
managed machine. A subnet 
mask and a default gateway 
can be set in addition to the 
IP address. Set this item at 
Host Setting or IP address 
pool. If this item is configured 
on Host Setting, IP address 
pool does not generate an IP 
address. If this item is not 
configured on Host Setting 
but configured on IP address 
pool, IP address pool 
generates an IP address 
when an activating operation 
such as Allocate Machine is 
executed and then the IP 
address is set to the Host 
Setting. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC ▪ IP address can be set up 
to 10 NICs. 
▪ If DPM is used for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information plus: 
the target OS is Windows 
Vista or later, IP address 
can be set up to 8 NICs, the 
target OS is Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows XP, IP address 
can be set up to 4 NICs. 
▪ If DPM is used for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information and also the 
target OS is Linux, IP 
address can be set up to 7 
NICs. 
▪ Both IPv4 and IPv6 are 
available to set up this. If 
IPv6 is set to this, the IP 
address pool cannot be 
used. 
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(2) Host Profile - OS Type 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

OS Type Select an OS type in the 
following three types: 
▪ Windows Server 
▪ Linux 
▪ Windows Client 
Settable machine-specific 
information in a host profile is 
different according to OS 
types. OS types are used as 
the information for 
distinguishing among 
methods of allocating 
machine-specific information 
to managed machines. 

- -  

 
(3) Host Profile - OS Setting 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

OS Name Set an OS name. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the OS name setting is 
inherited from the template. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC ▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information a parameter file 
of a master machine is 
unnecessary. For details, 
see Subsection 1.4.4, 
"Parameter File." For 
Windows, be careful not to 
specify a wrong OS name 
because the reflecting 
machine-specific 
information process of DPM 
works differently according 
to OS types. 
▪ When using VC for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information, an OS name 
does not have to be 
configured because it is not 
used in reflecting process 
of VC. 

Administrator 
Account 

An administrator account to 
be registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. It is 
different according to OS 
types; Administrator for 
Windows and root for Linux. 
The default setting cannot be 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC  
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Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

changed. 

Administrator 
Password 

Set an administrator 
password to be registered to 
the OS of a managed 
machine. The administrator 
account whose administrator 
password to be specified is 
different according to OS 
types; Administrator for 
Windows and root for Linux. 
It can be specified on the 
General tab of Host Setting in 
addition to a host profile. If 
the host setting is configured 
at the several tabs, the 
priority order of setting is the 
following: 
 
1. Host Profile tab of Host 
Setting. 
2. General tab of Host 
Setting. 
3. Host profile tab of Group 
Property Setting. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC In the case of using VC for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information and also the OS 
is Linux, note the 
followings: 
▪ In vSphere 5 or later 
version, you must set up 
the root password for the 
master VM when creating a 
template. 
▪ In vSphere 4.1 or earlier 
version, this setting is 
ignored and the setting of a 
template (of a master VM) 
is succeeded. 

Owner Name Set an owner name (a user 
name) to be registered to the 
OS of a managed machine. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the Owner Name setting is 
inherited from the template. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Organization 
Name 

Set an organization name (a 
company name) to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the Organization Name 
setting is inherited from the 
template. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Time Zone Set a time zone to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the Time Zone setting is 

Windows DPM, VC In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information, this setting 
may be unavailable 
depending on the target OS 
type or your usage as 
shown below:  
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Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

inherited from the template.  
▪ In Windows Vista or later, 
this setting is available by 
using the Sysprep answer 
file. 
To enable the time zone 
setting of the host profile, 
write {TIME_ZONE_NAME} 
to the Time Zone tag in the 
Sysprep answer file. 
▪ In Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows XP, this setting is 
ignored because the 
Sysprep answer file is not 
available in these operating 
systems. 
 
If the Sysprep answer file is 
not available, "GMT" is 
used as the default value in 
English operating systems. 
 
If you need to change the 
setting from the above, you 
can do it by creating a DPM 
parameter file for a master 
machine and by changing 
the time zone setting in the 
parameter file. 

Product Key Set a product key to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine.  
It can be specified on the 
General tab of Host Setting in 
addition to a host profile. The 
priority order of setting is the 
following. 
 
1. Host profile tab of Host 
Setting. 
2. General tab of Host 
Setting. 
3. Host profile tab of Group 
Property Setting. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the Product Key setting is 
inherited from the template. 

Windows DPM, VC ▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information and also a 
product key is not set, the 
setting of the parameter file 
of a master machine is 
used. 

License The dedicated item to Linux VC You can set this when "VM 
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Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

provision the VMware virtual 
machine server. Set the 
license that is applied to the 
operating system of the 
managed machine. 
 
If this is configured at the 
several tabs, the priority 
order of setting is the 
following: 
 
1. Host profile tab of Host 
Setting 
2. Host profile tab of Model 
Property Setting 
3. Host profile tab of Group 
Property Setting 

Server" is set to Machine 
Type of the group. 

License Mode Set a license mode to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. The 
following two modes are 
available for a license mode: 
Number of Connected Server 
and Connected Client. If you 
select Number of Connected 
Server, specify the number of 
clients to be connected to the 
server. 
 
When a template is 
configured in a setting such 
as the group property setting, 
the License Mode setting is 
inherited from the template. 

Windows VC If you use DPM for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information, this setting is 
ignored and the following 
setting is used: Number of 
Connected Server: 5. 
To change the above 
setting, you need to create 
a DPM parameter file for a 
master machine and 
change the license mode 
setting in the parameter file. 

Workgroup 
Setting 

Set whether Workgroup or 
domain to which the OS of a 
managed machine to join. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Workgroup 
(Domain 
Name) 

Set a name of Workgroup or 
domain to which the OS of a 
managed machine to join. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Domain 
Account 

Set a domain account to be 
used for when the OS of a 
managed machine joins to a 
domain. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Domain 
Password 

Set a domain password to be 
used for when the OS of a 
managed machine joins to a 
domain. 

Windows DPM, VC  

Domain Suffix Set a domain suffix of a 
domain to which the OS of a 
managed machine to join. 

Linux DPM, VC  
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Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Sysprep 
Answer File 

Select a Sysprep answer file 
to be used for reflecting 
machine-specific information. 
If you want to set 
machine-specific information 
other than the items 
specifiable in a host file, use 
the Sysprep answer file. 
For details of Sysprep 
answer file, see Subsection 
1.4.9, "Sysprep Answer File." 

Windows DPM, VC ▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information, this setting is 
available only when the 
target operating system is 
Windows Vista or later. 
▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information in Windows 
2000, Windows Server 
2003, or Windows XP, this 
setting is ignored. 

 

(4) Host Profile - DNS / WINS Setting 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Preferred 
(Primary) 
DNS 

Set a preferred (Primary) 
DNS to be registered to the 
OS of a managed machine. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC ▪ For Windows, the number 
of settable NICs is up to 10 
except for the following 
case: 
▪ If DPM is used for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information plus: 
the target OS is Windows 
Vista or later, IP address 
can be set up to 8 NICs, the 
target OS is Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows XP, IP address 
can be set up to 4 NICs. 
▪ For Linux, the number of 
settable NIC is up to 1. If 
multiple NICs have settings, 
the setting of the smallest 
number NIC is used. 
▪ Both IPv4 and IPv6 are 
available to set up this. If 
you intend to use IPv6 to 
set up DNS in Windows, do 
not omit to specify the IP 
address of the NIC with the 
same NIC number in the 
host settings. If you set up 
only DNS for IPv6 without 
providing an IPv6 address, 
the IPv6 DNS setting is not 
reflected. 
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Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Substituted 
(Secondary) 
DNS 

Set a substituted 
(Secondary) DNS to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC See Notes of "Preferred 
(Primary) DNS". 

Tertiary DNS Set a tertiary DNS to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. 

Linux DPM, VC ▪ The number of settable 
NIC is up to 1. If multiple 
NICs have settings, the 
setting of the smallest 
number NIC is used. 
▪ Both IPv4 and IPv6 are 
available to set up this. 

Preferred 
(Primary) 
WINS 

Set a preferred (Primary) 
DNS to be registered to the 
OS of a managed machine. 

Windows DPM, VC ▪ The number of settable 
NICs is up to 10. 
▪ If DPM is used for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information plus: 
the target OS is Windows 
Vista or later, IP address 
can be set up to 8 NICs, the 
target OS is Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows XP, IP address 
can be set up to 4 NICs. 
▪ Only the IPv4 address is 
available to set up this. The 
IPv6 address is not 
available for this. 

Substituted 
(Secondary) 
WINS 

Set a substituted 
(Secondary) WINS to be 
registered to the OS of a 
managed machine. 

Windows DPM, VC See Notes of "Preferred 
(Primary) WINS". 
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(5) Host Profile - Extended Setting 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Command Set a command to be 
executed when a user log 
into the OS of a managed 
machine right after reflecting 
machine-specific information. 
This command is not 
executed after that. 
In the case of using DPM for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information, the command is 
executed at logging on while 
DPM is reflecting the 
machine-specific information. 
The timing of the command 
execution in DPM differs from 
that in reflecting 
machine-specific information 
in VC. So keep in mind that. 
 Multiple commands can be 
set. If multiple commands are 
set, the commands are 
executed in the setting order. 
 

Windows DPM, VC In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information, this setting 
may be unavailable 
depending on the target OS 
type or your usage as 
shown below:  
 
▪ In Windows Vista or later, 
this setting is available by 
using the Sysprep answer 
file. 
To enable the command 
setting of the host profile, 
write {RUN_ONCE} to the 
<component name= 
"Microsoft-Windows-Shell-
Setup"  - > tag in the 
Sysprep answer file. Or 
write the command setting 
directly to the 
FirstLogonCommands – 
SynchronousCommand 
tag. 
▪ In Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, or 
Windows XP, this setting is 
ignored because the 
Sysprep answer file is not 
available in these operating 
systems. 
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(6) Items which cannot be set in the host profile 

Item Explanation Type of 
Supported 
OS 
(Windows 
/ Linux) 

Available method 
of reflecting 
machine-specific 
information (DPM 
/ VC) 

Notes 

Language / 
Locale 

This is the setting of 
language and locale which is 
registered to the managed 
machine's operating system. 
Windows includes the 
following detail items: 
▪ Input locale (InputLocale) 
   Specify the input 
language and input method. 
▪ System locale 
(SystemLocale) 
   Specify the non-Unicode 
program language. 
▪ Language (UILanguage) 
   Specify the system 
language used on user 
interfaces. 
▪ Format (UserLocale) 
   Specify the format of date, 
time, monetary value, and 
number. 
 

Windows, 
Linux 

DPM, VC ▪ In the case of using VC 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information, this setting is 
inherited from the setting of 
a template (of a master 
VM). 
▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information on Windows: 
  ▪ If the parameter file of 
the master VM exists, this 
setting is inherited from that 
parameter file. 
  ▪ If the OS name is 
specified, language and 
locale are set to the 
language of 
SigmaSystemCenter you 
installed (English.) 
▪ In the case of using DPM 
for reflecting 
machine-specific 
information on Linux, this 
setting is inherited from the 
setting of a template (of a 
master VM). 
 
The setting of language and 
locale can be explicitly 
specified by using a 
Sysprep answer file. In the 
case of using DPM for 
reflecting machine-specific 
information, the target 
operating system is 
Windows Vista or later. If 
you use a sample file as is, 
the setting of language and 
locale will be the same with 
that of the management 
server. 
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1.4.3. Host Profile 

A host profile is a setting that gathers a series of machine-specific information to be 
allocated to a managed machine. When allocating machine-specific information to a 
managed machine, set the almost all the items in a host profile except for a host name 
and an IP address. 

A host profile can be defined in each layer, a group or a host on the Operations view so 
that it can be operated flexibly to satisfy the business requirements. Set a host profile 
which to be applied to a wide range of multiple machines in a group layer. Set a host 
profile which to be applied to individual machines in a host layer. When a host profile is 
set in a group layer, the setting of the host profile is succeeded to all the hosts in the 
group. Whether to use the setting succeeded from the above layer without changing or 
configure individual setting can be selected for each category. 
A host profile has three categories: OS Setting, DNS / WINS Setting, and Extended 
Setting. When setting a host profile, OS Setting must be configured. You cannot 
configure only DNS / WINS Setting and Extended Setting without configuring OS 
Setting. 
OS Setting can be configured in a template other than the host profile. If you configure 
OS Setting in a template, the setting of the template is succeeded to OS Settings of 
host profiles of a group and a host. 
For details of machine-specific information and which belongs to each category, see 
Subsection 1.4.2, "Applicable Machine-Specific Information in Image Deployment." 
 
A host profile can be defined in the following three methods: 

 
 Setting directly in a group property setting or a Host Setting 

Set a host profile on the Host Profile tab of a group property setting or a Host 
Setting on the Operations view directly. The setting of Use public Named Profile is 
not used. 
 

 Selecting the setting of Use public Named Profile check box 
SigmaSystemCenter makes reference to the setting of a defined public Named 
Profile to use it as a host profile definition. A public Named Profile is made 
reference by multiple host profile settings. To change the setting of a host profile, 
you need to change the setting of a public Named Profile to which the host profile 
makes reference. You cannot change the setting of a public Named Profile in the 
group property setting or the Host Setting which makes reference to the public 
Named Profile. 
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 Copying a setting of a public Named Profile 

SigmaSystemCenter copies a setting of a defined public Named Profile to use it as 
a host profile setting. Because this method just copies a setting of a public Named 
Profile, you can change the Host Profile tab setting of a group property setting or a 
Host Setting after copying the public Named Profile. Also, even if the setting of a 
public Named Profile is changed after copying, the changed setting is not reflected 
to the host profile setting which is made from the copy of the public Named Profile. 
 

A public Named Profile is registered on a list of host profiles on the Resource view. A 
new public Named Profile can be configured by reference to the setting of a defined 
Named Profile. 
A registered public Named Profile is used in either ways: using the setting of it in a 
group property setting or a Host Setting or copying it. When using it in a group property 
setting, the setting of a public Named Profile used for host profiles of all Host Settings 
under the group is reflected. 

 
A public Named Profile has the following two public scopes: 
 

 Public 
Public scope is not limited. All users who can operate a group property setting or a 
Host Setting on the Operations view can use a public Named Profile. 

 
 Private 

Available only in a specified tenant. When creating a private Named Profile, 
specify a tenant to allocate. 

 
The following figure is an example of setting using a Named Profile. 
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・OS type:Windows Server 

・Public 

・OS name:Windows 2008 

 OS Setting 
・Password:AdminPwd 

・Owner name:X-Company 

・TimeZone:Tokyo 

・Domain:Domain1.com 

dom-ac, dom-pwd 

 
DNS/WINS 
・PrimaryDNS:192.168.0.1 

 

Machine 1 

 
 

Machine 5 

 
 

Machine 6 

 
 

Machine 2 

 
 

Machine 3 

 
 

Machine 4 

 
 

・OS type:Linux 

・Public 

・OS name:Red Hat 6 

 OS Setting 
・Password:rootpwd 

・Domain:Domain2.com 

 DNS/WINS 
・PrimaryDNS:192.168.5.1 

 

Operation A-Profile 

 

Operation B-Profile 

 

System Resource 
 

Resource view 
 

Operations 

 
 Operation A-Group 

 
 

Operations 
 

Profile 
 Host Profile 

 

Operation B-Group 

 
 
 

Operation A-Profile 
 
Operation B-Profile 
 
 

Create 

 

Create 

 

Use 

 

Operation A-Group 

 
 

Operation B-Group 

 
 
 

A host profile created in the 

Resource view can be used 

in a group/host setting. 

Use 
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1.4.4. Parameter File 

Machine-specific information used in DeploymentManager is described in a (setup) 
parameter file. A parameter file is also called a disk duplication data file. Use 
ImageBuilder to create a parameter file. 
 

As the following table shows, types of parameter files which should be created depend 
on the type of target operating systems. 

Type of target OS Type of parameter file Notes 

Windows Server 2012 
Windows 8 

Windows parameter file (Express) The existing parameter file is 
not available. 

Windows Server 2008 
Windows Vista 
Windows 7 

Windows parameter file (Express) A Windows parameter file 
(Express) is highly 
recommended for a case that 
an environment where a 
Windows parameter file is 
used is upgraded, but the 
Windows parameter file in the 
previous version is still 
available. 

Windows 2000 
Windows Server 2003 
Windows XP 

Windows parameter file - 

Linux Linux disk duplication parameter file - 

 

In SigmaSystemCenter, parameter files for the target managed machine, to which 
images are deployed, are created from the host profile setting during reflecting 
machine-specific information by DeploymentManager in image deployment. 

DeploymentManager reflects the machine-specific information based on the parameter 
file. 
Parameter files for the target managed machine is created automatically in the three 
patterns as the following figure shows, so it does not need to be created using Image 
Builder. In the pattern (2) or pattern (3) in this figure, you should prepare the parameter 
files for the master machine and a Sysprep answer file before the image deployment. 
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The situation you should prepare parameter files for the master machine and a Sysprep 
answer file depends on the machine-specific information or operating system of the 
target. See the following table. 

  

DeploymentManager 
 

・OS name 
 - 

 

Host Profile 
 

Sysprep answer file 

A parameter file is created automatically based on the corresponding 

format to the OS name specified. Users do not have to concern with the 

parameter file. 

Default formats for parameter files 

 

(1)Automatically created from the corresponding 

format to the OS name specified 
 

Windows parameter file (Express) 

or 

Windows parameter file  

or  

Linux disk duplicate parameter file 

Master machine's 

parameter file 

 

・OS name 
- 

 

Host Profile 
 

With the master machine's parameter file on the management server, a 

parameter file is created from the master machine's parameter file. The 

setting of the OS name is ignored. 

(2) Automatically created from the master 

machine's parameter file 
 

Windows parameter 

file (Express) 
 

Master machine's 

parameter file 

 

・OS name 
・Sysprep answer file 

- 

Host Profile 
 

With the Sysprep answer file specified, a parameter file is created from 

the Sysprep answer file. Master machine's parameter file is ignored. The 

Sysprep answer file is available in Windows Vista or later. 

(3) Automatically created from the Sysprep 

answer file 
 

Default formats 

 

Default formats 

 

Windows parameter file (Express) 

or 

Windows parameter file  

or  

Linux disk duplicate parameter file 

SigmaSystemCenter 
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Target 
machine-specific 
information 

Description 

Windows Server 2008, 
Windows Vista and later 
version of Windows 

Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, 
or Windows XP 

Linux 

Machine-specific 
information other 
than Time Zone, 
License Mode and 
Command which 
can be specified in 
Host Profile, or 
other 
machine-specific 
information which 
can be specified in 
Host Setting. 

Parameter files for master machines need to be prepared if the OS name is 
not specified in the host profile. 

Time Zone (if the 
default setting is 
changed) 

With an available Sysprep 
answer file, you can specify 
this in the host profile. The 
OS name needs to be 
specified. You should write 
{TIME_ZONE_NAME} to the 
TimeZone tag in the Sysprep 
answer file. If you write other 
than {TIME_ZONE_NAME}, 
that description is reflected 
as the machine-specific 
information. 
 
If the Sysprep answer file is 
not used, you should set the 
time zone in the parameter 
file of the master machine. 

You should set the time 
zone in the parameter file 
of the master machine. 

- 

Command (if 
specified) 

With an available Sysprep 
answer file, you can specify 
this in the host profile. The 
OS name needs to be 
specified. You should write 
{ RUN_ONCE } to the 
<component name= 
"Microsoft-Windows-Shell-Se
tup" - > tag in the Sysprep 
answer file. If you write other 
than { RUN_ONCE }, that 
description is reflected as the 
machine-specific information. 
 
If the Sysprep answer file is 
not used, you cannot specify 
any command. 

Cannot be specified - 

License Mode (if the 
default setting is 
changed) 

- You should set the license 
mode in the parameter file 
of the master machine. 

- 
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Target 
machine-specific 
information 

Description 

Windows Server 2008, 
Windows Vista and later 
version of Windows 

Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003, 
or Windows XP 

Linux 

Language / locale  
(if the default setting 
is changed) 

With an available Sysprep 
answer file, you can specify 
this: to do so, you should set 
the OS name and specify the 
Sysprep answer file in the 
host profile. 
 
If the Sysprep answer file is 
not used, you should set 
language / locale in the 
parameter file of the master 
machine. 

You should set language / 
locale in the parameter 
file of the master 
machine. 

Cannot be 
specified 

Other 
machine-specific 
information than 
language / locale or 
the machine 
specific information 
which can be 
specified in the host 
profile or the host 
setting (if the default 
setting is changed) 

The target for this setting is 
only the machine-specific 
information which can be 
specified in the Sysprep 
answer file. 
 
You should set the OS name 
and specify the Sysprep 
answer file in the host profile. 

Cannot be specified Cannot be 
specified 

 

1.4.5. Master Machine Setup Scenario 

The master machine setup scenario is a scenario that automates required tasks on a 
master machine and replica VM for image deployment. It copies and executes the 
Sysprep/LinuxReqSetUp related files automatically. The packages and scenarios for a 
machine setup scenario has been registered to DeploymentManager as a built-in 
scenario, so tasks to create packages and scenarios are not required. 
 
You can use a master machine setup scenario to apply the machine-specific 
information by DeploymentManager when any of the following operating system is a 
deployment target: 
 

• Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista or later versions of Windows, or Linux 
 

When any of the following operating systems is a deployment target, you need to 
prepare manually to apply the machine-specific information because the master 
machine setup scenario is not available in those operating systems. 
 

• Windows Server 2000, Windows Server 2003, or  Windows XP 
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You can use one of the following two methods to execute a master machine setup 
scenario. In both methods, you need to install DPM Client on a master machine before 
executing a master machine setup scenario. 

 
 For the physical environment, or when you perform HW Profile Clone in the virtual 

environment 

Manually execute a master machine setup scenario for a master machine on 
DeploymentManager. Do not execute a master machine setup scenario by 
Distribute Software. It does not properly function if it is executed by 
Distribute Software. 

 When you perform Disk Clone or Differential Clone in the virtual environment 
The master machine setup scenario is automatically executed when a replica VM 
is created from a master VM. You can omit to specify the scenario on 
SigmaSystemCenter (Recommended). If you specify it, make the software to be 
distributed to the master VM at the distribution timing of “Create Replica”. 

 
The master machine setup scenario registered to DeploymentManager as a built-in 
scenario has the following three types depending on the difference of target operating 
systems and Sysprep options to be used. In Disk Clone or Differential Clone, an 
appropriate scenario is automatically selected from the settings of templates and 
images and executed if you omit to specify the scenario. 

 

 System_WindowsMasterSetup 
Use when Windows is the operating system to be deployed. 

If you omit to specify a scenario in Disk Clone or Differential Clone, this scenario is 
executed if Windows Client or Windows Serer is set to the OS Type in the 
template. 

 

 System_WindowsMasterSetupVM 
Use to specify the /mode:vm option of a Sysprep when Windows Server 2012 or 
Windows 8 is the operating system to be deployed. The /mode:vm option speeds 
up the initial startup when using a Sysprep by skipping the device discovery. 
If you omit to specify a scenario in Disk Clone or Differential Clone, this scenario is 
executed if Windows Client or Windows Serer is set to the OS Type in the template 
and if VM Mode which is set to the image is enabled. 

For more details of the Sysprep /mode:vm option, see the following 
documentation provided by Microsoft. 
 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh825033.aspx 

 

If the “/mode:vm” option is enabled, IP address is not reflected to a managed 
machine by reflecting the machine-specific information. So, do not use this 
scenario if the IP address requires to be specified explicitly in the host 
setting or if you need to use the IP address pool. 
 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh825033.aspx
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 System_LinuxMasterSetup 
Use when Linux is the operating system to be deployed. 
If you omit to specify a scenario in Disk Clone or Differential Clone, this scenario is 
executed if Linux is set to the OS Type in the template. 
 

 
 

1.4.6. About Sysprep 

Sysprep (System Preparation Utility) is the tool that is provided from Microsoft 
Corporation for Windows OS deployment. 
If you duplicate a master machine's image on multiple machines, the OSs of the 
duplicated machines will be available using Sysprep. 

 
When deploying images, SigmaSystemCenter uses the following products those use a 
Sysprep to copy and deploy images. It depends on each product how it uses a 
Sysprep. 
 
 DeploymentManager (DPM) 

 vCenter Server (VC) 
 

Products used by SigmaSystemCenter are different depending on management targets 
as follows: 

  

Master Machine 

 

Master machine setup scenario 

Built-in 

Image 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

Obtain images or 

other actions 

 

Create templates 

Create images 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

Specific information 

is removed. Specific information 

is configured. 

Execute scenarios 

The master machine setup scenario 

can eliminate manual works such as 

copying and executing the 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp related files 

required for image deployment. 

If the master machine 

setup scenario is not 

available, various 

manual works will be 

required (mainly) on a 

master machine. 
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Product Types of management targets 

DeploymentManager Physical machines 

Hyper-V virtual machines 

XenServer virtual machines 

Standalone ESXi virtual machines 

When using HW Profile Clone 

vCenter Server VMware virtual machines (except for when using HW Profile 
Clone) 

 
The Sysprep basically executes the following processes when you use it: 

 

1. Removes the machine-specific information of the source machine of a 
deployment. 

2. Re-registers or initializes the machine-specific information of the destination 
machine of a deployment. 

 

The following items are included in the machine-specific information that the Sysprep 
handles: 
 

 Computer name 
 IP address 
 Product Key 

 The security identifier (SID) 
 
The basic procedure to execute duplication and deployment operations with Sysprep is 
as follows. Some of the steps from 1 to 5 in the basic procedure must be executed 
manually or are executed automatically, depending on types of management targets. 
 

1. Create a master machine. 
2. Execute Sysprep on the source of the deployment to delete machine-specific 

information of the master machine. 

3. Create an image of the master machine. 
4. Prepare for operations of duplication and deployment on DPM/VC. 
5. Execute the duplication of the master machine image. The machine-specific 

information of the master machine will be reconfigured on the destination of the 
deployment. 
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The number of Sysprep executions is limited according to the licenses. Make sure not 
to execute the Sysprep toward the master machine several times (Up to 3 times 
allowed for Volume license keys of Windows Vista or Windows Server 2008). For 
information on how to prevent Sysprep from being executed several times in operations, 
refer to Subsection 1.4.11, "How to use Sysprep - OS Deployment, HW Profile Clone 
(DPM) -". 

 

1.4.7. Preparing for Sysprep - DPM - 

 

(1) For Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista and later version of Windows 
In those operating systems, you can usually perform the similar task to this by 
using a built-in master machine setup scenario. So this task is not required to be 
performed. 
 

Perform the following procedure on a master machine (master VM). 
Enable an Administrator account and log onto the Administrator account before 
you perform the following tasks. 

 

1. Join Workgroup. 
2. Copy the Sysprep modules of DPM. 

Execute 

\DPM\TOOLS\ExpressSysprep\Windows\Copy-ExpressSysprep.vbs 
which is in SigmaSystemCenter's media. 
This copies the Sysprep modules of DPM to C:\Sysprep on the master 
machine (if the system drive is "C:"). 
 

3. Set up the Express-Server.ini located in the Sysprep folder. 
For ServerIP, describe the IP address of the DPM management server; for 
FTUnicastPort, describe the same port number with that of FTUnicastPort on 
the DPM management server side. 

The default value of FTUnicastPort is 26508. However, if you changed the 
FTUnicastPort setting in Installation folder\PXE\Images\Port.ini on the DPM 
management server, change the description of this value in the 
Express-Server.ini as well. 
If the DPM management server is upgraded from SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 or 
earlier, the setting must be changed because the value of the DPM 
management server side is set to 56023. 

 

(2) For Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, and Windows XP 
Perform the following procedure on a master machine (master VM). 
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1. Join Workgroup. 
2. Clear the Administrator password. 
3. Copy the Sysprep modules of DPM 

- Execute 
\DPM\TOOLS\SYSPREP\Windows\COPYSYSPREP.VBS 
which is in SigmaSystemCenter's media. 

This copies the Sysprep modules of DPM to C:\Sysprep on the master 
machine (if the system drive is "C:"). 

- Specify the product key when executing COPYSYSPREP.VBS 

 

4. Copy Microsoft Sysprep 
- Copy sysprep.exe and setupcl.exe stored in 

\SUPPORT\TOOLS\DEPLOY.CAB, which is in the Windows OS media, 
to C:\Sysprep. 

- Copy netdom.exe stored in \SUPPORT\TOOLS\SUPPORT.CAB in 
Windows OS media to Sysprep\i386\$OEM$\$$\SYSTEM32, which is 
created in the procedure 3. 

 

5. Specify an IP address of the DPM Server in the ServerIP setting in server.ini, 
located in the Sysprep folder. 
For ServerIP, describe the IP address of the DPM management server; for 
FTUnicastPort, describe the same port number with that of FTUnicastPort on 
the DPM management server side. 
The default value of FTUnicastPort is 26508. However, if you changed the 
FTUnicastPort setting in Installation folder\PXE\Images\Port.ini on the DPM 
management server, change the description of this value in the 
Express-Server.ini as well. 

If the DPM management server is upgraded from SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 or 
earlier, the setting must be changed because the value of the DPM 
management server side is set to 56023. 

 

1.4.8. Preparing for Sysprep - vCenter Server - 

If your operating system is any of Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, or Windows 
XP, perform the following procedure on a management server of vCenter Server. This 
task is not required if your OS is Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista or later versions 
of Windows. 
 

1. Obtain the module of Microsoft Sysprep 
• Microsoft Download Center 
• Windows OS media\SUPPORT\TOOLS\DEPLOY.CAB 
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2. Copy Microsoft Sysprep to the vCenter Server machine. 
1. Deploy the Sysprep modules in the subfolder, located under the following 

folder. 

 
- If Windows Server 2003 is installed in vCenter Server machine, the 

destination folder to make a copy is 

 
C:\<ALLUSERSPROFILE>\Application Data\Vmware\VMware 
VirtualCenter\sysprep (if the system drive is C:). 

Normally, <ALLUSERSPROFILE> is \Documents And Settings\All 
Users\. 
 

- If Windows Server 2008 is installed in vCenter Server machine, the 
destination folder to make a copy is 
 

C:\<ALLUSERSPROFILE>\Vmware\VMware VirtualCenter\sysprep. 
Normally, <ALLUSERSPROFILE> is \ProgramData\. 
 

Destination subfolders for deployment are as follows. Each of the subfolders 
corresponds to the OS types. 
 

- .\2k\ 
- .\xp\ 
- .\svr2003\ 

- .\xp-64\ 
- .\svr2003-64\ 
 

2. Verify that the following files exist in a subfolder of each OS. 
 
- deptool.chm 

- readme.txt 
- setupcl.exe 
- setupmgr.exe 

- setupmgx.dll 
- sysprep.exe 
- unattend.doc 

 

1.4.9. Sysprep Answer File 

(1) Overview 
Sysprep answer file customizes machine-specific information for a managed target 
when deploying an image. Using Sysprep answer file, machine-specific 
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information other than the items specifiable in a host profile can be applied to a 
managed machine. Sysprep answer file is available for reflecting machine-specific 
information using vCenter Server and DeploymentManager. 

However, if the target managed machine's operating system is Windows 2000, 
Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP, the Sysprep answer file is not available for 
reflecting machine-specific information using DeploymentManager. 

 

(2) Location of Sysprep answer file 
Locate Sysprep answer file in the following folder. Files in the oscustom folder are 
displayed in a list as a target to be selected when setting a Sysprep answer file for 
a host profile. 
 

SystemProvisioning installation directory\conf\oscustom 
 
If you need to hide Sysprep answer file among users, locate the Sysprep answer 
file in a folder under the private folder as follows. When Sysprep answer file exists 
in a folder with a name including a resource management ID under the private 
folder, only users having an authority accessible to the tenant to which the same 
resource ID is set can specify the Sysprep answer file under the private folder. 
 
SystemProvisioning installation directory\conf\oscustom\private\<resource 
management ID> 

 

(3) Edit tool 
In editing Sysprep answer file, tools provided by Microsoft Corporation are 
available. If the OS of a target machine of image deployment is Windows Server 
2003 or before, use "setupmgr." For Windows Vista or later, use Windows AIK. 
The extension of the Sysprep answer file created with setupmgr is "inf." With 
Windows AIK, the extension is "xml." 
As an alternative to the above, you can directly edit the Sysprep answer file using 
your editor. 
For details of using these tools and how to describe the Sysprep answer file, see 
the following URLs provided by Microsoft Corporation. 

 
• setupmgr 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc780382(WS.10).aspx 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/302577/en 
 

• Windows AIK 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd349343(WS.10).aspx 
 

(4) How to edit the Sysprep answer file using a sample file 
Edit a Sysprep answer file created based on a sample Sysprep answer file. A 
sample file has items for setting machine-specific information of a managed 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc780382(WS.10).aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/302577/en
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd349343(WS.10).aspx
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machine in SigmaSystemCenter so that the items will be reflected in image 
deployment. 
 

The sample file will be installed into the following folder on SystemProvisioning 
installation. 
 

SystemProvisioning installation directory\conf\oscustom 
 

• sysprep_win2k8r2.xml : For Windows Server 2008 R2. Use AIK. 
• sysprep_win7.xml : For Windows 7. Use AIK. 

• sysprep_win7x64.xml : For Windows 7(x86_64). Use AIK. 
• sysprep_win2k3.inf : For Windows Server 2003. Use setupmgr. 
• sysprep_winxp.inf : For Windows XP. Use setupmgr. 

 
Windows AIK can directly read the sample file and you can create a new Sysprep 
answer file by editing the sample file with this tool. However, when you perform 
Validate Answer File on the tool, it issues the warning that states that 
<SscCustomAdminPassword> and <SscCustom>, which are 
SigmaSystemCenter-specific tags and described in the table in (5), do not exist. In 
this case, ignore the warning. 
 
Because setupmgr cannot read sample files directly, create a Sysprep answer file 
using any of the following methods: 
 
• After a new Sysprep answer file has been created with these tools, edit the file 

directly referring to a sample file or description in (5). 
• Based on the sample file, edit the item you want to customize through a text 

editor. You can view what has been changed in the customized items using 
AIK. 

 
If you do not specify the product key in the host setting or host profile, delete the 
description related to the product key in the Sysprep answer file you will create. 
 
When you edit the Sysprep answer file with an editor, remember that the 
machine-specific information may be reflected improperly if the Sysprep answer 
file contains double-byte blanks. Also, the Sysprep file is described in the XML 
format, so some special characters must be escaped like: the less than symbol (<) 
to "&lt;", the greater than symbol (>) to "&gt;", the double quotation symbol ( " ) to 
"%quot;", the single quotation symbol ( ' ) to "&apos;", the ampersand symbol (&) 
to "&amp;". 

 

(5) When SigmaSystemCenter sets machine-specific information 
If any Sysprep answer file is specified, SigmaSystemCenter uses the Sysprep 
answer file in applying machine-specific information, and ignores the setting of 
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machine-specific information of SigmaSystemCenter itself except when the 
Sysprep answer file has a special setting explained below. 
In order to prevent SigmaSystemCenter from ignoring the setting of 
machine-specific information of SigmaSystemCenter itself, you need to configure 
machine-specific information in the Sysprep answer file using the fixed strings 
described in the following table. Each item in the table is described in the above 
sample files as the setting examples. 
A value of a tag (key) surrounded by braces in a Sysprep answer file is replaced 
with corresponding SigmaSystemCenter setting while machine-specific 
information is being applied. For example, in the case of Owner Name, if you 
specify {FULL_NAME} as a value of RegisteredOwner tag, the item is replaced 
with Owner Name in a host profile of SigmaSystemCenter. If you specify a string 
other than the {FULL_NAME}, a value set in the Sysprep answer file is used as the 
Owner Name. 
As an exception, in Windows Vista or later, if you configure the language setting in 
the similar way to the above, it is replaced to the language setting (UILanguage) of 
the management server. 

 

 For Windows Vista or later (such as Windows Server 2008 and Windows 7) 

Machine 

-specific 
information 

Tag Value Notes 

Input locale 
(InputLocale) 

InputLocale tag {InputLocale} If these tags are respectively 
set to {InputLocale}, 
{SystemLocale}, 
{UILanguage}, {UserLocale}, 
these setting is replaced to the 
language setting (UILanguage) 
of the management server. 

System locale 
(SystemLocal
e) 

SystemLocale tag {SystemLocale} 

Language 
(UILanguage) 

UILanguage tag {UILanguage} 

Format 
(UserLocale) 

UserLocale tag {UserLocale} 

Administrator 
password 

UserAccounts tag <SscCustomAdminPasswo
rd/> 

This cannot be described at the 
same time with 
{ADMIN_PASSWORD} 

Time Zone TimeZone tag {TIME_ZONE_CODE} Time zone code string 

Product Key ProductKey tag {PRODUCT_KEY} If the product key is not 
specified in the host setting or 
host profile, delete the Product 
Key tag. 

Host Name ComputerName tag {HOST_NAME}  

Owner Name RegisteredOwner tag {FULL_NAME}  

Organization 
Name 

RegisteredOrganization tag {ORG_NAME}  
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Machine 

-specific 
information 

Tag Value Notes 

Workgroup 
Name 

Identification tag - 
JoinWorkgroup tag 

{JoinWorkgroup} When joining to the work 
group, the description of the 
domain key in a Sysprep 
answer file causes an error. 
So, delete the domain setting. 
The domain setting is not 
described in a sample file. 

Domain 
Name 

Identification tag - JoinDomain 
tag 

{DOMAIN_NAME} When joining to the domain, 
the description of the 
workgroup tag in a Sysprep 
answer file causes an error. 
So, delete the workgroup 
setting. 
The domain setting is not 
described in a sample file. To 
enable the setting of a host 
profile, add this tag in a sample 
file. 

Identification tag - Credentials 
tag - Domain tag 

{DOMAIN_NAME} 

Domain 
Account 

Identification tag - Credentials 
tag - Username tag 

{DOMAIN_ADMIN} 

Domain 
Password 

Identification tag - Credentials 
tag - Password tag 

{DOMAIN_ADMIN_PASSW
ORD} 

Extend 
Setting / 
Command 

<component 
name="Microsoft-Windows-She
ll-Setup" - > tag 

<SscCustom>RUN_ONCE
</SscCustom> 

 

IP address <component 
name="Microsoft-Windows-TC
PIP" > tag 

<SscCustom>NETWORK_
ADAPTER</SscCustom> 

 

DNS <component 
name="Microsoft-Windows-DN
S-Client" > tag 

<SscCustom>DNS_LIST</
SscCustom> 

 

WINS <component 
name="Microsoft-Windows-Net
BT" > tag 

<SscCustom>WINS_LIST<
/SscCustom> 

 

 

 For Windows Server 2003 or before (such as Windows XP) 

Machine 

-specific 
information 

Section Key Value Notes 

Administrator 
password 

[GuiUnattended] AdminPassword {ADMIN_PASSWORD}  

Time Zone TimeZone {TIME_ZONE_CODE}  

Product Key [UserData] ProductKey {PRODUCT_KEY} If the product key is not 
specified in the host setting 
or host profile, delete the 
row of Product Key. 

Owner Name FullName {FULL_NAME}  

Organization 
Name 

OrgName {ORG_NAME}  

Host Name ComputerName {HOST_NAME}  
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Machine 

-specific 
information 

Section Key Value Notes 

Workgroup 
Name 

[Identification] JoinWorkgroup {WORKGROUP_NAME} When joining to the work 
group, the description of the 
domain key in a Sysprep 
answer file causes an error. 
So, delete the domain 
setting. 
The domain setting is not 
described in a sample file. 

Domain 
Name 

JoinDomain {DOMAIN_NAME} When joining to the domain, 
the description of the 
workgroup key in a Sysprep 
answer file causes an error. 
So, delete the domain 
setting. 
The domain setting is not 
described in a sample file. 
To enable the setting of a 
host profile, add this key in 
a sample file. 

Domain 
Account 

DomainAdmin {DOMAIN_ADMIN} 

Domain 
Password 

DomainAdminPa
ssword 

{DOMAIN_ADMIN_PASS
WORD} 

License Mode 
(PerServer / 
PerSeat) 

[LicenseFilePrint
Data] 

AutoMode {LICENSE_MODE} Only for a server OS 

Number of 
connected 
server 

AutoUsers {PER_SERVER} Only for a server OS 

Extend 
Setting / 
Command 

[GuiRunOnce] Command* (* is 
a number.) 

{RUN_ONCE}  

IP address  IPAddress The setting of IP address 
and DNS / WINS cannot 
be replaced to the setting 
in SigmaSystemCenter.  
 

* If the Sysprep answer file 
contains the setting of IP 
address and DNS / WINS, 
the setting in 
SigmaSystemCenter is 
ignored. So do not set IP 
address and DNS / WINS in 
the Sysprep answer file. 

DNS DNSServerSear
chOrder 

WINS WINSServerList 

 

(6) Consideration for using a Sysprep answer file 
The following explains about consideration using a Sysprep answer file. 

 

1. How to handle the issue that reflecting machine-specific information stops if 
the product key is not specified 

If the Sysprep answer file contains the following description, delete it when 
you do not specify the product key in the host setting or host profile. 
 

- If the extension of the Sysprep answer file is "inf": 
 

ProductKey={PRODUCT_KEY} 
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- If the extension of the Sysprep answer file is "XML": 
 

<ProductKey>{PRODUCT_KEY}</ProductKey> 

 
The description above is used for SigmaSystemCenter to replace the product 
key setting in the host setting or host profile. This is described in the sample 
file of the Sysprep answer file provided by SigmaSystemCenter. 
If the product key is not specified in the host profile and the ProductKey tag / 
key contains the {PRODUCT_KEY} description, the issue that automation 
process stops because the entry window of the product key appears during 
reflecting machine specific information. To avoid this problem, the description 
related to the product key needs to be deleted as explained in the above. 

 

2. How to handle the issue that the password information is recorded to the 
Sysprep answer file 

As well as other host profile settings, the password information is replaced 
with plain texts in the Sysprep answer file. 
In vCenter Server, the Sysprep answer file needs to be deleted after 
completion of reflecting machine-specific information because the process to 
delete the Sysprep answer file is not performed by default in vCenter Server. 
The sample file is set to delete the Sysprep folder which contains the Sysprep 
answer file by using the SetupComplete.cmd at ending of the process of 
reflecting machine-specific information. 
The RunSynchronous tag of the Microsoft-Windows-Deployment component 
has the following description to be executed: 
 
cmd.exe /c "mkdir %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts" 

cmd.exe /c "echo for %%i in 
(%SystemDrive%\Sysprep\Autorun\*) do cmd /c "%%i" 
> %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts\SetupComplete.cmd" 

cmd.exe /c "echo if not 
exist %systemdrive%\sysprep\deplan.exe rd /s 
/q %systemdrive%\sysprep 
>> %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts\SetupComplete.cmd" 

 
In this description, the SetupComplete.cmd will be created after execution of 
the script in the Sysprep\Autorun folder to make the process that deletes the 
Sysprep folder work. 
In Windows Vista or later, delete manually the %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts 
directory and %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts\SetupComplete.cmd within the guest 
operating system, because they are not deleted automatically. 

 

3. How to handle the issue that reflecting machine-specific information stops by 
the user creation screen (Windows Vista and Windows 7) 
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In the client operating system such as Windows Vista or Windows 7, the 
screen to create a new user appears during reflecting machine-specific 
information and interrupts automatic processing. Because of this, the 
operation you performed will end with an error. 
To resolve this problem, you need to describe the user setting to be used in 
the Sysprep answer file so that the window to create a new user is skipped. 

The sample file is set to create Administrator in the UserAccounts tag of the 
Microsoft-Windows-Deployment component. 

 
<LocalAccounts> 

  <LocalAccount wcm:action="add"> 

    <Group>Administrators</Group> 

    <Name>Administrator</Name> 

  </LocalAccount> 

</LocalAccounts> 

 

1.4.10. LinuxRepSetUp 

LinuxRepSetUp is a tool provided by DeploymentManager for Linux OS deployment. 
If you duplicate a master machine's image on multiple machines, the OSs of the 
duplicated machines will be available using LinuxRepSetUp. In SigmaSystemCenter, 
LinuxRepSetUp is used when reflecting the machine-specific information by 
DeploymentManager in the image deployment for the Linux managed machine. 
 

The types of managed machines which require LinuxRepSetUp to be executed are 
limited to those that use the feature of reflecting the machine-specific information by 
DeploymentManager. 

 
 Physical machine 
 XenServer virtual machine 

 KVM virtual machine 
 Standalone ESXi virtual machine 
 VMware virtual machine (only when using HW Profile Clone) 

 
The basic processes of LinuxRepSetUp are as follows: 

1. Removes machine-specific information of the source of a deployment. 

2. Re-registers machine-specific information of the destination machine of a 
deployment. 

 

The target machine-specific information of LinuxRepSetUp has various types including 
the followings: 
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 Host name 
 IP address 
 DNS 

 
The basic procedure to execute duplication and deployment operations with 
LinuxRepSetUp is as follows. Some of the steps from 1 to 5 in the basic procedure 
must be executed manually or are executed automatically, depending on types of 
management targets. 
 

1. Create a master machine. 
2. Execute LinuxRepSetUp on the master machine to delete machine-specific 

information of the master machine. 

3. Create an image of the master machine. 
4. Prepare for operations of duplication and deployment on DeploymentManager. 
5. Execute a duplication of the master machine image. The machine-specific 

information of the master machine will be reconfigured on the destination of the 
deployment. 

 

1.4.11. How to use Sysprep - OS Deployment, HW Profile Clone 

(DPM) - 

In the case of a physical machine and a HW Profile Clone, DeploymentManager 
obtains a deployment disk image of a master machine by using its backup feature. 
Then, deploys the deployment disk image by using its restoring and customizing 
feature. 
This working of DeploymentManager is called OS installation by disk duplication 
because DeploymentManager installs OS by using its backup / restore feature. 
DeploymentManager executes the Sysprep process twice; at creating image and at 
deploying the image. The number of Sysprep execution is limited, so you need to 
prevent the number of Sysprep execution from exceeding the limit in operations. 
To do this, after creating the deployment disk image, make a full backup image of a 
machine before executing Sysprep and restore it to the machine as Procedure 6 in the 
following figure. 
Sysprep works at the timing of the processes described with blue under lines in the 
following figure. To delete specific information of the source machine of deployment, 
execute Sysprep manually. 
Set the file name of the deployment disk image specified in a scenario of 
DeploymentManager not to let the machine name, MAC address or UUID of the 
destination machine be added. 
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(1) Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista and later version of Windows, or Linux 
Use a master machine setup scenario. The master machine setup scenario 
eliminates some tasks related to Sysprep and LinuxRepSetUp. 

 
In the following figure, substitute "VMwareTools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" 
for VMware and "Hyper-V Integration Services" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for 
Hyper-V. 
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(2) Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, Windows XP 
In this method, the master machine setup scenario is not used. 
 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

 

Master Machine Destination Machine 

Configure the Operation 

view on SigmaSystemCenter 
・ Register the destination 

machine to the Resource view. 

・ Confiture a template on the 

Virtual view (for the virtual 

environment only). 

・Configure the group setting. 

・Configure the physical model 

setting. 

・Configure the host setting. 

・Configure the host profile. 

・Assign the scenario created in 

Procedure 3. 

 

Allocate Machine 
・Allocate a machine to the host 

using the Allocate Machine. 

The image is restored in the 

destination machine and the 

host’s specific information is 

re-configured on the 

destination machine 

automatically. 

 

 

Prepare and Full Backup a Master 

Machine 
・Register a master machine to DPM. 

・Install virtual infrastructure agent (only for a 

virtual environment), DPM Client, and NEC 

ESMPRO Agent (only for a physical 

environment). 

・ Full backup the master machine before 

executing Sysprep. 

Create a Backup on DPM and 

Prepare a Restore Scenario 
・Register a backup scenario and assign 

it to the master machine. 

・Execute the master machine’s backup 

scenario. A backup image is created 

on the DPM management server. 

・ Register a destination machine to 

deploy images to DPM. 
・Create a restore scenario. 

・ Create a parameter file for disk 

duplication of the master machine. 

4 3 

5 

Backup Restore 

Specific information 

is removed. 
Master Machine Setup 

Full backup 
Restore 

1 

6 

２ 

３ 4 5 

１ 
SigmaSystemCenter 

DeploymentManager 

DeploymentManager 

SigmaSystemCenter 

Specific information 

is configured. 

DPM Management Server 

Full backup 

image data 

 

 

Specific information 

is removed. DPM Management Server 

Full backup 

image data 

 

Specific information 

is configured. 
 

Master Machine 
Specific information 

is configured. 

DPM Client 

Virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

Virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

Virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

DeploymentManager 

Master Machine Setup Scenario 
Built-in 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

Prepare for updating the Master 

Machine 

・To update the master machine (e.g. 

patch application), restore the full 

backup image to the master 

machine to back the machine to 

the state before executing 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp. 

・ After restoring the full backup 

image and updating the machine 

by applying a patch, the procedure 

can be executed again from  

Procedure 1. 

6 

Execute Master Machine Setup 

Scenario 

・Execute a master machine setup 

scenario. Files related to 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp are 

copied and executed. After 

execution, the machine-specific 

information of the master 

machine’s operating system is 

removed and the master machine 

is powered OFF. 

・Scenarios cannot be executed by 

Distirbute Software through SSC. 

2 
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In the following figure, substitute "VMwareTools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" 
for VMware and "Hyper-V Integration Services" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for 
Hyper-V. 

 

 
 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

 

Master Machine 

 

Destination Machine 

 

Configure the Operation view 

on SigmaSystemCenter 
・Register the destination machine 

to the Resource view. 

・Configure the group setting. 

・ Configure the physical model 

setting. 

・Configure the host setting. 

・Configure the host profile. 

・Assign the scenario created in 

Procedure 3. 
 

Allocate Machine 

・Allocate a machine to the host 

using the Allocate Machine. 

The image is restored in the 

destination machine and the 

host’s specific information is 

re-configured on the 

destination machine 

automatically. 

 

 

Prepare and Full Backup a Master 

Machine for Sysprep 
・Register a master machine to DPM. 

・Install virtual infrastructure agent (only for a 

virtual environment), DPM Client, and NEC 

ESMPRO Agent (only for a physical 

environment). 

・ Copy the Sysprep related files. Edit 

configuration files. Set a password. 

・ Full backup the master machine before 

executing Sysprep. 

Create a Backup on DPM and Prepare 

a Restore Scenario 
・Register a backup scenario and assign it to 

the master machine. 

・ Execute the master machine’s backup 

scenario. A backup image is created on 

the DPM management server. 

・Register a destination machine to deploy 

images to DPM. 

・Create a restore scenario. 

・Create a parameter file for disk duplication 

of the master machine. 

4 

Backup 

image data 

 

DPM Management Server 

3 

5 

Backup Restore 

Full backup 

image data 

 

DPM Management Server 

Master Machine 

Sysprep 

Full backup 
Restore 

Execute Sysprep 
・Execute Sysprep 

manually. 

Machine-specific 

information of the 

master machine’s 

OS is removed and 

the master machine 

is powered OFF. 

Prepare for updating the 

Master Machine 

・Restore the full backup image to 

the master machine and update 

the master machine (e.g.  

patch application). 

・After restoring the full backup 

image, the procedure can be 

executed again from  

Procedure 1. 

2 

6 

1 

6 

2 

3 4 5 

１ 
SigmaSystemCenter 

DeploymentManager 

DeploymentManager 
SigmaSystemCenter 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

Specific information 

is configured. 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

 
NEC ESMPRO Agent 

 (only for a physical environment ) 

 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent  

(only for a virtual environment) 

 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Specific information 

is removed. 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Specific information 

is removed. 
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1.4.12. How to use Sysprep - Full Clone, Differential Clone, Disk 

Clone (Sysprep, vCenter Server) - 

In the case of executing Full Clone, Differential Clone, or Disk Clone to virtual 
machines in VMware (vCenter Server management), execute image deployment by 
copying an image and applying machine-specific information using vCenter Server. 
Sysprep works at the timing of the processes described with blue under lines in the 
following figure. 

 

 
 

Master VM 

Image (replica VM) 

Snapshot 

VMwareTools 

VM 
Copy Copy or Get differences 

Creat

 

Disk Clone or Differential Clone 

Sysprep 

Full Clone 

Copy 

1 

２ ３ ４ 

２ ３ ４ 

SigmaSystemCenter SigmaSystemCenter 

SigmaSystemCenter 

DPM Client 

VMwareTools 
DPM Client 

VMwareTools 
DPM Client 

VMwareTools 
DPM Client 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Template 

Specific information 

is configured. 

Prepare a Master VM for Sysprep 
Create a snapshot after executing the 

following operations. (A snapshot is 

unnecessary for Full Clone.) 

・Copy the Sysprep related files to a VC 

management server. 

・Install and configure VMware Tools and 

DPM Client. 

・After performing those tasks, power OFF 

the master VM. 

１ 

Create and Assign Machine 
・Create a new virtual machine using 

Create and Assign Machine. A VM is 

created from a base image and 

Sysprep is executed on the VM 

automatically to delete the VM’s 

specific information. After that, the 

machine-specific information is 

reconfigured. 

 

 

4 

Create a template (an 

image) from 

SigmaSystemCenter 
・Create a template (an image) 

from the master VM’s snapshot 

or the master VM’s clone. 

2 
Configure the Operations 

view on SigmaSystemCenter 
・Configure the group setting 

・ Configure the virtual model 

setting. 

・Configure the host setting. 

・Configure the host profile 

・Assign the template created in 

Procedure 2. 

3 

* Image deployment is 

available without DPM 

Client because it is not 

used in the process. 
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1.4.13. How to use Sysprep - Differential Clone, Disk Clone (DPM) 

- 

In the case of virtual machines in the following environments, image deployment is 
executed by copying an image using a virtual infrastructure product and by reflecting 
machine-specific information using DeploymentManager. 
 
 Hyper-V 

 KVM 
 XenServer 
 Standalone ESXi 

 
Normally, you need to take care not to exceed the limit of Sysprep execution counts 
when reflecting machine-specific information using DeploymentManager. By operating 
as the following figure, Sysprep is always executed on a replica VM to keep the status 
of the master VM being before Sysprep is executed, and you do not need to care about 
the limit of Sysprep execution counts. Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp works at the timing of 
the processes described with blue under lines in the following figure. 
 
The required tasks to prepare may be simplified according to the type of your operating 
system (whether a master machine setup scenario is available or not on your operating 
system). 
 

(1) Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista or later version of Windows, or Linux 
Use a master machine setup scenario, which eliminates required tasks in (2) such 
as preparing Sysprep-related files and registering the script (execsysprep.bat) that 
calls a Sysprep. 

 
However, image deployment in Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 requires the following 
changes in the OS configuration setting of the master VM in Step 1, "Prepare on a 
Master VM" in the figure below: 
 

1. Delete /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules. 
2. Add the following line to /etc/rc.d/rc.local. 

rm -f /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules 

3. Delete the line of "HWADDR=" in /etc/sysconfig/network-script/ifcfg-eth*.  
 

In the following figure, substitute "VMwareTools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" 
for VMware, "XenServer Tools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for XenServer, 
"Hyper-V Integration Services" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for Hyper-V and 
"qemu-guest-agent" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for KVM. 
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(2) Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, and Windows XP 
As the red-underlined description in the following figure shows, you must perform 
the task to register the script (execsysprep.bat) that calls a Sysprep to both 
DeploymentManager and SigmaSystemCenter. 

The script execsysprep.bat is installed under <SystemProvisioning installation 
folder>\opt 
 

In the following figure, substitute "VMwareTools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" 
for VMware, "XenServer Tools" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for XenServer, and 
"Hyper-V Integration Services" for "virtual infrastructure agent" for Hyper-V. 

Master VM Image (replica VM) 

Snapshot 

VM 
Copy 

Copy or Get 

differences 
1 

２ 

３ 

4 
５ 6 

DeploymentManager 
SigmaSystemCenter SigmaSystemCenter 

SigmaSystemCenter SigmaSystemCenter 

Master Machine Setup Scenario 
Built-in 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 
Virtual infrastructure agent 

DPM Client 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp 
Virtual infrastructure agent 

DPM Client 

Virtual infrastructure agent 

 

Prepare DPM 
・Register the master VM. 

・The master machine setup scenario 

cannot be executed to the master 

VM because it is executed to the 

replica VM. 

2 

Prepare on a Master VM 
Execute the operations listed below 

and then create a snapshot. (A 

snapshot is unnecessary for Disk 

Clone.) 

・ Install DPM Client and virtual 

infrastructure agent. 

・ After completed these tasks, 

power off the master VM. 

１ 

Create and Assign Machine 
・Create a new virtual machine 

using the Create and Assign 

Machine. An image of replica 

VM is copied and the virtual 

machine’s specific 

information is reconfigured 

automatically. 

 

 

6 

Configure the Operation 

view on SigmaSystemCenter 
・Configure the group setting and 

DPM Server. 

・Configure the model setting of 

the VM. 

・Configure the host setting. 

・Configure the host profile. 

・Assign the template created in 

Procedure 4 to the group or the 

model. 

5 

Create a template (an image) 

from SigmaSystemCenter 
・Create a template (an image) from (the 

snapshot of) the master VM. After 

creating the replica VM, the master 

machine setup scenario is 

automatically executed. DPM Client is 

installed on the replica VM and 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp is executed 

after the master VM has been copied. 

The specific information of the replica 

VM is deleted by executing 

Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp. 

Setting up Master VM on 

SigmaSystemCenter 
・Register the master VM to the 

Resource view. 

・The setting for software 

distribution is not required. If 

you omit this setting, the 

built-in master machine setup 

scenario is executed. 

3 

Specific information 

is configured 
Specific information 

is configured 

Specific information 

is removed 
 

4 
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execsysprep.bat 

Prepare a Master VM for 

Sysprep 
Execute the operations listed below 

and then create a snapshot. (A 

snapshot is unnecessary for Disk 

Clone.) 

・ Install DPM Client and virtual 

infrastructure agent. 

・Copy the Sysprep related files. Edit 

configuration files. Set the 

password. 

・ After completed these tasks, 

power off the master VM. 

１ 

Prepare DPM 
・Create a package of execsysprep.

bat that executes Sysprep and r

egister the execution scenario. 

・Register the master VM. 

・ When omitting setting the OS 

name  in creating a host profile in 

Procedure 5, execute the 

operations below: 

・Create an parameter file for disk 

duplication of the master 

machine. 

Master VM Setting on 

SigmaSystemCenter 
・Register the master VM to the 

Resource view. 

・Assign the software registered in 

Procedure 2 from the Software 

tab on the master VM’s machine 

setting. Set "When create 

replica" on the Timing of 

distribution. 

 

Master VM Image(replica VM) 

Snapshot 

Create a template (an image) 

from SigmaSystemCenter 
・Create a template (an image) from 

(the snapshot of) the master VM. 

After creating the replica VM, 

execsysprep.bat registered in 

Procedure 3 is executed 

automatically. The execsysprep.bat 

executes Sysprep on the replica VM. 

The specific information of the 

replica VM is deleted. 

4 

execsysprep.bat 

VM 

Configure the Operation 

view on 

SigmaSystemCenter 
・Configure the group setting 

and DPM Server. 

・Configure the model setting of 

the VM. 

・Configure the host setting. 

・Configure the host profile. 

・Assign the template created in 

Procedure 4 to the group or 

the model. 

5 

Create and Assign 

Machine 
・ Create a new virtual 

machine using the 

Create and Assign 

Machine. An image of 

replica VM is copied and 

the virtual machine’s 

specific information is 

reconfigured 

automatically. 

 

 

6 

Specific information 

is removed 
 

Specific information 

is configured 

Copy Copy or Get 

differences 1 

2 

3 

4 5 6 

3 
2 

DeploymentManager SigmaSystemCenter SigmaSystemCenter 

SigmaSystemCenter 

SigmaSystemCenter 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent 

 
execsysprep.bat 

Sysprep DPM Client 

virtual infrastructure agent 

 

Specific information 

is configured 
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1.5. Local Scripts 
 

1.5.1. Details of Local Script 

Details of local scripts are as follows: 

 
 Target file 

A file you can use as a local script is an executable file in .bat format. 

 
 Storage folder 

The folder of the local script is the script folder directly under the installation folder 
of SystemProvisioning. A default storage folder: 

<SystemProvisioning installation folder>\Script 
The .bat file stored directly under this folder can be used as a local script. 

To register a local script, store the local script in the Script storage folder, click the 
software in the Resource view, and then, click Script Collect on the Operation 
menu, or click the Management view, and click Collect on the Configuration menu, 
so the information of SystemProvisioning is updated. 
 
You can change the location of the Script folder by changing the value ScriptFolder 
of the registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProvider\
Script. 

 
 Display format on the Web Console 

The local script is displayed in the following format on the Web Console of 
SystemProvisioning. 

A script file name without an extension/<localhost> 

Accordingly, when the local script is created with the file name; localscript.bat, the 
file is displayed as distribution software on the Web Console as follows: 

localscript/<localhost> 
 

 Execution and interruption of local script 
Similar to DPM scenarios, by registering local script to a group, model, Host 
Setting, you can execute the local script when activating a machine to the group, 
or changing the usage of a machine. 
You can suspend the executed local script by cancelling the Job on the Web 
Console. 

In addition, if the local script does not complete in two hours, terminate the local 
script. 
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 Runtime current folder 

The current folder while running the local script is the local script storage folder 
mentioned above. 

 
 Runtime command line arguments and environment variables 

Command line arguments cannot be specified while running the local script. 

The following environment variables can be used within the local script. 
 

Environment Variable Name Description 

PVM_HOST_NAME A computer name specified to a 
managed machine 

PVM_HOST_UUID UUID of a managed machine 

PVM_MACHINE_TAG_COUNT The number of tags (keywords) specified 
to a machine 

PVM_MACHINE_TAG_n The nth tag (keyword) specified to a 
machine 

PVM_SERVER_DEFINITION_TAG_COUNT The number of tags (keywords) specified 
to a host 

PVM_SERVER_DEFINITION_TAG_n The nth tag (keyword) specified to a host 

PVM_MODEL_PATH A name of a model where a machine is 
running 

PVM_GROUP_PATH A name of a group where a machine is 
running 

PVM_CATEGORY_PATH A name of a tenant or category where a 
machine is running. With multiple layers, 
the path to the upper category of the 
group is set to this. 

PVM_DEFAULT_GROUP_PATH A full path of a model where a machine is 
running 

PVM_MACHINE_SLOT_ID A slot number of a machine 

Related to Networks 

PVM_NIC_COUNT The number of NICs on a managed 
machine 

PVM_MAC_ADDRESS_n MAC address of the nth (Primary) NIC. 
Colon (:) delimited character string 
format (e.g. AA:BB:CC:DD:EE:FF) 

PVM_MAC_ADDRESS_H_n MAC address of the nth (Primary) NIC. 
Hyphen (-) delimited character string 
format (e.g. AA-BB-CC-DD-EE-FF) 

PVM_IP_COUNT_n The number of IP addresses specified for 
the nth NIC. 

PVM_IP_ADDRESS_n_m The mth IP address specified to the nth 
NIC 

PVM_NETMASK_n_m The mth netmask specified for the nth 
NIC. This is configured along with above 
PVM_IP_ADDRESS_n_m. 
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Environment Variable Name Description 

PVM_GATEWAY_n_m The mth default gateway specified for the 
nth NIC 

Related to Storage 

PVM_STORAGE_COUNT The number of disk arrays 

PVM_STORAGE_ID_n The nth number of disk array 

PVM_HBA_WWN_COUNT_n The number of HBAs that is connected to 
the nth disk array 

PVM_HBA_WWN_n_m An address of the mth HBA of the nth disk 
array 

PVM_STORAGE_DEV_COUNT_n_m The number of LDs that is connected to 
the mth HBA of the nth disk array 

PVM_STORAGE_DEV_n_m_l Information of the lth LD that is connected 
to the mth HBA of the nth disk array 

Related to Logical Machine *Available only when a logical machine is in use 

PVM_PHYSICAL_MACHINE_SLOT_ID A slot number of a physical machine 
related to a logical machine 

PVM_PHYSICAL_MACHINE_UUID UUID of a physical machine related to a 
logical machine 

PVM_LOGICAL_MACHINE_PROFILE A name of a profile configured to a logical 
machine 

PVM_PHYSICAL_MACHINE_EM_IP The IP address of EM specified as a 
value of "Location" of the physical 
machine which is bound to the logical 
machine. 

Numbers are sequentially assigned from 1 on n, m, and l. 
 

 PVM_MACHINE_TAG_n 

Tag information that was registered to Machine Property Setting on the Resource 
view is stored in the following environmental path: PVM_MACHINE_TAG_n. 
When registering multiple tags, input them in space-delimited format. 

Tags are stored in ascending order. Information sorted in ascending order also can 
be checked from the Web Console. 
 

E.g.) 
If you register the tag below, 

BBB AAA CCC 

Environment variables will be 
PVM_MACHINE_TAG_1 = AAA 
PVM_MACHINE_TAG_2 = BBB 

PVM_MACHINE_TAG_3 = CCC 
 

 The format of the address stored in PVM_HBA_WWN_n_m 

The format is different depending on types of the storage. 
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• CLARiiON 

The format is changed from hyphen-delimited every 4 characters to 
colon-delimited every 2 characters. 

WWPN is stored prior to WWNN and m is numbered in this order. 
 

E.g.) 

WWPN: AAAA-BBBB-CCCC-DDDD 
WWNN: EEEE-FFFF-GGGG-HHHH 
PVM_HBA_WWN_1_1 = AA:AA:BB:BB:CC:CC:DD:DD 

PVM_HBA_WWN_1_2 = EE:EE:FF:FF:GG:GG:HH:HH 
 

• NEC Storage and Symmetrix 

The delimiter can be changed by configuring the following registry if needed. 
 

Registry Key:  
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMPro
vider 
 

Value Name Description Default Value 

DelimiterWwn If "0" is set, the delimiter is deleted. 
If "1" is set, the delimiter is not changed. 

0 

 
E.g.) 

Address: AAAA-BBBB-CCCC-DDDD 
If the registry value is "0" 
PVM_HBA_WWN_1_1 = AAAABBBBCCCCDDDD 

If the registry value is "1" 
PVM_HBA_WWN_1_1 = AAAA-BBBB-CCCC-DDDD 

 

 Judging method and setting of execution result 
If execution result of a local script is abnormal end, the following message is 
displayed on the Operation Log. 

 
Failed to execute the local script (script name) for the server (servername). 
(error code) 

 
Depending on process in a local script, there is a case that even though process 
failed, a local script seems to be completed as a result of execution. 

To make the system show the actual execution result, set an end code of a local 
script in the local script. 
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To set the end code, describe the following at the end of the local script. 
 

exit /b n 

 
If you put zero in n, process completes even though the process actually fails, and 
if you put other than zero, the process ends with abnormal end if the process fails. 
You can set the value of abnormal end freely. 
The value of n is output to the Operations Log as an error code. 
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1.6. Changes in Machine Configuration 
In following subsections, the processes of machine configuration changes, including 
activating, creating, deleting, replacing, moving, and changing the usage of a machine, 
are explained. The following symbols are used for each step of the processes: 
 [Standard]: Required step, regardless of the use of optional products, such as 

VLAN and storage 
 [Storage]: Step to manage storage 
 [VLAN]: Step to manage a VLAN 

 [LB]: Step to manage a load balancer 
 [Management NW]: Step for only when a management network is configured 
 [Logical Machine]: Step to operate a logical machine 

 [P-Flow]: Step to manage PFC 
 
In addition, SystemProvisioning runs action sequences when changing configurations 
of machines or running the processes of configuration changes. An action sequence is 
a definition of a series of actions, such as the configuration change and 
SystemProvisioning manages each one of action sequences as a Job. 

For more details of the action sequence, see Appendix D, "Types of Action Sequence" 
in SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide. 

 

Note:  
▪ When a machine is activated and registered to DPM, the specified group for the 
machine is automatically created if it does not exist on DPM. The upper limit of the 
number of groups to be registered to DPM is 1,000. If the number of groups exceeds 
the upper limit, registering a machine to DPM fails. The upper limit value can be 
modified by adding the following registry to the server on which the DPM is installed. 
  Registry Key： 
  HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\DeploymentManager 

  Value Name: GroupValue 
  Data Type: DWORD 

 

1.6.1. Activating Machine / Allocate Machine (Physical Machine) 

Activates a machine in a specified group. 
 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 Operations view - Action menu - Allocate Machine - Select a machine manually - 

Select a machine from group pool 

 The pvmutl add command 
 The pvmutl addspecname command 
 The ssc assign machine command 
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(1) When selecting a machine manually 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is not 
running 

Checks that a specified machine is not 
running in other groups. 

2 [Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

3 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks that the status of the specified 
machine is not In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

5 [Logical Machine] 
Creating logical machine 

Creates a logical machine. 

6 [Logical Machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

7 [Logical Machine] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

8 [Logical Machine] 
Registering logical machine to DPM 

Registers the logical machine to DPM. If It 
fails, the process is aborted with the 
machine status, "Error (Abort)." 

9 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates an unused Host Setting, such as 
a host name and IP address, defined to the 
group. 

10 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

11 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the machine. 
With the OS distribution, only the Boot disk 
is connected. 

12 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

13 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

14 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 
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Order Step Detail 

15 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 11 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

16 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

17 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

18 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

19 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 13. 

20 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
target of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

21 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

22 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a distribution 
node of a load balancer group. 

23 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

(2) When selecting a machine automatically 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, executes the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 
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Order Step Detail 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, executes the step 4. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

4 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of groups to which When the 
group pool doesn’t have an available 
machine, use a machine in the shared pool 
is configured to its Group Property Setting 
and in which available Host Setting exists. 
This list is created from a group with higher 
priority. 
In addition, a list of machines in the shared 
pool is also created. 

5 Repeats the process in the step 6 to search for a machine that can be activated in a 
group and belongs to the shared pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

6 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Selects a group and machine from the list 
created in the step 4 and checks the 
following points: 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process, Error, Maintenance, or 
Discovered. 
▪ A model name of the selected machine is 
the same as that of an already running 
machine. 
▪ DPM that manages the machine is the 
same as that manages software which is 
set in a group, etc. 
▪ The type of the machine and the type of 
the group (model) is the same. 

7 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

8 [Logical Machine] 
Creating logical machine 

Creates a logical machine. 

9 [Logical Machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

10 [Logical Machine] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 
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Order Step Detail 

11 [Logical Machine] 
Registering logical machine to DPM 

Registers the logical machine to DPM. If It 
fails, the process is aborted with the 
machine status, "Error (Abort)." 

12 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates an unused Host Setting, such as 
a host name and IP address, defined to the 
group. 

13 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

14 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

15 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

16 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

17 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 

18 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 14 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

19 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

20 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

21 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

22 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 16. 

23 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
target of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

24 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

25 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 
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Order Step Detail 

26 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.2. Activating Machine / Scale Out (Physical Machine) 

Selects a machine from the pool according to the Machine Pool Setting, Max Running 
Machine Count, and Operation Machine Count At Scale-out of the Group Property 
Setting. Then, executes Allocate Machine to activate the selected machine in a group. 
 
If there is an active machine which can be powered ON in a group, then starts up the 
machine. If there is not, adds a machine from the pool. 
 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

 Operations view - Scale Out 

 The ssc scaleout command 
 Action for Group / Scaleout Add a machine to the group 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Obtaining group setting information 

Obtains the number of adding machines 
according to the information set to a 
specified group. 

2 [Standard] 
Activating machine 

Adds the number, which is obtained in the 
step 1, of active machines. 

3 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

4 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be powered ON in a 
group and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, executes the step 5. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Powered On, or Abort, the 
machine becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be powered ON in a 
group and belongs to multiple group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, executes the step 10. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 3. 
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Order Step Detail 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Powered On, or Abort, the 
machine becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 

6 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

7 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

8 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

9 Process completed  

10 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

11 [Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 10. 

12 [Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if there exists available Host Setting 
in a specified group. 

13 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Abort, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 

14 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 18. If not, executes the step 15. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 
10. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if there exists available Host Setting 
in a specified group. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Abort, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 
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Order Step Detail 

15 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of groups to which When the 
group pool doesn’t have an available 
machine, use a machine in the shared pool 
is configured to its Group Property Setting 
and in which available Host Setting exists. 
This list is created from a group with higher 
priority. 
In addition, a list of machines in the shared 
pool is also created. 

16 Repeats the process in the step 17 to search for a machine that can be activated in a 
group and belongs to the shared pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 18. If not, the Job ends with an 
error. 

17 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Selects a group and machine from the list 
created in the step 15 and checks the 
following points: 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process, Error, Maintenance, 
Discovered, or Abort. 
▪ A model name of the selected machine is 
the same as that of an already running 
machine. 
▪ DPM that manages the machine is the 
same as that manages software which is 
set in a group, etc. 
▪ The type of the machine and the type of 
the group (model) is the same. 
 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 

18 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

19 [Logical Machine] 
Creating logical machine 

Creates a logical machine. 

20 [Logical Machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

21 [Logical Machine] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

22 [Logical Machine] 
Registering logical machine to DPM 

Registers the logical machine to DPM. If It 
fails, the process is aborted with the 
machine status, "Error (Abort)." 

23 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates an unused Host Setting, such as 
a host name and IP address, defined to the 
group. 

24 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 
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25 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

26 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

27 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

28 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 

29 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 25 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

30 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

31 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

32 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

33 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 27. 

34 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
target of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

35 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

36 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a distribution 
node of a load balancer group. 

37 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.6.3. Activating Machine / Create and Assign Machine (Virtual 

Machine) 

Creates a virtual machine and activates the virtual machine in a group. 
 

Select the Register VM with DPM when VM is created check box in any of a tenant, a 
category, a group, or a model. If it is selected, the created virtual machine is registered 
to DPM automatically.  

If registering the created virtual machine to DPM fails, the process ends with an error. 
In this case, executes the following operations according to types of templates used for 
creating the virtual machine. 

 
 When a Full Clone template is used 

Creating the virtual machine is completed. Delete the virtual machine from the 
group, and then register the virtual machine to DPM. After that, execute Register 
Master Machine. 
 

 When a HW Profile Clone template, a Differential Clone template, or a Disk Clone 
template is used, or when the "Install OS manually" option is selected 
Execute Delete VM to the target virtual machine in the Operations view, and 
execute Create and Assign Machine again. 

 
If the Register VM with DPM when VM is created check box is not selected, operating 
distribution software is not distributed even after a virtual machine is created. In this 
case, the state becomes any of the following according to types of templates used for 
creating the virtual machine. 

 
 When a Full Clone template, a Differential Clone template (created in the vCenter 

Server environment), or a Disk Clone template (created in the vCenter Server 
environment) is used 
A created virtual machine becomes active in the group but software is not 
distributed. To distribute software to the virtual machine, register the virtual 
machine to DPM and execute Redistribute Software. 
 

 When a HW Profile Clone is used 

Creating a virtual machine fails. 
 

 When a Differential Clone template (created in an environment other than the 
vCenter Server environment) 
Creating a virtual machine fails. 
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 When a Disk Clone template (created in an environment other than the vCenter 
Server environment) 
Creating a virtual machine fails. 

 
 When the "Install OS manually" option is selected 

The operating distribution software is not distributed regardless of the DPM Server 
settings 
 

 When the "Import virtual machine" option is selected 

The created virtual machine is activated in the group without software distributed 
to it. If you want to distribute the software to this virtual machine, execute the 
Redistribute Software action after it was registered to DPM. 

 
To select a destination virtual machine server for creating a virtual machine, select the 
"The VM Server is selected automatically" check box at the Create and Assign Machine 
window. 
For details of the automatic selection, see Subsection 3.12.4, "VM Optimized Creation." 
For details of selecting a destination virtual machine server, see Subsection 3.12.5, 
"Selection Criteria for Destination Virtual Machine Servers and Datastores." 
 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

 
 Operations view - Action menu - Create and Assign Machine 
 Portal view - Create VM 

 Action for Group / Create a machine to the group 

 The pvmutl vmadd command 
 The ssc create machine command 
 
When this operation is executed in a policy action and the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count at the group property setting, the action ends 
with an error. 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Obtaining Host Setting 

Determines a group to be a target of the 
operation in a specified group (group and 
model). 
Obtains an unused Host Setting from the 
determined group. 

2 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of groups (models) where a 
new virtual machine can be created and 
activated. 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a Host Setting and a group to which Create 
and Assign Machine can be executed. 
If a target is found, then executes the step 4. If not, the Job ends with an error. 
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Order Step Detail 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 

[Standard] 
Checking template settings 

Checks if a template is set on a group or a 
model. 
Not checked if you intend to install the 
operating system manually. 

4 [Standard] 
Creating virtual machine/Importing 
virtual machine 

Creates a virtual machine from a template 
defined in the group. 
A virtual machine will be imported if you 
select the "Import virtual machine" option. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

6 [Standard] 
In maintenance 

Updates the maintenance status of the 
machine to ON only when you intend to 
install the operating system manually. 
Not updated in other cases. 

7 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a Host Setting, such as a host 
name and IP address, defined to the group. 

8 [Standard] 
Registering machine to DPM 

Registers the machine to DPM. If It fails, the 
process is aborted with the machine status, 
"Error (Abort)." 

9 [Standard] 
Customizing machine specific 
information 

Customizes the machine specific 
information, such as a host name and IP 
address. Shuts down the machine, and 
then customizes the machine if the machine 
power status is ON. 
Not executed if you intend to install the 
operating system manually. 

10 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 
Not distributed if you intend to install the 
operating system manually. 

11 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 
Not started if you intend to install the 
operating system manually. 

12 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from vCenter Server, XenCenter, 
ESXi, Hyper-V, or KVM, and applies the 
information to the configuration database of 
the machine. 

13 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a distribution 
node of a load balancer group. 
Not registered if you intend to install the 
operating system manually. 

14 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.6.4. Activating Machine / Allocate Machine (Virtual Machine) 

Activates a machine in the operation ready state in a group. 

If the Register VM with DPM when VM is created check box is not selected, operating 
distribution software is not distributed although Allocate Machine is executed. The 
created machine is activated but software is not distributed. To distribute software to 
the machine, register the machine to DPM and execute Redistribute Software. 
 

Note:  
▪ If the Guest OS of a virtual machine is Windows Vista, customizing during Allocate 
Machine or Scale Out is limited to once. To activate a virtual machine to which you 
have executed Allocate Machine or Scale Out in a group again, use Register Master 
Machine. 
▪ If a type of a template registered in the Software setting of a group or model is Disk 
Clone (created in Standalone ESXi, Hyper-V, Xen or KVM) or Differential Clone 
(created in Standalone ESXi, Hyper-V, Xen or KVM), you cannot execute Allocate 
Machine. 

▪ If the type of the template that is registered on the Software setting of Group or Model 
is HW Profile Clone (created in Standalone ESXi or Hyper-V), Forced Execution Of A 
Reboot Is Performed Before Execution must be selected as the execution condition for 
the restore scenario. For the details, see Subsection 3.13.5, "Option tab" in 
DeploymentManager Reference Guide. 
Under the condition that Allocate Machine is executed on virtual machines in power on 
status, if the host setting is different from that of the previous virtual machine, Allocate 
Machine will fail. In that case, turn off the virtual machine's power or execute Allocate 
Machine on the same host setting. 

 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 Operations view - Action menu - Allocate Machine - Select a machine 

automatically 

 Operations view - Action menu - Allocate Machine - Select a machine manually - 
Select a machine from group pool 

 Operations view - Action menu - Allocate Machine - Select a machine manually - 
Select a machine from shared pool 

 The pvmutl add command 
 The pvmutl addspecname command 

 The ssc assign machine command 
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(1) When specifying a machine 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is not 
running 

Checks that a specified machine is not 
running in other groups. 

2 [Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

3 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks that the status of the specified 
machine is not In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

5 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a Host Setting, such as a host 
name and IP address, defined to the group. 

6 
(only for 
a virtual 
machine 
on ESX 
or ESXi 
managed 
in 
vCenter 
Server) 

[Standard] 
Customizing machine specific 
information 

Customizes the machine specific 
information, such as a host name and IP 
address. Shuts down the machine, and 
then customizes the machine if the machine 
power status is ON. 

7 [Standard] 
Registering machine to DPM 

Registers the machine to DPM when the 
information of registering the machine to 
DPM is set on any of a tenant, a category, a 
group, or a model. If it fails, the process is 
aborted with the machine status, "Error 
(Abort)." 

8 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

9 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

10 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

11 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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(2) When selecting a machine automatically 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, executes the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, executes the step 4. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

▪ When Host Setting is specified 
Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 
▪ When Host Setting is not specified 
Checks if there exists available Host 
Setting. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

4 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of groups to which When the 
group pool doesn’t have an available 
machine, use a machine in the shared pool 
is configured to its Group Property Setting 
and in which available Host Setting exists. 
This list is created from a group with higher 
priority. 
In addition, a list of machines in the shared 
pool is also created. 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be activated in a group 
and belongs to the shared pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, the Job ends with an error. 
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Order Step Detail 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Selects a group and machine from the list 
created in the step 4 and checks the 
following points: 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process, Error, or Maintenance. 
▪ A model name of the selected machine is 
the same as that of an already running 
machine. 
▪ DPM that manages the machine is the 
same as that manages software which is 
set in a group, etc. 
▪ The type of the machine and the type of 
the group (model) is the same. 

6 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

7 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a Host Setting, such as a host 
name and IP address, defined to the group. 

8 [Standard] 
Allocating machine 

Selects a virtual machine from the pool 
according to the Pool Machine Setting at 
the Group Property Setting. 

9 
(only for 
a virtual 
machine 
on ESX 
or ESXi 
managed 
in 
vCenter 
Server) 

[Standard] 
Customizing machine specific 
information 

Customizes the machine specific 
information, such as a host name and IP 
address. Shuts down the machine, and 
then customizes the machine if the machine 
power status is ON. 

10 [Standard] 
Registering machine to DPM 

Registers the machine to DPM when the 
information of registering the machine to 
DPM is set on any of a tenant, a category, a 
group, or a model. If it fails, the process is 
aborted with the machine status, "Error 
(Abort)." 

11 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

12 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

13 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

14 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.6.5. Activating Machine / Scale Out (Virtual Machine) 

Selects a virtual machine according to the Max Running Machine Count and Operation 
Machine Count At Scale-out of Group Property Setting. Then, executes Create and 
Assign Machine to activate the virtual machine in a group. 
 

This operation starts a stopped machine or creates a new virtual machine depending 
on the case. 
 

If the Register VM with DPM when VM is created check box is not selected in any of a 
tenant, a category, a group, or a model, distributing operating distribution software is 
not executed although Scale Out is executed. The created machine is activated but 
software is not distributed. To distribute software to the machine, register the machine 
to DPM and execute Redistribute Software. 
 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 
 Operations view - Scale Out 

 Portal view - Scale Out 

 The ssc scaleout command 
 Action for Group / Scaleout Add a machine to the group 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Obtaining group setting information 

Obtains the number of machines to which 
Scale Out to be executed according to the 
information set to a specified group. 

2 [Standard] 
Create and Assign Machine 

Adds the number, which is obtained in the 
step 1, of active machines. 

3 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

4 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be powered ON in a 
group and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, executes the step 5. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Abort, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 
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Order Step Detail 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be powered ON in a 
group and belongs to multiple group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 6. If not, then executes the step 10. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Powered On, Maintenance, or Abort, the 
machine becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines 
exceeds the Max Running Machine Count 
at the group property setting, the machine 
does not become a target of the operation. 

6 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

7 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

8 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

9 Process completed  

10 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of groups (models) where a 
new virtual machine can be created and 
activated. 

11 Repeats the following process to search for a Host Setting and a group to which Scale 
Out can be executed. 
If a target is found, then executes the step 12. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if the specified Host Setting is 
available. 

[Standard] 
Checking template settings 

Checks if a template is set on a group or a 
model. 

12 [Standard] 
Creating virtual machine 

Creates a virtual machine from a template 
defined to the group. 

13 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

14 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a Host Setting, such as a host 
name and IP address, defined to the group. 

15 [Standard] 
Registering machine to DPM 

Registers the machine to DPM. If it fails, the 
process is aborted with the machine status, 
"Error (Abort)." 

16 [Standard] 
Customizing machine specific 
information 

Customizes the machine specific 
information, such as a host name and IP 
address. Shuts down the machine, and 
then customizes the machine if the machine 
power status is ON. 

17 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 
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Order Step Detail 

18 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

19 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from vCenter Server, XenCenter, 
ESXi, Hyper-V or KVM and applies the 
information to the configuration database of 
the machine. 

20 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

21 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.6. Activating Machine / Register Master Machine (Physical 

Machine) 

Activates a managed machine without customizing. 

You need to configure the settings for the machine to register, such as an IP address, 
same as the Host Setting. 
 

The following table shows the steps of activating a machine as a master machine, 
specifying the machine information. This is an action to activate a managed machine 
without distributing software. 

 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 Operations view - Action menu - Register Master Machine 

 The ssc assign machine command 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is not 
running 

Checks that a specified machine is not 
running in other groups. 

2 [Standard] 
Acquiring group information 

Acquires a group of a target of the 
operation from specified groups (groups 
and models) 

3 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine: 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The type of the specified machine and that 
of a group (model) is the same. 
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Order Step Detail 

4 [Standard] 
Checking master machine registration of 
VM server group 

When the specified machine is a virtual 
machine server, checks the following 
points: 
▪ The machine is registered in a manager. 
▪ Manager information and datacenter 
information that are related to the target 
virtual machine server match the 
information that is set in a group. 

5 [Logical machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

6 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

7 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a specified Host Setting such as a 
host name and IP address, defined in a 
target group to a machine. 

8 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the machine. 

9 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

10 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

11 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

12 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
target of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

13 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

14 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

15 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.7. Activating Machine / Register Master Machine (Virtual 

Machine) 

Activates a managed virtual machine without customizing. 
You need to configure the settings for the virtual machine to register, such as an IP 
address, same as the Host Setting. 
 
The following table shows the steps of activating a machine as a master machine, 
specifying the machine information. This is an action to activate a managed virtual 
machine without distributing software. 
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The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 
 Operations view - Action menu - Register Master Machine 

 The pvmutl vmadd command 
 The ssc assign machine command 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is not 
running 

Checks that a specified machine is not 
running in other groups. 
This is not executed when the "Import 
virtual machine" option is selected. 

2 [Standard] 
Acquiring group information 

Acquires a group of a target of the 
operation from specified groups (groups 
and models) 
This is not executed when the "Import 
virtual machine" option is selected. 

3 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine: 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The type of the specified machine and that 
of a group (model) is the same. 
This is not executed when the "Import 
virtual machine" option is selected. 

4 [Standard] 
Importing virutal machine 

Imports a virtual machine when the "Import 
virtual machine" option is selected. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

6 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates a specified Host Setting such as a 
host name and IP address, defined in a 
target group to a machine. 

7 [Standard] 
Network settings 

Configures Virtual NIC settings. 

8 [Standard] 
Registering machine to DPM 

Registers the machine to DPM when the 
information of registering the machine to 
DPM is set on any of a tenant, a category, a 
group, or a model. If it fails, the process is 
aborted with the machine status, "Error 
(Abort)." 

9 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

10 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

11 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.6.8. Deleting Machine / Release Resource (Physical Machine) 

Moves an active machine to a pool and deletes the machine from active machines. 

 
"Release machine with taking apart it" is releasing all the resources applied when the 
machine was allocated and returning the machine to the group pool. 

 
"Release machine without taking apart it" is returning the machine to the shared pool 
with keeping all the resources applied when the machine was allocated. 

 

Note: Before releasing all the resources of a Xen Server machine which were applied 
when the machine was allocated, delete the target Xen Server from the datacenter 
using XenServer and shut down the machine. After that, execute Collect. 

 
 Returns to a group pool 

The following operation is the target of this operation: 
• Operations view - Action menu - Release Resource - Release machine with 

taking apart it - Group Pool 

The following commands are also the targets of this operation: 
• For a physical machine 

- The pvmutl delete command 

- The ssc release machine command 
• For a virtual machine 

- The ssc release machine command 
 
 Returns to the shared pool 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

• Operations view - Action menu - Release Resource - Release machine with 
taking apart it - Shared Pool 

• Operations view - Action menu - Release Resource - Release machine 
without taking apart it 

The following commands are also the targets of this operation: 
• For a physical machine 

- The ssc release machine command 
• For a virtual machine server 

- The pvmutl delete command 

- The ssc release machine command 
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(1) When a machine is specified 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is 
running 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine: 
▪ The machine is running in a group. 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process. 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 

2 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

3 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases a machine from a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

4 [Management NW] 
Deleting from NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Deletes the machine from the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

5 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

6 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 
If the shutdown of the machine fails, Power 
OFF is executed on it. However, the 
process itself is retained even though the 
Shutdown or Power OFF operation is failed. 
If you intend to release the machine from 
the group without shutting down the virtual 
machine server, select the "Release 
machine without taking apart it" option. 

7 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deletes the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

8 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
machine from a VLAN. 

9 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the machine. 

10 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

11 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

12 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 

13 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

14 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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Order Step Detail 

15 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine from DPM 

Deletes the logical machine from DPM. 

16 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine 

Deletes the logical machine. 

 

(2) When a machine is not specified 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be released in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pools. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 4. If not, executes the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
▪ When returning to a group pool 
If the status is not In-process or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation.  
However, If you use the ssc release 
machine command and specify only 
GroupName, SystemProvisioning also 
checks the number of the Max Running 
Machine Count at the group property 
setting. In this case, if the status is "Error 
(Abort)", the machine does not become a 
target of the operation. 
▪ When returning to the shared pool 
If the status is not In-process, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be released in a group 
and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 4. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 1. 
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[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
▪ When returning to a group pool 
If the status is not In-process, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation.  
However, If you use the ssc release 
machine command and specify only 
GroupName, SystemProvisioning also 
checks the number of the Max Running 
Machine Count at the group property 
setting. In this case, if the status is "Error 
(Abort)", the machine does not become a 
target of the operation. 
▪ When returning to the shared pool 
If the status is not In-process, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 

4 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Selects a machine from the list created in 
the step 3 and checks the following points: 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The machine is running in a group. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

6 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases a machine from a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

7 [Management NW] 
Deleting from NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Deletes the machine from the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

8 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

9 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 
If the shutdown of the machine fails, Power 
OFF is executed on it. However, the 
process itself is retained even though the 
Shutdown or Power OFF operation is failed. 

10 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deletes the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

11 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
machine from a VLAN. 

12 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the machine. 

13 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

14 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 
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Order Step Detail 

15 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 

16 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

17 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

18 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine from DPM 

Deletes the logical machine from DPM. 

19 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine 

Deletes the logical machine. 

 

1.6.9. Deleting Machine / Scale In (Physical Machine) 

Selects multiple active machines according to the "Operation Machine Count At 
Scale-in" of the Group Property Setting and releases the machines. 
If "When Scale-in, shut down running machines instead of release with taking apart it" 
check box is selected, SystemProvisioning shuts down multiple active machines 
according to the "Operation Machine Count At Scale-in" of the Group Property Setting. 
 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 Operations view - Scale In 

 The ssc scalein command 
 Action for Group / Scalein Delete a machine from the group 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Obtaining group setting information 

Obtains the number of releasing machines 
according to the information set to a 
specified group. 

2 [Standard] 
Deleting active machine 

Deletes the number, which is obtained in 
the step 1, of active machines. 

3 [Standard] 
Checking existence of stoppable 
machine 

Shuts down the machines if the "When 
Scale-in, shut down running machines 
instead of release with taking apart it" check 
box of the group setting is selected. If not, 
executes the step 11. 

4 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be shut down in a 
group and belongs to multiple group pools. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, executes the step 6. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 4. 
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[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Except Powered On, or 
Abort, the machine becomes a target of the 
operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

6 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be shut down in a 
group and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 4. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Except Powered On, or 
Abort, the machine becomes a target of the 
operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

7 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

8 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 
If the shutdown of the machine fails, Power 
OFF is executed on it. However, the 
process itself is retained even though the 
Shutdown or Power OFF operation is failed. 

9 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

10 Process completed  

11 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

12 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be released in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pools. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 14. If not, executes the step 13. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 11. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Maintenance, 
or Abort, the machine becomes a target of 
the operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 
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13 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be allocated in a group 
and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 14. If not, the Job ends with an 
error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 11. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Maintenance, 
or Abort, the machine becomes a target of 
the operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

14 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

15 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

16 [Management NW] 
Deleting from NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Deletes the machine from the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

17 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

18 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 
If the shutdown of the machine fails, Power 
OFF is executed on it. However, the 
process itself is retained even though the 
Shutdown or Power OFF operation is failed. 

19 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deleting the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

20 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
machine from a VLAN. 

21 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the machine. 

22 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

23 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

24 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 

25 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

26 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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27 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine from DPM 

Deletes the logical machine from DPM. 

28 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine 

Deletes the logical machine. 

 

1.6.10. Deleting Machine / Release Resource (Virtual Machine) 

Deletes an active machine from its group 
 
 To release machine with taking apart it: 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operations view - Action menu - Release Resource - Release machine with 

taking apart it 

• The ssc release machine command 
 

Reference: For details of the operation, see Subsection 1.6.12, "Delete VM." 

 
 To release machine without taking apart it: 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

• The pvmutl delete command 
• The ssc release machine command 

 

(1) When a machine is specified 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is 
running 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine: 
▪ The machine is running in a group. 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process. 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 

2 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

3 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases a virtual machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

4 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
and its group. 

5 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 
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6 [Standard] 
Deleting machine registration to DPM 

If the settings for machine registration to 
DPM are configured to any of a tenant, a 
category, a group, or a model and you 
intend to execute Release Resource, the 
registration of the target machine is deleted. 
If the settings are not configured or you do 
not intend to execute Release Resource, 
this process is skipped and the process of 
updating configuration information is 
executed. 

7 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 

8 [Standard] 
Deleting virtual machine 

Deletes the virtual machine if the machine 
is released with taking apart it,  

9 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the virtual machine, 
such as process completion status. 

 

(2) When a machine is not specified 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be allocated in a group 
and belongs to multiple group pools. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 4. If not, executes the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 1. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 
However, if you use the ssc release 
machine command and specify only 
GroupName, SystemProvisioning also 
checks the number of the Min Running 
Machine Count at the group property 
setting. In this case, if the status is "Error 
(Abort)", the machine does not become a 
target of the operation. 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be released in a group 
and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 4. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 1. 
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[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 
However, if you use the ssc release 
machine command and specify only 
GroupName, SystemProvisioning also 
checks the number of the Min Running 
Machine Count at the group property 
setting. In this case, if the status is "Error 
(Abort)", the machine does not become a 
target of the operation. 

4 [Standard] 
Checking that a specified machine is 
running 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine: 
▪ The machine is running in a group. 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process. 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

6 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases a virtual machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

7 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
and its group. 

8 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

9 [Standard] 
Deleting machine registration to DPM 

If the settings for machine registration to 
DPM are configured to any of a tenant, a 
category, a group, or a model and you 
intend to execute Release Resource, the 
registration of the target machine is deleted. 
If the settings are not configured or you do 
not intend to execute Release Resource, 
this process is skipped and the process of 
updating configuration information is 
executed. 

10 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the virtual 
machine to unused. 

11 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the virtual machine, 
such as process completion status. 

 

1.6.11. Deleting Machine / Scale In (Virtual Machine) 

Selects multiple active machines according to the Operation Machine Count At Scale-in 
of Group Property Setting. Then, executes Delete VM to the selected multiple active 
machines. 
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If When Scale-in, shut down running machines instead of release with taking apart it 
check box is selected, SystemProvisioning shuts down multiple active machines 
according to the Operation Machine Count At Scale-in of the Group Property Setting. 

 
 Operations view - Scale In 
 Portal view - Scale In 

 The ssc scalein command 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Obtaining group setting information 

Obtains the number of machines to which 
Delete VM is to be executed according to 
the information set to a specified group. 

2 [Standard] 
Deleting active machine 

Deletes the number, which is obtained in 
the step 1, of active machines. 

3 [Standard] 
Checking existence of stoppable 
machine 

Shuts down the machines if the When 
Scale-in, shut down running machines 
instead of release with taking apart it check 
box of the group setting is selected. If not, 
executes the step 11. 

4 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
specified group pool. 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a virtual machine that can be shut down in 
a group and belongs to multiple group pools. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, executes the step 6. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
group pools in the list created in the step 4. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected virtual 
machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Except Powered On, or 
Abort, the machine becomes a target of the 
operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

6 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be shut down in a 
group and belongs to only one group pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 7. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group pool in the list created in the step 4. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected virtual 
machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, Except Powered On, or 
Abort, the machine becomes a target of the 
operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 
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7 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the virtual machine to 
In-process. 

8 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the virtual machine. 

9 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the virtual machine to 
In-process. 

10 Process completed  

11 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of virtual machines that exist 
in a specified group pool. 

12 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the virtual machines in 
the list created in the step 11. 
If the status is not In-process or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

13 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a new list of machines selected in 
the step 12. 

14 [Standard] 
Selecting virtual machine server 

Selects a virtual machine server with the 
least capacity left or fewest virtual machine 
numbers. 

15 [Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Determines a machine that exists on the 
virtual machine server selected in the step 
4 as a target of deletion. 

16 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the following points with the 
determined machine: 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The machine is running in a group. 

17 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

18 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the virtual machine. 

19 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the virtual machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

20 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the virtual machine, its Host 
Setting, and its group. 

21 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 
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22 [Standard] 
Deleting machine registration to DPM 

If the settings for machine registration to 
DPM are configured to any of a tenant, a 
category, a group, or a model and you 
intend to execute Release Resource, the 
registration of the target machine is deleted. 
If the settings are not configured or you do 
not intend to execute Release Resource, 
this process is skipped and the process of 
updating configuration information is 
executed. 

23 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the virtual 
machine to unused. 

24 [Standard] 
Starting virtual machine server 

Starts the virtual machine server if it is 
stopped. 

25 [Standard] 
Deleting virtual machine 

Deletes the virtual machines from the virtual 
machine server. 

 

1.6.12. Delete VM 

If you choose to delete a virtual machine, the virtual machine is deleted from a group 
and its registration to DPM is also deleted. After that, the virtual machine is deleted 
from its virtual machine server and excluded from managed target of 
SystemProvisioning. 
 

The following operation is the targets of this operation: 
 Operations view - Delete VM 
 Portal view - Delete VM 

 The pvmutl vmdelete command 
 The ssc delete machine command 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in the 
specified group. 

2 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine 
in the list created in the step 1. 
If the status is not In-process or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

3 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a new list of machines selected in 
the step 2. 

4 [Standard] 
Selecting virtual machine server 

Selects a virtual machine server with the 
least capacity left or fewest virtual machine 
numbers. 

5 [Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Determines a machine that exists on the 
virtual machine server selected in the step 
4 as a target of deletion. 
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6 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the determined machine for the 
following points: 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The machine is running in the specified 
group. 

7 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

8 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the virtual machine. 

9 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the virtual machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

10 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the virtual machine, its Host 
Setting, and its group. 

11 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

12 [Standard] 
Deleting machine registration to DPM 

If the settings for machine registration to 
DPM are configured to any of a tenant, a 
category, a group and a model, and you 
intend to execute Release Resource, the 
registration of the target machine is deleted. 
If the settings are not configured or you do 
not intend to execute Release Resource, 
this process is skipped and the next 
process of updating configuration 
information is executed. 

13 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the virtual 
machine to unused. 

14 [Standard] 
Starting virtual machine server 

Starts the virtual machine server if it is 
stopped. 

15 [Standard] 
Deleting virtual machine 

Deletes the virtual machine from its virtual 
machine server. 
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Note:  
▪ Master VM and replica VM cannot be deleted (except for edge cache replica VM). 

▪ If you delete a Differential Clone type virtual machine, an edge cache replica VM to 
which the virtual machine refers will also be deleted automatically under the condition 
that there are no other virtual machines which refer to the edge cache replica VM. As 
for Xen environment, the edge cache replica VM is not deleted automatically. 
▪ Delete unnecessary edge cache replica VM manually in a Xen environment. 
▪ Disk information of replica VM in a Standalone ESXi environment is not deleted even 
if you selected the Delete Disk Information check box. 
▪ If you delete a virtual machine, the virtual machines is also deleted from the virtual 
disk image. There is a possibility that a virtual machine created by the disk switching in 
SigmaSystemCenter 1.2 / 1.3 (, which has "_(numbers)" in its name) is also referred 
from other virtual machines. Therefore, if you want to delete such a virtual machine, 
delete the virtual machine whose virtual disk image to be deleted first, using vSphere 
Client. 
▪ When a virtual machine server to which a virtual machine is registered is powered 
OFF, start the virtual machine server to delete the virtual machine. In a case that a 
policy with a power saving event is applied to the virtual machine server, the virtual 
machine server is shut down after the power saving event happens. For the other 
cases, shut down the virtual machine server after deleting the virtual machine if the 
virtual machine server starts. 

 

1.6.13. Replacing Machine (Physical Machine) 

Replaces an active machine with a pool machine. 
The new machine uses the same Host Setting, such as a host name and IP address, 
as that of an active machine. 

 

Note: For a virtual machine server, boot-config replacing is supported. 

 

 When a new machine is specified: 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operation view - Action menu - Replace Machine - Select a machine manually 

• The ssc replace machine command 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking group 

Checks that the Machine Type of the group 
where the target machine is running is not 
VM. 

2 [Standard] 
Checking existence of machine 

Checks if a specified machine exists in a 
group. 
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3 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the following points with the 
specified machine. 
▪ The machine is not running in any other 
groups. 
▪ The machine is managed in 
SystemProvisioning. 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

5 [Standard] 
Creating list of active virtual machine 

If an original machine is a virtual machine 
server, SystemProvisioning creates a list of 
virtual machines activated on the virtual 
machine server 

6 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releasing the original machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

7 [Management NW] 
Stopping monitoring by NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 

Stops monitoring for the original machine 
by NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

8 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the original machine, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 

9 [Standard] 
Deleting from distributed switch 

If the original machine is a virtual machine 
server, SystemProvisioning deletes the 
virtual machine server from a distributed 
switch. 

10 [Standard] 
Shutting down original machine 

Shuts down the original machine. 
If the shutdown of the original machine fails, 
Power OFF is executed on the original 
machine. However, the process itself is 
retained even though the Shutdown or 
Power OFF operation is failed. 

11 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deleting the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 
If the scenario of the OS image is not 
included in the software setting, this step is 
skipped. 

12 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
original machine from a VLAN. 

13 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the original machine. 

14 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

15 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 
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16 [Standard] 
Replacing machine 

Replaces the original machine with a new 
machine. 
If boot config (vIO) replacement, the 
relation between the logical machine and 
the old physical machine is changed to that 
between logical machine and the new 
physical machine. 

17 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

18 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

19 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the new 
machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

20 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
new machine to a VLAN. 

21 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

22 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the new machine, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 

23 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 19 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

24 [Standard] 
Starting new machine 

Starts the new machine. 

25 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

26 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

27 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 21. 
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28 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the new machine to the 
monitored object of NEC ESMPRO 
Manager. When the original machine is 
registered to NEC ESMPRO Manager, the 
old information is modified to the new one, 
and monitoring for the new machine is 
started. 

29 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
new machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and applies the information in the 
configuration database of the machine. 

30 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the new machine to a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

31 [Standard] 
Starting virtual machine 

Starts the virtual machine activated before 
replacing, obtained in the step 5. 

32 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the new machine’s process 
completion status, etc. 

 

 When a new machine is not specified: 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operation view - Action menu - Replace Machine - Select a machine 

automatically 

• The pvmutl replace command 
• The ssc replace machine command (available in ssc command) 
• Action for machine / Replace machine 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Checking group 

Checks that the Machine Type of the group 
where the target machine is running is not 
VM. 

2 [Standard] 
Checking existence of machine 

Checks if a specified machine exists in a 
group. 

3 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that exist in a 
pool of the group where the target machine 
is running. 

4 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be replaced and 
belongs to only one group. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 8. If not, executes the step 5. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to only one 
group in the list created in the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

5 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be replaced and 
belongs to multiple groups. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 8. If not, executes the step 6. 
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[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine that belongs to multiple 
groups in the list created in the step 3. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, or 
Maintenance, the machine becomes a 
target of the operation. 

6 [Standard] 
Searching for shared pool machine 

▪ If When the group pool doesn’t have an 
available machine, use a machine in the 
shared pool is selected to a group where 
the target machine is running: 
Creates a list of machines that exist in the 
shared pool. 
▪ If When the group pool doesn’t have an 
available machine, use a machine in the 
shared pool is not selected to a group 
where the target machine is running: 
The Job ends with an error. 

7 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be replaced and exists 
in the shared pool. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 8. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the following points with the 
selected machine: 
▪ The status of the machine is not 
In-process, Error, Maintenance, or 
Discovered. 
▪ A model name of the selected machine is 
the same as that of an already running 
machine. 
▪ DPM that manages the machine is the 
same as that manages software which is 
set in a group, etc. 

8 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

9 [Standard] 
Creating list of active virtual machine 

If the original machine is a virtual machine 
server, SystemProvisioning creates a list of 
virtual machines activated on the virtual 
machine server. 

10 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releasing the original machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

11 [Management NW] 
Stopping monitoring for NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 

Stops monitoring for the original machine of 
NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

12 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the original machine, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 

13 [Standard] 
Deleting from distributed switch 

If the original machine is a virtual machine 
server, SystemProvisioning deletes the 
virtual machine server from a distributed 
switch. 
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14 [Standard] 
Shutting down original machine 

Shuts down the original machine. 
If the shutdown of the machine fails, Power 
OFF is executed on it. However, the 
process itself is retained even though the 
Shutdown or Power OFF operation is failed. 

15 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deleting the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

16 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
original machine from a VLAN. 

17 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the original machine. 

18 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

19 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

20 [Standard] 
Replacing machine 

Replaces the original machine with a new 
machine. 

21 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

22 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

23 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the new 
machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

24 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
new machine to a VLAN. 

25 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

26 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the new machine, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 
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27 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 23 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

28 [Standard] 
Starting new machine 

Starts the new machine. 

29 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

30 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

31 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 25. 

32 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the new machine to the 
monitored object of NEC ESMPRO 
Manager. If the old machine is registered 
to, the monitored object is updated with the 
new machine information and starts 
monitoring for it. 

33 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
new machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and applies the information in the 
configuration database of the machine. 

34 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the new machine to a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

35 [Standard] 
Starting virtual machine 

Starts the virtual machine activated before 
replacing, obtained in the step 9. 

36 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.14. Changing Machine Usage (Physical Machine) 

Moves an active machine to another group to change the usage of the machine. 
There are two methods to change machine usage and each of the methods has the 
following features: 
 
 When a machine is specified: 

Moves a specified machine to a specified destination group. 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operations view - Action menu - Change Machine Usage 

• pvmutl move 
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Note: You cannot change usage of a virtual machine server operating in a group of VM 
Server machine type to a group of Physical machine type. 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of destination groups. This list 
is created from a group with higher priority. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a group whose usage can be changed. 
If a target group is found, then executes the step 3. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Checking existence of machine 

Checks if the specified machine exists in 
the destination group. 

[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if there exists Host Setting that can 
be used in the destination group. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

4 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

5 [Management NW] 
Deleting from NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Deletes the machine from the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

6 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine in the original 
group, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

7 [Standard] 
Deleting from distributed switch 

Deletes the virtual machine server from a 
distributed switch. 

8 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. If the shutdown of 
the original machine fails, Power OFF is 
executed on the original machine. 
However, the process itself is retained even 
though the Shutdown or Power OFF 
operation is failed. 

9 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deleting the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

10 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
machine from a VLAN. 

11 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the machine. 

12 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby / after shutdown" in the 
machine in the original group, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 

13 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

14 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 
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15 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

16 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting from DPM 

Deletes a logical machine from DPM. 

17 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine 

Deletes the logical machine. 

18 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks that the destination machine exists 
in the group pool. 

19 [Logical Machine] 
Creating logical machine 

Creates a logical machine. 

20 [Logical Machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

21 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

22 [Logical Machine] 
Registering logical machine to DPM 

Registers the logical machine to DPM. If It 
fails, the process is aborted with the 
machine status, "Error (Abort)." 

23 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates an unused Host Setting, such as 
a host name and IP address, defined to the 
destination group to the machine. 

24 [Standard] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

25 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

26 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

27 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

28 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine in the destination 
group, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 

29 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine in the destination 
group. 
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30 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 25 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

31 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

32 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Set the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

33 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 27. 

34 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

35 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

36 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

37 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 
 When a machine is not specified 

Searches for a machine and moves the machine to the destination group to 
change usage of the machine. 
The targets of the search are groups that have a pool machine that is running in 
the original group. 

 
The following operation is the targets of this operation: 
• pvmutl move 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of pool machines in a 
destination group. 

2 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of running machines in an 
original group. 

3 Repeats the following process to search for a group whose usage can be changed. 
If a target group is found, then executes the step 4. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects the machine exists in both the list 
created in the step 1 and the list created in 
the step 2. 
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[Standard] 
Searching for Host Setting 

Checks if there is Host Setting that can be 
used to the destination group. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status of the machine is not 
In-process, Error, or Maintenance, the 
machine becomes a target of the operation. 

4 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

5 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

6 [Management NW] 
Deleting from NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Deletes the machine from the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

7 [Standard] 
Distributing standby distribution 
software 

Distributes standby distribution software 
registered to the machine in the original 
group, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 

8 [Standard] 
Deleting from distributed switch 

Deletes the virtual machine server from a 
virtual distributed switch. 

9 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. If the shutdown of 
the original machine fails, Power OFF is 
executed on the original machine. 
However, the process itself is retained even 
though the Shutdown or Power OFF 
operation is failed. 

10 [Standard] 
Releasing virtual machine server with 
taking apart it 

Deleting the virtual machine server from the 
manager. 

11 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Deletes a switch port connected to the 
machine from a VLAN. 

12 [Storage] 
Disconnecting storage (disk volume) 

Disconnects the connection between a disk 
volume and the machine. 

13 [Standard] 
Distributing standby after shutdown 
distribution software 

Distributes distribution software registered 
for "Standby (after shutdown)" in the 
machine in the original group, its Host 
Setting, its model, and its group. 

14 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing releasing distribution 
software 

Distributes releasing distribution software 
registered to the machine, its Host Setting, 
its model, and its group. 

15 [Standard] 
Releasing Host Setting 

Sets the Host Setting used by the machine 
to unused. 

16 [Standard] 
Deleting machine-specific information 

Deletes the machine- specific information 
from DPM. 

17 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting from DPM 

Deletes a logical machine from DPM. 

18 [Logical Machine] 
Deleting logical machine 

Deletes the logical machine. 
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19 [Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks that the destination machine exists 
in the group pool. 

20 [Logical Machine] 
Creating logical machine 

Creates a logical machine. 

21 [Logical Machine] 
Synchronizing machine profile 

Synchronizes the machine profile and the 
logical machine information. 

22 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

23 [Logical Machine] 
Registering logical machine to DPM 

Registers the logical machine to DPM. If It 
fails, the process is aborted with the 
machine status, "Error (Abort)." 

24 [Standard] 
Allocating Host Setting 

Allocates an unused Host Setting, such as 
a host name and IP address, defined to the 
destination group to the machine. 

25 [Logical Machine] 
Distributing applying distribution 
software 

Distributes applying distribution software 
registered to its Host Setting, its model, and 
its group. 

26 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects a disk volume defined to the Host 
Setting, model and group to the destination 
machine. 
Connects only the Boot disk if OS is 
distributed. 

27 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers a switch port connected to the 
machine to a VLAN. 

28 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

29 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
registered to the machine in the destination 
group, its Host Setting, its model, and its 
group. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is selected, the 
OS image-type software is distributed. 
▪ When the Connect after distribution check 
box in Disk Volume Setting is deselected, 
all the registered software is distributed. 

30 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine in the destination 
group. 

31 [Storage] 
Connecting to storage (disk volume) 

Connects the data disk if only the Boot disk 
is connected in the step 26 and the 
connection setting of the data disk exists. 
After that, executes disk scan if disk scan is 
supported. Or, restarts the data disk to 
recognize the connected data disk if disk 
scan is not supported. 

32 [Standard] 
Setting virtual machine server 

Reflects the group setting if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 

33 [Standard] 
Setting virtual network 

Sets the virtual network if the target is a 
virtual machine server. 
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34 [Standard] 
Distributing operating distribution 
software 

Distributes operating distribution software 
except OS if only OS is distributed in the 
step 28. 

35 [Management NW] 
Registering to NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Registers the machine to the monitored 
object of NEC ESMPRO Manager. 

36 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

37 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

38 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.15. Move Virtual Machine (Virtual Machine) 

The process of moving a virtual machine (Move Virtual Machine) moves a virtual 
machine to a different virtual machine server. 
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Note:  
▪ You cannot move a virtual machine on Hyper-V single server. 

▪ In a Hyper-V Cluster environment, only Migration / Quick Migration is supported. 
Migration when a virtual machine is powered ON and Migration when a virtual machine 
is powered OFF correspond to Live Migration of Hyper-V and moving virtual machines 
among nodes of Hyper-V respectively. Move or Failover on the window cannot be 
selected. 
▪ Storage Migration / Move is unavailable to the virtual machines created using 
Differential Clone or to the replica of the Differential Clone templates. 
▪ The virtual machine created with Differential Clone or the replica of the Differential 
Clone template cannot be moved through the virtual machine servers over the 
DataCenter. 
▪ In a standalone ESXi environment, only a virtual machine on a shared storage (other 
than NFS) can be moved. The virtual machine in the standalone ESXi environment 
cannot be moved while it is powered on. (Except Quick Migration and Move). 
▪ In a standalone ESXi environment, the datastore cannot be moved to other datastore 
with the Storage Migration or Move functionality, even though the destination datastore 
is selected in "Please select the destination datastore". Also, the setting in Exclude 
extended disk from migration will be ignored. 
▪ Execution of Failover through the Web Console is not supported in a standalone ESXi 
environment. Only execution of Failover triggered by a policy or when a virtual machine 
server is specified as a target machine of the evacuate machine command of the ssc 
command is supported. 

▪ The virtual machine in the Xen environment does not support functionalities except 
the Migration and Failover functionality. 
The virtual machine in the VMware environment that the RDM (physical) or RDM 
(virtual) type disk is added to its extended disk cannot be moved through DataCenter. 
And this virtual machine cannot be moved to other datastore with the Storage Migration 
or Move functionality. 

 

With SystemProvisioning, moving a virtual machine on a shared storage (SAN, NFS, or 
iSCSI) to a different virtual machine server is called Migration. Suspending a powered 
ON virtual machine and then moving the virtual machine to a different virtual machine 
server is called Quick Migration. 
Moving a powered ON virtual machine including its disk to a different virtual machine 
server is called Storage Migration. Powering OFF a powered ON virtual machine and 
then moving the virtual machine including its disk to a different virtual machine server is 
called Move. Storage Migration / Move takes longer time than Migration / Quick 
Migration. 

In addition, moving a virtual machine to a different virtual machine server when a virtual 
machine server downed by an error is called Failover. To execute Failover, the virtual 
machine needs to be on a shared storage (SAN, NFS, or iSCSI). 

 
When moving a virtual machine to a different virtual machine server using Storage 
Migration / Move, it can be selected whether to include its extended disk or not. 
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If you specify to execute all the processes of Migration / Quick Migration, Storage 
Migration / Move, and Failover, Migration / Quick Migration is executed first. If the 
process fails due to a virtual machine environment or running status, Storage Migration 
/ Move is executed. If the process also fails, then Failover is executed. 
 
The flow of the processes of Move Virtual Machine is as follows: 

 

 

 
  

Migration / Quick Migration 
 

Storage Migration / Move 
 

 

Failover 
 

Checking the 
power status 

 

Starting the 
machine 

 

Moving a Virtual Machine 
 

Moving the virtual 
machine completed 

Failed 
 

Succeeded 
 

Power OFF 
 

Power ON 
 

Succeeded 
 

Failed 
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The following table shows the steps to move a machine. 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Migration / Quick Migration 

Moves a virtual machine with Migration or 
Quick Migration. 

2 [Standard] 
Storage Migration 

Moves the virtual machine with Storage 
Migration or Move. 

3 [Standard] 
Failover 

Moves the virtual machine with Failover. 

4 [Standard] 
Checking power status 

Checks the power status of the virtual 
machine. 

5 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts the virtual machine when its power is 
OFF. 

 

1.6.16. Power Operation to Machine / Start 

 When a machine is specified:  
When a machine is specified, the operation is executed to the machine. 

 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operations view - Start 
• Operation view - Action menu - Start 

• Resource view - Start 
• Virtual view - Start 
• Portal view - Start 

• The pvmutl poweron command 
• The ssc power-control machine command 
• Action for Machine / Startup Machine 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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 When a group is specified: 

The following operation is the target of this operation: 
• Action for Group / Scaleout Startup machines in the group 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines running in the 
specified group. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be started up. 
If a target machine is found, then executes the step 3. If not, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine in the list created in the 
step 1. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Powered On, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.17. Power Operation to Machine / Restart 

Restart is executed to a machine. 
 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

 Operations view - Restart 
 Operations view - Action menu - Restart 
 Resource view - Restart 

 Virtual view - Restart 
 Portal view - Restart 

 The pvmutl reboot command 

 The ssc power-control machine command 
 Action for Machine / Reboot Machine 
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Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Restarting machine 

Restart the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.18. Power Operation to Machine / Shutdown 

 When a machine is specified:  

When a machine is specified, the operation is executed to the machine. 
 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 

• Operations view - Shutdown 
• Operation view - Action menu - Shutdown 
• Resource view - Shutdown 

• Virtual view - Shutdown 
• Portal view - Shutdown * only for virtual machine 

• The pvmutl shutdown command 

• The ssc power-control machine command 
• Action for Machine / Shutdown Machine 

 

If this operation is executed in the policy action and also the number of virtual machines 
is less than the Min Running Machine Count at the group property setting, the policy 
action ends with an error. 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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 When a group is specified: 

The following operation is the target of this operation: 
• Action for Group / Scalein Shutdown machines in the group 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines running in the 
specified group. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be shut down. 
If a target machine is not found, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine in the list created in the 
step 1. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Powered On, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.19. Power Operation to Machine / Suspend 

 When a machine is specified:  
When a machine is specified, the operation is executed to the machine. 
 

The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
• Operations view - Suspend 
• Operations view - Action menu - Suspend 

• Resource view - Suspend 
• Virtual view - Suspend 
• Portal view - Action menu - Suspend * only for virtual machine 

• The ssc power-control machine command 
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Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Suspending machine 

Suspends the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

 When a group is specified: 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 
• Action for Group / Scalein Suspend machines in the group 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines running in the 
specified group. 

2 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that can be suspended. 
If a target machine is not found, the Job ends with an error. 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine in the list created in the 
step 1. 

[Standard] 
Checking status of machine 

Checks the status of the selected machine. 
If the status is not In-process, Error, 
Maintenance, or Powered On, the machine 
becomes a target of the operation. 
However, if the number of machines is less 
than the Min Running Machine Count at the 
group property setting, the machine does 
not become a target of the operation. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

4 [Standard] 
Suspending machine 

Suspends the machine. 

5 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.20. Power Operation to Machine / Power ON 

Power ON is executed to a machine. 
 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 

 Resource view - Show Maintenance Command - Power ON 
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Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Turning machine on 

Turns the power of the machine ON. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.21. Power Operation to Machine / Power OFF 

Power OFF is executed to a machine. 

 
The following operations are the target of this operation: 
 Resource view - Show Maintenance Command - Power OFF 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Turning machine off 

Turns the power of the machine OFF. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.22. Power Operation to Machine / Reset 

Reset is executed to a machine. 

 
The following operations are the targets of this operation: 
 Resource view - Show Maintenance Command - Reset 

 Portal view - Action menu - Reset 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Resetting machine 

Resets the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.6.23. Power Operation to Machine / Power Cycle 

Power Cycle is executed on a machine. 

 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 
 Resource view - Show Maintenance Command - Power Cycle 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Power Cycle of machines 

Power Cycle the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.24. Power Operation to Machine / ACPI Shutdown 

ACPI Shutdown is executed on a machine. 
 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 

 Resource view - Show Maintenance Command - ACPI Shutdown 
 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
ACPI shutdown of machines 

Executes ACPI shutdown on the machine. 

3 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 
SigmaSystemCenter has confirmed that ACPI Shutdown is operational on OSs listed 
below if the machines are NEC Express 5800 series: 
 

OS Name Windows Server 2003 Enterprise Edition R2 SP2  *1 *2 
Windows Server 2003 Enterprise x64 Edition R2 SP2  *1 *2 
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise (x86) SP2 *2 
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise (x64) R2 *2 
Windows Server 2008 Enterprise (x64) SP2 (Hyper-V environment) *2 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (x86)  
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (EM64T)  
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9 Service Pack 3 
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*1 When enabling ACPI shutdown even if you do not log in to managed machines, 
configure the setting as follows: 
▪ Enable the Allow system to be shut down without having to log on under the 
Security Options, located in Local Policy, which is displayed by clicking 
Administrative Tool – Local Security Policy. 

*2 ACPI shutdown might fail under the conditions listed below: 
▪ The Allow system to be shut down without having to log on under the Security 
Options, located in Local Policy, which is displayed by clicking Administrative Tool 
– Local Security Policy is not enabled. 
▪ Screen savers with password authentication are active. 
▪ When logging in from a remote desktop. 
▪ When the computer is locked. 
▪ When running an application without saving the operation. 

 

1.6.25. Power Operation to Machine / Diagnose and Power OFF 

Diagnoses a machine and executes ACPI Shutdown or Power OFF according to the 
result. 

 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 
 Action for machine / Diagnose and Power OFF 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

2 [Standard] 
Diagnosing target machine 

Acquires the status of the machine and 
diagnose the machine. The points to 
diagnose are as follows: 
▪ The status of a compatible product that 
manages the target machine 
▪ The OS status of the target machine 
▪ The status of a disk of the target machine 
If there is a defect, checks other machine in 
a group. In that case, skips to the step 3. 
However, if SystemProvisioning judges that 
an error occurs on a single target machine, 
skips to the step 5. 
If there is no defect, SystemProvisioning 
abandons the following process, and the 
Job ends with an error. 

3 [Standard] 
Creating list 

Creates a list of machines that are in the 
same group with the target machine. 

4 Repeats the following process to search for a machine that has the same defect as that 
of the target machine. 
If a machine that has the same defect is not found, SystemProvisioning judges that the 
defect is an error of a single target machine and skips to the step 5. 
If a machine that has the same defect is found, SystemProvisioning abandons the 
following step, and the Job ends with an error. 
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Order Step Detail 

[Standard] 
Selecting machine 

Selects a machine in the list created in the 
step 3. 

[Standard] 
Diagnosing selected machine 

Acquires the status of the selected machine 
and diagnoses the machine. The points to 
diagnose are as follows: 
▪ The status of a compatible product that 
manages the target machine 
▪ The OS status of the target machine 
▪ The status of a disk of the target machine 

5 [Standard] 
Forcing the machine to be powered off 

Performs ACPI shutdown for the machine. 
If ACPI shut down for the machine fails, 
SystemProvisioning forces the machine to 
be powered off. 

6 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 

 

1.6.26. Change Configuration 

Reflects each of a group property setting, a model property setting, and a host setting 
on an active machine. 
To reflect the configuration changes to a machine activated in a group, just changing 
the settings is not enough for the following settings: the network setting and LB setting 
configured from the group property setting, the network setting configured from the 
property of a VM server model, and the storage setting configured from the property of 
the group, model, or host. 
After changing the above settings, execute this operation to reflect the changes to an 
activated machine. 

 
The following operation is the target of this operation: 
 Operations view - Change Configuration 

 

Order Step Detail 

1 [Standard] 
Collecting information 

Obtains information of the model setting, 
group setting, and host setting related to a 
target machine. 

2 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the status of the machine to 
In-process. 

3 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

4 [LB] 
Releasing from load balancer group 

Releases the machine from a load 
balancing node of a load balancer group. 

5 [Standard] 
Shutting down machine 

Shuts down the machine. 
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Order Step Detail 

6 [Storage] 
Storage settings 

Connects storage according to the storage 
settings changed in the host setting. 

7 [VLAN] 
VLAN settings 

Registers / deletes a switch port connected 
to the machine to / from a VLAN. 

8 [P-Flow] 
P-flow settings 

Applys the P-Flow setting. 

9 [Standard] 
Starting machine 

Starts up the machine. 

10 [Storage] 
Recognizing storage 

Recognizes the connected storage. 

11 [VLAN] 
Editing virtual network 

Edits the virtual network setting of the 
model property if the target is a virtual 
machine server. 

12 [Standard] 
Collecting and updating machine 
information 

Collects the hardware information of the 
machine from NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
applies the information to the configuration 
database of the machine. 

13 [LB] 
Registering to load balancer group 

Registers the machine to a load balancing 
node of a load balancer group. 

14 [Standard] 
Updating configuration information 

Updates the machine’s process completion 
status, etc. 
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1.7. About Power Control 
This section explains the details and settings of power control that SigmaSystemCenter 
can execute to various machines. 
 

1.7.1. Products and Components That Power Control Uses 

Power control of SigmaSystemCenter is implemented using multiple third-party 
products or internal features that can control power of resources. 

SigmaSystemCenter selects an appropriate product or component according to types 
of a target managed machine or circumstances under control. 
 

The power control of SigmaSystemCenter uses the following products or components: 
 
 Power control through DPM 

The features of DeploymentManager are used. 
The Power On is performed with Wake On LAN by Magic Packet. 
By sending a packet called Magic Packet from a DPM Server to a machine that 
you wish to start, SigmaSystemCenter can power on the machine. 
To shut down or restart, DPM Client that is installed on a managed machine is 
used. 

To power control machines through DPM, the managed machines need to be 
registered in DPM. 
 

• Start 
Broadcasts Magic Packed from a DPM Server and powers on a managed 
machine. For a managed machine in the other segment, direct broadcast is 
used. After powering on, the system waits until the system confirms the start 
of OS. After confirming the start of the OS, the system completes the process 
after waiting for certain period of time. 

If power control through BMC is available, it is given priority over power 
control through DPM. Power control through DPM is executed if power control 
through BMC fails. 

Power ON through DPM to virtual machines is not supported since virtual 
machines do not support WOL. (You can execute Power ON to virtual 
machines with the DPM Web Console; however, the operation ends with an 
error.) 
 

• Shutdown 

Shuts down a managed machine by a command from a DPM Server to DPM 
Client that is running on the managed machine. 
After shutting down the machine, the system waits for the process to complete 
until the power status of the machine turns to Off using the power control 
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through BMC. If the system cannot acquire the power status of a machine with 
the power control through BMC, the system completes the process after 
waiting for certain period of time. 

If the shutdown operation through DPM fails, the ACPI Shutdown through 
BMC is executed.*1 
If a managed machine is a virtual machine or virtual machine server, power 
control through virtual infrastructure products is given priority over power 
control through DPM. If the process through a virtual infrastructure product 
fails, power control through DPM is used. 

 
*1 However, if shutdown through DPM time outs, ACPI shutdown through 
BMC is not executed. 

 
• Restart 

Restarts a managed machine by a command from a DPM Server to DPM 
Client that is running on the managed machine. After restarting the machine, 
the system waits until the system confirms the start of OS. After confirming the 
start of the OS, the system completes the process after waiting for certain 
period of time. 
If a managed machine is a virtual machine or virtual machine server, power 
control through virtual infrastructure products is given priority over power 
control through DPM. If the process through a virtual infrastructure product 
fails, power control through DPM is used. 

 

 Power control through BMC (The power management by OOB) 
The power management by Out-of-Band Management (OOB hereafter) is used. 
This feature uses EXPRESSSCOPE engine (a management chip generally called 
BCM, Baseboard Management Controller) loaded on a machine. This can operate 
machines in remote without depending on their actions status of OS. 
You cannot execute power control through BMC to virtual machines. 

To use this feature, you need to connect management LAN to a port for 
management on a managed machine. 
You also need to set IP address to connect from a management server to BMC on 
a managed machine for control, an account, and password to 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
For details of the procedure to configure an account on SigmaSystemCenter, refer 
to Subsection 3.10, "Preparing for the Use of Out-of-Band (OOB) Management" 
and 4.9.6, "Configuring Settings on the Account Tab" in SigmaSystemCenter 
Configuration Guide. 

 
• Start 

Powers on a managed machine from a management server through BMC. 
After powering on, the system checks the OS starting status through DPM and 
waits until the system confirms the start of OS. After confirming the start of the 
OS, the system completes the process after waiting for certain period of time. 
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• Power ON 

Powers on a managed machine from a management server through BMC. 
Unlike the start operation, the power on operation does not guarantee the OS 
start-up. Therefore, there is a possibility that you cannot use the managed 
machine after the process completes. Note this point when you execute any 
operation to a managed machine after power on operation. 

For this reason, this operation cannot be executed from the normal Operation 
Command. It can only be executed from the Maintenance Command. 
 

• Power OFF 
Powers off a managed machine from a management server through BMC. 
After powering off, the system waits until the power status of the machine 
turns to Off, 
This operation powers off the hardware of the machine without shutting down 
the OS and it may cause a risk, such as disk damage, so do not use this 
operation in normal operations. 
For this reason, this operation cannot be executed from the normal Operation 
Command. It can only be executed from the Maintenance Command. 

In addition, if a managed machine is diagnosed with failure by a policy's 
diagnosing action, "Diagnose / Power OFF", this operation is executed. 
 

• Reset 
Resets a managed machine from a management server through BMC. Unlike 
the restart operation, the reset operation does not guarantee the OS start-up. 
Therefore, there is a possibility that you cannot use the managed machine 
after the process is completed. Note this point when you execute any 
operation to a managed machine after the reset operation. 

In addition, this operation resets the hardware of the machine without 
restarting the OS and it may cause a risk, such as disk damage, so do not use 
this operation in normal operations. 

For these reasons, this operation cannot be executed from the normal 
Operation Command. It can only be executed from the Maintenance 
Command. 

 
• Power Cycle 

Executes Power Cycle from a management server through BMC of managed 
machines. Normally, Power Cycle finishes when OS of a managed machine is 
not started yet. Therefore, there is a possibility that you cannot use the 
managed machine after the process is completed. Note this point when you 
execute any operation to a managed machine after the reset operation. 
Additionally, this operation does not shut down OS, but turns off and turns on 
the hardware. Therefore, disks might be damaged. Be sure not to use this 
operation in normal operations. 
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For the reasons noted above, Power Cycle cannot be executed form the 
Operation menu. It can be executed only from maintenance operations. 
 

• ACPI Shutdown 
Executes ACPI shutdown from a management server through BMC of 
managed machines. Availability of this operation depends on OSs of 
managed machines. Be sure to configure the OS settings to work ACPI 
shutdown properly. 
For instructions on how to configure the OS settings, refer to Subsection 
3.10.5, "Enabling ACPI Shutdown" in SigmaSystemCenter Configuration 
Guide. 
ACPI shutdown cannot be executed from the Operation menu because of the 
reason described above. It can be executed from maintenance operations. 

 
 Power control through virtual infrastructure products 

Performs power control of virtual machines and virtual machine servers using the 
power control of virtual infrastructure products, such as VMware, XenServer, and 
Hyper-V. 

For virtual machine servers, only shutdown and restart can be executed. 
For Power OFF and Reset to virtual machines, the power control through BMC that 
is mentioned above is not executed and these operations can be executed through 
the virtual infrastructure products. 
To power control machines through virtual infrastructure products, the managed 
machines need to be registered in the virtual infrastructure products. 

 
• Start 

Powers on a virtual machine through virtual infrastructure products. After 
powering on, the system waits until the system confirms the start of OS. After 
confirming the start of the OS, the system completes the process after waiting 
for certain period of time. 

For a virtual machine server, this operation cannot be executed through the 
virtual infrastructure products, therefore it is executed by the power control 
through DPM or BMC. 

 
• Power ON 

Powers on a virtual machine through virtual infrastructure products. Unlike the 
start operation, the power on operation does not guarantee the OS start-up. 
Therefore, there is a possibility that you cannot use the managed machine 
after the process completes. Note this point when you execute any operation 
to a managed machine after power on operation. 
Power ON can be executed only from the Maintenance Command. 
For a virtual machine server, this operation cannot be executed through the 
virtual infrastructure products; therefore it is executed by the power control 
through BMC. 
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• Quick start 
By executing quick start, a virtual machine can be powered on more quickly 
than usual. This operation can be executed by the -quick option of the ssc 
power-control machine startup command and cannot be executed from the 
Web Console. 
As the quick start powers on a machine with simplified confirmation of start of 
OS after powering on, there is a higher possibility of a risk than normal 
operations, such as the target machine cannot be used after this operation is 
completed and a subsequent operation can throw an error; however, this 
quicken process completion. 
This operation can be executed only to a VMware virtual machine. 
 

• Shutdown 
Shuts down a virtual machine or virtual machine server through virtual 
infrastructure products. 

As for a virtual machine, the system waits for process completion after 
shutdown until the Power Status of the target machine turns to Off. 
And as for a virtual machine server, it waits for process completion until the 
Power Status of the target machine turns to Off using the power control 
through BMC after shutdown. 
If the system cannot acquire the power status of the machine by the power 
control through BMC, it ends the process after waiting for a certain period of 
time. 
If the shutdown through virtual infrastructure products fails, the shutdown 
through DPM is executed subsequently. If the shutdown through DPM also 
fails, the ACPI shutdown through BMC is finally executed. *1, *2 
 

When shutting down a virtual machine server, note that the virtual machine 
running on the virtual machine server also shut down. 
 

*1 However, if shutdown through DPM time outs, ACPI shutdown through 
BMC is not executed. 
*2 ACPI shutdown through BMC is not executed for virtual machines. 

 
• Power OFF 

Power OFF can be executed through virtual infrastructure products only for 
virtual machines. Power OFF is not completed until the actual power status of 
the machine is turned OFF. As for a virtual machine server, Power OFF is 
executed by Power control through BMC described above. Power OFF is 
executed from Maintenance menu. 
 

• Restart 

Restarts a virtual machine or a virtual machine server through virtual 
infrastructure products and waits until OS starts up to confirm that the system 
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can communicates with the OS. After confirming that, waits for a certain 
period of time again. Then the process is completed. 
If restarting a virtual machine through virtual infrastructure products fails, then 
resets the virtual machine through the virtual infrastructure products. If reset 
also fails, then restarts the virtual machine through DPM. 
When restarting a virtual machine server, the system handles active virtual 
machines differently depending on types of virtual infrastructure products. 
Restarting a virtual machine server affects virtual machines in use and any 
type of virtual infrastructure products. Note this point when you restart a virtual 
machine server. 
 
- VMware, XenServer 

If there is a virtual machine being started up, restart of the virtual machine 
server is not executed and ends with an error. Subsequent power control 
through DPM is not executed, too. 

- Hyper-V 
The system works differently depending on the combination of Automatic 
Stop Action and Automatic Start Action of the virtual machine server. 

Settings of Automatic Stop Action and Automatic Start Action need to be 
configured on Hyper-V manager. 
 

Settings of Automatic Stop Action are as follows: 
▪ Save the virtual machine state (Default setting) 
▪ Turn off the virtual machine 

▪ Shut down the guest operating system 
 
Settings of Automatic Start Action are as follows: 

▪ Nothing 
▪ Automatically start if it was running when the service stopped (Default 
setting) 

▪ Always start this virtual machine automatically 
 

- KVM 

Restarting a virtual machine or a virtual machine server through virtual 
infrastructure products is not supported. It can be executed through DPM 
or BMC, or by combining shutdown of power control sequence and Power 
ON. 

 
• Reset 

Only to a virtual machine, the system can execute Reset through virtual 
infrastructure products. 
To a virtual machine server, as the system cannot execute Reset through 
virtual infrastructure products, the operation is executed through BMC. 
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Normally, Reset can be executed from the Maintenance Command. If Reset 
of the Maintenance Command is executed, unlike the restart operation, the 
reset operation does not guarantee the OS start-up. Therefore, there is a 
possibility that you cannot use the managed machine after the process 
completes. Note this point when you execute any operation to a managed 
machine after power on operation. 

 
• Quick restart 

By executing quick restart, a virtual machine can be restarted more quickly 
than usual. This operation can be executed by the /q option of the pvmutl 
command and cannot be executed from the Web Console. 
As the quick restart powers on a machine with simplified confirmation of start 
of OS after powering on, there is a higher possibility of a risk than normal 
operations, such as the target machine cannot be used after this operation is 
completed and a subsequent operation can throw an error; however, this 
quicken process completion. 
This operation can be executed only to a VMware virtual machine. 
 

• Suspend 
Suspends a virtual machine through virtual infrastructure products. 
 

1.7.2. List of Power Control Operations 

This subsection shows a list of power control operations that can be controlled by 
SystemProvisioning. 
The priority order of execution is 1 to 2. 
 

 Virtual Machine 

Control 
Method 

Through Virtual 
Infrastructure 

Through DPM Notes 

Start 1 N/A  

Power ON 1 N/A  

Quick Start 1 N/A ▪ Only for VMware 

Shutdown 1 2  

Power OFF 1 N/A  

Restart 1 2  

Reset 1 N/A  

Quick Restart 1 N/A ▪ Only for VMware 

Suspend 1 N/A  
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 Virtual Machine Server 

Control 
Method 

Through 
Virtual 
Infrastructure 

Through 
BMC  

Through 
DPM 

Notes 

Start N/A 1 2  

Power ON N/A 1 2  

Shutdown 1  3 2  

Power OFF N/A 1 N/A  

ACPI 
Shutdown 

N/A 1 N/A  

Power Cycle N/A 1 N/A  

Restart 1 N/A 2  

Reset N/A 1 N/A  

 
 Physical Machine (other than virtual machine server) 

Control 
Method 

Through BMC Through DPM Notes 

Start 1 2  

Power ON 1 2  

Shutdown 2 1  

Power OFF 1 N/A  

ACPI 
Shutdown 

1 N/A  

Power Cycle 1 N/A  

Restart N/A 1  

Reset 1 N/A  

 
In the Operations view on the Web Console, you can execute power operations to all 
machines in a group. 

For Power ON, Power OFF, Reset, Power Cycle, and ACPI Shutdown, you need to 
execute Show the Maintenance Command. By default, the Maintenance Commands 
are not displayed so you need to execute Show the Maintenance Command to switch a 
window to display the Maintenance Commands. 
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Operation 
Method 

Web Console Command 

Operations 
view 

Resource 
view 

Virtual  

view 

pvmutl ssc 

Start X X X poweron power-control 
-startup 

Power ON  X 
(Maintenance 
Command) *1 

X  
(only for 
virtual 
machines) 

  

Quick Start    poweron /q power-control 
-startup -quick 

Shutdown X X X shutdown power-control  
-shutdown 

Power OFF  X 
(Maintenance 
Command) *1 

X  
(only for 
virtual 
machines) 

  

ACPI 
Shutdown 

 X 
(Maintenance 
Command) *1 

   

Power Cycle  X 
(Maintenance 
Command) *1 

   

Restart X X X reboot power-control 
-reboot 

Reset  X 
(Maintenance 
Command) *1 

X  
(only for 
virtual 
machines) 

  

Quick 
Restart 

   reboot /q power-control 
-reboot -quick 

Suspend X X X 
(only for 
virtual 
machines) 

 power-control 
-suspend 

*1 When executing this operation on machines that are allocated to the host setting, 
set the Maintenance Mode. 

 

1.7.3. Sequences of Power Control 

This subsection explains details of start, shutdown, and restart of power control of 
SigmaSystemCenter. If you want to estimate processing time of power control or if the 
default setting values of power control does not suite your system, refer to the 
explanation in this subsection or the following section. 
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See the following subsection (1.7.5, "Setting Timeout Time and Waiting Time") for the 
explanation of registry keys and default values for timeout time or waiting time 
described in this subsection. 

 
Note that if processing time of all power control operations exceeds the value of 
PowerControlTimeout, the operations end with a timeout error regardless of each 
setting of timeout time and waiting time. 
 
 Start 

1. Checks if OS of a target machine has already started. 
If the OS has started, updates the OS Status information and Power Status 
information to On and completes the process. 

2. Executes the process of starting the target machine 
In the priority order in Subsection 1.7.2, "List of Power Control Operations," 
the system repeats the process until the process succeeds. However, if the 
process times out and throws an error, the subsequence process ends with an 
error without being executed. 
The values of "StartupTimeout" and "PowerOnTimeout" are used as the time 
to wait till timeout. These values are used depending on a type of a target 
machine and circumstances. For a machine type that does not have a value, 
the process does not throw a timeout error in this step. 

3. If the process succeeds, the system waits until it confirms start of the OS. 
If the time to start the OS exceeds a certain period of time, the process ends 
with a timeout error. The value of "Startup_PollingTimeoutXXXX" is used as 
the time to wait for the OS to start. The value differs depending on a type of a 
target machine. For a virtual machine, as the system has already checked its 
start in the step 2, it goes forward to the next step without waiting. If the 
system cannot confirm start of OS of a target machine (if the target machine is 
not registered either to DPM or virtual infrastructure products), the system 
goes forward to the next step. 

4. Waits for a certain period of time. 
If the system has confirmed start of OS of the target machine, it waits for the 
time that is specified in "Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOnXXXX". The value 
differs depending on a type of a target machine. 
If the system cannot confirm start of OS of a target machine (if the target 
machine is not registered either to DPM or virtual infrastructure products), the 
system waits for the time that is specified in 
"Startup_WaitTimeAfterPowerOn". 

5. Updates the OS Status information and Power Status information of the target 
machine to On and completes the process. 
 

 Shutdown 

1. Checks if OS of a target machine has already stopped. 
If the OS has stopped, updates the OS Status information and Power Status 
information to Off and completes the process. 
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2. Executes the process of shutting down the target machine 
In the priority order in Subsection 1.7.2, "List of Power Control Operations," 
the system repeats the process until the process succeeds. However, if the 
process times out and throws an error, the subsequence process ends with an 
error without being executed. 
The values of "ShutdownTimeout" and "PowerOffTimeout" are used as the 
time to wait till timeout. These values are used depending on a type of a target 
machine and circumstances. For a machine type that does not have a value, 
the process does not throw a timeout error in this step. 

3. If the process succeeds, the system waits until the target machine powers Off. 
If the time to start the OS exceeds a certain period of time, the process ends 
with a timeout error. The value of "Shutdown_PollingTimeoutXXXX" is used 
as the time to wait until the machine powers off. The value differs depending 
on a type of a target machine. For a virtual machine, as the system has 
already checked its power off status in the step 2, it does not wait. 

4. If the system cannot confirm the power off status, it waits for a certain period 
of time. The value of "Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOffXXXX" is used as the 
time to wait until the machine powers off in this step. 

If the system has already confirmed the power off status, it does not wait. 

5. Updates the OS Status information and Power Status information of the target 
machine to Off and completes the process. 

 
 Restart 

1. Executes the process of restarting a target machine. 
The system does a series of available processes in the following order. The 
following controls are executed with each power control product. For the 
priority between the power control products, see the table in the Subsection 
1.7.2, "List of Power Control Operations." 

1. Restart 
2. Combination of Shutdown and Start (Power ON) 
 
If any process throws a timeout error, the system performs the following action 
according to a target machine type: 

- If the target machine is a virtual machine, the system does not execute 
the subsequent process, but Reset (or combination of Power OFF and 
Power ON). After executing Reset, confirms the start of the OS, waits for 
a certain period of time, and ends as normal process. 

- If a target machine is other than a virtual machine, the system does not 
execute the subsequent process and end the process with an error. 

 

2. The values of "RebootTimeout", "ResetTimeout", "StartupTimeout", 
"PowerOnTimeout", "ShutdownTimeout", and "PowerOffTimeout" are used as 
the time to wait till timeout. These values are used depending on a type of a 
target machine and circumstances. For a machine type that does not have a 
value, the process does not throw a timeout error in this step. 
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3. If you execute Combination of Shutdown and Start (Power ON) in the step 1, 
the system waits until the OS of the target machine starts. 
If the time to start the OS exceeds a certain period of time, the process ends 
with a timeout error. The value of "Startup_PollingTimeoutXXXX" is used as 
the time to wait for the OS to start. The value differs depending on a type of a 
target machine. For a virtual machine, as the system has already checked its 
start in the step 1, it does not wait. 

4. Waits for a certain period of time. 
The value of "Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOnXXXX" is referred as the time to 
wait. The value differs depending on a type of a target machine. 

5. Updates the OS Status information and Power Status information of the target 
machine to On and completes the process. 

 

1.7.4. Staggered Execution at Simultaneous Start/Restart of 

Virtual Machines 

The processes of simultaneous start or restart of many virtual machines may cause 
heavy load on virtual machine servers and datastores, and deteriorate their 
performance significantly. When simultaneous start or restart of many virtual machines 
is requested, SystemProvisioning executes it with some time delay per virtual machine 
to avoid the performance degradation. In this staggered execution, the target virtual 
machines are divided into some execution groups so that both the number of virtual 
machines per virtual machine server and the number of virtual machines per datastore 
do not exceed each value of maximum concurrency, and these execution groups are 
started with configured execution interval. 
 

For example, when the value of maximum concurrency per virtual machine server is 
three, the value of maximum concurrency per datastore is five, and execution interval is 
30 seconds: 

 
 Virtual machines on Virtual Machine Server 1: 

VM11, VM12, VM13, VM14, VM15, VM16, VM17 (All stored on Datastore 1) 

 Virtual machines on Virtual Machine Server 2: 
VM21, VM22, VM23, VM24, VM25, VM26, VM27 (All stored on Datastore 1) 

 Virtual machines on Virtual Machine Server 3: 

VM31, VM32, VM33, VM34, VM35, VM36, VM37 (All stored on Datastore 2) 
 
Simultaneous start or restart of all these virtual machines is executed as follows: 

 

1. The target virtual machines are divided into execution groups as follows so that the 
number of virtual machines does not exceed each value of maximum concurrency. 

Execution group 1: VM11, VM21, VM31, VM12, VM22, VM32, VM13, VM33 
Execution group 2: VM23, VM14, VM24, VM34, VM15, VM25, VM35, VM36 
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Execution group 3: VM16, VM26, VM17, VM27, VM37 

2. The process for Execution group 1 is started. 
3. The process for Execution group 2 is started 30 seconds later after the start of the 

process for Execution group 1. 

4. The process for Execution group 3 is started 60 seconds later after the start of the 
process for Execution group 1. 

5. The job will be completed when all the processes for all execution groups have 
been completed. 

 

You can set values of maximum concurrency per virtual machine server, maximum 
concurrency per datastore and execution interval in the registry key below. 
 

Registry key:  
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Engine 
 

 Simultaneous start 

 Value Name Default 

Maximum concurrency per 
virtual machine server 

StartupVMsOnSameHost_Max 5 

Maximum concurrency per 
datastore 

StartupVMsOnSameHost_MaxPerDatastore 20 

Execution interval 
(Seconds) 

StartupVMsOnSameHost_Interval 30 

 

 Simultaneous restart 

 Value Name Default 

Maximum concurrency per 
virtual machine server 

RebootVMsOnSameHost_Max 5 

Maximum concurrency per 
datastore 

RebootVMsOnSameHost_MaxPerDatastore 20 

Execution interval 
(Seconds) 

RebootVMsOnSameHost_Interval 30 

 

Note: These values are shared among all virtual machine servers and datastores 
managed by SystemProvisioning, and you cannot set different values per virtual 
machine server and datastore. 
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1.7.5. Setting Timeout Time and Waiting Time 

To configure settings for timeout time and waiting time of various components, you 
need to change their registry settings. 
The following subsections explain about the following settings. 
 

 Subsection 1.7.6, "Timeout Time and Waiting Time of Power Control Operations" 
About the following settings: 
• Entire timeout time for power control jobs 

• Timeout time after power ON until OS Status ON 
• Timeout time after shutdown (OS Status OFF) until Power Status OFF 
• Waiting time for job completion 

• Waiting time for completion of Shutdown job (if checking the Power Status is 
not available) 

 

 Subsection 1.7.7, "Time Out Period of Power Control Through BMC" 
About timeout time of power control through BMC 

 Subsection 1.7.8, "Timeout Time of Power Control Through DPM" 

About timeout time of power control through DPM 
 Subsection 1.7.9, "Timeout Time of Power Control Through Virtual Infrastructure" 

About timeout time of power control through virtual infrastructure 

 

1.7.6. Timeout Time and Waiting Time of Power Control 

Operations 

The registry below allows you to configure settings for various timeout times and 
waiting times in power control jobs. 
Note that all the power control jobs end with an error if the processing time exceeds the 
value of PowerControlTimeout in spite of settings of other timeout time or waiting time. 

 
If needed, configure the following registry values. 

 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\ActionSequence 
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 Timeout 

Value Name Target Machine Default 
Value 
(Sec) 

Timeout time for power control process 

PowerControlTimeout All 3600 

Timeout time until OS Status turns to ON after Power Status turns to ON (Physical machines 
only) 

Startup_PollingTimeout Physical machines (except virtual 
machine servers) 

1800 

Startup_PollingTimeout_VMServer_VMware VMware virtual machine servers 1800 

Startup_PollingTimeout_VMServer_Xen Xen virtual machine servers 1800 

Startup_PollingTimeout_VMServer_HyperV Hyper-V virtual machine servers 1800 

Startup_PollingTimeout_VMServer_Kvm KVM virtual machine servers 1800 

Timeout time until Power Status turns to OFF after OS Status turns to OFF (Physical 
machines only) 

Shutdown_PollingTimeout Physical machines (except virtual 
machine servers) 

1800 

Shutdown_PollingTimeout_VMServer_VMware VMware virtual machine servers 1800 

Shutdown_PollingTimeout_VMServer_Xen Xen virtual machine servers 1800 

Shutdown_PollingTimeout_VMServer_HyperV Hyper-V virtual machine servers 1800 

Shutdown_PollingTimeout_VMServer_Kvm KVM virtual machine servers 1800 

 

Note:  
▪ If a job executes power control process for multiple machines, 
PowerControlTimeout is used as the timeout time of power control process for the 
all. 

▪ The total execution time of the power control job may exceed the 
PowerControlTimeout time because PowerControlTimeout is not the exact timeout 
value for the power control job itself but the timeout value used inside the job. 

▪ In case of simultaneous start or restart of many virtual machines, 
PowerControlTimeout is used as the timeout time per execution group divided for 
staggered execution. Because of this, the total execution time of the job may 
exceed the value of PowerControlTimeout by the delay for the last execution group 
(execution interval * (number of groups - 1)). For how staggered execution is 
processed when simultaneous start or restart of virtual machines is requested, see 
Subsection 1.7.4, "Staggered Execution at Simultaneous Start/Restart of Virtual 
Machines". 
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 Waiting time for completion of Start job 

Value Name Target Machine Default 
Value 
(Sec) 

Waiting time until the "Start" job completes after OS Status turns to ON 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn *1 Physical machines (except virtual 
machine servers) 

60 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VMServer_VMware 
*1 

VMware virtual machine servers 60 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VMServer_Xen *1 Xen virtual machine servers 60 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VMServer_HyperV 
*1 

Hyper-V virtual machine servers 60 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VMServer_Kvm *1 KVM virtual machine servers 60 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VM_VMware VMware virtual machines 0 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VM_Xen Xen virtual machines 0 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VM_HyperV Hyper-V virtual machines 0 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterOSOn_VM_Kvm KVM virtual machines 60 

Waiting time until the "Start" job completes after Power Status turns to ON (if the target 
machine is not registered to either DPM or virtual infrastructure products) 

Startup_WaitTimeAfterPowerOn Physical machines (except virtual 
machine servers) 

0 

 
 Waiting time for completion of Shutdown job (only if the target machine is physical 

machine in which the power control via BMC is not available ) 

Value Name Target Machine Default 
Value 
(Sec) 

Waiting time until the "Shutdown" job completes after OS Status turns to OFF 

Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOff *2 Physical machines (except 
virtual machine servers) 

60 

Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOff_VMServer_VMware VMware virtual machine servers 60 

Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOff_VMServer_Xen Xen virtual machine servers 180 

Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOff_VMServer_HyperV Hyper-V virtual machine servers 60 

Shutdown_WaitTimeAfterOSOff_VMServer_Kvm KVM virtual machine servers 60 

 
The following registry values are used if they exist. 
 

Note: These registry values remain for compatibility with previous versions. They might 
be unavailable in future versions. Therefore, try to minimize the use of them. 
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*1 The waiting time calculated from the following registry value is used if it exists. 
(In the case that the target machine is a virtual machine server, the larger of this waiting 
time or above-mentioned waiting time is used.) 
▪ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProvider 
- WaitingPowerON: Time(sec) from the beginning of "Start" job until completion of it 
(includes waiting time after the OS status turns to ON). This value is used only if the 
target machine is a physical machine. 

*2 The waiting time calculated from the following registry value is used if it exists. 
▪ HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProvider 
- WaitingPowerOFF: Time(sec) from the beginning of "Shutdown" job until completion of 
it (includes waiting time after the OS status turns to OFF). This value is used only if the 
target machine is a physical machine (except a virtual machine server). 

 

1.7.7. Time Out Period of Power Control Through BMC 

If needed, you can configure the timeout time for power control through BMC from the 
following registry. 
 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\Pim 
 

 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of Power ON until the 
process completion 

PowerOnTimeout 180 

Timeout time from the start of Power OFF until the 
process completion 

PowerOffTimeout 180 

Timeout time from the start of Power Cycle until 
the process completion 

PowerCycleTimeout 360 

Timeout time from the start of ACPI Shutdown until 
the process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 900 

 

This registry does not have a value for ResetTimeout. Start is executed using Power 
On, so it refers to the value of PowerOnTimeOut. 
 

1.7.8. Timeout Time of Power Control Through DPM 

If needed, you can configure the timeout time for power control through DPM from the 
following registry. 
 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\DPMProvider 
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 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of shutdown until the 
process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 900 

Timeout time from the start of restart until the 
process completion 

RebootTimeout 1800 

 
Note that the start confirmation of DPM differs from the start confirmation of 
SigmaSystemCenter. The result of the start confirmation of DPM is not reflected. 
Therefore, the setting of Remote Power ON Timeout that can be configured on the 
Detail Setting window opened from the Settings menu on the DPM Web Console does 
not effect on any actual action in SigmaSystemCenter. 

 
To check Detail Setting of DPM Server (Remote Power ON Timeout), perform the 
following procedure: 

1. Start the DPM Web Console. 
2. Click the Management on the Title bar to switch to the Management view. 
3. Click the DPM Server in the tree view. 

4. Details of DPM Server appear on the Main Window. 
5. Click the Detail Setting on the Configuration menu. 
6. Detail Setting window appears. 

7. Select Network tab and check the Remote Power On Timeout under Remote 
Power Control Setting. 

 

1.7.9. Timeout Time of Power Control Through Virtual 

Infrastructure 

If needed, you can configure the timeout time for power control through virtual 
infrastructure from the following registry. 

 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\VM 
This registry key is the specified value for any virtual infrastructure products. This is 
used if a specification value of a sub key of each product does not have a value or the 
value is zero. 
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 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of start up until the 
process completion 

StartupTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of Power ON until the 
process completion 

PowerOnTimeout 120 

Timeout time from the start of shutdown until the 
process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of Power OFF until the 
process completion 

PowerOffTimeout 60 

Timeout time from the start of restart until the 
process completion 

RebootTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of reset until the 
process completion 

ResetTimeout 180 

Timeout time from the start of suspend until the 
process completion 

SuspendTimeout 120 

 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\VM\VM
ware 
This sub key is used if a managed machine is managed in VMware. 

 
 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of start up until the 
process completion 

StartupTimeout 0 

Timeout time from the start of Power ON until the 
process completion 

PowerOnTimeout 320 

Timeout time from the start of shutdown until the 
process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 0 

Timeout time from the start of Power OFF until the 
process completion 

PowerOffTimeout 260 

Timeout time from the start of restart until the 
process completion 

RebootTimeout 0 

Timeout time from the start of reset until the 
process completion 

ResetTimeout 380 

Timeout time from the start of suspend until the 
process completion 

SuspendTimeout 320 
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Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\VM\Xe
n 
This sub key is used if a managed machine is managed in XenServer. 
 
 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of start up until the 
process completion 

StartupTimeout 0 

Timeout time from the start of Power ON until the 
process completion 

PowerOnTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of shutdown until the 
process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of Power OFF until the 
process completion 

PowerOffTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of restart until the 
process completion 

RebootTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of reset until the 
process completion 

ResetTimeout 600 

Timeout time from the start of suspend until the 
process completion 

SuspendTimeout 600 

 

Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\VM\Hy
perV 
This sub key is used if a managed machine is managed in Hyper-V. 
 
 Timeout 

 Value Name Default 
Value (Sec) 

Timeout time from the start of start up until the 
process completion 

StartupTimeout 1800 

Timeout time from the start of Power ON until the 
process completion 

PowerOnTimeout 120 

Timeout time from the start of shutdown until the 
process completion 

ShutdownTimeout 1200 

Timeout time from the start of Power OFF until the 
process completion 

PowerOffTimeout 60 
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Timeout time from the start of suspend until the 
process completion 

SuspendTimeout 180 

 
Hyper-V does not have values for RebootTimeout or ResetTimeout. Restart is 
executed with the combination with shutdown and start, so it refers to values of 
ShutdownTimeout and StartupTimeout. Hyper-V does not support the reset process. 
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1.8. Dependency Setting and Control of 
Start/Shutdown Sequence 

When a machine requires a service provided by another machine, it can be considered 
that those machines have dependency. Sometimes you may need to start or shutdown 
these machines in the appropriate order according to the dependency between them. 
SigmaSystemCenter can control start/shutdown sequence of such machines if you 
define dependency between them. To define dependency, specify a host to which the 
dependent machine (the machine that depends on another) is assigned, and a host to 
which the dependee machine (the machine that is depended on by another) is 
assigned. 

 

1.8.1. Start/Shutdown Sequence 

The following shows the actions whose execution order can be controlled by the 
dependency setting and their execution order. 
 

 Start 

1. Start the dependee machine 
2. Start the dependent machine 
 

 Shutdown 

1. Shutdown the dependent machine 

2. Shutdown the dependee machine 
 

 Restart 

1. Shutdown the dependent machine 
2. Shutdown the dependee machine 
3. Start the dependee machine 

4. Start the dependent machine 
 

 Suspend (for virtual machine only) 

1. Suspend the dependent virtual machine 
2. Suspend the dependee virtual machine 
 

 Recover or Evacuate Virtual Machines (when a failure occurred on a virtual 
machine server) 

1. Start the dependee virtual machine 

2. Start the dependent virtual machine 
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 Move Virtual Machine (When "Auto On" selected) 

1. Move and start the dependee virtual machine 
2. Move and start the dependent virtual machine 
 

 
 

The following actions do not operate the machines that have dependency: 
 
 Load balancing/ Refill the Reserved VM Server 

The virtual machine server that depends on other machines is not started. 
 

 Power Save 

The virtual machine server on which other machines depend is not shut down. 
 

 Shutdown VM server (Predictive) 

The virtual machine server on which other machines depend is not shut down. 
 

The execution order of the following action cannot be controlled by the dependency 
setting: 
(The dependency settings are ignored) 
 

 Power control by maintenance operations 
• Power ON 
• Power OFF 

• Reset 
• Power Cycle 
• ACPI shutdown 
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 Actions for operation groups 

• Assign/Allocate Machine 
• Release Machine 

• Create and Assign Machine (Create Virtual Machine) 
• Delete Virtual Machine 
• Scale Out 

• Scale In 
 

 Machine replacement and diagnosis 

• Replace machine 
• Replace machine(Immediate Power OFF) 
• Diagnose and Power OFF 

 

1.8.2. Conjunction Operation 

If machines have dependency, the dependee machines must be active to start the 
dependent machine. Conversely, the dependent machines must be stopped to 
shutdown the dependee machine. Therefore, the start/shutdown operations for a part 
of the machines which have dependency work as follows by default: 
 
 Start 

If the dependee machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is not 
active (its OS status is NOT "On"), the operation fails. 
 

 Shutdown 
If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is not 
stopped (its Power status is "On"), the operation fails. 

 
 Restart 

• If the dependee machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is not 
active (its OS status is NOT "On"), the operation fails. 

• If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is 
not stopped (its Power status is "On"), the operation fails. 

 
 Suspend (for virtual machine only) 

If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is not 
stopped (its Power status is "On"), the operation fails. 
 

 Move Virtual Machine (When "Auto On" selected) 

If the dependee machine is not specified as the target of operation and it is not 
active (its OS status is NOT "On"), the operation fails. 
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If you want the dependee/dependent machine to be included in the target of 
start/shutdown operation automatically in the cases above, enable conjunction 
operation for them. Conjunction operation can be enabled/disabled for each type of 
operation, start or shutdown. If conjunction operation is enabled for both start and 
shutdown, it is also enabled for restart operation. 
 

 Start 
If the dependee machine is not specified as the target of operation and conjunction 
operation for start is enabled: 

1. Start automatically the dependee machine 
2. Start the dependent machine 
 

 Shutdown 
If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and 
conjunction operation for shutdown is enabled: 

1. Shutdown automatically the dependent machine 
2. Shutdown the dependee machine 
 

 Restart 
• If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and 

conjunction operation is enabled for both start and shutdown: 

1. Shutdown automatically the dependent machine when it is active (its 
Power status is "On"). 

2. Shutdown the dependee machine 

3. Start the dependee machine 
4. Start automatically the dependee machine if it had been shut down 

automatically. 

• If the dependee machine is not specified as the target of operation and 
conjunction operation is enabled for both start and shutdown: 

1. Start automatically the dependee machine, and shutdown the dependent 
machine 

2. Start the dependent machine 
 

 Suspend (for virtual machine only) 
If the dependent machine is not specified as the target of operation and 
conjunction operation for shutdown is enabled: 

1. Suspend automatically the dependent machine 
2. Suspend the dependee machine 
 

You cannot change the setting of conjunction operation for the following: 
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 Recover or Evacuate Virtual Machines (when a failure occurred on a virtual 
machine server) 
Conjunction operation is always enabled. If the virtual machine depends on other 
machines, its dependee machines are automatically started. 
 

 Move Virtual Machine (When "Auto On" selected) 

Conjunction operation is always disabled. 
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1.9. About Smart Group 
Smart group is a logical group which memorizes search conditions to search for 
managed machines that meet the search conditions. 
Smart group can memorize multiple search conditions. You can search managed 
machines by combining various kinds of search conditions. 

This section explains how to use smart group in an operating cases with some 
examples. 
 

Reference: For how to add a smart group, see Subsection 9.5.1, "Adding a Smart 
Group" in SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. 

 

1.9.1. Revert With Smart Group 

It is important for a Differential Clone environment to prevent the capacity of disk from 
growing by executing Revert at regular intervals. Therefore, management of the 
capacity of OS differences is necessary. 
 

In order to manage the capacity of OS differences, a smart group with the following 
conditions can be used to search for virtual machines whose capacity of OS differences 
exceeding the specified value and Revert can be executed to such virtual machines 
collectively. 
 

 
 
Various types of virtual environments can be selected by combining the following 
condition in addition. 

 

 

 

Reference: For executing Revert, see Subsection 3.6.2, "Revert." 
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1.10. About Maintenance Operations 
This section provides details of maintenance operations that can be executed on 
machines using Out-of-Band Management and instructions on how to configure the 
maintenance operations. 
Because Out-of-Band Management uses BMC that are implemented on machines, the 
maintenance operations cannot be executed on virtual machines. 
To handle the maintenance operations, management LAN must be connected to the 
ports for the management LAN of managed machines. 

 
IP address, an account and a password that are to be used when a management 
server connects to the BMC of managed machines must be configured in 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
For detailed instructions on how to configure the account on SigmaSystemCenter, see 
Subsection 3.10, "Preparing for the Use of Out-of-Band (OOB) Management" and 4.9.6, 
"Configuring Settings on the Account Tab" in SigmaSystemCenter Configuration 
Guide. 
 

The operations listed below can be executed on the window by displaying the 
maintenance operations. 
 

 Dump 
Obtains a dump from a management server through the BMC. 
Contents of a dump and behavior after completing Dump depend on settings on 
OSs. Therefore, the OS must be configured beforehand to use this feature. 
For instructions on how to configure the OS, see Subsection 3.10.4, "Enabling 
Dump" in SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. 

When dump is executed, OS stops. Therefore, if dump is executed to a machine 
allocated to a host setting in an operation group, SigmaSystemCenter recognizes 
it as a failure, such as "No response from the server." 

When executing dump to a machine in operation, set the Maintenance mode as 
necessary to prevent a policy action working against unexpected failure detection. 
 

 LED on / LED off 
This feature turns on / off of the LED (of an indicator) from a management server 
through BMC on managed machines. 

 
When maintaining hardware of the target machine directly, this feature can be 
used to make it easier to find the place where the target machine exists. 

If LED is turned on using the LED on, the LED will not be turned off automatically. 
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Note: LED might be turned off automatically depending on the types of machines. 
In this case, LED will be turned off in a fixed time (about 4 minutes and 30 
seconds). 

 
To turn off LED, the LED off must be executed from SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

Note: Depending on the machine, if you have turned on the LED through 
SigmaSystemCenter, the LED is not turned off through other operations (e.g. Push 
indication switch). Also, if you have turned on the LED not using 
SigmaSystemCenter, the LED is not turned off through SigmaSystemCenter. 
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1.11. Machine Operation History of the 
Managed Machine 

The machine operation history provides you the information about the usage history of 
the managed machine and its past and current configuration. 

The following two methods are available to review it: 
 
 Display the Machine Operation History tab by selecting the operation group on the 

Operations view through the SigmaSystemCenter Web console. 
On the SigmaSystemCenter Web console, you can view the managed machine list 
under the operation group and the revision list, adding to viewing the detail of the 
machine operation history. 

 

 Execute the ssc changehistory show command 
Although the SigmaSystemCenter Web console provides only the information of 
the running managed machine, the ssc changehistory show command in 
addition to that information, provides the information of the managed machine 
which has been removed. 

 
The information of the machine operation history can be separated in the following 
three categories. 
The profile information can be viewed for the virtual machine only. Some of the other 
information is also available only for the virtual machine. 

 
 Basic information 

This is the basic information such as the name and UUID of the managed machine, 
the start / end date and time of the revision, and the start/end date and time of the 
service. 

 

 Operational information 
This includes the operational information such as the start/stop date and time of 
the managed machine, or the statistical information for operation such as the 
up-time. 

 
 Profile information 

This provides the resource information allocated to virtual machines such as CPU. 
You can view the resource information defined in the machine profile. This is not 
used to view the resource information which was actually allocated while running 
by the over-commit feature of the virtualization infrastructure. 

To show the profile information with the ssc changehistory show command, you 
need to specify the –profile option. 
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The machine operation history provides the information above per each revision. 
Revision is incremented every time the virtual machine configuration is changed by 
operations such as Edit Virtual Machine or Reconfigure. 

 

1.11.1. Information of Machine Operation History 

The following table describes details of the obtainable machine operation history of 
managed machines. The available information is described in bold font, however, the 
information in italic font is not available. 

 

Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

- Revision 
History Revision 

Available - The number of the 
revision displayed. 
The revision is 
incremented when 
the hardware specs 
of the virtual machine 
are changed by Edit 
VM or Reconfigure 
after machine profile 
has been changed. 

The target 
resources of 
revision update are 
CPU, memory and 
storage. The 
revision will not be 
updated when the 
network 
configuration is 
changed because 
the spec might not 
be changed when 
only the destination 
to connect to is 
changed. Because 
physical machines 
cannot be managed 
by the revision, the 
revision value of 
them is always zero. 

Basic 
Information 

Name 
Machine Name 

Available Available The name of the 
managed machine. 
You can obtain 
machine names on 
the Resource view. 

- 

UUID 
UUID 

Available Available The UUID of the 
managed machine. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

Entry Date and 
Time 
Entry 

Available Available The date and time the 
managed machine 
has been initially 
registered to the 
configuration 
database through the 
operations such as 
Create And Assign 
Machine or Collect 

- 

Delete Date and 
Time 
Delete 

Available Available The date and time the 
managed machine 
has been removed 
from the configuration 
database through the 
operations such as 
Delete VM or Collect. 

Cannot be viewed 
on the Web console. 

Revision Start 
Date and Time 
RevisionStart 

Available - The start date and 
time of the revision 
displayed. 

- 

Revision End 
Date and Time 
RevisionEnd 

- - The end date and 
time of the revision 
displayed. 

- 

Active Group 
Group Path 

Available Available The group path of the 
managed machine on 
the Operations view. 

- 

Resource Pool 
ResourcePool 
Name 

Available - The name of the 
resource pool used to 
create a virtual 
machine. 

- 

Service Start 
Date and Time 
ServiceStart 

Available - The start date of 
service which is set to 
the virtual machine. 
You can set it on the 
Portal view. 

- 

Service End Date 
and Time 
ServiceEnd 

Available - The end date of 
service which is set to 
the virtual machine. 
You can set it on the 
Portal view. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

 Start Date and 
Time 
PowerOn 

Available Available The date and time 
when the managed 
machine has been 
started. If the date 
and times of 
PowerOn and 
PowerOff are same, it 
will be the restarted 
date and time. 

- 

Stop Date and 
Time 
PowerOff 

Available Available The date and time 
when the managed 
machine has been 
shut down. 

- 

Suspend Date 
and Time 
Suspend 

Available - The date and time 
when the managed 
machine has been 
suspended. 

- 

Running Date 
and Time 
Running 

Available Available The date and time 
when the managed 
machine has been 
activated. It is the 
date and time when 
Create And Assign 
Machine, Allocate 
Machine or Register 
Master Machine has 
been executed. 

- 

Removing Date 
and Time 
Pool 

Available Available The date and time 
when the managed 
machine has been 
moved to the group 
pool through the 
operations such as 
Release Resource or 
Delete VM. This is 
used as the 
information of the 
date and time the 
managed machine 
has been added to 
the group pool from a 
shared pool, too. 

- 

Reconstructing 
Date and Time 
Reconstruct 

Available - The date and time 
that the virtual 
machine has been 
reconstructed. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

Collecting 
Software Date 
and Time 
CollectSoftware 

Available Available The date and time 
that the information 
about installed 
software has been 
collected from the 
managed machine. 

You can view the 
collected 
information about 
installed software by 
selecting the 
managed machine 
on the Resource 
view on the Web 
console. 

Uptime 
RevisionPowerO
nMinutes 

Available Available The sum of the 
uptime of the 
managed machine in 
the revision 
displayed. 

The information in 
the past revision 
cannot be retrieved. 

Running Time 
RevisionRunning
Minutes 

Available Available The sum of running 
times of the managed 
machine in the 
revision displayed. 
The duration the 
managed machine 
that is allocated to the 
host on the operation 
group is computed as 
the running time. 

The information in 
the past revision 
cannot be retrieved. 

Total Uptime 
TotalPowerOnMi
nutes 

Available Available The sum of the 
uptime of the 
managed machine in 
whole revisions. 

- 

Total Running 
Time 
TotalRunningMin
utes 

Available Available The sum of the 
running time of the 
managed machine in 
whole revisions. The 
duration the managed 
machine that is 
allocated to the host 
on the operation 
group is computed as 
the running time. 

- 

Profile 
Information 
(CPU) 

CPU Count 
CpuProfile 
VirtualQuantity 

Available - The number of the 
virtual CPUs 
allocated to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

CPU Share 
CpuProfile 
Weight 

Available - The specified value 
for CPU share 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

CPU Reservation 
CpuProfile 
Reservation 

Available - The specified value 
for CPU reservation 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

CPU Limit 
CpuProfile Limit 

Available - The specified value 
for CPU limit, which is 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

Profile 
Information 
(Memory) 

Memory Size 
MemoryProfile 
VirtualQuantity 

Available - The specified value 
for memory size 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

Memory Share 
MemoryProfile 
Weight 

Available - The specified value 
for memory share 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

Memory 
Reservation 
MemoryProfile 
Reservation 

Available - The specified value 
for memory 
reservation applied to 
the virtual machine. 

- 

Memory Limit 
MemoryProfile 
Limit 

Available - The specified value 
for memory limit 
applied to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

Profile 
Information 
(Network) 

NIC Count 
NetworkProfiles 
count 

Available - The number of virtual 
NICs allocated to the 
virtual machine. 

- 

NIC Number 
NetworkProfile[x] 
IndexId 

Available - The virtual NIC 
number allocated to 
the virtual machine. 

- 

NIC Name 
NetworkProfile[x] 
Name 

Available - The name of the 
virtual NIC allocated 
to the virtual machine. 

- 

Destination 
Device 
NetworkProfile[x] 
ConnectedDevic
e 

Available - The specification of 
the port group for the 
virtual NIC allocated 
to the virtual machine 
to connect to. 

- 

MAC Address 
NetworkProfile[x] 
Address 

Available - The MAC address of 
Virtual NICs allocated 
to the virtual machine. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

Connection 
Status 
NetworkProfile[x] 
ActiveState 

Available - The connection 
status of virtual NIC 
allocated to the virtual 
machine.  
true: Connected  
false: Disconnected 

- 

- 
NetworkProfile[x] 
VlanId 

- - - Not available. 

- 
NetworkProfile[x] 
ExtendVlanId 

- - - Not available. 

Profile 
Information 
(Disk) 

Disk Count 
StorageProfiles 
count 

Available - The number of the 
virtual disks allocated 
to the virtual machine. 

- 

Name 
StorageProfile[x] 
Name 

Available - The file path of the file 
which consist the disk 
allocated to the virtual 
machine. 

- 

- 
StorageProfile[x] 
IndexId 

- - - Not available. 

Size (GB) 
StorageProfile[x] 
Size 

Available - The size (MB) of the 
virtual disk allocated 
to the virtual machine. 

- 

Datastore 
StorageProfile[x] 
Location 

Available - The datastore where 
the virtual disk 
allocated to the virtual 
machine is stored in. 

- 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

Type 
StorageProfile[x] 
DiskType 

Available - The disk type of the 
virtual disk allocated 
to the virtual machine. 
You can obtain 
information from 
multiple point of views 
as follows: 
▪ Format Type: 
Includes following 
eight types: VMDK, 
VHD, LVM, RAW, 
RAW (Physical), 
RAW (Virtual), 
QCOW and QCOW2  
▪ Disk Type : Includes 
three types: Thin, 
Thick and Diff. Thin 
means a dynamically 
expanding disk, Thick 
means a fixed size 
disk and Diff means a 
difference disk. 
▪ How to Save 
Changes at Snapshot 
Creation: Includes 
three options: None, 
IDRW and IDRO. 
None is the Normal 
mode, IDRW is the 
Independent mode 
and IDRO is the 
Independent 
Nonpersistent mode. 
Mode specification in 
machine profile 
corresponds to this. 
▪ Usage : Includes 
two options, Sys and 
Ext. Sys means a 
system disk, Ext 
means an extended 
disk. 

- 

- 
StorageProfile[x] 
Number 

- - - Not available. 
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Category Command 
Output on the 
Web Console 

Type of the Machine to 
Retrieve the Information 
from 

Description Remarks 

Virtual 
Machine 

Virtual 
Machine 
Server / 
Physical 
Machine 

Usage 
StorageProfile[x] 
Type 

Available - Usage type of the 
virtual disk allocated 
to the virtual machine. 
It corresponds to the 
type specification of 
machine profile, and 
includes following two 
types: 
▪ SystemDisk 
▪ ExtendedDisk 

- 

- 
StorageProfile[x] 
Usage 

- - - Not available. 

Profile 
Information 
(Other) 

- 
MachineProfile 
Name 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile Name 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile Cost 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile 
ModelName 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile 
OperatingSystem 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile OsType 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile 
ProfileName 

- - - Not available. 

- 
ComputerSystem
Profile TenantId 

- - - Not available. 
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2. Policy Control and Monitoring 
Features 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains the policy control and monitoring features of SigmaSystemCenter. 
 
This chapter contains the following sections: 
 
 
• 2.1 Overview of Policy Control and Monitoring ............................................................. 234 
• 2.2 Policy ...................................................................................................................... 236 
• 2.3 Monitoring Features in SigmaSystemCenter .......................................................... 261 
• 2.4 Alive Monitoring ...................................................................................................... 275 
• 2.5 Hardware Monitoring .............................................................................................. 285 
• 2.6 Performance Monitoring ......................................................................................... 291 
• 2.7 Disk Path Monitoring ............................................................................................... 303 
• 2.8 Network Path Monitoring ........................................................................................ 305 
• 2.9 Resource Pool Monitoring ...................................................................................... 307 
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2.1. Overview of Policy Control and 
Monitoring 

Policy controls and monitoring features in SigmaSystemCenter monitors the health 
state and performance of managed machines or whether a failure occurs in the 
machine. In case of some sort of failure, it automatically executes policy actions to 
send e-mail notification or recover a machine such as N+1 recovery. 
 

Bind events detected by the monitoring features to their corresponding policy rules to 
be executed in the policy setting. 
Policies in SigmaSystemCenter have the following merits: 

 
 The policy setting can include multiple policy rule definitions and you can organize 

and manage them per management plan or per type of managed machines. 

 The policy rule setting makes it possible for you to set multiple policy actions for 
one event and to specify the condition to execute the policy action, which allows 
you to define how it handles the failure in detail. 

 You can assign different policies to each operation group or model, which allows 
you to define the operational method per operation group or model. 

 You can choose and use the most appropriate standard policy as a template from 
those created assuming a specific operation, which allows you to create a complex 
policy definition easily. 

 

The monitoring feature in SigmaSystemCenter provides the following types of 
monitoring by using multiple related products such as NEC ESMPRO Manager, NEC 
ESMPRO Agent, VMware vCenter, and System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services. 
 
 Alive monitoring 

 Hardware Monitoring 
 Performance monitoring 
 Other monitoring 

 
You can define a policy action so that it executes to handle events detected by the 
monitoring feature. Policy action has the following types: 

 
 E-mail notification and writing to the event log 
 Checking the machine status changes and the status of the managed machine 

 Provisioning for a managed machine 
 Provisioning for a managed machine in a group 
 Moving a virtual machine on a virtual machine server 
 Executing a local script 
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 Waiting action execution and reset of an action execution result 
 

 
 

  

Management 

server 

Managed machine 1 

Notification 

Failure 

detected 

Operation group 2 Operation group 3 

Managed machine 4 Managed machine 2 

Policy 1 Policy 2 

Event log 

Policy Action 

E-mail, Event Log 
Policy Action 

Provisioning for a 

managed machine 

Products and components that perform monitoring 

SystemProvisioning NEC ESMPRO Manager 
System Monitor - Performance 

Monitoring Services 

vCenter Server 

Managed machine 3 

Filtering 

SigmaSystemCenter(SystemProvisioning) policy control 
 

Standard 

Policy 

Used as a template 

Browse 

Operation group 1 
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2.2. Policy 
A policy is a setting to define how to handle the failure when it occurred on a managed 
machine and it is a collection of multiple policy rules as the following figure shows. A 
policy rule is a setting to bind the event detected by the monitoring feature and its 
corresponding policy action. 

 
You can create a policy by using a defined standard policy or copying an existing policy. 
SigmaSystemCenter provides the multiple standard policies that were created for 
specific operational methods. Select the right standard policy for management of 
managed machines. 
 

The policy setting you created is used by assigning to an operation group and a model. 
You can assign multiple policies for a single operation group or model. When the target 
event you defined in the policy occurred on a managed machine in an operation group, 
the policy action corresponding to the event is executed. 
 

 
 

  

Policy rule 

CPU failure 

CPU thermal failure 

Memory degeneration 

failure 

Predictive alert : voltage 

failure 

Standard Policy (VM Server) 

Event category: CPU thermal 

failure 

Notification/ E-mail, Event Log 

Machine status/Set faulted status 

Action for VMS/Move all running VMs 

on the VM server. 

The policy rule allows you to define the policy action that is 

executed when an arbitrary event occurred. 
The collection of policy rules is 

managed as a policy. 

 

Operation group 

Managed machine 1 Managed machine 2 

Policy 

Standard Policy 

Used as a 

template 

 
You can specify a standard policy as a 

template when creating a policy. 

The policy that has the same settings with 

the standard policy you specified is 

created. 

 

Defining the target ecent 

Defining the policy action to be 

executed 

The policy you created is used by assignning to an 

operation group. When the target event you defined 

in the policy occurred on a managed machine in an 

operation group, the policy action corresponding to 

the event is executed. 

You can assign multilple policies for a single 

operation group. 
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2.2.1. Policy Control 

The policy control of SigmaSystemCenter has capability to execute corresponding 
policy actions to the events which are notified by management features according to 
the policy settings. 
 

It has the following characteristics. See also the figure below. 
 
 Policy actions are executed only when the events set to be handled in the policy 

settings are notified. Events not to be handled are discarded. 
 The policy control can perform logging and notifying the reported events and the 

executed policy actions. See Subsection 2.2.6, "Event and Action Logging and 
E-mail Notification." 

 You can set to suppress the policy action execution so that the policy action is not 
executed when a recovery event is notified within a specified period of time after 
the event was reported. This setting is available only for the specific events such 
as alive monitoring. See subsection 2.2.5, "Suppressing the Policy Action 
Execution 

 ." 
 You can set multiple policy actions to be executed for a single event. The setting of 

the execution condition allows the result of other policy actions to determine 
whether the specific policy action is executed or not. See Subsection2.2.4, "Flow 
Control of Multiple Actions." 
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2.2.2. Events Controlled by Policies 

(1) Event overview 
Events controlled by policies consist of event category, report source, and event ID. 
When setting a policy rule, specify these three types of information to bind an 
event to a policy action. 
 

• Event Category 
Type of the event. You can use the information in Event Category to 
characterize the event because definitions of Event Category are grouped by 
details of failures. 

  

Management server 

Machine 1 

Failure 

detected 

Operation 

  

Operation 

  

Machine 2 

Policy 1 

E-mail Reporting 

Products and components 

that perform monitoring 

Machine 3 

SigmaSystemCenter 

Policy control 
 

Is it an event for virtual machines to which a policy is applied? 

Is the event defined in a policy rule? 

Policy rule definition of Event 3 

Evnet: 

 

Policy action to be executed 

Event 1 Event 3 Event 2 

How the policy control works 

・E-mail, Event Log 

Apply 

Browse 
Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 

Event 3 

The policy control refers the policy settings and performs various tasks, such as writing 

to the event log, sending E-mail, filtering, executing corresponding actions, and 

suppressing action execution, those are corresponding to the detected events by 

monitoring. 

 

Notification 

Replace 

machine 

Logging event logs (51x, 52x), displaying the event history 

With suppressing action execution setting, waits the recovery 

action to be executed for a specified period of time. Event log 

Event log 

Logging 

Event log 

Event List 

・Replace machine 

Event logging before action started (502,53x), sending E-mal 

 

Event log 

Logging 

 

 

Logging event 

log (502,54x) 

Run a policy action 

Logging event 

log (502,53x) 

 

E-mail, Event Log 

Replace machine 

E-mail 

Reporting 

Replace 

 

Not logged 

by default. 
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Event Category includes: 
- Machine inaccessible error 
- Machine inaccessible error recovery 

- Predictive alert: voltage failure 
- Clear Alert: voltage failure recovery 
- Predictive alert: chassis temperature failure 

- Clear alert: chassis temperature failure recovery 
- Predictive alert: FAN/Cooling device failure 
- Clear alert: FAN/Cooling device failure recovery 

- Predictive alert: Power unit failure 
- Clear alert: Power unit failure recovery 
- CPU thermal failure 

- CPU thermal recovery 
- CPU failure 
- CPU degeneracy failure 

- CPU load failure 
- CPU load failure recovery 
- Memory failure 

- Memory degeneration failure 
- Memory Recovery 
- Shortage of Memory 

- Shortage of Memory recovery 
- Hard disk replacement failure 
- Hard disk recovery failure 

- Recovery from the disk recovery failure 
- Hard disk failure 
- VM Optimized Placement notification 

- Custom group notification 
- Custom machine notification 
- Cluster: Network recovery 

- Cluster: Node up 
- Cluster: Network failure 
- Cluster: Node down 

- Failures in services 
- Others 
 

• Report source 
Report source is the information of products and components that notify the 
SigmaSystemCenter policy control of events and it has following types: 
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Type of the report source Primal products and components in 
performing monitoring 

Description 

SystemMonitorEvent NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 

Events detected by NEC ESMPRO 
Manager. This contains events such as 
events of alive monitoring by NEC 
ESMPRO Manager or events for 
hardware failure those were detected by 
NEC ESMPRO Agent. 

OobManagement The OOB management feature of 
SystemProvisioning and BMC 
(Baseboard Management Controller) 
*BMC indicates "EXPRESSSCOPE 
Engine" in NEC servers. 

Events for OOB Management of 
SystemProvisioning to receive and 
detect PET (Platform Event Trap) events 
those are directly sent from BMC on a 
managed machine. 

AliveMonitor The alive monitoring feature of 
SystemProvisioning 

Events detected by alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning (ping monitoring, 
port monitoring, and monitoring for 
virtualization infrastructures) 

VMwareProvider vCenter Server Alerts notified by vCenter Server are 
detected as events. 

SystemMonitorPerf System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 

Events for threshold monitoring by 
System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services. These events are 
sent when the performance data 
collected by System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services 
exceed their threshold. 

OptimizedPlacement The VM Optimized Placement feature 
of SystemProvisioning 

Events for resource pools and load 
balancing detected by VM Optimized 
Placement. 

HyperVProvider Microsoft Failover Cluster Events in Hyper-V Cluster those 
Microsoft Failover Cluster received by 
monitoring cluster. 

VenderSpecificSNMPTrap The SNMP traps reception feature of 
SystemProvisioning and products that 
send SNMP traps. 

Events for SystemProvisioning to 
receive and detect arbitrary SNMP traps 
those are sent to a management server 
and those are not PET events. 
You need to add the definition of these 
events to detect them. 

StandaloneEsxProvider Standalone ESXi monitoring by 
SystemProvisioning 

Events detected during monitoring for 
Standalone ESXi by 
SystemProvisioning. 
This type of events is not used typically. 

 

• Event ID 
Event ID is the information to identify each event. Each report source has its 
own style to define its event ID: some of them use numbers, others use text 
strings. 

 

(2) Classifying the range of the event occurrence 
The range of the event occurrence is classified to the following three types. 
Executable policy actions depend on the type of the range of the event occurrence. 
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• Managed machine 
Most events are grouped within the events occurred on a managed machine. 
All policy actions are available in the events for a managed machine. The 
policy control identifies the managed machine based on the information such 
as UUID and IP address in the event and executes the policy action for it. 
 

• Group or model 
Events those occurred in a group or model. This type of events limits its target 
to a group or model, so policy actions for group operation are available for it. 
The policy actions of Action for VMS, Action for machine, and Machine status 
cannot be executed because those actions require the target machine 
identified. 

If a group has a configured model, the model is not included in the range of 
the event occurrence if the event targets the layers immediately under the 
group. 

Events in this type are as follows: 
 
- Events of the "VM Optimized Placement notification" event category and 

those are detected by VM Optimized Placement 
- Events of the "Customized Group Notification" event category and those 

are detected by System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 

 

• Others 
Events those occurred in other location than a managed machine or group. 
The range of the event occurrence depends on the event. Policy actions such 
as Notification and Execute Local Script those are executable without 
identifying where the event occurred are available. 

This contains only events those are defined in the policy of System Policy 
(Manager). Policies those are not System Policy (Manager) cannot use this 
type of events. 

 

(3) How specify the events in Policy Rule Settings 
In Policy Rule Settings, you can select whether the policy action is bound to a 
single action or multiple actions as follows: 
 

• Specify One Event 
Only one event is bound to the policy action. 
 

• All Event in Category 
All events in the event category can be bound to the policy action. If you save 
a policy rule with the All Event in Category option selected, the policy rule is 
saved with the Event Setting option selected. 
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• Event Setting 
You cannot explicitly select this option. If you save a policy rule with the All 
Event in Category option selected, the setting of this option is applied to it. But 
you cannot specify the condition for it except some events to be suppressed. 

 

2.2.3. Policy Action 

Policy actions are actions that are automatically executed by the SigmaSystemCenter 
policy control to process events that detected by the monitoring feature. Policy actions 
are defined in the setting of the policy rule with events to which those actions are bind. 
A policy rule can include up to 30 policy action settings. Policy actions are basically 
executed in the order they are configured if multiple policy actions are set. You can 
specify the execution condition so that the policy action can be decide whether it is 
executed according to the execution result of the policy action that was executed 
before it. See Subsection 2.2.4, "Flow Control of Multiple Actions." 

 
Each standard policy has appropriate settings of policy actions for the environment and 
operations of the assumed management target. 

 
As the following table shows, policy actions are grouped in several types according to 
the range of the target on which they are executed or what is executed: 

Category Detail Action Description 

Notification - ▪ Notification / E-mail, Event Log 
▪ Notification / E-mail Reporting 

Sends the notification e-mail of the 
information about the event and the 
executed policy action to the 
specified destination, and writes the 
information to the event log. 

Machine status - ▪ Machine status / Set ready status 
▪ Machine status / Set degraded 
status 
▪ Machine status/Set faulted status 
▪ Machine status / Set faulted status 
by sensor diagnosis 
▪ Machine status / Set ready status 
by HardwarePartsStatus diagnosis 
▪ Machine status / Set ready status 
by Total recover diagnosis 

Updates the status information of the 
managed machine on 
SigmaSystemCenter where the 
event occurred, and checks the 
status of the managed machine. 

Provisioning 
managed 
machines 

Action for 
machine 

▪ Action for machine / Startup 
machine 
▪ Action for machine / Reboot 
machine 
▪ Action for machine / Shutdown 
machine 
▪ Action for machine / Turn on LED 
▪ Action for machine / Turn off LED 
▪ Action for machine/ Replace 

Provisions the managed machine 
where the event occurred. 
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Category Detail Action Description 
machine 
▪ Action for machine / Replace 
machine(Immediate Power OFF) 
▪ Action for machine/ Diagnose and 
Power OFF 

Action for 
Group 

▪ Action for Group / Scaleout Add a 
machine to the group 
▪ Action for Group / Scaleout 
Startup machines in the group 
▪ Action for Group / Create a 
machine to the group 
▪ Action for Group / Scalein Delete a 
machine from the group 
▪ Action for Group / Delete a virtual 
machine from the group 
▪ Action for Group / Scalein 
Suspend machines in the group 
▪ Action for Group / Scalein 
Shutdown machines in the group 
▪ Action for Group / Apply VM 
Optimized Placement Rule 
▪ Action for Group / Refill the 
reserved VM Server 

Provisions the arbitrary or specific 
managed machine in the group 
where the event occurred. 

Action for 
VMS 

▪ Action for VMS / Move all running 
VMs on the VM server. (Failover) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all running 
VMs on the VM server. (Migration) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all running 
VMs on the VM server. (Migration, 
Failover) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all VMs on 
the VM server. (Failover) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all VMs on 
the VM server. (Migration) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all VMs on 
the VM server. (Migration, Failover) 
▪ Action for VMS / Move all VMs on 
the VM server (Quick Migration, 
Failover) 
▪ Action for VMS / Power save 
VMserver 
▪ Action for VMS / Load balance 
VMServer 
▪ Action for VMS / Shutdown VM 
Server (Predictive) 
▪ Action for VMS / Apply VM 
Optimized Placement Rule 

Provisions the virtual machine server 
where the event occurred, and 
moves the specific virtual machine 
on the virtual machine server where 
the event occurred. 

Execute Local 
Script 

- ▪ Execute Local Script Executes the specified local script. 

Action Flow 
Control 

- ▪ Wait for executing next action 
▪ Reset of an action execution result 

Waits the action execution, or resets 
the result of the action execution. 
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For the description about each policy action, see Section 1.4, "List of Policy Actions" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide. 
 

2.2.4. Flow Control of Multiple Actions 

You can set up to 30 actions for an event. If you specify multiple actions, 
SigmaSystemCenter executes the actions in the order registered in the setting window 
(from top to bottom). 
For subsequent actions, the execution result of the target action (if Label is not 
specified, the action registered to the one level higher; if Label is specified, the action 
registered to the number) can be specified in the following patterns as a condition to 
execute the next action. 

 
 Success： 

Subsequent actions are executed if the target action has been executed and 
completed successfully. 
They are not executed if the target action was not executed or it ended with an 
error. 

 Completed： 
Subsequent actions are executed if the target action has been completed. 
They are not executed if the target action was not executed. 

 Failed： 
Subsequent actions are executed if the target action was executed but ended 
abnormally. 

They are not executed if the target action was not executed or if it was executed 
properly. 

 

If a job cancels the action while it is being executed, the execution process is aborted 
and the job ends with an error. In this case, its subsequent actions also end without 
being executed regardless of the execution condition you set. 

The execution result of all actions is displayed as completed only when all the actions 
have been completed. It ends with an error if any of those actions ended with an error. 
However, if "Reset of an action execution result" is executed after the action ended with 
an error, the result of all actions is displayed as completed only if all subsequent 
actions have been completed. 
 

Note: Note: As an exception, the execution results of the following actions are always 
displayed as "completed" even if they have ended with an error: 

▪ Machine status / Set faulted status by sensor diagnosis 
▪ Machine status / Set ready status by Total recover diagnosis 
▪ Machine status / Set ready status by HardwarePartsStatus diagnosis 
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[Example 1] 
This is an example of configuring the corresponding event handler settings against a 
Machine inaccessible error which has been occurred on a virtual machine server. 

 
 Type of the managed target: virtual machine server 
 Occurred event: Machine inaccessible error 

 Details of the corresponding event handler settings. What is surrounded by round 
brackets is the execution condition. 

 

 

 
In this case, SigmaSystemCenter executes the event handler settings as follows: 
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[Example2] 
Assume that there is an environment where System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services monitors the load status of a group. If the load exceeds the threshold, 
SigmaSystemCenter executes Scale Out. This is an example of switching the scripts to 
notify the user depending on the execution result of the Scale Out. 
 

 Type of the managed target: group 
 Occurred event: group custom report by System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 

Services 

 Details of the corresponding event handler settings. What is surrounded by round 
brackets is the execution condition. 

1. Scaleout Add a machine to the group 

2. Execute Local Script *Notification of Success (If the number 1 event handler 
setting ends successfully) 

3. Execute Local Script *Notification of Failed (If the number 1 event handler 
setting fails) 

4. Reset of an action execution result (If the number 3 event handler setting ends 
successfully) 
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In this case, SigmaSystemCenter executes the event handler settings as follows: 
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2.2.5. Suppressing the Policy Action Execution 

You can set to suppress the policy action execution so that the policy action is not 
executed when a recovery event for alive monitoring and against the high CPU load 
event occurred within a specified period of time after the event was reported. 
If no recovery event occurred, the policy action set in the policy rule is executed. 

 
Using this feature is effective to the situation in which failures and recoveries for them 
are generated in quick succession. 

 
In Standard Policy (Virtual machines), the several types of events (including events of 
alive monitoring and high CPU load) are fixed to the setting that the policy action 
execution on virtual machines on VMware (vCenter Server) is suppressed. 
 

 
 
The following describes about each monitoring that can use the suppressing policy 
action execution feature: 

 

(1) Alive monitoring 
You can set the suppressing policy action execution setting for alive monitoring 
events on the General tab in Policy Property Settings. The following two types of 
setting are available according to the event type: 

Alive Monitoring 

Management server 

180 seconds 

You can change the 

waiting time. 180 

seconds by default Failure events in 

alive monitoring 

Recovery events in 

alive monitoring 

 

Policy control 

Managed machine 

The policy action is not executed if the recovery 

event is reported within a waiting time. 

180 seconds 

Failure events in 

alive monitoring 

The policy action is executed if the 

recovery event is not reported within a 

waiting time. 

Start executing 

action 

Suppression of the policy action execution is 

"Off" by default. Change it to "On" as needed. 

Not connected 

Connected 

Not connected 

Failure events 

detected 

Failure events 

discarded 

Failure events 

detected 
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• Suppress action execution when an alive monitor error was detected 
(events of the "Alive Monitor" tab in the property of the operation group) 
This is a setting to suppress the alive monitoring events of NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and SystemProvisioning. 

• Suppress action execution when an alive monitor error was detected 
(events via a virtual infrastructure) 

This is a setting to suppress the alive monitoring events detected by virtual 
infrastructures. 

 

For virtual machines, the suppressing action execution feature is fixed to "enabled" 
when using Standard Policy (Virtual Machines). You cannot change this setting in 
Suppression Settings. 

 

(2) High CPU Load 
You can set the suppressing policy action execution setting for high CPU load 
events on the General tab in Policy Property Settings. 
 

• Suppress action execution when a CPU load failure was detected 
 
For virtual machines, the suppressing action execution feature is fixed to "enabled" 
when using Standard Policy (Virtual Machines). You cannot change this setting in 
Suppression Settings. 
 

(3) Fixed setting of suppressing action execution for events of vCenter Server 
In Standard Policy (Virtual machines), the following several types of events are 
fixed to the setting that policy action execution on managed machines on VMware 
(vCenter Server) is suppressed. The waiting time for suppression is 180 seconds. 
You cannot disable the suppression action execution feature nor can change the 
waiting time setting. 
For virtual machines, suppressing action execution also targets the recovery 
events adding to the failure events assuming virtual machines are affected by the 
high load in a virtual machine server and the situation can easily changes. 
 

• Machine Down 
• Machine Up 
• Machine Off 

• High CPU Load 
• High CPU Load Recovery 
• Shortage of Memory 

• Shortage of Memory recovery 
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(4) List of policy rules in which the suppression action execution feature is 
available 
The following table shows the policy rules to which you can set the suppression 
action execution setting in each standard policy. See the description in the Note 
column for how to set the target events of each suppression setting when you 
intend to create a new policy rule. 

 

Types of 
failure 

Is the suppression 
setting can be set? 

(Default waiting 
time) 

Policy rule 

(standard policy) 

Note 

Failures in alive 
monitoring 

Yes (180 seconds) ▪ Machine inaccessible 
error (Standard Policy) 
▪ Machine inaccessible 
error, VMS connection 
state is red (Standard 
Policy (N+1)) 
▪ VMS connection state 
is red (Standard Policy 
(VM Server)) 
▪ Target Down 
(Standard Policy (VM 
Server)) 
▪ Cluster Node Down 
(Standard Policy (VM 
Server Hyper-V)) 
▪ Target Down 
(Standard Policy (Virtual 
Machine)) 

▪ When creating a new policy rule, set 
Machine inaccessible error to the event 
category to make the policy rule a target of 
suppression action execution related to 
alive monitoring. The Cluster: Node down 
event category also can become the target 
of "Suppress action execution when an 
alive monitor error was detected (events via 
a virtual infrastructure)." 
▪ In virtual machine, suppression action 
execution for events of Machine 
inaccessible error (Standard Policy (Virtual 
machines)) is filed to "enabled" (waiting 
time is fixed to 180 seconds)). Action 
execution is suppressed regardless of the 
settings in Suppression Settings. 

High CPU Load Yes (60 seconds) ▪ CPU load failure 
(Standard Policy) 
▪ CPU load failure 
(Standard Policy (N+1)) 

▪ When creating a new policy rule, set CPU 
load  failure to the event category to make 
the policy rule a target of "Suppress action 
execution when a CPU load failure was 
detected." 
▪ In virtual machine, suppression action 
execution for events of CPU load failure 
(Standard Policy (Virtual machines)) is filed 
to "enabled" (waiting time is fixed to 180 
seconds)). Action execution is suppressed 
regardless of the settings in Suppression 
Settings. 

 

2.2.6. Event and Action Logging and E-mail Notification 

You need to include any of the following policy actions in a policy rule to configure the 
events and policy actions handled by the SigmaSystemCenter policy control to be 
logged to the event log and notified by e-mail. The timing when the e-mail notification is 
executed or what is sent by e-mail notification depends on each policy action. The 
"E-mail Reporting" policy action does not log the information to the event log. 
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 E-mail, Event Log 
 E-mail Reporting 
 

Adding to the above, these actions require the event logging to be enabled and the 
mail-related configuration. 
 

To enable event logging, select the Write Notification to Windows Event log check 
box (which is enabled by default) on the Notification tab in Environment Setting of 
the Management view. However, for Event 51x, 52x, and 54x, event logging of them is 
executed regardless of whether the setting above is enabled or disabled. 
 

To enable e-mail notification, select the Mail Reporting check box (which is enabled by 
default) on the Notification tab in Environment Setting of the Management view, and 
then set the environment settings for a destination mail server. The E-mail address (To 
- Recipient) needs to be set per system, per operation group, or per host. If the mail 
message and the mail receiver are set multiply in each hierarchy, the action of the 
E-mail notification depends on each policy action. 
 

 Setting per system: 
The setting is applied to all machines managed by SigmaSystemCenter. 

E-mail Address (To - Recipient) on the Notification tab in Environment Setting 
of the Management view 
 

 Setting per operation group: 
The setting is applied to machines which belong to the group you specified. 

E-mail Address (To - Recipient) on the General tab in Group Property Setting 
of the Operations view  
 

 Setting per host: 
The setting is applied to the specified host only and is not available for the "E-mail, 
Event Log" policy action. 

Owner and Principal on the Service Profile dialog box of the Portal view 
 

Event logging and e-mail notification is executed at each timing during policy control as 
follow: 
 

 When detecting events 
This is the timing when the policy control receives events detected by the 
monitoring feature. 

At this timing only event logging is executed, but e-mail notification is not. Only this 
timing is different from others in that event logging is executed regardless of 
whether those two settings are enabled or disabled. 

The event log records those events as Event 51x and 52x. Events of Event 52x are 
for a virtual machine, and events of Event 51x are for others. 
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The information of all events detected by the monitoring feature is logged because 
the action is executed before event filtering or event suppression is executed. 
However, events with the event ID 52x, which is judged as the events for virtual 
machines, are not logged by default. By default, the events for virtual machine are 
not logged to the event log because a large number of them are generated and it 
may increase the processing load of a management server. 

To have the policy actions log the events of Event 52x, set EventLog_Disable_520 
of key name to "False" by using the ssc update environment -maintenance 
command. 

 

 When receiving notification 
This is the timing when the event control judges the received event to be 
processed and that before it starts executing policy actions. 
If "E-mail, Event log" is specified, event logging (of Event ID 502 and 53x) and 
e-mail notification are executed. 

 

 When executing policy actions 
Event logging and e-mail notification are executed at the timing when each policy 
action is executed. 
If "E-mail, Event log" is specified, event logging (of Event 502 and 54x) and e-mail 
notification are executed. Event logging and e-mail notification are executed at the 
timing when all policy actions except "E-mail, Event log" in the policy rule start and 
complete. 
If "E-mail Reporting" is specified, an e-mail is sent when the "E-mail Reporting" 
policy action is executed. 

 

(1) E-mail, Event Log 
Event logging and e-mail notification are executed at the timing when the 
notification is received or when the policy actions start and complete. 
The event ID of the events logged by the event logging depends on the execution 
timing, type, and result as the following figure shows. 
For what is logged to the event log, see the description of "Mail body" later in this 
section. For events of Event ID 53x and 54x, the information described in "(3) 
Additional information about event logging and e-mail notification" is added 
after the event description of them. 
 

When E-mail Address (To - Recipient) is set in multiple hierarchies, it behaves as 
follows: 
 

• The setting per host is ignored. 
• If it is set both per group and per system, the setting per group is preferred. 
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The e-mail to be sent contains the following: 
 
• Subject： 

If a process resulted in failure, it becomes "Error Message"; if not, it becomes 
"Information Message". 

• Mail body： 

As the following table shows, the different static strings are output according 
to the timing of e-mail notification and the execution result of the policy action. 
The mail message is same with the description in event logging. The 
information described in "(3) Additional information about event logging 
and e-mail notification" is not added after the mail body. So, use the "E-mail 
Reporting" policy action if the additional information is needed. 

 

Timing that "E-mail / Event Log" is 
logged, Information level 

Mail message/Description of the event log Event ID 

Reporting of received notification Received a notification. ("Report Information") 502, 530, 531, 532 

Receiving the event notification by 
SystemPolicy (Manager) 

found manager event 
event number: "EventID" 
manager name: "Manager Name" 
event message: "Information" 

536, 537, 538 

Reporting of started action The action ("Process Name") was started. 
Management ID: "Management ID" 

502, 540 

Reporting of completed action, 
Success 

The action ("Process Name") has been 
completed. Management ID: Management ID: 
"Management ID" 

502, 541 

Reporting of terminated action, Error The action ("Process Name") was terminated 
because an error occurred. Management ID: 
"Management ID" 

502, 542 

Reporting of canceled action The action ("Process Name") has been canceled. 
Management ID: "Management ID" Management 
ID: "Management ID" 

502, 542 
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(2) E-mail Reporting 
An e-mail is sent at the timing of executing the E-mail Reporting action. 
 
The e-mail can be sent when other policy action completed successfully or when 
the action failed according to what you specified Label or Execution Option of the 
policy action. Therefore, "E-mail Reporting" can send the information about the 
execution result of the specific policy action. For how to specify Label or 
Execution Option, see Subsection2.2.4, "Flow Control of Multiple Actions." 
 
When E-mail Address (To - Recipient) is set in multiple hierarchies, it behaves as 
follows: 
 

Event ID：502 and 53x 

 

530: The Information level event for virtual machines and 

groups 

531: The Warning level event for virtual machines and groups 

532: The Error level event for virtual machines and groups 

536: The Information level event for Manager 

537: The Warning level event for Manager 

538: The Error level event for Manager 
Is it an event for virtual machines to which a policy is applied? 

Is the event defined in a policy rule? 

Event 1 Event 2 Event 4 

Notifying detected events. Received an event from the 

monitoring feature. 

Did the recovery event occur within a specified period of time? 

(Suppression specified) 

Event log 

Reporting of received notification. Notification to start a 

policy. 

Executing a policy 

action 
E-mail, Event Log 

Policy Action 

Event 3 

Event ID：51x or 52x 

 

Event log 

When 

completed in 

success 

When 

completed in 

error 

When started 

When 

canceled 

Not logged 

by default. 

Event log 
Event ID：502 and 540 

 

Event log 
Event ID: 502 and 541 

 

Event log 
Event ID: 502 and 542 

 

Event log 
Event ID: 502 and 542 

 

If "E-mail, Event log" is specified, event logging and 

e-mail notification are executed when whole of actions 

start or when other actions start and complete. 

Event logging and e-mail notification are not executed at 

the timing of the "E-mail, Event log" policy action itself. 

 

Event logging and e-mail notification of Event 502, 53x, and 54x are not 

executed because the policy action is not executed for the filtered events. 

Reporting of started/completed action 
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• If it is set per host or per group as well as per system, the setting per system is 
ignored. 

• If it is set both per group and per host, the e-mail is sent to the recipients 
specified in both. 

 

The content of the e-mail is what you specified for Subject and Content in the 
action parameter of the "E-mail Reporting" policy action. 
 
• Subject: 

The setting of Subject is used as a mail subject. 
 

• Mail body 

The setting of Content is used as a mail body. 
The information described in "(3) Additional information about event 
logging and e-mail notification" is added after Content. 

 

 
 

(3) Additional information about event logging and e-mail notification 
In event logging of the events those are not Event 502 and E-mail reporting, the 
additional information in the following table is added. See also the output examples 
in later. 

  

Event 1 Event 2 Event 4 

Event log 

Event 3 

Event ID：51x or 52x 

 Not logged 

by default. 

Reporting of an action execution 

Is it an event for virtual machines to which a policy is 

applied? 

Is the event defined in a policy rule? 

Notifying detected events. Received an event from the 

monitoring feature. 

Did the recovery event occur within a specified period of 

time? (Suppression specified) 

Executing a policy 

action 

Other policy actions 

E-mail Reporting 

An e-mail is sent at the timing of 

executing the E-mail Reporting action. 

The information of other actions 

can be sent when the action 

completed successfully or when it 

failed. 
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Additional information Description - "E-mail, Event Log" is 
specified 

"E-mail 
reporting
" is 
specified 

Reporting 
of 
detected 
event 

Reporting of 
received 
notification 

Reporting 
of 
started/com
pleted 
action 

Reporting 
of an 
action 
execution 

Logging 
events of 
Evnent 51x 
and 52x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 53x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 54x 

E-mail 
Reporting 

[EventNumber] Management ID of the 
notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[EventType] Type of the failure of the 
notified event 
("Information", "Warning", 
or "Error") 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[EventCategory] Category of the notified 
event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[EventSource] Information of the target 
of the notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[Provider] The information of the 
sender that detected the 
notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[Provider(ID)] The information of the 
sender ID that detected 
the notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[Event] Identification of the 
notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[EventMessage] The message of the 
notified event 

Enable Enable Enable Enable 

[ManagerName] The information of the 
notified manager 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[GroupName] The name of the 
operation group to which 
the target of the notified 
event 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[PolicyName] The name of the policy 
applied to the notified 
event 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[JobId] The job management ID 
of the process of the 
notified event 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[ActionSummary] The summary of the 
action to be executed or 
the action which was 
executed 

  Enable  
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Additional information Description - "E-mail, Event Log" is 
specified 

"E-mail 
reporting
" is 
specified 

Reporting 
of 
detected 
event 

Reporting of 
received 
notification 

Reporting 
of 
started/com
pleted 
action 

Reporting 
of an 
action 
execution 

Logging 
events of 
Evnent 51x 
and 52x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 53x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 54x 

E-mail 
Reporting 

[ActionDiscription] The description of the 
action to be executed or 
the action which was 
executed 

  Enable  

[WarningMessage] The additional warning 
message which was 
occurred from the result 
of the action execution 
though the action did not 
fail 

  Enable  

[ExceptionMessage] The message that 
indicates the cause of the 
action execution failure 

  Enable  

[TargetGroupName(x):(y
yy)] 

The group information for 
the action execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[TargetMachineName(x)
:(yyy)] 

The machine information 
for the action execution 
The machine name in the 
Resource view 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[TargetMachineUnitNam
e(x):(yyy)] 

The machine information 
for the action execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 
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Additional information Description - "E-mail, Event Log" is 
specified 

"E-mail 
reporting
" is 
specified 

Reporting 
of 
detected 
event 

Reporting of 
received 
notification 

Reporting 
of 
started/com
pleted 
action 

Reporting 
of an 
action 
execution 

Logging 
events of 
Evnent 51x 
and 52x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 53x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 54x 

E-mail 
Reporting 

[TargetMachineUUID(x):
(yyy)] 

The machine information 
for the action execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[TargetHostName(x):(yy
y)] 

The host information for 
the action execution 
The host name in the 
Operations view 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[TargetDiskPartitionNam
e(x):(yyy)] 

The information about 
partition for the action 
execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

[TargetManagerName(x)
:(yyy)] 

The information about the 
manager for the action 
execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 
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Additional information Description - "E-mail, Event Log" is 
specified 

"E-mail 
reporting
" is 
specified 

Reporting 
of 
detected 
event 

Reporting of 
received 
notification 

Reporting 
of 
started/com
pleted 
action 

Reporting 
of an 
action 
execution 

Logging 
events of 
Evnent 51x 
and 52x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 53x 

Logging 
events of 
Event 54x 

E-mail 
Reporting 

[other(x):(yyy)] Other information for the 
action execution 
x: The order of the action 
execution when there are 
multiple actions 
yyy: The name of the 
parameter in the action 
sequence 

 Enable Enable Enable 

(yyy) is zzz The description about 
(yyy) that is included in 
"key" in the action 
information 

 Enable Enable Enable 

 

E.g.) Message example of Event 541 
 
The action (SetFaultedStatus) has been completed. Management ID: 
00049-01 

------------------------------ 

[EventNumber] RE00144 

[EventType] Information 

[EventCategory] TargetDown 

[EventSource] VC[https://192.168.10.220:50443/sdk] 
DataCenter[dataCenterB] ESX[192.168.220.142] VM[host10] 

[Provider] VMwareProvider 

[Provider(ID)] VMwareProvider 

[Event] VM on VMS in DC is powered off 

[EventMessage] Host 10 (192.168.220.142) in DataCenterB is powered 
off. 

[GroupName] \\yyy\vv 

[PolicyName] Policy for XXX 

[JobId] 00049-01 

[ActionSummary] "Faulted Status" is set to the machine. 

[ActionDiscription] Machine status/Set faulted status 

[TargetMachineName(0):(Machine)] host10 
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[TargetMachineUnitName(0):(Machine)] 

[TargetMachineUUID(0):(Machine)]42176ffd-60d3-3133-8bf2-b1c0482
15206 

(Machine) is The machine whose status you intend to set. 
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2.3. Monitoring Features in 
SigmaSystemCenter 

 

2.3.1. Available Monitoring Features 

SigmaSystemCenter has capability to mainly perform alive monitoring, hardware 
monitoring, and performance monitoring for a managed machine. 

What is monitored for a managed machine in SigmaSystemCenter depends on the 
type of the managed machine and which product and component you intend to use. 
 

For events of System Policy (Manager), the resource of other machines than the 
managed machine can be monitored. 
 

(1) Physical machine 
As the following table shows, SigmaSystemCenter can perform alive monitoring, 
hardware monitoring, performance monitoring, and local disk monitoring for 
physical machines. 
 
You must configure policies first to make it perform these monitoring. The following 
standard policies help you configure the policies easily. Besides, you need to 
configure each monitoring settings. 
 

• Standard Policy 
• Standard Policy (N+1) 
 

Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyst
emCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

Alive 
monitoring 

Health 
state of the 
managed 
machine 
 
Connection 
between 
the 
manage- 
ment 
server and 
it 

One of the following 
products: 
 
▪ NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 
▪ Alive Monitoring in 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor)  
 
We recommend that 

Machine 
inaccessible 
error 

Event 
log/E-mail 
notification 
 
N+1 
recovery 
(Replace 
Machine) 

▪ You need to configure 
the Alive Monitor tab in 
Group Property Setting 
of the operation group 
and the management IP 
address in the host 
setting. You also need to 
decide which you intend 
to use NEC ESMPRO 
Manager or alive 
monitoring of system 
provisioning for 
monitoring on the Alive 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyst
emCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

you use NEC 
ESMPRO Manager if 
your environment 
allows you to install it 
on a managed 
machine. 

Monitor tab. 
▪ If you select NEC 
ESMPRO Manager to be 
used, the managed 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager 
when an action such as 
Allocate Machine is 
executed. 

Hardware 
Monitoring 

Hardware 
status of a 
managed 
machine 

One of the following 
products: 
 
▪ NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 
▪ Out-of-Band (OOB) 
management of 
SystemProvisioning 
(OobManagement) 
 
We recommend that 
you use NEC 
ESMPRO Manager if 
your environment 
allows you to install it 
on a managed 
machine. 

HW Predictive: 
FAN/Cooling 
device failure,  
FAN/Cooling 
device failure 
(non-recoverable
),  
HW Predictive: 
Voltage failure,  
Voltage failure 
(non-recoverable
),  
HW Predictive: 
Power unit 
failure, 
HW Predictive: 
Coolant leak, 
HW Predictive: 
Chassis 
temperature 
failure, 
Chassis 
temperature 
failure 
(non-recoverable
),  
CPU thermal 
failure, 
CPU failure, 
CPU 
degeneracy 
failure, 
Memory failure, 
Memory 
degeneration 
failure 

Event Log/ 
E-mail 
notification 
 
Switch to a 
spare 
machine 

▪ The product used for 
monitoring is decided 
based on whether NEC 
ESMPRO Manager is 
selected or not for alive 
monitoring in the alive 
monitoring setting 
above. If you select NEC 
ESMPRO Manager to be 
used, the manage 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager 
when an action such as 
Allocate Machine is 
executed. 
▪ To use OOB 
Management of 
SystemProvisioning, you 
must configure the 
OOB-related settings as 
well. 
▪ Use NEC ESMPRO 
Manager for hardware 
monitoring instead of 
OOB Management of 
SystemProvisioning in 
the environment where 
you intend to install both 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and NEC ESMPRO 
Agent. 

Performan
ce 
monitoring 

Resources 
and 
performa- 

System Monitor - 
Performance 
Monitoring Services 

Customized 
machine 
notification,  
Customized 

Event log / 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ Events except 
"Customized machine 
notification" and 
"Customized group 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyst
emCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

nce (SystemMonitorPerf) group 
notification 
Event combined 
the performance 
information with 
the monitoring 
type (required 
additional 
definition to the 
policy) 

notification" require the 
policy rule to be added. 
Also the "Customized 
machine notification" 
event and the 
"Customized group 
notification" event 
require the policy rule 
that they intend to use to 
be enabled. 
▪ You must define the 
policy rule against the 
events of System 
Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 
because they are not 
included in the policy 
rule of CPU load failure. 
▪ Monitoring by System 
Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 
requires the setting 
related to the monitoring 
profile and the IP 
address setting in the 
operation group. 

Local disk 
monitoring 

The state 
of the local 
disk on the 
managed 
machine 

NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 

Hard disk 
replacement 
failure,  
Hard disk 
recovery failure, 
Recovery from 
hard disk 
recovery failure, 
Hard disk failure 

Event log/ 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ You need to configure 
so that the managed 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager in 
the alive monitor setting 
above. 
▪ You need to install 
Universal RAID Utility, 
which is a RAID 
management tool, on a 
managed machine. 

 

(2) Virtual machine servers 
SigmaSystemCenter can perform alive monitoring, hardware monitoring, and 
performance monitoring for virtual machine servers. In the environment where 
vCenter Server is available, it can also perform disk path monitoring and network 
monitoring adding to the above. 
 
You must configure policies first to make it perform these monitoring. The following 
standard policies help you configure the policies easily. Besides, you need to 
configure each monitoring settings. 
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• For the VMware vCenter Server management 

- Standard Policy (VM Server) 
- Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive) 

- Standard Policy (VM Server Power save) 
 

• For the Hyper-V cluster management 

- Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V) 
- Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V Predictive) 
- Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V Power save) 

 
• For the Standalone ESXi management 

- Standard Policy (VM Server Standalone ESXi) 

 
For more information about details of the behavior when Standard Policy (VM 
Server Predictive) above is used, see Subsection 3.13.7, "Policies in vCenter 
Server Management." 
 

Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

Alive 
monitoring 

Health 
state of the 
VMS 
 
Connection 
between 
the 
manage- 
ment 
server and 
it 

One of the following 
products: Check what 
is required to use the 
product using the 
explanation of each 
product as reference. 
 
▪ vCenter Server 
  (VMware Provider) 
  Use in the VMware 
(vCenter Server 
management) 
environment. 
▪ Microsoft Failover 
Cluster 
  (HyperVProvider) 
  Use in the Hyper-V 
Cluster environment. 
▪ NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 
  Use in the 
environment where 

Target Down (for 
NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and 
alive monitoring 
of 
SystemProvision
ing) 
VMS connection 
state is red (for 
vCenter Server 
and monitoring 
dedicated to 
Standalone ESXi 
of 
SystemProvision
ing) 
Cluster Node 
Stopped (for 
Microsoft 
Failover Cluster) 

Event Log/ 
E-mail 
notification 
 
Failover of a 
virtual 
machine to 
another 
virtual 
machine 
server 
 
Switch to a 
spare 
machine 

Use the appropriate 
product that meets the 
condition to use it in the 
description of each 
product. The policy rule 
of the alive monitoring 
event that is enabled 
must be only one to 
avoid that multiple 
recovery processes are 
executed at the same 
time. 
  ▪ The default of the 
policy that has both 
Target Down and VMS 
connection state is red 
might have to be 
reversed. 
 
▪ You need to configure 
the Alive Monitor tab in 
Group Property Setting 
of the operation group 
and the management IP 
address in the host 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

neither vCenter Server 
nor Microsoft Failover 
Cluster is used. The 
managed machine 
needs to allow NEC 
ESMPRO Agent to be 
installed on it. 
▪ Alive Monitoring in 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor)  
  Use in the 
environment where 
other monitoring 
methods are not 
available. 
▪ Monitoring 
dedicated to 
Standalone ESXI of 
SystemProvisioning 
(StandaloneEsxProvid
er) 
  This monitoring 
feature is dedicated to 
Standalone ESXi. 

setting to use the alive 
monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager or 
SystemProvisioning. 
You also need to decide 
which you intend to use 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
or alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning for 
the monitoring on the 
Alive Monitor tab. 
▪ If you select NEC 
ESMPRO Manager to 
be used, the manage 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager 
when an action such as 
Allocate Machine is 
executed. 

Hardware 
Monitoring 

Hardware 
status of 
VMS 

One of the following 
products: 
 
▪ NEC ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 
▪ Out-of-Band (OOB) 
management of 
SystemProvisioning 
(OobManagement) 

HW Predictive: 
FAN/Cooling 
device failure, 
FAN/Cooling 
device failure 
(non-recoverable
), 
HW Predictive: 
Voltage failure, 
Voltage failure 
(non-recoverable
), 
HW Predictive: 
Power unit 
failure, 
HW Predictive: 
Coolant leak, 
HW Predictive: 
Chassis 
temperature 
failure, 
Chassis 
temperature 
failure 
(non-recoverable
), 

E-mail 
notification/E
vent log 
 
Automatic 
evacuating of 
the virtual 
machine to 
another 
virtual 
machine 
server 
 
Automatic 
switching to a 
spare 
machine 

▪ The product used for 
monitoring is decided 
based on whether NEC 
ESMPRO Manager is 
selected or not for alive 
monitoring in the alive 
monitoring setting 
above. 
If you select NEC 
ESMPRO Manager to 
be used, the managed 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager 
when an action such as 
Allocate Machine is 
executed. 
▪ To use OOB 
Management of 
SystemProvisioning), 
you must configure the 
OOB-related settings as 
well. 
▪ Use NEC ESMPRO 
Manager for hardware 
monitoring instead of 
OOB Management of 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

CPU thermal 
failure, 
CPU failure, 
CPU degeneracy 
failure, 
Memory failure, 
Memory 
degeneration 
failure 

SystemProvisioning in 
the environment where 
you intend to install both 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and NEC ESMPRO 
Agent. 

Performan
ce 
monitoring 

Load status 
of VMS in 
VM 
Optimized 
Placement  
 
Thresholds 
of the 
collected 
performanc
e data 

One of the followings: 
You need to use 
System Monitor - 
Performance 
Monitoring Services to 
make VM Optimized 
Placement available. 
 
▪ System Monitor - 
Performance 
Monitoring Services 
(SystemMonitorPerf) 
▪ vCenter Server 
  (VMwareProvider) 

Over load 
(SysmonPerf), 
Low load 
(SysmonPerf), 
Event combined 
the performance 
information with 
the monitoring 
type (required 
additional 
definition to the 
policy) 

Event 
log/E-mail 
notification 
 
Automatic 
load 
balancing by 
VM optimized 
placement 
 
Automatic 
VM 
consolidation
, 
Power 
Saving 

▪ Other events than 
"over load 
(SysmonPerf)" and "low 
load (SysmonPerf)" 
require the policy rule to 
be added. 
▪ Monitoring by System 
Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 
requires the setting 
related to the monitoring 
profile and the IP 
address setting in the 
operation group. 
▪ You need to enable 
load monitoring on the 
VM Optimized 
Placement tab of the 
operation group to make 
VM Optimized 
Placement available. 

Disk path 
monitoring 

Connection 
between 
the VMS 
and 
storage 

vCenter Server 
(VMwareProvider) 

Disk path 
connection 
failure, 
Disk path 
degraded 
redundancy, 
Disk path 
intermittent 
failure, 
(Each requires 
additional 
definition of the 
policy.) 

E-mail 
notification/E
vent log, 
 
Automatic 
recovering 
with moving 
virtual 
machine to 
another 
virtual 
machine 
server by 
Failover, 
 
Switch to a 
spare 
machine 

▪ In ESX of VMware 
(vCenter Server 
management), disk path 
can be monitored by 
adding a policy rule. 

Network 
path 

Connection 
between 

vCenter Server Network path 
disconnected, 

Event Log/ 
E-mail 

▪ In ESX of VMware 
(vCenter Server 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/component
s for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

monitoring the VMS 
and 
devices 
within the 
external 
network 

(VMwareProvider) Network path 
redundancy 
degraded 
(Each requires 
additional 
definition of the 
policy.) 

notification 
 
Recovering 
operations 
with 
migration the 
virtual 
machine to 
another 
virtual 
machine 
server by 
Migrate 

management), disk path 
can be monitored by 
adding a policy rule. 

Monitoring 
for 
resource 
pool and 
VM 
Optimized 
Placement 

Resource 
pool usage, 
 
VM 
placement 
by VM 
Optimized 
Placement 

The VM Optimized 
Placement feature of 
SystemProvisioning 
(OptimizedPlacement) 

Resource Pool 
Consumption: 
Critical Asserted, 
Resource Pool 
Consumption: 
Warning 
Asserted, 
Scaleout 
Recommendatio
n 

Event log / 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ SigmaSystemCenter 
automatically monitors 
these when a resource 
pool and VM Optimized 
Placement is used. 

 

(3) Virtual machines 
SigmaSystemCenter can perform alive monitoring and performance monitoring for 
virtual machines. 

 
You must configure policies first to make it perform these monitoring. The following 
standard policies help you configure the policies easily. Besides, you need to 
configure each monitoring settings. 
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• Standard Policy (Virtual Machine) 
 

Type What is 
monitored 

Products/componen
ts for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

Alive 
monitoring 

Health 
state of the 
managed 
machine 
 
Connection 
between 
the 
manageme
nt server 
and the 
managed 
machine 

One of the following 
products:  
Check what is 
required to use the 
product using the 
explanation of each 
product as reference. 
 
▪  vCenter Server 
  (VMwareProvider) 
  Use in the VMware 
(vCenter Server 
management) 
environment. 
 
▪ Alive Monitoring in 
SystemProvisioning 
  (AliveMonitor)  
  Use in the 
environment where 
other monitoring 
methods are not 
available. 
 
▪ Microsoft Failover 
Cluster 
  (Hyper-VProvider) 
  Use in the Hyper-V 
Cluster environment. 

Machine Down 
(vCenter 
Server),  
Target Down 
(alive monitoring 
of 
SystemProvision
ing),  
Machine Down 
Notification (for 
Microsoft 
Failover Cluster 

Event 
log/E-mail 
notification 
 

▪ Use the appropriate 
product that meets the 
condition to use it in the 
description of each 
product. The policy rule 
of the alive monitoring 
event that is enabled 
must be only one to 
avoid that multiple 
recovery processes are 
executed at the same 
time. 
▪ When using vCenter 
Server, you need to add 
the Heartbeat alarm 
setting to vCenter 
Server. Modify the 
appropriate 
SigmaSystemCenter 
registry if you want to 
add the alarm 
automatically. 
▪ You need to configure 
the Alive Monitor tab in 
Group Property Setting 
of the operation group 
and the management IP 
address in the host 
setting to use the alive 
monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning). 

Performan
ce 
monitoring 

Threshold 
of the 
collected 
performanc
e data of 
the 
managed 
machine 

One of the followings: 
 
▪ System Monitor - 
Performance 
Monitoring Services 
  (SystemMonitor 
Perf)) 
▪ vCenter Server 
  (VMwareProvider) 
 

High CPU Load 
(SysmonPerf), 
Event combined 
the performance 
information with 
the monitoring 
type (required 
additional 
definition to the 
policy),  
Customized 
machine 
notification, 
Customized 
group 

Event log / 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ Other events than CPU 
High Load require the 
policy rule to be added. 
You must define the 
High CPU event of 
System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring 
Services because it also 
is not included in the 
policy rule. 
▪ Monitoring by System 
Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 
requires the setting 
related to the monitoring 
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Type What is 
monitored 

Products/componen
ts for monitoring 
(Name of the event 
sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSyste
mCenter 
does when 
the event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

notification profile and the IP 
address setting in the 
operation group. 

 

(4) Monitoring System Policy (Manager) 
For events defined in System Policy (Manager), monitoring for other resources 
than managed machines also is required. 

 
However, this is limited to use for notification only because available policy actions 
are only that are executable without identifying where the event occurred such as 
notification and executing local scripts. 
 

Type Products/components 
for monitoring (Name of 
the event sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSystem
Center does 
when the 
event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

Monitoring 
by vCenter 
Server 

It is as follows: Use in the 
VMware (vCenter Server 
management) 
environment. 
 
▪ vCenter Server 
  (VMwareProvider) 

Datastore 
Overallocation 
on disk to red, 
Dataqstore 
Overallocation 
on disk to 
green, 
Datastore 
usage on disk 
to red, 
Datastore 
usage on disk 
to green 

Event log / 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ vCenter Server automatically 
monitors it by default when it is in 
use. 
▪ You need to add the setting for 
monitoring "Datastore 
Overallocation on disk to red" to 
vCenter Server. Set "0" to the 
DisableDatastore 
(REG_DWORD) value in the 
following registry if you want to 
add the alarm automatically: 
Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOF
TWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\P
VM\Provider\VM\VMware\Event 

Monitoring 
by Microsoft 
Failover 
Cluster 

It is as follows: Use in the 
Hyper-V Cluster 
environment. 
 
▪ Microsoft 
FailoverCluster 
  (HyperVProvider) 

Network 
failure,  
CSV 
Paused-Critica
l, 
CSV Scarce 
Free Space, 
Cluster Disk 
Failure, 

Event log / 
E-mail 
notification 

▪ Microsoft Failover Cluster 
automatically monitors it by 
default when it is in use. 
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Type Products/components 
for monitoring (Name of 
the event sender) 

Events 
detected at 
failure 

(Policy rule 
name of the 
standard 
policy)  

What 
SigmaSystem
Center does 
when the 
event 
occurred 

Point for monitoring 
setting/Notes 

CSV Failure, 
CSV 
Paused-Critica
l Recovery, 
CSV 
Recovery, 
CSV 
Degraded, 
CSV Abundant 
Free Space, 
Cluster Disk 
Recovery, 
Cluster Up, 
Cluster Down, 
Network 
recovery 

 

(5) Using monitoring features of external products 
SigmaSystemCenter also can handle events those are not policy control targets by 
default if you add or change the specific event definition files of them, which allows 
the SigmaSystemCenter policy control to use events detected by the monitoring 
feature of external products. 
 

However, be familiar with the events to be handled because the event definition file 
uses the internal information of the events to define them. And basically we do not 
support the behavior in handling those events as a SigmaSystemCenter product 
because they are not standard events of SigmaSystemCenter. Check carefully the 
behavior of those events on the real machine before using them. 
 

You need to perform the following tasks to make them available in an event. 
 
• Adding and modifying the event definition file 

• Adding the policy rule for the event 
 
The following two methods are available by obtaining the route of the event. 
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Products/components for 
monitoring (Name of the 
event sender) 

Description 

The SNMP trap reception 
feature of 
SystemProvisioning 
(VenderSpecificSNMPTrap) 

This is the method that receives SNMP traps in SystemProvisioning. 
The PET events for hardware monitoring are standardly defined and no additional 
definition for them is required. 
Create an arbitrary xml file in the following directory: <SystemProvisioning 
installation directory>/conf/snmptrap. 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 

This is the method to handle the events detected by NEC ESMPRO Manager. 
No additional definition is required for the events standardly available in alive 
monitoring and hardware monitoring. 
Add event definitions to ExmEvents.xml in the following directory: 
<SystemProvisioning installation directory>/conf 

 

2.3.2. Products and Components that Provide Monitoring 

Feature 

Monitoring products and components that SigmaSystemCenter can work with and what 
they monitor are as follows. For more information about events detected by each 
product, see Section 1.1, "Events SigmaSystemCenter Can Detect" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide. 

 
 NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent 

NEC ESMPRO Manager requests NEC ESMPRO Agent on a managed machine 
to acquire information by SNMP periodically and if it failed to acquire the 
information, NEC ESMPRO Manager regards that the managed machine is down 
and notifies the policy control processing of SigmaSystemCenter of the Machine 
inaccessible error event. NEC ESMPRO Manager also can monitor the threshold 
of statistical information of each resource and notify events. 
NEC ESMPRO Agent always monitors each resource status of a managed 
machine. If NEC ESMPRO Agent detects a failure of a resource, it notifies NEC 
ESMPRO Manager of the failure. NEC ESMPRO Manager notifies the policy 
control processing of SigmaSystemCenter of the failure. 

 
 Monitoring by SystemProvisioning 

SystemProvisioning provides the following monitoring features: 

 
• Alive monitoring 

SystemProvisioning executes the following periodical monitoring as alive 
monitoring for managed machines: 
- Examining the communication with Ping (Ping monitoring) 
- Connecting to the specified TCP port (Port monitoring) 
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Furthermore, SystemProvisioning can monitor managed machines whether 
they function as virtual machine servers or not. It is called virtual machine 
server monitoring and is available for Xen, Hyper-V, and KVM. 

 
• Monitoring for VMware ESXi in the Standalone ESXi environment 

If a managed machine is VMware ESXi, SigmaSystemCenter monitors the 
machine directly by connecting remotely to monitor its running status even in 
the environment where vCenter Server is not available. 
To perform alive monitoring, SigmaSystemCenter checks the connection from 
a management server to VMware ESXi. If the connection is disconnected, the 
component notifies the policy control processing of SigmaSystemCenter of 
the Machine inaccessible error event and if the connection recovers, 
SigmaSystemCenter notifies its policy control processing of the Machine 
inaccessible error recovery event. In addition, SigmaSystemCenter checks 
the disk access status periodically. If the check fails, SigmaSystemCenter 
notifies its policy control processing of a Hard disk failure event. 
 

• Monitoring hardware failure (Out-of-Band Management) 

Out-of-Band Management receives PET directly from BMC of managed 
machines and manages them to detect abnormality and failure in the 
hardware device. Out-of-Band Management can detect an event corresponds 
to the hardware failure event that is detected by NEC ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent. A difference is that Out-of-Band Management does not 
use services on an operating system. Therefore, Out-of-Band Management 
can detect hardware failure events even when the operating system cannot be 
accessed. 
Out-of-Band Management monitors voltages and temperatures of chassis, 
and predicts that hardware will be in critical failure status to notify the policy 
control processing of SigmaSystemCenter of HW Predictive events. 
 

Note: A managed machine on which NEC ESMPRO Agent is installed does 
not send PET but sends NEC ESMPRO Agent's reports. However, both NEC 
ESMPRO Agent's reports and PET might be sent depending on the timing of 
hardware failures. Even in this case, Out-of-Band Management events will not 
occur on the machine managed by NEC ESMPRO Agent. 

 

• Optimized Placement 
Optimized Placement provides the load balancing. When the load balancing 
determines that high load status cannot be resolved even if all virtual machine 
servers in the group are used, it notifies the policy control processing of 
SigmaSystemCenter of the Scaleout Recommendation event. 
Optimized Placement monitors the value of "Consumed" and "Actually 
Consumed" in resource pools, and, when it excesses or goes down its 
thresholds, this feature reports the events of resource pool consumption to the 
SigmaSystemCenter policy control. 
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 System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services notifies the policy control 
processing of SigmaSystemCenter when statistics on CPU load factor of a 
managed machine, a status of utilization, such as disk utilization, or statistics 
information of multiple machines in a group exceeds the threshold value. In 
addition, System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services executes high or low 
load alert monitoring of virtual machine servers that triggers the actions of the VM 
Optimized Placement. 
 

 Monitoring through VMware vCenter Server 
SigmaSystemCenter executes the following monitoring through vCenter Server. 
 

• Connection check of a virtual machine server (VMware) 
• CPU usage rate of a virtual machine server (VMware) 
• Memory usage rate of a virtual machine server (VMware) 

• Heartbeat status of a virtual machine (VMware) 
• CPU usage rate of a virtual machine (VMware) 
• Memory usage rate of a virtual machine (VMware) 

• Power status of a virtual machine (VMware) 
• Datastore usage rate 
• Allocation rate of disk on a datastore 

• Status of a datastore connection 
• Status of a network connection 
 

When a failure occurs, an alert is generated in vCenter Server. If an alert related to 
the above is generated, SigmaSystemCenter notifies it of its policy control 
processing. 

 
 Monitoring through Microsoft Failover Cluster 

If a node of a Hyper-V virtual machine server or a Hyper-V virtual machine 
managed by Microsoft Failover Cluster and SigmaSystemCenter, 
SigmaSystemCenter obtains events from Microsoft Failover Cluster and notifies 
the policy control processing of SigmaSystemCenter of the events. 

To make SigmaSystemCenter work with the Microsoft Failover Cluster as the 
above mentioned, add the Hyper-V cluster as a subsystem. 
Microsoft Failover Cluster is a high-available system and the virtual machines 
running on it are also high-available. For example, when a virtual machine fails, 
Microsoft Failover Cluster failovers the virtual machine to another node. 
SigmaSystemCenter obtains Microsoft Failover Cluster events such as node down 
or virtual machine failure, updates the database, and notifies system 
administrators of the events. 
 

See the following table about whether the monitoring type is available in the monitoring 
feature provided by each product: 
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 NEC 
ESMPRO 
Manager 
(SystemMonit
orEvent) 

SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor, 
OobManagement, 
OptimizedPlacement, 
StandaloneEsxProvider
, 
VenderSpecificSNMPT
rap) 

System Monitor 
- Performance 
Monitoring 
Services 
(SystemMonitorP
erf) 

vCenter Server 
(VMwareProvider
) 

Microsoft 
Failover Cluster 
(HyperVProvider) 

Alive 
monitoring 

▪ Watch 
Status 
(Monitoring 
with SNMP 
packets) 

▪ Alive Monitoring in 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor) 
  ▪ Ping monitoring 
  ▪ Port monitoring 
  ▪ Virtual machine 
server monitoring 
▪ Alive monitoring 
dedicated for the 
Standalone ESXi 
environment 
(StandaloneEsxProvide
r) 

- ▪ Connection 
check of a VM 
server 
▪ Heartbeat 
status of a VM 

▪ Nord monitoring 
of a VM server 
▪ Status 
monitoring of a 
virtual machine 

Hardware 
Monitoring 

▪ Receiving 
notifications 
(SNMP trap) 
form NEC 
ESMPRO 
Agent on the 
managed 
machine 

▪ Receiving PET 
notifications (SNMP 
trap) from hardware 
(OobManagement) 

- - - 

Performance 
monitoring 

▪ Statistic 
information of 
CPU, 
memory, file 
system, and 
network 
(only when 
using NEC 
ESMPRO 
Agent) 
 

- ▪ Threshold 
monitoring for the 
collected 
performance 
information (such 
as CPU, memory, 
disk, network, and 
power) 
▪ Monitoring the 
CPU usage rate 
for VM Optimized 
Placement  

▪ Monitoring the 
usage rate of 
CPU, memory, 
disk, and network  

- 

Others ▪ Receiving 
URU 
(Universal 
RAID Utility)  
events 
▪ Monitoring 
event logs on 
a 
management 
server (*1) 

▪ Scaleout 
recommendation, 
monitoring resource 
pool usage 
(OptimizedPlacement)  
▪ Receiving SNMP 
traps from the 
managed machine (*2) 
(VenderSpecificSNMP
Trap) 

- ▪ Storage path 
monitoring 
▪ Network path 
monitoring 
▪ Power status of 
a VM 
▪ Datastore 
usage rate 
▪ Allocation rate 
of disk on a 
datastore 
▪ Status of a 
datastore 
connection 

▪ Monitoring the 
status of CSV 
▪ Monitoring the 
free spaces of 
CSV 
▪ Cluster 
monitoring 
▪ Network 
monitoring in a 
cluster 

*1 This can be monitored by adding the definition to EsmEvents.xml. 
*2 This can be monitored by adding the definition to snmptrap\*.xml. 
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2.4. Alive Monitoring 
 

2.4.1. Alive Monitoring Overview 

Alive monitoring of SigmaSystemCenter periodically checks whether the managed 
machine is healthy, and it reports the error if there is no response from the managed 
machine. Products and components that execute alive monitoring depend on the 
machine types of monitoring targets. See Subsection 2.4.2, "Available Products for 
Each Monitoring Target." 
 
Each standard policy includes the definition of the events detected by alive monitoring 
and of how it is handled. Many standard policies are configured so that they can 
execute recovery policy actions considering the situation in which the alive monitoring 
events occurred as that in which the managed machine became the Down state and it 
cannot carry on the operation. 
 
If there is a possibility that a failure is incorrectly detected in the environment which is 
significantly affected by high load in a management server and managed machine and 
by high load in network, you can use the suppressing action execution feature to work 
around this. The handling in alive monitoring actually accesses the managed machine 
via network to check its state and it is susceptible to the external. SigmaSystemCenter 
provides the suppressing action execution feature considering this. 
 

The suppressing action execution feature decides the alive monitoring event is 
incorrectly detected if the recovery event occurred within a specified period of time after 
the alive monitoring event was detected and discards the event without executing the 
policy action for it. To enable this feature, select the following check boxes on the 
General tab in Policy Property Setting. For details, see Subsection2.2.5, "Suppressing 
the Policy Action Execution." 

 

 Suppress action execution when an alive monitor error was detected (events 
of the "Alive Monitor" tab in the property of the operation group) 

This is a setting to suppress the alive monitoring events of NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and SystemProvisioning. 
 

 Suppress action execution when an alive monitor error was detected (events 
via a virtual infrastructure) 
This is a setting to suppress the alive monitoring events detected by virtual 
infrastructures. 
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The alive monitoring events are event that decide whether the managed machine is 
down. So, events that may occur with the alive monitoring events at the same time are 
not typically defined in standard policies. This is because there is a possibility that the 
recovery process might be executed several times or it might be skipped if an event 
occurred several times in a short interval and the policy action is executed for each 
event. Adding to the alive monitoring events, hardware failure events may occur in the 
failures that turn the managed machine to the Down state. 
 

 

 

2.4.2. Available Products for Each Monitoring Target 

This subsection describes about the following information by type of a managed 
machine which is required when using the alive monitoring feature: 
 
 Products and components that perform alive monitoring 

 Typical standard policy. The name of the policy rule corresponding to the event of 
alive monitoring when a failure occurred 

 Recovery processes that are executed at failure, and available recovery processes 

 Points in the setting to use alive monitoring 
 

(1) Physical machine 
The following table shows about alive monitoring for physical machines. 

Alive monitoring 

Management server 

The alive monitor feature accesses a managed machine to check 

its status. If there is no response from the managed machine, 

it determines that something goes wrong with the machine. 

Managed machine 

OS image 

Other machines 

Most of standard policies assume that 

your system cannot keep its operation 

when an alive monitor error was 

detected, and they recover the operation 

by running an OS image on other 

machines or by moving a virtual machine. 

The configured policy actions for recovery 

depend on the type of the target 

environment. 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the event 
is detected 

Description/Setting point 

Windows/ 
Linux 

NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 
(recommended) 
(SystemMonitorEvent) 

Standard Policy 
(N+1) / Machine 
Down 

Notification 
Status Change 
Switch to a spare 
machine  

▪ Alive monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent is 
used. Use this alive 
monitoring method in the 
environment where NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent are 
available. 
▪ You need to configure 
the Alive Monitor tab in 
Group Property Setting of 
the operation group and 
the management IP 
address in the host setting. 
Configure the managed 
machine to be registered to 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
on the Alive Monitor tab. 
▪ After this configuration 
completed, the managed 
machine is automatically 
registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager when 
the actions to activate a 
machine such as Allocate 
Machine is executed, and 
monitoring for it starts. 
▪ For more information 
about alive monitoring of 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and NEC ESMPRO Agent, 
see Subsection 2.4.3, 
"Alive Monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent." 

Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor) 

▪ Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning is 
used. Use this alive 
monitoring method in the 
environment where neither 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
nor NEC ESMPRO Agent 
is available. 
▪ You need to configure 
the Alive Monitor tab in 
Group Property Setting of 
the operation group and 
the management IP 
address in the host setting. 
Select the Enable Alive 
Monitoring check box on 
the Alive Monitor tab. 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the event 
is detected 

Description/Setting point 

▪ For more information 
about alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning, see 
Subsection 2.4.4, "Alive 
Monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning." 

 

(2) Virtual machine servers 
The following table shows about alive monitoring for virtual machine servers. 
 

Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the event 
is detected 

Description/Setting point 

VMware 
(vCenter 
Server 
manageme
nt) 

vCenter Server 
(recommended) 
(VMwareProvider)  

Standard Policy 
(VM Server) 
/VMS connection 
state is red 

Notification, 
Status change, 
Failing over of the 
virtual machine to 
another virtual machine 
server, 
Switch to a spare 
machine 
 
  ▪ You need to add the 
"Replace Machine" 
policy action to switch a 
virtual machine to a 
spare machine 
automatically. Only 
boot-config replacing is 
available for N+1 
recovery in the virtual 
environment. See 
subsection 3.13.3, "N+1 
Recovery by 
Boot-config (vIO) 
Replacing for a Virtual 
Machine Server." 
 

▪ Alive monitoring of 
vCenter Server is used. 
▪ You need to change the 
policy setting. Enable the 
"VMS connection state is 
red" policy action, and 
disable the "Target Down" 
policy action. 
▪ In VMware ESXi, the 
alive monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent 
which is described below is 
not available. 

NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 
(SystemMonitorEvent)  

Standard Policy 
(VM Server) 
/Target Down 

▪ In VMware ESX, you can 
use the alive monitoring of 
NEC ESMPRO Manager 
and NEC ESMPRO Agent 
if you install NEC 
ESMPRO Agent on the 
Service Console. Do not 
enable the "VMS 
connection state is red" 
policy rule when using it. 
▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

Hyper-V 
Cluster 

Microsoft Failover 
Cluster 
(HyperVProvider) 

Standard Policy 
(VM Server 
Hyper-V)/Cluster: 

Notification, 
Status change  

▪ Microsoft Failover Cluster 
automatically starts 
monitoring for it if the 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the event 
is detected 

Description/Setting point 

Node down  
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other usage 
as a reference to set 
this policy. 
  ▪SigmaSystemCenter 
does not execute 
failover of a virtual 
machine to another 
virtual machine server 
because it is executed 
by Microsoft Failover 
Cluster. 
  ▪ The Replace 
Machine (boot-config 
replacing only) is 
available for 
replacement of the 
virtual machine with a 
spare machine.  
Execute it manually 
after the event was 
detected. 

managed machine is 
registered. 

Hyper-V 
single 
server 

NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 
(recommended)  
(SystemMonitorEvent)  

There is no 
standard policy 
for this 
environment. 
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other 
usage as a 
reference to set 
this policy. 

Notification, 
Status change  
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other usage 
as a reference to set 
this policy. 
  ▪ Execute it manually 
because failover of the 
virtual machine to 
another virtual machine 
server cannot be 
executed automatically. 
  ▪ The Replace 
Machine (boot-config 
replacing only) is 
available for 
replacement of the 
virtual machine with a 
spare machine. 

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor)  

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

KVM NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 
(recommended) 
(SystemMonitorEvent)  

There is no 
standard policy 
for this 
environment. 
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other 
usage as a 
reference to set 

Notification, 
Status change 
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other usage 
as a reference to set 
this policy. 
  ▪ Failover of the 
virtual machine to 

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning 

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the event 
is detected 

Description/Setting point 

(AliveMonitor)  this policy. another virtual machine 
server is not available. 
  ▪ The Replace 
Machine (boot-config 
replacing only) is 
available for 
replacement of the 
virtual machine with a 
spare machine. 

monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

XenServer NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC 
ESMPRO Agent 
(recommended) 
(SystemMonitorEvent)  

There is no 
standard policy 
for this 
environment. 
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other 
usage as a 
reference to set 
this policy. 

Notification, 
Status change, 
Move all running VMs 
on the VM server. 
(Migration, Failover) 
 
  ▪ Use standard 
policies for other usage 
as a reference to set 
this policy. 

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above. 

Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor)  

▪ For the information about 
the setting to use the alive 
monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning, see 
"(1) Physical machine" 
above.  

Standalone 
ESXi 

Monitoring 
dedicated to 
Standalone ESXi of 
SystemProvisioning 
(StandaloneEsxProvid
er)  

Standard Policy 
(VM Server 
Standalone 
ESXi) /VMS 
connection state 
is red 

Notification,  
Status change,  
Move all VMs on the 
VM server. (Failover)  

▪ Monitoring is 
automatically performed if 
Standalone ESXi has been 
registered. 

 

(3) Virtual machines 
The following table shows about alive monitoring for virtual machines. 
 

Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process 
automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the 
event is detected 

Description/Setting point 

VMware 
(vCenter 
Server 
management
) 

vCenter Server 
(VMwareProvider) 

Standard Policy 
(Virtual Machine) 
/Machine Down 

Notification,  
Status change 

▪ Virtual machines may be in 
high load status or power 
control of the virtual 
machines may frequently 
cause Heartbeat alarm event 
in a large scale environment 
where a large number of 
virtual machines exist, which 
may influence on the 
management server's 
performance. Therefore, 
Heartbeat alarm monitoring 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process 
automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the 
event is detected 

Description/Setting point 

is disabled by default. 
▪ If alive monitoring is 
needed, add the Heartbeat 
alarm setting for the target 
virtual machine to vCenter 
Server. 
Set "0" to the 
DisableHeartbeatEvent 
(REG_DWORD) in the 
following registry to add the 
alarm automatically. 
 
Registry key: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\S
OFTWARE\Wow6432Node\
NEC\PVM\Provider\VM\VM
ware\Event 

Hyper-V 
Cluster 

Microsoft Failover 
Cluster 
(HyperVProvider) 

Standard Policy 
(Virtual Machine) 
/Machine Down 
Notification 

Notification 
Status change 

▪ Microsoft Failover Cluster 
automatically starts 
monitoring for it if the 
managed machine is 
registered to it. 

Other virtual 
infrastructure 

Alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning 
(AliveMonitor) 

Standard Policy 
(Virtual Machine) 
/Target Down 
(Disabled by 
default however) 
 
To use alive 
monitoring of 
SystemProvisioni
ng, enable the 
following events 
in Event Handler 
List: 
 
  ▪ Target Down 
  ▪ Target Up 
Then, disable the 
following events: 
 
  ▪ Machine 
Down 
  ▪ Machine Up 
  ▪ Machine 
Down 
Notification 
  ▪ Machine Up 
Notification 

Notification 
Status change 

▪ For more information about 
alive monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning, see 
Subsection 2.4.4, "Alive 
Monitoring of 
SystemProvisioning." 
▪ To make alive monitoring 
for virtual machines 
available, select the VM 
check box in Model Type of 
Monitor Target on the Alive 
Monitor tab in Environment 
Setting. 
▪ Port monitoring may not 
complete monitoring of all 
machines at once depending 
on the number of 
unconnectable machines (, 
for example, some machines 
are powered OFF). In such a 
case, set values which the 
port monitoring can afford to 
monitor the specified ports at 
once in the "Maximum 
number of parallel 
processings" box and the 
"Maximum time of one time 
monitoring" box on the Alive 
Monitor tab in Environment 
Setting. For setting values, 
see Subsection 
1.1.3,"Events 
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Types of 
monitoring 
targets 

Primal products and 
components (sender 
of the event) in 
performing alive 
monitoring 

Standard 
policy/Policy 
rule name 

Process 
automatically 
executable by the 
policy when the 
event is detected 

Description/Setting point 

SystemProvisioning Can 
Detect" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Data 
Reference Guide. 

 
Various factors such as heavy loads may influence on virtual machine servers' 
performance in a large scale environment where large number of virtual machines 
exist. SystemProvisioning executes only the notification action and the "Status 
change" action which are triggered by alive monitoring event of virtual machines in 
the default settings of Standard Policy because monitoring virtual machines is 
subject to environmental situation and it tends to occur false positive. 
If you want to have SystemProvisioning do any action, such as restart, for virtual 
machines against failure events, configure the settings after due consideration of 
the loads' influences on environments. 

 

2.4.3. Alive Monitoring of NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC 

ESMPRO Agent 

Alive monitoring of NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent is provided in a 
server status monitoring (SNMP). The following figure is an explanation of alive 
monitoring handled by NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent. 
Alive monitoring is provided in the NEC ESMPRO Manager's server status monitoring 
(SNMP) 

This feature is not available if your environment does not allow NEC ESMPRO 
Manager to be installed on a managed machine. 
 

You can set up this feature on the Alive Monitor tab in Group Property Setting on the 
Operations view. 
To use this feature, you need to set up the management IP address on the Network tab 
in Host Setting of the managed machine (on the Operations view). 
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2.4.4. Alive Monitoring of SystemProvisioning 

Alive monitoring of SystemProvisioning is provided by SystemProvisioning. Use this 
method if your environment does not allow NEC ESMPRO Manager, NEC ESMPRO 
Agent and vCenter Server to be used. 
 

This feature's settings can be configured on the Alive Monitor tab in Group Property 
Setting, Model Property Setting, or Host Setting in the Operations view, or on the Alive 
Monitor tab in Environment Setting. 

 
To use the Ping monitoring and port monitoring of this feature, you need to set up 
Management IP address on the Network tab in Host Setting of the managed machine 
(on the Operations view). Monitoring of the virtualization infrastructure is performed if 
the managed machine is running as a virtual machine server on the operation group. 
 

Managed machine 

NEC ESMPRO Manager NEC ESMPRO Agent 

Management server 

Normal 
 

OK 

1 minute 

OK 

The same process is repeated at monitoring interval. 

Abnormal (when Machine Down Event occurs) 
 

1 minute 

4sec 
4sec 
4sec 
4sec NG 

Judges no problem because there 

is a response to the SNMP Packet 

Transmission. 

The number of retry to 

judge error can be 

specified.  

The default value is 0. 

If more than 1 is specified, 

SigmaSystemCenter does 

not judge Managed 

machines inaccessible 

quickly and tries to monitor 

them specified number of 

times at specified intervals. 

Monitoring intervals 

can be changed. 

1 minute by default. 

Judges Machine Down occurs 

because no response to 4 times 

SNMP send in time. 

NG 
NG 
NG 

SNMP Packet Transmission 

SNMP Packet Transmission 

SNMP Packet Send 

1 minute 

SNMP Response 

SNMP Response 

SNMP Packet Send 

SNMP Packet Send 
SNMP Packet Send 

Machine Down Event 

Notifies 

SystemProvisioning 

If no response to 

SNMP Packet 

Transmission returns 

in 4 seconds, 

re-transmission is 

repeated 4 times at 4 

seconds Intervals. The 

repeat number can be 

changed. 
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Managed machine 
 

SystemProvisioning 

 

Management server 
 

Normal 
 
 

OK 

 
5 min. 

 

OK 

 
Repeats at every monitoring interval. 

Monitoring interval (default) is 5 minutes. 

 
Abnormal (when Target Down Event occurs) 
 
 

1 sec. 

 

3 sec. 

 

When 3 monitoring 

methods are all OK, 

judges no problem. 
 

Ping monitoring retries 3 

times at 1 second interval by 

default. If there is no 

response for the last Ping in 

3 minutes, Port monitoring 

judges it an error. 

Re-sending interval, retry 

interval, and reply waiting 

time are changeable. 

If Ping monitoring judges it 

an error, Port monitoring is 

not executed. 

 

Ping monitoring 

 

Ping monitoring 

 
 

Ping monitoring 

 
 

response 

 

response 

 

Ping monitoring 

 
 
Ping monitoring 

 
 

Target Down event 

 

Notify 

 

OK 

 

Port monitoring 1 

 connected 

 

status check OK 

 

Virtual machine server monitoring 

 obtaining information 

 
 

Ping monitoring 

 
 Virtual machine server monitoring 

 

no response 

 no response 

 no response 

 no response 

 

Virtual machine server monitoring 

 

Virtual machine server 

monitoring works in parallel with 

Ping monitoring. Ping monitoring 

obtains information from virtual 

machine server monitoring to 

check status. 
 

OK 

 
obtaining information 

 

At least one of 3 monitorings is NG, 

judges Target access disable event. 
 

connected 

 

OK 

 

Port monitoring 2 

 
After Ping monitoring success, Port 

monitoring tests connection of the 

specified monitored ports. (multiple 

specification available.) Port 

monitoring monitors the ports at once 

according to the maximum number of 

parallel processings. 

OK 

 
response 

 

Port monitoring 1 

 

status check OK 

 

Virtual machine server monitoring 

 obtaining information 

 connection 

failure 

 
operation log or event history 

 

Port monitoring retries 0 

times by default 

(changeable). 

 

 

Ping monitoring sends Ping to 

all managed machines at 

once to check their response. 

 

Ping monitoring 

 

NG 

 

NG 

 

NG 

 

NG 
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2.5. Hardware Monitoring 
 

2.5.1. Hardware Monitoring Overview 

Hardware monitoring in SigmaSystemCenter has capability to detect hardware failure 
or the sign of failures in a managed machine by using BMC installed on the managed 
machine. BMC is called "EXPRESSSCOPE engine" in NEC servers. For more 
information about what failures can be detected or about standard policies, see 
Subsection 2.5.2, "Failures Detected by Hardware Monitoring." 
And you can use the sensor diagnosis feature to check the hardware state again and to 
determine whether a policy action should be executed after failures or signs of failures 
have been detected. For more information about the sensor diagnosis feature, see 
Subsection 1.2.2, "Sensor Diagnosis" in SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide. 
 

The following two types of methods support IPMI which is the standard interface 
specification for monitoring the machine status (such as temperature, voltage, fans, 
and buses) and remote control. You can use one of those methods to obtain the failure 
events detected by BMC. 
 

 Monitoring by NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent 
NEC ESMPRO Manager installed on a managed machine obtains the BMC 
information and sends SNMP traps to the NEC ESMPRO Manager on a 
management server. Events are sent to the policy control of SigmaSystemCenter 
from NEC ESMPRO Manager. 
 

 
 

  

Managed machine 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 
NEC ESMPRO Agent 

Management server 

Policy control 

BMC 

SNMP Trap 

SNMP trap (PET Alert) 

Discards 
 

Typically, BMC does not send SNMP 

traps directly in the environment 

where NEC ESMPRO 

Manager/Agent. If it occurs, it will 

be ignored. 

OOB Management of 

SystemProvisioning 

Notifying 

events 
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 Monitoring by OOB Management of SystemProvisioning 
The OOB management feature of SystemProvisioning receives PET (Platform 
Event Trap) events directly sent by BMC on a managed machine with an SNMP 
trap, and it notifies the policy control of SigmaSystemCenter of the events. 
 

 

 
The following table shows how to use those monitoring methods: 
 

Monitoring method Point in setting 

Monitoring by NEC 
ESMPRO Manager and 
NEC ESMPRO Agent 

▪To enable the monitoring by NEC ESMPRO Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent, 
check the "Register a machine in the group to NEC ESMPRO Manager." check box 
on the Alive Monitor tab of the operation group. The IP address for management 
also needs to be set. A management machine is automatically registered to NEC 
ESMPRO Manager when you execute the actions to activate a machine such as 
Allocate Machine to the managed machine in SigmaSystemCenter. 
▪ For managed machine on which NEC ESMPRO Agent cannot be installed, use 
"OOB Management of SystemProvisioning" below. 
▪ We recommend that you configure the OOB Management setting for a managed 
machine even though you use this monitoring method. If OOB Management is 
disabled, the process of sensor diagnosis is skipped. 
  ▪ You need to set up BMC on the Account tab in Machine Property Setting of the 
managed machine to enable the OOB management. 

Monitoring by OOB 
Management of 
SystemProvisioning 

▪ To use the monitoring feature by OOB Management of SystemProvisioning, clear 
the "Register a machine in the group to NEC ESMPRO Manager." check box on the 
Alive Monitor tab of the operation group to disable the monitoring by NEC ESMPRO 
Manager and NEC ESMPRO Agent. 
▪ You need to configure the PET event so that it can be sent by using SNMP trap in 
the BMC's hardware setting. 
▪ You need to configure BMC on the Account tab in Machine Property of the 
managed machine to enable the OOB Management for it. 
▪ SNMP components need to be installed on the operating system on the 
management server to receive SNMP traps. 
▪Changing the receiving method to that via the SNMP trap receiving service of your 
operating system if NEC ESMPRO Manager's own receiving method of SNMP trap 
is adopted. If it is set to NEC ESMPRO Manager's own method, OOB management 
cannot receive SNMP Trap. The default setting is to receive via the SNMP trap 
receiving service of your operating system. *1 

 
  

Managed machine 

 

BMC 

SNMP trap (PET Alert) 
 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 

Policy control 

OOB Management of 

SystemProvisioning 

Management server 

Notifying events 
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*1 Start AlertViewer from the Web GUI of NEC ESMPRO Manager, and select the Use SNMP Trap 

Service check box on the Alert Receive Setting dialog box on AlertViewer. 
Or start the NEC ESMPRO Manager integration viewer, click Options, click Customize, and click My 
Manager. And then select the Use SNMP Trap Service check box on the My Manager dialog box. 

 

2.5.2. Failures Detected by Hardware Monitoring 

Each standard policy has appropriate recovery actions for events of hardware 
monitoring. The following standard policies have events of hardware monitoring: 
 

 Standard Policy 
 Standard Policy (N+1) 
 Standard Policy (VM Server) 

 Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive) 
 Standard Policy (VM Server Power save) 
 Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V) 

 Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V Power save) 
 Standard Policy (VM Server Standalone ESXi) 
 

In Standard Policy (N+1), Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive), Standard Policy (VM 
Server Hyper-V Predictive), and Standard Policy (VM Server Standalone ESXi), the 
events of hardware monitoring are mainly used to start the recovery process for the 
hardware failure and have recovery processes for each environment to handle the 
event. 
 

In Standard Policy (VM Server), Standard Policy (VM Server Power save), Standard 
Policy (VM Server Hyper-V), and Standard Policy (VM Server Hyper-V Power save), 
the policy rules of hardware monitoring events are disabled. But enabling the policy 
rules allows you to use those standard policies in the same way with the standard 
policies above because those policies have the same settings set with the standard 
policies above. 

 
Standard policies are mainly used for event logging and notification. So, the policy rules 
of hardware monitoring have the notification and status setting actions only instead of 
the recovery actions. 
 
The predictive events below are provided so that the running operating system can be 
stopped as safe as possible before it stops abnormally or a virtual machine can be 
evacuated by checking the sensor status or events based on the sensor information to 
detect failures (such as abnormal temperature rising and low voltage) that do not affect 
on the running operating system yet. 
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Policy Action triggered by Predictive alert events checks hardware condition again in 
the process of HW sensor status analysis through BMC and executes recovery action 
that evacuates virtual machines automatically by Migration in advance. In the virtual 
environment, disable the automatic shutdown against failure setting of NEC ESMPRO 
Agent to make the Migration feature available on a virtual machine. See Subsection 
3.13.2, "Recovery Action for HW Predictive Alert." 

Configure Standard Policy (N+1) as needed because it does not contain the sensor 
diagnosis actions. 
 

 Predictive alert: FAN / Cooling device failure 
 Predictive alert: voltage failure 
 Predictive alert: power unit failure 

 Predictive alert : Coolant leak 
 Predictive alert : chassis temperature failure 
 

The following non-recoverable events occur when a machine is in the more serious 
situation than the state in which those predictive events occur. In some hardware, the 
machine might be shut down automatically or the Power OFF VM action might be 
executed. For whether these automatic handlings are executed, ask the support team 
of the hardware product about it. Policy Action triggered by non-recoverable events 
executes N+1 recovery and the recovery action that evacuates virtual machines 
automatically by Failover in advance. 
 
 FAN / Cooling device failure (non-recoverable) 

 Voltage failure (non-recoverable) 
 Chassis temperature failure (non-recoverable) 
 

Hardware monitoring can obtain other serious failure events. However, in many cases, 
machines already fail at the timing of a failure is discovered and cannot send events 
correctly. Even if the machines can send event notifications, they are often sent after 
recovery. Therefore, other serious failure events cannot be used as triggers of recovery 
action. When machines are down by failures, alive monitoring can detect the failures. 
Considering the above-mentioned facts, other hardware failure events than the above 
are not defined as a policy rule, or only the two actions, mail notification and status 
changes, are included in standard policies even if those events are defined in it. 
 

However, recovery action that moves virtual machines to another virtual machine 
server by Failover is defined in the following event because they might occur during 
failure. 

 
 CPU thermal failure 
 

The following table shows about details of the events detected by hardware monitoring 
of each policy rule in standard policies: 
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Category Policy rule in standard policies Description 

CPU CPU failure Events detected when a failure occurred on CPU or 
when a machine recovered from the CPU failure. 
 
▪ The CPU failure is detected when a failure 
occurred on CPU. 
▪ The CPU degeneracy failure is detected when a 
failure occurred on one of the CPUs on a machine 
and they have degenerated. 
▪ The CPU thermal failure is detected when the CPU 
temperature reached the Error level. 
▪ The CPU thermal recovery is detected when the 
CPU temperature became normal level. 

CPU degeneracy failure 

CPU thermal failure 

CPU thermal recovery 

Memory Memory failure Events detected when a failure occurred on memory 
or when a machine recovered from the memory 
failure. 
 
▪ The memory failure is detected when a failure 
occurred on memory. 
▪ The memory degeneration failure is detected when 
a failure occurred on one of the memory cards on a 
machine. 
▪ The memory recovery is detected when the failure 
on memory has been eliminated. 

Memory degeneration failure 

Memory Recovery 

Fan/Cooling 
device 

FAN/Cooling device failure 
(non-recoverable) 

Events detected when a failure occurred on a fan or 
cooling device or when they recovered from the 
failure. 
 
▪ FAN/ Cooling device failure (non-recoverable) is 
detected when the value of the fan and cooling 
device reached the non-recoverable level. 
▪ Predictive alert: FAN/Cooling device failure is 
detected when the value of the fan and cooling 
device reached the Error level. 
▪ Clear alert: FAN/Cooling device failure recovery is 
detected when the fan and cooling device recovered 
from the Error level and the value became the 
Warning level. 
▪ Clear alert: FAN/Cooling device normal recovery is 
detected when the fan and cooling device recovered 
from the Warning level and the value became the 
normal level. 

Predictive alert: FAN/Cooling device 
failure 

Clear alert: FAN/Cooling device 
failure recovery 

Clear alert: FAN/Cooling device 
normal recovery 

Voltage Voltage failure (non-recoverable) Events detected when a failure occurred in the 
voltage state or when a machine recovered from the 
voltage failure. 
 
▪ Voltage failure (non-recoverable) is detected when 
the value of voltage reached the non-recoverable 
level. 
▪ Predictive alert: voltage failure is detected when the 
value of voltage reached the Error level. 
▪ Clear alert: voltage failure recovery is detected 
when the value of voltage recovered from the Error 

Predictive alert: voltage failure 

Clear alert: voltage failure recovery 

Clear alert: voltage normal recovery 
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Category Policy rule in standard policies Description 
level and the value became the Warning level. 
▪ Clear alert: voltage normal recovery is detected 
when the value of voltage recovered from the 
Warning level and the value became the normal 
level. 

Power unit Predictive alert: power unit failure Events detected when a failure occurred on a power 
unit. 

Coolant Predictive alert: Coolant leak Events detected when a coolant-related failure 
occurred. 

Chassis 
temperature 

Chassis temperature failure 
(non-recoverable) 

Events detected when a chassis temperature failure 
occurred, or when a machine recovered from the 
chassis temperature failure. 
 
▪ Chassis temperature failure (non-recoverable) is 
detected when the value of the temperature of the 
chassis reached the non-recoverable level. 
▪ Predictive alert : chassis temperature failure is 
detected when the value of the temperature of the 
chassis reached the Error level. 
▪ Clear alert : voltage failure recovery is detected 
when the value of the temperature of the chassis 
recovered from the Error level and the value became 
the Warning level. 
▪ Clear alert : chassis temperature normal recovery 
is detected when the value of the temperature of the 
chassis recovered from the Warning level and the 
value became the normal level. 

Predictive alert: chassis temperature 
failure 

Clear alert: chassis temperature 
failure recovery 

Clear alert: chassis temperature 
normal recovery 
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2.6. Performance Monitoring 
 

2.6.1. Performance Monitoring Overview 

SigmaSystemCenter supports the following functionalities of performance monitoring 
for virtual machine servers and virtual machines 

 
 Collection, accumulation and display of history of performance information, and 

threshold monitoring 
SigmaSystemCenter collects information about CPU, memory, disks, and power 
consumption of managed machines and accumulate the information as historical 
data, which can be displayed as a graph later. 
Also, collected data about CPU, memory, disks, and power consumption of virtual 
machine servers and virtual machines are compared with their thresholds, and 
events which meet the criteria are notified. 
The features of System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services are mainly 
used to provide the performance monitoring feature. vCenter Server is also 
available for the threshold monitoring for VMware. 
You need to configure the setting related to the monitoring profile and the IP 
address setting in the operation group to make the monitoring by System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services available. 
You also need to add the policy rules that correspond to the events to be detected 
to a policy. 

 
 Acquisition and display of the latest performance information 

SigmaSystemCenter acquires and displays the latest information about CPU, 
memory, and disks of virtual machine servers and virtual machines. 
The features of each virtual infrastructure are used to provide the performance 
monitoring feature. 

 
 Load monitoring of virtual machine servers for VM Optimized Placement 

If VM Optimized Placement for virtual machine servers is enabled, the above 
threshold monitoring is executed automatically. 
The features of each virtual infrastructure are used to provide the performance 
monitoring feature. 

You need to enable load monitoring on the VM Optimized Placement tab of the 
operation group to make VM Optimized Placement available, as well as the 
settings of a monitoring profile and IP address. 

Also, you need to set both the over load (SysmonPerf)  event and the low load 
(SysmonPerf) event, which are set in the standard policy for virtual machine 
servers, so that they can be detected. 
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2.6.2. Acquisition and Display of the Latest Performance 

Information 

Click the Virtual view, and select the target virtual machine server in the Virtual tree. 
Click Performance in the Configuration menu, then performance data of the virtual 
machine server and the virtual machines running on the virtual machine server appear. 
Performance data appear here, when displaying the window or clicking Refresh, is the 
information at that time. To check historical information such as previous data or an 
average of data through a period of time, use the feature explained in Subsection 2.6.3, 
"Collection, Accumulation and Display of History of Performance Information, and 
Threshold Monitoring." 

 
Performance information is displayed in the following three tabs: 

 

 Summary tab 
Shows the information to check load status of a virtual machine server. 

 

• Power Status: Power status of the virtual machine server. 
• Processor: The spec of the processor of the virtual machine server. Used as a 

resource for the whole CPU. 

• CPU Usage: Present CPU usage of the virtual machine server. Displays a 
ratio of CPU usage to the whole resources, too. 

• Memory Size: Memory size of the virtual machine server. 

• Memory Usage: Present memory usage of the virtual machine server. 
Displays a ratio of memory usage to the whole resources, too. 

• Uptime: Time from the virtual machine server is started up to present. 

 
 VM Resource tab 

Shows the information to check the allocating resource status of CPU, memory, 
and disks of a virtual machine. 

 
• Power Status: Power status of the virtual machine. 

• CPU Count: Present CPU number of the virtual machine. 
• CPU Limit: The value configured for CPU Limit of the virtual machine. 
• CPU Share: The value configured for CPU Share of the virtual machine. 

• Memory Size: Memory size of the virtual machine. 
• Disk Usage: Disk usage of the virtual machine. 
• IP Address: One of the IP addresses configured for the virtual machine. 

 
 Performance tab 

Shows the information to check resource usage of a virtual machine server in 
order to run the virtual machine. 
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• Uptime: Time from the virtual machine server is started up to present. If 

Suspend is executed, uptime of VMware and Hyper-V are reset. Uptime of 
XenServer is not reset. 

• CPU Usage: Usage of CPU used in a guest OS. 
• Host CPU Usage: Usage of CPU of the target virtual machine on the virtual 

machine server. 

• Memory Size: Memory size of the virtual machine. 
• Memory Usage: Usage of the memory used in a guest OS 
• Host Memory Usage: Usage of memory of the target virtual machine on the 

virtual machine server. 
 

2.6.3. Collection, Accumulation and Display of History of 

Performance Information, and Threshold Monitoring 

System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services automatically and periodically 
collects performance data about monitored machines. Collected performance data are 
used for threshold monitoring and display, and also saved in the database as a history. 
A large database space is required for saving collected performance data for long 
periods. So, System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services aggregates multiple 
pieces of performance data within a long term as one piece of data in order to prevent 
the data accumulation from rapidly increasing. 
Threshold monitoring can detect the abnormal load status of the monitored machine 
and notify related events by using the collected performance data. 

Collected historical information can be displayed as a graph in the SigmaSystemCenter 
Web console or the management console of System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services and output in a CSV file. 
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When collecting performance data, System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
accesses to managed machines using Management IP Address. Therefore, the 
Management IP Address need to be configured in the setting window described below. 
When virtual machines are monitored using VM Standard Monitoring Profile, 
performance data are collected from the virtual machine server on which those virtual 
machines are running. So, Management IP Addresses of virtual machines do not need 
to be configured. For virtual machines on ESX, performance data of the virtual machine 
servers on which the virtual machines are running should be collected. 

 
 Host setting of a managed machine from the Web Console - Network tab 

 
Settings of performance data collected by System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services can be configured in the window described below. 

 
 Group property setting or model property setting of a managed machine from the 

Web Console - Performance Monitor tab 
 

VM Server 

System Monitor - Performance 

Monitoring Services 

Management server 

 

SystemProvisioning 

The performance data 

are accumulated in 

DB, and aggregated to 

be stored for long 

periods. 

Settings of monitored 

targets, collecting 

performance information 

and threshold monitoring 

are automatically 

registered to System 

Monitor - Performance 

Monitoring Services by 

enabling performance 

data collection of 

SystemProvisioning and 

monitoring profiles. 

 
 

Accumulates 

performance data 

Set 

At 1 min interval 

5min 

 
15min 

 

 

1hour 

 
1day 

 

1 week 1 month 3 months 5 years 

Saves 3 days 

Aggregated 

BMC 

VM Monitoring Profile 

VM Standard Monitoring Profile 

Standard Monitoring Profile 

Physical Machine Monitoring Profile 

Graph display 

Contents and means of 

acquisition of performance data 

are different according to types of 

specified monitoring profiles. 

Performance 

API in a virtual 

environment 

 

Collecting performance data 

(VMware) 

CSV 

Run commands 

File output 

Notify 

exceeding 

threshold 

Virtual machine 

Aggregated Aggregated 
Aggregated 

Show Performance or Show All Performance 
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Performance data collection is disabled by default on the Performance Monitor tab in 
the Web console. In order to collect performance data, enable the performance data 
collection and configure monitoring profiles. If the performance data collection is 
enabled and monitoring profiles are configured, the target managed machines to be 
monitored, the setting of the performance data to be collected, and threshold 
monitoring are automatically registered to System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services at the time of reflecting the configuration of SystemProvisioning. 
 
Automatic registering creates the group linked to the model whose performance data 
collection is enabled on System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services, and 
registers all managed machines within the model to the created group on System 
Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. 

Automatic registering is performed per model. If the performance data collection is 
enabled in Group Property and if the group has several models in itself, multiple groups 
linked to their own models will be created on System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services. If the Performance Data Collection Settings is enabled on both Group 
Property Setting and Model Property Setting, the settings in Model Property Setting are 
applied. 

 
Monitoring profiles consist of four-type default profiles which collect different 
performance data via different routes as explained in the following table: 

Default monitoring profile has no settings for threshold monitoring. If the additional 
setting for the performance data and threshold monitoring, see Subsection 2.6.5, 
"Customizing the Monitoring Profile (Changing Settings for the Performance 
Information and Threshold Monitoring)." 

 

Monitoring profile Explanation 

Standard Monitoring 
Profile 

This profile is for collecting performance data of virtual machine servers and physical 
machines. Can obtain performance data of CPU, memory, and disks. Collection interval 
can be selected from 1 minute, 5 minutes, or 30 minutes. 
Collects the following performance data: 
▪ CPU Usage (%) 
▪ Disk Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec) 
▪ Disk Space (MB) 
▪ Physical Memory Space (MB) 

VM Standard 
Monitoring Profile 

This profile is for collecting performance data of virtual machines. A piece of performance 
data whose name starts with "Host..." shows resource usage of the virtual machine 
server only for the target virtual machine. A piece of performance data whose name 
starts with "Guest..." shows the target machine's actual usage of the allocated virtual 
machine server's resources. 
Unlike VM Monitoring Profile, this profile collects performance data of guest OS from 
virtual machine servers. Using VM Standard Monitoring Profile is generally 
recommended because the collection route can be virtual machine servers alone. 
 
Collects the following performance data: 
▪ Guest CPU Usage (%) 
▪ Guest CPU Usage (MHz) 
▪ Host CPU Usage (%) *1 
▪ Host CPU Usage (MHz) *1 
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Monitoring profile Explanation 
▪ Guest Disk Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec) *1 *2 
▪ Guest Disk Usage (MB) 
▪ Guest Disk Usage (%) 
▪ Guest Network Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec) *1 *2 
▪ Guest Memory Usage (%) *2  
▪ Guest Memory Usage (MB) *2  
▪ Host Memory Usage (%) *2 
▪ Host Memory Usage (MB) *2 
 
*1 When virtual infrastructure is XenServer, the performance data are not collected. 
*2 When virtual infrastructure is KVM, the performance data are not collected. 

VM Monitoring 
Profile 

This profile is for collecting performance data of virtual machines. A piece of performance 
data whose name starts with "Host..." shows resource usage of the virtual machine 
server only for the target virtual machine. Other pieces of performance data show the 
target machine's actual usage of the allocated resources. Collection interval can be 
selected from either 5 minutes, or 30 minutes. 
Unlike VM Standard Monitoring Profile, this profile collects performance data of guest OS 
from the guest OS itself. In order to collect performance data, the management server 
needs connecting to both virtual machine servers and virtual machines. 
 
Collects the following performance data: 
▪ CPU Usage (%) 
▪ Host CPU Usage (%) *1 
▪ Host CPU Usage (MHz) *1 
▪ Disk Space (MB) 
▪ Guest Disk Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec) *1 *2 
▪ Guest Network Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec)*1 *2 
▪ Physical Memory Space (MB) 
▪ Host Memory Usage (%) *2 
▪ Host Memory Usage (MB) *2 
 
*1 When virtual infrastructure is XenServer, the performance data are not collected. 
*2 When virtual infrastructure is KVM, the performance data are not collected. 

Physical Machine 
Monitoring Profile 

This profile is for collecting performance data of virtual machine servers and physical 
machines. Collects not only performance data of CPU, memory, and disks but also power 
consumption. Power consumption information is collected from BMC of managed 
machines, so OOB Management setting needs to be configured. Collection interval can 
be selected from 1 minute, 5 minutes, or 30 minutes. However, the collection interval of 
power consumption information is 30 minutes alone. 
 
Collects the following performance data: 
▪ CPU Usage (%) 
▪ Disk Transfer Rate (Bytes/sec) 
▪ Disk Space (MB) 
▪ Physical Memory Space (MB) 
▪ Current Power (W) 

 
Collected performance data can be displayed as a graph by the following operations: 
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 Web console - Operations view - target managed machine - Show Performance 
The graph to compare the performance information between machines is 
displayed. You can specify multiple machines for this action. 

 

 Web console - Operations view - target managed machine - Show All 
Performance 
The graph of all of the performance information that is being collected on the 
specified machine is displayed. 

 
 Web console - Operations view - group - Performance Summary 

The graph that is the result of the statistical calculation for the performance data of 
machines that belong to the specified group or model is displayed. The graphs of 
all of the performance information that is being collected on the specified groups or 
models are displayed on the one same screen. 
If you click the icon of drill-down analysis for arbitrary performance information, the 
graph of the comparison among machines in the group is displayed; you can use 
this graph to analyze the performance state per machine. 
 

 Web console - Operations view - group - Show Performance 
The graph that is the result of the statistical calculation for the performance data of 
machines that belong to the specified group or model is displayed. The graph to 
compare arbitrary performance information of machines immediately under the 
group and of those in the model is displayed. 
 

 Management console of System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services - 
node of managed target - Display Graph 
Use this action if you want to display the graph on the management console of 
System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. 
 

Furthermore, performance data can be output in external files in CSV format by using 
the ssc-perf command, performance-data-file output of the SigmaSystemCenter Web 
console, or file output function in the management console of System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services. 

 

2.6.4. Load Monitoring of Virtual Machine Servers for VM 

Optimized Placement 

SigmaSystemCenter uses a high load event or a low load event detected by System 
Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services as a trigger of Load Balancing and Power 
Saving of VM Optimized Placement. 
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In the performance monitoring of VM Optimized Placement, System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services works as follows. 

 

1. Obtaining performance data 
Registers a virtual machine server as a target of collecting performance data by 
reference to information of virtual machine servers' configuration and performance 
monitoring setting reflected by SystemProvisioning. 
Calls API for collecting performance information and remotely obtains performance 
data of the virtual machine server. 

 

2. Setting thresholds automatically 
Sets the high load threshold and the low load threshold of a target virtual machine 
server’s CPU usage by reference to the setting information of VM optimized 
placement reflected by SystemProvisioning. 

 

3. Detecting high load / low load and notifying events. 
Compares the obtained performance data with the thresholds. If the conditions of 
high load (Load Balancing) or low load (Power Saving) is satisfied, notifies 
SystemProvisioning of the event. After receiving the high or low load event notified 
by System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services, SystemProvisioning 
executes the Action for VMS/ VMS load balance policy or the Action for VMS/ VMS 
Power Save policy which are defined in the policy. 

 
The number of moving VM might be excessive in an environment where temporary 
high load happens intermittently and high load events occur frequently. To restrain 
excessive occurrence of events, System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
reduces its sensitivity. System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services regards the 
performance data as exceeding the threshold if the performance data continues to 
exceed the threshold 10 minutes in a row (in case of the high load monitoring for Load 
Balancing). For low load monitoring for Power Saving, System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services reduces its sensitivity further. System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services regards the performance data as falling below the threshold if the 
performance data continues to fall below the threshold 30 minutes in a row. This setting 
of sensitivity for thresholds can be changed. 
 
In order to make SigmaSystemCenter work as the above, the following settings need to 
be configured. 

 
 Enable performance data collection of virtual machine servers in group property 

setting or model property setting of a virtual machine server to be the target of VM 
Optimized Placement. Either "Standard Monitoring Profile" or "Physical Machine 
Monitoring Profile" needs to be specified as the monitoring profile for the target 
virtual machine server. System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
monitors the performance information "CPU Usage (%)" which is defined in the 
both monitoring profiles for VM Optimized Placement.  
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 Select the Enable Load Monitoring (Load Balancing and Power Saving) check box 
on the VM Optimized Placement tab located in the model property setting of a 
target virtual machine server to be the target of VM Optimized Placement. 

 

 
 

2.6.5. Customizing the Monitoring Profile (Changing Settings 

for the Performance Information and Threshold 

Monitoring) 

 
The monitoring profile can be added / edited / removed / viewed by performing the 
following operations: 

 
  

VM Server 

VM1 

VM2 

System Monitor - Performance 

Monitoring Services 

Management server 

SystemProvisioning 

Performance API in a 

virtual environment 

If performance data 

exceed or fail under 

the specified 

threshold, notifies 

SystemProvisioning. 

 

Monitored targets and performance information to be collected are automatically set in 

SystemMonitor - Performance Monitoring Services by reflecting the setting of 

performance data collection setting and monitoring profiles. Thresholds of performance 

data are automatically set in SystemMonitor - Performance Monitoring Services by 

reflecting VM Optimized Placement setting. 

 
 

Obtains 

performance data 

Notifies Sets 

Threshold 

Notifies SystemProvisioning 

When performance data 

exceed the threshold 10 times 

in a row, the performance 

data are judged as exceeding 

the threshold, and Load 

Balancing starts.  

When performance data fall 

under the threshold 30 times 

in a row, the performance 

data are judged as falling 

under the threshold, and 

Power Saving starts. 

A case judged performance data exceed the threshold 

 

A case judged performance data do not exceed the threshold 

Threshold 
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 Web console - Resource view – Monitoring Profile 

 The ssc monitoringprofile command 
 

In the operation on the Web console described above, the setting on Monitoring Profile 
can be copied from the existing monitoring profile. 

The ssc monitoringprofile command cannot set up the threshold monitoring. 
 
The monitoring profile consists of the performance information setting and the 
threshold monitoring setting. 

 
In the performance information setting, you can set up resources, the performance 
information and collecting interval of the performance data to be collected. Multiple 
threshold monitoring can be assigned per setting of the performance information. 
In the resource setting, you can specify each type of resources which constitute the 
managed machine. 

 
 CPU 
 Disk 

 Network 
 Memory 
 Power Supply 

 Other 
 

For resources except "Other", the built-in performance information which is standard 
definition for each resource can be specified as the performance information. 
If "Other" is specified, you can specify the custom performance information. This 
custom performance information needs to be defined in advance on System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services. 
In the custom performance information, the following methods are available to collect 
performance data: 

 
 Collecting arbitrary performance data by specifying categories, counters and 

instances through the Windows Performance console, as well as through the 
SigmaSystemCenter Web console, for the Windows managed machine. 

 Collecting arbitrary performance data by specifying metric groups, counters and 
objects through VMware vSphere Client, as well as through the 
SigmaSystemCenter Web console, for the virtual machine on VMware ESX/ESX 
and VMware ESX/ESXi. 

 Collecting arbitrary performance data by remotely executing the script that outputs 
the performance data on the managed machine (through SSH). 
 

In the threshold monitoring setting, you can specify how the thresholds are monitored 
and how the abnormal state is notified when it is detected in the following settings. 
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If the Enable Monitor Status check box is deselected in the Threshold Monitor Setting 
dialog box, the threshold monitoring for the specified performance information does not 
work. 

 

Item Description 

Monitor Type Specify which of the following considers an error: when the collected 
performance data exceeds the specified threshold or when they go under 
that threshold. And specify the error level of the event when the error is 
detected: Error or Warning. 
▪ Upper Error Value Monitor 
▪ Upper Warning Value Monitor 
▪ Lower Warning Value Monitor 
▪ Lower Error Value Monitor 

Monitor Object 
Type 

Specify the computing target of the statistic value of the collected 
performance data that is compared to the threshold from the following: by 
group or by machine.  
If you select "Group", the statistic value of the performance data of whole 
managed machines in SigmaSystemCenter's model are compared to the 
threshold. 
If you select "Machine", the performance data of each managed machine 
are used to compare. 

Statistics Specify how the statistic value of the collected performance data that is 
compared to the threshold is computed from the following: Maximum 
Value, Average Value, Minimum value, or Total Value. 
This setting is for the case when the monitoring object type is set to 
"Group" and when multiple performance data are available. 
If the monitoring object type is "Machine", all statistics produces the same 
results because in this setting, only one piece of performance data is 
used. 

Threshold Set up the threshold compared to the collected performance data. 

Exceeded 
Notification 

Specify the type of the event which SigmaSystemCenter is notified if an 
error is detected. 
There are three options: Regular notification / Custom notification / Do 
Nothing. 
▪ Regular Notification 
  Specify any of "Upper Error Exceeded", "Lower Error Exceeded", 
"Upper Warning Exceeded", or "Lower Warning Recovery" according to 
the setting of Monitor Type. The type of notified event is determined by 
specifying the performance information of the monitoring target and the 
monitoring type in combination of them each other. The policy setting 
allows you the detail setting of the policy because it provides setting of 
how to handle the event per its type that there are as many as the number 
of the combination of the performance information and the monitoring 
type. 
  If the custom performance information is specified as the performance 
information, you cannot select this item. 
▪ Custom Notification 
  The event of the Customized Group Notification category or the 
Customized Machine Notification is notified. 
▪ Do Nothing 
  The event is recorded to the event log of System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services on the management server although 
SigmaSystemCenter is not notified of it. 
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Item Description 

Recovery 
Notification 

Specify the event type which SigmaSystemCenter is notified when the 
error has been resolved. The same settings with Exceeded Notification 
are available. 

Exceeded Time Specify how long it needs to determine the error status. 
The statistic value of the collected performance data is compared to the 
threshold every time the performance data are collected. If the 
consecutive error in this comparison occurred during the specified 
exceeded time, the state is determined as the error and it is notified. 

Renotify Specify whether the error should be notified again if it continues in spite of 
passing the specified exceeded time after first notification. 

 

The monitoring profile setting is the SigmaSystemCenter Web console's own and it is 
not included in System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. 
The information of the monitoring profile assigned to the group / model on the 
SigmaSystemCenter Web console is transformed to the setting of collecting the 
performance data and threshold monitoring and it is automatically set to System 
Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. 

Also, the settings in the monitoring profile can be viewed only and they cannot be 
changed on System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. 
If you need to set up the threshold monitoring which cannot be specified from the 
monitoring profile, set up it on System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services and 
assign it to the group or managed machine. 
If the threshold monitoring setting that cannot you specified in the monitoring profile, 
define the threshold settings on System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
and then assign them to a group or managed machine. 
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2.7. Disk Path Monitoring 
The system disk of the managed machine is monitored by using the method that 
detects the failure on it which is generated by the influence of the system disk failure 
with alive monitoring. 
 

In the environment in where VMware vCenter Server is available, the alarm of path 
failure between the virtual machine server and the disk array can be detected. 
The standard policy does not have the settings to handle these events by default, but 
you can add the setting. 
Event contains the following three types: Disconnected, Redundancy degraded, and 
Intermittent failure. 

 

(1) Alarms VMware vCenter can detect 
In vCenter Server 4.0 or later, vCenter Server can detect the alerts in the following 
table when failure in the storage to which ESX connects has occurred. The 
standard policy (virtual machine server) contains three types of events: when it is 
disconnected, when redundancy has degraded, and when intermittent failure has 
occurred. How to solve the issues depends on these event types. 

 

Type Event 
Category 

Report Source Event Description 

Disk path 
disconnected 
 

Hard disk 
failure 

VMwareProvider Storage path 
connectivity on 
VMS is lost 

The virtual machine server is 
prevented from connecting to the disk 
array. 
Similar to the virtual machine server's 
failure detected by alive monitoring, 
performing the policy action of 
Diagnose, Power OFF and Failover 
may recover the virtual machine. 
However, this path failure from the 
virtual machine server to the disk array 
may impact on the multiple virtual 
machine server, and in this case, the 
virtual machine server cannot be 
recovered because this situation 
means there is no virtual machine 
server as a migration target. 

VMFS heartbeat on 
VMS is timedout 

[NEC_SATP_SPS 
v1]Path state 
moved to DEAD 
From STATE on 
HBA 

[NEC_SATP_SPS 
v1]Path state 
moved to 
PERM_LOSS From 
STATE on HBA 

Disk path 
redundancy 
degraded 

Others VMwareProvider Storage path 
redundancy on 
VMS is lost 

These events are generated when 
redundancy in connection between the 
virtual machine server and the disk 
array has degraded. 
For this type of failure, you are 
recommended that you limit the policy 
action to notifying failures only and that 
you handle the failure manually 
according to the failure status you 
have checked. 
 
The method that evacuates the virtual 

Storage path 
redundancy on 
VMS is degraded 
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Type Event 
Category 

Report Source Event Description 

[NEC_SATP_SPS 
v1]LUN is not 
redundant 

machines from the failed virtual 
machine server to another in advance 
by performing Migrate with prediction 
that they results to be disconnected 
might be available, but this path failure 
from the virtual machine server to the 
disk array may impact on the multiple 
virtual machine servers. In this case, 
the virtual machines are placed 
disproportionately by performing 
Migrate, and the virtual machine 
server might be at risk of the high-load 
failure caused. 
The virtual machine server works 
normally although redundancy has 
degraded. So limiting the policy action 
to notifying failures is recommended to 
avoid the risk above. 

[NEC_SATP_SPS 
v1]Path state 
moved to 
UNAVAILABLE 
From STATE on 
HBA 

Disk path 
intermittent 
failure 

Others VMwareProvider [NEC_SATP_SPS 
v1]Path HBA 
cannot be 
failbacked 
automatically  

This event is generated when the 
connection between the virtual 
machine server and the disk array has 
recovered from temporary 
disconnection in a short time. 
Also for this type of failure, you are 
recommended that you limit the policy 
action to notifying failures only and that 
you handle the failure manually 
according to the failure status you 
have checked. 
 
Intermittent failure may not impact on 
the system just disconnecting 
temporary. Performing Migrate in this 
case might be an excessive handling. 
On the other hand, intermittent failure 
may be generated as precaution of 
severer failure at last. 
 
You are recommended that you limit 
the policy action to notifying failures 
only and that you handle the failure 
manually with checking carefully the 
failure because there are various 
situations considerable in intermittent 
failure and it is hard to determine its 
severity,. 

 

Events including [NEC_SATP_SPS v1] is the alarms detected by StoragePathSavior. 
For details of these alarms, contact the sales represent of VMware or 
StoragePathSavior. 
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2.8. Network Path Monitoring 
Network monitoring of the virtual machine server / virtual machine is the method to 
detect the failure in the virtual machine server / virtual machine which was occurred by 
the network failure using the alive monitoring feature, and it is partially available. 
 

In vCenter Server 4.0 or later, the alarm of connection failure between NICs mounted 
on the virtual machine server and external network devices can be detected. Although 
the policy does not include this setting by default, you can add the setting for handling 
to the event. 
 
There are two types of events: when disconnected and when redundancy degraded, 
and different solutions for them. 
 
Also, how to solve these events depends on whether the failure network is the 
management LAN or the LAN for VM. 
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Type Event 
Category 

Report Source Event Description 

Disconnected Others VMwareProvider Network 
connectivity on 
VMS is lost 

Management LAN 
The failure in the management LAN 
does not need to be monitored 
because alive monitoring of the virtual 
machine server checks connection of 
the virtual machine server via the 
management LAN. 
The management LAN is normally 
disconnected, so ESX cannot detect 
the failure and cannot notify vCenter 
Server of the alarm. That is why 
vCenter Server does not detect this 
alarm of the management server. 
 
This type of failure in the management 
LAN cannot be detected normally; 
however, if the management LAN is 
allowed to detect the failure in its 
configuration, you should limit the 
solution for this event to notifying the 
error only. In case of coincidence of 
events for the management LAN's 
failure and events for alive monitoring, 
the policy action of alive monitoring, 
which is possibly more effective to 
resolve the failure, may not work. 
 
LAN for VM 
The LAN for VM used by the virtual 
machine is unavailable. By moving the 
virtual machine to other virtual machine 
server with Migrate, this problem may 
be solved. 

Redundancy 
degraded 

Network 
redundancy on 
VMS is lost  

This event is generated when the 
redundancy in connection between the 
NIC mounted on the virtual machine 
server and external devices is 
degraded. By performing Migrate to 
another virtual machine server with 
prediction that they results to be 
disconnected, they are evacuated in 
advance from the failed virtual machine 
server as precaution. 

Network 
redundancy on 
VMS is degraded 
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2.9. Resource Pool Monitoring 
You can monitor Consumed and Actually Consumed of the root resource pool and 
sub-pool with the resource pool monitoring feature. 
The resource pool monitoring feature periodically checks the resource pool usage, and 
reports events when its usage has reached (or fallen below) its thresholds. These 
thresholds can be changed with the registries. 
 
 Info : 60% 

 Warning : 80% 
 Critical : 100% 
 

The Optimized Placement feature notifies events. 
 
For the root resource pool, the following events are defined: (*1) 

 

Event Category Event ID Description 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Critical Asserted The resource usage reached its 
Critical threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Critical Deasserted The resource usage went below its 
Critical threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Warning Asserted The resource usage reached its 
Warning threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Warning 
Deasserted 

The resource usage went below its 
Warning threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Info Asserted The resource usage reached its 
Info threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Info Deasserted The resource usage went below its 
Info threshold. 

 
For the sub-pool, the following events are defined: (*1) 

 

Event Category Event ID Description 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Sub-Resource-Pool Critical 
Asserted 

The resource usage reached its 
Critical threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Sub-Resource-Pool Critical 
Deasserted 

The resource usage went below its 
Critical threshold. 
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Event Category Event ID Description 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Sub-Resource-Pool Warning 
Asserted 

The resource usage reached its 
Warning threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Resource-Pool Warning 
Deasserted 

The resource usage went below its 
Warning threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Sub-Resource-Pool Info Asserted The resource usage reached its 
Info threshold. 

VM Optimized 
Placement 
notification 

Sub-Resource-Pool Info 
Deasserted 

The resource usage went below its 
Info threshold. 

 
To be notified of these events, you should add the notifying action for these events to 
the policy. Standard Policy (VM server) targets the Resource-Pool Warning Asserted 
event and the Resource-Pool Critical Asserted event for the root resource pool to be 
notified by default. 

 

Note: 
*1 For details of each events, see Subsection 1.1.7, "Events the Optimized Placement 
Can Detect" in SigmaSystemCenter Data Reference Guide. 
*2 If upgraded from SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 or earlier, the resource pool usage is not 
monitored automatically. You should add an action manually or recreate a policy from 
the policy template. 
*3 In SigmaSystemCenter 3.0 update 1, the events for the sub-pool were same with 
those of the root resource pool. So, after upgrade, these events are not notified for the 
sub-pool. If you want to make these events to be notified for the sub-pool, you need to 
add the action manually. 

 

If several resources within the resource pool have reached (or fallen below) their 
threshold at the same time, Asserted and Deasserted are notified respectively with 
collected them to one event. If various resources have reached (or fallen below) their 
threshold at the same time, they are notified with collected to the event of the most 
serious threshold. 
 

This event message in the following format: 
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[Event ID]. 

Resource-Pool: [Resource Pool Name], 

[Threshold Type]: [Resource Name of Resource 1]([Resource 
Consumption Type of Resource 1]) [The Last Usage]% -> [The Usage 
in This Time]%, 

[Threshold Type]: [Resource Name of Resource 2]([Resource 
Consumption Type of Resource 2]) [The Last Usage]% -> [The Usage 
in This Time]%, 

... 

[Threshold Type]: [Resource Name of Resource n]([Resource 
Consumption Type of Resource n]) [The Last Usage]% -> [The Usage 
in This Time]% 

 
The following describes each element: 
 

 Event ID: The event ID to be notified. 
 Resource Pool Name: The name of the resource pool to be notified. 
 Threshold Type: Shows the usage has reached (or fallen below) any of the 

following value: "Info", "Warning" and "Critical". 
 Resource Name: Shows which resource has reached (or fallen below) its 

threshold: the following shows each value and its description. 

• CPU: Corresponds to the resource type "CPU". 
• vCPU: Corresponds to the resource type "Number vCPU". 
• Memory: Corresponds to the resource type "Memory". 

• Storage: Corresponds to the resource type "Storage". 
• VM: Corresponds to the resource type "VM Number". 

 Resource Consumption Type: Shows the information type is whether Consumed 
or Actually Consumed. The values and their meanings are as follows respectively: 
• Consumed : The information about "Consumed"  
• Actual : The information about "Actually Consumed" 

 The Last Usage: The usage at the last monitoring. However, "--" is recorded in it of 
the resource whose usage has not reached any threshold. 

 The Usage in This Time: The usage in this time monitoring 

 
For example, assume that the resource usage changed at some time as follows: 
 

 Target Resource Pool : Pool-1 (root resource pool) 
 The number of vCPU (Consumed) : 90/100 in the last time, 70/100 in this time 
 Storage (Consumed) : 70GB/100GB in the last time, 85GB/100GB in this time 

 Storage (Actually Consumed) : 85GB/100GB in the last time,100GB/100GB in this 
time 
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 Memory (Actually Consumed) : 4000MB/10000MB in the last time, 
6000MB/10000MB in this time 

 

This case causes the following event: 
 

Event 1: Resource-Pool Critical Asserted 

The message of the Event 1 

--- 

Resource-Pool Critical Asserted. 

Resource-Pool: Pool-1, 

Warning: Storage(Consumed) 70% -> 85%, 

Info: Memory(Actual) --% -> 60%, 

Critical: Storage(Actual) 85% -> 100% 

--- 

 

Event 2: Resource-Pool Warning Deasserted 

The message of the Event 2 

--- 

Resource-Pool Warning Deasserted. 

Resource-Pool: Pool-1, 

Warning: vCPU(Consumed) 90% -> 70% 

--- 

 
The behavior of the resource pool monitoring feature can be changed with a registry. 

The available registry key is: 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\ResourcePoolMon
itor 

And the available values are described in the following table.  
 

Value Name Type Range for Setting Description 

Enable REG_DWORD 0 or 1 If the value is 1, the monitoring is 
enabled. The default value is Enabled (1). 
If the value is changed, restarting will be 
required. 

WaitMinutes REG_DWORD 1 - 10080 The time (minutes) from the machine 
activating to the initial monitoring. The 
default value is 30. If the value is 
changed, restarting will be required. 

IntervalMinutes REG_DWORD 1 - 10080 The time (minutes) of the monitoring 
interval. The default value is 30. If the 
value is changed, restarting will be 
required. 
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Value Name Type Range for Setting Description 

InfoLevel REG_DWORD 0 - 10000 The usage in Threshold (Info). The 
default value is 60. Disabled if the value is 
0. 

WarningLevel REG_DWORD 0 - 10000 The usage in Threshold (Warning). The 
default value is 80. Disabled if the value is 
0. 

CriticalLevel REG_DWORD 0 - 10000 The usage in Threshold (Critical). The 
default value is 100. Disabled if the value 
is 0. 

 
If you specify 0 as the value in threshold settings of InfoLevel, WarningLevel and 
CriticalLevel, the usage will not be monitored with those thresholds. 
And if you set the value other than 0 to those thresholds, set them to meet the 
condition; InfoLevel < WarningLevel < CriticalLevel. If this condition is not met, 
monitoring for the thresholds in the lower level will be disabled. 
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3. About Virtual Environment 
Management 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains the features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter to manage virtual 
environments. 
 
This chapter contains the following sections: 
 
 
• 3.1 System Configuration ............................................................................................. 314 
• 3.2 Creation of Virtual Machine .................................................................................... 335 
• 3.3 Customization of Devices Assigned to VM ............................................................. 360 
• 3.4 Full Clone ................................................................................................................ 402 
• 3.5 HW Profile Clone .................................................................................................... 403 
• 3.6 Differential Clone .................................................................................................... 404 
• 3.7 Disk Clone............................................................................................................... 410 
• 3.8 Image Management (Differential Clone, Disk Clone) ............................................. 412 
• 3.9 Snapshot Management ........................................................................................... 419 
• 3.10 Virtual Machine Mobility .......................................................................................... 420 
• 3.11 Resource Pool ........................................................................................................ 430 
• 3.12 VM Optimized Placement Management ................................................................. 455 
• 3.13 About Virtual Environment ...................................................................................... 487 
 
 
 
Various operations are necessary to build and manage a virtual environment. Such operations can be 
much easier using SigmaSystemCenter. 
SigmaSystemCenter provides features that will be required for various stages in the life cycle of a 
virtual environment, including building virtual machine servers, creating virtual machines, installing or 
moving guest OS and recovering failure. 
Additionally, SigmaSystemCenter supports major virtual infrastructure software such as VMware, 
Hyper-V, XenServer, and KVM. 
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3.1. System Configuration 
SigmaSystemCenter supports major virtual infrastructure products such as VMware, 
Hyper-V, XenServer, and KVM. 
SigmaSystemCenter offers an integrated interface which realizes a unified 
management of all the above different virtual infrastructure products, but there are still 
differences in some SigmaSystemCenter's features. 
 
Overviews according to each virtual environment are explained in the following 
subsections. 
 

3.1.1. VMware Environment 

There are two methods of managing a VMware environment. 
 

 VMware vCenter Server management 
Manages virtual machine servers using VMware vCenter Server. Both ESX and 
ESXi are manageable virtual machine servers, but available features are limited 
for ESXi because NEC ESMPRO Agent or DPM Client cannot be installed in ESXi. 
In vSphere 5, only ESXi will be the virtual machine server. So some features using 
NEC ESMPRO Agent and DPM Client will be unavailable. 

 
 Standalone ESXi 

Directly manages virtual machine servers without VMware vCenter Server. A 
manageable virtual machine server is ESXi alone. Migration of virtual machines 
with powered on, which is provided by using vCenter Server, is unavailable. In 
addition, features that can be handled with NEC ESMPRO Agent or DPM Client 
are also unavailable because these products cannot be installed in ESXi. 

 
Differences of supported features between VMware vCenter Server management and 
standalone ESXi are as follows: 
 

Feature VMware vCenter Server Standalone ESXi 

Create VM / Delete / 
Reconfigure (Full / HW Profile / 
Disk / Differential Clone) 

Available Available (Not available for Full 
Clone) 

Snapshot Management / Image 
Management 

Available Available 

VM Import/VM Export Available Available 

VM Clone Available Available 

VM Power Control Available Available 

Virtual Machine Server Power 
Control 

Available Available 
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Feature VMware vCenter Server Standalone ESXi 

Move VM (Migration / Quick 
Migration) 

Available Available (Moving VMs without 
downtime is not available.) 

Move VM (Storage Migration / 
Move) 

Available Available (Moving VMs without 
downtime is not available.) 

Move VM (Failover) Available Available 

VM automatic Failover during 
failures 

Available Available 

VM automatic Migration during 
failure Predictive 

Available Available (Moves VMs after 
shutdown) 

Boot-config (vIO) replacing of 
virtual machine servers 

Available Available 

VM Optimized Startup Available Available 

VM Optimized Placement (Load 
Balancing, Power Saving) 

Available N/A 

VM Placement Rule Available Available 

Virtual machine server 
monitoring 

Available Available 

VM alive monitoring Available (OFF by default) Available 

Virtual Machine Server HW 
Predictive Monitoring 

Available Available 

Patch distribution to virtual 
machine servers 

Available (Not available for 
ESXi ) 

N/A 

Patch application distribution to 
virtual machines 

Available Available 

Virtual machine server 
provisioning 

Available Available 

VM console / Console 
Screenshot 

Available Available 

Display the latest performance 
information 

Available Available 

Performance monitoring, graph 
display (SystemMonitor) 

Available Available 

 

3.1.2. System Configuration of VMware (vCenter Server 

Management) Environment 

This subsection explains system configuration of VMware vCenter Server. 
 

A VMware (vCenter Server management) environment is build with a management 
server of SigmaSystemCenter and vCenter Server, and also virtual machine servers, 
the managed targets of SigmaSystemCenter. To enable features with Migration or 
Failover, the virtual machine servers need to be connected to a shared storage. FC 
SAN, ISCSI, and NAS are supported as a shared storage in VMware. FC SAN is 
generally used. 
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Each virtual machine server requires different hardware according to its version as 
follows: 
 

 ESX / ESXi 4.0 and 4.1: x64 processor (with valid Intel VT) and 2 GB or greater 
memory 

 ESXi 5.0: 2 cores or more x64 processor (with valid Intel VT) and 2 GB or greater 
memory 

 ESXi 5.1: 2 cores or more x64 processor (with valid Intel VT and hardware DEP) 
and 2 GB or greater memory 

 
SigmaSystemCenter and vCenter Server need to be installed in a management server. 
VCenter Server can be installed in another server without SigmaSystemCenter, but this 
configuration increases network loads between SigmaSystemCenter and vCenter 
Server and then influences on operations of virtual environments. Therefore, installing 
SigmaSystemCenter and vCenter Server in the same machine is strongly 
recommended. 
 
Install VMware ESXi or ESX Server on virtual machine servers, the managed targets of 
SigmaSystemCenter. In vSphere 5 or later, only ESXi is available. In VMware ESX 
Server which is ESX 4.1 or earlier, install DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent, too. 
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Configuration of a virtual machine server is explained below. 
 
For ESXi and vSphere 5.0 or later, other than ESXi does not need to be installed on the 
virtual machine server. For ESX 4.1 or earlier, DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent 
for VMware need to be installed on the virtual machine servers. 
 

VMware Tools and DPM Client need to be installed in each virtual machine. Virtual NIC 
of each virtual machine needs to be connected to LAN for virtual machines via virtual 
networks. 

 

SAN 

 

LUN  LUN 

DataCenter１ 

 

SystemProvisioning 

DeploymentManager 

SystemMonitor 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 

 

 

 

Windows Server 

 

VMware ESXi VMware ESXi 
 

VMware ESXi 
 

VMware vCenter Server 

 

 

VM server １ 
 

VM server 2 
 

VM server 3 

 
 

LAN for management 

 LAN for VM 

 

Management server 
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3.1.3. Configuration Example of VMware (vCenter Server 

Management) Environment 

An example of configuring VMware (vCenter Server management) environment is 
described here. The figure on the next page explains the flow of making a virtual 
machine server in manageable state. For detailed procedures, see 
SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide, SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide, and 
product manuals. 
In the configuration example, vSphere 5 is used as the managed VMware, ESXi for the 
virtual machine server. 

 

 
VM server 

VM 

 

VMware tools 

DPM Client 

 

VM 

 
VMware tools 

 DPM Client 

 

VM 

 
VMware tools 

 DPM Client 

 

LAN for VM 

LAN for management 
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Virtual NIC 

VMware ESXi 
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Virtual view 
 

Management view Resource view 
 

 

 Operations view 
 

SigmaSystemCenter 
 

SAN 

VM server: 

VMServer 

LD:LUN, Datastore : Datastore 

Windows Server 

LAN for VM 

VMware vCenter Server 

 
 

SystemProvisioning 
 
DeploymentManager 

SystemMonitor 
 

VMware ESXi 
 

Preparing hardware 
Connect a management server, a VM server, networks, and storage. Prepare 2 types of 

networks:LAN for management and LAN for VM by reference to the figure below. 
 

Storage 

Installing OS and SSC, etc. in the management server 
Install Windows in the management server (Account:administrator, mngpswd, I

P:192.168.50.1). Install IIS ASP.NET, and DHCP. Install SSC, VC, and NEC Stor

age Manager. Add access control licenses to NEC Storage Manager. Register  

licenses to VC. Add datacenter:DataCenter to Inventory. 
 

Installing software on VM server 
Install ESXi on the VM server (IP:192.168.50.51). 

Registering ESXi to VC and setting networks 
Regsiter ESXi which is installed in DataCenter on VC as a host:VMServer.  

Regsiter ESX licenses. Assign vmnic0 for connecting to LAN for management, a 

port group:Management Network to a virtual switch:vSwitch0 as the network co

nfiguration of VMServer. Execute Collect on SSC. Enable vMotion for Manageme

nt Network. 
 

Adding host settings to operation groups 
Create a host, VMServer, under the Group in the Operations view. Register 

192.168.50.51 to NIC#1 and also to IP address for management. 
 Executing Register Master Machine 
Allocate VMServer(machine) to VMServer(host) with Regsiter Master Machine and activate 

it.A virtual switch:vSwitch1 and a portgroup:VM Network are automatically created. After 

registering the master machine, a group Group is created in and VMServer is automatically 

registered to SystemMonitor at the time of reflecting configuration information. 
 

SystemProvisioning (SSC Web Console) 
 

host: VMServer, management IP 

address such as NIC#1 IP 

address:192.168.50.51 

 
 

machine:VMServer,account: OOB, 19

2.168.50.201, administrator, bmcp

swd, NIC#1:00:16:97:A7:01:80, NI

C#2:00:16:97:A7:01:81 

 

group: Group, machine 

type:VMserver, OS type:Linux, 

policy name: Policy, 

Enable Load Monitoring:ON, 

Performance Data Collection Setting

s:ON, monitoring profile:Standard 

Monitoring Profile(1min), account:

root, rootpswd,virtual network: NI

C#2,Network 

SystemMonitor 
 

group: Group-Model, root, 

rootpswd 
 

NEC StorageManager 

 
 

subsystem:VMware vCenter 

Server, host name:localhost, 

account: administrator, mngpswd 

 
 

subsystem:DeploymentManager,  

host name:localhost,  

password:dpmmgr 

VMware vCenter Server(VC) 
 

２ 

2  

host: VMServer 

datacenter: DataCenter 
 

VM server:VMServer, 

capacity value: 100 

datacenter:DataCenter 
 

2 

machine: VMServer 
 

BMC LAN 

BMC ・IP address: 

192.168.50.201 

LAN for Management・IP :  

192.168.50.51 

group: RGroup 

policy:Policy, based on Standard 

Policy(VM Server Predictive). 

Disable "Machine Down/Up" and 

enable "VMS connection state is 

red ". 

1 

1 

1 

SSC licenses 

VMware license 

1 

 

BMC(Remote KVM Console) 
 

IP address:192.168.50.201 

user: administrator 

password: bmcpswd 

 
 

 

NEC StorageManager(iSM) 
 

LD set:LDSet, WWN of HBA: 
1000-0000-C93A-5DC2 
 
LD:LUN 

 
 

11 datastore: Datastore 
 

9 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

9

 

10

 

11

 

VMware ESXi(ESXi) 
 

IP address: 192.168.50.51 
 

virtual switch:vSwitch0(vmnic0, 

Management Network), Enable 

VMotion. 

Access Control License 
 

2 

environment settings: rootpswd 

Creating operation groups of VM servers 
Create a group for VMS, Group, in the Operations view. Specify Policy as a policy. Enable load 

monitoring of Optimized Placement. Set NIC#2 and Network for the virtual network. Enable 

Performance Data Collection. Set a monitoring profile:Stardard Monitoring Profile(1min) and 

a monitoring account:root, rootpswd. 

２ 

２ 

３ 

３ 

３ 

３ 

３ 

３ 

４ 

 

6 
 

7 

 

４ 

 

1 

10

 

11 

11

 

password: rootpswd 
 

5 

10

 

NIC#2 NIC#1 

NIC#1 00:16:97:A7:01:80 

NIC#2 00:16:97:A7:01:81 

logical network:Network, virtual 

switch:vSwitch1, VLAN:VM Network 
 

Setting logical networks 
Add a logical network for LAN for VM:Network. Add a virtual switch:vSwitch1  

and VLAN(Port group):VM Network to the Network. 
 

virtual switch: vSwitch1(vmnic1, 

VM Network) 
10

 

5 

5 

5 

8 

8 7 

 7 

 

2 

8 

Adding SSC licenses and subsystems, creating policies, and 

initial setting of DPM 
After registering SSC licenses, restart PVMService. Add VMware vCenter Server as a 

subsystem (host name:localhost, acount:administrator, mngpswd). Add 

DeploymentManager as a subsystem (host name:localhost, password:dpmmgr). 

Create a policy, Policy, based on Standard Policy (VMServer Predictive). Disable 

the policy "Machine Down/ Up" event and enable the "VMS connection state is 

red" event. Set ESX root password:rootpswd in environment settings. 

Creating and registering datastore 
Register LDSet to NEC StorageManager and assign HBA. Create LUN of LD and assign it to 

LDSet. Register LUN to ESX as Datastore using VI Client. Execute Collect on SSC to import 

datastore information into SSC. 

7 Registering VM servers in SystemProvisioning and setting BMC 

Create a group, RGroup, in the Resource view. Register VMServer to Rgroup with 

Register Machine. Register NIC#1 for connecting to LAN for management and 

NIC#2 for connecting to LAN fro VM to the network setting of VMServer. For BMC, 

register an account for SSC:administrator, bmcpswd in the remote KVM Console. 

Register OOB account (BMC IP address:192.168.50.201, account:administrator, 

bmcpswd) in SSC's VMServer machine setting. 
 

Administrator account :administrator, mngpswd 

 Management server IP :  192.168.50.1 

 

Management server:Mng 

 

LAN for 

Management 
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3.1.4. Hyper-V Environment 

There are two methods of managing a Hyper-V environment. 

 
 Hyper-V cluster 

Manages a cluster of virtual machine servers that are managed by Microsoft 
Failover Cluster (MSFC). 
Microsoft Failover Cluster features enable almost the same features as other 
virtual infrastructures such as Migration or Failover during failures. To manage 
target clusters from SigmaSystemCenter, register the target clusters at the 
subsystem window of the Web Console. 
 

 Hyper-V single server 
Manages Hyper-V virtual machine servers individually. 
The features that are enabled by Microsoft Failover Cluster are not available. 

Furthermore, this management method is disabled by default. 

To enable this management method, enable Set Hyper-V To Be Managed on the 
Virtual view of the Web Console. 

 
SigmaSystemCenter can manage an environment where Hyper-V cluster and Hyper-V 
single server are mixed. However, SigmaSystemCenter cannot manage one virtual 
machine server using both of two methods. You must select one of the two methods. 
 
Functional differences between Hyper-V cluster and Hyper-V single server are as 
follows: 
 

Functionality Hyper-V Cluster Hyper-V single server 

Create VM / Delete / 
Reconfigure (HW Profile / Disk 
/ Differential Clone) 

Available Available 

Machine profile / Edit Virtual 
Machine 

Available Available 

Snapshot Management / 
Image Management 

Available Available 

VM Import/VM Export Available Available 

VM Clone Available Available 

VM Power Control Available Available 

Virtual Machine Server Power 
Control 

Available Available 

Move VM (Migration / Quick 
Migration) 

Available Available (Required: SMB file 
server and Windows Server 
2012) 
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Functionality Hyper-V Cluster Hyper-V single server 

Move VM (Storage Migration / 
Move) 

Available (Required: Windows 
Server 2012) 

Available (Required: Windows 
Server 2012) 

Move VM (Failover) N/A  
(Operations from 
SigmaSystemCenter) 

Available (Required: Windows 
Server 2012) 

VM automatic Failover during 
failures 

Available 
(Provided by MSFC and 
SigmaSystemCenter 
synchronizes with it 
automatically) 

N/A 

VM automatic Migration during 
failure Predictive 

Available Available (Required: SMB file 
server and Windows Server 
2012) 

Boot-config (vIO) replacing of 
virtual machine servers 

Available Available 

VM Optimized Startup Available Available 
（Moving virtual machines to 
another server requires 
Windows Server 2012.） 

VM Optimized Placement 
(Load Balancing, Power 
Saving ) 

Available Available (Required: SMB file 
server and Windows Server 
2012) 

VM Placement Rule Available Available (Required: SMB file 
server and Windows Server 
2012) 

Virtual machine server 
monitoring 

Available 
(MSFC automatically detects) 

Available 

VM alive monitoring Available 
(MSFC automatically detects) 

Available 

Virtual Machine Server HW 
Predictive Monitoring 

Available Available 
(Moving virtual machines 
automatically by a policy 
requires SMB file server and 
Windows Server 2012.) 

Patch distribution to virtual 
machine servers 

Available Available 

Patch application distribution 
to virtual machines 

Available Available 

Virtual machine server 
Provisioning 

N/A N/A 

VM console / console screen 
shot 

Available Available 

Display the latest performance 
information 

Available Available 

Performance monitoring, 
graph display 
(SystemMonitor) 

Available Available 
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Microsoft Failover Cluster enables monitoring of virtual machine servers and virtual 
machines, and VM automatic Failover during failures. 
If Microsoft Failover Cluster detects any error, SigmaSystemCenter recognizes the 
error, records the events on operations log, updates status information of virtual 
machine servers and virtual machines, and starts policies. 
If a failure occurs, Microsoft Failover Cluster moves a virtual machine running on the 
virtual machine server where the failure occurred to another virtual machine server 
automatically. (This operation is called Failover.) 
SigmaSystemCenter detects the above operation (Failover) automatically and updates 
the configuration database so that the actual situation and the configuration database 
will not be inconsistent. 
 

The following Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V feature is not available when using the 
Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V from SigmaSystemCenter: 
 

 Hyper-V replica 
 

3.1.5. System Configuration of Hyper-V Cluster 

This subsection explains system configuration of Hyper-V cluster. 
 

A Hyper-V cluster environment is built with a management server of 
SigmaSystemCenter, a domain controller and virtual machine servers which are the 
management targets. Additionally, storage that is connected to SAN network is 
required to build a Cluster Shared Volumes (CSV). SigmaSystemCenter does not 
support CSV or cluster disk configuration with iSCSI. SigmaSystemCenter manages 
virtual machine servers which are the management targets as Hyper-V cluster. 

 
Each virtual machine server requires x64 processor, and also the functionalities of Intel 
VT and Hardware DEP. Furthermore, we recommend that all virtual machine servers 
have the same model processors. 
 
Prepare two networks: LAN for management and LAN for virtual machines. LAN for 
management is used for controlling or monitoring virtual machine servers. LAN for 
virtual machines is used for controlling virtual machines. There are two ways for LAN 
for operation: preparing another network, or sharing LAN for virtual machines. Connect 
the management server, each of the virtual machine servers, and the domain controller 
to the both networks. 
 

The management server OS must be Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 and later version 
of Windows. Install SigmaSystemCenter in the management server. System Center 
Virtual Machine Manager (SCVMM) is unnecessary. SigmaSystemCenter can control 
each of Hyper-V virtual machine servers without SCVMM. 
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Install Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 and later version of Windows in each of virtual 
machine servers and add a Hyper-V role and the Failover Clustering feature. In 
addition, install DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent as well. 

 
Each of the virtual machine servers must belong to the same Active Directory domain. 
 

 

 
Configuration of a virtual machine server is explained below. 

 
The term "partition" refers to virtual machines in Hyper-V. "Partition" is classified into 
the following two types: 

 
 A partition for Hyper-V Management. It is called "parent partition". It will be called 

"virtual machine server" which is a term of SigmaSystemCenter in the following 
explanation. 

 A partition where a normal guest OS runs. It is called "child partition". It will be 
called "virtual machine" which is a term of SigmaSystemCenter in the following 
explanation. 
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C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1 
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after registration as CSV. 
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DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent need to be installed on a virtual machine server 
(a parent partition). 
Hyper-V integration services and DPM Client need to be installed on each virtual 
machine (child partition). 
 
Virtual NICs of each virtual machine (child partition) need to be connected to LAN for 
the virtual machines via virtual networks. To use a HW Profile Clone, the virtual NIC 
type needs to be a legacy network adapter in which is PXE feature is available. 
However, a legacy network adapter is low speed, so it may influence on the system 
operations. If it influenced on the system operations, take a countermeasure such as 
adding Network Adapter as virtual NIC. 
 

 

 

3.1.6. Configuring Cluster in Hyper-V Environment 

This subsection explains the flow of configuring Hyper-V cluster nodes, from creation to 
registration to SigmaSystemCenter. For detailed procedures, see Hyper-V documents 
of Microsoft Corporation and SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. The 
explanation is provided on the assumption that OS and SigmaSystemCenter have 
already been installed on a management server and a domain controller. The following 
is a use case of Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1. 
 

1. Build Active Directory domain on a server of a domain controller. Enable a DNS 
server. 
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2. Building a virtual machine server 
1. Install Windows server 2008 R2 SP1. 
2. Join the virtual machine server to the domain. 

3. Add Hyper-V role using Server Manager. 
4. Add "Failover Clustering" feature using Server Manager. 

3. Building storage LUNs and assignment (for a FC-SAN environment) 

1. Build LUNs to be a shared storage on the storage system, and assign them to 
each virtual machine server to make LUNs accessible from all the virtual 
machine servers. 

4. Setting up a cluster (on one virtual machine server) 
1. Create a cluster using Failover Cluster Manager. Add all virtual machine 

servers that compose the cluster as nodes of the cluster. 

2. Make disks to be the shared storage online. Create volumes, and format them 
with NTFS. 

3. Add the formatted volumes to "storage" using Failover Cluster Manager. 

4. Enable Cluster Shared Volumes of the cluster using Failover Cluster 
Manager. 

5. Add the volumes that have been added to "storage" to Cluster Shared 
Volumes using Failover Cluster Manager. The volumes added in this 
procedure will be CSV. 

5. Operations on SigmaSystemCenter 

1. Register the cluster that was created in the above procedures to 
SigmaSystemCenter as a "Hyper-V Cluster" subsystem from the Subsystem 
window. Set the name or an IP address of the cluster as the host name. 

 

3.1.7. Using SMB File Server in Hyper-V Environment 

In Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, you can use a shared folder on a SMB file server 
and place a virtual machine on the SMB file server. However, the SMB file server must 
support the SMB protocol 3.0 to do so. The SMB file server is available in the 
environments of both Hyper-V cluster and Hype-V single server. 
 
The SMB file server requires the following preparations to be used as a datastore of a 
virtual machine server in SigmaSystemCenter. For the details of the setup of Active 
Directory and a file share, see the documentation provided by Microsoft. 
 

 Allow the SigmaSystemCenter management server to access the SMB file server. 
 Join the SigmaSystemCenter management server to the Active Directory domain. 
 You must give Full Control permissions to the machine account of the 

SigmaSystemCenter management server in the file-sharing setting for the shared 
folder on the SMB file server. 
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 You must give Full Control permissions to the machine account of the virtual 
machine server that uses the SMB file server in the file-sharing setting for the 
shared folder on the SMB file server. 

 Use the domain administrator account when you register the virtual machine 
server of the Hyper-V single server to SigmaSystemCenter. 

 

And you must register a shared folder on the SMB file server as a datastore to the 
virtual machine server using the ssc commands from the command line. When multiple 
machine servers use the target shared folder sharing it among them in the Hyper-V 
single server environment, you must execute the commands to each virtual machine 
server. 

 

E.g.) 
ssc create datastore \\VMServer1\ShareFolder1\VMServer1 -server CIFSServer 
-folder ShareFolder1 

 
Also use the ssc commands to remove its registration of the datastore. 

 

E.g.) 
ssc delete datastore \\VMServer1\ShareFolder1\VMServer1 
 

You must specify the file server name to the –server option in the same format among 
all virtual machine servers. Do not use the multiple methods to specify the file server: 
for example, using just the host name to specify in one case, using the FQDN or the IP 
address in others. 
The configuration that uses a Hyper-V virtual machine as a SMB file server is not 
supported. 

 
When performing Migration/Quick Migration for a virtual machine in the Hyper-V single 
server environment, you must place the virtual machine on the SMB file server. For the 
condition of the SMB file server setup, see the description above. Adding to this, the 
Hyper-V live migration setup is required, too. For the Hyper-V live migration, see the 
description in Subsection 3.10.4, "Support Information of Virtual Infrastructures". 
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3.1.8. Configuration Example of Hyper-V Cluster Environment 

An example of configuring Hyper-V cluster environment is described here. The figure 
on the next page explains the flow of making a virtual machine server in manageable 
state. For detailed procedures, see SigmaSystemCenter Installation Guide, 
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide, and product manuals. 
 
The following is a configuration example using Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1. 

VM server１ VM server 2 
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LAN for storage 
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folder 
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VM１ VM１ 

You can move a virtual 
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not available.  

You can also live migrate. 
 

Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V 
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Virtual view 
 
 

Management view 

 Resource view 
 
 

 

 

Operations view 
 
 

SigmaSystemCenter 
 

 

SAN 

 

management server:Mng 

 

Windows Server 

2008 R2 SP1 

 
 

 
management LAN 

 

SystemProvisioning 
 

 
DeploymentManager 
 

 
SystemMonitor 
 

 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 
 

 

Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
 

 DPM Client 
 

 

NEC ESMPRO Agent 
 

 

Preparing hardware and building a domain 

Connect a management server, a VM server, networks, and storage. Prepare 2 types of 

networks:LAN for management and LAN for VM. Build ActiveDirectory domain: 

domain.net. Administrator account of the domain: administrator, domainpswd. 

 

storage 

 

Installing OS and SSC, etc. in the management server 

Install Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 in the management server (IP:192.168.50.1, 

DNS:192.168.50.5). Install IIS ASP.NET, and DHCP. Install SSC, VC, and NEC Storage 

Manager. After registering SSC licenses, restart the PVMService. 

 Installing software in the VM server 

Install Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 in VMServer1 and VMServer2 (VM servers 

IP:192.168.50.51 and 52. DNS:192.168.50.5). Add role of Hyper-V to the OS. Add 

Failover clustering feature. Install DPM Client (management server IP:192.168.50.1). 

Install NEC ESMPRO Agent, and then set destination manager: 192.168.50.1, community 

name:public. Disable automatic shutdown against failure setting of NEC ESMPRO Agent. 

Join VMServer1 and VMServer2 to domain.net. 

 

Buiding a cluster 

Create a cluster using failover cluster manager of VMServer1. Add VMServer1 and 

VMServer2 as nodes. Online the shared disk set on VMServer1 in the step 4, create 

volume and format (NTFS) it. Add formatted volume in "storage" using failover cluster 

manager and enable cluster shared volume. Cluster disk1 is recognized as CSV by adding 

the volume added in "storage" to the cluster shared volume. 

 

Registering VM servers in SystemProvisioning and setting BMC 

Create a group, RGroup, in the Resource view. Register VMServer1 and VMServer2 to 

Rgroup with Register Machine. Register NIC#1 and NIC#2 to the network setting of 

VMServer1 and VMServer2. For BMC, register an account for SSC:administrator, 

bmcpswd in the remote KVM Console. Register OOB account (BMC IP 

address:192.168.50.201 and 202, account:administrator, bmcpswd) in SSC's 

VMServer machine setting. 

Executing Register Master Machine 

Allocate VMServer1 and VMServer2 (machine) to VMServer1 and VMServer2 (host) 

with Regsiter Master Machine and activate them in the Operations view. VMServer1 and 

VMServer2 are automatically registered to NEC ESMPRO Manager. A virtual 

switch:vSwitch1 and a portgroup:VM Network are automatically created. After 

registering the master machines, the Group group is created on SystemMonitor and 

VMServer1 and VMServer2 are automatically registered in SystemMonitor at the time of 

reflecting configuration information. 

 
SystemProvisioning(SSC Web Console) 
 
 

host:VMServer1, NIC#1 IP and 
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machine:VMServer1,OOB:192.168.50
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subsystem:DeploymentManager, 
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password: dpmmgr 

 

Hyper-V Cluster（MSFC） 
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BMC LAN 
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Registering VM servers to DPM 

Create a group, DGroup, on DPM. Add a VM server detected as a new computer under the 

DGroup. Specify VMServer1 and VMServer2 as computer names. 
 

 

192.168.50.51 

 

group:RGroup 

 
 

Setting a shared disk 
Create LDSet1 for VMServer1 and LDSet2 for VMServer2 on NEC Storage Manager and  

assign HBA information (WWN) of each machine. Create LUN of LD and assign it to LDSet1  

and LDSet2. 
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Adding subsystems and creating policies 

Add Hyper-V Cluster as a subsystem (host name:HvCluster.domain.net, domain name 

\account name:domain.net\administrator, password:domainpswd). Add 

DeploymentManager as a subsystem (host name:localhost, password:dpmmgr). 

Create a policy, Policy, based on Standard Policy (Virtual Machne Server Hyper-V). 
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Adding operation groups of VM servers and host settings 

Create a group for a VM server, Group, in the Operations view. Specify Policy as a policy. 

Enable load monitoring of optimized placement. Set NIC#2 and Network on the virtual 

network. Enable performance data collection setting and set a monitoring 

profile:Standard Monitoring Profile(1min), a monitoring 

account:domain.net\administrator,domainpswd. Create  hosts:VMServer1 and 

VMServer2 under Group. Regsiter 192.168.50.51 and 52 to #NIC1 to use them as 

management IP addresses. 
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Setting logical networks 

Add a logical network for LAN for VM:Network. Add a virtual switch:vSwitch1 and V

LAN:VM Network to the Network. 
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3.1.9. KVM Environment 

KVM is an abbreviation of Kernel-based Virtual Machine and software for using 
virtualized environment on a Linux machine. SigmaSystemCenter supports KVM 
provided by Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6. 
 

The following table shows the SigmaSystemCenter features available for a KVM 
environment. Only basic features, such as Create VM, power control, Edit Virtual 
Machine and Migration, are supported. Functionalities using policies are unavailable. 

 

Functionality KVM 

Create VM / Delete VM (Disk / Differential Clone) Available 

Machine Profile / Edit Virtual Machine Available 

Snapshot Management N/A 

Image Management Available 

VM Import/VM Export N/A 

VM Clone Available 

VM Power Control Available 

Virtual Machine Server Power Control Available 

Move VM (Migration / Quick Migration) Available 

Move VM (Storage Migration / Move) N/A 

Move VM (Failover) N/A 

VM automatic Failover during failures N/A 

VM automatic Migration during failure Predictive Available 

Boot-config (vIO) replacing of virtual machine servers Available 

VM Optimized Startup Available 

VM Optimized Placement (Load Balancing, Power 
Saving) 

Available 

VM Placement Rule Available 

Virtual machine server monitoring Available 

VM alive monitoring Available 

Virtual Machine Server HW Predictive Monitoring Available 

Patch distribution to virtual machine servers Available 

Patch application distribution to VMs Available 

Virtual machine server Provisioning N/A 

VM console / console screen shot Available 

Display the latest performance information Available (only for some performance 
information) 

Performance monitoring, graph display (SystemMonitor) Available (only for some performance 
information) 
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3.1.10. System Configuration of KVM Environment 

This subsection explains system configuration of KVM environment. 

 
A KVM environment is built with SigmaSystemCenter management server and virtual 
machine servers, the managed targets of SigmaSystemCenter. In addition, an NFS 
server is necessary in order to build a shared storage pool. The management server 
and virtual machine servers, the managed targets, need to be connected to the LAN for 
storage to which the NFS server will connect. SigmaSystemCenter also supports LVM 
storage pool, but shared LVM storage is not supported. 
 
Each virtual machine server requires x64 processor and Intel VT functionality. 

 
Prepare two networks: LAN for management and LAN for virtual machines. Use LAN 
for management for controlling and monitoring virtual machine servers. Use LAN for 
virtual machines for controlling virtual machines. There are two ways for LAN for 
operation: preparing another network, or sharing LAN for virtual machines. Connect the 
management server and each virtual machine server to both networks. 

 
TCP and TLS (Transport Layer Security) are main connection protocols between the 
management server and each virtual machine server. TLS is highly recommended for 
security reasons. To use TLS, a client certificate for connecting virtual machine servers 
must be placed on the management server. Each server certificate of virtual machine 
servers also must be placed on each virtual machine server. 

 
Install SigmaSystemCenter in the management server. Red Hat Enterprise 
Virtualization Manager for Servers (RHEV-M-S) is unnecessary. SigmaSystemCenter 
can control each virtual machine server of KVM directly without RHEV-M-S. 
 
Install Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.4 (RHEL6) in each virtual machine server. When 
installing RHEL6, install virtualization packages so that KVM hypervisor, libvirtd, and 
virt-manager will be installed. Additionally, install DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent. 
DPM Client is mainly used for power control and patch distribution. NEC ESMPRO 
Agent is mainly used for obtaining hardware information of virtual machine servers. 
SigmaSystemCenter does not support Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization Hypervisor 
(RHEV-H) which is available as a single hypervisor. 
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Configuration of a virtual machine server is explained below. 
KVM hypervisor, libvirtd, and virt-manager need to be installed on virtual machine 
servers. DPM Client and NEC ESMPRO Agent also need to be installed. 
The qemu-guest-agent and DPM Client needs to be installed on each virtual machine. 
Virtual NICs of each virtual machine need to be connected to LAN for virtual machines 
via virtual networks. 
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3.1.11. Configuration Example of KVM Environment 

An example of configuring a KVM environment is described here. The figure on the 
next page explains the operational flow of making virtual machine servers manageable 
state. For working examples in creating virtual machines, see Subsection 1.4.13, "How 
to use Sysprep - Differential Clone, Disk Clone (DPM) -" and related subsections. 
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Creating operation groups of VM servers, model setting and host setting 

Create a group for VMS, Group, in the Operations view. Create a model:Model under the 

Group. Specify KVM/DefaultDataCenter as a datacenter. Create hosts:VMServer1 and 

VMServer2 under Group. Register 192.168.50.51, 52 to #NIC1 as management IP. 

 

Registering VM servers in SystemProvisioning and setting BMC 

Add DeploymentManager as a subsystem (host name:localhost, password:dpmmgr). 

Create a group, RGroup, in the Resource view. Register VMServer1 and VMServer2 to 

Rgroup with Register Machine. For BMC, register an account for SSC:administrator, 

bmcpswd in the remote KVM Console. Register OOB account (BMC IP 

address:192.168.50.201 and 202, account:administrator、bmcpswd) in SSC's 

VMServer machine setting. 

 

 

Creating networks 

Configure bridged networking:br0 which virtual machines use for communicating with 

outside networks at NIC#2s of VMServer1 and VMServer2. 
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Preparing hardware 

Connect a management server, VM servers, a NFS server, and networks. Prepare 3 types of 

networks:LAN for management, LAN for VM, and LAN for storage. 

 

NFS server 

 

Installing OS and SSC, etc. in the management server, initial setting of DPM, 

Adding SSC licenses 
Install Windows in the management server (Account:administrator, mngpswd, IP:192.168.50.1). 

Install IIS, ASP.NET, and DHCP. Install SSC. After registering SSC licenses, restart the PVM 

Service 

 Installing software in VM servers 

Install Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.4 AMD 64 and Intel 64 in VMServer1 and VMServer2 

(Server role:Virtual Host, package group: Virtualization, VM servers IP:192.168.50.51 

and 52). Set names of VMServer1 and VMServer2 can be resolved. Install DPM Client 

(management server IP:192.168.50.1). Install NEC ESMPRO Agent, and then set 

destination manager: 192.168.50.1, community name:public. Disable automatic 

shutdown against failure setting of NEC ESMPRO Agent. 

 

Adding VM servers 

Execute "Set KVM To Be Managed" in the Virtual view to enable KVM management. Select 

DefaultDataCenter and add VMServer1 and VMServer2 with Add VM Server. 

For TLS connection:  

url: qemu+tls://VMServer1/system, qemu+tls://VMServer2/system 

For TCP connection:  

host name: 192.168.50.1, 192.168.50.2 

 

SystemProvisioning(SSC Web Console) 
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Server, type: Linux 
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.201,administrator,bmcpswd 

 

DeploymentManager(DPM) 
 
 

computer: VMServer1  
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Registering VM servers to DPM 

Create a group, DGroup, on DPM. Add the 2 VM servers detected as a new computer under  

the DGroup. Specify VMServer1 and VMServer2 as their computer names. 
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group:RGroup 

 
 

Creating a storage pool 

Create a storage pool:data1 specifying a directory of the NFS server. 
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NEC ESMPRO Agent(SA) 
 

SNMP destination manager: 

192.168.50.1,community 

name:public, 

automatic shutdown against 

failure:OFF 

 
DPM Client 
 
 management serverIP:192.168.50.1 

 
 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.4 
 
 

computer name:VMServer1,  

IP:192.168.50.51 

 
 

Preparing for connecting VM servers 

In order to control the VM server remotely, uncomment the line: 

LIBVIRTD_ARGS="--listen" in /etc/sysconfig/libvirtd. 

For TLS connection, create certificates for connecting via TLS on VMServer1 and 

VMServer2. Create Certificate Authority Certificate and locate it on VMServer1, 

VMServer2, and the management server. Create Server Certificates and Server Certificate 

Private Keys and locate them on VMServer1 and VMServer2 respectively. 

Create Client Certificate and Client Certificate Private Key and locate them on the 

management server. 

For TCP connection, in order to connect VMServer1 and VMServer2 via TCP, uncomment 

the line: listen_tcp =1 and add: auth_tcp ="none" in /etc/libvirt/libvirt.conf. Reboot 

libvirtd. 
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Execute Register Master Machine to virtual machine servers 

Allocate machines:VMServer1 and VMServer2 to hosts:VMServer1 and VMServer2 with 

Register Master Machine and activate them on the operation group. At the same time, 

VMServer1 and VMServer2 are automatically registered to NEC ESMPRO Manager. 
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3.1.12. How to Create a Client Certificate and a Server Certificate 

in a KVM Environment 

To use TLS as a connection protocol between a management server and each virtual 
machine server in a KVM environment, a client certificate for connecting virtual 
machine servers must be placed on the management server. Also, a server certificate 
must be placed on each virtual machine server. 
For creating a client certificate and a server certificate, see the following libvirt 
document: 
 
http://libvirt.org/windows.html#tlscerts 

 
Client certificate location is described as follows in the above document: 
 

 CA certificate 
%APPDATA%\libvirt\pki\CA\cacert.pem 
 

 Client certificate 
%APPDATA%\libvirt\pki\libvirt\clientcert.pem 
 

 Client key 
%APPDATA%\libvirt\pki\libvirt\private\clientkey.pem 
 

The above %APPDATA% is to be substituted with the value of the execution account of 
PVMService's environment variable, %APPDATA%. Generally, Local System is used 
for the execution account; therefore the value will be as follows: 

 
 For Windows Server 2008 (32bit) 

C:\Windows\system32\config\systemprofile\AppData\Roaming\ 

 
 For Windows Server 2008 R2 (64bit) 

C:\Windows\SysWOW64\config\systemprofile\AppData\Roaming\ 

 
  

http://libvirt.org/windows.html%23tlscerts
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3.2. Creation of Virtual Machine 
To build a new virtual environment, many things related to virtual machine creation 
must be considered, which involves capacity and performance of destination virtual 
machine servers and datastores, how to distribute images to virtual machines and how 
to configure guest OS. Therefore, it is a difficult problem for many IT engineers to build 
a virtual environment running with stability as required. SigmaSystemCenter's virtual 
machine creation feature enables quick building of highly advanced virtual 
environments with following advantages: 

 

1. Several image distribution methods with various advantages are prepared. 
They can be selected flexibly according to your system operation and 
building. 
SigmaSystemCenter obtains information and images from a master VM and 
creates virtual machines based on the information and the images. 
SigmaSystemCenter manages the information obtained from a master VM in 
templates. Management methods of images are different depending on types of 
templates. Subsection 3.2.5 "Templates" describes templates. 

 

2. Resource allocation to virtual machines can be defined in detail according to 
the purposes. 
Resource allocation to devices including virtual CPU and a memory that compose 
virtual machines can be defined in a machine profile. You can configure devices 
according to layers, such as a group or a model. Subsection 3.3 "Customization of 
Devices Assigned to VM" describes machine profiles. 
 

3. Usage state of resources allocated to virtual machines can be checked 
easily. 
Resource usage information of all virtual environments is shown in resource pools. 
Using a resource pool, you can check whether planned resources can be allocated 
to virtual machines or not without difficulties. Subsection 3.11 "Resource Pool" 
describes resource pools. 
 

4. A large quantity of virtual machines can be designed and created easily 
because a destination to allocate virtual machines is decided automatically 
and appropriately. 
Destination virtual machine servers and datastores to allocate virtual machines are 
decided automatically according to information from resource pools and templates 
that are set to an operation group. VM Optimized Creation balances virtual 
machines on the destination virtual machine servers and datastores. Subsection 
3.12.4 "VM Optimized Creation" describes VM optimized creation. 
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5. Guest OS information on virtual machines can be configured and managed 
easily. 
Guest OS information including a host name and an IP address can be managed 
in operation group settings and host settings. Each piece of the guest operating 
system information can be configured or created at the same time using ssc 
commands. Subsection 1.4 "About Image Deployment" describes settings for 
guest operating systems. 

 
In addition, SigmaSystemCenter’s system operating action such as action to cope with 
failure using policies can be configured at the same time as the above settings. 
Therefore, you can proceed to system operation quickly after building a virtual 
environment with SigmaSystemCenter. 

 

3.2.1. Operations to Create Virtual Machines 

Operations to create a virtual machine in SigmaSystemCenter are as follows: 
 

 Create and Assign Machine on the Operations view 

 Register Master Machine on the Operations view 
 Create VM on the Virtual view 
 Import VM on the Virtual view 

 VM Clone on the Virtual view 
 Create VM on the Portal view 
 

As the following two tables show, each operation is different each other in whether the 
operating system needs to be manually installed after the virtual machine is created, 
whether the specific information and device can be customized, or whether the 
destination on which the virtual machine is created can be selected automatically or 
not. 
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 Operation on the Operations view and the Portal view 

Features Create and Assign Machine on the Operations view, and Create VM on 
the Portal view 

Register 
Master 
Machine on 
the 
Operations 
view 

With template With "Import 
VM" specified 

With an existing 
disk specified 
(Cannot be 
specified in the 
Portal view) 

With "Install OS 
manually" 
specified 

With "Import 
VM" specified 

- Not available in 
Hyper-V, KVM, 
and XenServer 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available 
in KVM and 
XenServer 

Needs for 
manual OS 
installation after 
VM creation 

No Depends on 
the file to be 
imported 

Depends on the 
disk to be 
connected 

Yes Depends on 
the file to be 
imported 

Reflecting 
machine-specific 
information by 
image 
deployment 

Available Available Not available - Not available 

Device 
customize in a 
virtual machine 

Available Available Available Available Available 

Auto selection of 
a destination VM 
server and 
datastore by VM 
Optimized 
Creation 

Available Available Available Available Not available 

Virtual resource 
management 
using a resource 
pool 

Available Available Available Available Available 

 

 Operation on the Virtual view 

Features Create VM Import VM VM Clone 

With template Without 
template, with 
an existing disk 
specified 

Without 
template, 
without an 
existing disk 
specified 

Not available in 
Hyper-V and 
KVM 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available in 
KVM and 
XenServer 

- 

Needs for 
manual OS 
installation after 
VM creation 

No Depends on the 
disk to be 
connected 

Yes Depends on the 
file to be 
imported 

Depends on the 
source virtual 
machine 

Reflecting Not available Not available － Not available Not available 
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Features Create VM Import VM VM Clone 

With template Without 
template, with 
an existing disk 
specified 

Without 
template, 
without an 
existing disk 
specified 

Not available in 
Hyper-V and 
KVM 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available in 
XenServer 

Not available in 
KVM and 
XenServer 

- 

machine-specific 
information by 
image 
deployment 

Device 
customize in a 
virtual machine 

Not available Available Available Available Not available 

Auto selection of 
a destination VM 
server and 
datastore by VM 
Optimized 
Creation 

Not available Not available Not available Not available Not available 

Virtual resource 
management 
using a resource 
pool 

Not available Not available Not available Not available Not available 

 

(1) Create and Assign Machine on the Operations view , and Create VM on the 
Portal view 
When executing Create and Assign Machine, a virtual machine is created based 
on the settings of the tenant/category/ group/ model/ host on the Operations view. 
This operation can create a virtual machine from the various settings on the 
Operations view as the following, so you need to execute this when the virtual 
machine requires to be created automatically or when advanced management for 
resources and images will be required. Also, you can create a virtual machine by 
installing the operating system manually, importing a virtual machine from an 
external file, or using an existing disk. 
 
• It provides various methods to create a virtual machine. 

• It can configure the specific information such as the host name and IP address 
using a host setting and profile. 

• It can customize virtual resource allocation to each device within the virtual 
machine using a machine profile. 

• It can automatically select the most appropriate destination virtual machine 
server and datastore on which the virtual machine is created with the VM 
Optimized Placement functionalities. 

• It can determine the upper limit of a virtual resource that will be allocated to a 
virtual machine or manage the virtual resource use with a resource pool. 
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After creating a virtual machine, it is registered to the Operations view with being 
assigned to the host definition. It is also registered automatically to the Resource 
and Virtual view. 

 
You can use Create VM on the Portal view in the same way you use Create and 
Assign Machine on the Operations view to create a virtual machine. However, you 
cannot use an existing disk to create a virtual machine in the Portal view. 
 
Create and Assign Machine provides the four types of the methods to create a 
virtual machine as follows: 
 

• Create a virtual machine using a template 
A series of tasks to create a virtual machine, such as installing an operating 
system and reflecting the machine-specific information, can be automated by 
using a template. 

This allows you to create a large number of virtual machines quickly and 
efficiently. If any changes to virtual machines are required after their 
deployment, you can easily deploy their changes by executing the 
Reconfigure action. 
But using this method requires a large amount of up-front works such as 
creating a master VM as a template, configuring a template (image), machine 
profile and host profile, and preparing for image deployment. 
For how to create a virtual machine with this method, see "(1) 
SigmaSystemCenter automatically performs the series of tasks to build 
a virtual machine" in Subsection 3.2.2, "Configuring Virtual Machines 
Overview." 
 

 

 

• Creating a virtual machine using the VM import feature 
If you select the Import the virtual machine option when executing the Create 
and Assign action, the specified file is imported and a virtual machine is 
created based on the file. This method is available in VMware only. 
Use this method if you intend to create a virtual machine from an external file 
that is used as a master. 

In this method, the machine-specific information is reflected form the settings 
in a host profile after the virtual machine created. 
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the machine-specific 
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machine-specific 

information 

Machine-specific 

information 
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In this method, the machine-specific information is reflected form the settings 
in a host profile after the virtual machine created. Import a virtual machine on 
Register Master Machine if the machine-specific information such as the host 
name or IP address is not required to be reflected. 
For more information about importing/exporting virtual machines, see 
Subsection 3.2.6, "Importing and Exporting Virtual Machines." 

 

 

 

• Creating a virtual machine by specifying the existing disk 
A virtual machine is created using an existing disk if you specify the existing 
disk for a system disk in a machine profile. 

Use this method if you want to use the disk of the virtual machine which has 
been already deleted to create a virtual machine. The machine-specific 
information such as the host name or IP address cannot be reflected in this 
method. 
 

 
 

• Installing an operating system after creating a virtual machine 
If you select the Install OS manually option when executing the Create and 
Assign action, templates are not used and a virtual machine is created without 
an operating system installed. The virtual machine to be created is in the state 
of Maintenance mode "ON." 
Use this method when you want to install an operating system after you 
created a virtual machine. 

In this method, you must manually install an operating system specifying an 
ISO image of the installation media of the operating system in the optical drive 
setting because the operating system is not installed. You can specify the ISO 
image in Edit Virtual Machine after creating the virtual machine. 
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(2) Register Master Machine on the Operations view 
With the Import virtual machine option selected, the specified file is imported and a 
virtual machine is created based on the file when you execute the Register Master 
Machine action. If that option is not selected, a virtual machine cannot be created 
because the virtual machine to be assigned must be added to the Resource view. 
 
By this action you can create a virtual machine as is in the file and add it to the 
Operations view. So, this action helps you migrate virtual machines in the external 
environment. 
 

If the specification in a machine profile allows, you can create a virtual machine 
with different device settings from those in the file to be imported. The 
machine-specific information such as a host name or IP address cannot be 
reflected to the machine. 
 
For more information about importing/exporting virtual machines, see Subsection 
3.2.6, "Importing and Exporting Virtual Machines." 
 

 

(3) Create VM on the Virtual view 
By executing Create VM, you can create a virtual machine on the specified virtual 
machine server. It requires some manual setups after the virtual machine has 
been created because it cannot create a virtual machine automatically. 

This operation eliminates extra preparations in creating a virtual machine that does 
not need to be managed on the Operations view, for example, when creating a 
master VM. 

 
The behavior of Create VM depends on whether a template and an existing disk 
are specified or not. In both ways, configure the machine-specific information such 
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as host name and IP address as needed after creating a virtual machine because 
it is not automatically configured. 
 

The following three methods are available to create a virtual machine: 
 
• If you want to create a virtual machine using a template 

With a template specified, the virtual machine is created based on the settings 
in the template. It inherits the template settings as they are. So you must 
manually configure the specific information such as a host name and IP 
address after creating a virtual machine. Also you need to modify the device 
settings of the virtual machine by executing Edit Virtual Machine if required. 
In Hyper-V and KVM, you cannot specify a template. 

 

 
 

• If you want to create a virtual machine by specifying the existing disk 
Without a template specified, each device setting of the virtual machine is 
displayed. If you specify the existing disk for the system disk setting, a virtual 
machine is created using an image of the disk. The device settings can be 
copied from those in the machine profile on the Resource view. 

In XenServer, you cannot create a virtual machine without a template 
specified. 
 

 
 
After creating a virtual machine, it is automatically registered to the Resource and 
Virtual view, but you must execute Register Master Machine to register it to the 
Operations view. 
 

• If you want to install an operating system after a virtual machine is created 
Without a template specified, each device setting of the virtual machine is 
displayed. If you specify a system disk to be created newly, the virtual 
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machine with the newly created empty disk connected is created. The device 
settings can be copied from those in the machine profile on the Resource view. 
The virtual machine is created without an operating system installed, which 
requires you to install an operating system on the virtual machine after 
creating it. 
In XenServer, you cannot create a virtual machine without a template 
specified. 

 

 
After creating a virtual machine, it is automatically registered to the Resource and 
Virtual view, but you must execute Register Master Machine to register it to the 
Operations view. 
 

(4) Import virtual machine on the Virtual view 
By executing the Import virtual machine action, you can create a virtual machine 
on the specified virtual machine server by importing a specified file. You can use 
this action to import virtual machines that do not require the management on the 
Operations view or those to be registered on the Operations view later. 
 

The device settings of the virtual machine can be specified during this action. The 
machine-specific information such as host name or IP address is not automatically 
reflected to the virtual machine. So, you need to manually configure it as needed. 

 
For more information about importing/exporting virtual machines, see Subsection 
3.2.6, "Importing and Exporting Virtual Machines." 
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(5) VM Clone on the Virtual view 
By executing VM Clone you can create an identical virtual machine to its original 
virtual machine you specified on the specified virtual machine server. Although it 
requires some manual setups, this operation does not require any preparation for 
various settings to create a virtual machine, which is the advantage of this 
operation that it can simplify the virtual machine creation. 

 
You must manually configure the specific information such as a host name and IP 
address because the same machine as its original is created with this operation. 
Also you need to modify the device settings of the virtual machine by executing 
Edit Virtual Machine if required. If an operating system is not installed on the 
original machine, you must install an operating system on the new virtual machine. 

 
After creating a virtual machine, it is automatically registered to the Resource and 
Virtual view, but you must execute Register Master Machine to register it to the 
Operations view. 
 

 

 

3.2.2. Configuring Virtual Machines Overview 

The five methods to create a virtual machine managed in SigmaSystemCenter are 
available. Each method is different in its efficiency and simplicity. 

 
 SigmaSystemCenter automatically performs the series of tasks to create virtual 

machines. 

 You create a virtual machine by importing the file which was exported in advance. 
 You create a virtual machine using an existing disk. 
 First you create an empty machine using SigmaSystemCenter, then you manually 

install an operating system on it. 
 First you create a virtual machine using other tools than SigmaSystemCenter, then 

register it to SigmaSystemCenter. 
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In any of the above methods, perform tasks to ultimately register the virtual machine to 
the Operations view so that you can perform operation management for that created 
virtual machine. By registering the virtual machine to the Operations view, you can use 
the key features of SigmaSystemCenter such as recovering from failure or VM 
Optimized Placement. 
 

The following explains details of each method: 
 

(1) SigmaSystemCenter automatically performs the series of tasks to build a 
virtual machine 
SigmaSystemCenter can automatically performs the series of tasks to build a 
virtual machine such as creating a virtual machine, installing the operating system, 
and reflecting the specific information by executing Create and Assign Machine 
with a template, which enables you to build many virtual machines quickly and 
efficiently. 

Not only creating a new virtual machine, you can also efficiently change the 
configuration of the created virtual machine by the Reconfigure action. 
However, this requires many up-front works such as creating a master VM as a 
model virtual machine, setting up a template (image), machine profile and host 
profile, and preparation for image deployment. 
 

For more detail configuration examples, see the following subsections: 1.4.11, 
"How to use Sysprep - OS Deployment, HW Profile Clone (DPM) -," 1.4.12, "How 
to use Sysprep - Full Clone, Differential Clone, Disk Clone (Sysprep, vCenter 
Server) -, " and 1.4.13, "How to use Sysprep - Differential Clone, Disk Clone 
(DPM) -." 
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(2) You create a virtual machine by importing the file. 
In this method, a virtual machine is created from the imported file that was 
exported from an arbitrary virtual machine in advance and then registered to the 
Operations view. 
You can use the exported file from a virtual machine for migration of virtual 
machines between multiple systems where the virtual machine cannot be moved 
directly or for recovery of the virtual machine. SigmaSystemCenter supports the 
file formats (OVA and VHD) that are the standard file format provided by virtual 
infrastructure products, which allows you to create a virtual machine from the file 
that was exported by other management tools. 
 
On the Operations view, you can specify whether to perform the file import on 
Register Master Machine or Create and Assign Machine. In Create and Assign 
Machine, the machine-specific information can be reflected when executing the 
action. However, VM Import in Create and Assign Machine is available for VMware 
only. 
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(3) You create a virtual machine using an existing disk. 
In this method, an unused existing disk is used to create a virtual machine. 

You can use this method when you want to recreate the virtual machine that was 
deleted for some reason. When you intend to delete a base virtual machine and if 
you want to use an existing disk on the virtual machine, keep the disk instead of 
deleting it along with the virtual machine. 
 
The following two methods are available to create a virtual machine by using the 
existing disk: one is that you execute the Register Master Machine action after you 
created a virtual machine using the existing disk on the Virtual view, the other is 
that you set the existing disk in a machine profile on the Operations view and 
execute the Create and Assign action. 
 

 
 

(4) First you create an empty machine using SigmaSystemCenter, then you 
manually install an operating system on it 
In this method, as the following figure, first create an empty machine on which the 
operating system is not installed in SigmaSystemCenter, and then manually install 
the operating system on the machine and perform other tasks to it. Although this 
method requires many manual works during building the machine, the advantage 
of this method is that it can be used simply and easily. 

In this method, execute Create and Assign Machine with "Install OS manually" 
selected. 
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(5) First you create a virtual machine using other tools than 
SigmaSystemCenter, then register it to SigmaSystemCenter 
This is the method to register the virtual machine built using other tools than 
SigmaSystemCenter to the Operations view so that it can use the operation 
management features such as VM Optimized Placement and recovering from 
failure. 
In this case, as the following figure, you can perform operation management after 
registering the virtual machine to SigmaSystemCenter and executing Register 
Master Machine. As well as the case of using external tools, the virtual machine 
created on the Virtual view of SigmaSystemCenter can be registered to the 
Operations view by executing Register Master Machine. 

To register the virtual machine, the virtual machine server on which the target 
virtual machine runs also must be managed by SigmaSystemCenter. 
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3.2.3. Required Settings to Manage Virtual Machine 

The settings to manage a virtual machine contain three types; one is the settings 
related to automatic configuration such as the amount of resources allocated to virtual 
machines, the destination on which the virtual machine is created, the type of the guest 
operating system, and the customization settings of the guest operating system; the 
other is the settings related to operations after building a virtual machine such as the 
monitoring settings for the virtual machine, policy action at failure and VM Optimized 
Placement. Basically set up these settings for automatic configuration and operation on 
the Operations view. Other settings to prepare automatic configuration and perform 
maintenance the virtual environment are set up or executed primarily on the Virtual 
view. 

 
The primal setting items related to a virtual machine on the Operations view are as 
follows: 

 

 Group, Model, and Host 
To manage a virtual machine, you must create a group, model, and host on the 
Operations view. Host Setting has the Host Name setting. For Template (Image) 
and subsequent setting items below, configure them on the configuration window 
of the group, model, and host, too. 

 

 Template (Image) 
Configure the template and image to be used when creating a virtual machine. If 
the template (image) is not used, you need to install an operating system manually 
on an empty virtual machine after it was created, import a file to create a virtual 
machine, or create a virtual machine from the existing disk. 

The description about a template is provided in Subsection 3.2.5, "Templates". 
 

 Resource pool 
The resource pool manages various virtual resources allocated to the virtual 
machine such as CPU, memory, and disk in a virtual pool. The resource pool also 
can manage the amount of resources those can be allocated to a virtual machine, 
the resource location and priority, which helps you to understand the number of 
virtual machines you can create, their specs, and the location where the virtual 
machine is created. 

The resource pool is created for a group of the virtual machine server and used 
assigning it to the higher tenant or category. 
The description about a resource pool is provided in Section 3.11, "Resource 
Pool". 
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 Machine profile 
In a machine profile, configure the devices allocated to the virtual machine from a 
resource pool such as CPU, memory, and disk. The Machine profile determines 
the hardware specification of the virtual machine. 
The description about a machine profile is provided in Section 3.3, "Customization 
of Devices Assigned to VM". 

 

 Host profile 
This includes various settings that are central to the host profile. Configure the 
specific information which is set to the operating system of the virtual machine. 
The description about a host profile is provided in Section 1.4, "About Image 
Deployment". 

 

 Network 
Configure the information of the IP address set to the virtual machine and 
management IP address in the host settings. If you intend to use the IP address 
pool, you must configure the logical network. Specify the logical network to which 
the virtual machine belongs in the machine profile above. For a logical network, 
see Section 4.5, "Adding or Removing Managed Machine from Logical Network ‐ 
Overview ‐". 
 

 VM Optimized Creation 
VM Optimized Creation is a feature that automatically determines where the virtual 
machine is created. VM Optimized Creation has no setting dedicated to it and it 
refers to the settings of the resource pool and datastore. See Subsection 
3.12.4,"VM Optimized Creation". 
 

 Policy 
A policy is a setting for operation management after building a virtual machine. 
When an event for a virtual machine occurs, the action for the event which is set to 
the policy is executed. 
 

 VM Optimized Placement, VM Placement Rule, VM Optimized Startup, and 
VM Placement Information 
These are settings for operation management after building a virtual machine. 
Configure how to place the virtual machine on a virtual machine server or 
datastore. The description related to the placement of the virtual machine is 
provided in Section 3.12, "VM Optimized Placement Management". 

 

 Monitoring profile 
The monitoring profile is a setting for operation management after building a virtual 
machine. Configure the performance monitoring for the virtual machine. For a 
monitoring profile, see Subsection2.6.3, "Collection, Accumulation and Display of 
History of Performance Information, and Threshold Monitoring". 
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As described above, the basic configuration for the virtual machine is performed on the 
Operations view. However, it is performed or executed on the Virtual view in the 
following cases: 

 
 Browsing the virtual manager, datacenter, virtual machine server, and datastore to 

which the virtual machine belongs, or browsing templates and images in use 

 Creating a virtual machine that is not managed on the Operations view, modifying 
the device, moving the virtual machine, or performing power control. The virtual 
machine that is not managed on the Operations view is used for other purposes 
than business such as using it as a master VM. 

 Creating the template and image using a virtual machine 
 Modifying the device settings that cannot be modified by executing Reconstruct 

 Confirming the settings of the actual devices that constitute the virtual machine 
 Browsing or deleting the information of the virtual machine configuration files 
 Browsing a portion of the performance information of the virtual machine 

 
The following figure shows the image of the relation between each setting on the 
Operations view and a virtual machine. 
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3.2.4. Master VM 

The master VM is a template virtual machine for a virtual machine created by executing 
Create And Assign Machine and created when performing automatic configuration. The 
template virtual machine you intend to use as a master VM is prepared for installation 
of the operating system and required software, and then you can specify and use it 
when creating templates and images. 
 
The virtual machines specified when creating a template and used as a master VM are 
listed on Master VM List with the "M" mark displayed on its icon. 
 
Virtual machines except replica VM are available as master VMs regardless their types 
and whether they can be activated or not as follows. 
 
 Available regardless of use or type of templates 

 Available regardless of whether the machine is activated on the Operations view 
 Replica VM is not available as a master VM. 
 

To use a virtual machine as a master VM, you must perform the following tasks to 
prepare the virtual machine: 
 

 Installing the operating system 
 Installing DPM Client when you intend to use the reflecting machine-specific 

information by DeploymentManager feature. 

 Installing agents of virtual infrastructure products 
• VMware: VMwareTools 
• XenServer: XenServer Tools 

• Hyper-V: Hyper-V Integration Services 
• KVM: qemu-guest-agent 

 The power status must be the state defined in the following table before using a 
master VM. 

 
Do actions or tasks for a virtual machine to use it as a master VM. 

 

Template type Action/task for master 
VM 

Description  

Full Clone Create Template Use a master VM to create a template. 
You must power OFF the master VM you intend to use before 
doing this action. 
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Template type Action/task for master 
VM 

Description  

HW Profile Clone Executing a master 
machine setup scenario 
/ Sysprep-related 
preparations 

Execute a master machine setup scenario or manually perform 
Sysprep-related preparations to reflect the specific information. 
The master machine setup scenario must be executed from 
DeploymentManager because it cannot be distributed by 
executing Distribute Software. And if the operating system is 
any of Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, or Windows XP, 
you must manually copy or execute Sysprep-related files 
because the master machine setup scenario is not available in 
those operating systems. 
You must power ON the master VM you intend to use before 
doing this action. After preparation, the master VM is powered 
OFF with the specific information removed. Do not power ON 
the master VM before you perform Backup (that is described 
below). 

Backup Backup the specified master VM using DeploymentManager. 
Perform Backup after executing a master machine setup 
scenario or Sysprep-related preparations have completed. 
These up-front works power OFF the master VM, and you must 
perform Backup while the master VM is in this state. 

Create Template Use a master VM to create a template. 

Differential Clone / 
Disk Clone 

Sysprep-related 
preparations 

When using the reflecting specific information by 
DeploymentManager and the operating system is any of 
Windows 2000, Windows Server 2003, or Windows XP, you 
must manually prepare for the master VM to copy 
Sysprep-related files. 
In other operating systems than the above, manual preparation 
is not required because the master machine setup scenario is 
available in these operating systems and executed 
automatically. 
This task is not required when you use the reflecting specific 
information feature by vCenter Server. 
You must power ON the master VM you intend to use before 
doing this action. After preparation completed, power OFF the 
master VM. 

Create Template Use the specified master VM to create a template. During 
executing this, an image (replica VM) is created based on the 
master VM. 
You must power OFF the master VM you intend to use before 
doing this action. 

Creating an image Use the master VM related to a template to create an image 
(replica VM). 
You must power OFF the master VM you intend to use before 
doing this action. 

 

You cannot remove the virtual machine in use as a master VM. To do so, you must 
remove the template which uses the master VM first. 
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3.2.5. Templates 

Templates are used for creating virtual machines. A template is composed of 
information involving a virtual machine's hardware settings and OS images. Installing 
operations or configuring operations does not have to be repeated using templates. 
Templates are created from a virtual machine that is to be used as a master VM. 
Therefore, virtual machines that are created from the same template are the same as 
the master VM in basic information involving images and settings. Specific information 
for each virtual machine is configured based on the information of Machine Profile and 
Host Profile. 
 
Methods of managing images that are created from a master VM are different 
depending on the types of templates. Differential Clone and Disk Clone can manage 
several generations of the images that you create after updating operations such as 
patch application on the same template. 

 
The following four types of template methods can be used in SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

Template 
type 

Operability Functionality Performance 
of creating 
virtual 
machines 

Capacity Note 

Full Clone ★★★ ★ ★★ ★★ Uses a standard 
template of virtual 
infrastructure software. 
It has some merits in 
sharing the template 
with VMware vCenter 
Server management 
and easiness to set it 
up. 

HW Profile 
Clone 

★ ★ ★☆ ★★ Virtual machines can be 
created as well as 
physical machines by 
using DPM's Backup / 
Restore functionality. 
One ★ has been 
added in Performance of 
creating virtual 
machines due to 
DeploymentManager's 
express Sysprep. 
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Template 
type 

Operability Functionality Performance 
of creating 
virtual 
machines 

Capacity Note 

Differential 
Clone 

★ ★★★ ★★★ ★★★ Capacity is small and 
creation time is short 
because only difference 
information from a base 
is created. However, 
management of master 
VMs' snapshots is 
necessary and the 
management costs are 
high. Furthermore, the 
additional license for this 
template is required. 

Disk Clone ★★ ★★ ★☆ ★★ Generational 
management of images 
can be done easily by 
using the image 
management feature. 
Unlike Differential 
Clone, snapshots of 
master VMs are 
unnecessary, so 
management of this 
template is easy. 
One ★ has been 
added in Performance of 
creating virtual 
machines due to 
DeploymentManager's 
express Sysprep. 

 
See the following table for the availability of templates in virtual environments. 
Information in brackets is the products that configure OS specific information. Bold font 
indicates what is recommended and italic font is what is not recommended. 
 

Environment of  
a management 
target 

Full Clone HW Profile 
Clone 

Differential 
Clone 

Disk Clone 

VMware (vCenter 
Server 
management) 

Available 
(vCenter 
Server) 

Available 
(DPM) 

Available 
(vCenter 
Server) 

Available (vCenter 
Server) 

Standalone ESXi N/A Available 
(DPM) 

Available (DPM) Available (DPM) 

XenServer N/A *1 N/A Available (DPM) 
*2 

Available (DPM) 

Hyper-V Cluster N/A Available 
(DPM) 

Available (DPM) Available (DPM) 

Hyper-V single 
server 

N/A Available 
(DPM) 

Available (DPM) Available (DPM) 

KVM N/A N/A Available (DPM) Available (DPM) 
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*1 Unavailable to create virtual machines using Create and Assign Machine on 
the Operation view. Virtual machines can be created on the Virtual view but 
the guest OS's specific information cannot be configured. 

*2 Differential Clone is recommended owing to its advantage for XenServer in 
terms of performance. However, it has little advantage in terms of capacity. 

 

3.2.6. Importing and Exporting Virtual Machines 

Exporting and importing virtual machine provide the features to save the information of 
virtual machines to an external file or to create a virtual machine from the information of 
the virtual machine in the external file. 
These features are available for the following: 
 

 You can convert a virtual machine to a file and export it out of the system, which 
allows you to use it to migrate virtual machines between multiple systems where 
you cannot directly perform operations to move virtual machines. 

 You can save the file exported to an external to use it as a backup for the virtual 
machine. 

 The file OVA and VHD formats provided by virtual infrastructure products as a 
standard are available in importing and exporting: you can create a virtual machine 
from the file exported from other management tools. 

 

The importing and exporting virtual machines features are available in VMware and 
Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V or later. 
 

Importing and exporting are available in the following actions. Importing allows you to 
customize devices by configuring a machine profile and other, adding to the virtual 
machine creation from the external file. In the Create and Assign Machine action, the 
OS-specific information specified in a host profile can be reflected, too. 
 
 Import 

• Create and Assign Machine on the Operations view (for VMware only) 
• Register Master Machine on the Operations view 
• Create VM on the Portal view (for VMware only) 

• Import virtual machine on the Virtual view 

• The ssc create machine command (for VMware only) 
• The ssc assign machine command 

• The ssc vm import command 
 Export 

• Export virtual machine on the Virtual view 

• The ssc vm export command 
 
External files used in importing or exporting are different in VMware and Hyper-V as 
follows. 
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 VMware 

In VMware, the following two file formats are available to save the information of 
the virtual machine. 

Unlike Hyper-V, the information of each device on a virtual machine is saved in the 
external file. This is used as a default of the device setting. 
The information of all disks connected to the virtual machine is saved, too. 

 

• OVA format 
The file that has an ova extension. 

The OVF file below consists of multiple files, whereas this file consists of one 
archived file. 
 

• OVF format 
The file that has an ovf extension. 
The OVF format is a standard of the virtual machine file format. 

Adding to OVF files, it consists of the disk file that has a vmdk extension. 
Remember that the vmdk file used for importing and exporting is not available 
to specify a disk in Machine Profile. 

 
 Hyper-V 

In Hyper-V, the following file format is available to save the information of the 
virtual machine. 
Unlike VMware, the file saves the system disk information only, and the 
information of other devices that compose a virtual machine is not saved. Because 
of this, you need to configure each device that composes a virtual machine when 
importing a virtual machine. The information of extended disks cannot be imported 
and exported. 

 
• VHD format 

The file that has a vhd or vhdx extension. 
The vhdx format is available in Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V. The new disk 
on a virtual machine on Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V is created in the vhdx 
format. 
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When the Import virtual machine action is executed, the external data are passed from 
the location where stores the file to the datastore connected to a virtual machine 
server; when the Export virtual machine action is executed, files in the datastore are 
exported to external. 

You need to prepare the external files used in importing virtual machines in the 
following location: In exporting, the file is output to the following location: Each location 
for passing files must have sufficient space to save the file. 

 
 Machine that runs Web browser when executed on the Web console 

The data are passed via the SigmaSystemCenter management server. Because of 
this, the management server also must have as much free working space as the 
size of the external file. The working space to be used is the location specified in 
the TEMP environment variable, but you can specify it explicitly by using the ssc 
update environment TempWorkingDir command. 
And you need to configure the machine that runs a Web browser so that it can 
connect to the port 26108 on the SigmaSystemCenter management server when it 
transports the external file. 
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 Management server when executed using ssc commands 
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3.3. Customization of Devices Assigned to 
VM 

Resource assignment for the devices that compose virtual machines can be 
customized on SigmaSystemCenter. The device customization of SigmaSystemCenter 
makes it easy to define various specifications of virtual machines according to the 
usage. 
The following devices can be defined using the device customization. Devices other 
than the listed below must be configured using virtual infrastructure products. 
 
 Cost 

 CPU 
 Memory 
 Network 

 System Disk 
 Extended Disk 
 Optical Drive 

 
Device settings can be defined and changed by the following operations. 
 

1. Machine profile 
A machine profile is used to define hardware specifications of virtual machines that 
are to be created or to be reconstructed. It can be configured on the Operation 
view. When the following operations are executed, virtual machines with the 
hardware specifications that are defined in a machine profile are created. 
Machine profile does not have any setting item for an optical drive. 

 
• Create and Assign Machine 
• Register Master Machine (with "Import virtual machine" selected only) 

• Assign Machine 
• Reconstruct 
• Register Master Machine (enabled only for the network setting) 

 

2. Setting a device when executing Edit Virtual Machine, Create VM (without 
template) and Import VM 

If no template is specified when executing Create VM or when executing Import 
VM, you can create a new machine providing the hardware specification of it. 
Also, the resource assignment for each device that is implemented on created 
virtual machines can be changed by operating Edit Virtual Machine. Execute both 
operations on the Virtual view. 
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3. Setting an optical drive 
Unlike other devices, the optical drive becomes available for use after adding it to 
the settings when it is needed. 

You can configure the optical drive by executing the following operations: 
 
• Selecting "Install OS manually" when executing Create and Assign Machine 

• Optical Driver Manager 
• Edit Virtual Machine 
• Create VM (without template) 
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A machine profile can be defined in each of the layers of an operation group, such as 
groups, models, and hosts. Therefore, a machine profile can be operated flexibly 
according to requirements of the business. Hardware specs that are to be applied to 
several virtual machines widely should be configured on the group layer. Hardware 
specs that are to be applied to virtual machines individually should be configured on the 
host layer. A host and a model are associated not at the timing of creating the model, 
but at the timing of creating a new virtual machine. Therefore, several models can be 
prepared with hardware spec profiles for various situations. An appropriate profile will 
be selected from among the prepared hardware profiles depending on the situation of 
when creating virtual machines. 
In addition, each device can be configured depending on layers. Network settings that 
are to be used commonly in all layers should be configured on upper layers. On the 
other hand, devices that are to be customized depending on CPU or a memory should 
be configured in lower layers. 
Machine profiles can be configured only on a group whose machine type is "VM." 

 
The following setting items in old versions are integrated into the machine profile 
setting. 

 
 Setting on the Network tab of the model setting (SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2 

or before) 

If SigmaSystemCenter is updated from SigmaSystemCenter 2.1 update 2 or 
earlier, network settings on the Network tab of Model Property Setting are inherited 
to the network settings in a machine profile of the group or model. 

 

3.3.1. Usage Example of Machine Profile 

The following figure is an example of VMGroup with four Machine profiles: Network 
Profile, Profile A, Profile B, and Profile C. 
 

Define a common NetworkProfile for the entire group as a network definition. Assume 
that three levels of operation load are defined for CPU, memory, and a disk. Define 
three machine profiles as hardware specs that can cope with each of the three levels: 
Profile A, Profile B and Profile C. 
Set template_2003 with the OS image of Windows 2003 in VMGroup. Assume that 
each virtual machine under the virtual machine group works based on the same OS 
image. 

 
Define a minimum spec for Profile A (Machine Profile) to be used as a basic setting 
available in many operations and set it on VMGroup which is the top group. Set 
Network Profile on VMGroup as a common network setting for the entire group. 
Prepare two models under VMGroup: Small Model and Large Model, Configure Small 
Model so that Profile A is used as a setting of VMGroup which is the upper group. Set 
Profile B (Machine Profile) on Large Model. High specifications to cope with high load 
operations are defined in Profile B. Configure the network setting of both models so 
that the VMGroup setting will be used. 
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Do not define machine profiles on the host settings: VMHost1 to VMHost6, so that the 
setting of upper layers will be used. When executing Create and Assign Machine on 
these hosts, select either of Small Model or Large Model considering prospective loads 
on the virtual machines to be created. 
Set Profile C (Machine Profile) on SpecialHost that is to be loaded extremely high. A 
special hardware spec is defined in Profile C. 

 
Do not define the network setting on every host so that upper layers' settings can be 
used. 

 

 
 

  

Host 

VMHost1 

Template_2003 

 

OS: Windows 2003 

Group Model 

VMGroup Small Model 

Large Model 

Profile A Profile A 

VMHost2 

VMHost3 

VMHost4 

VMHost5 

VMHost6 

Profile B 

Profile B 

SpecialHost Profile C 

Profile A  .. Small Instance 

              (Default) 

CPU Count:                 1 

CPU Share:               Low 

Memory:            1,700MB 

System Disk:       10,000MB 

Extended Disk:    160,000MB 

 

Profile B  ..  Large Instance  

 

CPU Count:                  2 

CPU Share:               High 

Memory:             6,000MB 

System Disk:        10,000MB 

Extended Disk:     800,000MB 

 

Profile C  .. Extra Large Instance 

 

CPU Count:                  4 

CPU Share:            Highest 

Memory:            15,000MB 

System Disk:        10,000MB 

Extended Disk:   1,500,000MB 

 

   Profile Serttings 

 Uses settings that are 

configured in the upper. 

Network Profile  

Virtual NIC#1:     VM Network 

 

 

Network Profile Network Profile 

Network Profile 

Network Profile 

Profile A 

Profile B 

Network Profile 

Profile A 

Network Profile 

Profile A 

Network Profile 

Profile A 

Network Profile 

Network Profile 

Network Profile 
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3.3.2. Machine Profile Definitions in Layers 

Machine profiles can be defined in each layer: groups, models, and hosts. Definitions of 
lower layers are prior to those of upper layers. Whether to define devices at each layer 
or not can be configured according to each of the devices, CPU, memories, networks, 
system disks and extended disks. 

 
You can check the result of the device definitions on the machine profile setting of 
hosts, the result that which machine profile is used to create virtual machines. 

 
 Group 

If there is no definition in models or hosts under a group, the definition of a group’s 
machine profile is used when creating virtual machines. The setting of the group is 
used as the default setting for models and hosts. If any template is set on a group, 
the setting of the template is used as the default setting for the group. 

If a template is assigned not to a group but to lower models, the template setting is 
not used as the default setting for the group. In this case, settings can be 
configured easily by reference to the information of the model setting to which the 
template is assigned. 
 

 Model 

If no machine profile is defined in individual hosts on the host setting, a model 
setting which is to be specified at the timing of creating virtual machines is used as 
the machine profile for the virtual machines. The setting of the specified model can 
be used as the default setting on a machine profile setting window of hosts or 
groups. 
The default values of the model setting are set in groups or templates. If both a 
group and a template exist, the group's values are used as the default values. 
 

 Host 

Define machine profiles for hosts individually. The default values that are defined 
in the host setting are surely used as a virtual machine's machine profile. If there is 
no definition in a host, the definition of a model's machine profile that was selected 
while creating virtual machines is used. If no model is selected or if the selected 
model has no definition, the definition of upper groups or templates is used. If both 
a group and a template exist, the group's values are the default values. 

When you want to specify the existing disk for a system disk or extended disk, 
specify it per host. 
 

 If no definitions in each layer 
Each of the settings of devices in use on the templates is referred to when creating 
virtual machines. 
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3.3.3. About Named Machine Profile 

Named machine profile is a functionality to register a machine profile setting in advance 
in order to reuse it. 
Register a named machine profile in the Resource view. Then, select either of the 
following two ways in the machine profile setting on a group property, a model property, 
or a host setting to use the already registered named machine profile. 
 
 Use public Named Profile 

 Copy profile from existed 
 
Named machine profile has the following two types:  

 
 Public 

Usable range is not limited. All Public machine profiles are available in all group 
properties, model properties, and host settings in the Operations view. 
 

 Private 

Usable only under the specified tenant. When creating a Private machine profile, 
specify the tenant to assign. A Private machine profile assigned to the upper 
tenant is available for a group property, a model property, and a host setting in the 
Operations view. A Private machine profile not assigned to the upper tenant is not 
available. 

 

The following three Public named machine profiles become available by default when 
SigmaSystemCenter is installed. 

Name of machine profile Settings 

Large CPU count:4, CPU share: Standard, Memory size:4096MB, 
Memory share: Standard, System disk type: Thin 

Medium CPU count:2, CPU share: Standard, Memory size:2048MB, 
Memory share: Standard, System disk type: Thin 

Small CPU count:1, CPU share: Standard, Memory size:1024MB, 
Memory share: Standard, System disk type: Thin 

 
The value of setting for each device 

The following settings are contained in Machine Profile, Edit Virtual Machine, Create 
VM (without template) on per-device bases. 
 

3.3.4. Setting Cost Information 

Set the cost value of a virtual machine. 
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3.3.5. CPU Settings 

Configure the number or the ability of CPU that is to be assigned to virtual machines. 

The specified CPU is created while executing the following operations and it is 
assigned to a virtual machine. 
 

(1) Available actions 
• Create and Assign Machine, Create VM on the Portal view 
• Register Master Machine (with "Import virtual machine" selected only) 

• Allocate Machine 
• Reconfigure 
• Edit VM 

• Create VM (without template) 
 
The following describes setting items for CPU: 

 

(2) Setting items 
• CPU Count 

Specify the number of virtual CPUs that are to be implemented on virtual 
machines. 
The VMware vSphere5 environment allows you to adopt multicore setting. 

SigmaSystemCenter allocates CPUs to virtual machines to make the total 
CPU cores equal to the number of CPUs specified. 
 

Setting of Cores The setting of cores in the template or the number of image 
cores is inherited. 

Setting of Sockets The number of CPUs specified, or the number of cores of the 
master VM. 

E.g.) When the number of CPUs is set to 4, and the master VM's cores is set 
to 2, the number of the socket will be 2. 

 
• CPU Share 

Select the amount of the CPU resource allocation. 
Specify from the listed below. An arbitrary number can also be specified 
manually. 

 
- 4000 Highest 
- 2000 High 

- 1000 Normal 
- 500 Low 
- 250 Lowest 
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SigmaSystemCenter uses the result of the following calculations when 
controlling each virtual infrastructure product. 

 

VMware Specified value * the number of CPU 

XenServer Specified value * 256 / 100 

Hyper-V Specified value / 10 

KVM Specified value * 1024 / 100 

 
Each of the virtual infrastructure products decides the final amount of CPU 
resource assignment considering the number of virtual machines running on a 
virtual machine server in addition to the value of CPU Share. Use CPU Share 
value as a relative value among virtual machines running on a virtual machine 
server. 

 
• CPU Reservation 

Specify the lower limit of the virtual machine server's CPU resource for 
allocating to virtual machines by MHz. Set this value if you want to secure the 
minimum allocation capacity for the CPU resource. This value setting is not 
used for XenServer or KVM. 
 

VMware Specified value is used without change.  

Hyper-V The set value * 100 / (the number of 
CPU * the host clock frequency (MHz)) 

Set the percentage for 
available resources of the VM. 

 
If "0" or empty value is set, the memory reservation value is recognized as not 
specified. 

 
• CPU Limit 

Specify the upper limit of CPU resource assignment by MHz. CPU Share 
setting is used as a relative value among other virtual machines' CPU Share 
setting. On the other hand, CPU resource is not assigned with exceeding the 
value of CPU Limit setting. 

CPU Limit setting is not used for XenServer. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter uses the result of the following calculations when 
controlling each virtual infrastructure product. 
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VMware Specified value is used without change.  

Hyper-V Specified value * 100 / (the number of 
CPU * the host clock frequency (MHz)) 

Set the percentage for 
available resources of the VM. 

KVM The quota value = specified value * the 
period value (100000 by default) / the 
host clock value (MHz) 

Set the quota value to KVM. 

 
If "0" is specified, CPU has no limit. 
 

(3) What each virtualization infrastructure supports 
Details of the above CPU settings' functionalities and support information 
according to virtual infrastructure products are as follows: 

 

Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

Specifying and changing 
CPU count 

Available Available Available Available 

Specifying and changing 
CPU share 

Available Available Available Available 

Specifying and changing 
CPU reservation 

Available Available N/A N/A 

Specifying and changing 
CPU limit 

Available Available N/A Available 

 

3.3.6. Memory Settings 

Configure a memory to be assigned to virtual machines. 

 

(1) Available actions 
The specified memory is created while executing the following operations, and it is 
assigned to a virtual machine. 
 
• Create and Assign Machine, Create VM on the Portal view 

• Register Master Machine (with "Import virtual machine" selected only) 
• Allocate Machine 
• Reconfigure 

• Edit VM 
• Create VM (without template) 
 

(2) Setting items 
The following describes setting items for memory: 
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• Memory Size 

Specify a capacity of a memory to assign to a virtual machine in MB. How to 
handle the specified value is different according to virtual infrastructure 
products. 

 
- In the case of virtual infrastructures other than Hyper-V 

The specified value is used as the physical memory size of the virtual 
machine. 

 

- In the case of Hyper-V 
If dynamic memory is enabled, memory size setting is used as the initial 
physical memory size of the virtual machine to create. After creating the 
virtual machine, the physical memory size is dynamically changed by the 
dynamic memory. 
To disable the dynamic memory workings, the memory limit value needs 
to be the same as the memory size value. If dynamic memory is disabled, 
the specified value is used as the physical memory size of the virtual 
machine. 

 
• Memory Share 

Specify a reference value for allocating memory resources to virtual machines 
on a virtual machine server. In the case of Hyper-V dynamic memory, the 
specified value is used as a reference value for determining the physical 
memory sizes of virtual machines. 

Memory share setting is usable in VMware and Hyper-V. Available settings 
are the following four types. 
 

- 2000 high 
- 1000 standard 
- 500 low 

- Manually setting: specify a value 
 
When controlling each virtual infrastructure, the specified value is used after 
calculating as follows: 
 

VMware Specified value * memory size / 100  

Hyper-V Specified value * 5 The specified value needs to be 
configured as follows: 
0 <= calculation result <= 10000 

 
Each virtual infrastructure product considers the number of virtual machines 
running on the virtual machine server besides the specified memory share 
value to determine the allocation of memory resources finally. Use the 
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specified memory share value as a relative value along virtual machines 
running on the virtual machine server. 
 

• Memory Reservation 
Specify the lower limit of the virtual machine server's physical memory size for 
allocating to virtual machines in MB. If you want to secure the minimum 
allocation capacity to avoid a situation that a memory resource allocation 
becomes too little by virtual infrastructure products, set this value. This value 
setting is available for VMware and Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V. For 
Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V, the specified value in the memory 
reservation is ignored and the value of the memory size is set as the value for 
this.. 

 
For VMware, if "0" or empty value is set, the memory reservation value is 
recognized as not specified. 

For Hyper-V, if "0" or empty value is set, the specified value is recognized as 
the available minimum value. 

 

• Memory Limit 
Specify the upper limit of the virtual machine server's physical memory size for 
allocating to virtual machines in MB. The memory share value is used as a 
relative value among memory share setting values of other virtual machines, 
but this memory limit value is used as the upper limit to avoid a situation that 
memory resources are allocated exceeding the upper limit. For XenServer 
and KVM, this value setting is not available. 
 
If "0" or empty value is set, the memory has no limit in VMware. In the case of 
Hyper-V dynamic memory, the memory limit value is recognized as the 
maximum size (1024GB for Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, 64 GB for 
Windows Server 2008 R2) is set. 

 
Memory settings are different depending on virtual infrastructure product types as 
illustrated in the figure on the next page: 

 
• For VMware, the physical memory size of a virtual machine is determined 

when the memory size is specified. The memory limit setting is used for 
limiting the usage size of the actual memory of the virtual machine server. 
However, if the memory limit size is smaller than the memory size, virtual 
machine performances are influenced when the memory usage on the virtual 
machine exceeds the memory limit. Therefore, no specification for the 
memory limit is recommended. 

 

• For Hyper-V dynamic memory, the memory size setting is used as the initial 
physical memory size of virtual machines. The physical memory size is 
dynamically changed by the dynamic memory, so the memory limit setting is 
used as the upper limit of virtual machines' physical memories which are 
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dynamically changed. In Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, memory reservation 
is used as the lower limit value of the virtual machines' physical memory size. 
In Windows Server 2008 R2, the lower limit value is the memory size. 

 

 
 

Information of the memory size usage on the virtual machine server and the 
memory size recognized by a virtual machine is displayed in performance 
information of the virtual machine server. The locations where memory size 
information is displayed in the performance information in the Web Console are 
shown in the following table. Performance information of a virtual machine server 
is displayed in the Performance tab displayed by clicking Performance of the target 
virtual machine server in the Virtual view. 
 

Check item Display location of information 

Memory size recognized by a virtual machine Memory Size column 

Physical memory size recognized by 

the VM immediately after created 

For VMware 

For Hyper-V dynamic memory 

Physical memory size actually used 

on the VM server 

Memory size 

Memory reservation 

Memory limit 

Physical memory size 

recognized by the VM 

Physical memory size recognized by 

the VM immediately after created 

Physical memory size actually used 

on the VM server 

Memory limit 

 Memory size 

Physical memory size 

recognized by the VM 

Memory size used on a virtual machine server 

dynamically changes according to the memory 

share setting and actual load status. 

Memory size 

available on a guest 

OS is determined by 

the memory size 

specification. 

In Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, the 

physical memory size of the VM dynamically 

changes by the dynamic memory between the 

specified memory size and the specified 

memory limit. 

In Windows Server 2008, the lower limit 

value is the value of the memory size. 

Memory reservation 

In Windows Server 2012 Hyper-V, the 

physical memory size actually used on the VM 

server also dynamically changes between the 

specified memory size and the specified memory 

limit. 

In Windows Server 2008, the lower limit 

value is the value of the memory size. 
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Check item Display location of information 

Memory size used by guest OS Memory Usage column 

Memory size used for the target virtual 
machine on a virtual machine server 

Host Memory Usage column 

 

(3) What each virtualization infrastructure supports 
Details of the above memory settings' functionalities and support information 
according to virtual infrastructure products are as follows: 

Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

Specifying and 
changing memory size 

Available Available Available Available 

Specifying and 
changing memory share 

Available Available N/A N/A 

Specifying and 
changing memory 
reservation 

Available Available in Windows 
Server 2012; N/A in 
earlier version of 
Windows 
(Specify "0" in Edit Virtual 
Machine.) 

N/A N/A 

Specifying and 
changing memory limit 

Available Available N/A N/A 

 

3.3.7. Network Settings 

Configure a virtual NIC to be assigned to virtual machines, and also logical networks 
and port groups (virtual networks) to which the virtual NIC connects. A port group 
corresponds to XenServer network in a XenServer environment. Virtual NICs are 
available from #1 to #10. Available number of virtual NICs for XenServer is up to seven. 
 

(1) Available actions 
The specified virtual NIC is created while executing the following operations, and it 
is assigned to a virtual machine. Also, the virtual NIC is connected to the specified 
destination where it is connecting to. In Edit Virtual Machine, the status of the 
virtual NIC which is connecting to the destination can be turned to the 
disconnected state. But the virtual NIC cannot be disconnected in XenServer. 

 
• Create and Assign Machine, Create VM on the Portal view 
• Register Master Machine (with "Import virtual machine" selected only) 

• Allocate Machine 
• Reconfigure 
• Register Master Machine 

• Edit VM 
• Create VM (without template) 
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(2) Setting items 
There are differences in setting destination logical networks to connect to and port 
groups between machine profiles and Edit Virtual Machine/ Create VM (without 
template). 

 
• Machine profile 

Logical networks and port groups can be specified in a machine profile. 
Specify a logical network from already defined and registered networks. 
Virtual switches and port groups defined in the specified logical network need 
to be created using their virtual infrastructures. In the case of VMware and 
Hyper-V, if virtual switches and port groups defined in the specified logical 
network are not created, they are automatically created when executing 
Register Master Machine of virtual machine servers. 
For port groups, specify an already created port group.  
If you want to specify a port group that has not been created, enter the name 
manually. Then, create a port group whose name is the same as the port 
group entered manually in virtual infrastructure products before executing 
Create and Assign Machine or Reconfigure and so on. As for Hyper-V, the 
procedure is different. 
In the case of Hyper-V, if you specify a name of a not created port group in the 
following format, the port group is automatically created when executing 
Create and Assign Machine or Reconfigure. 
 
Format: VirtualSwitchName-VLAN:VlanId 

 
- VirtualSwitchName: Specify the name of the virtual switch to connect 

to. 
- -VLAN: Fixed string 
- VlanId: Specify ID of the VLAN to be assigned to the virtual NIC. If you 

do not specify VLAN ID, specify "NONE", the fixed string. 

 
• Edit Virtual Machine/Create VM (without template) 

Only already created and available port groups can be specified. If you want 
to specify a not created port group, create the port group on a virtual machine 
server using virtual infrastructure products beforehand, and then import the 
information to SigmaSystemCenter with Collect. For VMware and Hyper-V, 
add a port group setting to the logical network used in a virtual machine server 
where a virtual machine to be edited in Edit Virtual Machine is activated, and 
execute Change Configuration to the virtual machine server. Then, the port 
group is created. 

 
In the Web Console, a list of destination candidates to connect to is displayed in 
order to make it easy to set the destinations. Logical networks and port groups 
which meet the following requirements are displayed as destination candidates to 
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connect to. In the case of machine profiles, port groups do not exist in the list can 
be set by entering manually. 

 

• Logical network 
- Already created Public logical networks 
- Already created Private logical networks. Private logical networks need to 

be assigned to a category to which the host, model, or group of the 
machine profile being configured. 

 

• Port group 
- Available port groups from a virtual machine server to be a destination 

candidate for the virtual machine to create. For virtual machine servers to 
be destination candidates, see Subsection 3.12.5, "Selection Criteria for 
Destination Virtual Machine Servers and Datastores." 

 

(3) What each virtualization infrastructure supports 
Details of the above networks' functionalities and support information according to 
virtual infrastructure products are as follows: 

Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

Upper limit of 
virtual NIC 
number 

10 8 7 10 

Adding and 
connecting virtual 
NIC and changing 
connection 
destination 

Available Available Available Available 

Deleting virtual 
NIC 

Available Available Available Available 

Disconnecting 
network being in 
connection (only 
in Edit Virtual 
Machine) 

Available Available N/A Available 

 

3.3.8. System Disk Settings 

Defining a disk in which a guest OS is to be installed allows you to create and change a 
system disk. 
 

(1) Available actions 
In a system disk, processes by SigmaSystemCenter depend on what operation will 
be performed. 

The following table shows each process to the system disk done by 
SigmaSystemCenter. The operation of SigmaSystemCenter reconfiguring varies 
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depending on Reconstruct, Revert or what option will be selected for applying the 
machine profile. 

 

Operation Detail 

Create and Assign Machine 
Create VM on the Portal view 

The system disk you specified in a machine profile is 
assigned to a virtual machine.  
If you want to use an existing disk as a system disk, the 
disk must be unused one that is not assigned to other 
virtual machines. 
The disk content depends on whether to use a new disk or 
an existing disk and whether the Import virtual machine 
option is specified as follows: 
▪ When creating a new disk 
  The image is created based on the image of the 
specified template with the predefined machine-specific 
information such as a host profile. 
▪ When using an existing disk 
  The content of the existing disk is preserved. 
▪ When importing a virtual machine 
  The image is created based on the image of the 
imported file with the predefined machine-specific 
information such as a host profile. 
  With an existing disk specified, the disk in the imported 
file is used and the existing disk is not used even though 
the Use the existing disk option is selected. 

Allocate Machine Executes only reflecting machine-specific information to 
the existing disk which is assigned to the virtual machine 
from the specified host profile. Copying an image is not 
executed, so data except machine-specific information is 
maintained. If there are changes in the size, type and 
mode configuration, these changes will take effect on the 
disk as well. 

Reconfigure (Reconstruct) The image with the machine-specific information such as 
a host profile reflected is created for the existing disk that 
is assigned to the virtual machine based on the image of 
the specified template. Data before the operation is not 
preserved because the disk is set to its initial state. For 
the Disk Clone-typed template, if there are changes in the 
size, type and mode configuration, these changes will 
take effect on the disk. For the Differential Clone-typed 
template, these changes are not preserved. 

Reconfigure (Revert) Sets the disk to its initial state that is less different from 
the replica VM. So, data before the operation is not 
maintained.  If there are changes in the size, type and 
mode configuration, these changes will not take effect on 
the disk. 

Reconfigure (Applying the Machine 
Profile) 

Changes the size, type and mode of the system disk 
according to the specification. Data on the disk will not be 
changed, so data before the operation is maintained. 

Edit VM Changes size, the type, size and mode of the system disk 
according to the specification. Data on the disk will not be 
changed, so data before the operation is maintained. 

Register Master Machine The machine profile specification is ignored and no 
changes are made to the system disk. Data before the 
operation is preserved. 
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Operation Detail 

Create VM (without template, with an 
existing disk) 

The specified existing disk is assigned to the newly 
created virtual machine. Data before the operation is 
preserved. 

Create VM (without template) An empty system disk is created according to the 
specification of size, type, and mode, and it is assigned to 
the newly created virtual machine. 

Import VM A system disk is created from the image of the imported 
file according to the specification of size, type, and mode, 
and it is assigned to the newly created virtual machine. No 
changes are made to the data on the disk of the file to be 
imported. 

 

(2) Setting items 
The following describes setting items for the system disk. 

 
• Type 

Select either Thick / Thin. This setting is disabled in Differential Clone of 
Hyper-V. For a system disk, you cannot specify "RDM (Physical)" or "RDM 
(Virtual)". 
- Thick: Creates a disk of which the size is specified when created. 

The VMware vSphere 5 environment has the following two types in the 
Thick type disk. They are displayed as Thick on the screen of 
SigmaSystemCenter. When a Thick type disk is created, 
SigmaSystemCenter creates the Lazy Zeroed type disk. 
▪ Lazy Zeroed: Data is not initialized when the disk is created, but 
initialized to the accessible area when the disk is accessed. At accessed 
to the disk, data will be initialized to the accessible area. 
▪ Eager Zeroed: Data in the whole area will be initialized at creating a disk. 
In the case of being changed Thin to Thick in Edit Virtual Machine, this 
will be set as the Eager Zeroed disk. 

- Thin: Disks will be assigned dynamically as necessary. The specified size 
is used as the upper limit when assigning the disk. 

 
• Mode 

Specify how to save changes when creating snapshots. Select any of Normal, 
Independent, or Independent Nonpersistent for VMware environment. For 
other infrastructures, only Normal mode can be selected. Independent 
Nonpersistent mode is available only in Edit Virtual Machine. 

 
- Normal mode 

The system disk works as a normal disk. 

- Independent mode 
The system disk works as a normal disk but it is excluded from the target 
of a snapshot. So, the disk information when a snapshot is created is not 
saved. Therefore, when an already created snapshot is restored to the 
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virtual machine, the Independent mode disk does not return to its state at 
the snapshot was created. 

 

- Independent Nonpersistent mode 
The system disk works as a normal disk while a virtual machine is running, 
but the extended disk returns to its original state when the virtual machine 
is powered OFF or an already created snapshot is restored to the virtual 
machine. All changes made while the virtual disk is running are cancelled 
and the system disk returns to its state at the Independent Nonpersistent 
mode was set. 

 
• Size 

Specify the system disk size in MB when you intend to create a new virtual 
disk without a template. You can change the capacity of already created 
system disk when you intend to change the setting for the existing system disk 
or use a template to create a new virtual machine. The value of the capacity 
can be increased only. 
This shows the size of the system disk in MB. The default of size is the value 
set in the template when creating a new virtual machine and it is not displayed 
if the information cannot be obtained from the template. 

 

• (Destination) Datastore 
Select the datastore where the data of the disk to be created are stored. It is a 
destination datastore if a new disk will be created. You can omit to specify this. 
If this item is not specified in a machine profile or for when creating a virtual 
machine, it will be selected automatically when creating the virtual machine. If 
this item is specified both in a machine profile and for when creating virtual 
machines, the specification for when creating virtual machines has the priority 
for a system disk. 
If a datastore is specified with a tag, datastores to which the same tag as the 
specified tag is set are destination candidates for creating virtual machines. 
Tag specification is available only in machine profiles. 
You must specify the datastore when using an existing disk to specify the file 
to be used. And the specification of the destination datastore when creating a 
new machine is ignored. 

 

• Disk File 
Files on a datastore; a system disk is actually this file. The settings of it and 
what is displayed depend on the actions to be used. The machine profile and 
the Create VM action on the Virtual view display the screen to set the system 
disk which will be newly added to a virtual machine. When editing the created 
virtual machine in Edit Virtual Machine, the details of the assigned system disk 
are displayed. 
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- Disk to be added newly to a virtual machine 

Specify the disk to be assigned to a newly added system disk whether a 
newly created disk or an existing disk. 

 
▪ When creating a new disk file 
  The directory with the name of the virtual machine is created in the 
destination datastore and the system disk file is created. If the destination 
datastore has the setting of the destination directory of VM creation in 
Hyper-V, the specified directory for VM creation is created in the 
destination datastore and the directory with the name of the virtual disk 
and the system disk file are created in it. In KVM, the file is created in the 
root directory of the destination datastore. 

 
▪ When using an existing disk 
  You need to specify the file path on the datastore to the existing disk to 
be used. You cannot assign the disk if other machine is using it. 

 
- System disk that is already assigned to a virtual machine 

The information of the file on the datastore that corresponds to the 
assigned disk is displayed. This appears in Edit Virtual Machine only. The 
displayed information depends on the virtualization infrastructure product 
as follows: 

 
▪ VMware 

Shows the path information of the file corresponding to the disk. 
▪ Hyper-V 
Shows the path information of the virtual hard disk file. 

▪ KVM 
Shows the path information of the file corresponding to the disk. 
▪ XenServer 

Shows disk UUID. You can view the details from the UUID information 
using "xe" command. 

 

(3) What each virtualization infrastructure supports 
Details of the above system disk's functionalities and support information 
according to virtual infrastructure products are as follows: 

 

Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

Specifying a system disk type Available 
(Only Thin for 
Differential 
Clone) 

Available (Only 
Thin for 
Differential Clone) 

N/A (Type is 
either of the 
following 
depending on 
the disk type in 
use) 

Available (Only 
Thin for 
Differential Clone) 
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Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

・ SAN or local: 
Thick (also for 
Differential 
Clone) 
・ NFS: Thin 
Existing disks 
cannot be 
specified. 

Changing a system disk type 
(for other than Differential 
Clone) 

Only 
changing 
from Thin to 
Thick 

Available (Not 
available if a 
snapshot exists) 

N/A N/A 

Changing system disk type (for 
Differential Clone) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Specifying and changing a 
system disk mode 

Available N/A (only Normal 
mode 

N/A (only Normal 
mode 

N/A (only Normal 
mode 

Displaying a system disk size Available Available Available Available 

Specifying a system disk size Available 
(only 
increasing is 
available when 
a template is 
specified) 

Available (only 
increasing is 
available when a 
template is in use) 

N/A Available (only 
when a template is 
not specified) 

Changing a system disk size 
(only for Edit Virtual Machine 
and for other than Differential 
Clone) 

Only 
increasing is 
available 

Only increasing 
is available (Not 
available if a 
snapshot exists) 

N/A N/A 

Changing a system disk size 
(for Differential Clone) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Specifying a datastore where 
to create a system disk 

Available Available Available Available 

 

3.3.9. Extended Disk Settings 

By setting the extended disk of the disk for data, the extended disk can be created, 
deleted, disconnected, and changed. 
 

(1) Available actions 
The specified extended disk is assigned to a virtual machine when executing the 
following actions. You can select either new disk or existing disk as the extended 
disk which is assigned to a virtual machine. If you select a new disk to be assigned, 
a new extended disk is created at the action; when you select an existing disk, the 
already created existing disk is assigned to a virtual machine. The existing disk to 
be used as an extended disk must be unused one which is not assigned to other 
virtual machine. 
The existing extended disk cannot be assigned to a virtual machine with the 
following actions: Import VM, Allocate Machine, Reconfigure, and Create VM on 
the Portal view. 
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You can assign multiple extended disks to a single virtual machine. You can also 
add a newly created extended disk to the virtual machine to which an extended 
disk has been already assigned. 

 
• Create and Assign Machine , Create VM on the Portal view 
• Register Master Machine (only when the Import virtual machine option is 

selected) 
• Edit Virtual Machine 
• Create VM (without template) 

• Import VM (* New extended disk only) 
• Allocate Machine (* New extended disk only) 
• Reconfigure (* New extended disk only) 

 
The extend disk created by these operations is not directly available because it is 
just assigned to the virtual machine. To make it available, the user of the virtual 
machine needs to create partition and other tasks on the virtual machine's OS. 
This task may be able to be automated with the extended disk creating script. 
 

You can delete and disconnect the extended disk which is assigned to the virtual 
machine on the Edit Virtual Machine. The extended disk which has been 
disconnected is not deleted but it remains with disconnected from the virtual 
machine. 
You can view the information of the disconnected extended disk on the details of 
the datastore on the Virtual view. 

Also, you can reassign the disconnected extended disks to a virtual machine as an 
existing disk. 
 

The extended disk cannot be deleted and disconnected by Allocate Machine or 
Reconfigure. The extended disk which has been deleted from the machine profile 
setting is not deleted by the Allocate Machine and Reconfigure operation, but kept 
assigned to the virtual machine. If you want to delete the extended disk actually, 
delete it on the Edit Virtual Machine. 
 

You can change the type, size and mode of the assigned extended disk on Edit 
Virtual Machine. In changing type, size and mode, data in the disk is maintained 
without being changed. 

Only in the case of the single extended disk is assigned to the virtual machine, the 
type, size and mode of the extended disk can be changed by Allocate Machine or 
Reconfigure. If the multiple extended disk settings exist on the machine profile, no 
changes will be reflected to the extended disk, even though these are changed on 
the machine profile. 
And you cannot change the type, size, and mode of the existing disk with Allocate 
Machine or Reconfigure. 
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For other settings than type, size, and mode, you cannot change the setting of the 
assigned extended disk. 
In the machine profile, settings of immutable items also can be changed as the 
definition. However, as to immutable items, setting in the machine profile is not 
reflected to the extended disk even though Reconfigure is executed. 
 

Up to six extended disks can be managed when multiple extended disks are 
created. But executing the Edit Virtual Machine using ssc commands makes it 
possible to create and delete more than six extended disks. 

In managing multiple extended disks, be sure to keep track of the relation between 
the disk which is recognized on the virtual machine and the extended disk setting 
on SigmaSystemCenter. See the subsection 3.3.15 "How to Identify the Extended 
Disk Recognized on the Guest OS" for details. 
 
If an extended disk is created in a template or a file to be imported and if it is same 
with the extended disk specified in a machine profile, the extended disk in the 
machine profile is assumed as that to be added. The extended disk specified in the 
machine profile is assigned to the virtual machine adding to the extended disk 
originally assigned to the virtual machine. 
 

(2) Setting Items 
The following describes setting items for the extended disk: 

 
• (Destination) Datastore 

Select the datastore where the data of the disk are stored. 
It is a destination datastore if a new disk will be created. You can omit to 
specify this. 

If this item is not specified in a machine profile or for when creating a virtual 
machine, it will be selected automatically when creating the virtual machine. If 
this item is specified in both Machine Profile and Create VM, the specification 
in Machine Profile will be preferentially selected for the extended disk. 
If this item is selected with specifying a tag, datastores to which the same tag 
as the specified tag is set are destination candidates for creating virtual 
machines. Tag specification is available only in machine profiles. 
If either RDM (Physical) or RDM (Virtual) is set to the type, you cannot specify 
the destination datastore. 

You must specify the datastore when using an existing disk to specify the file 
to be used. And the specification of the destination datastore when creating a 
new machine is ignored. 
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• Disk File 

Files on a datastore; an extended disk is actually this file. The settings of it 
and what is displayed depend on the actions to be used. If the new disk is 
added as an extended disk, the setting window of the new disk is displayed. If 
the disk is already assigned extended disk, the details of the disk is displayed. 

 

- Disk to be added newly to a virtual machine 
When assigning a new extended disk, specify whether a newly created 
disk is assigned to a virtual machine or an already created existing disk. 

 
▪ When creating a new disk file 
  The directory with the name of the virtual machine is created in the 
destination datastore and the extended disk file is created. If the 
destination datastore has the setting of the destination directory of VM 
creation in Hyper-V, the specified directory for VM creation is created in 
the destination datastore and the directory with the name of the virtual 
disk and the extended disk file are created in it. In KVM, the file is created 
in the root of the destination datastore. 

 
▪ When using an existing disk 
  You need to specify the file path on the datastore to the existing disk to 
be used. You cannot assign the disk if other machine is using it. 

 
- Extended disk that is already assigned to a virtual machine 

The information of the file on the datastore that corresponds to the 
assigned disk is displayed only on Edit Virtual Machine. As the following 
shows, what information will be displayed depends on your virtual 
infrastructure. 

 
▪ VMware 

  The path information of the file corresponding to the disk is displayed. If 
the type is RDM (Physical) / RDM (Virtual), the information of mapping 
files appears, not LUNs corresponding to disks. See the information of 
LUNs corresponding to disks in Target LUN. 
 
▪ Hyper-V 

  The path information of the virtual hard disk is displayed. If the type is 
RDM (Physical), the information of the physical hard disk appears. 
 

▪ KVM 
  The path information of the file corresponding to the disk is displayed. 
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▪ XenServer 
  The disk UUID is displayed. You can view the details from the UUID 
information using the "xe" command. 

 
• Type 

Specify the disk type by selecting from the followings: Thick /Thin /RDM 
(Physical) / RDM (Virtual). You cannot specify Type when you intend to assign 
an existing disk to a new virtual machine. 
- Thick: Creates the specified sized extended disk on the specified 

datastore. Unlike Thin, the actual disk size will be the same just as you 
specified. 

- In the VMware vSphere 5 environment, the Thick typed disk includes the 
following two types. They will be displayed as "Thick" on the screen of 
SigmaSystemCenter. In creating the Thick typed disk, 
SigmaSystemCenter creates the Lazy Zeroed disk. 

▪ Lazy Zeroed: Data are initialized not at creating a disk but at being 
accessed to the disk, for the area to be accessed. 
▪ Eager Zeroed: Data in the whole area are initialized at creating a disk. 
When the type is changed from "Thin" to "Thick" in Edit Virtual Machine, it 
will be set as the Eager Zeroed disk. 

- Thin: The extended disk will be created on the specified datastore. The 
disk with appropriate size which meets its requirement is dynamically 
assigned as needed when the disk is utilized. Size specifying is used as 
the upper limit size allowed to be assigned dynamically. 

- RDM (Physical) / RDM (Virtual): The specified LUN (disk volume) is used 
as the extended disk. The RDM will work in the physical compatibility 
mode when RDM (Physical) is specified, in the virtual compatibility mode 
when RDM (Virtual) is specified. See the subsection 3.3.12 "Raw Device 
Mapping (RDM)". It is different between machine profile and Edit Virtual 
Machine/ Create VM (without template) how to specify LUN. 

▪ Machine Profile 
The LUN which meets the conditions specified in Size and Target LUN. If 
several LUNs can become the candidate, it will be randomly selected 
automatically. 
▪ Edit Virtual Machine, Create VM (without template) 
The LUN which has been specified in Target LUN is utilized. 

 
• Mode 

Specify how to save changes when creating snapshots. Select any of Normal, 
Independent, or Independent Nonpersistent for VMware environment. 
Independent Nonpersistent mode is available only in Edit Virtual Machine. If 
RDM (Physical) is selected as the type, you cannot specify the independent 
mode. You cannot specify Mode when you intend to assign an existing disk to 
a new virtual machine. 
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- Normal mode 

The extended disk works as a normal disk. 
- Independent mode 

The extended disk works as a normal disk, but it is excluded from the 
target of a snapshot. So, the disk information when a snapshot is created 
is not saved. Therefore, when an already created snapshot is restored to 
the virtual machine, the Independent mode disk does not return to its 
state at the snapshot was created. 

- Independent Nonpersistent mode 

The extended disk works as a normal disk while a virtual machine is 
running, but the extended disk returns to its original state when the virtual 
machine is powered OFF or an already created snapshot is restored to 
the virtual machine. All changes made while the virtual machine is 
running are cancelled and the extended disk returns to its state at the 
Independent Nonpersistent mode was set. 

 
• Size 

Specify the size of the extended disk. Its behavior differs depending on the 
types specified to the disk. You cannot specify Size when you intend to assign 
an existing disk to a new virtual machine. 
- Thick/Thin 

Specify the size in MB. The capacity of the already created extended disk 
can be changed (increased only). You cannot omit to set the size. 

 

- RDM (Physical)/RDM (Virtual)  
▪ Machine Profile 
  Specify the condition of the LUN (disk volume) to be used as an 
extended disk in 10GB multiples. The LUN which has the size of capacity 
over the specified size and under the value of specified size + 10GB can 
be a candidate. If you provide the size other number than 10GB multiples, 
it results to an error. You cannot omit to set the size or specify "0" to it. 

 
▪ Edit Virtual Machine and Create VM (without template) 
  In Edit Virtual Machine and Create VM (without template), you can 
specify the target LUN only. So, you cannot set the extended disk size. 

 
• Target LUN 

Specify LUN (disk volume) to be used as an extended disk. If whether Thick or 
Thin is selected as the type, you cannot specify the target LUN. It is different 
between machine profile and Edit Virtual Machine/Create VM (without 
template) what is specified 
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- Machine Profile 

Specify LUN (disk volume) to be used as an extended disk with a tag. 
LUN which has the same tag setting with that specified in the target LUN 
will be a candidate LUN. 
Settings of the target LUN can be omitted. 
You can set up the tag of LUN on the Operations view, resource pool, the 
Virtual view and the LUN list on the virtual machine server. 

 
- Edit Virtual Machine/Create VM (without template) 

Specify LUN (disk volume) to be used as an extended disk with a LUN 
(disk volume) name. Using the ssc update vmproperty command allows 
you to specify it with the UniqueId of LUN. You cannot omit specifying a 
target LUN in Edit Virtual Machine/Create VM (without template). 

 
• Controller 

Set the virtual device to control the virtual disk. You can specify to it one of the 
following seven types; PCI0, IDE0, IDE1, SCSI0, SCSI1, SCSI2, SCSI3, or 
you can specify Select automatically (Default) to it. If Select automatically is 
specified, SigmaSystemCenter selects the controller automatically. What type 
can be utilized differs depending on virtual infrastructures. See the table 
below. 

 
• Disk Number 

Set the number of the disk which is connected to the controller. As the 
following describes, the range of disk numbers which can be specified differs 
depending on the controller types. If the controller is specified as Select 
automatically, the disk number is automatically selected as well. It also differs 
depending on the virtual infrastructures. See the table below. 

 
- PCI0 

0 - 31 
 
- IDE0, IDE1 

0 - 1 
 
- SCSI0, SCSI1, SCSI2, SCSI3 

0 - 63 
 

(3) What each virtualization infrastructure supports 
Details of the above extended disk's functionalities and support information 
according to virtual infrastructure products are as follows: 
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Functionality VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

Adding an extended 
disk 

Available Available Available 
New extended disk 
only. 

Available 

Deleting an 
extended disk 
(Actually available 
only in Edit Virtual 
Machine) 

Available Available Available Available 

Disconnecting an 
extended disk (only 
in Edit Virtual 
Machine) 

Available Available Available Available 

Specifying an 
extended disk type 

Available Available 
except RDM 
(Virtual)  

N/A (Type is either 
of the following 
depending on the 
disk type in use) 
・ SAN or local: 
Thick 
・ NFS: Thin 

Available 
except RDM 
(Physical) and RDM 
(Virtual) 

Changing an 
extended disk type 
(On Reconfigure, 
available only then 
the number of disks 
is 1. 

Only changing 
from Thin to Thick 

Available only for 
changing from 
Thin to Thick and 
changing from 
Thick to Thin 
(Not available if a 
snapshot exists) 

N/A N/A 

Specifying / 
changing an 
extended disk mode 
(On Reconfigure, 
available only then 
the number of disks 
is 1) 

Available N/A (only Normal 
mode 

N/A (only Normal 
mode) 

N/A (only Normal 
mode) 

Specifying an 
extended disk size 

Available Available Available Available 

Changing an 
extended disk size 
(On Reconfigure, 
available only then 
the number of disks 
is 1) 

Only increasing is 
available 

Only increasing is 
available (Not 
available if a 
snapshot exists) 

N/A N/A 

Specifying a 
datastore to create 
an extended disk 

Available Available Available Available 

Specifying a target  
LUN  

Available Available N/A N/A 

Specifying a 
number of a 
controller and disk 

Available Available Available Available 
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The following table describes the controller types allowed and the range of disk 
numbers per virtual infrastructure. 

 

 Controller Disk Number Remarks 

VMware IDE0, IDE1 0,1 "1" is not allowed without the disk which is set 
as "0". 

SCSI0, SCSI1, SCSI2, SCSI3 0 - 15 (except 
7) 

"7" is dedicated for the Disk Controller usage. 

Hyper-V IDE0, IDE1 0,1  

SCSI0, SCSI1, SCSI2, SCSI3 0 - 63  

XenServer SCSI0 0 - 7  

KVM IDE0, IDE1 0,1  

PCI0 0 - 31 If PCI0 is specified, the disk will be created as 
the virtio disk. 

SCSI0, SCSI1, SCSI2, SCSI3 0 - 6  

 
Set it basically as Select automatically, because it is difficult to specify explicitly 
controllers and disk numbers without problems. If "Select automatically" is 
specified, SCSI will be primarily selected as a controller for an extended disk. For a 
Windows XP virtual machine running on VMware, IDE will be given the priority. 

If you want to explicitly specify the combination of the controller and the disk 
number, you should find out the disk numbers not used by other devices in 
advance using the virtual infrastructure. 

As well as disks, other devices such as NIC and optical drive which are assigned 
to the virtual machine will be controlled by the controller. So they are used with 
assigned the controller and the disk number as well as disks. The combination of 
the controller and the disk number for the system disk cannot be utilized for 
extended disks. The following combination is preferentially used for the system 
disk. 

 
• VMware: IDE0:0/SCSI0:0 
• Hyper-V: IDE0:0 

• XenServer: SCSI0:0 

• KVM: Not defined explicitly. You should check the combination with the virsh 
dumpxml command. See the subsection 3.3.15 "How to Identify the 
Extended Disk Recognized on the Guest OS" for details. 

 

3.3.10. Optical Drive Settings 

Optical Drive Settings will be used in installation of operating systems and application. 
By the settings, you can add or remove optical drives from a virtual machine. 

The optical drive is not available in XenServer. 
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Specify the ISO image file name on a datastore as media mounted on the optical drive. 
The ISO image file you intend to use must be stored on the datastore of the virtual 
machine server on which the target virtual machine works. In VMware, the ISO image 
stored in an arbitrary folder under a datastore can be mounted. In Hyper-V, only ISO 
image stored just under the datastore or in the folder named "ISO" under the datastore 
is available. For KVM, only ISO images stored just under the datastore are available. 
ISO images in subfolders are not available. 
 
By default, ISO image files of "the virtual machine agent for hypervisor" are available. 
You can specify "the virtual machine agent for hypervisor" on the ISO image which 
contains the installers of VMware Tools (VMware)/Integrations Services (Hyper-V) 
when executing Optical Driver Manager or Edit Virtual Machine. 

 
Set the optical drive when you execute the following operations. The machine profile 
does not have settings for an optical drive. After adding on optical drive and specifying 
an ISO image to it, the ISO image is mounted on a virtual machine and becomes 
available on the virtual machine. When you execute Delete the optical drive or specify 
nothing to the optical drive, the ISO image is unmounted from the virtual machine. 

 
 Selecting "Install OS manually" when executing Create and Assign Machine 
 Optical Driver Manager 

 Edit Virtual Machine 
 Create VM (without template) 
 

You can add up to four optical drives. In Hyper-V, up to three drives you can add. The 
available controllers on the optical drive are only IDE0 and IDE1. So, if IDE0 and IDE1 
are already used on a system disk or extended disk, fewer drives than the upper limit 
above can be added. For information of controllers, see Subsection 3.3.9, "Extended 
Disk Settings". 
 

3.3.11. Changing the Configuration for the Running Virtual 

Machine 

As the following table shows, some devices on the running virtual machine can be 
changed in their configurations with the Edit Virtual Machine operation while the virtual 
machine is running. Devices which are described as N/A in the following table should 
be changed in their configurations after the virtual machine shuts down. 
 

Device Type Available for Changing Configurations of the Running Virtual Machine  

VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 

CPU Available (Not 
available for 
decreasing the 
number of CPUs) (*1) 

N/A N/A N/A 
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Device Type Available for Changing Configurations of the Running Virtual Machine  

VMware Hyper-V XenServer KVM 
*When the HotAdd 
feature is available on 
VMware 

Memory Available (Not 
available for 
reducing sizes) (*1) 
*When the HotAdd 
feature is available on 
VMware  

N/A N/A N/A 

Network Available Available (connect / 
disconnect only) 
Not available for 
adding, editing or 
deleting a virtual NIC. 

Available (add / 
edit / delete) 
Not available for 
disconnecting a 
virtual NIC. 

Available 

System Disk N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Extended Disk Available (Not 
available for 
reducing sizes) 
*SCSI disk only: Not 
available for IDE disk 

N/A N/A N/A 

Optical Drive Available (mounting 
or unmounting only) 

Available (mounting 
or unmounting only) 

N/A Available (mounting 
or unmounting only) 

*1 In the default behavior of SigmaSystemCenter, changing settings to the running virtual 
machine causes an error by the check during the powered-on process. So, this job should be 
disabled.  
Registry Key:  
Setting the value of EnableCheckPowerStatus (REG_DWORD) in 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\NEC\PVM\Provider\VM\VMware 
to zero prohibits of this job to check the power-on status of the virtual machine when Edit 
Virtual Machine is executed. If no value is specified to EnableCheckPowerStatus 
(REG_DWORD), the power-on status of the virtual machine will be checked. 

 

3.3.12. Raw Device Mapping (RDM) 

Raw Device Mapping (RDM hereafter) is the feature which enables the direct access 
form the virtual machine; which regards the LUN (disk volume) of the storage not 
managed as the datastore on the virtual infrastructure as the disk on the virtual 
machine. 

In SigmaSystemCenter, RDM is available for a disk used as an extended disk, but 
unavailable for the system disk. 
RDM is available in VMware whose version is VMware ESX 4.1 or later, and Hyper-V. 
But it is not available in KVM and XenServer. 
RDM targets LUN created on the storage in the FC / iSCSI SAN environment. In the 
NAS environment, LUN is unavailable for RDM. Also, RDM cannot be used by the 
virtual machines which use a system disk created on the datastore in the NAS 
environment. 
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RDM includes two types: RDM (Physical) and RDM (Virtual).  
 
 RDM (Physical) 

• This has a performance advantage because the virtual machine can directly 
access to the LUN which is assigned as the RDM (Physical) extended disk. 

• The snapshot feature is not available. If the snapshot of the virtual machine is 
created, the disk information of RDM (Physical) is not stored. 

• It is available in VMware and Hyper-V. 
• In Hyper-V, RDM is called a Path-through disk (Physical hard disk). 

 RDM (Virtual) 
• Features in virtual infrastructures such as snapshot are available. 
• It is available on VMware 

 
The LUN which will be utilized for RDM should be declared that it is for RDM with the 
ssc rdmstorage update command. 
The LUN for RDM has the following three states: Unused, Using, Used. These usage 
statuses can be changed with the ssc rdmstorage update command. 
 

 An Unused LUN means that the LUN is not assigned to a virtual machine and it 
can be assigned. 

 A Using LUN means that the LUN is assigned to a virtual machine. 

 A Used LUN means that the LUN was assigned to a virtual machine previously, 
although it is not currently assigned. To assign the LUN to a virtual machine, its 
status should be in the Unused state. 

 
The disk type of the RDM extended disk is converted to "Thick" when a template is 
created from a virtual machine to which the RDM extended disk is assigned. In Hyper-V, 
it is converted to "Thin." 
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3.3.13. How to Use RDM (When Creating LUN) 

The following describes the general using procedures from creating a LUN (disk 
volume) for RDM to assigning it to a virtual machine. See the image below for how to 
do it. 

 

 Preparing LUN for RDM  
1. Create a LUN. 

Run the ssc create diskvolume command to create a LUN. 
 

2. Connect the LUN and the virtual machine server. 
Run the ssc assign diskvolume command to connect the LUN and the 
virtual machine server. 
 

3. Scan to make the virtual machine server recognize the LUN. 
Run the ssc scan datastore command to make the host OS on the virtual 
machine server recognize the LUN which is connected to the virtual machine 
server. In the ssc scan datastore command, targets to be scanned can be 
specified by model, so bulk scanning for multiple virtual machine servers can 
be executed. 

Virtual Machine Server 

Virtual Machine 

Disk Array 

Storage Pool 

LUN１ 

When LUN (disk volume) 

is utilized as a datastore, 

the virtual disk is created 

as one of files within the 

datastore, and then it is 

assigned to the virtual 

machine. 

LUN2 Virtual Disk 

When LUN (disk volume) 

is utilized for RDM, it is 

directly accessed as a 

virtual disk from the 

virtual machine. 

Read/Write 

Data 

Read/Write 

Data 

Type is 

Thick/Thin Type is 

RDM(Physical)/

RDM(Virtual) 

 

Datastore 
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In Hyper-V, the LUN cluster cannot be added through SigmaSystemCenter. 
So, the following tasks will be required to perform. 
 

1. Run Refresh Disk on the host OS of the virtual machine server with Disk 
Management to made the host OS recognize the LUN. Then, Run 
Initialize to the recognized LUN. Scanning can be also executed with the 
ssc scan datastore command. 

2. Register the LUN to the cluster with Failover Clusters Manager. However, 
do not register the LUN as the shared volume (CSV). 

3. Execute Collect on SigmaSystemCenter to import the LUN information 
recognized by Hyper-V into SigmaSystemCenter. 
Although the standalone Hyper-V environment does not require adding 
clusters, LUNs are needed to be recognized to the host OS of the virtual 
machine server in the off-line state. LUNs cannot be assigned to the 
virtual machine for RDM in the on-line state. 

 

4. Declare that the created LUN is for RDM. 
Run the ssc rdmstorage update command to declare that the LUN is for 
RDM. 
The LUN, which is set for RDM although it was not for RDM, will be set 
Unused state in the usage status. Also, the LUN will be added to the 
information viewed on the Operations view, resource pool, the Virtual view 
and the LUN list on the virtual machine server. The LUN for RDM whose 
usage status is turned Unused can be assigned to the virtual machine as a 
virtual disk in the operations such as Create and Assign Machine, Reconfigure, 
and Edit Virtual Machine. 
 

 Assigning LUN to the virtual machine 
1. Assign the LUN for RDM to the virtual machine as the virtual disk. 

You can use any of the following two methods in assigning the LUN for RDM 
to the virtual machine as the virtual disk. 
In both methods, you should specify the virtual disk type as whether RDM 
(Physical) or RDM (virtual). The usage states of the LUN which is assigned to 
the virtual machine as the virtual disk will become the Using status. 
 
- Set the extended disk in machine profile so that the LUN will become the 

candidate, and then assign it to the virtual machine with operations such 
as Create and Assign Machine or Reconfigure. 

- Add the LUN to the extended disk setting with the Edit Virtual Machine or 
Create VM (without template) operation, and then assign it to the virtual 
machine. 
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3.3.14. How to use RDM (When Deleting LUN) 

The following describes how to retrieve the LUN (disk volume) which is currently used 
for RDM. See the image below for how to do it. 
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 Removing an assignment to the virtual machine 

1. Disassociate the LUN from the virtual machine. 
Disassociating the LUN from the virtual machine with the following two 
methods changes the LUN state to the "Used" state. 
 
- Delete the virtual machine to which the LUN has been assigned on Delete 

VM. 
- Disconnect the extended disk which corresponds to the target LUN from 

the virtual machine on Edit Virtual Machine. 

 
 Deleting LUN  

1. Remove the setting for RDM from the target LUN. 
Run the ssc rdmstorage update none command to remove the setting for 
RDM from the target LUN. 

2. Disconnect the LUN from the virtual machine server. 
Run the ssc release diskvolume command to disconnect the LUN from the 
virtual machine server. 
In Hyper-V, delete the LUN registration from the cluster with Failover Clusters 
Manager before disconnecting. 

3. Execute scan to make the virtual machine server recognize that the LUN has 
been disconnected. 

Run the ssc scan datastore command to make the host OS on the virtual 
machine server recognize that the LUN has been disconnected from the 
virtual machine server. 

After SCAN has been completed, the information displayed on the Operations 
view, the resource pool, the Virtual view and LUN List on the virtual machine 
server is updated. 

4. Delete LUN. 
Delete the LUN using the ssc delete diskvolume command. 
 

To reuse the Used LUN for RDM without deleting the LUN, data on the Used LUN 
should be deleted. Although the following two methods will be available to delete the 
data, you can adopt the method described in the subsection 3.3.13 "How to Use RDM 
(When Creating LUN)" to do it after deleting the LUN with procedures above. The 
method of creating a new LUN after deleting the used LUN enables all procedures to 
be performed on SigmaSystemCenter without using other products. That is why this 
method is recommended. 
 
 Use the guest OS's format feature 

Perform a format on the guest OS after operations such as Edit Virtual Machine 
has been executed and LUN has been assigned to a virtual machine. To assign 
the LUN to the virtual machine, the usage status of the LUN should be changed 
from "Used" to "Unused" with the ssc rdmstorage update command in advance. 
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 Use the format feature of the storage management software 

The format feature should be supported by the storage management software. 
Before a format performed, removing the RDM settings and disconnecting the LUN 
is required. Use the ssc rdmstorage update none command to remove the RDM 
settings, the ssc release diskvolume command to disconnect the LUN. After a 
format completed, perform again connecting the LUN with the ssc assign 
diskvolume command and setting up the RDM with the ssc rdmstorage update 
command. 
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3.3.15. How to Identify the Extended Disk Recognized on the 

Guest OS 

The managing methods of the disk information vary by the virtual infrastructures and 
the guest OSs on the virtual machine. Sometimes this makes it hard to figure out the 
correspondence to the extended disk settings in SigmaSystemCenter. 
So, if you will manage several extended disks, you must be sure to keep track of the 
correspondence of the disk which is recognized on the guest OS to the extended disk 
settings on SigmaSystemCenter. 
The usages such as shown in the following are recommended so that you can identify 
the extended disk which you created. 

 
 Add one extended disk at a time and check whether the guest OS recognizes the 

extended disk which is added every time it is added. 

 Varying the sizes of the multiple extended disks will provide you the way to identify 
those disks based on the size information of those disks. 

 Limit the available controllers to one controller to eliminate the occasion that 
multiple controllers should be distinguished. This method is useful because the 
controller information is hard to be verified on the guest OS. 

 

If you can no longer identify the extended disk, contact a support professional of your 
virtual infrastructure. Once you have identified the disk settings on the virtual 
infrastructure, you can identify the extended disk setting on SigmaSystemCenter 
referring the following table. 
 
The following table describes the correspondence of the disk setting information in 
SigmaSystemCenter to that in virtual infrastructures. 
 

Product Tool for Check Corresponding Disk Setting 
Information  

SigmaSystemCenter Web console, ssc command The numbers of controllers and disks 
of the extended disk  

VMware (for vSphere 5.0) vSphere Client The virtual device node of the virtual 
disk 
▪ In IDE, it appears as the IDE(x:y) 
format... 
▪ In SCSI, it appears as the SCSI (x:y) 
format. 
▪ x corresponds to the controller number, 
y to the disk number 
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Product Tool for Check Corresponding Disk Setting 
Information  

Hyper-V (for Windows Server 
2008 R2) 

Hyper-V Manager Controllers and locations of the hard drive 
▪ Controller corresponds to the controller, 
location to the disk number. 
▪ Controller has the following two types: 
the IDE controller and the SCSI controller. 
The IDE controller is numbered and the 
number corresponds to the number of the 
controller.  The SCSI controller handles 
the displayed order on Hyper-V Manager 
as the controller number. All SCSI 
controllers have the same names and you 
cannot identify them with their name. 

XenServer (for XenServer 5.6) XenCenter Position in Virtual Disks 
▪ No controller appears. (It will be handled 
as SCSI0 in SigmaSystemCenter.) 
▪ Position number corresponds to the disk 
number.  

KVM (in the case of Red Hat 
Enterprise Linux 6.4) 

command: virsh dumpxml virtual 
machine name 
Running the command outputs the 
XML file in which described the 
virtual machine definition. 

See the information in the <disk> tag 
which is described in the XML file which 
has been obtained by running the virsh 
dumpxml command.  (*1) 
▪ The bus value in the <target> tag 
corresponds to the controller. If the bus 
value is virtio, the controller is PCI0; if the 
value is 'ide', the controller is IDE; if the 
value is 'scsi', the controller is SCSIx. 
▪ In PCI0 (virtio), the slot value in the 
<address> tag corresponds to the disk 
number. 
▪ In IDE, the bus value in the <address> 
tag corresponds to the controller. 
▪ In IDE, the unit value in the <address> 
tag corresponds to the disk number. 
▪ In SCSI controller, the controller value in 
the <address> tag corresponds to "x" in 
SCSIx, the unit value corresponds to the 
disk number. 

 

(*1) 
 The disk information of PCI0 (virtio) 

 
<disk type='file' device='disk'> 

   ～ 

  <target dev='vda' bus='virtio'/> 

  <address type='pci' domain='0x0000' bus='0x00' slot='0x05' 
function='0x0'/> 

</disk> 
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 The disk information of IDE 

 
<disk type='file' device='disk'> 

   ～ 

  <target dev='hdb' bus='ide'/> 

  <address type='drive' controller='0' bus='0' unit='1'/> 

</disk> 

 
 The disk information of SCSI  

 
<disk type='file' device='disk'> 

    ～ 

  <target dev='sda' bus='scsi'/> 

  <address type='drive' controller='1' bus='0' target='0' 
unit='1'/> 

</disk> 

 
The disk information you can view on the guest OS on the virtual machine differs by the 
type of virtual infrastructures, the type of OS, and what controller is used. Contact a 
support professional of your virtual infrastructure for details. 
 

For your information, the following describes the case that the virtual infrastructure is 
vSphere 4.1, the guest OS is Windows 7, and the controller is SCSI0. 
 

The information of the extended disk with the disk number 10 will appear as follows at 
Location on the General tab in the Device Properties dialog box. To show the Device 
Properties dialog box, click Administrative Tools > Computer Management > Device 
Manager > Disk Drives, and then right-click the disk drive. You can view the disk 
number by the number of "Target ID". The controller information cannot be viewed 
explicitly. 

 
Location 160 (Bus Number 0, Target Id 10, Lun 0) 

 

3.3.16. Extended Disk Drive Creating Script 

The extended disk drive creating script (CreateUserDrive.vbs) is a tool which 
automatically makes the extended disk available. 
As the figure below, you can execute the script at creating a VM or at any timing of 
software distribution. 

CreateUserDrive.vbs is installed in \SystemProvisioning Installation directory\opt. 
CreateUserDrive.vbs is supported in Windows 7 only. 
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The following explains the detail behavior and actual usages of CreateUserDrive.vbs. 

 

(1) Detail behavior 
CreateUserDrive.vbs checks the disk status of the virtual machine, and executes 
the following tasks according the disk status. 
 
• If there is another disk besides the system disk and it has no partition, the disk 

is determined to be an extended disk. In this case, the following tasks are 
performed to the extended disk: 
- Writing a signature to the disk 

- Partitioning 
- Formatting 
- Assigning the drive letter D: 

At this time, if the D drive is assigned to the CD-ROM / DVD drive, 
another drive letter is reassigned to it. 

• If there is another disk besides the system disk and it has one partition, the 
disk is also determined to be an extended disk. In this case, the following 
tasks are performed to the extended disk: 
- Extending its partition size 

 
In the following unexpected cases, the tasks are not performed resulting to an 
error: 

- There is no disk corresponding to the system disk. 
- There is no extended disk. 
- There are more than one extended disks. 

Virtual machine 

System disk Extended disk 

CreateUserDrive.vbs 

 

What the script does 
 

If there is no partition on the target 

extended disk 

・Writing a signature to the disk 

・Partitioning 

・Formatting 

・Assigning the drive letter 

If there is a partition on the target 

extended disk 

・Extending the partition size 

CreateUserDrive.vbs 

 

Use case 1 
Store the script in the template 

(master VM) beforehand to 

execute it automatically along 

with operations such as Create 

VM. 

Use case 2 
After preparation of the extended 

disk, execute the script on the virtual 

machine along with software 

distribution. 

Distributing software 

Creating VM 
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- There are more than one partitions in the extended disk. 
 

(2) How to use CreateUserDrive.vbs (executed automatically at creating VM) 
You should build the mechanism for CreateUserDrive.vbs to be executed 
automatically into the template and machine-specific information to be used. 
The key point of building the mechanism is as follows: 

 
• Place CreateUserDrive.vbs in the master VM to let the template contain it so 

that CreateUserDrive.vbs is executed at image deployment. 

• Use the Sysprep command execution functionality provided by the Windows 
operating system so that CreateUserDrive.vbs can be executed automatically 
during reflecting machine-specific information. The following two commands 
will be used and they must be used with the Sysprep answer file. 
- <RunSynchronousCommand> 

This command is executed while Sysprep is executed. To configure, write 
it in the Sysprep answer file. 
In this case, it is used to execute the process to create a 
SetupComplete.cmd file. 

- SetupComplete.cmd 

This command is executed at the end of setup by Sysprep. 
Write the command to be executed into the SetupComplete.cmd file and 
place the file under %WinDir%\Setup\Scripts. 
In this case, it is used to execute CreateUserDrive.vbs. 

 

To use these, perform the following preparation and operation: 
 

1. Create this directory in the master VM and place CreateUserDrive.vbs in the 
directory. 

 
C:\Sysprep\AutoRun 

 
Create the template which contains CreateUserDrive.vbs in this directory. 

 

2. Set up the Sysprep answer file to be used for the host profile 
Add the following description into the Sysprep answer file so that the script 
under C:\Sysprep\AutoRun can be executed by SetupComplete.cmd which is 
executed at the end of setup. The sample of the Sysprep answer file which is 
provided by SigmaSystemCenter contains the following description. 
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<Order>2</Order> 

<Path>cmd.exe /c &quot;echo for %%i in 
(%SystemDrive%\Sysprep\Autorun\*) do cmd /c &quot;%%i&quot; 
&gt; %WINDIR%\Setup\Scripts\SetupComplete.cmd&quot;</Path
> 

 

3. Perform the operation in which the machine-specific information is reflected. 
CreateUserDrive.vbs is executed at the end of reflecting machine-specific 
information. The followings are operations in which the machine-specific 
information is reflected: 
 

- Create and Allocate Machine 
- Allocate Machine 
- Reconfigure (Reconstruct / Revert) 

 

(3) How to use CreateUserDrive.vbs (executed by software distribution) 
To execute it by software distribution, make CreateUserDrive.vbs to be executed 
in the DeploymentManager's scenario. After the extend disk has been created or 
enlarged, CreateUserDrive.vbs can be executed at any timing you want. 
 

Perform the following preparation and operation: 
 

1. Create the package of CreateUserDrive.vbs with Image Builder on 
DeploymentManager, and register the executing scenario for it. Then, import 
the scenario information into SigmaSystemCenter by executing the Collect 
operation on DPM. 

2. Perform operations to create or enlarge an extended disk so that 
CreateUserDrive.vbs can process it. 

3. Execute the scenario of CreateUserDrive.vbs by performing Distribute the 
Specified Software. 
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3.4. Full Clone 
Full Clone creates virtual machines using each of virtual infrastructure software's 
standard templates created from a master VM. Also, you can load each of virtual 
infrastructure software's standard templates to SigmaSystemCenter and use them on 
the SigmaSystemCenter. Full Clone creates virtual machines by copying images of 
standard templates without change. Information of guest OS such as a host name and 
an IP address can be set from each of virtual infrastructure software. 
 

Full Clone is available in VMware and XenServer. The functionality to set the specific 
information of the guest operating system such as a host name and an IP address, 
however, is available only in VMware. In VMware, use vCenter Server to set the 
specific information of the guest operating system. 
If you are using XenServer, information of guest OS such as a host name and an IP 
address must be changed manually after creating a virtual machine. 

 
For how to create a virtual machine with Full Clone, see Subsection 1.4.12, "How to 
use Sysprep - Full Clone, Differential Clone, Disk Clone (Sysprep, vCenter Server) -". 
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3.5. HW Profile Clone 
HW Profile Clone creates virtual machines in the following flow. 

 
Creates an empty VM using HW Profile information that was obtained from a master 
VM. 

Restores a base image to the empty VM. 
 
HW Profile Clone uses DeploymentManager's feature to backup / restore base images. 
Therefore, HW Profile Clone templates must be used with DeploymentManager's 
scenarios. 
 

If you are using Windows, use Sysprep to set information of guest OS. Sysprep is 
executed from DeploymentManager. 
 

HW Profile Clone can be used in Hyper-V and VMware. 
 
For how to create a virtual machine with HW Profile Clone, see Subsection 1.4.11, 
"How to use Sysprep - OS Deployment, HW Profile Clone (DPM) -". 
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3.6. Differential Clone 
3.6.1. Differential Clone Overview 

You can create virtual machines using Differential Clone. 
Differential Clone creates virtual machines using each basic image that was created 
from snapshots of a master VM. Basic images that were created from snapshots of a 
master VM are called replica VM. 
A virtual machine that is created using Differential Clone retains only difference 
information between a replica VM and the virtual machine. Therefore, Differential Clone 
can reduce the usage of a disk and create virtual machines in a shorter time comparing 
to other Clone methods. Additionally, update operations of multiple virtual machines 
including patch application can be executed easily and quickly using the management 
functionalities for images and snapshots and the Reconstruct functionality. 
 

Virtual machines that were created using Differential Clone are related to replica VMs. 
Therefore, there is no influence on the virtual machines even if the master VM is 
updated. 

Also, you can create multiple virtual machines based on the same replica VM. 
 
In the case of Windows, Sysprep is used to set guest OS information involving a host 
name and an IP address. If you are using VMware (vCenter Server management), 
Sysprep is executed from vCenter Server. If you are using an environment other than 
the VMware (vCenter Server management) environment, Sysprep is executed from 
DeploymentManager. If you are using an environment other than the VMware (vCenter 
Server management) environment, Sysprep automatic execution scenario must be 
configured to be executed when creating a replica. 

 
Differential Clone can be used in VMware, Hyper-V, XenServer and KVM. 
Because snapshots cannot be used for KVM, a replica VM is created directly from a 
master VM. 
To use Differential Clone, Differential Clone option is necessary in addition to the target 
licenses. 
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3.6.2. Revert 

Management of created virtual machines' images is important when using Differential 
Clone. 
Differences between a master VM and virtual machines are small right after creating 
virtual machines. The capacity of OS differences is also small. As the virtual machines 
are being used, the capacity of OS differences grows. Therefore, OS differences 
capacity must be reduced to the initial status at regular intervals. 

To reduce OS differences capacity, execute Revert. Revert can be executed regularly if 
the OS scheduling and ssc commands are combined. 
Extended disks remain unaffected by executing Revert so that users do not lose their 
data. The UUIDs of virtual machines also do not change and they are managed as the 
same machines after executing Revert. 
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Reference: For how to execute Revert using a smart group, see Subsection 1.9.1, 
"Revert With Smart Group." 

 

3.6.3. Reconstruct 

Another functionality is Reconstruct. 
Behavior of Reconstruct is as follows: 
 First, executes system changes such as patch application towards a master VM. 

 Second, creates a snapshot. After that, creates another replica VM from the 
snapshot. 

 Finally, makes the replica VM as a new master image of virtual machines. 

 
Using Reconstruct makes it possible to execute operations, such as creating a 
snapshot and executing Reconstruct associated with system changes, with a single 
task by regarding it as the common task to all of the virtual machines without replacing 
the template to be used. This provides you the efficient system updating. 
Reconstruct recreates virtual machines. Therefore, if Reconstruct is executed, OS 
differences will return to the initial status as executing Revert. 
Extended disks are still unaffected by executing Reconstruct so that users do not lose 
their data. The UUIDs of virtual machines also do not change and they are managed as 
the same machines after executing Reconstruct. 
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3.6.4. How to Use Differential Clone When Creating a New 

Master VM 

A basic operational flow of creating virtual machines using Differential Clone in a new 
environment is as the following figure. For procedures that contain tasks related to 
image deployment such as tasks for Sysprep/LinuxRepSetUp, see Subsection 1.4.12, 
"How to use Sysprep - Full Clone, Differential Clone, Disk Clone (Sysprep, vCenter 
Server) -" and 1.4.13, "How to use Sysprep - Differential Clone, Disk Clone (DPM) -". 
 
Further, do not create images with assigning an extended disk to a master VM. 
Executing Differential Clone with assigning an extended disk to a master VM is not 
supported. 
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3.6.5. How to Use Differential Clone When Reconstructing 

A basic flow of executing Reconstruct is as the following figure. 

 
New templates do not have to be created because already created templates are 
available, but new images must be created. 

 
When executing Reconstruct towards multiple virtual machines simultaneously as the 
following figure, execution speeds and processing loads can be adjusted at the settings 
below. 
 
 Max Number of Concurrent Processing: Processing time might be reduced if 

processes are multiplied. 
 Interval: If there is a possibility that processing loads of Reconstruct influence the 

operation of your system, configure this setting to adjust loads of virtual machine 
servers. 
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(e.g. patch application) 
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3.7. Disk Clone 
You can create virtual machines using Disk Clone. 

Disk Clone creates virtual machines using each image that is created from a master 
VM. An image that is created from a master VM is called a replica VM. 
Unlike virtual machines created using Differential Clone, virtual machines that are 
created using Disk Clone do not retain differences between a replica VM and the virtual 
machines. They are created by copying a replica VM's image without change. 
Disk Clone does not have advantages that Differential Clone has. For example, 
Differential Clone can reduce disk usage by sharing the basic images with other virtual 
machines, but Disk Clone cannot. However, Disk Clone has its own advantage that 
virtual machines created using Disk Clone are hardly influenced from other virtual 
machines' behavior because the images are owned individually. 
If you create a source replica VM of virtual machines using Disk Clone, the replica VM 
is different from the master VM. Therefore, the replica VM is not influenced even if the 
master VM is updated. 
If you are using Windows, use Sysprep to set guest OS information such as a host 
name and an IP address. If you are using VMware (vCenter Server management), 
Sysprep is executed from vCenter Server. For a VMware environment other than the 
vCenter Server management, Sysprep is executed from DeploymentManager. For a 
VMware environment other than the vCenter Server management, Sysprep automatic 
execution scenario of DeploymentManager must be configured to be executed when 
creating a replica. 
 

Disk Clone can be used in Hyper-V, XenServer, VMware, and KVM. 
 
For the procedure to create a virtual machine with Disk Clone, see Subsection 1.4.12, 
"How to use Sysprep - Full Clone, Differential Clone, Disk Clone (Sysprep, vCenter 
Server) -" and 1.4.13, "How to use Sysprep - Differential Clone, Disk Clone (DPM) -". 
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3.7.1. Disk Clone Reconstruct 

Disk Clone Reconstruct allows you to recreate a virtual machine regarding the replica 
VM, which is created after system changes in the master VM such as applying patches, 
as a new master image. 
Using Disk Clone Reconstruct makes it possible to execute operations, such as 
creating a new master image (replica VM) and executing Reconstruct associated with 
system changes, with a single task by regarding it as the common task to all of the 
virtual machines without replacing the template to be used. 

This provides you the efficient system updating. 
In Reconstruct, the virtual machine will be recreated. So, if Reconstruct is executed, the 
updated contents of the virtual machine before executing Reconstruct will be lost. 

The extended disk behaves to maintain its data, not reverted to its initial state. The 
UUID information also remains without change, so the machine can be managed as the 
same machine with the previous one after executed Reconstruct. 

 
The Reconfigure (Revert) functionality is not supported for Disk Clone. In Disk Clone, 
only the Reconstruct functionality is available. 
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3.8. Image Management (Differential Clone, 
Disk Clone) 

 

3.8.1. Images and Replica VMs 

Generally, the term "image" refers to the binary data including OS or disks which form 
the source of creating virtual machines. However, "image" in Differential Clone and 
Disk Clone refers to "replica VM". 
 
Replica VMs are: 

 
 Differential Clone: Created based on a snapshot on a specified master VM. 
 Disk Clone: Created based on a specified master VM. 

 
Images can be managed from the template setting window of Differential Clone and 
Disk Clone. A number of images can be managed on one template. Therefore, you can 
check generational relations with images which were created from the same master 
VM. 
This multiple images management and the Reconstruct functionality reduces the 
number of procedures and enables easy and quick execution of various operations 
such as patch application. 
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3.8.2. About Images Used When Creating Virtual Machines 

Templates can manage multiple images. The images that are to be used for virtual 
machine creation which is performed in the processes of Create and Assign Machine 
and the Reconfigure (Reconstruct) must be specified. You can specify the images by 
the following two ways: 

 

1. Default images 
If you don't specify images in the way of 2, the default images will be used for 
creating virtual machines. 
The default images are set by the ways listed below: 
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• If you create a new template and an image at the same time, the image is 

registered as the default. 
• When creating a new image, you can specify whether or not to register the 

image as the default. 
• You can change a default image to a specified image from the Edit Template 

or the Image List on the Edit Template. 

 

 

 

2. A specified image on Group / Model Property Setting 
You can specify images that are to be used for creating virtual machines from the 
group or model property setting. If you specify images, the default images are not 
used. If a number of groups or models use one template, another image can be 
specified for each of the groups or the models separately. You can also remove 
the image specification to configure the setting back to use the default images. 
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3.8.3. Types of Replica VM 

Replica VM of Differential Clone is classified into the following two types. 

You need not to be aware of the differences between the two types in normal use. 
 
 Master replica VM 

It is the first replica VM created directly from a master VM. It is called master 
replica VM because it is to be a master image of edge cache replica VM described 
below. Information of master replica VM is used as detailed information of images 
(replica VMs). 
 

 Edge cache replica VM 

If the destination datastore where virtual machines are to be created and the 
destination datastore where master replica VM is to be stored are different, a clone 
of the master replica VM is copied in the former datastore and virtual machines are 
created based on the clone. This clone of master replica VM is used as a cache. 
Therefore, it is called edge cache replica VM. Edge cache replica VM is created in 
all datastores in use. Edge cache replica VM reduces the number of accesses to 
the datastore where the master replica VM is stored during the process of creating 
a virtual machine and the working processes of the virtual machine. 
 

In the case of Differential Clone, if the "Fixed the position of specified vm replica" check 
box is selected when creating a template or an image, an edge cache replica is not 
created. 

Virtual machines created from templates or images with the "Fixed the position of 
specified vm replica" setting are all created from master replica VMs. 
Select the "Fixed the position of specified vm replica" check box to improve 
performance by making accesses intensively to a master replica VM located on a 
datastore, which is built with rapid devices such as SSD, contrary to the method of 
balancing loads by using an edge cache replica VM. 

 
If you create a virtual machine from a Disk Clone template on a datastore which is 
different from the datastore where a master replica VM is stored, edge cache replica 
VM is not created but an image of the virtual machine is copied directly from the master 
replica VM. 
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Replica VMs are created or deleted at the following timings. Edge cache replica VMs 
are created or deleted automatically. Therefore, manual operations are unnecessary. 

 

 A master replica VM is created automatically when creating an image or a 
template. 

 A master replica VM and the related edge cache replica VMs are deleted 
automatically at the timing of deleting templates or images: 
• Deleting a template or an image will fail if a virtual machine created from the 

image exists. 

• Master VMs or master replica VMs cannot be deleted directly from the Virtual 
view. 

 When a virtual machine is created, an edge cache replica VM is created 
automatically if any edge cache replica VMs do not exist in the destination 
datastore where the virtual machine is to be created. 

 If an edge cache replica VM of a datastore where to create a virtual machine does 
not exist when the virtual machine is deleted or reconfigured, the edge cache 
replica VM is automatically deleted. However, the edge cache replica VM is not 
automatically deleted in a Xen environment, so delete the unneeded edge cache 
replica VM manually. 
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3.8.4. Names of Images and Replica VMs 

SigmaSystemCenter names new images in the following format automatically when 
creating the images. 
 
 Image name : MasterVMName-Template-Generation-Name 

• MasterVMName : This part is a virtual machine name of a master VM. 
• Template: Multiple templates which are targeted at the same master VM are 

numbered in sequential order. 

• Generation: This part is a generation number. Multiple images which were 
created on the same template are numbered in sequential order. A new 
number is created for a new image by adding 1 to the maximum number of 
existing images. 

• Name: Arbitrary strings are selected when creating a new image. The default 
value is "Image." 

 
SigmaSystemCenter also names replica VMs automatically. 
 

 Master replica VM name : Replica-ImageName 
• ImageName : This part is an image name. 

 

 Edge cache replica VM name : Replica-ImageName-cache-CacheNumber 
• ImageName: This part is an image name. 
• CacheNumber: edge cache replica VMs that were created from the same 

master replica VM are numbered in sequential order. 
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3.9. Snapshot Management 
SigmaSystemCenter can create snapshots of virtual machines. When you create a 
snapshot, a virtual machine's status at the point of the snapshot creation is saved. 
When you restore the created snapshot, the virtual machine can restore the status at 
the point of the snapshot creation. 

Snapshots save only differences from the original. Therefore, snapshots can be 
created with relatively small capacity. Additionally, creation or restoration of snapshots 
is relatively easy. Therefore, you can execute a slight test and can restore previous 
state easily if any mistake is discovered through the test. 
 
SigmaSystemCenter manages snapshots using functionalities of virtual infrastructure 
software. The following functionalities can be used except in a KVM environment. 
 
 Displays a list of snapshots of a specified virtual machine. 

 Creates a snapshot of a specified virtual machine. 
• To secure stationary status, turn off virtual machines and create snapshots. 
• Snapshots of multiple virtual machines can be created in only one operation. 

 Deletes a specified snapshot. 
 Restores a virtual machine to a specified snapshot's status. 
 

Information of the original snapshots is recorded in snapshots' paths. 
SigmaSystemCenter can manage relations between snapshots hierarchically using 
information of the snapshots' paths as the following figure. 
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3.10. Virtual Machine Mobility 
Move VM is a functionality to move selected virtual machines to another virtual 
machine server. There are three approaches of move virtual machines: 
 
 Migration / Quick Migration 

 Storage Migration / Move 
 Failover 
 

3.10.1. Migration / Quick Migration 

If a target virtual machine to be moved is allocated on a datastore that is shared 
between the source virtual machine server and the destination virtual machine server, 
the virtual machine can be moved to the destination virtual machine server using 
Migration / Quick Migration. The destination datastore cannot be changed. 

If the target virtual machine is powered ON, the power control for the virtual machine 
during its moving depends on what operation is executed for it: Migration moves the 
virtual machine with the powered ON state. Quick Migration places the target running 
virtual machine to the suspended state first, and then moves it. For VMware, Migration 
of running virtual machines without downtime requires VMotion license. Quick 
Migration or Migration of powered OFF virtual machines does not require the VMotion 
license.  
When target virtual machines are powered OFF, the workings of Migration and Quick 
Migration are the same. 

Whether to start the virtual machines after moving can be specified optionally. 
 
If the virtual machine will be powered ON after it has been moved, the integrity in the 
placement rule condition will be verified. If the virtual machine violates the placement 
rule when it is moved, the virtual machine cannot be moved. If you must move the 
virtual machine, select the Ignore placement rule check box when executing Move 
Virtual Machine. 
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3.10.2. Storage Migration / Move 

Storage Migration / Move can move a specified virtual machine to another virtual 
machine server or datastore. What is different from Migration / Quick Migration is 
including moving virtual machines among datastores. If the virtual machine to be 
moved is located on the same datastore shared by the destination virtual machine 
server and the current virtual machine server, Storage Migration/Move works as 
Migration. Only moving virtual machines among datastores without moving among 
virtual machine servers also can be executed. 
If the target virtual machine is powered ON, the power control for the virtual machine 
during its moving depends on what operation is executed for it: Storage Migration 
moves the virtual machine with the powered ON state. Move places the target running 
virtual machine to the suspended state first, and then moves it. VMware environment 
requires Storage VMotion license in order to move a virtual machine without downtime 
to another datastore (Storage Migration). Storage VMotion license is not required for 
moving a powered OFF virtual machine (Storage Migration). Storage VMotion is 
supported in vSphere 4.1 or later. 
If a target virtual machine to be moved is powered OFF, Storage Migration and Move 
work as the same. 

Whether to start a powered OFF virtual machine after moving can be specified by using 
an option. 
The destination candidate datastore where the virtual machine will be moved is the 
datastore that is connected to the destination virtual machine server. When you 
execute Storage Migration for a powered-ON virtual machine in the environment of 
vSphere 5.0 or earlier, the virtual machine can be moved only among datastores 
shared by the destination virtual machine server and the current virtual machine server. 
When a powered ON virtual machine is moved to another datastore not shared by both 
of them, an error occurs. When executing Storage Migration or Move for a powered-ON 
virtual machine in other environment or executing those operations for a powered-OFF 
virtual machine, datastores does not have to be shared. 
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If multiple datastores connected to the destination virtual machine exists and automatic 
selection of the destination datastore is set, the destination datastore is selected in the 
following order: 

 

(1) If the target virtual machine server is placed on the datastore shared by the 
destination and current virtual machine servers, the virtual machine will be moved 
among the virtual machine servers only, instead of moving among datastores. 

(2) In VMware, SAN will be chosen first, then NFS as the storage environment. In 
Hyper-V, CSV will be chosen first, SMB next, and then local disk. 

(3) The datastore with larger capacity is chosen over other datastores. 
 
When executing Moving Virtual Machine, Exclude extended disk from migration can be 
specified. If this specification is enabled, extended disks of virtual machines are not 
moved in Storage Migration / Move. 
If Exclude extended disk from migration is not specified, the extended disk on the 
virtual machine will be moved to the same datastore with the destination of the system 
disk. 
The virtual machine which includes the RDM (Physical) or RDM (Virtual) typed 
extended disk cannot be moved through datastores. However, it can be moved in 
vSphere 5. 
The entity of RDM extended disk is a single LUN and it does not exist on a datastore, 
so it is not considered as the target of Storage Migration / Move. 
 
If the virtual machine will be powered ON after it has been moved, the integrity in the 
placement rule condition will be verified. If the virtual machine violates the placement 
rule when it is moved, the virtual machine cannot be moved. If you must move the 
virtual machine, select the Ignore placement rule check box when executing Move 
Virtual Machine. 
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3.10.3. Failover 

A target virtual machine can be moved to another virtual machine server when the 
source virtual machine server is power OFF. 
The target virtual machine must be allocated on a datastore that is shared between the 
source virtual machine server and the destination virtual machine server. 

This functionality makes it possible to move virtual machines to another virtual machine 
even if the source virtual machine server cannot be started owing to various causes 
such as a failure. When a standard policy for virtual machine servers is applied, virtual 
machines that were running on a virtual machine server where a failure occurs can be 
automatically moved to another virtual machine server. 
The Hyper-V single server environment does not support auto migration at failure by 
policy. Move the virtual machines manually after the failure occurred. 
 
If the virtual machine will be powered ON after it has been moved, the integrity in the 
placement rule condition will be verified. If the virtual machine violates the placement 
rule when it is moved, the virtual machine cannot be moved. If you must move the 
virtual machine, select the Ignore placement rule check box when executing Move 
Virtual Machine. 
 
To execute Failover in the VMware (controlled by vCenter Server) environment, the 
connection between the virtual machine server on SigmaSystemCenter and ESX/ ESXi 
to where the virtual machine will be moved is required to be available. 
In other cases of Move VM, the behavior of Move VM is controlled through vCenter 
Server. In Failover, however, SigmaSystemCenter controls directly ESX / ESXi in some 
processes. 
 

In the Hyper-V single server environment and the Standalone ESXi environment, the 
moved virtual machines still remains on the source virtual machine server after failover, 
and you must resolve this state. Execute the ssc recover machine command against 
the source virtual machine server after it recovered from the failure to resolve this. 
The state that the moved virtual machine doubly exists on both source and destination 
virtual machine servers may impact the subsequent operation. 
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3.10.4. Support Information of Virtual Infrastructures 

 
 VMware / XenServer / KVM 

Support information of the Movie Virtual Machine function in each virtual 
infrastructure is as follows. The information for Hyper-V is provided later in this 
subsection. 

 

Operation VMware vCenter 
Server 
management 

Standalone ESXi (*1) XenServer KVM 

Migration Available Available (only when 
power OFF) 

Available Available (only when NFS 
storage pool is used) 

Quick 
Migration 

Available Available N/A Available (only when NFS 
storage pool is used) 

Storage 
Migration 

Available Available(only when 
power OFF) 

N/A N/A 

Move Available Available N/A N/A 

Failover Available Available (only for ssc 
command, or only when 
triggered by policy) 

Available N/A 

*1 Note the following points for standalone ESXi environment. 
▪ Supports only moving virtual machines on the same shared datastore. 
▪ In Migration and Storage Migration, only powered OFF virtual machines can be moved. However, if 
the destination virtual machine server is the same as the current virtual machine server, virtual 
machines can be moved without downtime.  
▪ Even if a datastore is specified at the Please select the destination datastore for Storage Migration 
and Move, virtual machines cannot be moved to another datastore. 
▪ Regardless of the Exclude extended disk from migration setting for Storage Migration and Move, 
extended disks of virtual machines are also the targets to be moved. 
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 Hyper-V 
In Hyper-V, whether the Move Virtual Machine function is available or not depends 
on the capability of your Hyper-V and its version. 

 

Action in the Move 
Virtual Machine 
function 

How the Move Virtual Machine 
function moves a VM 

Hyper-V cluster Hyper-V single server 

Cross 
datastore 

Cross VM 
server  

Migration / 

Quick Migration 

Not moved Moved Available Available only when meeting 
all of the following conditions 
▪ When using Windows Server 
2012 (*1) 
▪ When using the live migration 
feature (*2) 
▪ When a shared datastore to 
locate virtual machines is 
created on a SMB file server 
(*3) 

Storage Migration / 

Move 

Moved Moved Immovable Available only when meeting 
all of the following conditions 
▪ When using Windows Server 
2012 (*1) 
▪ When using the live migration 
feature (*2) 

Not moved Available only when meeting all of the following 
conditions 
▪ When using Windows Server 2012 (*1) 

Failover Not moved Moved Available only when meeting all of the following 
conditions 
▪ When using Windows Server 2012 (*1) 
▪ When a shared datastore to locate virtual 
machines is created on a SMB file server 
(*3) 
▪ When the virtual machine has no snapshot. 
 
However, auto migration by policy is not available. 

*1 Both source and destination virtual machine servers must be running on Windows Server 2012 
Hyper-V. 

*2 The live migration feature of Hyper-V must be available on both source and destination virtual machine 
servers.  
▪ Use Hyper-V Manager to configure live migration for both source and destination virtual machine 
servers. You must enable incoming and outgoing live migrations and configure to use the Kerberos 
authentication as the authentication protocol. 
▪You must add the delegation setting for the destination virtual machine server on the machine account 
setting of the source virtual machine server on the active directory. 
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*3 In the Hyper-V single server environment, a SMB file server is required to create a datastore shared by 
both source and destination virtual machine servers. To execute Migration / Quick Migration, the target 
virtual machine must be running on the datastore of the SMB file server shared by the source and 
destination virtual machine servers. The Storage Migration / Move action also requires a SMB file 
server when using a shared datastore. For a SMB file server, see Subsection 3.1.7, "Using SMB File 
Server in Hyper-V Environment". 

 

3.10.5. Conditions that Prevents Executing the Move Virtual 

Machine Operations 

The Move Virtual Machine functionality cannot be executed depending on the 
followings: 

 The condition of the virtual environment used 
 The structure and status of the target virtual machine 
 The relation between the source and destination virtual server 

 The status of the source and destination virtual server 
 
The following describes conditions that can prevent executing the Move Virtual 
Machine operations. If the Move Virtual Machine operation fails, eliminate the 
conditions below before you retry the operation. 
 

(1) When Migration cannot be executed to the powered-on virtual machines 
• The VMotion license is not registered to the VMware environment. 
• For VMware, the following problems exist in VMkernels which are registered 

to the source and destination virtual machine server. 
- VMotion is not enabled. 
- The destination VMKernel is not connected to the same LAN with the 

source VMKernel. 
• The setting of the port group assigned to the virtual machine does not exist in 

the port group setting of the destination virtual machine server. 

• The destination virtual machine server does not share the datastore where the 
target virtual machine will be located to with the source virtual machine server. 

• The source virtual machine server is powered off. 

• The destination virtual machine server is powered off. 
• The destination virtual machine server does not belong to the same data 

center with the source virtual machine server. 

• The way of Move Virtual Machine execution violates the placement rule. You 
can work around this by selecting the Ignore placement rule check box when 
executing the Move Virtual Machine operation. 

 

(2) When Storage Migration cannot be executed to the powered-on virtual 
machines 
• The Storage VMotion license is not registered on the VMware environment. 
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• For VMware, the VMKernel registered to both the destination and source 
virtual machine servers have the following problems: 
- VMotion is not enabled in both virtual machine servers. 

- They are not connected to the same LAN. 
• The setting of the port group assigned to the virtual machine does not exist in 

the port group setting of the destination virtual machine server. 

• For VMware, the destination virtual machine server does not share the 
datastore where the target virtual machine will be located to with the source 
virtual machine server. (Executable in vSphere 5.1 or later.) 

• The source virtual machine server is powered off. 
• The destination virtual machine server is powered off. 
• For VMware, the target virtual machine falls into any of the following cases: 

- The target virtual machine is created with the Differential Clone template. 
- The target virtual machine is the replica VM of the Differential Clone 

template. 

- The target virtual machine contains the extended disk whose type is RDM 
(Physical) or RDM (Virtual). (Available in vSphere 5) 

• The destination virtual machine server does not belong to the same data 
center with the source virtual machine server. 

• The way of Move Virtual Machine execution violates the placement rule. You 
can work around this by selecting the Ignore placement rule check box when 
executing the Move Virtual Machine operation. 

 

(3) When Quick Migration, and Migration to the powered-off virtual machine 
cannot be executed 
• The setting of the port group assigned to the virtual machine does not exist in 

the port group setting of the destination virtual machine server. 

• The destination virtual machine server does not share the datastore where the 
target virtual machine will be located to with the source virtual machine server. 

• The source virtual machine server is powered off. 

• The destination virtual machine server is powered off. 
• For VMware, the destination virtual machine server does not belong to the 

same data center with the source virtual machine server. And, the target 
virtual machine falls into any of the following cases: 
- The target virtual machine is created with the Differential Clone template. 
- The target virtual machine is the replica VM of the Differential Clone 

template. 
- The target virtual machine contains the extended disk whose type is RDM 

(Physical) or RDM (Virtual). (Available in vSphere 5) 

• The way of Move Virtual Machine execution violates the placement rule when 
executing Quick Migration for a powered-ON virtual machine or when 
Automatic Start is specified. You can work around this by selecting the Ignore 
placement rule check box when executing the Move Virtual Machine 
operation. 
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(4) When Move, and Storage Migration to the powered-off virtual machine 
cannot be executed 
• The setting of the port group assigned to the virtual machine does not exist in 

the port group setting of the destination virtual machine server. 
• The source virtual machine server is powered off. 
• The destination virtual machine server is powered off. 

• For VMware, the target virtual machine falls into any of the following cases: 
- The target virtual machine is created with the Differential Clone template. 
- The target virtual machine is the replica VM of the Differential Clone 

template. 
• The target virtual machine contains the extended disk whose type is RDM 

(Physical) or RDM (Virtual). (Available in vSphere 5) 

• The way of Move Virtual Machine execution violates the placement rule when 
Automatic Start is specified. You can work around this by selecting the Ignore 
placement rule check box when executing the Move Virtual Machine 
operation. 

 

(5) When Failover cannot be executed 
• The setting of the port group assigned to the virtual machine does not exist in 

the port group setting of the destination virtual machine server. 
• The destination virtual machine server does not share the datastore where the 

target virtual machine will be located to with the source virtual machine server. 
• The source virtual machine server is powered on. 
• The destination virtual machine server is powered off. 

• The destination virtual machine server does not belong to the same data 
center with the source virtual machine server. 

• The way of Move Virtual Machine execution violates the placement rule. You 
can work around this by selecting the Ignore placement rule check box when 
executing the Move Virtual Machine operation. 

 

(6) Other conditions (Supports in virtual infrastructures and the VM Optimized 
Placement feature) 
Furthermore, whether the Move Virtual Machine feature is available or not 
depends on your virtual infrastructures. See the subsection 3.10.4 "Support 
Information of Virtual Infrastructures" for the details of the support of virtual 
infrastructures. 

In the following operations, different conditions from description above will be 
added because the VM Optimized Placement feature decides the target virtual 
machines and the virtual machine server of the destination candidate. See the 
description in the subsection 3.12.3 "Conditions for VM Optimized Placement". 
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• Policy action in the VMS operation 

• The ssc evacuate command and the ssc vmop apply-rule command. The 
ssc evacuate command is available only when the virtual machine server is 
specified to be moved. 
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3.11. Resource Pool 
 

3.11.1. Introduction to Resource Pool 

Resource pool in SigmaSystemCenter is a collection of the virtual machine resources 
such as CPU, memory and disk. You can manage those resources easily through this 
feature. Resource pool provides easy and efficient way for the resource management 
in the cloud environment. 

 
Resource pool in SigmaSystemCenter provides the following features: 
 

1. Easy resource management in a large-scale environment 
Resource pool makes it possible to manage resources with information of virtual 
resources such as virtual CPU and memory that constitute a virtual machine. 
Generally, it is difficult to grasp and manage resources to constitute virtual 
machines in a large-scale environment if you manage physical resources (such as 
virtual machine servers and storages) directly. Using a resource pool, you can 
grasp and manage such virtual resources easily. 
You can grasp the resource pool usage by checking the amount of capacity or 
consumption per resource type. When the amount of free resources is not enough, 
the resource is displayed in red or yellow on the Web console. And it is also 
possible to report events when the amount of consumed resource has reached the 
threshold. 

 

2. Resource management per tenant 
You can create a sub-pool to reserve a part of the resources from a resource pool 
and assign it to any tenant you want. You can create multiple sub-pools from one 
resource pool, and it means that one resource pool can be shared by multiple 
tenants. Each tenant can use or manage resources in the assigned sub-pool 
without influence of other tenants. On the other hand, the settings of the features used 
in common, such as failover, can be shared by all tenants. 
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The following describes use cases of a resource pool in the figure below. 
 
First, configure the virtual machine servers to be managed in a resource pool by 
setting up the physical resources of machines, network devices and storages and 
configure the virtual machine server with the virtualization infrastructure products 
such as VMware. And allocate the configured virtual machine server to the host in 
the operation group of SigmaSystemCenter by executing Register Master 
Machine. 
After all virtual machine servers have been allocated to the hosts of the operation 
group, create a resource pool from the operation group. The capacity of the 
resource pool is computed based on the hardware configuration of all the virtual 
machine servers that belong to the operation group. 

 
Next, create and configure tenants which consume the resources provided by the 
resource pool and manage virtual machines in multi-tenant management.. 

Multi-tenant management means a method to keep independence of tenants 
without conflict of their virtual resources or configurations. This is realized by the 
role feature to restrict access permission to tenants, in addition to the resource 
pool feature. 
 
Then, create sub-pools from the resource pool and assign them to tenants. The 
amount of resources of the virtual machines created in each tenant is counted as 
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consumption of the sub-pool assigned to the tenant. When multiple sub-pools are 
assigned to one tenant, you can assign those sub-pools to each category / group 
in the tenant. 

 

 
 
Resource pool can manage the following resources: 
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 CPU 
 Number of vCPU 
 Memory 

 Storage 
 Number of VM 
 Datastore 

 LUN 
 Port Group 
 Logical Network 

 

3.11.2. About Creating and Assigning Resource Pools 

There are two types of resource pools as follows: 
 
 Root resource pool 

A top level resource pool. It is created from a virtual machine server group. The 
resource amount of the root resource pool is computed based on the hardware 
configuration of all the virtual machine servers that belong to the corresponding 
group. 
 

 Sub-pool 

A lower level resource pool. It is created to reserve a part of the resources from a 
root resource pool. The resource amount of the sub-pool is the value specified as 
reservation from the root resource pool. 

 
When you create a root resource pool, you need to specify the following items. 
 

 Type: Select "Shared" or "Dedicated". If "Shared" is selected, a resource pool can 
be shared among multiple tenants or groups; if "Dedicated" is selected, a resource 
pool can be used by only one tenant, category, or group. 

 vCPU Unit: Specify the amount of vCPU resource to be allocated to virtual 
machines by the frequency or by the number of vCPU per core of virtual machine 
servers. In the Xen environment, the number of vCPU per core is not available 
because the information of the number of cores cannot be obtained. 

 To assign to a group: Specify the tenant to which you want to assign the resource 
pool if the type of the resource pool is "Dedicated". 

 
To create a sub-pool from the root resource pool, you need to specify the following 
items: 

 
 Type: Select "Shared" or "Dedicated". Usually, “Dedicated” is preferred for 

sub-pools. 
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 Resources: Specify the upper limit value of the number of vCPU, memory, storage 
and the number of VM. The upper limit value is treated as the amount of the 
reserved resources from the root resource pool to the sub-pool. In the virtual 
machine group to which the sub-pool is assigned, virtual machines cannot be 
created exceeding the upper limit of each resource. However, be careful that 
virtual machines might be created exceeding the upper limit if you execute Create 
And Assign Machine / Reconfigure simultaneously with Register Master Machine. 
If zero or empty value is specified as the number of vCPU, memory, storage or the 
number of VM, the upper limit of the resource in the sub-pool is not checked in 
creating virtual machines. It means that the resource is unlimited in the sub-pool. 
If the Allow Overcommit Resources option is enabled, you can reserve the amount 
of resources exceeding the capacity of the root resource pool. If disabled, it is not 
possible to exceed the capacity of the root resource pool. 

 To assign to a group: Specify the tenant to which you want to assign the sub-pool if 
the type of the sub-pool is “Dedicated”. 

 
Root resource pools or sub-pools can be assigned to the following 
Tenant/Category/Group/Model: 

 
 Tenant 

It is used for multi-tenant management. You can assign the root resource pools or 
sub-pools whose type is "Dedicated". Multiple resource pools can be assigned. 
You need specify its resource management ID when you create it. 
 

 Category/Group/Model under the tenant 
Only one resource pool can be selected from those assigned to the tenant. 
 

 Other Category / Group / Model 
A resource pool whose type is “Shared” can be assigned. The same resource pool 
can be shared by multiple categories, groups and models. 

 

3.11.3. How to Use Resource Pools 

The main use cases of resource pools are as follows: 
 
 Sharing a resource pool by multiple tenants 

 Dedicating a resource pool to a single tenant 
 Viewing the resource usage or specifying the range of destination virtual machine 

servers when creating virtual machines 

 
Details of each use case are as follows. 
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1. Sharing a resource pool by multiple tenants 
Multiple tenants share and use the same resource pool. Each tenant can use or 
manage resources in the assigned sub-pool without being influenced by other 
tenants. The settings of the features used in common, such as failover on failure of 
a virtual machine server, can be shared by all tenants. 
Create a "Shared" root resource pool, and then create "Dedicated" sub-pools from 
it and assign them to each tenant. 
Each category to be managed as a tenant requires a resource management ID. 
You can assign multiple sub-pools to one tenant (top level category with a 
resource management ID) as needed. And then, if you want one sub-pool to be 
dedicated to one of the categories / groups / models which belong to the tenant, 
assign the different sub-pool individually to each category / group / model. Be 
careful that all sub-pools are in non-dedicated state if there is a pattern that no 
sub-pools are assigned to all layers of category / group / model. When a virtual 
machine is created for the host definition in this pattern, the sub-pool assigned 
individually to each category / group / model might be used because the target 
sub-pool is automatically selected from those assigned to the top level category. 
(See Subsection 3.11.4, "About Resource Pool Used at Creating a Virtual 
Machine".) 
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2. Dedicating a resource pool to a single tenant 
One tenant uses a resource pool exclusively. The tenant can use the assigned 
"Dedicated" resource pool without being influenced by other tenants. 
Create a "Dedicated" root resource pool and then assign it to the tenant. The 
"Dedicated" resource pool which is already assigned to the tenant cannot be 
assigned to another. Each category to be managed as a tenant requires resource 
management ID. 

If you want to limit the amount of resources used by the category / group / model in 
which belongs to the tenant, create a sub-pool and assign it to the tenant as 
described in Subsection 3.11.4, " About Resource Pool Used at Creating a Virtual 
Machine". 
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3. Viewing the resource usage or specifying the range of destination virtual machine 
servers when creating virtual machines 
This is the simplest use case of resource pool feature. It is used only for the 
purpose of viewing the resource usage or specifying the range of destination 
virtual machine servers when creating virtual machines. This method is not 
suitable for multi-tenant management. 
Create a “Shared” root resource pool, and then assign it to each category / group / 
model. You need not create sub-pools to reserve resources from the root resource 
pool as described in use case 1. Multiple categories / groups / models share and 
use the same root resource pool. 

Specify the resource pool which you want to assign in the property of each 
category / group / model.  
 

In this use case, do not set resource management ID to the top level category. 
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3.11.4. About Resource Pool Used at Creating a Virtual Machine 

If the resource pool is assigned to each layer of category / group / model, the one 
assigned to the lowest layer is used preferentially when creating a virtual machine. 
 

In the case of multi-tenant management, multiple resource pools can be assigned to 
the top level tenant. If no resource pools are assigned to all lower layers of category / 
group / model, resource pools assigned to the top level tenant are the candidates to be 
used to create virtual machines. If resource pool is not specified in creating a virtual 
machine, the resource pool which has the largest free resources is selected 
automatically from the candidates. 
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To reserve the specified amount of the resources to the lower category / group / model, 
or to limit the amount of resources used by the lower category / group / model, you 
need to create sub-pools from the resource pool and assign them to each category / 
group / model. However, as the following figure shows, if there is a pattern that no 
sub-pools are assigned to all lower layers of category / group / model, all sub-pools 
assigned to the top level tenant are candidates to be used. This is against the 
requirement that you want reserve resources only to the specified category / group / 
model. To satisfy this requirement, you need to assign sub-pools to each category / 
group / model appropriately, not to be selected automatically to those which are not 
specified the sub-pool explicitly. 
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3.11.5. Resource Types 

The following table shows resources that can be managed in resource pools. 

 

Category Resource Type Description 

CPU CPU The amount of the CPU resource to be allocated to 
virtual machines, which is managed by the frequency. 
The total capacity is calculated from the CPU 
specification on the virtual machine servers which 
belong to the resource pool. 

Number vCPU The number of vCPU to be allocated to virtual machines. 
The total capacity is calculated from the vCPU unit of the 
resource pool. 

Memory Memory The amount of the memory resource to be allocated to 
virtual machines. The total capacity is the sum of 
memory size of the virtual machine servers belong to the 
resource pool. 

Storage Storage The amount of the storage resource for virtual disks to 
be allocated to virtual machines. The total capacity is 
calculated from the size and upper limit usage (%) of 
datastores which are connected to the virtual machine 
servers in the resource pool. This counts only the 
datastores which are declared as destination candidate 
for VM creation in Datastore Setting. 

Datastore Datastores which store virtual disks to be allocated to 
virtual machines. 

LUN LUNs to be assigned to virtual machines as RDM virtual 
disks. 

Network Port Group Available port groups on the virtual machine servers 
which belong to the resource pool. The port group is the 
virtual network available on virtual machine servers, and 
is one of the elements which constitute the logical 
network. A logical network can be created from a port 
group listed in Port Group List. 

Logical Network Logical networks to which virtual machines connect. 

Other VM Number Number of virtual machines allocated resources of the 
resource pool. The total capacity is calculated from the 
upper limit of VM count of datastores which are 
connected to the virtual machine servers. 

 
You can view the information about these resources on the following three screens: 
 
 Root Resource Pool 

You can view the information about all resources of the resource pool. You can 
check information about actually used resources and grasp the situation of the 
virtual machine servers and the datastores in order to manage the resources. 

The information of the root resource pool is displayed on the Resource Pool tab of 
the virtual machine server group. To use it, you need to create a resource pool for 
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the virtual machine server group. It can be displayed from the resource pool list 
(Resource Pool tab) of the tenant/category to which the resource pool is assigned. 
The root resource pool shows following resource information: 

• CPU 
• Number vCPU 
• Memory 

• Storage 
• Datastore 
• LUN 

• Port Group 
• VM Number 
 

 Sub-pool 
Sub-pool shows the information of resources which constitute a virtual machine; 
such as CPU, memory and storage. You can view the usage of the sub-pool and 
check whether required resources to create a virtual machine are available. 
To show the sub-pool, click the sub-pool from the sub-pool list of the root resource 
pool, or from the resource pool list on the Resource Pool tab of the tenant/category 
to which the resource pool is assigned. 
You can view the following resource information: 
• Number vCPU 

• Memory 
• Storage 
• LUN 

• VM Number 
• Number of VMs which can be created 
 

 Tenant/Category Assigned a Resource Pool 
This shows the information of resources which constitute a virtual machine, such 
as CPU, memory and storage, and shows the number of virtual machines which 
can be created. You can view the usage of the assigned resource pool and check 
whether required resources to create a virtual machine are available. 
The information is displayed on the Resource Pool tab of the tenant/category to 
which the resource pool is assigned. 
You can view the following resource information: 
• Number vCPU 

• Memory 
• Storage 
• Number of VMs which can be created 

• Logical Network 
• LUN 
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Details of each resource are shown in the following subsections. 

 

3.11.6. About CPU, the Number of vCPU, Memory, Storage and 

the Number of VM of the Root Resource Pool 

In Resource Pool Capacity of the root resource pool, you can grasp the situation of the 
resource of CPU, the number of vCPU, memory, storage and the number of VMs by 
checking the value of "Capacity", "Consumed", "Reserved "and "Actually Consumed" of 
each resource. 

The information of Resource Pool Capacity is refreshed when you switch to the 
Resource Pool tab, when you click the Refresh button in the tab, or when you execute 
Refresh in the Operation menu. Each value except Actually Consumed is refreshed 
based on the data in the database. The value of Actually Consumed is based on the 
actual information retrieved from the services of virtualization infrastructure products. 
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 Capacity 

The amount of total resources. It is calculated from the amount of the resources of 
virtual machine servers and datastores which belong to the resource pool. Virtual 
machine servers in failure status are not counted to this value. 
 

 Consumed 

The amount of consumed resources. It is calculated based on the data of the 
virtual machines in the database. It might differ from the actual resource usage on 
the virtual machine server. It is not checked whether the total amount of consumed 
resources exceeds the capacity of the root resource pool when creating virtual 
machines. So the value of Consumed might exceed the value of Capacity. It is 
shown as the following information. 

 
• The value of consumed resources 
• The percentage of consumed resources to the value of Capacity 

 
 Unused 

The amount of unused resources. It is calculated by subtracting the value of 
Consumed from the value of Capacity. It is shown as the following information. 
 
• The value of unused resources 

• The percentage of unused resources to the value of Capacity 
 

 Reserved 

The amount of reserved resources to sub-pools. It is the sum of the upper limit 
value of each sub-pool. If the Allow Overcommit Resources option is enabled to 
sub-pools, the value of Reserved might exceed the value of Capacity. It is shown 
as the following information: 
 
• The value of reserved resources 

• The percentage of reserved resources to the value of Capacity  
 

 Actually Consumed 

The amount of resources actually used on the virtual machine servers or the 
datastores. While the value of Consumed is calculated based on the data of the 
virtual machines in the database, the value of Actually Consumed shows the 
resource usage in the actual environment. It is shown as the following information. 
Virtual machine servers in failure status are not counted to this value. 

 

• The value of actually consumed resources 
• The percentage of actually consumed resources to the value of Capacity 
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The percentage to the value of Capacity is displayed with a bar. For Consumed, 
Reserved and Actually Consumed, the color of the bar changes according to its 
percentage. For Unused, the color is always green.  

 
 Percentage ≦ 60% : Green 
 60% ≦ Percentage ＜ 80% : Yellow 

 80% ≦ Percentage : Red 
 
The following table provides details about each item in each resource. 

Resource Item Description 

CPU Capacity The total of CPU frequencies of the virtual machine servers belonging 
to the resource pool. The frequency of each virtual machine server is 
shown in Resource List. 

Consumed The total of the CPU resources allocated to the created virtual 
machines. The value of Consumed of each virtual machine, as 
follows, is calculated from the number of vCPU allocated to the virtual 
machine and the value of the vCPU unit. 
▪ When the frequency is selected as the vCPU unit: 
  CPU Consumed = the number of vCPU * vCPU unit 
▪ When the number of vCPU per core is selected as the vCPU unit: 
  The value of Consumed is zero because it cannot be calculated. 
Refer to the number of vCPU to check the amount of consumed CPU 
resources. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total of the actual CPU usage of each virtual machine server. The 
actual CPU usage is retrieved from the service of virtualization 
infrastructure products. This value includes the resources consumed 
by the virtual machine server itself to control the virtualization services 
in addition to the resources to run virtual machines. 

Number 
vCPU 

Capacity This is calculated based on the value of vCPU Unit and CPU 
specification of the virtual machine servers. 
▪ When the frequency is selected as the vCPU unit: 
  vCPU Capacity= CPU Capacity/ vCPU Unit 
▪ When the number of vCPU per core is selected as the vCPU unit: 
  vCPU Capacity = Total CPU cores of the virtual machine servers * 
vCPU Unit 

Consumed The total of vCPUs allocated to the created virtual machines. The 
value of vCPU Consumed of each virtual machine is the number of 
vCPUs allocated to the virtual machine. It is specified as CPU count in 
the machine profile when executing Create And Assign Machine / 
Reconfigure, or as Number of CPUs when executing Edit Virtual 
Machine. This value is shown as Number of CPUs in Basic information 
of the virtual machine on the Virtual view, or as "CpuProfile 
VirtualQuantity" in the output of the ssc changehistory show 
command. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 
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Resource Item Description 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total number of vCPUs of the powered-on virtual machines. When 
all the virtual machines are powered-on, it is same as the value of 
Consumed. 

Memory Capacity The total of memory sizes of the virtual machine servers belonging to 
the resource pool. The memory size of each virtual machine server is 
shown in Resource List. 

Consumed The total of the memory sizes allocated to the created virtual 
machines. The value of Memory Consumed of each virtual machine is 
the memory size allocated to the virtual machine. It is specified as 
Memory Size in the machine profile when executing Create And 
Assign Machine / Reconfigure, or as Memory Size when executing 
Edit Virtual Machine. This value is shown as Memory Size in Basic 
information of the virtual machine on the Virtual view, or as 
"MemoryProfile VirtualQuantity" in the output of the ssc 
changehistory show command. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total of the actual memory usage of each virtual machine server. 
The actual memory usage of the powered-on virtual machine might be 
different from the memory size specified in the machine profile or in 
executing Edit Virtual Machine. This is because actual memory 
allocation might be changed automatically according to the memory 
usage by the dynamic memory management feature of the 
virtualization infrastructure product. You can adjust the dynamic 
memory management feature by specifying Memory Share, Memory 
Reservation or Memory Limit. 

Storage Capacity The total of the upper limit (the size * the upper limit of usage (%) / 
100) of each datastore connected to the virtual machine servers which 
belong to the resource pool. This value counts only the datastores 
which are declared as destination candidate for VM creation in 
Datastore Setting. You can set the upper limit of usage (%) of the 
datastore in Edit Datastore. 

Consumed The total size of the virtual disks allocated to the created virtual 
machines. The value of Storage Consumed of each virtual machine is 
the size of the virtual disks allocated to the virtual machine. It is 
specified as Size of Disk Information in the machine profile when 
executing Create And Assign Machine / Reconfigure, or as Size of 
Disk Information when executing Edit Virtual Machine. This value is 
shown as Size (GB) in Virtual Disk List of the virtual machine on 
Virtual view, or as "StorageProfile[x] Size" in the output of the ssc 
changehistory show command 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total of the actual disk usage of each datastore. The actual disk 
usage might be smaller than the total size of the virtual disks, because 
of the thin provisioning feature of the virtualization infrastructure 
product. This value is expected to be same as the total of Usage (GB) 
of each datastore in Datastore List, but might be different if the data of 
the datastores in the database is old. If needed, execute the Collect 
operation and refresh the database. 
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Resource Item Description 

VM 
Number 

Capacity The total of the number of virtual machines which can be created on 
each datastore connected to the virtual machine servers which belong 
to the resource pool. This value counts only the datastores which are 
declared as destination candidate for VM creation in Datastore 
Setting. You can set the upper limit of the number of the virtual 
machines of the datastore in Edit Datastore. 

Consumed The number of the virtual machines created using the resource pool. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total number of the powered-on virtual machines on each 
datastore. When all the virtual machines are powered-on, it is same as 
the value of Consumed. This value does not count virtual machines 
whose Running Status are "Off", such as master VMs and replica 
VMs. 

 

3.11.7. Sub-pool List of the Resource Pool 

Sub-pool list shows the information of the sub-pools created from the root resource 
pool. The information of the sub-pool is refreshed when you switch to the Resource 
Pool tab or when you execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on 
the data in the database. 
 
It shows the value of Capacity and Consumed for each resource of Number vCPU, 
Memory, Storage and VM Number. It also shows the tenant/category which assigned 
the sub-pool. 
 

You can change the value of Capacity of each resource by changing the value of 
Number vCPU, Memory, Storage and VM Number in the Edit dialog box. The value of 
Capacity of each sub-pool is used to calculate the value of Reserved of the root 
resource pool. 
 

3.11.8. Resource List of the Resource Pool 

Resource List shows the information of the virtual machine servers which belong to the 
resource pool. 

The following descriptions show how and when the value of each item is refreshed. 
The value of Status, Power Status, CPU or Memory Size is refreshed when you switch 
to the Resource Pool tab or when you execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is not 
refreshed when you click the Refresh button in the tab. It is refreshed based on the 
data in the database. 
The value of CPU Usage, Memory Usage or Uptime is refreshed when you switch to 
the Resource Pool tab, when you click the Refresh button in the tab, or when you 
execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on the actual information 
retrieved from the services of the virtualization infrastructure product. 
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You can view the following information about each virtual machine server. 

Item Description 

Status The summary status of the virtual machine server. 

Power Status The power status of the virtual machine server. 

CPU (MHz) The CPU frequency of the virtual machine server. The value of Capacity of 
CPU in the root resource pool is the total of this value. 

CPU Usage (MHz) The current CPU usage of the virtual machine server. The value of Actually 
Consumed of CPU in the root resource pool is the total of this value. 

Memory Size (MB) The memory size of the virtual machine server. The value of Capacity of 
Memory in the root resource pool is the total of this value. 

Memory Usage 
(MB) 

The current memory usage of the virtual machine server. The value of 
Actually Consumed of Memory in the root resource pool is the total of this 
value. 

Uptime The time from the start of the virtual machine server to now. 

 
When you click the rightmost icon on the row of each virtual machine server, Datastore 
Setting of each virtual machine server is displayed. You can set the following settings 
for the datastores of each virtual machine server. You can set these settings in the 
Datastore Setting tab of Host Property as well. In the Datastore Setting tab of Group 
Property or Model Property, you can set the same settings to all the virtual machine 
servers in the group or model. 
 
 Destination candidates for VMs to be created 

Virtual machines are not created on datastores which are not set as destination 
candidates. The value of Storage Capacity of the resource pool is the total of the 
upper limit (the size * the upper limit of usage (%) / 100) of each destination 
candidate datastore. 

 
 Priority of datastore  

It is used by the VM optimized creation feature to select the destination datastore 
when creating a virtual machine without specifying the destination datastore. 

 

3.11.9. Datastore List of the Resource Pool 

Datastore List shows the information of the datastores connected to the virtual machine 
servers which belong to the resource pool. The value of each item of Datastore List is 
refreshed when you switch to the Resource Pool tab or when you execute Refresh in 
the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on the data in the database. The value of 
datastore usage might be different from the actual usage because it is retrieved from 
the database. If needed, execute the Collect operation and refresh the database with 
the value of current usage. 
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You can view the following information about each datastore. 

Item Description 

Size(GB) The size of the datastore. The total of the upper limit (calculated from the 
size and the percentage of the upper limit) of each datastore is the value of 
Storage Capacity of the resource pool. 

Usage (GB) The usage of the datastore. 

Free (GB) The difference of the value of Size and the value of Usage. 

Utilization / Max 
(%) 

The utilization and the upper limit of that of the datastore. The utilization is 
the percentage of the datastore usage for its size. The datastores which the 
usage does not exceed the upper limit are given priority as the destination 
candidates when creating a virtual machine without specifying the 
destination datastore. You can set the value of the upper limit of each 
datastore in Edit Datastore. 

VM Count / Max The number of virtual machines and the upper limit of that on the datastore. 
The datastores which the number of virtual machines does not exceed the 
upper limit are given priority as the destination candidates when creating a 
virtual machine without specifying the destination datastore. You can set the 
value of the upper limit of each datastore in Edit Datastore. 

Tag The tags set to the datastore. If the destination datastore of the virtual disk 
in the machine profile is specified with a tag, the datastores which the tag is 
set are the destination candidates when creating a virtual machine. 
You can set tags to each datastore in Edit Datastore and configure the tag 
to be set automatically when registering a datastore by setting the tag to a 
storage pool or disk volume. 

 

You can configure Edit Datastore from Datastore List on the Virtual view as well. 
 

3.11.10. LUN Capacity and LUN List of the Resource Pool 

LUN Capacity and LUN List show the information of the LUN (disk volume) for RDM 
connected to the virtual machine servers which belong to the resource pool. 
The value of each item of the LUN Capacity and LUN List is refreshed when you switch 
to the Resource Pool tab or when you execute Refresh in the Operation menu. Only 
LUNs for RDM are shown in LUN Capacity and LUN List. LUN for RDM means the LUN 
which is declared to be used as a RDM virtual disk with the ssc rdmstorage update 
command as described in Subsection 3.3.13, "How to Use RDM (When Creating 
LUN)". 
LUN Capacity shows the following information about resource of LUN for RDM which is 
totalized per 10 gigabytes (GB). 
 

Item Description 

Type The range of LUN size used to totalize the information of the resource of 
LUN. It is shown in the "LUN (sizeGB)" format. The displayed "size" means 
the minimum value of the range. The width of the range is 10GB, so "LUN 
(sizeGB)" totalizes the information of the LUN whose size is "size" or greater 
and less than "size" + 10GB. 
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Item Description 

Capacity The total of the number of the LUNs for RDM connected to the virtual 
machine servers which belong to the resource pool. 

Consumed The total number of the LUNs which have been assigned to the virtual 
machines and used. This value counts the LUNs whose status is "Using" 
and "Used". 
The value of Consumed of the root resource pool is different from the total of 
that of each sub-pool if there are "Used" LUNs. This is because the value of 
Consumed of the sub-pool counts only "Using" LUNs. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Reserved The total of the upper limit value of each sub-pool. 

Actually 
Consumed 

Same as the value of Consumed. 

 
LUN List shows the following information about the LUNs for RDM in the resource pool. 
 

Item Description 

Name The name of the LUN (disk volume). If the LUN belongs to the disk array 
managed in the Resource view, the name recognized by the disk array is 
shown. If not, the name recognized by the services of the virtualization 
infrastructure product is shown. 

Disk Array The name of the disk array which the LUN belongs to. If the disk array is not 
managed in the Resource view, it shows nothing. 

Size (GB) The size of the LUN. 

Status The status of use of the LUN. 

Applied Group The name of the tenant/category (tenant) which the virtual machine 
assigned the LUN belongs to. 

Tag The tags set to the LUN. If the target LUN of RDM virtual disk in the machine 
profile is specified with a tag, the LUNs which the tag is set are the 
destination candidates when creating a virtual machine.  
You can set tags to each LUN in Edit LUN and configure the tag to be set 
automatically when registering an LUN by setting the tag to a storage pool 
or disk volume. 

 

3.11.11. Port Group List of the Resource Pool 

Port Group List shows the information of the port groups on the virtual machine servers 
which belong to the resource pool. 
The value of each item of Port Group List is refreshed when you switch to the Resource 
Pool tab or when you execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on 
the data in the database. 
 
If the port group is defined as the element of the logical network, the name of the logical 
network and the name of the tenant/category to which it is assigned are shown. 
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You can create a logical network easily from the existing port group in Port Group List. 
Select the port group in the list and click Create Logic Network, and then the creation 
form is displayed with the port group selected. 

You can change the settings of the logical network in Edit Logical Network displayed 
from the Edit icon. 
If you want to create a logical network from scratch without selecting an existing port 
group, you need to create from the network list in the Resource view. 
 

 
 
You can view the following information about each port group. 

 

Item Description 

Name The name of the port group. 

Virtual machine server 

vSwitch1 

Port 

Group２ 

LogicalNetwork1 

Port 

Group1 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

Root Resource Pool 

Sub-pool A 

Actual Environment Structure 

PortGroup1 

PortGroup2 

LogicalNetwork1 

PortGroup1 

LogicalNetwork3 

Port 

Group3 

VLAN4 

Tenant 

Sub-pool A 

Working Structure 

LogicalNetwork1 

Subtracting 

Resource Pool Configuration Locigal Network Configuration 

LogicalNetwork3 

PortGroup3 

PortGroup1 
VLAN2 

VLAN2 

VLAN3 
VLAN2 

VLAN4 

Allocating 

The port group which 

is created on the 

virtual machine server 

will be displayed as a 

resource. 

Creating resource pool 

Because virtual machines use the 

logical network as the destination on 

tenants, the list of available logical 

network will be displayed on tenants. 

The port group 

which is not created 

is not displayed as a 

resource. 

The port group which 

is not related to the 

logical network is not 

recognized to be used 

by tenants. 

Logical networks which 

share the same port 

group definition can be 

viewed and created 

on the port group list. 

Displaying Port Group List 

Displaying the Logical Network 

List 
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Item Description 

Type The type of the port group. The logical network can be created only from the 
port group whose type is "VirtualMachine". VMKernel and ServiceConsole 
are not available for logical networks. 

Virtual Switch The name of the virtual switch. 

VLAN Type The type of VLAN of the port group, normal VLAN or private VLAN. 

VLAN ID The VLAN ID of the port group. 

Logical Network  
Name 

The name of the logical network which the port group belongs to. 

Applied Group The name of the category (tenant) which the logical network is assigned to. 
This is displayed only when the scope of the logical network is Private. It is 
not displayed when the scope is Public. 

 

3.11.12. About Number of vCPUs, Memory, Storage, Number of 

VMs and LUN Capacity of the Sub-pool 

In the Resource Pool Capacity of the sub-pool, you can grasp the situation of the 
resource of vCPU, memory, storage, the number of VMs and the number of LUNs by 
checking the value of "Capacity", "Consumed", "Unused" and "Actually Consumed" of 
each resource. 

The information of the sub-pool is refreshed when you display this screen or when you 
execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on the data in the 
database. 

 
 Capacity 

The amount of reserved resources from the root resource pool. This is the upper 
limit of the resource. 
 

 Consumed 

The amount of consumed resources. It is calculated based on the data of the 
virtual machines in the database. You cannot create virtual machines when the 
value of Consumed is estimated to exceed the value of Capacity in the sub-pool. 
However, if the value of Capacity is zero, it is not checked when creating virtual 
machines. It is shown as the following information: 
 

• The value of consumed resources 
• The percentage of consumed resources to the value of Capacity 
 

 Unused 

The amount of unused resources. This is the difference of the value of Capacity 
and the value of Consumed. It is shown as the following information: 
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• The value of unused resources 
• The percentage of unused resources to the value of Capacity 
 

 Actually Consumed 
The value for each resource except Storage and LUN is the total of the resources 
allocated to the powered-on virtual machines. The value for Storage and LUN is 
same as the value of Consumed. It is shown as the following information: 
 
• The value of actually consumed resources 

• The percentage of actually consumed resources to the value of Capacity 
 
The percentage to the value of Capacity is displayed with a bar. For Consumed, 
Reserved and Actually Consumed, the color of the bar changes according to its 
percentage as follows. For Unused, the color is always green. 
 

 Percentage ≦ 60% : Green 
 60% ≦ Percentage ＜ 80% : Yellow 
 80% ≦ Percentage : Red 

 
The following table provides details about each item in each resource. 

Resource Item Description 

Number 
vCPU 

Capacity The amount of reserved resources from the root resource pool. 

Consumed The total of vCPUs allocated to the created virtual machines. The 
value of vCPU Consumed of each virtual machine is the number of 
vCPUs allocated to the virtual machine. It is specified as CPU count 
in the machine profile when executing Create And Assign Machine / 
Reconfigure, or as Number of CPUs when executing Edit Virtual 
Machine. This value is shown as Number of CPUs in Basic 
Information of the virtual machine on the Virtual view, or as 
"CpuProfile VirtualQuantity" in the output of the ssc changehistory 
show command. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total number of vCPUs of the powered-on virtual machines. 
When all the virtual machines are powered-on, it is same as the 
value of Consumed. 

Memory Capacity The amount of reserved resources from the root resource pool. 

Consumed The total of memory sizes allocated to the created virtual machines. 
The value of Memory Consumed of each virtual machine is the 
memory size allocated to the virtual machine. It is specified as 
Memory Size in the machine profile when executing Create And 
Assign Machine / Reconfigure, or as Memory Size when executing 
Edit Virtual Machine. This value is shown as Memory Size in Basic 
Information of the virtual machine on the Virtual view, or as 
"MemoryProfile VirtualQuantity" in the output of the ssc 
changehistory show command. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 
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Resource Item Description 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total of memory sizes of the powered-on virtual machines. When 
all the virtual machines are powered-on, it is same as the value of 
Consumed. 

Storage Capacity The amount of reserved resources from the root resource pool. 

Consumed The total size of the virtual disks allocated to the created virtual 
machines. The value of Storage Consumed of each virtual machine 
is the size of the virtual disks allocated to the virtual machine. It is 
specified as Size of Disk Information in the machine profile when 
executing Create And Assign Machine / Reconfigure, or as Size of 
Disk Information when executing Edit Virtual Machine. This value is 
shown as Size (GB) in Virtual Disk List of the virtual machine on the 
Virtual view, or as "StorageProfile[x] Size" in the output of the ssc 
changehistory show command. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Actually 
Consumed 

Same as the value of Consumed. 

VM 
Number 

Capacity The amount of reserved resources from the root resource pool. 

Consumed The number of the virtual machines created using the sub-pool. 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Actually 
Consumed 

The total number of the powered-on virtual machines. When all the 
virtual machines are powered-on, it is same as the value of 
Consumed. 

LUN 
Capacity 

Type The range of LUN size used to totalize the information of the 
resource of LUN. It is shown in the "LUN (sizeGB)" format. The 
displayed "size" means the minimum value of the range. The width of 
the range is 10GB, so "LUN (sizeGB)" totalizes the information of the 
LUNs whose size is "size" or greater and less than "size" + 10GB. 

Capacity The number of LUNs reserved from the root resource pool.  

Consumed The total number of the LUNs assigned to the virtual machines. This 
value counts the LUNs whose status is "Using". 

Unused The difference of the value of Capacity and the value of Consumed. 

Actually 
Consumed 

Same as the value of Consumed. 

 

3.11.13. Resource Pool Information of the Tenant / Category 

Assigned a Resource Pool 

You can view the following information on the Resource Pool tab of the tenant/category 
to which the resource pool is assigned. 
This information is refreshed when you switch to the Resource Pool tab or when you 
execute Refresh in the Operation menu. It is refreshed based on the data in the 
database. 
 
 Consumed vCPU 

 Consumed Memory 
 Consumed Storage 
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 VM Number (Number of VMs which can be created) 
 Logical Network List 
 LUN Capacity 

 
The value of Consumed vCPU, Consumed Memory and Consumed Storage is same 
as the value of Consumed of Number vCPU, Memory and Storage of the resource pool 
respectively. 
 
VM Number shows the number of VMs which can be created when each machine 
profile of Small, Medium and Large is used. The order of display is Small / Medium / 
Large. 
You can edit the machine profiles of Small, Medium and Large on the Resource view. 

 
Logical Network List shows the information of the logical networks in the resource pool 
assigned to the tenant/category. 

If the multiple VLAN IDs and port group names with the same logical network name 
exist, multiple rows with the same logical network name are shown. 
 

LUN Capacity shows the information about the LUNs in the resource pool assigned to 
the tenant/category, which is same as that of the sub-pool. 
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3.12. VM Optimized Placement Management 
 

3.12.1. Capacity Control of the Virtual Machine Server 

SystemProvisioning provides a functionality that limits the number of virtual machines 
running on a virtual machine server. This functionality is effective to prevent required 
processing resources for virtual machines from exceeding the capacity of each virtual 
machine server. 

Configure a numeric value to the capacity value that corresponds to the processing 
resource capacity of the virtual machine server, and to the cost value that corresponds 
to the required processing resource to start the virtual machine. 

When starting, moving or creating virtual machines, it is ensured that the total cost 
value of the virtual machines (powered On) on the virtual machine server does not 
exceed the capacity value of it. For example, if the capacity value of the virtual machine 
server is 100, 10 virtual machines (powered On) with a cost value of 10 can be created. 
 
 Capacity value 

The capacity value is set for the virtual machine server. Its default value is 200. 

Where to Specify Priority Description 

Edit VM Server 1 Specify the capacity value of the virtual 
machine server. 

The Virtual Resource tab on the 
Environment Setting screen 

2 Specify the default capacity value you want to 
use in SystemProvisioning. 

 
 Cost value 

The cost value is set for the virtual machine in the virtual machine's template or in 
the machine profile. When the virtual machine is created based on a template, the 
cost value of it will be the specified value in the machine profile or template. If you 
execute Allocate Machine or Register Master Machine, the cost value specified in 
the machine profile or the template is used as that of the virtual machine. The 
default cost value is (10). 

If the virtual machine has been created to be managed by SystemProvisioning 
using a subsystem such as vCenter Server, the default cost value of this virtual 
machine is set to "0". 

Where to Specify Priority Description 

Edit Virtual Machine 1 Specify the cost value of the virtual machine. 

Machine Profile 2 Specify the cost value of the virtual machine 
on Machine Profile. 

Template 3 Specify the cost value of the virtual machine 
on Template. 

The Virtual Resource tab on the 
Environment Setting screen 

4 Specify the default capacity value you want to 
use in SystemProvisioning. 
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3.12.2. VM Optimized Placement 

SystemProvisioning monitors the load status of each virtual machine server. 

If a virtual machine server under high load is detected, some of the virtual machines are 
moved from the virtual machine server to another one by Migration. If the high load is 
not reduced enough by moving virtual machines, SystemProvisioning starts new virtual 
machine servers and migrates the virtual machines to them. 
Conversely, if a surplus of machine power, such as the use of multiple virtual machine 
servers with low loads, is detected, the virtual machines are automatically consolidated 
to another virtual machine server without exceeding the appropriate load. When a 
virtual machine server’s number of virtual machines has reached zero, 
SystemProvisioning shuts down the virtual machine server. If the load increases after 
that, SystemProvisioning starts the virtual machine server that was shut down and 
moves the virtual machines by Migration to keep the appropriate load condition. 
Thus, SystemProvisioning can maintain appropriate load condition of virtual machine 
servers with saving powers. 
In addition, when a virtual machine server becomes down by failure or some other 
reason, SystemProvisioning moves virtual machines on a shared disk to other virtual 
machine servers by Failover. In this case, SystemProvisioning selects an appropriate 
virtual machine server for a destination. 
SystemProvisioning checks the memory usage of a virtual machine server and moves 
virtual machines without exceeding the virtual machine’s memory usage. 
 
This SystemProvisioning’s functionality (VM Optimized Placement) can be enabled for 
each group or model of the VM server type. When enabling this functionality, configure 
the values: High Load Bound, Target Region, and Low Load Bound for keeping the 
appropriate load condition. SystemProvisioning automatically adjusts the number of 
virtual machines by Migration so that the virtual machine server’s load will be limited 
within the range of the configured target region. 
 

 
 

Target Region 

0% 

100% 

Virtual  
Machine 
Servers 

Low Load Bound 

High Load Bound 80% 

45% － 70% 

40% 

Load on CPU of a Virtual Machine Server 

System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services 
 

SystemProvisioning Notification 

Instruct to move 
virtual machine 
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For example, when reducing the high load, SigmaSystemCenter works as follows. 
SigmaSystemCenter monitors the performance of the virtual machine server using 
System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services. When an alert of a high CPU load 
of a virtual machine server is received from the System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services, SystemProvisioning migrates the virtual machines from the virtual 
machine server with a high CPU load status to a virtual machine server with a low CPU 
load status. 
 

Note: VM Optimized Placement can be enabled from the Web Console. For details, 
see Section 6.3, "Configuring to Use the VM Optimized Placement Feature" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. 

 

3.12.3. Conditions for VM Optimized Placement 

The VM Optimized Placement feature includes the following actions: 

 

Function Policy action Command 

Load Balancing Action for VMS / Load balance 
VMServer 

- 

Power Saving Action for VMS / Power save VMserver - 

Recover or evacuate the virtual 
machine when a failure 
occurred on a virtual machine 
server (Failover) 

Action for VMS / Move all running VMs 
on the VM server. 
Action for VMS / Move all VMs on the 
VM server. 

ssc evacuate host 
ssc evacuate machine 

 
To execute these operations, a destination and source virtual machine server and a 
target virtual machine must meet the following conditions: 
 
 Destination candidate virtual machine servers 

• Belongs to the same operation group with a source virtual machine server 
- If the source virtual machine server is directly assigned to the group, 

virtual machine servers that belong to the same group with a source 
virtual machine server and that are not assigned to a model. 

• Shares the same datastore with a source virtual machine server 
• Hardware Status is neither "Faulted" nor "Degraded" 

• Power status is not Off and not being started 
However, if SystemProvisioning cannot resolve the issue with operable virtual 
machine servers in load balancing or failover, it uses stopped virtual machine 
servers after starting them or virtual machines that are being started after 
completely started. (*1) 

• Other operations are not executed (except the startup operation) 

• Has free capacity 
• Has free memory (This is out of a target for Failover) 
• Not in Maintenance Mode 
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 Target virtual machines 

• Power status is On 

However, if you execute the ssc evacuate command with the -all option or 
the policy action of Action for VMS / Move all VMs on the VM server, this 
condition is excluded. 

• Not in Maintenance Mode 

• Executing Status is not "In-process" 
• Management Status is "Managed" 
• The VM Hold rule is not set to it 

 
The Power Status that is displayed on the Web Console might be different from the 
actual power status. Therefore, SystemProvisioning checks the actual power status of 
virtual machines and virtual machine servers when executing various operations 
towards them. The Power Status that is displayed on the Web Console is not checked. 
For example, if the Power Status displayed on the Web Console is On and the actual 
status is Off, SystemProvisioning regards it as Off. 
However, when executing Failover, SystemProvisioning checks the Power Status 
displayed on the Web Console. In this case, if On is displayed on the Web Console, the 
machine is regarded as ON. If Off is displayed on the Web Console, 
SystemProvisioning checks the actual state of the machine. 
 

(*1) 
The virtual machine servers that have dependencies cannot be started. 
For the Failover action only, the virtual machine server can be started regardless of 
whether it have dependencies if the destination for moving virtual machines those are 
running cannot be found in active virtual machine servers. 
 

For Power saving, the target virtual machine server must meet the following conditions. 
If not, such virtual machine sever is not the destination of migration and stopped by the 
Power saving feature. 

 
 There is no virtual machine in the power-on state that meets the following 

conditions on a virtual machine server: 

• It is not in the "Managed" status. 
• It has a Hold rule. 
• It is in the maintenance mode. 

 There is no influence on the behavior if it stopped. 
• It is not a PoolMaster in XenServer. 
• It is not the representative of the cluster in Hyper-V Cluster.  

 It is not depended on by other hosts. 
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3.12.4. VM Optimized Creation 

VM Optimized Creation is functionality that SystemProvisioning selects an appropriate 
destination virtual machine server and datastore when creating virtual machines. 
 
Virtual machines’ performance should be considered when creating the virtual 
machines. Virtual machines’ performance depends on various factors. A major factor is 
the load of a destination virtual machine server and datastore. 
When the load of a virtual machine server and datastore becomes high, the 
performance of virtual machines running on them gets worse. On the other hand, the 
load of a virtual machine server and datastore is affected by the load of virtual 
machines running on them. In addition, the load of the virtual machine server and 
datastore becomes higher as the number of virtual machines running on them 
increases. To use a virtual machine at the same level of performance at any time, the 
virtual machine’s performance in peak hours and in off-peak hours should not be 
different. A good solution for this problem is to distribute virtual machines evenly to 
several virtual machine servers and datastores. 
VM Optimized Creation selects a destination virtual machine server and datastore 
automatically to allocate virtual machines evenly to virtual machine servers and 
datastores. VM Optimized Creation makes it easy to build a virtual environment that 
should consider load balance, because it is unnecessary to select destinations of 
virtual machines individually. 
 
If a destination virtual machine server or a datastore is not specified when creating 
virtual machines, VM Optimized Creation works. VM Optimized Creation is available for 
all of virtual infrastructure software, VMware, Hyper-V, XenServer, and KVM. 
Additionally, it is also available for all of templates, Full Clone, HW Profile Clone, 
Differential Clone and Disk Clone. 
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3.12.5. Selection Criteria for Destination Virtual Machine Servers 

and Datastores 

VM Optimized Creation selects a destination virtual machine server and a datastore by 
the settings of SigmaSystemCenter and the status of virtual machine servers and 
datastores, as shown in the following example. In this example, VM server 2 and 
datastore 1 will be selected. 
 

 

Resource pool 
 
 

VM server 1 
 

VM server 3 
 

VM server 4 
 

On 

 

2.VM servers whose 

status are normal. 
 

group (VM) 
 

Operations view 
 Operations 

 

Machine Profile 
system disk: destination datastore：datastore 1 

 

group (VM server, resource pool) 
 

datastore settings 
datastore 1  Creating VM:On 

datastore 2  Creating VM:On 

datastore 3  Creating VM:On 

 

 

6. The VM server 

connected to the selected 

datastore. 
 

VM server 1 
 VM server3 
 

VM server 2 
 VM server 4 
 

VM server 2 
 

On 

 
On 

 

datastore 

1 
 
 

datastore 

2 
 
 

datastore

3 
 
 

3. Datastores defined as 

destination candidates 

by datastore setting in 

the VM server group. 
 

resource pool 
datastore 1  Usage/Upper limit:  30/60 

datastore 2  Usage/Upper limit:  30/60 

datastore 3  Usage/Upper limit:  60/30 

 

 

1. VM servers 

which belong to 

the resource pool 

of the VM group. 
 

4. Datastores 

whose usage will 

not exceed the 

upper limit by 

creating the virtual 

machine take 

priority. 
 

Off 

 
5. The datastore 

specified as a 

destination of 

virtual machine's 

system disk in the 

machine profile. 
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(1) Candidates for destination virtual machine server 
Destination candidates are virtual machine servers which satisfy all of the following 
conditions (1, 2, and 3). 

 

1. Basic range of destination virtual machine servers 
- In the case of creating virtual machines to the "tenant" groups (the groups 

under the tenant) 
・ If a resource pool is specified in a category (other than the topmost) /  
group / model to which a virtual machine is created, virtual machine 
servers which belong to the resource pool are destination candidates. If 
resource pools are specified in multiple layers, the resource pool of the 
lowest layer has the priority. 

・ If no resource pools are specified in a category/group/model, virtual 
machine servers which belong to the resource pool allocated in the tenant 
are destination candidates. If multiple resource pools are allocated, all the 
virtual machine servers which belong to the resource pools are 
destination candidates. (If no resource pools are allocated, creating a 
virtual machine fails.) 

- In the case of creating virtual machines to the "not-tenant" groups 
・ If a resource pool is specified in a category (other than the topmost) / 
group / model to which a virtual machine is created, virtual machine 
servers which belong to the resource pool are destination candidates. If 
resource pools are specified in multiple layers, the resource pool of the 
lowest layer has the priority. 

・ If no resource pools are specified in a category (other than the topmost) 
/ group / model, virtual machine servers which belong to the same 
datacenter as the specified template are destination candidates. 

 

2. Effective ranges of templates 
Effective ranges are based on the type of template to use as follows: 

Virtual 
infrastructure 
type 

Template type Range of destination virtual machine server 

VMware (VC 
management) 

Full Clone Virtual machine servers managed in the vCenter 
Server where the template is managed 

VMware (VC 
management) 

HW Profile Clone Virtual machine servers managed in the vCenter 
Server where the template is managed 

VMware (VC 
management) 

Differential Clone Virtual machine servers managed in the vCenter 
Server where the template is managed 

VMware (VC 
management) 

Disk Clone Virtual machine servers managed in the vCenter 
Server where the template is managed 

Standalone ESXi HW Profile Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 
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Virtual 
infrastructure 
type 

Template type Range of destination virtual machine server 

Standalone ESXi Differential Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

Standalone ESXi Disk Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

XenServer Full Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the template is stored. 

XenServer Differential Clone Virtual machine servers which belong to the same 
datacenter as the template. 

XenServer Disk Clone Virtual machine servers which belong to the same 
datacenter as the template. 

Hyper-V cluster HW Profile Clone Virtual machine servers which belong to the same 
datacenter as the template. 

Hyper-V cluster Differential Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

Hyper-V cluster Disk Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

Hyper-V single 
server 

HW Profile Clone Virtual machine servers which belong to the same 
datacenter as the template. 

Hyper-V single 
server 

Differential Clone A virtual machine server which has the image of 
the template. 

Hyper-V single 
server 

Disk Clone A virtual machine server which has the image of 
the template. 

KVM Differential Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

KVM Disk Clone Virtual machine servers connected to the 
datastore where the image of the template is 
stored. 

 

3. Status requirements for destination virtual machine servers 
Destination virtual machine servers must satisfy all the following 
requirements. 
 

- Management Status is Managed 
- Maintenance status is Off (Not in the Maintenance Mode) 
- Executing Status is not In-process (No jobs are being executed) 

- Hardware Status is not either Faulted or Degraded 
- Running Status is On 
- Connected to all the networks defined in the machine profile of the virtual 

machine to create 
- Power status and OS status are On 
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If VM-VMS (Pin) rules are set on the virtual machine to create, only the virtual 
machine servers to which the virtual machine is pinned are destination 
candidates. VM-VM (EQ) rules are ignored. 

 

(2) Candidates for destination datastore 
Destination candidates are datastores which satisfy the following conditions. 

 
• Datastores connected to the virtual machine servers which satisfy the above 

(1) conditions are destination candidates. 

• Datastores defined as "candidate destination of vm" by the Datastore Setting 
in the VM server group/model are destination candidates. 

• When a virtual disk's destination datastore is specified in the machine profile, 
the specified datastore is the destination. 

• When a virtual disk's destination datastore is specified with tags, datastores 
on which all the specified tags are set are destination candidates. 

 

(3) Selection criteria for destination virtual machine server and datastore 
According to the following criteria, the destination virtual machine server and 
datastore are selected from destination candidates. 
 

1. Selection criteria for destination virtual machine server 
- Priority of VM-VMS (Pin) rule: Smaller value has the priority (only when 

VM-VMS (Pin) rules are set to the virtual machine to create). 
- The number how many virtual machines can be created to the resource 

pool which the virtual machine server belongs to: Larger has the priority 
(only when multiple resource pools are allocated to the destination tenant 
and no resource pools are specified in its category/group/model). 

- Destination datastore: Virtual machine servers connected to the datastore 
selected as the most appropriate destination have the priority. (See "2. 
Selection criteria for destination datastore" for reference.) 

- Free capacity of the cost value (*1): Larger has the priority. 
 
(*1) This value is calculated by subtracting the total of cost values of virtual 
machines running on the virtual machine server from the capacity value of the 
virtual machine server. The capacity value of the virtual machine server is 
specified in the "Edit VM Server." The cost value of the virtual machine is 
specified in the template or the machine profile. 

 

2. Selection criteria for destination datastore 
- The upper limit of the number of VM (default value: 100) and the upper 

limit of usage (default value: 80%) (*1): Datastores which exceed neither 
of these limits have the priority 

- The priority of datastores (*2): Smaller has the priority 
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- The number of virtual machine servers connected to the datastore: Larger 
has the priority. 

- Free capacity of the number of running virtual machines: Larger has the 
priority. (distributed) 

- Free capacity of the usage: Larger has the priority. (distributed) 
 

(*1) The upper limits of the number of VM and the usage are specified in the 
"Resource Pool" of the Operations view or the "Edit Datastore" of the Virtual 
view. These values are not absolute. If there are no other places to create the 
virtual machine, the virtual machine may be created exceeding the specified 
upper limits. 
(*2) This value is specified in the Datastore Setting of the VM server group / 
model. 

 

3.12.6. VM Optimized Startup 

The VM Optimized Startup is functionality that SystemProvisioning automatically 
selects an appropriate virtual machine server when starting or restarting the virtual 
machine.  VM Optimized Startup can be enabled or disabled in each 
tenant/category/group/model. If these settings are in multiple layers, the setting of the 
lower layer has the priority. If the setting is not configured in all layers, it works as 
"disabled" 
 
If VM Optimized Startup is disabled, SystemProvisioning starts a virtual machine on a 
virtual machine server that is its current host; however, in the following cases, a virtual 
machine cannot be started on its current host. 
 

 The host virtual machine server is stopped. 
 The host virtual machine server is in maintenance mode. (Its Maintenance Status 

is On) 

 The host virtual machine server does not have enough free capacity to start the 
target virtual machine. 

 Hardware status of the host virtual machine server is Faulted and Degraded. 

 The target virtual machine is not allowed to start on the host virtual machine server 
by Optimized Placement Rules. 

 

If VM Optimized Startup is enabled, SystemProvisioning automatically moves the 
virtual machine to another virtual machine server and starts it there. The following table 
shows the setting of VM Optimized Startup and its effect. 
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Starting the virtual machine 
on the current host 

VM Optimized Startup Effect 

Possible Disabled Starts the virtual machine on 
the current host 

Enabled Automatically selects the 
virtual machine server and 
starts the virtual machine on it 
(according to the balance 
level). 

Impossible Disabled Fails to start the virtual 
machine 

Enabled Automatically selects the 
virtual machine server (other 
than the current host) and 
starts the virtual machine on it 
(according to the balance 
level). 

 
If the virtual machine server that is a host of the target virtual machine is assigned to an 
operation group directly (not assigned to a model), the destination virtual machine 
server is selected from virtual machine servers assigned to the same group directly. If it 
is assigned to a model, the destination virtual machine server is selected from virtual 
machine servers that belong to the same model. 
 
Selection criteria for destination virtual machine server depend on the balance level 
setting as shown in the following table. If the balance level is set to the larger number, 
virtual machines are dispersed more to balance the load of their hosts. The default 
balance level is 1. 

 
The balance level can be specified in each tenant/category/group/model to which the 
target virtual machine belongs. If these settings are in multiple layers, the setting of the 
lower layer has priority. 
 

Balance level Explanation 

0 The current host virtual machine server of the virtual machine has priority.  
If the current host virtual machine server is stopped or it does not have enough 
free capacity to start the virtual machine, the virtual machine is started after 
moved to another virtual machine server. (Neither CPU usage nor memory 
usage are checked.) 
If move of the virtual machine is necessary, the virtual machine server which is 
running and has enough free capacity is selected as destination. Neither CPU 
usage nor memory usage are checked. 
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Balance level Explanation 

1 (default value) The current host virtual machine server of the virtual machine has priority. 
If the current host virtual machine server is stopped, or it does not have 
enough free capacity to start the virtual machine, or it is expected to exceed 
the upper limit of CPU usage or memory usage by starting the virtual machine, 
the virtual machine is started after moved to another virtual machine server. 
・ "High Load Bound" of the VM Optimized Placement setting is used as the 
upper limit of CPU usage. 
・ Memory size of the virtual machine server is used as the upper limit of 
memory usage. 
If move of the virtual machine is necessary, the virtual machine server which is 
running and is in low load state is selected as destination. 

2 The virtual machine server which is running and is in low load state is selected 
as destination. 

3 The virtual machine servers in low load state have priority in all virtual machine 
servers including stopped ones. Because the load of the stopped virtual 
machine server is regarded as "0", the stopped virtual machine servers 
generally have priority. 

No setting The balance level is inherited from the upper layer. 

 

Settings of the balance level cannot be configured in the Web Console, but can be 
configured with the following ssc commands: 
 

 Setting the balance level: ssc update group -balancelevel n 
 Seeing the balance level setting: ssc show group 
 

3.12.7. Example of VM Optimized Startup 

An example of the action of VM Optimized Startup is illustrated in the following figure. 

 
When VM3 is started, VM Optimized Startup moves VM3 to another virtual machine 
server before starting VM3 because VM Server2 which is the current host of VM3 is 
power Off.  
Destination candidates for VM3 are VM Server1, VM Server3, and VM Server4 which 
belong to DataCenter1 same as VM Server2. VM Server3 is selected from these 
candidates because of the following reasons: 
 
 Both the total of the cost values and the load of running virtual machines on VM 

Server1 are the highest among the destination candidates. Therefore, VM Server1 
has less priority. 

 Both the total of the cost values and the load of running virtual machines on VM 
Server4 are the lowest among the destination candidates. However, VM Server4 
does not share Datastore1 with VM Server2. Therefore, VM Server4 is excluded. 
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3.12.8. VM Placement Rule 

VM Placement Rule constrains moving virtual machines by the Move Virtual Machine 
operation, the Optimized Placement and Optimized Startup. 
VM Placement Rule has the following three types: 

 
 VM-VMS (Pin) rule 
 VM-VM (EQ) rule 

 VM Hold rule 
 
VM-VMS (Pin) rule relates a virtual machine to a specific virtual machine server. If you 
use VM-VMS (Pin) rule at your system which is designed as follows, operations can be 
prevented from stopping simultaneously. 
 

VM Server１ 

VM2 

VM1 

VM Server2 

VM4 

VM3 

VM Server3 

VM5 

On 

VM Server4 

VM6 

VM7 

On 

Mem CPU Capa 

On Off Off 

Off 

On Off 

Off 

VM8 On Off 

Start 

On 

VM7 VM8 

Mem CPU Capa Mem CPU Capa Mem CPU Capa 

VM Server１ 

VM2 

VM1 

VM Server2 

VM4 

VM Server3 

VM5 

On 

VM Server4 

VM6 

VM7 

On 

Mem CPU Capa 

On Off 

Off 

VM1 

On Off 

Off 

VM8 On Off 

Start 

On 

VM4 VM2 VM3 VM5 VM6 VM7 VM8 

Mem CPU Capa Mem CPU Capa Mem CPU Capa 

VM3 

Move 
 VM3 On 

Datastore1 Datastore2 

Datastore１ Datastore2 

VM1 VM4 VM2 VM3 VM5 VM6 

DataCenter1 

DataCenter1 
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 Consolidate virtual machines that are related to a specified operation to one host. 
 Connect each of the virtual machines that should not be stopped simultaneously to 

different hosts. 

 

 
 
VM-VM (EQ) rule relates a virtual machine to another virtual machine. If you use 
VM-VM (EQ) rule, closely related multiple virtual machines, such as Web server and 
AP server, can be activated on the same virtual machine server. 
 

 
 
The VM Hold rule can bind a specific virtual machine to the host to which the virtual 
machine currently belongs to activate it. You can use the VM Hold rule to exclude a 
virtual machine from the target moved by Optimized Startup/Placement. 
 

 

 

VM server１

 

VM server 2 

VM server１ VM server2 VM server3 

EQ 

Web Server AP Server 

EQ 

Web Server AP Server 

VM server１ VM server2 VM server3 

Operation B 
 

Operation A 
 

Spare machine 
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You can specify whether VM Placement Rule is enabled or what rule should be used 
when it is enabled to each group or model of the VM Server type. 
 

When the Optimized Placement and Optimized Startup of SystemProvisioning moves 
virtual machines, a destination virtual machine server is selected from virtual machine 
servers that are assigned to the same group and model with that the target virtual 
machines belong to. If the virtual machine server is directly assigned to the group, it is 
selected from virtual machine servers that belong to the same group and that are not 
assigned to any model. 

 
Normally, the Optimized Placement and Optimized Startup select the destination virtual 
machine server automatically and you cannot control the selection; however, by using 
the VM Placement Rule, you can restrict the selection of a destination. 
 
The Optimized Placement and Optimized Startup determine a destination according to 
the configured rules only when VM Placement Rule is enabled.. The Move Virtual 
Machine action does not move a virtual machine when VM Placement Rule is enabled 
and you specified the host that does not meet the rule as the destination. 

 
Rules by VM Placement Rule, which are rules among multiple machines, are specified 
to hosts or restriction groups. Because of this, the rules are maintained if a virtual 
machine or virtual machine server has been changed by executing Replace Machine. 
 
The VM Placement Rule conflicts with the Optimized Placement and the Optimized 
Startup. (However, the Optimized Placement and the Optimized Startup do not 
conflict.) If you configure a rule, it may affect on efficiency and processing speed of the 
Optimized Placement and Optimized Startup. Therefore, note that you avoid 
configuring an excess setting and configure in the necessary range. Operations like 
setting rules to all virtual machines are not recommended in an environment where a 
lot of virtual machines are running on a virtual machine server. 

 
The number of rules those can be set for one group or model is up to 5000 calculated in 
terms of the relation between two hosts. The following table shows the number of 
relations between hosts for each rule. 
 

Type of rule Target Destination The number of relations 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule Host Host 1 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule VM restriction 
group 

Host The number of hosts those belong to the 
VM restriction group 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule Host VM server restriction 
group 

The number of hosts those belong to the 
VM server restriction group 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule VM restriction 
group 

VM server restriction 
group 

(The number of hosts those belong to the 
VM restriction group) x (The number of 
hosts those belong to the VM server 
restriction group) 
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Type of rule Target Destination The number of relations 

VM-VM (EQ) rule VM restriction 
group 

- (The number of hosts those belong to the 
VM restriction group) - 1 

VM Hold rule Host - 1 

VM Hold rule VM restriction 
group 

- The number of hosts those belong to the 
VM restriction group 

 
The number of relations is one or larger in any case. For example, if the VM-VM (EQ) 
rule is set to the VM restriction group which contains one virtual machine, the number 
of relations is not 0 but 1. 
 

Set the VM placement rule through the Web console or using ssc commands. The VM 
Hold rule can be set only by using ssc commands. 
 

For how to set the placement rule through the Web console, see Subsection 6.4.3, 
"Setting the VM-VMS (Pin) Rule" and 6.4.4, "Setting the VM-VM (EQ) Rule" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide. For how to set it using ssc commands, see 
ssc command reference. 
 

3.12.9. VM - VMS (Pin) Rule 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule fixes (pins) virtual machines to a specified virtual machine server. If 
this rule is specified, the Move Virtual Machine function, VM Optimized Placement and 
VM Optimized Startup do not move the virtual machines to a virtual machine server 
other than the specified one. If one virtual machine is pinned to multiple virtual machine 
servers, the virtual machine moves among the virtual machine servers. 

Even if any resource is not allocated to the host setting of the virtual machine server to 
which virtual machine is to be pinned, the rule is effective. In such situation, therefore, 
VM Optimized Placement and VM Optimized Startup cannot move or start virtual 
machines. 
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Table: Whether virtual machines can be moved to the virtual machine server without 
the VM-VMS (Pin) rule. 
   (Yes: Moveable, No: Immovable, ‐: Not affected) 

Action / 
Functionality 

With rules set to the target VM Without rules 
set to the 
target 

Basic 
behavior 

With rules to 
which the "force" 
option is set 

With rules to 
which the "weak" 
option is set 

Load balancing/ 
Power saving 

No - - Yes 

Failover of virtual 
machine server 

Yes No - Yes 

Optimized Startup No - Yes (*1) Yes 

Move Virtual 
Machine 

No - Yes (*1) Yes 

*1 The case all virtual machine servers in the destination are not available. 

 
VM Optimized Placement obeys the rule wherever possible also in Failover of virtual 
machine servers. However, VM Optimized Placement ignores the rule and tries to 
move virtual machines in a situation when the virtual machines cannot be moved if VM 
Optimized Placement obeys the rule. To always constrain virtual machines' 
destinations even in Failover execution, configure the rule with using the "force" option. 
By doing this, VM Optimized Placement obeys the rule and does not move virtual 
machines even if the virtual machines cannot be moved. 

When both a rule with the "force" option and a rule without the "force" option exist 
together on a virtual machine, only the rule with the "force" option is used in Failover of 
virtual machine servers and the other rule is ignored. Both rules are used in VM 
Optimized Startup, Load Balancing, and Power Saving. 
VM-VMS (Pin) rule has the priority which can be set within 1 to 4. The smaller has the 
priority over the bigger. VM Optimized Placement and VM Optimized Startup determine 
the destination according to the priority levels of rules. 
For Failover of virtual machine servers, the "force" option setting overrides the rules' 
priority. In other words, when both a rule with the "force" option and a rule without the 
"force" option are set to the same virtual machine, the rule without the "force" option is 
not used regardless of its priority. As for Move Virtual Machine, VM Optimized Startup, 
load balancing, and power saving, the "force" option does not influence on the rules' 
priority. 
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Move Virtual Machine and VM Optimized Startup cannot move or start up virtual 
machines if all virtual machine servers to which the virtual machines are pinned are in 
failure (Degraded) status or in maintenance status. However, if one or more rules with 
the "weak" option exist in a virtual machine, Move Virtual Machine moves virtual 
machines and VM Optimized Startup starts up them on a virtual machine server to 
which the virtual machines are not pinned only when the above situation happens. To 
give the priority to virtual machines moving and startup than VM Placement Rule, set 
the "weak" option. Furthermore, if the virtual machine server to which virtual machines 
are pinned is available (not in failure status or maintenance status), VM Placement 
Rule has the priority. 
The "weak" option does not have influence on VM Optimized Placement. Therefore, if 
all the virtual machine servers to which virtual machines are pinned are in failure 
(degraded) status or in maintenance status, VM Optimized Placement does not move 
virtual machines except when executing Failover of virtual machine server. 
The "force" and "weak" options can be used together. If they are used together, 
determine the destination considering the "weak" option for Move Virtual Machine and 
VM Optimized Startup, and the "force" option for Failover of virtual machine servers. As 
for Load Balancing and Power Saving, these options do not have influence. 

For VM Optimized Creation, if VM-VMS (Pin) rule exists on the host of the virtual 
machine to create, destination is limited according to the rule. VM Optimized Creation, 
however, does not consider the "weak" or "force" option about VM-VMS (Pin) rule. 

 

3.12.10. Usage Example of VM-VMS (Pin) Rule 

Generally, virtual machine servers to locate virtual machines should be fixed in the 
following cases: 
 

1. Several virtual machines that do the same operations are to be distributed surely 
to several virtual machine servers so that the system will not stop if a failure 
occurs. 

2. A license contract of an application that is used on virtual machines is based on 
the number or the specific information of destination candidate virtual machine 
servers. To reduce the license fee, the number of the destination candidate virtual 
machine servers is to be reduced and the destination virtual machine servers to 
allocate virtual machines should be pinned. 

3. The number of operable virtual machines on a virtual machine server is to be 
reduced deliberately so that the virtual machines that do special operations will not 
be affected by the load of other virtual machines. Therefore, the virtual machines 
that do special operations are to be pinned on a destination virtual machine server. 

 
An example of a system that is build to satisfy Requirement 1 is provided below. 
 

The following figure is an example of executing Optimized Placement Rule towards VM 
Server1, VM Server2, VM Server3, VM Server4 and VM Server5 on VMSModel under 
GroupA, and VM1, VM2, VM3, VM4, VM5, VM6, VM7 and VM8 that are operational on 
the virtual machine servers. 
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The system has two operations; Operation A and Operation B. Operation A is running 
on VM1, VM3, VM5 and VM7 and Operation B is running on VM2, VM4, VM6 and VM8. 
To meet the requirements, two virtual machines that are composed of each of virtual 
machines of Operation A and Operation B are made to work on each virtual machine 
server. So the damage of each operation is minimized even if a failure occurs to the 
virtual machine server. Also, virtual machines running on a virtual machine server 
where a failure occurs are moved to VM Server5 which is a dedicated spare virtual 
machine server. 
 

To enable the above-mentioned, apply a pinned rule to each virtual machine. The 
pinned rule defines that each of the virtual machines are pinned to two virtual machine 
servers. One of the two virtual machine servers is for running and the other is for spare. 
Set the higher priority on the virtual machine server for running so that the virtual 
machines will work on the virtual machine server for running during operations. In the 
following figure, the pinned rules are indicated by green, red, blue and yellow. Each of 
pins binds the virtual machines with both virtual machine servers; for running and for 
spare. For example, the green pins bind VM1 with VM Server1 for running and VM 
Server 5. 

 
Each virtual machine cannot be moved to any virtual machine server other than the two 
virtual machine servers for running and for spare by this Optimized Placement Rule. 
However, it is except for during failure. If a failure occurs, Optimized Placement Rule 
might be ignored because the operations must be recovered as quickly as possible. 
 

Step 2 in the following figure is an example of ignoring Optimized Placement Rule 
during VM Server3’s failure. 
To apply Optimized Placement Rule strictly, specify Force option. System will work as 
required in Optimized Placement Rule if a spare machine is standby with powered ON. 
 
When virtual machines are out of Optimized Placement Rule, the virtual machines can 
be re-allocated according to Optimized Placement Rule by executing the re-allocating 
operation as Step 3 in the following figure. 
 

If you execute the re-allocating operation of virtual machines according to Optimized 
Placement Rule after VM Server 3 is recovered, VM5 and VM6 will be moved by 
Migration according to the priority setting of Optimized Placement Rule. 
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3.12.11. VM-VM (EQ) Rule 

VM-VM (EQ) rule limits the virtual machine server to locate multiple virtual machines. If 
this rule is specified, VM Optimized Placement and VM Optimized Startup move the 
virtual machines running on the same virtual machine server. Also the Move Virtual 
Machine function does not move these virtual machines except the case it is executed 
for these machines at the same time. 
 
This rule is valid only for started up virtual machines (, and includes virtual machines to 
be started up for VM Optimized Startup). Stopped virtual machines in the range of the 
rule are not considered in determining the destination and also not moved. 
 

Set the VM-VM (EQ) rule to a VM restriction group. For details of the VM restriction 
group, see Subsection 3.12.14, "Restriction Group". 
 

The number of virtual machines in one combination should be 8 or less. Setting over 8 
virtual machines in one combination is not recommended. 
 

VM-VM (EQ) rule is valid only for virtual machines existing on the same virtual machine 
group. VM-VM (EQ) rule cannot be set to virtual machines belong to different virtual 
machine groups. 

 
The VM-VM (EQ) rule has no effect in VM Optimized Creation. Even if VM-VM (EQ) 
rule is set on the host of the virtual machine to create, VM Optimized Creation ignores 
this rule and selects the location to create. 
 

Note: SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 update 1 or later have changed how to set the VM-VM 
(EQ) rule from that in SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 or earlier. 
The VM-VM (EQ) rule set in SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 or earlier is still available in 
SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 update 1. However, you cannot directly edit the existing 
VM-VM (EQ) rule. 
Perform the operation to check integrity of the placement rule to edit the VM-VM (EQ) 
rule set in SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 or earlier in SigmaSystemCenter 3.1 update 1 or 
later. This operation corrects inconsistency in the existing rule and allows you to edit it. 
For how to check integrity of the placement rule, see Subsection 3.12.15, "Verifying 
Placement Rule Integrity" and ssc Command Reference. 

 

3.12.12. Setting VM-VMS (Pin) Rule and VM-VM (EQ) Rule Together 

VM-VMS (Pin) rule and VM-VM (EQ) rule can be set together. In such a case, virtual 
machines limited by VM-VM (EQ) rule are moved in the range allowed by VM-VMS 
(Pin) rule and on the same virtual machine server. 
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To set VM-VMS (Pin) rule and VM-VM (EQ) rule together, you must set the same 
VM-VMS (Pin) rule to all the virtual machines to which VM-VM (EQ) rule is set. You 
cannot set the different VM-VMS (Pin) rules for virtual machines to which the VM-VM 
(EQ) rule is set. 
 

3.12.13. VM Hold Rule 

The VM Hold rule binds placement of a virtual machine to the virtual machine server to 
which it currently belongs. The virtual machine with this rule is excluded from the 
targets by VM Optimized Placement and VM Optimized Startup. In Move Virtual 
Machine, only the powered-ON virtual machine with this rule is not moved. 
 

In VM Optimized Startup, the virtual machine with this rule behaves in the same way as 
when VM Optimized Startup is disabled. For example, the virtual machine will not start 
when the virtual machine server to which the virtual machine belongs is in the failure or 
maintenance status even if VM Optimized Startup is enabled. 
 
In VM Optimized Placement, the virtual machine with this rule is excluded from the 
targets of move. 
The virtual machine also excludes from error reporting although it cannot be moved 
when executing Failover which is the operation to evacuate the virtual machine server. 
This means that the Failover operation has completed "successfully" if only the virtual 
machine with the VM Hold rule remains on the current virtual machine server. 
 

The VM Hold rule has no effect in VM Optimized Creation. If the host of the virtual 
machine to be created has the VM Hold rule, this rule is ignored and the specified 
destination will be selected. 

 
The VM Hold rule must be mutually exclusive with of other rules. If other rules have 
been already set in target host, you cannot set the VM Hold rule. Furthermore, you 
cannot set other rules to the virtual machine with the VM Hold rule. 
 

3.12.14. Restriction Group 

The restriction group feature groups multiple hosts on virtual machines or virtual 
machine servers for VM Placement Rule. When setting the placement rule, you can 
use a restriction group to specify it as a target or destination of the placement rule 
instead of a host. 
 

The restriction group has two types. The following table shows the capability of each 
type. 
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Type Functionality 

VM restriction group Groups virtual machines. 
A VM restriction group can become a target of each rule.  

VM server restriction 
group 

Groups virtual machine servers. 
A VM server restriction group can become a destination of the 
VM-VMS (Pin) rule. 

 
The placement rule set to a VM restriction group is regarded as the rule for all virtual 
machines in the VM restriction group. 

The following figure is the setting example of the VM-VMS (Pin) rule for a virtual 
machine server (VM server) that contains the following three virtual machines and to 
set the rule for those virtual machines: 

 
 Virtual machine： VM-001, VM-002, VM-003 
 

 

 

In Example A), each VM-VMS (Pin) is set for each virtual machine in VM server. 
In Example B), virtual machines in VM server are grouped as a VM restriction group 
and a VM-VMS (Pin) rule is set for the VM restriction group. 

 
These two examples are intended to have the same rules. 
 

In Example A), if you add a new virtual machine (VM-004) and set the same placement 
rule to it, you need to set it for the machine in the same way you did for the existing 
machines. However, in Example B), you can do it just by adding VM-004 to the VM 
restriction group. Especially when there are the multiple destinations of the VM-VMS 
(Pin) rule, using a VM restriction group as Example B) can simplify the management, 
although ,in Example A), you must set all rules to VM-004. 

 
  

VM server 

Placement rule 1 

Placement rule 2 

Placement rule 3 

VM-001 

VM-002 

VM-003 

A) Set each rule for each VM B) Create a VM restriction group and set a rule for it 

VM server 

 
Placement rule 1 

VM-001 

VM-002 

VM-003 

VM restriction group 
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The following table shows destinations of the restriction group and possible hosts. 
 

Type Destination (to 
which the restriction 
group belongs) 

Possible hosts 

VM restriction group Group 
(machine type: VM) 

Hosts those belong to a group 

VM server restriction 
group 

Group and model 
(machine type: VM 
server) 

When the destination is a group: 
Hosts those belong to a group and are not 
assigned to the model, and unassigned hosts 
 
When the destination is a model: 
Hosts those belong to a group and are 
related to the model in the destination, and 
unassigned hosts 

 

When placement rules are set to a target, the VM restriction group is available as the 
target of the placement rule regardless of the group to which the VM restriction group 
belongs. The VM server restriction group is available as the destination as long as the 
group and model are same with those to which you intend to set the placement rule. 
The VM server restriction group created for a model cannot be set to the destination of 
the placement rule that belongs to group. 

 
The VM restriction group has the following limitations: 
 

 You cannot set the host that belongs to the VM restriction group to which the 
VM-VM (EQ) rule has been set to other VM restriction group. 

 You cannot add the host to which the VM-VMS (Pin) and VM Hold rule have been 
set to the VM restriction group to which the VM-VM (EQ) has been set. 

 
Up to 1000 VM restriction groups can be set to the summation of settings for all groups. 

Up to 100 VM server restriction groups can be set to each group and model. 
The upper limit of hosts those can belong to one restriction group is 100. 
Exceeding the upper limit in these settings is not recommended. 

 
For configuration of a VM restriction group, see Subsection 6.4.5, "Configuring a VM 
Restriction Group" and 6.4.6 "Configuring a VM Server Restriction Group" in 
SigmaSystemCenter Configuration Guide, and ssc Command Reference. 
 

3.12.15. Verifying Placement Rule Integrity 

When you set multiple types of placement rules or when you set a placement rule using 
a restriction group, verify that the rule setting does not have any issue in advance. 
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You can determine whether there is a problem between the VM-VMS (Pin) rule and 
VM-VM (EQ) rule by executing the ssc command "vmop verify-rule". If you execute the 
command when the bad combination of these rules exists, it lists the bad rules and 
types of these rules. 
 

Type of bad rules Description 

ConflictPinAndEq There is an inconsistency in the ranges between the Equal rule 
and the Pinned rule. 

ConflictPriority There is an inconsistency of Option and Priority of the Pinned rule 
in the range of the Equal rule. 

ConflictRelation The target/destination of the placement rule conflicts with that set 
in the restriction group. 

 
The "ConflictRelation" type is detected when multiple VM-VMS (Pin) rules exist in the 
same target and destination of the placement rule. This occurs if a host duplicates in 
multiple VM restriction groups. 
In this case, the placement rule determines the priority in the following order and uses 
the highest priority rule. 
 

1. The rule that both target and destination are hosts 

2. The rule with the force option specified 
3. The rule with the weak option specified 
4. The rule with a high priority 
 
For details, see ssc Command Reference. 

 
 

3.12.16. VM Placement Information Feature 

VM Placement Information records the placement of the virtual machine on the virtual 
machine server. This information allows you to apply them at any time you want. 
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The placement information is set up as the relation between the virtual machine's host 
and the virtual machine server's host. Therefore, the setting remains after re-creating 
the virtual machine or replacing a virtual machine server. 
The virtual machine server is specified by using its host name. So, if you change the 
host name, you must review the placement information. 
The placement information is set up in the tag of the host in the virtual machine group. 
This tag starts with the characters "@pl:". Be cautious that editing or deleting this tag 
manually may impact on the placement information setting. 
 

Note: Use the command when you add the placement information. Adding the 
placement information manually is not supported. 

 
Multiple placement information can be set to the single virtual machine. The placement 
information has its own name (keyword) and you can select the target placement 
information by specifying this name. 
 

The following describes characters available for the name (keyword of the placement 
information): 
 

  

Placement information 

VM server 1 VM server 2 VM server 3 

Record 

VM server 1 VM server 2 VM server 3 

Due to the various ways in operations, 

moving a virtual machine to another VM 

server cannot be avoided. However, it is 

very troublesome to make the virtual 

machine to revert to its original place. 

The placement information of the 

virtual machine is recorded. 

Placement information 
Apply 

VM Placement Information provides you 

the simple method for the virtual machine 

to revert to its original place with a single 

command execution. 

 

VM server 1 VM server 2 VM server 3 

ssc vmop command 

Resolve 

ssc vmop command 
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 Character length: 32 characters or fewer 
 Available characters: Alphabets (A–Z, a–z), numbers (1–9), underscores (_) and 

hyphens (-) 

 
The amount of the placement information must meet the following conditions: 
 

 The number of the name of the placement information is 20 or fewer for one virtual 
machine group 

 The number of the placement information is 5000 or less for one virtual machine 
group 

 
In case of exceeding these limits, the operations of this feature are not supported. 

 

This feature can be used only by commands of the ssc vmop command. 
Each operation can be executed for the virtual machine group or model (it can be also 
executed with specifying the virtual machine.) 
In addition, the operation of applying the placement information can be also executed 
for the virtual machine server group or model. In this case, whole of the virtual 
machines those belong to the virtual machine server in the group or model will become 
the target. 
For details about the ssc command and its capabilities, see ssc Comand Reference. 

 

3.12.17. Conditions for Applying the VM Placement Information 

In applying VM Placement Information, the target virtual machine of migration must 
meet the following conditions: 
 

 Has the placement information with the specified name (keyword) 
 Not in Maintenance Mode. 
 Other operations are not executed 

 Belongs to the operation group and its Management Status is "Managed" 
 Exists on the virtual machine server which belongs to the operation group. 
 

The virtual machine is the migration target regardless of the power status. 
 
The placement information is valid only when it meets the following conditions: 

 
 There is the virtual machine server's host with the host name which is set as the 

destination. 

 Resources are allocated to the host of the destination virtual machine server. 
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 The destination is the host that belongs to the same group and model with the host 
of the virtual machine server to which the virtual machine currently belongs. 
• If the host of the virtual machine server to which the virtual machine currently 

belongs is directly assigned to the group, the host is only that belongs to the 
same group and that is not assigned to any model. 

 

The invalid placement information is ignored. 
 
The destination virtual machine server must meet the following conditions: 

 
 Belongs to the operation group and resources are allocated to it 
 Belongs to the same virtual machine server model with the source virtual machine 

server 
 Belongs to the same operation group and model with a source virtual machine 

server 

• If the source virtual machine server is directly assigned to the group, virtual 
machine servers that belong to the same group with a source virtual machine 
server and that are not assigned to a model. 

 Shares the same datastore with the source virtual machine server 
 Hardware Status is neither "Faulted" nor "Degraded" 
 Other operations are not executed (except the startup operation) 

 Has free capacity (*1) 
 Not in Maintenance Mode 
 

The actual power status of the virtual machine and virtual machine server may differ 
from that displayed on SigmaSystemCenter. In this operation, the power status of the 
virtual machine is considered the "ON" state if any of the power status of the actual 
power status or that on SigmaSystemCenter is the "ON" state. The power status of the 
virtual machine server uses the actual status. 
 

If Power Status of the destination is "OFF", the following operations are performed: 
 
 If Power Status of the virtual machine is "ON" 

Before migration, the virtual machine server is started. And then it is migrated. 
 
 If Power Status of the virtual machine is "OFF" 

The virtual machine is not migrated. However, if the virtual machine will be started 
(i.e. It is specified as the destination of the virtual machine whose Power Status is 
"ON"), it is migrated after the virtual machine server has been started. 

 
If the destination virtual machine server is starting, the virtual machine is migrated 
after the virtual machine has been started. In this case it becomes the migration 
target even though Power Status of the virtual machine is "OFF." 
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The VM Placement Information feature is given priority over the VM Placement 
Rule feature. So, if the placement information conflicts with the placement rule, the 
placement rule is ignored. To make the virtual machine keep the placement rule 
after applying the placement information, you must set the placement information 
not to violate the placement rule. 
 

The failover operation is not supported in applying the placement information. So 
the result of applying the placement information in the following situations is not 
ensured: 

 
 When failover of the virtual machine is required due to failures 

(E.g.: The virtual machine of which Power Status is "ON" exists on the stopped 
virtual machine server.) 

 When the power state of the virtual machine has become different from that 
displayed on SigmaSystemCenter. 

(i.e. The operation was executed outside of SigmaSystemCenter.) 
 
If the target virtual machine is under these situations, you need to execute the Failover / 
Collect operation in advance to resolve the problem. 
 
If the multiple placement information is applied to the same target (virtual machine) in 
parallel, the virtual machine is migrated according to one of the placement information. 
If there are several targets, which placement information is used is undetermined to 
place the virtual machine. 

 
(*1) If there is no space in capacity of the destination virtual machine server, it tries to 
evacuate virtual machines on it. The virtual machines to be evacuated meet the 
following conditions: 
 
 The placement information with the name of that to be applied is not set to it. 

 It belongs to the same group and model with the virtual machine to be migrated. 
• If it is directly assigned to the group, the virtual machine which belongs to the 

same group and which is not assigned to any model 

 The placement rule is not set to it (regardless of the type of the rule.) 
 

3.12.18. Use Case of the VM Placement Information Feature 

There are possibly the following cases when VM Placement Information is used: 
 

1. When you want to revert the virtual machine evacuated by failover at failure of the 
virtual machine server to its original place after recovering from the failure. 

2. When you want to position the virtual machine per time slot or per operation and 
change its placement at any time you want. 
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The following explains the case 1 in the above. 
 
This figure shows the ordinary state of the virtual machine server VMS1, VMS2, VMS3, 
VMS4, and the virtual machine VM1, VM2, VM3, VM4, VM5, VM6. 
VMS1, VMS2, VMS3 and VMS4 are on the model VMSModel in the virtual machine 
server group Group A. 

VM1, VM2, VM3, VM4, VM5 and VM6 are on VMS1, VMS2, VMS3 and VMS4. 
 
Configure the placement in this state as the placement information Keyword1 using the 
VM Placement Information feature. 
 

 

 
Assume that failure occurs in VMS1. 

 
The virtual machines on VMS1 will be evacuated to keep business going. As a result, 
VM1 and VM2 running on VMS1 are individually failed over to the normal virtual 
machine server. 
 

 
 
After this, recover VMS1 by repairing or replacing it. VM1 and VM2 need to revert to 
their original place to go back to the original operation at this time. However, in the 
environment with so many virtual machines, it is so hard of them to revert to their 
original place because the procedure of reverting is very complicated. 

VMS１ 

VM2 

VMS3 VMS4 

VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VMS2 

VM5 VM1 

GroupA\VMSModel 

 

2. Due to VMS1's failure, VM1 and VM2 running on VMS1 are failed over to VMS4. 

VM2 VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VM5 VM1 

Placement information 

 (Keyword1) 
VMS１ VMS2 VMS3 VMS4 

Failure 

VM2 

VM1 

Failover 
 

Failover 
 

VMS１ 

VM2 

VMS3 VMS4 

VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VMS2 

VM5 VM1 

GroupA\VMSModel 

 

1. The placement of the virtual machines in the ordinary state is recorded 

according to their current placement. 

Record 

VM2 VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VM5 VM1 

Placement information 

 (Keyword1) 
VMS１ VMS2 VMS3 VMS4 
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In this case, the placement information in the ordinary state provides you the easy way 
for migrated virtual machines to revert to their original place. 
 

The placement information Keyword1 has the record of VMS1 as the destination 
placement for VM1 and VM2. By applying this information, VM1 and VM2 are migrated 
to VMS1. Other virtual machines (VM3, VM4, VM5, VM6) are still running on the same 
placement destination with that recorded in the placement information Keyword1, so 
nothing is migrated to them. 
 

 
 
Similarly, in failure of VMS2 or VMS3, migrated machines can revert to their original 
place by applying the placement information Keyword1. 

  

VMS１ VMS3 VMS4 

VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VMS2 

VM5 

GroupA\VMSModel 

 

3. The placement information (Keyword1) is applied for them to revert to their original 

place in the ordinary state. 

VM2 VM6 

VM3 

VM4 

VM5 VM1 

Placement information 

 (Keyword1) 
VMS１ VMS2 VMS3 VMS4 

VM2 

VM1 Apply 

VM2 

VM1 

Migrate 
 

Migrate 
 

Recover 
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3.13. About Virtual Environment 
 

3.13.1. Recovery Action for Virtual Machine Server Down 

One of SigmaSystemCenter's recovery features for virtual environments is to recover 
virtual machines automatically when failure occurs. 
SigmaSystemCenter executes alive monitoring to virtual machine servers from outside 
at regular intervals using the components such as NEC ESMPRO Manager. If a virtual 
machine server does not respond, SigmaSystemCenter moves virtual machines that 
are running on the virtual machine server to another virtual machine server (Failover).  
 

SigmaSystemCenter's recovery features for virtual machine servers down have two 
major advantages: 
 

 Power OFF virtual machine servers 
Although a virtual machine server is powered ON, a host on the virtual machine 
server may not respond. 

In such a half-dead case, Failover of virtual machines cannot be executed 
normally. Virtual machine servers must be powered OFF to execute Failover. 
However, normal shutdown often fails if a virtual machine server is half-dead. To 
cope with this phenomenon, SigmaSystemCenter executes Power OFF on virtual 
machine servers by power control through BMC. Owing to this, Failover can be 
surely executed even when virtual machines are in such a case. 

 
 Diagnoses virtual machine servers 

When a failure occurs at storage or a network switch, it influences on the entire 
system. If such failures occur, or if a lot of virtual machine servers are down, 
recovery action may fail. Loads of the recovery action might make the situation 
worse. In such a case, the investigation process prevents recovery action being 
executed. 
Additionally, monitoring products might detect an access denied event by mistake 
if a virtual machine server is in high load temporarily, and unnecessary recovery 
action might be executed. The diagnosis process can also cope with such a 
problem. If the diagnosis process judges virtual machine servers are normal, 
recovery action will not be executed. 

 
Use Standard Policy (VM Server) to use these functionalities. Policies that cope with 
Machine Down are enabled by default in Standard Policy (VM Server). Other standard 
policies (except Hyper-V) for virtual environments are the same.  
 
The following figure is an explanation of recovery action for a Machine Down event in a 
VMware (vCenter Server management) environment where Standard Policy (VM 
Server) is applied. 
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On 
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NEC ESMPRO Manager 

ESM/SA 
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vCenter Server 

Management Server 

Failure Occurs and Machine Down is Detected. 
If failure occurs on a virtual machine server、NEC ESMPRO Manager cannot communicate with NEC 

ESMPRO Agent. Then, NEC ESMPRO Manager detects Machine Down event and notifies SystemProvisioning 

of the event. 

 

1 

VM3 
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VM3 

Off 

On 

On 

On 

On 

On 

Activates a Policy and Executes the Diagnosis Process, Power OFF and Failover 
The Machine Down event is received and the following Policy Action is executed. 

1. Executes mail notification and event log output. 

2. Set faulted status. 

3-1. Determines whether condition is recoverable or not by the diagnosis process 

3-2. If a virtual machine server where the failure occurred is powered ON, executes Power OFF to the 

virtual machine server. 

4. Failovers virtual machines running on the failed virtual machine server to another virtual machine 

server. The system operations will be recovered by starting the virtual machines. 

2 

On 
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timing of startup by 

the VM Optimized 
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3.13.2. Recovery Action for HW Predictive Alert 

Another recovery is to evacuate virtual machines to another virtual machine server in 
advance automatically when a HW Predictive alert, such as a temperature abnormality, 
occurs. 
BMC, which are implemented on machines, can detect unusual condition of hardware. 
This is HW Predictive alert. If BMC detects unusual condition, an event notification 
through NEC ESMPRO Agent, NEC ESMPRO Manager, or Out-of-Band Management 
(OOB Management) occurs. SigmaSystemCenter receives the event notification and 
moves virtual machines running on the virtual machine server where the event 
occurred to another virtual machine server (Migration). This enables 
SigmaSystemCenter to avoid the possibility that failures might stop systems. 

 
System operations stop temporarily by Failover. On the other hand, systems can be 
operated without stopping as possible by HW Predictive alert because failures of virtual 
machine server can be avoided beforehand. 
 
In sensor diagnosis, OOB Management verifies the hardware condition after receipt of 
the event notification. If the hardware condition does not change, recovery action is 
executed. If OOB Management is disabled, sensor diagnosis is skipped and the next 
action of a policy is executed. 

 

Note:  
▪ If you are using ESX (Linux) 
Start ESMamsadm and display the Shutdown Setting screen from Base Setting. Clear 
the Enable the function check box. 

▪ If you are using Hyper-V (Windows) 
Click the General tab and click Report Setting on the NEC ESMPRO Agent Properties 
dialog. The Alert Manager dialog appears. From the setting menu, select Base Setting - 
Other. Change the color of Shut Down Delay Setting icon to red. 

 
To use this functionality, the setting of automatic shutdown during failure of NEC 
ESMPRO Agent must be disabled. 

 
Use Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive) to use this functionality. Policies related to 
HW Predictive alert are enabled by default in Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive). 
When using other standard policies, enable the policies related to HW Predictive alert 
because they are disabled by default. 
 

The following figure is an explanation of recovery action for Predictive alert: Chassis 
Temperature Failure event in a VMware (vCenter Server management) environment 
where Standard Policy (VM Server Predictive) is applied. 
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Failure Occurs and a HW Predictive Alert is Detected. 
If a HW Predictive Alert such as temperature failure occurs, NEC ESMPRO Agent detects it through BMC 

and sends snmp trap to NEC ESMPRO Manager. SystemProvisioning is notified of the failure event. 
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Activate a Policy and Executes sensor diagnosis, Migration and Shutdown 
The failure event is received and the following Policy Action is executed. 

1. Obtains information of hardware sensors that are implemented on the machine where the failure 

occurred to verify whether or not any problem occurs. If any problem occurs, set the fault status and 

proceed to the action. 

2. Executes mail notification and event log output. 

3. Moves virtual machines running on the virtual machine server where the failure occurred to another 

virtual machine server by Migration. If Migration fails, executes Failover. 

４. Shuts down the virtual machine server where the failure occurred. 
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3.13.3. N+1 Recovery by Boot-config (vIO) Replacing for a Virtual 

Machine Server 

Another recovery action is N+1 recovery that replaces a failed virtual machine server 
with a spare machine by boot-config replacing. 

Boot-config (vIO) replacing is a feature that replaces an active machine with a spare 
machine using vIO control of Express5800 / SIGMABLADE. vIO control is a technology 
that virtualizes MAC address, WWN, and UUID of SIGMABLADE. 

 
Boot-config (vIO) replacing is available in almost all environments regardless of 
physical or virtual. Therefore, it is used for machine replacing operations and policy 
actions for both physical machines and virtual machine servers. 
 
Features of N+1 recovery by boot-config (vIO) replacing for a virtual machine server 
are as follows: 
 
 Settings relevant to storage for the purpose of replacing machines are 

unnecessary in SigmaSystemCenter. SAN boot replacing requires access control 
for storage. On the other hand, boot-config (vIO) replacing can replace an active 
machine with a spare machine without access control because this replacing 
method uses a virtualized WWN. 
Additionally, N+1 recovery of SigmaSystemCenter is available also in an 
environment where storage which SigmaSystemCenter does not support is used 
because access control for storage is unnecessary. 

 Software which manages hardware information such as MAC address, WWN, and 
UUID is not influenced by boot-config replacing. In an N+1 recovery process other 
than the boot-config replacing, there was a possibility that software which 
manages hardware information was influenced by machine replacing and 
associated changes of the machines' hardware information. Because boot-config 
replacing can replace machines without changing information of MAC address, 
WWN, and UUID, software which manages such information is not influenced. 
However, the possibility that software manages information other than the 
software manages MAC address, WWN, and UUID does not work while replacing 
machines still remain. 

 Boot-config replacing is only one available N+1 recovery method in a virtual 
environment. 
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Set Replace Machine as the action against a failure event in a policy setting so that 
boot-config (vIO) replacing can be executed when a failure happens. Because Failover 
or Migration of virtual machines, recovery actions dedicated to a virtual environment, is 
set in standard policies for a virtual environment by default, their policy settings should 
be changed. The recovery actions dedicated to a virtual environment also can be used 
instead of Replace Machine action. If the recovery actions dedicated to a virtual 
environment and boot-config (vIO) replacing are combined as in the explanation below, 
recovery actions can be more effective. 
 

(1) Boot-config replacing with virtual machine recovery against a virtual machine 
server down 
Combine boot-config replacing with the failure recovery setting in Subsection 
3.13.1, "Recovery Action for Virtual Machine Server Down." 
This combination executes Failover, which is capable of high-speed processing, to 
recover quickly and minimize the down time. After that, restores the number of 
healthy virtual machine servers by replacing virtual machine servers. 
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(2) Boot-config replacing with virtual machine evacuation against HW Predictive Alert 
Combine boot-config replacing with the failure recovery setting in Subsection 
3.13.2, "Recovery Action for HW Predictive Alert." 

This combination executes Migration of virtual machines, and then replaces virtual 
machine servers in order not to stop the machines' operations. If only Migration of 
virtual machines is executed, the failed machine is shut down and the system 
degenerates in the number of virtual machine servers. If Migration of virtual 
machines is combined with boot-config replacing, the system can restore such 
degeneracy. 
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3.13.4. About Environments Support Recovery Processes 

The following table explains recovery processes and the environments support them: 

 

 N+1 Recovery Available recovery process 
setting for a virtual environment 

Restoring 
Image 

SAN Boot 
replacing 

Boot-config 
(vIO) replacing 

Automatic VM 
Failover 
against failures 

Automatic VM 
Migration 
against failure 
prediction 

Physical 
environment 

Yes Yes Yes N/A N/A 

VMware 
vCenter Server 
management 

No No Yes Yes Yes 

Standalone 
ESXi 

No No Yes Yes Yes 
(Migration is 
unavailable. 
Moves VMs 
after 
shutdown.) 

XenServer No No Yes Yes Yes 

Hyper-V cluster No No Yes Yes Yes 

Hyper-V single 
server 

No No Yes No No 

KVM No No Yes No Yes 
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3.13.5. About Monitoring Virtual Environments 

The following table explains how SigmaSystemCenter monitors virtual environments. 
For details about each monitoring, see Section 2.3, "Monitoring Features in 
SigmaSystemCenter." 
 

How to 
monitor 

Details of 
monitoring 

Events to be 
detected during 
failures (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

SigmaSystemCenter’
s behavior during an  
event occurrence 

Notes 

Alive 
monitoring 

Monitors 
running status 
of virtual 
machine 
servers and 
connection 
status between 
a management 
server and the 
virtual machine 
servers. 

Machine Down, 
VMS connection 
state is red (during 
ESXi monitoring) 

Automatic recovering 
with moving virtual 
machine to another 
virtual machine server 
by Failover. 

- 

Hardware 
monitoring 
by IPMI 

Monitors HW 
status of virtual 
machine 
servers. 

Predictive alert: 
fan/cooling device 
failure, Fan/cooling 
device failure 
(non-recoverable), 
Predictive alert: 
voltage failure, 
Voltage failure 
(non-recoverable), 
Predictive alert: 
power unit failure, 
Predictive alert: 
Coolant leak, 
Predictive alert: 
chassis temperature 
failure, Chassis 
temperature failure 
(non-recoverable), 
CPU temperature 
failure, CPU failure, 
Memory failure, 
Memory 
degeneration 

Automatic evacuating 
of the virtual machine 
to another virtual 
machine server by 
Migration 

- 
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How to 
monitor 

Details of 
monitoring 

Events to be 
detected during 
failures (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

SigmaSystemCenter’
s behavior during an  
event occurrence 

Notes 

Performanc
e monitoring 
by 
SystemMoni
tor 

Monitors load 
status of virtual 
machine 
servers in VM 
optimized 
placement and 
thresholds of 
the collected 
performance 
data. 

over load 
(SysmonPerf) 
low load 
(SysmonPerf) 
Event combined the 
performance 
information with the 
monitoring type 
(required additional 
definition to the 
policy) 

Automatic load 
balancing by VM 
optimized placement, 
automatic VM 
consolidation and 
Power Saving 

Except for 
monitoring of VM 
optimized 
placement, the 
threshold 
monitoring 
setting needs to 
be added to the 
monitoring 
profile. 

Disk path 
monitoring 

Monitors 
connection 
between the 
virtual machine 
server and 
storage. 

Disk path 
connection failure, 
disk path degraded 
redundancy, and 
disk path 
intermittent failure 
(Each requires 
additional definition 
of the policy.) 

Automatic recovering 
with moving virtual 
machine to another 
virtual machine server 
by Failover. 

In ESX of 
VMware 
(vCenter Server 
management), 
disk can be 
monitored by 
adding a 
monitoring 
setting  

Network 
path 
monitoring 

Monitors 
connection 
between the 
virtual machine 
server and 
devices within 
the external 
network. 

Network path  
connection failure 
and network path 
degraded 
redundancy 
(Each requires 
additional definition 
of the policy.) 

Recovering operations 
with migration the 
virtual machine to 
another virtual 
machine server by 
Migrate. 

In ESX of 
VMware 
(vCenter Server 
management), 
disk can be 
monitored by 
adding a 
monitoring 
setting. 
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3.13.6. About Failures in Virtual Environments 

 

The following failures might occur in virtual environments. 
 

 
 

  

VM Server１ VM Server2 
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VM Server3 
BMC LAN 

BMC LAN BMC LAN 

Storage1 

SystemProvisioning 
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5.VMS 

Communication 
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8.VMS 

Failure 
 

13.VMS Multiple 

Simultaneous Failure 
 

14.FC Path Failure 
 

15.FC Switch Failure 
 

16.Storage Device Failure 
 

6.BMCCommuni

-cation failure 
 

9.VMS・HW Predictive 

Alert 
 

10.VMS High Load Status 

7.VM Communication 

Failure 
 

11.VMS Low Load 

Status 

12.VM 

Failure 
 

VM 

VMware (vCenter Server Management) 

DPM VC 

17.Shortage of Datastore 

Capacity 

1.Management 

Server Failure 

3.Management Server 

Communication Failure 
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No Failure Details of 
failure 

Influence of 
failure 

How to 
restore 

SigmaSystem
Center’s 
default 
functionality 
to deal with 

Others (how to 
increase 
availability and 
so on). 

1 Management 
Server 
Failure 

HW/OS/SSC 
failure on a 
management 
server 

Monitoring / 
controlling all 
machines 
being 
managed is 
disabled. 

Change HW of 
a management 
machine, OS 
reboot, etc. 

- Backup at 
regular intervals. 
Make a 
management 
server redundant 
by using cluster 
software and FT 
servers. 

2 Compatible 
products 
failure 

Failure of VC 
or DPM 

VC: Monitoring 
/ controlling 
VMS and VM 
being 
managed is 
disabled. DPM: 
VM creation is 
disabled / 
patch and AP 
application is 
disabled. 

Restart each 
product's 
service. 

Notification on 
the screen. 

Make a 
management 
server redundant 
by using cluster 
software. 

3 Management 
Server 
Communicati
on failure 

A 
management 
server's NIC 
failure / NW 
cable 
disconnectio
n 

Monitoring / 
controlling all 
machines 
being 
managed is 
disabled. 

Change NIC 
cables. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen. 

Make LAN 
managed by a 
management 
server and NIC 
redundant. 

4 NW Switch 
failure 

HW failure 
on a NW 
switch 

All operations 
are disabled. 
Monitoring / 
controlling all 
machines 
being 
managed is 
disabled. 

Change HW of 
NW switch, 
change the 
setting. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen. 

Make NW 
switches 
redundant. 

5 VMS 
Communicati
on failure 

VMS 
management 
LAN, NIC 
failure / NW 
cable 
disconnectio
n 

Control of VMS 
where failure 
occurred. 
Almost all 
controls 
including 
Migration of 
VMs on the 
VMS where 
failure 
occurred are 
disabled. 

Change NIC / 
cables. 

Automatic-reco
very by 
Failover of VM 
to another 
VMS, event 
notification, 
notification on 
the screen. 

Make VMS's 
LAN for VM and 
NIC redundant. 

6 BMC 
Communicati
on failure 

Failure of 
BMC and 
NIC on VMS 
/ NW cable 
disconnectio
n 

Power source 
control / 
monitoring / 
diagnosis 
through BMC 
are disabled. 

Change the 
HW failure 
spot / cables. 

Notification on 
the screen. 

- 
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No Failure Details of 
failure 

Influence of 
failure 

How to 
restore 

SigmaSystem
Center’s 
default 
functionality 
to deal with 

Others (how to 
increase 
availability and 
so on). 

7 VM 
Communicati
on failure 

Failure of 
LAN for VM 
and NIC on 
VMS / NW 
cable 
disconnectio
n 

VM's 
operations on 
VMS where 
failure 
occurred are 
disabled. VM 
creation is 
disabled (when 
using DPM) / 
patch and AP 
application 
disabled. 

Restart VM. Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen. 

Make VMS's 
LAN for VM and 
NIC redundant. 

8 VMS failure HW / OS 
failure on 
VMS 

VM's 
operations on 
VMS where 
failure 
occurred are 
disabled. 

Move VMs on 
the VMS 
where failure 
occurred to 
another VMS 
and change 
the VMS with 
failure. 
Remove the 
OS failure 
factor. 

Automatic-reco
very by 
Failover of VM 
to another 
VMS, event 
notification, 
notification on 
the screen. 

- 

9 VMS / HW 
Predictive 
alert 

Nonfatal HW 
failure on 
VMS 

VMS failure 
might occur if 
condition gets 
worse. 

Change the 
HW failure 
spot. When 
changing the 
body of VMS, 
move VMs on 
the VMS to 
another VMS. 

Automatic 
detection of 
predictive HW 
failure, 
Automatic prior 
evacuation by 
Migration of 
VM to another 
VMS, Event 
notification, 
Notification on 
the screen. 

- 

10 VMS high 
load status 

VMS is in 
high load 
status 

Operations 
delay by high 
loads. 

- Automatic 
Load 
Balancing of 
VM Optimized 
Placement. 

- 

11 VMS low 
load status 

VMS is in low 
load status 

Efficiency of 
VMS usage 
lowers. 

- Automatic VM 
consolidation 
by VM 
Optimized 
Placement and 
Power Saving. 
Hyper-V is not 
supported. 

- 

12 VM failure HW / OS 
failure on 
VMS 

Operations of 
VM where 
failure 
occurred are 
disabled. 

Restart VM. Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen, *1 

Make VMs 
redundant by 
using cluster 
software. 
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No Failure Details of 
failure 

Influence of 
failure 

How to 
restore 

SigmaSystem
Center’s 
default 
functionality 
to deal with 

Others (how to 
increase 
availability and 
so on). 

13 VMS multiple 
simultaneous 
failure 

Failure of 
shared 
devices such 
as a power 
source (when 
using blades) 
and multiple 
VMS stop by 
a power 
failure 

Operations on 
stopped VMS 
are disabled. 

Changes 
shared devices 
such as a 
power source 
and start them 
after power 
recovery. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen, 

Make power 
devices 
redundant and 
UPS 
introduction. 

14 FC path 
failure 

HBA failure 
on VMS / FC 
cable 
disconnectio
n 

Operations of 
VM where 
failure 
occurred are 
disabled. 

Change HBA / 
FC cables. 

Automatic-reco
very by 
Failover of VM 
to another 
VMS, event 
notification, 
notification on 
the screen. 

Make HBA 
redundant. 

15 FC switch 
failure 

FC switch 
failure 

All operations 
are disabled. 

Change FC 
switches. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen, 

Make FC 
switches 
redundant. 

16 Storage 
device failure 

Port / 
controller / 
disk failure 
on storage 

All operations 
are disabled. 

Change the 
storage failure 
spot. If data is 
lost, 
reconstruct the 
system. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen, 

Make ports / 
controllers 
redundant. 
Setup disks in 
RAID 
configuration for 
redundancy. 

17 Shortage of 
datastore 
capacity 

Shortage of 
datastore 
capacity 

Creation of 
new VM 
disabled. Disk 
extension of 
VM disabled. 

Add datastore 
or enhance the 
capacity. 

Event 
notification and 
notification on 
the screen, 

- 

*1 Monitoring of Virtual Machine Heartbeat is disabled by default. See Subsection 1.1.5, "Events the 
VMware (vCenter Server) Collaborative Functionality Can Detect" in SigmaSystemCenter Data 
Reference Guide. 

Some of the detecting action and the details of recovery action are common, but many 
of them are different depending on the types of virtual infrastructure software. 
An explanation of the detecting action and the details of recovery action according to 
the types of virtual infrastructure software are provided in the next Subsection. 
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3.13.7. Policies in vCenter Server Management 

The following table explains action that is created based on Standard Policy (VM 
Server Predictive) when the failure described in Subsection 3.13.6, "About Failures in 
Virtual Environments" occurred in the VMware (vCenter Server management) 
environment. 

This explanation is for the case of VMware vSphere 5. 
In the alive monitoring setting, you need to disable the Machine Down policy and to 
enable the "VMS connection state is red" policy. 

Enable No.11, "VMS low load status" because it is disabled by default. No.17 explains 
System Policy (Manager). 
No.7 and No.12 describes failure of virtual machines and explains Standard Policy 
(VM). 
 
In the following table, "A summary of default action of policies during failure (The 
default value of some events are changed.)" explains recovery action for "Events to be 
detected (Event names of policy properties)" 
 

No Failure Events to be 
detected (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

A summary of action of 
failure detection 

A summary of default action of 
policies during failure (The 
default value of some events 
are changed.) 

1 Management 
Server Failure 

None None None 

2 Compatible 
products failure 

None Detects access to manager 
disable in the process of 
using each product. 

Failure events are not detected 
and recovery action by policies is 
not executed. 
Failed manager information is 
displayed on the dashboard or 
the subsystem on the 
management console. 

3 Management 
Server 
Communication 
failure 

VMS connection 
state is red 

If a management server 
becomes unable to access 
VMS, vCenter Server 
detects VMS connection 
state is red. 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to fault status. 
The diagnosis process judges the 
system is unrecoverable because 
all VMS is inaccessible owing to 
the failure and ends with error 
status. 

4 NW Switch 
failure 

VMS connection 
state is red 

If a management server 
becomes unable to access 
VMS, vCenter Server 
detects VMS connection 
state is red. 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to fault status. 
The diagnosis process judges the 
system is unrecoverable because 
all VMS is inaccessible owing to 
the failure and ends with error 
status. 
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No Failure Events to be 
detected (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

A summary of action of 
failure detection 

A summary of default action of 
policies during failure (The 
default value of some events 
are changed.) 

5 VMS 
Communication 
failure 

VMS connection 
state is red 
(redundancy 
degraded) 

VMS connection state is 
red 
If a management server 
becomes unable to access 
VMS, vCenter Server 
detects VMS connection 
state is red. 
Redundancy degraded 
(need to add the monitoring 
setting) 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
network redundancy has 
degraded. To add the 
monitoring setting, see 
Subsection2.8, "Network 
Path Monitoring." 
 

VMS connection state is red 
Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
The diagnosis process judges the 
system is recoverable because 
only one VMS is inaccessible. 
Shuts down VMs on the target 
VMS using LAN for VM (through 
DPM). Executes Power OFF on 
the VMS. Moves VMs to another 
VMS by Failover and starts VMs 
to recover the system operations. 
Redundancy degraded 
Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
Migrate is performed to move the 
VM on the target VMS to another 
VMS. If Migrate results to fail, 
Failover is performed. 

6 BMC 
Communication 
failure 

None Detects BMC unavailable in 
the process of using BMC. 

Failure events are not detected 
and recovery action by policies is 
not executed. 
The machine property setting 
screen of the Web Console 
displays OOB Management 
unable to connect. 

7 VM 
Communication 
failure 

None by default 
(disconnected / 
redundancy 
degraded) 

Adding the monitoring 
setting makes it possible to 
detect the following failures. 
To add the monitoring 
setting, see Subsection 2.8, 
"Network Path Monitoring." 
Disconnected 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
network has been 
disconnected. 
Redundancy degraded 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
network redundancy has 
degraded. 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
Migrate is performed to move the 
VM on the target VMS to another 
VMS. If Migrate results to fail, 
Failover is performed. 
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No Failure Events to be 
detected (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

A summary of action of 
failure detection 

A summary of default action of 
policies during failure (The 
default value of some events 
are changed.) 

8 VMS failure VMS connection 
state is red 
CPU temperature 
failure 

VMS connection state is 
red. 
If a management server 
becomes unable to access 
VMS, NEC ESMPRO 
Manager (vCenter Server) 
detects VMS connection 
state is red. 
CPU temperature failure. 
Detects HW failure through 
NEC ESMPRO Agent or 
OOB Management. 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
The diagnosis process judges the 
system is recoverable because 
only one VMS is inaccessible. 
Shuts down VMs on the target 
VMS using LAN for VM (through 
DPM). Executes Power OFF on 
the VMS. Moves VMs to another 
VMS by Failover and starts VMs 
to recover the system operations.  
An event of CPU temperature 
failure occurs right after VMS is 
down. Therefore, the diagnosis 
process and Power OFF are not 
executed. 

9 VMS / HW 
Predictive alert 

Predictive alert: 
fan/cooling device 
failure 
Predictive alert: 
voltage failure 
Predictive alert: 
power unit failure 
Predictive alert: 
Coolant leak 
Predictive alert: 
chassis 
temperature failure 

Detects HW failure through 
NEC ESMPRO Agent or 
OOB Management. 

Disable NEC ESMPRO Agent's 
setting of auto-shutdown during 
failure beforehand in order to use 
a policy of HW Predictive alert. 
The policy executes the next 
action. 
First, it executes mail notification 
and event log output and change 
VMS's status to fault status. 
Second, it executes sensor 
diagnosis to decide whether or 
not to execute recovery action. If 
it decides to execute the recovery 
action, it moves VMs on the 
target VMS to another VMS by 
Migration. If Migration fails, 
executes failover. 
Finally, it shuts down the target 
VMS. 

10 VMS high load 
status 

Over load 
(SysmonPerf) 

Detects high loads of VM 
servers by System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring 
Services 

The policy executes VMS load 
balance action. 
Moves VMs on a high load VMS 
to a low load VM by Migration to 
balance the loads of VMS. 

11 VMS low load 
status 

Low load 
(SysmonPerf) 

Detects low loads of VM 
servers by System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring 
Services 

Enable the policy for this failure 
event. 
The policy executes VMS Power 
Save Action. 
Consolidates VMs automatically 
on a VMS that has relatively few 
VMs within the range of 
appropriate load. If the number of 
running VMs becomes 0, the 
VMS is shutdown to save the 
power consumption of the entire 
system. 
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No Failure Events to be 
detected (Event 
names of policy 
properties) 

A summary of action of 
failure detection 

A summary of default action of 
policies during failure (The 
default value of some events 
are changed.) 

12 VM failure None by default 
(Machine Down) 

vCenter Server detects 
Heartbeat alarm (disabled 
by default) *1 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VM's status to the fault state. 

13 VMS multiple 
simultaneous 
failure 

Machine Down 
(called VMS 
connection state is 
red for ESXi) 

If a management server 
becomes unable to access 
VMS, NEC ESMPRO 
Manager (vCenter Server) 
detects VMS connection 
state is red. 

Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
The diagnosis process judges the 
system is unrecoverable if failure 
occurs on many VMSs and ends 
with error status. 

14 FC path failure None by default 
(disconnected / 
redundancy 
degraded / 
intermittent failure) 

Adding the monitoring 
setting makes it possible to 
detect the following failures. 
To add the monitoring 
setting, see Subsection2.7, 
"Disk Path Monitoring." 
Disconnected 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
storage path has been 
disconnected. 
Redundancy degraded 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
storage path redundancy 
has degraded. 
Intermittent failure 
vCenter Server detects the 
alarm that shows the 
intermittent failure has 
occurred in the storage 
path. 

Disconnected  
Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
When the diagnosis process 
judges the system is recoverable, 
the VM on the target VMS is shut 
down via the LAN for VM (via 
DPM). Executes Power OFF on 
the VMS. Moves VMs to another 
VMS by Failover and starts VMs 
to recover the system operations. 
If the diagnosis process judges 
the system is unrecoverable 
because there is no place to 
evacuate the VMs, the process 
ends with an error. 
Redundancy degraded 
Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 
Intermittent failure 
Executes mail notification and 
event log output and change 
VMS's status to the fault state. 

15 FC switch 
failure 

16 Storage device 
failure 

17 Shortage of 
Datastore 
capacity 

Datastore 
Overallocation on 
disk to red 
 
Datastore usage on 
disk to red 

vCenter Server detects 
Datastore Over allocation or 
Datastore usage alarm. 

The policy executes mail 
notification and event log output. 

*1 Heartbeat alarm event might occur frequently owing to VM high load status and VM power control in a 
large-scale environment where many virtual machines exist. This might influence on the performance of 
management servers. Therefore, Heartbeat alarm monitoring is disabled by default. 
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4. About Network Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains the features and functionalities of SigmaSystemCenter to manage networks. 
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4.1. Network Management Overview 
SigmaSystemCenter includes the following two main networking features: 

 

1. Adding and deleting a managed machine from the logical network 
SigmaSystemCenter adds and deletes the managed machine from the logical 
network by controlling the physical switch and the virtual switch. 
Using networking features such as logical networking, you can easily design, build, 
and operate networks. 

And SigmaSystemCenter can handle various types of switches from a physical 
switch to a virtual switch as the control target. 

 

2. Adding and deleting a location where traffics are spread by load balancing on the 
managed machine 
Load balancers are devices to distribute inbound traffics across multiple machines. 
SigmaSystemCenter adds and deletes the managed machine as the location to be 
distributed traffics in load balancing. SigmaSystemCenter can control not only 
physical load balancers of dedicated hardware, but software load balancers which 
are built using software. 

 

 
 

  

Load balancer 

Managed 

 

1．Adding and deleting a managed machine from the logical network 

Managed 

 

2．Adding and deleting a location where a load balancer spreads traffics 

Add 

Delet

 

Add 

Delete 

Logical network 
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SigmaSystemCenter uses various products depending on the environment to be 
managed. MasterScope Network Manager is used for physical networking devices 
such as physical switches and physical load balancers. The version of the 
MasterScope Network Manager in this manual is MasterScope Network Manager 2.0 
or later. 
Virtual infrastructures such as VMware are used for the network management in the 
virtual environment. 
For software load balancers, load balancers built with Linux Virtual Server are 
supported. 
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4.2. Understanding Networking Basics 
 

4.2.1. What Is Switch? 

A switch is a network device with multiple ports for LAN cables, which connects several 
machines and network devices. 
SigmaSystemCenter can manage it as targets to be controlled by VLANs and port 
groups. SigmaSystemCenter supports switches listed below: 

 
 Physical switches 
 Virtual switches 

 Distributes switches (distributed virtual switches) 
 
SigmaSystemCenter can manage those switches as targets to be controlled by VLANs. 
The switch controlled by VLAN requires to be supported VLAN settings of the 
MasterScope Network Manager's NetworkProvisioning, which is co-working feature 
with SigmaSystemCenter. 

Behaviors of a physical switch differ depending on the type of your switch. This manual 
describes only in its functional level in SigmaSystemCenter. For details of individual 
devices, see instruction of each device. 

Both virtual switch and distributed switch are provided on a virtual infrastructure with 
similar functionalities to the physical switch. SigmaSystemCenter can control a 
VMware/Hyper-V virtual switch using features of those virtual infrastructures. For a 
distributed switch, only VMware distributed switches are supported. 
 

4.2.2. What Is VLAN? 

A VLAN (Virtual Local Area Network) is a feature that segments network in a switch into 
several groups; a feature that segments a broadcast domain because the network is 
segmented into groups that broadcast frames can reach. Broadcast frames are sent to 
all hosts in the network. So, if there are many hosts in the network, they may impact on 
performances of the whole network. 

Segmentation a network into several broadcast domains by VLAN can suppress traffic 
in the network. 
A VLAN can improve your system security because it is blocked to communicate with 
other VLANs. A router is required to let VLANs communicate with each other. 
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As the figure below shows, using a VLAN allows you to segment multiple hosts into 
multiple networks regardless of their physical connection. 

Simply changing the switch configuration allows you to change the network 
configuration without any changing in the physical connection, and makes it easier for 
you to change the network configuration. 

SigmaSystemCenter provides you easier and quicker network configuration changing. 
 

 

 

  

Switch 1 Switch 2 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

You want to change this 

host from VLAN3 to 

VLAN 2. 

Simply changing the VLAN settings of Switch 2 

allows you to change the network configuration 

easily. 

Switch 1 

 
 Switch 2 

 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

This port is changed to 

VLAN 2. 

Switch 

 

VLAN 2 VLAN 3 

Broadcast domain 

Hosts which are connected to 

 the different VLAN's port 

 cannot communicate with each 

 other although they are 

 connected to the same switch. 

Broadcast domain 
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Although there are several ways to segment VLAN groups, SigmaSystemCenter 
supports VLANs only listed below: 
 

 Physical switch 
• Port-based VLAN 
• Tag-based VLAN 

 
 Virtual / Distributed switch 

• Tag-based VLAN 

• Private VLAN 
 

4.2.3. Port-Based VLAN 

Port-based VLAN is a method to configure a VLAN group by ports of a switch. Frames 
which have reached the switch from a host through the port are handled as frames of 
VLAN assigned to the switch port. A port-based VLAN's merit is that it provides you 
easier VLAN management of the machine connected to the switch because of its 
simple configuration by associating one machine with one switch port. 

The port capable to forward and receive frames from a specified single VLAN is 
generally called an "access port." The connection to a machine from an access port is 
called an "access link." One access link belongs to only one VLAN. 

 

 

 

4.2.4. Tag-Based VLAN 

Tag-based VLAN is a method to accomplish a VLAN by giving tags that identify VLAN 
groups to Ethernet frames. This makes it possible to let a tag-based VLAN 
communicate with other multiple VLANs using a single port. As the following figure 
shows, in configuration sharing multiple VLANs across multiple switches, tag-based 
VLAN allows you to configure at the minimum ports used for communication across 
switches. 

Switch 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

Access port 

Access link 
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The port which can transport multiple VLAN frames to and from other port is generally 
called a "trunk port" and connection to the trunk port is called "trunk link." Trunk link can 
transfer multiple VLAN traffics, so trunk port can connect to machines and network 
devices that belong to multiple VLANs. 
The description method of VLAN tags is standardized in IEEE802.1Q. Tag-based 
VLAN is supported in not only physical switches but VMware ESX. 

 

 

 

4.2.5. Default VLAN 

A VLAN called default VLAN is assigned to the port that VLAN is not assigned to. 
In factory default, all switch ports belong to the default VLAN. 
Generally, its VLAN ID is set to 1. 

 

4.2.6. Virtual Switch and Distributed Switch 

In virtual environment, you can create virtual switches on the virtual machine server. 
Virtual switches are used to connect across multiple virtual machines. As well as in the 
physical environment, virtual switches are used in the form of being connected to the 
virtual switch port from the virtual NIC on the virtual machine. Also, when a virtual 
machine communicates a machine outside its virtual machine server, it communicates 
with that machine through the physical NIC on the virtual machine server which is 
connected to the virtual switch. 
A distributed switch allows you to manage it as a single virtual switch working on 
multiple virtual servers. You can create a distributed switch per datacenter. In multiple 
virtual machine server configuration, a distributed switch makes it easier to configure 
your network because it eliminates need to create a virtual switch individually for the 
virtual machine server which it corresponds to. 

A distributed switch is available only in VMware. 
 

Switch 1 Switch 2 

VLAN3 VLAN2 

Trunk link Trunk port Trunk port 
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4.2.7. Port Group 

A port group is aggregation of ports with common settings on a virtual switch or 
distributed switch. Virtual machines that belong to the same port group compose a 
single network. A port group's merit is that it provides you easier configuring eliminating 
need to configure each port. You can create multiple ports for a single virtual or 
distributed switch. 
You can configure settings such as VLANs and the traffic management per port group. 

VMware, Hyper-V, and KVM support tag-based VLAN. When you set a VLAN to a port 
group, a VLAN tag is added to an Ethernet frame that is sent to the external of the 
virtual machine server. You can configure a network with the same VLAN ID across 
multiple networks by allowing physical switches that connect to the virtual machine 
server to use tag-based VLANs. 
The XenServer's VLAN setting is not supported in SigmaSystemCenter and you must 
configure a VLAN on Xen Server. 
In VMware, you can configure the bandwidth management (traffic shaping) settings to 
port groups. Bandwidth management (traffic shaping) can suppress traffic within the 
port group and can be enabled or disabled using the bandcontrol option of the ssc 
portgroup update command. 
 

Virtual machine server 

Virtual machine 

Virtual switch 

Virtual machine Virtual machine 

Virtual machine server 

Virtual switch 

Case: Virtual Switch 

Distributed switch 

Virtual machine server Virtual machine server 

Case: Distributed Switch 

A virtual switch is 

created 

individually for a 

virtual machine 

server. 

A distributed switch 

can be managed as 

if a single virtual 

switch is working 

across multiple 

virtual machine 

servers. 

Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine 

Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine Virtual machine 
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4.2.8. Private VLAN 

Private VLAN segments a VLAN into multiple groups as the figure below shows and is 
useful to secure the network on the same subnet because it can isolate machines 
within the same VLAN from each other. 
Private VLAN is needed to be composed of two types of VLAN: a primary VLAN and a 
secondary VLAN. 
A primary VLAN is a base VLAN and you can configure a single primary VLAN for a 
single private VLAN. 

A secondary VLAN includes the three types of VLAN as the following table shows. 
Ports within the private VLAN must belong to one of the types of the secondary VLAN. 
 

Type Description 

Promiscuous A promiscuous VLAN injects traffic to all destinations regardless of the secondary 
VLAN type. A promiscuous VLAN has the same VLAN ID with the primary VLAN 
and a private VLAN can contain a single promiscuous VLAN. 

Isolated An isolated VLAN injects traffic to the destination only if it belongs to the 
promiscuous VLAN. The traffic cannot be injected to other ports on the isolated 
VLAN which has the same VLAN ID with it. A private VLAN can contain a single 
isolated VLAN. 

Community A community VLAN injects traffic to the destination which belongs to other 
community VLAN which has the same VLAN ID with it and which belongs to the 
promiscuous VLAN. 

 

In SigmaSystemCenter, a private VLAN is available only on the VMware environment, 
not available on physical switches or other virtual infrastructures. 
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4.2.9. What Is Load Balancer? 

A load balancer is a device to distribute requests from external clients to multiple 
servers. The load balancer prevents your network from causing system down and 
delay in response because of its overload by distributing client accesses to multiple 
servers. 

The load balancer has the following two features adding to this: 
 
 The load balancer provides easy adding or removing servers at the distributed 

destination compared to other load balancing like server cluster. 
SigmaSystemCenter makes it much easier to do this. 

 The load balancer can check health for servers at the distributed destination, and 
in case of server failure, it excludes the failed server from the distributed 
destination. 

 

SigmaSystemCenter supports the following two types of load balancers: 
 
 Physical load balancer 

A physical load balancer is the load balancer as dedicated hardware. 
SigmaSystemCenter can control a physical load balancer through MasterScope 
Network Manager. A physical load balancer must be available load balancer 

Switch 

Secondary VLAN 

(Isolated) 

Secondary VLAN 

(Community) 

Machine Machine Machine Machine 

192.168.1.11 192.168.1.12 192.168.1.13 192.168.1.14 

A private VLAN allows you to isolate machines each other within the 

same subnet. Without a private VLAN, you must create a subnet 

individually for each machine to configure the similar settings to a 

private VLAN. 

Machine 

192.168.1.15 

Primary VLAN  
(secondary VLAN 
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settings of MasterScope Network Manager's SigmaSystemCenter integration 
(Network Provisioning). 

 

 Software load balancer 
A software load balancer is the load balancer created with general software. 
SigmaSystemCenter supports the software load balancer created with Linux 
Virtual Server (LVS). 

 
The behavior of the load balancer differs depending on the load balancer's type. This 
manual describes only in its functionality level in SigmaSystemCenter. For details of 
each of devices and software products, see the instruction corresponding to each of 
devices and software products. 

 

 

 

4.2.10. What Is Software Load Balancer? 

A software load balancer is the load balancer provided by software running on general 
operating systems and it has an advantage that it allows you to use the features of the 
hardware load balancer eliminating need to buy the dedicated hardware. 
SigmaSystemCenter supports the following product to create a software load balancer. 
 

 Linux Virtual Server (LVS) 
Linux Virtual Server is a software package which is available on the Linux OS and 
it is provided as one of the software packages which are offered through the main 
Linux distributions like Red Hat Enterprise Linux. 

 
SigmaSystemCenter PP (Program Product) support service supports only software 
load balancing. Questions for how LVS works or how to use LVS will not be answered. 

Load balancer 

Client 

External network 

Server 
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Virtual machines on which the software load balancers are created can be managed by 
SigmaSystemCenter. The failed software load balancer can be automatically recovered 
using SigmaSystemCenter's failure recovery features such as N+1 recovery and the 
VM automatic Failover feature. 
In active/standby configuration for redundancy, only an active software load balancer 
can be registered to SigmaSystemCenter. So, when the standby software load 
balancer is activated, load balancer control is disabled. 
 

4.2.11. Virtual Server and Real Server 

To build a system using a load balancer, it is essential for you to understand the two 
concepts: the virtual server and the real server. SigmaSystemCenter also requires 
configuration with these concepts. 
A virtual server is a server to be accessed from clients within the external network. It 
does not exist physically, but it is looked from external as if the virtual server itself 
provides services from the system. 
A real server is an actual physical server of the virtual server. Requests from clients to 
the virtual server are distributed to any real server by a load balancer. Traffics from 
clients can be distributed to multiple machines by associating multiple real servers with 
a single virtual server. 
 

 
 

4.2.12. About Load Balancing with a Load Balancer 

A load balancer distributes traffic workloads in either of the layers in the OSI reference 
model listed below: 
 

  

Not exist physically Real server 

192.168.5.11 Virtual server 
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192.168.5.12 
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 Layer 4 (L4 load balancing) 

A load balancer distributes packets based on the data in the layer 4 (the transport 
layer) such as a port number. 

 
 Layer 7 (L7 load balancing) 

A load balancer distributes packets based on the data in the layer 7 (the 
application layer) such as HTTP. 

 
SigmaSystemCenter does not explicitly decide which load balancing method is 
adopted; the load balancing method is decided based on your persistent type specified. 
 
The L4 load balancing includes the following two methods to handle packets sent by 
clients. The load balancer transforms a part of data within the packet, so those two 
methods are called "forward type" in SigmaSystemCenter. In L7 load balancing, all 
traffics go through the load balancer like NAT described below, but L7 load balancing is 
not called "NAT" because L7 load balancing and NAT differ from each other in load 
balancing method. 
 

(1) Network Address Translation (NAT) 
Network Address Translation (NAT) is the method that lets both inbound and 
outbound traffic between clients and real servers go through the load balancer. Its 
merit is that NAT provides you easy designing and building your network. 

 

 
 

(2) Direct Server Return (DSR) 
Direct Server Return (DSR) is the method that the real server directly responds to 
clients bypassing the load balancer. Because of bypassing a load balancer, DSR 
provides you an efficient load balancing. But you must manually configure special 
settings such as the loop back adapter configuration to the operating system on 
the real server. DSR is also called MAT (Mac Address translation) or Direct 
Response. 
DSR is not available in the physical load balancer control through MasterScope 
Network Manager. 
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4.3. System Configuration for Network 
Management 

 

4.3.1. System Configuration for Physical Switches and Physical 

Load Balancing 

Physical switches and physical load balancers are controlled using MasterScope 
Network Manager. 
MasterScope Network Manager is required to control physical network devices, and if it 
is unavailable in your environment, you cannot control network devices. MasterScope 
Network Manager is available on the management server same with and different from 
the management server of SigmaSystemCenter (SystemProvisioning). When you 
install MasterScope Network Manager on the different management server from that of  
SigmaSystemCenter, build your network allowing SigmaSystemCenter to connect to 
MasterScope Network Manager through the management VLAN. You can also build 
your network with combination of multiple MasterScope Network Manager and a single 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
You must let MasterScope Network Manager connect to the controlled network devices 
through the management VLAN. MasterScope Network Manager requires the 
NetworkProvisioning license to be installed on the machine which MasterScope 
Network Manager is installed on. If the NetworkProvisioning license is not installed, the 
network device control is unavailable. 
The controlled network consists of managed network devices and network cables that 
connect between managed machines and each of devices. SigmaSystemCenter 
controls the network configuration changes by changing configuration of the networks 
and machines to be managed. 
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4.3.2. Preparing to Control Physical Switch and Physical Load 

Balancer 

The VLAN and load balancer control to network devices (physical switches and 
physical load balancers) through SigmaSystemCenter requires the following tasks to 
be done to network devices, MasterScope Network Manager, and 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

1. Network devices 
Network devices must be connectable from the external to let MasterScope 
Network Manager connect to those devices and control them. Configure the 
network so that both SigmaSystemCenter and MasterScope Network Manager 
can connect to it, and make all network devices always connectable from the 
external by turning on them. 

If the login password in the initial setting needs to be changed, change the 
password. SNMP is required to be configured for MasterScope Network Manager 
to obtain the device information. 

 

2. MasterScope Network Manager 
• Register network devices 

Register network devices using the MasterScope Network Manager's auto 
discover feature. Before use this feature, change the operation mode to 
"Configuration mode" on the MasterScope Network Manager's setting menu. 
Also, SNMP is required to be enabled to communicate between MasterScope 
Network Manager and network devices so that MasterScope Network 
Manager can obtain the device information. If devices are registered using 
other feature than auto discover feature, the device information is required to 
be updated explicitly after devices have been registered. 
In case that the device information is not obtained correctly, 
SigmaSystemCenter may fail to recognize network devices and switches 
registered to MasterScope Network Manager as load balancers, or may 
generate an error in network control. 

• Configure login to network devices 
Configure login to connect to network devices. After configuring, check the 
connection and ensure that all settings are correct using MasterScope 
Network Manager's testing functionality. 

 

3. SigmaSystemCenter 
• Register the subsystem MasterScope Network Manager: 

Network device management through MasterScope Network Manager 
requires the subsystem MasterScope Network Manager to be registered. 
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• Register network devices: 

Register the network devices through the Resource view to make network 
devices be available. 

 

4.3.3. System Configuration for Virtual Network Control 

SigmaSystemCenter controls networks in the virtual environment using each of virtual 
infrastructures. In the VMware environment, SigmaSystemCenter controls virtual 
switches on the virtual machine server, VMware ESX Server, through VMware vCenter 
Server. SigmaSystemCenter and VMware vCenter Server require to be enabled to 
connect to the virtual machine server through the management LAN. 
As well as in the physical environment, in the virtual environment you can control 
physical switches which connect to the virtual machine server with MasterScope 
Network Manager. For the information about configuration to control physical switches, 
see subsection 4.3.1 "System Configuration for Physical Switches and Physical Load 
Balancing." 
 

 

 

4.3.4. Preparing for Virtual Network Control 

For the virtual networking control through SigmaSystemCenter, some preparations are 
required to physical switches, MasterScope Network Manager, virtual infrastructures, 
and SigmaSystemCenter, mainly consisting of preparation for physical switches and for 
virtual infrastructures.  
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1. Preparation for physical switches 
Prepare physical switches to control physical switches which connect to the 
physical machine server, seeing Subsection 4.3.2 "Preparing to Control Physical 
Switch and Physical Load Balancer." 

 

2. Preparation for virtual infrastructures 
Make the virtual environment available. The preparation procedure for this is 
basically similar to that for the generic virtual environment. See the description 
about virtual environments in Section 3.1, "System Configuration." 

A distributed switch must be created on vCenter Server. To create a distributed 
switch, the VMware license which allows the use of the distributed switch is 
required. 

 

4.3.5. System Configuration for Software Load Balancer Control 

When configuring the software load balancer with Linux Virtual Server, the network 
configuration between clients and real servers differs depending on its forward type 
specified: DSR or NAT. 

This section explains system configuration in both DSR and NAT. 
 
Configurations in VMware as the virtualization infrastructure are illustrated in figures in 
this section. 
 

(1) When using Direct Server Return (DSR) 
Both virtual machine of a distribution node which works as a real server and virtual 
machine of Linux Virtual Server work on the virtual machine server, 
Shown in the following picture, allow virtual machines, distribution nodes and Linux 
Virtual Server to communicate each other through the LAN for packet forwarding 
or the LAN for external connection. The distribution node and Linux Virtual Server 
must connect to the same network segment. And, on each of virtual machine 
server, a virtual switch must be created and each virtual machine must be 
configured for it to connect to the external LAN. 
SigmaSystemCenter connects to the virtual machine of Linux Virtual Server from 
the management server through the LAN for SLB control. Though, in the following 
picture, the LAN for SLB control, the LAN for packet forwarding and the LAN for 
external connection all belong to the same network, DSR can be configured if they 
belong to the different network from each other. 
To use the DSR system configuration, the loop back adapter must be installed on 
the distribution node and configured properly for DSR usage. 

If you want to use the dynamic weighting feature based on CPU loads, you must 
install a distribution node module on each distribution node. 
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(2) When using Network Address Translation (NAT) 
You can use L7 load balancing in the similar configuration with NAT. 

Virtual machines work on each virtual machine server. These virtual machines 
include the virtual machine of a distribution node as a real server and the virtual 
machine on Linux Virtual Server. 

As the following picture shows, allow Linux Virtual Server to connect to clients 
through the LAN for external connection and to distribution nodes through the LAN 
for packet forwarding. The virtual switch must be created on each virtual machine 
server and configured so that each virtual machine can connect to the external 
LAN. 
SigmaSystemCenter connects to Linux Virtual Server from the management 
server through the LAN for SLB control. Though, in the figure below, the LAN for 
SLB control, the LAN for packet forwarding and the LAN for external connection all 
belong to the same network, NAT can be configured if they belong to the different 
network from each other. 
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4.3.6. Preparing for Software Load Balancer Control 

1. Configure a software load balancer 
Configure a software load balancer with Linux Virtual Server. 

 

2. Register the software load balancer to SigmaSystemCenter 
Register the software load balancer configured in the step 1 by specifying 
"Software Load Balancer" as the subsystem. When registering, you must specify 
its host name, port, account name, and password as the connecting information to 
the software load balancer. As its port, specify the SSH protocol number, whose 
default value is 22. 
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4.4. Registering Devices for Network Control 
Network control with SigmaSystemCenter requires target devices and their 
configuration information to be registered to SigmaSystemCenter. 
This chapter explains how to do it in both physical and virtual environment. 
 

4.4.1. Devices in the Physical Environment 

Network control in the physical environment requires machines, physical switches, and 
load balancers to be registered, and each of machines requires its NIC to be registered. 
Register those devices as the following figure shows. 
 

 
 

1. Machines and physical NICs 
Register managed machines to be added or removed from the logical network or 
to be distributed traffics by a load balancer. For machine registration, you must 
previously register them to DeploymentManager, or use the machine registration 
script (if SIGMABLADE's vIO feature is used). 

For how to register machines, see "(1) Physical machine - without boot config 
(vIO)" and "(2) Physical machine - With boot config (vIO)" in Subsection 1.2.1, 
"Registering Managed Machine to the Resource and Virtual View". 

 
The NIC's information which connects to the target physical switch also requires to 
be registered as the machine configuration. The registered NIC requires the port 
information of the destination physical port. If not configured the physical switch or 
port information for the registered NIC, SigmaSystemCenter does not perform 
network control. The destination physical switch requires to be registered in 
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advance, and the NIC to be assigned an IP address or to be used for VLAN control 
requires its NIC number configured. 
 

You can register the NIC information automatically and manually. The NIC 
information registered with the products listed below is automatically registered to 
SigmaSystemCenter during the Collect functionality performed. 

 
• DeploymentManager 
• NEC ESMPRO Manager 

 

2. Physical switches 
Register physical switches to be controlled in the logical network. Before 
registering them to SigmaSystemCenter, physical switches require to be 
registered to MasterScope Network Manager, and then registered to 
SigmaSystemCenter as the subsystem of MasterScope Network Manager. Ports 
to be controlled in the logical network require to be registered to the NIC 
information of the machine described in 1. 
 

Although the following tasks can be performed by operating the registered physical 
switch directly, do not perform these tasks directly to the controlled port in the 
logical network through the physical switch. 

 
• Creating and deleting a VLAN 
• Assigning and removing a VLAN from the port 

 

3. Load balancers 
Register load balancer devices to be controlled with the Load Balancer 
functionality which adds or deletes the location to where the network traffic is 
distributed. To use the load balancer in SigmaSystemCenter, the following tasks 
are required to be done. 

 
• To control the physical load balancer, it requires to be registered to 

MasterScope Network Manager in advance and afterwards to be registered to 
SigmaSystemCenter as the subsystem of MasterScope Network Manager. 

• To control the software load balancer of Linux Virtual Server, it requires to be 
created and registered to SigmaSystemCenter as the subsystem of the 
software load balancer. 
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4.4.2. Devices in the Virtual Environment 

This section explains the resources which require to be registered to 
SigmaSystemCenter for network control in the virtual environment. They must be 
registered as the figure below shows. 
 

 

 

(1) Virtual machine servers and physical NICs 
Register the virtual machine server to be added or removed from the logical 
network to both the Virtual view and the Resource view using a virtual manager 
such as vCenter Server. 
For how to register machines, see "(3) Virtual machine server ‐ Without boot 
config (vIO)" and "(4) Virtual machine server ‐ With boot config (vIO)" in 

Virtual machine 

Machine 

System Resource 

Network 

Resource view 

Network 

Switch 

Load Balancer 

Machine 

Datacenter 

Virtual 

Virtual view 

Virtual Switch List 

VM Server 

Physical NIC 

Physical switch Load balancer 

Virtual switch 

Virtual NIC 

Virtual NIC 

Virtual machine server 
Distributed switch 

Case: Virtual Environment 

Port group 

Virtual Machine 

Network List 
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Subsection 1.2.1, "Registering Managed Machine to the Resource and Virtual 
View". 
 

As well as in the physical environment, the NIC's information which connects to the 
controlled physical switch requires to be registered in the virtual environment. If the 
physical switch and port information for the registered NIC not configured, 
SigmaSystemCenter does not perform network control on the physical switch. In 
that case, SigmaSystemCenter only performs network control on the virtual switch. 
The destination physical switch must be registered in advance. 

 

(2) Virtual machines and virtual NICs 
Register the virtual machine to be added or removed from the logical network to 
both the Virtual view and the Resource view. The task to register a virtual machine 
is not required ordinary because virtual machines created with functionalities such 
as Create and Assign Machine are automatically registered to 
SigmaSystemCenter. 

For how to register machines, see "(5) Virtual machine - When creating a virtual 
machine by executing Allocate Machine" and "(6) Virtual machine - When 
registering a created virtual machine" in Subsection 1.2.1, "Registering 
Managed Machine to the Resource and Virtual View". 
 

The information of the virtual machines which are created in other environment 
than SigmaSystemCenter can be imported into SigmaSystemCenter by the Collect 
functionality. In this case, the information is automatically registered to the Virtual 
view. 
The information requires to be registered manually to the Resource view and 
changed its management status from "Discovered" to "Managed." 

A virtual NIC is automatically created in accordance with the machine profile 
configuration during when a machine created with the functionalities such as 
Create and Assign Machine. The virtual NIC information of the virtual machine 
created in other environment than SigmaSystemCenter can be imported into 
SigmaSystemCenter by the Collect functionality. 
You can add a new virtual NIC or remove the created virtual NIC from the created 
virtual machine with the Edit Virtual Machine functionality on the Virtual view. 
 
The virtual machine is assigned the MAC address which is automatically created 
by the virtual infrastructure. 
In Hyper-V, the virtual NIC's MAC address is dynamically changed at the timing of 
starting the virtual machine. If you want to assign the fixed MAC address, enable 
the MAC Address pool feature. 
If you use the software, such as the Execute Backup/Restoration functionality and 
reflecting the machine specific information of DeploymentManager, in which the 
managed machine's MAC address must be the fixed one, enable the MAC 
Address pool feature. 
In other virtual infrastructure, the virtual NIC's MAC address is not dynamically 
changed. 
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(3) Physical switches 
As well as in the physical environment, register the physical switch controlled in 
the logical network in the virtual environment. Ports controlled in the logical 
network require to be registered to the NIC information of the virtual machine 
server. 
 

(4) Virtual switches and port groups 
Register the virtual switch and port group controlled in the logical network. The 
destination virtual switch and port group require to be created before the virtual 
machine is added to the logical network. 
The virtual switch and port group are registered as one of devices on the virtual 
machine server and cannot be created and registered explicitly on the Virtual view. 

To register them, the following two methods are available. 
 
• Import their information into SigmaSystemCenter by the Collect functionality 

after virtual switches and port groups have been created on the virtual 
infrastructure, then the information is automatically registered to the Virtual 
view. 

- In Hyper-V, if you create a virtual switch on a virtualization infrastructure 
product, the port group VirtualSwitchName-VLAN:NONE, which uses the 
name of the created virtual switch, is created by default when 
SigmaSystemCenter obtains the information by executing the Collect 
action. No VLAN is assigned to default port groups. 

• If the virtual switch and port group do not exist on the controlled virtual 
machine server when performed functionalities such as Register Master 
Machine of the virtual machine server, SigmaSystemCenter automatically 
creates and registers them to it. To automate creating and registering a virtual 
switch and port group, the logical network requires to be configured on the 
Network Setting tab in the operation group of the virtual machine server. 

 

(5) Distributed switches 
Register the distributed switch controlled in the logical network. The distributed 
switch is available only in the VMware environment and requires to be created on 
vCenter Server because it cannot be created through SigmaSystemCenter. 
Creating a distributed switch requires the VMware edition which allows the use of 
the distributed switch. After created the distributed switch, the information of it 
must be imported into SigmaSystemCenter by the Collect functionality. 
 

(6) Load balancers 
Register load balancer devices to be controlled with the Load Balancer 
functionality which adds or deletes the location to where the network traffic is 
distributed. To use the load balancer in SigmaSystemCenter, similar tasks to those 
in the physical environment are required. 
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4.5. Adding or Removing Managed Machine 
from Logical Network ‐ Overview ‐ 

 

4.5.1. What Is Logical Network? 

 

(1) Introduction 
A logical network is an abstract network hiding differences in each device's 
working such as a virtual switch and physical switch and virtualizing the physical 
network. The logical network allows you to associate the managed machine with 
the destination network regardless of the internal networking configuration. 
The logical network consists of the information listed below, essential to configure 
the network, and is used by associating with an NIC number. The NIC number is 
an identifier of NICs on the managed virtual machine. 

 

• VLAN and port group 
A VLAN and port group segments multiple managed machines connecting to 
the switch into multiple groups and makes them available as a network. 

Ordinary, one of the VLAN or port group, or each of the VLAN and port group 
is set to the logical network and used. 

• Switch 

Switch becomes the destination of a VLAN and port group to be registered. 
• IP address pool 

IP address pool defines the range of the IP addresses of the managed 
machines connecting to the logical network and the range of the IP addresses 
distributed. The distribution range of IP addresses is a single subnet. Only one 
IP address pool can be registered to the logical network. 

 
The network range defined in the logical network is a single subnet because only 
one IP address pool can be registered to the logical network. 
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SigmaSystemCenter performs network control on the basis of association of NIC 
numbers with the logical network when functionalities in the Operation view such 
as Allocate Machine are performed. An NIC number is used to determine the 
controlled NIC and the switch connecting to the NIC. The information of a VLAN is 
used as the VLAN information assigned to the port and port group on the switch. 
The information of IP address pool is used as the IP address information 
configured to the NIC with the specified NIC number. 

 

 

 

(2) Relation of connection between logical networks and NICs 
The correspondence between the logical network and the NIC number may be not 
only one-to-one but one-to-many relation that single logical network corresponds 
to multiple NICs and vice versa. 
 

  

 

Managed machine 

NIC2 

VLAN2 

192.168.1.11 

Logical network 

・ VLAN:VLAN2 

・ IP address pool: 
192.168.1.11-192.168.1.20 

 

 
NIC number: 2 

Switch 

Logical network 

Applying 
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Port group 

NIC number 
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IP address 

IP address 
pool 

Managed machine 

Switch 

Subnet 
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NIC corresponds to logical networks in one-to-N relation 
The case that multiple logical networks correspond to a single NIC has the 
following configurations according to its environment: 

 
• Physical environment 

There is the configuration that multiple VLANs are assigned to the single 
physical port on the physical switch. In port-based VLAN multiple VLANs 
cannot be assigned to a single port, so tag-based VLAN should be assigned. 

• Virtual environment 

Multiple VLANs cannot be assigned to the virtual NIC on the virtual machine. 
Although the multiple VLANs can be assigned to the physical NIC on the 
virtual machine, the port on the physical switch side is used in the tag-based 
VLAN like the physical environment. 
The configuration on the virtual switch side is that assigns multiple port groups 
on the virtual switch to the physical NIC. However, in the virtual switch, 
multiple virtual switches cannot be assigned to the single NIC. 
So, if you want to specify the switch name for the multiple logical networks 
assigned to the NIC, you need to specify the same virtual switch name. 

 

NICs correspond to a logical network in N-to-one relation 
The case that a single logical network corresponds to multiple NICs is when NICs 
are configured redundantly and SigmaSystemCenter also allows you to configure 
a logical network in this case. But IP address pool is not available in this 
configuration. 

 

(3) Configuring the applicable range of the logical network 
The logical network includes the following two types of exposure scope: 

• Public 
This is the logical network its available scope is unlimited. All "Public" logical 
networks are available in all the Group Property Setting, Model Property 
Setting and Host Setting window on the Operation view. 

 
• Private 

This is the logical network available only under the specified tenant. The 
"Private" logical network is used specifying the tenant assigned when it is 
created. In Group Property Setting, Model Property Setting and Host Setting 
window on the Operation view, the Private logical networks assigned to the 
higher level tenant are available. If not assigned to the higher level tenant, 
they are not available. 
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4.5.2. Where the Logical Network Is Configured 

This section explains where the logical network is configured on the 
SigmaSystemCenter Web console. 
Register the logical network to the Logical Network List on the Resource view, and then 
define the information of VLANs and IP address pools that consists the logical network. 

On the Operation view, in one of the group, model or host (machine profile) settings, 
specify the logical network where the managed machine is added, associating it with 
the NIC number. Where the logical network is configured varies depending on the type 
of the managed machine as the following table shows. 
 

Managed 
Machine 

Where the Logical 
Network is Configured 

Remarks 

Physical 
machine 

▪ The Network Setting tab 
in Group Property Setting 
on the Operations view 
▪ The Network Setting tab 
in Model Property Setting 
on the Operations view 

If the configured logical network includes the virtual 
setting, the virtual setting is ignored. 
If a physical machine is configured in both, the setting 
in the Network Setting tab in Model Property Setting is 
preferred and that in the Network Setting tab in Group 
Property Setting is ignored. 

Virtual 
machine 
server 

▪ The Network Setting tab 
in Group Property Setting 
on the Operations view 
▪ The Network Setting tab 
in Model Property Setting 
on the Operation view 

If it is configured in both, the setting on the Network 
Setting tab in Model Property Setting is preferred, and 
the setting on the Network Setting tab in Group 
Property Setting is ignored. 

Virtual 
machine 

The network information 
on the Machine Profile 
tab in each property 
setting window on the 
Operation view 

The machine profile can be configured in each layer of 
a group, model, and host. 
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Operations 

 

Host 

Model 

Group 

Logical network 
・ VLAN: 

Physical switch, VLAN name: VLAN2, VLANID:2 
Virtual switch, VLAN name: Port group 1, 

VLANID: 2 

・ IP address pool: 
192.168.1.11-192.168.1.20 

 

 
NIC number: 2 

Operations 

Virtual machine server 

Virtual machine 

Virtual switch 

Virtual machine 

Physical NIC 

Virtual NIC Virtual NIC 

Port group 1 
VLAN2 

 

Physical switch 

Logical network 

VLAN2 
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Datacenter 

Virtual 
Virtual view 

Network List 
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System Resource 
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Resource view 

Switch 

VLAN List 

Network List 

You register the definition of 

the logical network to Network 

List on the Resource view. 

You configure the logical 

network where the managed 

machine connects to on the 

Operations view. Where it is 

configured on the Operations 

view differs depending on the 

type of the managed machine. 

Physical Switch 

Port List 
Virtual Switch List 

Distributed Switch 

VLAN (Port Group) List 

Private VLAN List 

You can view the information of the 

physical switch and VLANs of the 

physical switch on the Resource view, 

the virtual switch and port groups on 

the virtual switch on the Virtual view, 

and the information of the distributed 

switch on the Resource or Virtual view. 

Actual network topology of this logical network 
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4.5.3. Actual Behavior in Adding or Removing the Managed 

Machine from Logical Network 

SigmaSystemCenter adds or removes the managed machine from the logical network 
in different way according to your environment. 

 

(1) Physical environment 
In the physical environment, SigmaSystemCenter adds or remove the managed 
machine from the logical network by controlling VLAN settings of the physical 
switch's port that is connected to the managed machine. Multiple managed 
machines to which the same VLAN is assigned constitute a network. 

You can configure the managed machine's IP address using the image 
deployment feature. See Subsection 1.4 "About Image Deployment" for further 
information. 

VLANs of the physical switch are controlled through MasterScope Network 
Manager. 

 

 
 

(2) Virtual environment 
In the virtual environment, SigmaSystemCenter adds or removes the managed 
machine from the logical network by linking the virtual machine's NIC to the port 
group. Multiple managed machines those belong to the same port group constitute 
a network. When assigning the VLAN to the port group, the managed machine can 
constitute a logical network with virtual machines which belong to the same VLAN 
on the other virtual machine server. 
You can configure the virtual machine's IP address using the image deployment 
feature. See Subsection 1.4 "About Image Deployment" for further information. 
The network control in the virtual environment is performed through the virtual 
infrastructure, but VLANs on the physical switch that connect to the virtual 
machine server's physical NIC are controlled through MasterScope Network 
Manager. 

 

 

Physical switch 

Physical machine 

Physical NIC Physical NIC Physical NIC 

Physical machine Physical machine 

You configure the VLAN to the 

physical switch's port. 

You configure IP addresses and 

other. 

VLAN2 VLAN3 VLAN3 

Logical network 1 
Logical network 2 
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4.5.4. IP Address Pool 

The IP address pool, one of the network components, is the feature that pools IP 
addresses for the managed machines and distributes them as needed. 
When the following activating operations are performed, except Register Master 
Machine, the IP address is distributed to the host setting. 
 
 Allocate Machine 

 Create and Assign Machine 
 Scale Out 
 Change Machine Usage 

 
At this time, the target machine must meet the following requirements in its settings. If 
they are not, no IP address is distributed to the machine 

 
 No IP address is configured to the NIC on the target host's setting. 
 The IP address pool is configured to the logical network specified in the group, 

model or machine profile of the controlled machine. 
 
When an IP address is distributed, the target host setting becomes the IP address 
configured. You can view the distributed IP addresses on the host setting. The IP 
address distributed from the IP address pool and configured to the host setting is used 
similarly to when the IP address explicitly specified in the Host Setting. 

When the following operations are performed, the IP address setting is detached from 
the host setting and the distributed IP address goes back to the IP address pool. 

 

Virtual machine server 

Virtual machine 

Virtual switch 

Virtual machine Virtual machine 

Physical 

NIC 

Virtual NIC Virtual NIC Virtual NIC 

Port 

group 2 

IP addresses are configured. 

The virtual switch is connected to 

the physical switch and VLANs on 

the physical switch are controlled. 

The virtual switch is connected 

to the virtual machine's NIC. 

Logical network 1 Logical network 2 

Port 

group 1 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

 

Physical switch 

Logical network 1 Logical network 2 

VLAN3 VLAN2 
 trunk 
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 Release Resource 
 Scale In 
 Change Machine Usage (After the IP address goes back to the IP address pool, 

the IP address will be distributed again if the IP address pool setting remains in the 
destination group.) 

 

The IP address distributed from the IP address pool is unique within the IP address 
pool and a single IP address is never distributed to multiple hosts. When multiple 
group/ model/ machine profiles constitute a single logical network, the IP address pool 
distributes the unique IP address shared within the group, model and machine profile. If 
the IP address which is manually set to the host setting overlaps the distribution range 
of the IP address pool, the IP address is not distributed. 

When you directly configure the IP address to the operating system on the target host, 
you must avoid the IP address duplication between the host and the IP address pool. 
The duplicated IP address may cause multiple hosts to work with one same IP address. 
If the IP address is suspected to be the duplicated one, register it to the IP address pool 
excluded from IP address distribution as the figure in the next page shows. 
In SigmaSystemCenter, when IP addresses distributed by DHCP is used rather than by 
IP address distributing feature from the IP address pool, the IP address pool must be 
configured to be unused as follow: 
 

 No IP address is configured to the NIC on the target host's setting. 
 The IP address pool is not configured to the logical network specified in the group/ 

model/ machine profile of the controlled machine. 

Or the logical network itself is not configured. 
 
The IP address pool consists of the following information: 

 
 Subnet mask: Specify the subnet mask of the distributed IP address. IP addresses 

distributed from the IP address pool are decided on combining of the specification 
of IP address range to be assigned and subnet mask. 

 Gateway: Specify the gateway's IP address. 
 The range of IP addresses assigned: Specify the range of IP addresses distributed. 

This requires the subnet mask to be configured. 
• Name: Use as a memo. 
• Start Address / End Address: Specify the range of IP addresses distributed. 

• Public IP: This is for display and used at times when NAT changes the IP 
address of the managed machine that is exposed to the external network. This 
can be viewed on portal sites. 

• Management IP Address: Specify whether the distributed IP address will be 
used as the management IP address. If it requires to be specified to multiple 
NICs on the same single host, the IP address applied to the NIC with less 
number is set as the management IP address. If the management IP address 
is explicitly specified in the host setting, the management IP address specified 
in the host setting is preferred. 
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 Excluded IP addresses: Specify the range of IP addresses not to be distributed. 
Multiple IP addresses can be added. The excluded IP address consists of the 
following information: 

• Name: Use as a memo. 
• Start address / End address: Specify the range of IP addresses not distributed. 

Adding to this, the excluded address can be specified with a single address 
omitting the end address specification. 

 
This figure shows how the IP address pool is used. 

 

 

 
The following table describes the relation, in usages in SigmaSystemCenter, 
between the working of the IP address distribution in the IP address pool and that 
of IP address application to the managed machine. These descriptions is based on 
that the logical network, in which the IP address pool is configured to the target 
group/ model/ machine profile, is specified. 

 

IP address pool 

 

192.168.1.1 

Managed machine 

192.168.1.2 

192.168.1.3 

192.168.1.4 

 

10.1.1.1 

10.1.1.2 

10.1.1.4 

Distributed IP 
addresses 
 

Public IP 

 

10.1.1.1 

192.168.1.1 192.168.1.2 192.168.1.4 

10.1.1.2 10.1.1.4 

IP address pool settings: 
・ Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0 

・ Gateway: 

・ Assign: 

・Name: IP Range 

・Range: 192.168.1-192.168.4 

・Public IP: 10.1.1.1-10.1.1.4 

・ Exclude： 

・Name: DHCP Server 

・Range: 192.168.1.3 

192.168.1.3 

The fixed IP 

is used. 

IP addresses are translated with NAT via a router. 

Portal site 

This IP address is specified 

not to be distributed. 

Public IP is only for 

display, not used 

as the address 

actually translated. 
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Managed 
machine 

Usages in SigmaSystemCenter IP address 
distribution 
from the IP 
address pool 

Assignment of IP addresses in 
SigmaSystemCenter 

Physical 
machine 

▪ You operate the managed machine 
with deployment disk image 
distribution. 
▪ The host setting has no specified IP 
address. 

Distributed The IP address from the IP address 
pool is assigned to the managed 
machine. 

▪ You operate the managed machine 
with deployment disk image 
distribution. 
▪ The host setting has a specified IP 
address. 

Not distributed The IP address configured on the host 
is assigned to the managed machine. 

▪ You operate the managed machine 
with full back up disk image 
distribution. 
▪ The host setting has no specified IP 
address. 

Distributed but 
not used 
efficiently 

Because the full back up image is 
used, the customization is not 
performed and the IP address from the 
IP address pool is not assigned to the 
managed machine. If the IP address 
pool has the specification for the 
managed machine, mismatch between 
the distributed management IP 
address and the management 
machine's IP address may occur. 
Specify the management IP address 
explicitly in the host setting, not in the 
IP address pool. 

▪ You perform the Register Master 
Machine functionality. 
▪ The host setting has no specified IP 
address. 

Not distributed When the master machine has been 
registered, the IP address is not 
distributed from the IP address pool. 
To configure the management IP 
address to the machine to be 
registered as the master machine, 
specify its management IP address 
explicitly in the host setting. If the 
management IP address explicitly 
specified, in master machine 
registration, the IP address is not 
assigned to the managed machine 
because software is not distributed 
and customization is not performed. 

▪ You operate the machine with a 
teaming setting. 

Not supported When teaming configured, set the IP 
address explicitly in the host setting, 
not in the IP address pool. 

Virtual 
machine 
server 

▪ You operate the virtual machine 
server. 

Not supported Set the virtual machine server's IP 
address explicitly in the host setting, 
not in the IP address pool. 

Virtual 
machine 

▪ You perform the Create and Assign 
Machine and the Allocate Machine 
functionalities on the Web console. 
▪ The host setting has no specified IP 
address. 

Distributed The IP address from the IP address 
pool is assigned to the managed 
machine. 
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Managed 
machine 

Usages in SigmaSystemCenter IP address 
distribution 
from the IP 
address pool 

Assignment of IP addresses in 
SigmaSystemCenter 

▪ You perform the Create and Assign 
Machine and the Allocate Machine 
functionalities on the Web console. 
▪ The host setting has a specified IP 
address. 

Not distributed The IP address configured in the host 
setting is assigned to the managed 
machine. 

▪ You perform the Register Master 
Machine functionality. 
▪ The host setting has no specified IP 
address. 

Not distributed When the master machine has been 
registered, the IP address is not 
distributed from the IP address pool. 
Even if specified explicitly in the host 
setting, the IP address is not assigned 
to the managed machine in registering 
a master machine because software is 
not distributed. 
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4.6. Adding or Removing Managed Machine 
from Logical Network ‐  Physical 
Environment ‐ 

 

4.6.1. Basic Behavior of VLAN Control to Physical Switch 

SigmaSystemCenter can control VLANs on the physical switch using MasterScope 
Network Manager as follows: 
 

1. Creating and deleting a VLAN 
2. Assigning and removing a VLAN from the port on the switch. 
3. Allowing or forbidding the usage of multiple VLANs when a VLAN is assigned. 
 
Do not change the settings of the VLAN and port controlled by SigmaSystemCenter 
directly on the physical switch. If you change them directly on the physical switch, those 
changes are not reflected to SigmaSystemCenter. The VLAN configured only on the 
physical switch can synchronize its setting information with that of SigmaSystemCenter 
by registering the same setting with the switch to SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

(1) Creating and deleting a specified VLAN 
You create or delete a specified VLAN from the switch. 

 

(2) Assigning and releasing specified VLAN from the port 
You assign or release a specified VLAN from the port. When a VLAN assigned, the 
controlled port can communicate with other ports to those the same VLAN is 
assigned with the specified VLAN. When a VLAN released, it cannot communicate 
with other ports anymore. You can select whether the usage of multiple VLANs 
allowed or not by specifying the tag described in the step (3). 

The specified VLAN is assigned or released when you perform tasks in the 
Operation view such as Allocate Machine. For more information, see Subsection 
4.6.3 "Network Control in SigmaSystemCenter Operation (Physical Environment)." 

 
The following figure illustrates how to assign a VLAN to the port, or how to release the 
VLAN from the port. 
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(3) Allowing or forbidding multiple VLANs to be assigned to a port (specify the tag 
availability) 
When VLAN assigned, specifying a tag enables you to determine that multiple 
VLANs can or cannot be assigned to the controlled port. This decides availability of 
the VLAN tag in the Ethernet frame that reaches to the controlled port. You can 
configure the tag availability to the operation group or each port on the switch. 

Without tag specified, the controlled port is configured to behave as an access 
port; with tag specified, as a trunk port. The following table shows which type of 
VLANs will be used with or without tag specified. 

 

Tag VLAN to be used 

Specified Tag based VLAN 

Not specified Port based VLAN 

 
In VLAN assigning you cannot mix the different VLANs to a single port. 
If the VLAN is assigned to the port with tag specified, you can assign another 
VLAN with tag specified to the port; if the VLAN is assigned to the port without tag 
specified, you cannot assign any other VLAN. 
 

  

Switch Switch 

1 2 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network Manager 

Management server 

3 4 

5 

1 2 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network Manager 

Management server 
The specified VLAN is 

assigned to the port 

on the switch. 

3 4 

5 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4 Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 Machine 4 

VLAN2 VLAN3 VLAN3 VLAN2 VLAN3 VLAN2 VLAN3 

The specified VLAN 

is released from 

the port on the 

switch. 
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The following figure illustrates how the VLAN is controlled with tag specified. 
 

 
 

4.6.2. Required Configuration for VLAN Control on Physical 

Switch 

SigmaSystemCenter requires to be configured as follows to control VLANs on the 
physical switch. The following configuring tasks requires some preliminaries described 
in 4.3.2 "Preparing to Control Physical Switch and Physical Load Balancer" to be done. 

 

1. Registering the controlled switch on the Resource view 
Register the controlled switch on Switch List on the Resource view. 

 

2. Adding the logical network where the managed machine connects to on the 
Resource view 

Add the logical network, where the managed machine connects to, to 
SigmaSystemCenter on Logical Network List on the Resource view. This added 
logical network requires the VLAN information to be registered. The registered 
information is used as the information of the VLAN assigned to the switch during 
VLAN control. 
You do not have to create the VLAN in advance that is defined on the logical 
network. 
When controlling VLAN, if the specified VLAN is not created, SigmaSystemCenter 
automatically creates it. 
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3. Associating the NIC of the managed machine with the switch port on the Resource 
view 
On the Network tab in the Machine Property Setting window on the Resource view, 
associate the NIC with the switch port. Based on this association between the NIC 
and the port, the port information of the switch that the controlled machine 
connects to is retrieved during VLAN control. 

 

4. Associating the NIC of the managed machine with the logical network on the 
Operations view 

On the Network Setting tab in the Group Property Setting window on the 
Operations view, register the pair of the logical network and the NIC number where 
the managed machine connects to. 

The NIC information corresponding to the NIC number is retrieved from the 
controlled machine's registered information; based on the information of the switch 
and port associated with the NIC, the switch and its port to which the VLAN is 
assigned are decided. 

 
After these settings completed, do tasks described in Subsection 4.6.3 "Network 
Control in SigmaSystemCenter Operation (Physical Environment)" and the VLAN 
is actually assigned or released. Simply completing these tasks described above, 
the VLAN cannot be assigned or released actually. 

 
You can view the current information, which is listed below, of the port on the physical 
switch that the VLANs are assigned to through your operations. 

 
 The machine and its NIC number that is connected to the port 
 Tag availability 

 The name of the VLAN assigned 
 Status of VLAN assignment 

This includes following statuses: 

• Binding: The VLAN is properly assigned. 
• Binding Process: The assignment of VLAN is in progress. 
• Removing: The removal of VLAN is in progress. 

• Error: Something caused the failure in assignment or removal of VLAN. 
• Not Binding (displayed as blank): The VLAN is not assigned yet. 
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The following figure illustrates the example of VLAN-related settings and operations of 
the physical switch. 
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4.6.3. Network Control in SigmaSystemCenter Operation 

(Physical Environment) 

This section explains how SigmaSystemCenter controls a VLAN when its operative 
tasks are performed. For basics about behavior in VLAN control, see Subsection 4.6.1 
"Basic Behavior of VLAN Control to Physical Switch." 
 

(1) Adding and deleting a VLAN 
You can add and delete a VLAN through the VLAN LIST window on the Resource 
view. 
In adding VLAN through SigmaSystemCenter, if the VLAN has been already 
created on the switch, SigmaSystemCenter skips the action to configure the switch 
and registers the VLAN already created. However, if the VLAN has been assigned 
to the port, that port also must be specified. If there is the port assigned when you 
delete the VLAN through SigmaSystemCenter, the VLAN is simultaneously 
released and deleted. 
If you delete the VLAN through SigmaSystemCenter, the VLAN on the 
SigmaSystemCenter and MasterScope Network Manager is deleted, but the VLAN 
on the switch is not. 

 

(2) Allocate Machine / Register Master Machine / Scale Out 
If you perform the Allocate Machine functionality to the management machine on 
the pool to allocate it to the host within the operation group, a series of provisioning 
is performed to make the management server available in your business as the 
host. At this time, VLAN control is also performed as one of the provisioning 
processes and similarly in the Register Master Machine or the Scale Out 
functionality. 
The VLAN control assigns a VLAN, which is specified in the Group Settings 
window, to the switch port that the managed machine, which you want to perform 
the Allocate Machine functionality, connects to. 
Before performing these operations, you must configure the controlled switch and 
machine, and how they are controlled for settings listed below on the Operations 
and Resource view. Without settings below, the VLAN control is not performed. 
For required settings, see Subsection 4.6.2 "Required Configuration for VLAN 
Control on Physical Switch." 

 

1. On the Operation view 
- You must specify the pair of the logical network to which the managed 

machine connects and the machine's NIC number. 
 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register the destination logical network because the information 

of the VLAN used is required. 
- You must register the controlled switch. 
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- You must associate the NIC of managed machine with the switch port. 
 

 

 

(3) Release Resources/Scale In 
If you perform the Release Resources functionality to the active host within the 
operation group, a series of provisioning is performed to exclude the machine from 
your business. At this time, the VLAN control is also performed as one of the 
provisioning processes and similarly in the Scale In functionality. 

Before performing these operations, you must configure the controlled switch and 
machine, and configure how they are controlled for settings listed below on the 
Operations and Resource view. Without settings below, the VLAN control is not 
performed. For required settings, see Subsection 4.6.2 "Required Configuration for 
VLAN Control on Physical Switch." 
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1. On the Operation view 
- You must specify the pair of the logical network to which the managed 

machine connects and the machine's NIC number. 

 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register the destination logical network because the information 

of the VLAN used is required. 
- You must register the controlled switch. 
- You must associate the NIC of managed machine with the port on the 

switch. 
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(4) Replace Machine 
If you perform the Replace Machine functionality to the active host within the 
operation group, a series of provisioning is performed to change the managed 
machine from the currently used machine to the standby machine on the pool. At 
this time, the VLAN control is also performed as one of the provisioning processes. 
First, the VLAN control releases the VLAN specified in the group settings from the 
port to which the managed machine in use connects. Next, it assigns the VLAN 
specified in the group settings to the switch port to which the stand-by managed 
machine connects. 

Before performing this operation, you must configure the controlled switch and 
machine, and configure how they are controlled for settings listed below on the 
Operations and Resource view. Without settings below, the VLAN control is not 
performed. For required settings, see Subsection 4.6.2 "Required Configuration for 
VLAN Control on Physical Switch." 
 

1. On the Operation view 
- You must specify the pair of the logical network to which the managed 

machine connects and the machine's NIC number. 

 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register the destination logical network because the information 

of the VLAN used is required. 
- You must register the controlled switch. 
- You must associate the NIC of managed machine with the switch port for 

both source and destination machines to be replaced. 
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(5) Change Machine Usage 
If you perform the Change Machine Usage functionality to the active host within 
the operation group, a series of provisioning is performed to move the machine to 
another group and make the latter active. At this time, the VLAN control is also 
performed as one of the provisioning processes. 
First, the VLAN control releases the VLAN specified in the source group settings 
from the port to which the managed machine in use connects. Next, it assigns the 
VLAN specified in the destination group settings to the same port. 
Before performing this operation, you must configure the controlled switch and 
machine, and configure how they are controlled for settings listed below on the 
Operations and Resource view. Without settings below, the VLAN control is not 
performed. For required settings, see Subsection 4.6.2 "Required Configuration for 
VLAN Control on Physical Switch." 
 

1. On the Operation view 
- You must specify the pair of the logical network to which the managed 

machine connects and the machine's NIC number. 
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You perform Replace Machine to Host 2 by 
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2. On the Resource view 
- You must register the destination logical network because the information 

of the VLAN used is required. 

- You must register the controlled switch. 
- You must associate the NIC of managed machine to the switch port. 

 

 
 

(6) Assigning or releasing a VLAN directly 
You assign or release the specified VLAN to the specified port on the specified 
switch through the Port List window on the Resource view. In operation (2) - (5), 
the VLAN control is performed as one of the provisioning processes. But in this 
operation, only the VLAN control is performed. This operation cannot be performed 
to the port on the switch which is configured as controlled switch in operation (2) - 
(5). 
Before performing this operation, you must configure the controlled switch and 
machine, and configure how they are controlled for settings listed below on the 
Operations and Resource view. 
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(7) Change Configuration 
If you perform the Change Configuration functionality in the logical network setting 
after you have defined a VLAN, you can change the VLAN according to the VLAN 
definition. 
 
The Change Configuration functionality allows you to individually control 
configuration of the load balancer and storage as well as the VLAN control. To 
change the VLAN configuration, you must select the Modify VLAN check box from 
the items on the Change Configuration window those are displayed while Change 
Configuration is performed. 
The Modify VLAN functionality controls only physical switches which are 
configured in the Network Setting tab in Group Property Setting or Model Property 
Setting. If the physical switch is configured in both in both Group Property Setting 
and Model Property Setting, the setting in Model Property Setting is preferred. 
 

Before performing this operation, you must configure the VLAN that you want to 
change its configuration for settings listed below on the Resource view. Without 
settings below, the VLAN control is not performed during changing the 
configuration. 
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1. On the Resource view 
- You must modify the VLAN information that you want to register the 

destination logical network. 
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4.7. Adding or Removing Managed Machine 
from Logical Network ‐  Virtual 
Environment ‐ 

 

4.7.1. Network Control Range in Virtual Environment 

SigmaSystemCenter performs the following three patterns of network control in the 
virtual environment depending on how it is used. 
 

1. Network control in the normal operation 
When you perform operations on the Operations view such as Allocate Machine, 
SigmaSystemCenter controls the following devices so that the virtual machine can 
connect to the business network. 
 
• Port on the physical switch connected by the physical NIC on the virtual 

machine server  
• Virtual switches and port groups in the virtual machine server 
• Virtual machine's NIC 
 

Behaviors in this network control are further described in the next subsection. 
In normal operation, you cannot configure the virtual machine server's setting (in 
VMware: ServiceConsole, VMKernel portgroup, and IP address configuration). So 
you must configure these directly to the virtual machine server through the virtual 
infrastructure. To automate all network configurations through, you must use 
virtual machine server provisioning described in 2. 

 

2. Network control in virtual machine server provisioning 
Virtual machine server provisioning is the feature to automate configuration in 
installation and after installation of the virtual machine server. Virtual machine 
server provisioning configures the network settings in the virtual machine server so 
that it is allowed to create a virtual machine and to perform the Migration 
functionality. 
This manual does not explain how to use virtual machine provisioning. 
 

3. VLAN control to the external port on the physical switch 
The physical switch ports not directly connected to the virtual machine server are 
exempt from the network control target devices. You can control a VLAN on these 
ports as well. 
See Subsection 4.6.3 "Network Control in SigmaSystemCenter Operation 
(Physical Environment)" (6) Assigning or releasing a VLAN directly. 
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This figure illustrates network control in the VMware environment. 

 

 
 

4.7.2. Basic Behavior of Network Control in Virtual Environment 

The normal operations described in Subsection 4.7.1 allow SigmaSystemCenter to 
perform three ways of network control as follows in the virtual environment using 
virtualization infrastructures and MasterScope Network Manager. 

 

1. Adding and removing a virtual machine server on the physical switch side network 
If you activate a virtual machine server on the operation group with operations 
such as Allocate Machine or Register Master Machine, SigmaSystemCenter 
performs VLAN control to ports on the physical switch that connects to the physical 
NIC on the virtual machine server that you want to control. This control is 
performed based on the association between the logical network on the controlled 
physical switch and the host information of the virtual machine server. 
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Physical switch control through SigmaSystemCenter requires MasterScope 
Network Manager. If the physical switch is not controlled by SigmaSystemCenter, 
you must configure VLAN directly to the physical switch. 

 

2. Adding and removing a virtual machine server on the virtual switch side network 
If you activate a virtual machine server on the operation group with operations 
such as Allocate Machine or Register Master Machine, SigmaSystemCenter 
connects the physical NIC on the controlled virtual machine server to the virtual 
switch and port group on the virtual machine server. This control is performed 
based on the association between the logical network or port group on the 
controlled virtual switch and the host information of the virtual machine server. 
At this time, if no controlled virtual switch exists in the virtual machine server, 
SigmaSystemCenter creates a virtual switch; if no port group exists, 
SigmaSystemCenter creates it. 
 

3. Adding and removing a virtual machine from the virtual network 
If you activate a virtual machine on the operation group with operations such as 
Allocate Machine or Register Master Machine, SigmaSystemCenter connects the 
virtual NIC on the controlled virtual machine to the virtual switch or port group on 
the virtual machine server where the virtual machine works. This control is 
performed based on the association between the logical network or port group on 
the controlled virtual switch and the host information of the virtual machine server. 
At this time, if a new virtual machine is created, SigmaSystemCenter creates a 
virtual NIC, including distribution and configuration its IP address. 

You must prepare virtual switches and port groups doing the tasks in step 2. 
 
To configure the environment where virtual machines on the multiple virtual 
machine servers connect to a same logical network, you must specify the same 
logical network among these three controlling methods. 
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4.7.3. Required Configuration for Network Control in Virtual 

Environment 

This section explains configuration for each network control. 
 

(1) Adding and removing a virtual machine server on the physical switch side network 
SigmaSystemCenter requires to be configured as follows to control VLANs on the 
physical switch. The following configuring tasks requires some preliminaries 
described in Subsection 4.3.4 "Preparing for Virtual Network Control" to be done. 
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1. Register the controlled switch on the Resource view 
Register the controlled switch on the Switch List on the Resource view. 

 

2. Add the logical network where the virtual machine server connects to on the 
Resource view 
Add the logical network, where the virtual machine server connects to, to 
SigmaSystemCenter on the Logical Network List on the Resource view. This 
added logical network requires the VLAN information to be registered. The 
registered information is used as the information of the VLAN assigned to the 
switch during VLAN control. 
You do not have to create the VLAN in advance that is defined on the logical 
network. 

When controlling VLAN, if the specified VLAN is not created, 
SigmaSystemCenter automatically creates it. 

 

3. Associate the NIC of the managed machine to the port on the switch on the 
Resource view 
On the Network tab in the Machine Property Setting window on the Resource 
view, associate the NIC with the port on the switch. Based on this association 
between the NIC and the port, the port information of the switch that the 
controlled machine connects to is retrieved during VLAN control. 

 

4. Associate the NIC number to the logical network where the virtual machine 
server connects to on the Operations view 

On the Network Setting tab in Group Property Setting or Model Property 
Setting on the Operations view, register the pair of the logical network and the 
NIC number where the virtual machine server connects to. If the physical NIC 
connects to multiple logical networks, you must register the respective pair for 
the logical networks. 
The NIC information corresponding to the NIC number is retrieved from the 
controlled machine's registered information during VLAN control; based on the 
information of the switch and port associated with the NIC, the switch and its 
port to which the VLAN is assigned are decided. 

If the setting is configured in both Group Property Setting and Model Property 
Setting, the setting in Model Property Setting is preferred. 

 

After these settings completed, perform operations such as Register Master 
Machine and the VLAN is actually assigned or released. Simply completing these 
tasks described above, the VLAN cannot be assigned or released actually. 
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(2) Adding and removing a virtual machine server on the virtual switch side network 
SigmaSystemCenter requires the following configuration to control connections 
such as connection between the physical NIC on the virtual machine server and 
the virtual switch. The following configuring tasks requires some preliminaries 
described in Subsection 4.3.4 "Preparing for Virtual Network Control" to be done. 
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Port2      

Port3 

 

Port List 

2. You newly register 

the logical network 

Network1, and add 

VLAN2 as a VLAN 

used. You do not have 

to specify the switch 

explicitly. 

SWITCH1 

 

Port  Connected Machine-NIC Tag    VLAN Name  Apply Status 

Port1  VMserver1-2       Enabled  VLAN2     Binding  

Port2      

Port3 

 

Port List 

VMSGroup1 

4. You register the pair of NIC 

Number2 and Network1 to 

VMSModel1. Network control, 

which is performed through 

operations such as Register 

Master Machine in the 

operation group, uses this 

information to do its task. 

 

Management server 

Management LAN 

Network1 

VMSGroup1's 

pool 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

1 

NIC2 

Management server 

Management LAN 

VMSGroup1 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

VMServer1 

1 
VLAN2 

 

 

 

 

SWITCH1 SWITCH1 

NIC1 

NIC2 
VMServer1 

NIC1 

1. You register SWITCH1, 

which is the switch already 

registered to MasterScope 

Network Manager, under 

the network device on the 

Resource view. 

VSwitch1       PortGroup1        VLAN         2 

3. You relate NIC2 of 

VMServer1 to Port 1 on 

SWITCH1, and register the 

relation in VMServer1's 

Network Setting window. 

Hierarchy in the Operations view 

VMServer1 

VMSGroup1 

 trunk 

2       Network1  VSwitch1   VLAN2, PortGroup1 

Settings in SigmaSystemCenter 

VMServer1 
Network1 

5. Register Master 

Machine is performed 

to register machine 

VMServer1 to host 

VMServer1. 

5. After performed Register 

Master Machine to register 

machine VMServer1 to host 

VMServer1, Port List displays 

the information of VMServer1 

and VLAN2 which have been 

applied. Tag availability is 

forcibly enabled. 
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1. Register the controlled switch on the Resource view if you want to control the 
distributed switch 
If you control the distributed switch, perform the Collect functionality to the 
switch that is created using vCenter Server in advance to register it to the 
Switch List on the Resource view. 
 

2. Add the logical network where the virtual machine server connects to on the 
Resource view 
Add the logical network, where the virtual machine server connects to, to 
SigmaSystemCenter on the Logical Network List on the Resource view. This 
added logical network requires the information of the virtual/distributed switch 
and the port group (VLAN) to be registered. The registered port group is used 
as the information of the destination port group during VLAN control. 
You do not have to create a virtual switch in advance. When connecting to a 
virtual switch, if the specified virtual switch is not created, 
SigmaSystemCenter automatically creates it. In the case of a distributed 
switch, you must previously specify it from switches registered to the Switch 
List. 

 

3. Register the NIC of the controlled virtual machine server on the Resource 
view 

Register the NIC that connects to the virtual switch on the Network tab in the 
Machine Property Setting window on the Resource view. The Switch setting to 
associate the NIC with the switch is only for physical switches, not required for 
virtual switches. 
 

4. Associate the NIC number to the logical network where the virtual machine 
server connects to on the Operations view 
On the Network Setting tab in Group Property Setting or Model Property 
Setting on the Operations view, register the pair of the logical network and the 
NIC number where the virtual machine server connects to. If the physical NIC 
connects to multiple logical networks, you must register the respective pair for 
the logical networks. 

The NIC information corresponding to the NIC number is retrieved from the 
controlled machine's registered information during VLAN control; based on the 
information of the logical network, the destination virtual switch is identified. 

 
After these settings completed, perform operations such as Register Master 
Machine and the physical NIC is practically connected to the virtual switch and 
other controls are performed. Simply completing these tasks described above, 
these controls are not performed practically. 
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(3) Adding and removing a virtual machine from the virtual network 
SigmaSystemCenter requires the following configuration to control connection 
between the virtual NIC on the virtual machine and the virtual switch. The following 
configuring tasks requires some preliminaries described in Subsection 4.3.4 
"Preparing for Virtual Network Control" to be done. 

Settings in SigmaSystemCenter 

VMSGroup1 

NIC Number  Network     Switch      VLAN               

2       Network1  VSwitch1  VLAN2,PortGroup1  

Virtual Network 

Switch             VLAN          VLAN Type     VLAN ID 

VSwitch1       PortGroup1         VLAN           2 

VLAN List 

Network1 
 

VMServer1 

NIC Number   MAC Address            Switch     Port   

1    00:30:13:E3:48:2A 

NIC List 

2    00:30:13:E3:48:2B     SWITCH1     1    

Operations 

 

Resource view 

3. You register NIC2 on 

VMServer1 in the VMServer1's 

network setting. Switch setting is 

not required because it is only for 

physical switches. 

Configuration of the environment with this 

setting example 

VSwitch1 

 

4.You register the pair of NIC 

Number 2 and Network1 to 

model VMSModel1. Based on 

this information the network is 

controlled when tasks in 

operation groups such as 

Register Master Machine are 

performed. 

Management server 

NIC2 

Network1 

PortGroup1 

VSwitch1 

VLAN2 

Management server 

VMServer1 
VMSGroup1 

SigmaSystemCenter SigmaSystemCenter 

NIC1 

Management LAN 

VMServer1 

NIC1 

All switches(physical) VLAN2      VLAN           2 

5. Register Master 

Machine is performed to 

register machine 

VMServer1 to host 

VMServer1. 

Virtual view 

1. For distributed 

switches, you must 

previously create them 

through vCenter Server 

and register them to under 

the Resource 

view/network device. 

VMServer1 

Hierarchy in the Operations view 

VMServer1 

VMSGroup1 

Virtual Switch        NIC             Type 

VSwitch1    00:30:13:E3:48:2B     Standard     

Virtual Switch 

 

Virtual Switch          NIC                   Type       
Virtual Switch 

 

5. After performed Register 

Master Machine to register 

machine VMServer1 to host 

VMServer1, Virtual Machine 

List on the Virtual view 

displays the information of 

VSwitch1 and NIC2 on it. If 

the switch is a distributed 

switch, it displays Distributed 

in Type of that switch. 

2. You newly register 

logical network Network1 

and specify the virtual 

switch VSwitch1 to be 

used. To configure 

VSwitch1, you register 

PortGroup1's ID and 

VLAN2's ID to be used. 

1 VLAN2  trunk 

Network1 

NIC2 
VMServer1 

VMSGroup1's pool 

Management LAN 

1 

SWITCH1 
SWITCH1 
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1. Register the controlled switch on the Resource view if you want to control the 
distributed switch 
If you control the distributed switch, perform the Collect functionality to the 
switch that is created using vCenter Server in advance to register it to the 
Switch List on the Resource view. 
 

2. Add the logical network where the virtual machine connects to on the 
Resource view 
Add the logical network, where the virtual machine connects to, to 
SigmaSystemCenter on the Logical Network List on the Resource view. This 
added logical network requires the information of the virtual/distributed switch 
and the port group (VLAN) to be registered. The registered port group is used 
as the information of the port group connected during VLAN control. 
You do not have to create a port group in advance, so you can specify 
non-existent port groups. However, that port group must be created before 
connecting operation is performed. 
 

3. Associate the NIC number to the logical network where the virtual machine 
connects to on the Operations view 
In the Network Information on the Machine Profile tab on the Operations view, 
register the pair of the logical network and the NIC number where the virtual 
machine connects to. You can specify up to 10 NIC numbers and use them to 
identify the virtual NIC number connected to the virtual switch. 
The virtual NIC information corresponding to the NIC number is retrieved from 
the registered information on the Operations view during real works; based on 
the information of the logical network, the destination virtual switch is 
identified. 

 
You must prepare the destination virtual switches and port groups doing the tasks 
in step 2. Simply adding or removing a virtual machine from the virtual network 
does not automatically create a virtual switch or port group. 
After these settings completed, perform operations such as Allocate Machine and 
the virtual NIC is practically connected to the virtual switch and other controls are 
performed. Simply completing these tasks described above, real works of this are 
not be done. 
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4.7.4. Configuration to Use Distributed Switches 

A distributed switch can be used only in the VMware environment and it eliminates 
needs for creating and managing a virtual switch per virtual machine server. 

Settings in SigmaSystemCenter 

VMGroup1 

Virtual NIC#1       Network1    

Machine Profile/ Network Information 

Switch                  VLAN      VLAN Type       VLAN ID 

VSwitch1       PortGroup1      VLAN                2 

VLAN List 

Network1 
 

Operations 

 

Resource view 

Configuration of the environment with this 

setting example 

VSwitch1 

 

3. You register the pair of Virtual NIC 

Number 1 and Network1 to the Network 

Information on the Machine Profile tab. The 

machine profile can be configured at each 

level of the hierarchy on the Operations 

view. Based on this information the network 

is controlled when tasks in operation groups 

such as Create VM are performed. 

VMServer1 

Management server 

Management LAN 

Network1 

PortGroup1 

VSwitch1 

VLAN2 

Management server 

Management LAN 

VMServer1 

SigmaSystemCenter 
SigmaSystemCenter 

All switches(physical) VLAN2    VLAN                2 

4. In virtual machine 

VM1, Allocate 

Machine is performed. 

Virtual view 
VMServer1 

Hierarchy in the Operations view 

VM1 

VMGroup1 

Virtual Switch      NIC                                    Type      
Virtual Switch 

 

2. You newly register logical 

network Network1 and specify 

the virtual switch VSwitch1 to be 

used. To configure VSwitch1, 

you register PortGroup1's ID 

and VLAN2's ID to be used. 

VM1 

NIC1 
VMGroup1 

VM1 

Virtual NIC#2 

Network1 

PortGroup1 

VSwitch1 

VLAN2 

VSwitch1     00:30:13:E3:48:2B, 00:1A:4D:51:B2:B4    
     

Virtual Switch      NIC                                 Type       
Virtual Switch 

 
VSwitch1     00:30:13:E3:48:2B                     Standard     

4. After performed Allocate 

Machine to allocate 

resources to virtual machine 

VM1, Virtual Switch List on 

the Virtual view displays the 

information of VMSwitch1 

and NIC1 on it. If the switch 

is a distributed switch, it 

shows Distributed in its 

type. 

1. For distributed switches, you 

must previously create them 

through vCenter Server and 

register them to under the 

Resource view/network device. 
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A distributed switch is created using vCenter Server with specified the datacenter 
where the distributed switch belongs to. Hosts under the specified datacenter can 
share the distributed switch among them. To use a distributed switch in 
SigmaSystemCenter, you must perform the Collect functionality in 
SigmaSystemCenter and register it to the Switch List on its Resource view. 
Standard and private VLANs can be used on a distributed switch. For details of the 
private VLAN, see Subsection 4.7.6 "Configuration to Use Private VLAN." 
 
The figure in the next page illustrates the configuration example using a distributed 
switch. 
First, two logical networks, Logical network 1 and Logical network 2, are created. Next, 
Virtual Machine 1, 2 and 4 are added to Logical network 1, Virtual Machine 3 and 5 to 
Logical network 2. 
Registering the information below to SigmaSystemCenter provides this configured 
environment. For how to do it, see Subsection4.7.3, "Required Configuration for 
Network Control in Virtual Environment". 
 

1. Register a switch 
Register physical and distributed switches to Switch List on the Resource view. To 
do this, physical switches must be registered to MasterScope Network Manager 
and distributed switches must be created through vCenter Server. 

 

2. Configure a logical network 
Newly register Logical network 1 and Logical network 2 to Network List on the 
Resource view. The information of VLANs and port groups registered to each 
logical network is as follows: 
• Logical network 1 configuration 

- Register the pair of the physical switch and VLAN 2. 
- Register the pair of the distributed switch and Port group 1, setting Port 

group 1's VLAN ID to 2. 

• Logical network 2 configuration 
- Register the pair of the physical switch and VLAN 3. 
- Register the pair of the distributed switch and Port group 2, setting Port 

group 2's VLAN ID to 3. 
 

3. Configure the NIC on the virtual machine server 
Register the NIC-related information listed below to the Network tab in the 
Machine Property Setting window of the virtual machine server. 
• The information of NIC mounted on the virtual machine server 

• The information of physical switches and their port number connected to the 
NIC. 

 

Virtual machine's virtual NICs are not required to be registered. 
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4. Associate the NIC with the logical network 
Associate each NIC with each logical network of each virtual machine server and 
virtual machine, and register that association on the Operation view. 

 
• Register the pair of the NIC number and the logical network corresponding to 

the physical NIC on each virtual machine server on the Network Setting tab of 
Group Property Setting or Model Property Setting. In the following picture, you 
have two physical switches and two logical networks, Logical network 1 and 2. 
So you must register two pairs of them. 

• Register the pair of the virtual NIC number of the virtual machine which you 
want to use and the destination logical network. 

 

 
 

4.7.5. Configuration in Physical NIC Teaming (VMware) 

This section explains configuration for teaming using multiple physical NICs in the 
VMware environment. 
 
In SigmaSystemCenter, you can configure teaming only with the static settings 
listed below. 
 
When you associate multiple physical NICs with one logical network on the 
Network Setting tab of Group Property Setting or Model Property Setting, configure 
NIC teaming with the values listed below to the target virtual/distributed switch, 
port group, and physical NIC. 

Default values for teaming configuration are similar to those for teaming 
configuration through VI Client. 

Virtual machine server 2 

Virtual machine 4 Virtual machine 5 

Physical NIC 

Logical network 1 

Virtual machine server 1 

Virtual machine 1 Virtual machine 2 Virtual machine 3 

Physical NIC 

Virtual 

NIC 

Port group 2 

Logical network 1 

Logical network 2 

Port group 1 

Distributed switch 

Physical switch 

Logical network 2 

 trunk 

Virtual 

NIC 

Virtual 

NIC 
Virtual 

NIC 

Virtual 

NIC 

VLAN2 VLAN3 VLAN2 VLAN3 
 trunk 

VLAN3 VLAN2 
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If you want to configure teaming differently from the setting below, you must do it 
directly to VMware. In this case, you must delete the teaming configuration on 
SigmaSystemCenter to prevent the network from being controlled by 
SigmaSystemCenter. 

 
 Load Balancing: Route based on the originating port ID 

 Failover Detection: Link Status only 
 Notify Switches: Yes 
 Failback: Yes 

 

 

 

4.7.6. Configuration to Use Private VLANs 

In the VMware environment, you can use private VLANs with the configuration as the 
figure later in this subsection illustrates. 
Private VLAN require a distributed switch to be created, and are not available on the 
standard virtual switch. 

 

1. Configure private VLANs 
Configure private VLANs you want to use with a pair of VLANs: a primary VLAN 
and a secondary VLAN. One private VLAN must include at least one promiscuous 
VLAN. 

In the figure later in this subsection, you configure three pairs of a primary VLAN 
and secondary VLAN as listed below. 
 

Virtual machine server 1 

Virtual machine 1 Virtual machine 2 

Physical NIC 1 

Virtual NIC Virtual NIC Virtual NIC 

Port group 2 

Logical network 1 Logical network 2 

Port group 1 

Virtual switch 

Physical switch 1 

Logical network 1 

Logical network 2 

Physical NIC 2 
Teaming 

Virtual machine 3 
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• Primary VLAN: VLAN ID is 100 
Secondary VLAN: Type is Promiscuous, VLAN ID is 100 

• Primary VLAN: VLAN ID is 100 

Secondary VLAN: Type is Isolated, VLAN ID is 101 
• Primary VLAN: VLAN ID is 100 

Secondary VLAN: Type is Community, VLAN ID is 102 

 

2. Configure logical networks 
Create logical networks per secondary VLAN so that virtual machines can connect 
to any network of each secondary VLAN. In the view of the virtual machine server's 
connection, all the secondary VLAN ID must be assigned to the physical switch's 
port to make a private VLAN work, excluding some switches. 

This requires you to configure the virtual machine server to connect to all logical 
networks created. 
The figure in the next page illustrates a configuration example that you assign the 
pair of a primary VLAN and a secondary VLAN to port groups on the distributed 
switch, same VLAN ID as the secondary VLAN to the physical switch. 
• Logical network 1 

- Physical switch: VLAN ID is 100 
- Distributed switch: VLAN IDs are 100 and 100 

• Logical network 2 

- Physical switch: VLAN ID is 101 
- Distributed switch: VLAN IDs are 100 and 101 

• Logical network 3 

- Physical switch: VLAN ID is 102 
- Distributed switch: VLAN IDs are 100 and 102 

 

3. Associate each NIC with each logical network 
On the Operations view, associate each NIC of each virtual machine server and 
virtual machine with each logical network, and register the association setting. 

• Register the pair of the physical NIC of each virtual machine server and the 
logical network to the Network Setting tab of Group Property Setting or Model 
Property Setting. In the configuration example of the following figure, you must 
register all pairs for three logical networks. 

• Register the pair of the virtual NIC number of the virtual machine to be used 
and the logical network to be connected to Network Information in the 
Machine Profile window. 
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Virtual machine server 

 

Virtual 
machine 1 

Virtual 
machine 2 

Virtual machine server 2 

Virtual 
machine 3 

Virtual 
machine 4 

Distributed switch 

Port group 2 

(100, 101) Isolated 

Port group 3 

(100, 102) Community 

Port group 1 

(100, 100) Promiscuous 

Physical switch 

 trunk 

VLAN10

  trunk 

VLAN10

 

VLAN: 100 

In Logical network 2, 

secondary VLAN ID should 

be set to 101, and type 

should be set to Isolated. 
 

 

The primary VLAN ID 

should be set to 100. 

In Logical network 3, secondary 

VLAN ID should be set to 102, 

and type should be set to 

Community. 
 

In Logical network 1, 

secondary VLAN ID should be 

set to 100, and type should be 

set to Promiscuous. 

Logical network 1 

Logical network 2 Logical network 3 

VLAN10

 VLAN10

 

VLAN10

 VLAN10

 

VLAN: 101 

VLAN: 102 

Virtual 
machine 5 

You configure the physical switch so 

that each secondary VLAN ID can be 

set to it. 

Some switches may need only to be 

set the primary VLAN ID to 100. 
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4.8. Load Balancer Control 
 

4.8.1. Load Balancer Control Overview 

Adding or removing where to spread traffics from a load balancer is processed as one 
of provisioning for the managed machine. 
While this process, the information of the virtual server and the real server which is 
configured to the load balancer is defined in the load balancer group which is created 
on the Resource view. 
Load balancer groups are used assigning them to the group where a load balancer is 
used. 

 
When any of the following operations is performed to the host on the group, 
SigmaSystemCenter adds the managed machine to the load balancer as the traffic 
distribution for the virtual server according to the definition of the load balancer group 
which is assigned to the group. 
 

 Allocate Machine 
 Register Master Machine 
 Scale Out 

 Replace Machine 
 Change Machine Usage 
 Change Configuration 

 Create and Assign Machine 
 
You can view the information of the machine which is added as where to spread traffics 
by the preceding operations on Real Server List, which is displayed by selecting a load 
balancer group on the Resource view. 
 

When any of the following operations is performed, SigmaSystemCenter removes the 
managed machine from the list of where to spread traffics for the virtual server 
according to the definition of the load balancer group. 

 
 Release Resource 
 Scale In 

 Delete Machine 
 Replace Machine 
 Change Machine Usage 

 Change Configuration 
 Delete Virtual Machine 
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You can also directly remove the machine as you want from the list of where to spread 
traffics without performing the preceding operations on the Real Server List on the 
Resource view. 

 
The IP address in the Host Setting is used for the adding or removing real server. It 
must be a fixed IP address and belong to the same network address with the real 
server in the load balancer group. 
IP addresses of the different segment from the network address of the real server in the 
load balancer group are not considered as the target to be controlled. If you want to 
spread traffics to the real server in the different segment, create a new load balancer 
group and configure the IP address of that segment to it. 
 

Do not change the settings which SigmaSystemCenter has registered to the load 
balancer directly on the load balancer. If you do so, the subsequent load balancer 
control by SigmaSystemCenter may not work properly. 

The settings not controlled by SigmaSystemCenter can be changed directly on the load 
balancer. 
 

 
 

  

Machine１ 

Client 

Load balancer group LBGroup1 

Virtual server:172.20.250.100:80 

Real server：172.20.0.0/16:8080 

Operation group Group1 
 

Host1、IP address:172.20.43.4 

LBGroup1 
Real server: 172.20.43.4 

 

Load balancer 

Virtual server:172.20.250.100 

 

Specify Machine1 as Host1 of 

Group1 to perform Allocate 

Machine. 

The control is performed to the 

load balancer during provision 

of Allocate Machine. In this 

control, IP address of Host1 

and LBGroup1, which is load 

balancer group assigned to the 

operation group Group1, is 

referred. 

 

You can view the added real server 

information on Real Server List on the 

Resource view 
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4.8.2. What Is Load Balancer Group? 

A load balancer group is an aggregation of settings related to process to load balancers 
such as virtual servers to be connected by clients and real servers to be spread traffics, 
and it provides you easy management of load balancer's configuration. 
The load balancer group is configured with the setting combination of the virtual server 
and real server. 
 
 Settings on the virtual server side 

• IP Address / Port Number 
Set the IP address and port number of the destination accessed by client. 

• Load Balancer Type 

Select the load balancing algorithm to spread traffic to real servers. 
Subsection 4.8.3, "Load Balancing Method." describes about available load 
balancing methods. 

• Forward Type 
Select the packet forwarding method between clients and real servers. 
Subsection 4.8.4, "Forward Type." describes about details of the forward type. 

• Persistent Type 
Select the method to keep sessions between clients and real servers 
consistently. Subsection 4.8.5, "Persistent Type." describes about available 
persistent types. 
The persistent type includes the following settings related. 
- Persistent Time 

Set how long the session is kept. In your session, if no traffic occurs 
within configured persistent time, the session is lost. 

- Cookie 

Type the cookie name used for session management when you select 
Cookie in Persistent Type. 

• Protocol 

Select protocol to be used; TCP or UDP. 
 

 Settings on the real server side 

• Network Address / Subnet Mask 
Set the network address of a real server group, which contains real servers 
that traffics from clients will be distributed to. Requests to the virtual server 
from clients are forwarded to the real server with specified network address. 
These real servers must join this address's network. 

• Port Number 

Set the port number of the virtual server into which that of the real server is 
translated. When you select DSR as the forward type on Linux Virtual Server 
this setting is not used and the port number specified is ignored. 
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• Capacity 
When you select Weight as the load balancing type, this is used as weight set 
to the real server. 

 
As the following figure shows, SigmaSystemCenter controls a load balancer using the 
setting information of IP addresses of the load balancer group and host setting. 

 

 
 

4.8.3. Load Balancing Method 

The load balancing method is how the load balancer spread traffics to real servers. 
SigmaSystemCenter allows you to select one of the load balancing methods from the 
table below to spread traffics to real servers, and to set the load balancer type per load 
balancer group. 
 

Adding to the load balancing method, the persistent type also affects on the behavior of 
the load balancer to spread traffics to real servers. For behavior by the combination of 
the load balancing method and persistent type, see the description in the persistent 
type. 
 

Method Availability on Products Description 

MasterScope 
Network Manager 

Linux Virtual 
Server 

RoundRobin Available Available Selects a real server in 
round robin. 

LeastConnection Available Available Selects a real server with 
least connections. 

Load Balancer 

Real server： 

192.168.1.101:80 

Virtual Server: 

10.10.10.100 : 80, TCP 

Client 

Load Balancer Type: 

RoundRobin 

Persistent Type: Cookie 

Real server setting: 192.168.1.0/24:80 

Load balancer group A 

Real server： 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server： 

192.168.1.103:80 

Machine 1 

 
Machine 2 

 

Machine 3 

 

Load balancer group 

provides the bulk 

management of load 

balancer-related settings. 

Group1 
 

Host1, IP address: 192.168.1.101 

Load balancer group A 

Host2, IP address: 192.168.1.102 

Host3, IP address: 192.168.1.103 

Actual IP address of the real 

server is referred from the 

host setting. 
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Method Availability on Products Description 

MasterScope 
Network Manager 

Linux Virtual 
Server 

Weight Available Available Selects a real server based 
on its weight value defined to 
each real server. 

Not available Not available Assigns weights dynamically 
based on CPU loads of the 
real server, and selects a 
real server with least 
connections. 

ResponseTime Available Available Selects a real server with 
fastest response. 

 

When using Weight, you must create load balancer groups per real server to which 
traffic is spread as the following figure, because weights for each real server need to be 
assigned per load balancer group. 

 

 

 
  

Load Balancer 

Real server： 

192.168.1.101:80 

Virtual server: 

10.10.10.100 : 80, TCP 

Client 

LB group A-1 

Real server： 

192.168.1.102:80 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3 

Load Balancer Type：

Weight 
Weight：100 

Virtual server: 

10.10.10.100:80,TCP 

Real server setting： 

192.168.1.102/32:80 

Load Balancer Type：

Weight 
Weight：200 

LB group A-2 

Real server setting： 

192.168.1.101/32:80 

Real server： 

192.168.1.103:80 

Virtual server: 

10.10.10.100:80,TCP 

Real server setting： 

192.168.1.103/32:80 

Load Balancer Type：

Weight 
Weight：400 

LB group A-3 

If you select Weight as the 

load balancer type, you 

create LB groups per real 

servers spread traffic to. 

In Network Address on the 

Real Server section in the Add 

Load Balancer Group window, 

you set a real server's IP 

address, and set its netmask to 

"255.255.255.255". 
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4.8.4. Forward Type 

If you control Linux Virtual Server, you can specify the packet forwarding type to 
determine how to forward and receive packets between clients and real servers per 
load balancer group. 
 

In Linux Virtual Server two packet forwarding types are available. The default type is 
DSR. 

 
 Direct Server Return (DSR) 

Requests from clients to the real server go through the load balancer, but 
responses from the real server to clients do not. 
When using Direct Server Return, refer descriptions in Note below. 

 Network Address Translation (NAT) 

Both inbound and outbound traffic between clients and the real server go through 
the load balancer. 

 

When a physical load balancer is controlled through MasterScope Network Manager, 
you cannot specify packet forwarding type. A physical load balancer normally works 
with NAT. 

 

Note: 
A loop back adapter, which is required in using Direct Server Return, you must 
configure manually after the real server's machine configuration. 

Settings of the loop back adapter within the master machine image are lost when 
functionalities with Sysprep information are used, and this prohibits automatic machine 
configuration with image deployment as well as loop back adapter configuration. 

Configure the machine with the following operations, and then manually configure a 
loop back adapter for the OS on the real server. 
 ▪ Physical environment 

  - Allocate Machine, Replace Machine, and so on. 
   (Only when OS installed by disk duplication) 
 ▪ Virtual environment 

  - Create VM 
  - Recreate VM 

 

4.8.5. Persistent Type 

Sometimes sessions must be kept consistently and clients must communicate with the 
same real server during processing sequence between clients and server. As a 
solution to this, a load balancer provides session maintaining functionalities. 
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In SigmaSystemCenter, you can set the persistent type from the following table per 
load balancer group. 
 

According with the session maintenance type specified, load balancing is performed 
with whether L4 load balancing or L7 load balancing. Also, the load balancing method 
and the persistent type affects on the behavior of the load balancer to spread traffics to 
real servers. For behavior by the combination of the load balancing method and 
persistent type, see the description in the following table. 
 

Type Load 
Balancing 

Availability on Products Description 

MasterScope 
Network Manager 

Linux Virtual 
Server 

 

NoSetting L4 load 
balancing 

Available Available The real server to spread 
traffics from clients is 
determined by the specified 
load balancing method. 
Because sessions are not 
kept, load balancing is 
performed per traffic. 

Sticky / 
Single IP 

L4 load 
balancing 

Available Available The real server to spread 
traffics from clients is 
determined by the specified 
load balancing method. 
Started sessions are 
distinguished based on the 
client's IP addresses. 
In NetvisorPro, specify 
[Sticky]; in Linux Virtual 
Server, specify [Single IP]. 

Range IP L4 load 
balancing 

Not available Available Traffics from the clients 
with specified IP address 
range are spread to the 
specified real server. 
When there are multiple 
candidate real servers to 
be spread traffics, the real 
server is determined by the 
specified load balancing 
method and sessions are 
kept. 
In Linux Virtual Server, 
sessions are kept during 
the specified persistent 
time even though there is 
no traffic after the session 
has started. 
 
Configure the client's IP 
address range in Client IP 
Address of the real server. 

Cookie L７ load 
balancing 

Available Available The real server to spread 
traffics from clients is 
determined by the specified 
load balancing method. 
Started sessions are 
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Type Load 
Balancing 

Availability on Products Description 

MasterScope 
Network Manager 

Linux Virtual 
Server 

 

distinguished based on the 
cookie and are kept. 
In NetvisorPro, you need to 
enter the cookie name 
used for the session 
management. 
 
Configure the cookie name 
used for the session 
management in Cookie of 
the virtual server. 

Ssl L7 load 
balancing 

Available Not available The real server to spread 
traffics from clients is 
determined by the specified 
load balancing method. 
Started sessions are 
distinguished based on 
SSL session IDs and are 
kept. 

 

For Linux Virtual Server, selecting other types than NoSetting allows you to specify the 
persistent time. Specifying the persistent time allows you to specify session duration 
time. In your session, if no traffic occurs within configured persistent time, the session 
is lost. 
 
You cannot specify the persistent time in the MasterScope Network Manager load 
balancer. 
 

4.8.6. About Load Balancer Control during Operations in 

SigmaSystemCenter 

 

(1) Allocate Machine / Register Master Machine / Scale Out 
When you perform the Allocate Machine functionality to allocate managed 
machines in the pool to hosts within the operation group, provisioning sequence is 
processed to make the managed machines to be controlled use as hosts in 
business. At this time load balancer control is performed as one of provisioning 
processes. In the Register Master Machine and Scale Out functionalities, load 
balancer control is performed as well as in Allocate Machine. 
Load balancer control registers a host IP address for Allocate Machine as a real 
server to the load balancer. 

For load balancers and machines to be controlled or how to control a load balancer, 
you must configure the following on the Operations view or the Resource view 
before load balancer control is performed. Without these settings, load balancer 
control is not performed. 
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1. On the Operations view 
- You must specify a load balancer group for load balancer control. 
- You must specify the host's IP address you want to register to a load 

balancer as a real server. 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register a load balancer to be controlled. 

- You must register a load balancer group. 
 

 

 
  

192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management  LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server: 192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Pool 

Host 1 Host 2 

192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 192.168.1.103 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

192.168.1.103:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Host 1 Host 2 Host 3 

You perform Allocate Machine to allocate 

Machine 3's resources to Host 3. 

Other controls 
SigmaSystemCenter performs other controls to Machine 2, such as power 

control, restoration, and storage control. 

LB control for a load balancer 
SigmaSystemCenter registers Host 3's IP 

address "192.168.1.103" to the load 

balancer as a real server. Added 
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(2) Release Resource / Scale In 
When you perform Release Resource to the running host in the operation group, 
provisioning sequence is processed to remove the managed machines to be 
controlled from business. At this time load balancer control is performed as one of 
provisioning processes. If you select the "Release machine without taking apart it" 
option on the Release Resource dialog box, load balancer control is performed. 

Load balancer control removes the real server with IP address of the host to be 
released resource from the load balancer. 
For load balancers and machines to be controlled or how to control a load balancer, 
you must configure the following on the Operations view or the Resource view 
before load balancer control is performed. Without these settings, load balancer 
control is not performed. 

 

1. On the Operations view 
- You must specify a load balancer group for load balancer control. 

- You must specify the host's IP address that you want to remove its 
registration as a real server from the real server. 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register a load balancer to be controlled. 
- You must register a load balancer group. 
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(3) Replace Machine 
When you perform the Replace Machine functionality to the running host in the 
operation group, provisioning sequence is processed to replace the machine 
resources from the running managed machine to the standby managed machine in 
the pool. At this time load balancer control is performed as one of provisioning 
processes. 
First load balancer control removes the real server with IP address of the host from 
the load balancer; next it registers the same IP address of the host to the load 
balancer. 
For load balancers and machines to be controlled or how to control a load balancer, 
you must configure the following on the Operations view or the Resource view 
before load balancer control is performed. Without these settings, load balancer 
control is not performed. 
 

192.168.1.103 192.168.1.102 192.168.1.101 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope 

Network Manager 

Management 

 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server:10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Pool 

Host 1 Host 2 

192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope 

Network Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server:10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

192.168.1.103:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Host 1 Host 2 

Host 3 

You perform Release Resources to Host 3. 

Other controls 
SigmaSystemCenter performs other controls to Machine 2, such as power 

control and storage control. 

LB control for a load balancer 
SigmaSystemCenter removes Host 3's IP 

address "192.168.1.103" from the load 

balancer. Remove

 

192.168.1.103:80 
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1. On the Operations view 
- You must specify a load balancer group for load balancer control. 
- You must specify the host's IP address you want to register to a load 

balancer as a real server. 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register a load balancer to be controlled. 

- You must register a load balancer group. 
 

 

 
  

192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Pool 

Host 1 Host 2 

192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 192.168.1.102 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope Network 

Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Host 1 Host 2 Host 2 

You perform Replace Machine to Host 2 by 

using Machine 3. 

 

Other controls 
SigmaSystemCenter performs other controls to Machine 2 and Machine 3, such 

as power control, restoration, and storage control. 

LB control for a load balancer 
First SigmaSystemCenter removes Host 

3's IP address "192.168.1.103" from the 

load balancer, and then registers the 

same IP address to the load balancer. 

Pool Operation 
group A 
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(4) Change Machine Usage 
When you perform the Change Machine Usage functionality to move the running 
host from the current operation group to another, provisioning sequence is 
processed to change the active operation group. At this time load balancer control 
is performed as one of provisioning processes. 
First load balancer control removes the real server with IP address of the source 
host from the load balancer, next registers the IP address of the destination host to 
the load balancer as a real server. 
For load balancers and machines to be controlled or how to control a load balancer, 
you must configure the following on the Operations view or the Resource view 
before load balancer control is performed. Without these settings, load balancer 
control is not performed. 

 

1. On the Operations view 
- You must specify a load balancer group for load balancer control. 

- You must configure the real server's IP address. 

2. On the Resource view 
- You must register a load balancer to be controlled. 

- You must register a load balancer group. 
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192.168.1.102 192.168.50.52 

192.168.50.51 192.168.1.101 192.168.1.102 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope 

Network Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Load balancer 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

192.168.1.102:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Operation 
group B 
 Host 1 Host 2 

You perform Change Machine Usage to 

change Host 2 in the Operation group A to 

Host 4 in the Operation group B. 
 

Other controls 
SigmaSystemCenter performs other controls to Machine 2 and Machine 3, such as 

power control, restoration, and storage control. 

Load balancer group B 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.50:80 

192.168.50.51:80 

Real server：192.168.50.0/24:80 

Host 3 

Switch 

VLAN3 VLAN2 VLAN2 

192.168.50.51 192.168.1.101 

SigmaSystemCenter 

MasterScope 

Network Manager 

Management server 

Machine 1 

Management LAN 

Machine 3 Machine 2 

Client 

Load balancer group A 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.100:80 

192.168.1.101:80 

Real server：192.168.1.0/24:80 

Operation 
group A 

Operation 
group B 
 Host 1 

Load balancer group B 

Virtual server: 10.10.10.50:80 

192.168.50.51:80 

Real server：192.168.50.0/24:80 

Host 3 

Switch 

VLAN3 VLAN2 

LB control for a load balancer 
First SigmaSystemCenter removes Host 2's IP address 

"192.168.1.102" from the load balancer, and then 

registers Host 4's IP address "192.168.50.52". 

 

192.168.1.102:80 Remove

 

192.168.50.52:80 Added 

Host 2 Host4 

VLAN2 VLAN3 

VLAN3 VLAN2 

VLAN3 VLAN2 

Load balancer 
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5. About Storage Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter explains the functions of SigmaSystemCenter to manage storage. 
 
This chapter will be provided in future updates. 
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Appendix A Glossary 
 

A  
 
 

ACPI Abbreviation for Advanced Configuration and Power 
Interface. This is a specification for power management for a 
computer, which enables operating system-directed 
configuration and detailed power management. 
 

ACPI Shutdown Executes shutdown of OS using ACPI.  
OS must be configured to execute ACPI shutdown when 
pushing the power button of a device. 
 

Activated Refers to a status that a machine is allocated to a host and 
the machine is registered to a group in SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

B  
 
 

BMC Abbreviation for Baseboard Management Controller. 
 

C  
 
 

CLARiiON A name of a storage product of EMC Corporation. 
 

CLI Abbreviation for Command Line Interface. 
 

Configuration Database A database to store data, such as system resources managed 
by SystemProvisioning. SQL Server is used as the database 
engine. 
 

CSV 

(Cluster Shared Volumes) 

A file system that was implemented in Windows Server 2008 
R2 or later for Hyper-V. Multiple servers can access the file 
system simultaneously. When you are executing Live 
Migration, you should use this function. 
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D  
 
 

Datacenter A kind of group that can unify virtual machine servers. When 
managing the vCenter Server environment, datacenters in 
SigmaSystemCenter corresponds to datacenters in vCenter 
Server. Clusters of vCenter Server are managed as 
datacenters in SigmaSystemCenter.  
When managing the Xen environment, you can create only 
one datacenter under a Pool. 
When managing Hyper-V Cluster environment, only one 
datacenter, which cannot be added or deleted, will be created 
while registering the cluster. 
When managing Hyper-V single server or a KVM 
environment, a datacenter can be created and deleted. 
 

Data ONTAP The name of OS included on the storages of NetApp, Inc. 
 

Deployment Disk Image A deployment disk image is a disk image that does not have 
machine's unique information and that is created by deleting 
the machine's unique information from data of OS which is 
installed on a machine. 
For Windows, a tool called Sysprep is used to create a 
deployment disk image. 
 

DHCP Server DHCP is abbreviation for Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol. 
DHCP Server is a server with the function to dynamically 
assign an IP address to a computer in a network. A 
predetermined IP address, subnet mask, domain name and 
other information are assigned upon request from a DHCP 
client. 
 

Differential Clone 

(formerly Linked clone) 

Differential Clone creates virtual machines based on a basic 
image created from a master VM. Virtual machines created by 
using Differential Clone hold only the information of the 
differences between themselves and a basic image. 
 

Disk Clone Disk Clone creates virtual machines by copying a basic image 
created from a master VM without change. 
 

Disk Volume In SigmaSystemCenter, disk volume refers to a logical disk 
composed of multiple physical disks and recognized as one 
disk. This is called a LD in NEC Storage, and a logical disk in 
EMC Storage. 
 

Distribution Software In SigmaSystemCenter, a configuration to use when a 
configuration change, such as activating or replacing a 
machine is called distribution software. Distribution software 
has four kinds: a scenario, template, local script, and file. 
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DPM Abbreviation for DeploymentManager. 
DPM distributes and updates software such as the operating 
systems, applications, and patches to managed machines, 
delivers files, and starts or stops machines by the instruction 
of SystemProvisioning. 
 

DPM Client A component of DPM. 
DPM Client is installed on managed machines of DPM. 
 

DPM Command Line A component of DPM. 
DPM Command Line is the function to check the status of 
DPM's managed machines and execute processes on them 
from command line. 
 

DPM Server A component of DPM that manages DPM managed 
machines. 
DPM Server executes process to managed machines by 
instructions from DPM Web Console. 
 

E  
 
 

ESX A product of VMware Inc. that implements a virtual machine. 
 

ESXi A product of VMware Inc. that implements a virtual machine in 
the standalone environment. 
ESXi can be managed through vCenter Server or directly from 
SystemProvisioning. ESXi that is managed directly from 
SystemProvisioning is called standalone ESXi.  
The operation form that manages ESXi through vCenter 
Server is called the operation in the vCenter Server 
environment. The operation form that manages ESXi directly 
with SystemProvisioning is called the operation in the 
standalone environment. 
 

F  
 
 

FASxxxx Series The name of storage products of NetApp, Inc. 
 

Full Backup Disk Image A full backup disk image is an image that is a backup image of 
a machine without modifying its information. 
 

Full Clone Full Clone creates virtual machines based on a virtual 
infrastructure product's standard template created from a 
master VM. 
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G  
 
 

Group A set of machines. By managing multiple machines as a 
group, the load and costs on the machine management can 
be reduced. A group of machines used for the same usage is 
called an operation group. In SystemProvisioning, a group 
refers to an operation group. 
In addition, SystemProvisioning manages managed machines 
as resources. In the Resource view on the Web Console, you 
can create a group to display classifying managed machines. 
This group is called a resource group.  
 

H  
 
 

HBA Abbreviation for Host Bus Adapter. 
Refers to the FibreChannel controller. 
 

HW Profile Clone HW Profile Clone creates an empty VM based on HW Profile 
information obtained from a master VM beforehand and 
restores a basic image to the empty VM by using the DPM 
function to create a virtual machine. 
 

Hyper-V Refers to the virtualization technology of Microsoft 
Corporation. This is integrated as standard in some editions of 
Windows Server 2008 or later. 
 

Hyper-V Cluster Clustered Hyper-V. 
SigmaSystemCenter supports this configuration only on 
Windows Server 2008 R2. 
 

Hyper-V Manager A Hyper-V management console which is provided as 
standard by Microsoft Corporation 
 

Hyper-V Single Server Not Clustered Hyper-V. 
 

I  
 
 

IIS Abbreviation for Internet Information Services. This is 
software for internet server provided by Microsoft Corporation. 
 

Image Builder A tool of DPM that creates image files, such as OS, and 
registers to DPM Server. 
 

Integration Services A component to install on a virtual machine on Hyper-V. 
Installing this component improves performance and enables 
you to use additional functions. 
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IPMI Abbreviation for Intelligent Platform Management Interface, 
which provides interfaces to acquire information of a sensor, 
hardware logs and to control target power state. 
 

iptables A firewall software package for Linux OS, which includes 
features such as packet filtering and network address 
translation (NAT). 
 

L  
 
 

Linux Virtual Server A load balancing software package for Linux OS. 
 

Local Script Function A function that executes an execution file, which is called a 
local script, in .bat format on a SigmaSystemCenter 
management server. This is used when you adding, changing 
usage, or replacing a machine, and if you want to perform 
specific processes that depend on system configuration or 
environment on the SigmaSystemCenter management 
server. 
 

Logical Machine SigmaSystemCenter handles a machine whose MAC 
address, WWN, and UUID are virtualized by hardware 
functions as a logical machine. A logical machine is managed 
with relating to a physical machine with ID configured on a 
device. 
 

M  
 
 

MAC Address Abbreviation for Media Access Control Address, and it is an 
address of NIC that identifies each host (machine) connected 
to a network. 
 

Machine A generic name of a physical machine and virtual machine 
that can be managed by SigmaSystemCenter. 
 

Maintenance Mode Refers to a mode that is used to ignore error notifications 
during machine maintenance. If an error occurred on a 
machine that is set to Maintenance Mode, recovery processes 
by a policy are not conducted. 
 

Managed Machine A machine to manage in SystemProvisioning. 
 

Management Server A server on which SystemProvisioning is installed. 
 

Master Machine A master machine is a source of deployment disk image. 
If you configure a master machine, you can create multiple 
machines with same configuration as the master machine by 
cloning the machine image to other machines. 
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MasterScope Network Manager Software for managing operations using networks. This 
software is used for controlling and grasping configuration of 
network devices. 
 

Master VM A virtual machine that is a source of a template which is used 
to create new virtual machines. 
 

Migration Formerly "Hot Migration / Cold Migration" has been changed 
to "Migration." 
 

Monitored Machine A machine that is monitored by System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services.  
 

MSFC 

(Microsoft Failover Cluster) 

Cluster feature included in Enterprise or higher edition of 
Windows Server 2008 or earlier releases, and in Windows 
Server 2012 Standard or higher edition. This is required for 
Live Migration of Hyper-V virtual machines in Windows Server 
2008 R2. 
 

N  
 
 

NEC ESMPRO Manager 
NEC ESMPRO Agent 

These are the machine management software included in 
Express5800 series. SigmaSystemCenter monitors physical 
managed machines by using NEC ESMPRO Manager. 
 

NEC Storage A name of storage product of NEC. 
 

NEC Storage Manager The generic name of the NEC Storage management software 
that is used by SystemProvisioning for controlling storage. 
 

NIC Abbreviation for Network Interface Card. 
Standard built-in server or an optional adapter for LAN. 
 

O  
 
 

OOB Abbreviation for Out-of-Band. This is a management method 
of managing and operating hardware not by communicating to 
software running on the hardware, but directly. 
 

OpenFlow The technology that centrally manages networking devices 
that constitute the communication network with one controller, 
and that enables the complex translocational regulation and 
the flexible network configuration change. 
 

OS Clear Installation A function of DeploymentManager, which executes new 
(clear) installation of Linux OS. SigmaSystemCenter uses this 
function in the operation of virtual machine server 
provisioning. 
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OS Installation by Disk 
Duplication 

A function of DeploymentManager which clones a machine by 
using backup / restore function and customization function 
with Sysprep. 
SigmaSystemCenter uses this function in such operations as 
Allocate Resource, Scale Out, Replace machine and Change 
Machine Usage, and also in creating virtual machines with 
HW Profile Clone Method. 
 

P  
 
 

PCI Slot An opening for inserting a PCI card to a motherboard. 
 

PET Abbreviation for Platform Event Trap. 
Notifies the events that occurred on BIOS or hardware, 
directly from BMC, by using SNMP trap. 
 

PFC Abbreviation for ProgrammableFlow Controller. 
 

Physical Machine A generic name for hardware machines that has an entity. 
In SigmaSystemCenter manuals, a physical machine includes 
a general machine and virtual machine server. 
 

Policy In SystemProvisioning, you can configure recovery settings 
against errors on a machine that are detected by NEC 
ESMPRO Manager, virtual environment such as vCenter 
Server, Out-of-Band Management or System Monitor - 
Performance Monitoring Services. 
 

Pool Refers to a concept of a group that manages machines before 
activating in a condition that can be activated instantly. 

Pool Machine A machine in standby in a pool for a configuration change to a 
group. 
 

Power Cycle To turn a machine off and then on again. 
 

Primary NIC A NIC to connect to a network for managing machines 
managed by SystemProvisioning. Primary NIC is configured 
to start using WakeOnLAN. 
 

ProgrammableFlow The architecture that NEC researched and developed based 
on OpenFlow. 
 

ProgrammableFlow Controller A generic name of controllers for ProgrammableFlow. 
 

PVMService The service name of SystemProvisioning which is one of the 
SigmaSystemCenter components. 
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PXE Boot Abbreviation for Preboot eXecution Environment. 
This is a BIOS feature to start a machine or install OS over a 
network, and used by DPM to detect servers and distribute 
software. 
 

R 
 
 
 

Recovery Process Setting A configuration that process of restore to be executed when 
an event is generated. 
With SystemProvisioning, we call this configuration a policy. 
 

RMCP / RMCP+ Abbreviation for Remote Management Control Protocol. This 
is a protocol that executes directions of IPMI through 
networks and uses UDP. 
 

S  
 
 

SAN Abbreviation for Storage Area Network. 
With a storage dedicated network, this provides storage to 
machines. 
 

Scale Out To improve performance of whole machines by increasing the 
unit of machines that has the same functions. You do not 
have to stop a service completely when you execute Scale 
Out because target machines work together in Scale Out 
even during machine maintenance or when an error occurred 
on a machine. 
 

Scenario A setting in which execution process for installation of OSs 
and applications are defined. A scenario is created in DPM. In 
SystemProvisioning, a scenario created in DPM is used to 
distribute applications, middleware, and patches to managed 
machines. 
 

SEL Abbreviation for System Event Log. This is a log of system 
events. 
 

Shared Disk Refers to a disk volume that can be shared by multiple 
machines. 
 

Shared Pool A pool that does not belong to any operation group. 
 

Shared Pool Machine A managed physical machine that belongs to a shared pool. If 
certain conditions are met, a shared pool machine is used for 
a configuration change. 
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Smart Group A logical group which memorizes search conditions for 
managed machines. Managed machines that meet the search 
conditions will be searched. 
Status information which changes every second such as 
power status can be set as a search condition. 
 

SMI-S (Storage Management 
Initiative – Specification) 

A storage standard developed by SNIA (Storage Networking 
Industry Association). 
 

SNMP Trap SNMP Agent’s notifying events to a manager through 
communication on the SMNP, Simple Network Management 
Protocol. 
 

Software Load Balancer A load balancer provided on software that runs on common 
OS. You can benefit from the availability of load balancer 
features without purchasing any specialized hardware. 
 

SQL Server Management software of Microsoft Corporation for 
configuring and operating a relational database. 
SigmaSystemCenter uses SQL Server as the database to 
store system configuration information. 
 

Standalone ESXi ESXi that is managed directly from SystemProvisioning 
without VMware vCenter Server. 
 

Switch The generic name of switches managed by MasterScope 
Network Manager. 
 

SYMCLI Command line interface to manage Symmetrix of EMC 
Corporation. 
 

Symmetrix A name of a storage product of EMC Corporation. 
 

Sysprep A tool to deploy a Windows OS that is provided by Microsoft 
Corporation. 
 

System Monitor - Performance 
Monitoring Services 

A component of SigmaSystemCenter that monitors the usage 
status of machine resources. In case of a performance failure, 
System Monitor - Performance Monitoring Services can send 
an alert to SystemProvisioning. 
 

SystemProvisioning SystemProvisioning is the core of SigmaSystemCenter. 
SystemProvisioning sets up a managed machine, manages 
Configuration Database, changes machine configuration, and 
recovers from machine failure automatically. 
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T  
 
 

Tag Cloud A function to classify and summarize various information of 
managed machines as Tag. Also, information of all managed 
machines can be displayed visually as multiple Tags. 
If you select a Tag, machines classified under the Tag will be 
displayed. 
 

Task Scheduler An automatic running utility program that is included in a 
Windows OS. By using Task Scheduler, a program can be 
executed automatically at the time you set in advance. 
 

Threshold The monitoring functions of SigmaSystemCenter, such as 
NEC ESMPRO and System Monitor - Performance Monitoring 
Services, which judge an error or normal by comparing data 
of managed machines and threshold values. 
 

U  
 
 

UC Abbreviation for Universal Connector. Universal Connector is 
a component which connects itself with the SSC web console, 
commands and external components. 
 

V  
 
 

VC Abbreviation for vCenter Server. 
 

vCenter Server 

(formerly VirtualCenter) 

A product of VMware Inc. that manages multiple ESXs and 
virtual machines on ESXs collectively. 
 

vSphere Client 

(formerly Virtual Infrastructure 
Client) 

A product of VMware, Inc. that has the user interface from 
which a user can create, manage, and monitor virtual 
machines and resources on a virtual machine. 
 

Virtual Machine Refers to a virtual machine that is implemented on a virtual 
machine server. 
 

Virtual Machine Server Refers to a server that implements virtual machines. 
SystemProvisioning can manage VMware ESX and ESXi, 
Citrix XenServer, Microsoft Hyper-V, and Red Hat KVM. 
 

Virtual Manager A group that unifies datacenters. When managing standalone 
ESXi, Hyper-V single server or a KVM environment, create a 
virtual manager from SystemProvisioning. When managing 
the vCenter Server environment, Xen environment, or 
Hyper-V Cluster environment, vCenter Server, XenServer 
Pool Master, or Hyper-V Cluster will be a virtual manager 
respectively. 
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Virtual Server Management 
Option 

This option enables the virtual environment management 
function. 
 

VLAN A technology that divides a network into multiple broadcast 
domains by configuring a logical network configuration other 
than a physical network configuration. 
 

VM Abbreviation for Virtual Machine. Refers to a virtual machine. 
 

VMFS Abbreviation for Virtual Machine File System. In 
SystemProvisioning, VMFS is used as a VMFS volume, and 
in that case, it is refers to the DataStores item on a 
management screen of Virtual Infrastructure. A VMFS volume 
refers to a volume to store virtual disks of a virtual machine. 
 

VMS Abbreviation for Virtual Machine Server. Refers to a virtual 
machine server. 
 

VM Server Refers to a virtual machine server. 
 

VNX A name of a storage product of EMC Corporation. 
 

W  
 
 

Web Console There are two Web Consoles; a component of 
SigmaSystemCenter and a component of DPM. In this 
manual, a word Web Console refers to the Web Console of 
SigmaSystemCenter. 
Web Console of SigmaSystemCenter is a console for 
configuring and operating SigmaSystemCenter from a 
browser. 
Web Console of DPM is a console for configuring and 
operating DeploymentManager from a browser. 
In SigmaSystemCenter manuals, the Web Console of DPM is 
described as DPM Web Console. 
 

WOL (Wake On LAN) A function that power on a computer connected to LAN from 
other computer. This function is used in remote Power On 
from DPM. 
 

WWN Abbreviation for World Wide Name. Refers to an identification 
code uniquely assigned to a Host Bus Adapter. 
 

X  
 
 

XenCenter A product of Citrix Systems, Inc. that manages multiple 
XenServers and virtual machines on XenServers collectively. 
 

XenServer A product of Citrix Systems, Inc. that implements virtual 
machines. 
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XenServer Pool Master A XenServer to be specified as a communication base when 
managing multiple XenServers as a Pool collectively. 
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Appendix B Revision History 
 

 First Edition (October 2013): New 
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Appendix C License Information 
 
This product includes certain open source software. 
Details of individual licenses are provided on the SigmaSystemCenter DVD 
 
<SigmaSystemCenter Installation DVD>\doc\OSS directory. 
 
Please contact us in order to obtain the source code of software that is distributed under the 
GPL/LGPL. 
 
▪ This product contains Microsoft SQL Server Express which is distributed by Microsoft Corporation 
without charge. Use this product after accepting the license agreement. For details of copyright and 
ownership rights, refer to the following license files: 
<folder where Microsoft SQL Server Express is installed>\License Terms 
 
▪ Some icons used in this program are based on Silk Icons released by Mark James under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 2.5 License. Visit http://www.famfamfam.com/lab/icons/silk/ for more details. 
 
▪ This product includes software developed by Routrek Networks, Inc. 
 
▪ Copyright 2005 - 2010 NetApp, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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